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1. Towards a Perspective on Market Formation 
Introduction and aim of the study 
In 1900 the American historian Day concluded in his study of Java in the 19th century 
that the role of private enterprise in conjunction with the role of the colonial administration 
was clear and that the only issue on which further clarification was needed concerned the role 
of the administration in Yogyakarta and Surakarta, those areas being under mixed 
colonial/Javanese administration The Dutch historian Rouffaer was quick to respond to the 
challenge and published in the Encyclopedia of the Netherlands East Indies (ENOI) his treatise 
on the empire of Mataram viz Yogyakarta, Surakarta and the Mancanegara, in the 18th and 
19th century The interaction between Day and Rouffaer shows healthy challenge and response 
in historiography, the focus of their inquines, the roles of administration and private enterprise 
reveals the going concerns in social science and historiography at the beginning of the 20th 
century The role of the state has since then dominated historical inquiry Because of data 
availability and a possibly unique course of events in the history of thought on Indonesia, the 
relation between the state and economy occupies the centre stage in socio-economic studies on 
Indonesia The importance of the state is taken for granted, yet the role of the state, the impact 
of its activities and policies, is subject to a large variety of opimons Many studies and theories 
cover periods of Indonesian history and combine views on communities and villages, people 
and land, money and exchange, trade and infrastructure, government and governed, and 
modern and traditional agriculture in colonial and independent Indonesia One can distinguish 
two approaches The most widely spread approach involves stage theories These connect the 
role of the colonial state, taxation and its facilitating role for large scale business and 
infrastructure to modernization The second approach differentiates between a modern and 
traditional economy and emphasizes the static nature of traditional economic life Systematic 
measurement of household income dates from the last colonial years in Indonesia and thus long 
remained a weak spot in empirical investigation Both approaches ascribe a central role to the 
stale in the control of the economy 
In recent years development studies have swelled in number and coverage, 
concentrating on public investment and its effects in Indonesia The Indonesian government 
has received wide recognition for moving towards reduced state intervention in the economy in 
a stable macroeconomie policy frame, curbing population growth and achieving trend 
sufficiency in псе in the 1980s However, it has been criticised for its weak control on public 
spending and exploitation of natural resources 
There are several seemingly conflicting signals regarding the role of the modem state in 
Indonesia State intervention in the economy during the last three decades has been captured in 
descriptions as the "command economy", "technocrat leadership", "public economy" and "lop-
down approach" In the last decades intervention in agriculture appears to have reached very 
far indeed and extended to the individual allocation of irrigated land to nee The mid-1980s 
have been marked as the beginning of a new era, with reform in the financial sector and 
gradual relaxation of state control in the economy The new growth oriented policy had 
consequences for agriculture, and in 1992 the right of farmers to allocate land to crops of their 
choice was confirmed (Undang undang no 12, 1992), signalling a relaxing of the direct 
supervisory element in nee production policy Current control issues concern management of 
public assets, including land and taxation, lending practices in the financial sector, the 
management of natural resources, piracy in the archipelago and protection of intellectual 
property nghts Noting the strong central control on псе and the rather weak gnp in other 
sectors, one wonders what particular charactenstics of the псе production and distribution may 
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have facilitated long term intervention. The actual organization of the rice market, resulting in 
well-integrated rice markets in most parts of the archipelago may well be the major 
explanation. Production and trade in rice are highly visible in comparison to trade in less bulky 
and non-moveable assets; the government has created local institutions, cooperatives, credit 
and farm input supply, serving as local policy instruments. In addition, a managed trade 
regime kept prices stable over the last decades, yet the fact remains that private enterprise has 
created the conditions of transfer of price signals. One observes that areas of strong control 
simply coincide with well integrated local markets and a great variety of investment 
opportunities. 
There are therefore reasons to reconsider whether the state actually exerts strong control 
in Indonesia. On the surface it would seem that state intervention has played an important role 
in agriculture. Most studies of agriculture in Indonesia in the last decades provide a stream of 
confirmations of more or less successful policies, supervised rice production, intervention in 
rice distribution, investment in irrigation and extension, to mention a few topics, and suggest a 
rather continuous expansion of rice and irrigation in the 1970s and 1980s, and more recently 
diversification. Afiff(1992) and Timmer (1989:7) recently identified market-led diversification 
as the present direction in the agricultural sector. They point out that in the 1970s, the broad 
productivity increase in rice, accompanied by substantial income transfers, was followed by re-
allocation of factors and expansion of the taxation base of the state. Timmer (1989), well aware 
of the complexities of the agricultural economy,' added that agricultural diversification is a long 
term and spontaneous process: agriculture adjusts through diversification in the long term. The 
question is then whether the stylized sequence of events: rice productivity expansion -
diversification is correct, knowing that the two processes take place in a synchronous manner. 
There is little doubt that the sequence reflects the relaxing of control on agriculture and the 
changing focus of allocation of public resources, but there are reasons to question its validity as 
an adequate reflection of actual economic directions in specific periods. The coverage of 
information on the agricultural economy of Indonesia has expanded substantially, and it has 
become clear that the course of events in agriculture in recent decades is substantially more 
complex than can be captured by explaining trends in agriculture as policy responses only. 
This study regards interaction between producer and consumer markets as a conditio 
sine qua non for growth of the agricultural economy. Looking beyond the state and its policy 
and focusing on agriculture in Indonesia with biophysical parameters, such as rainfall, 
sunlight, soil type and actual crops and produce, one encounters a wide range of crops in a 
number of areas with different bio-physical conditions. Agriculture provides a source of many 
consumer products, and under conditions of growing income, demand tends to shift to produce 
with higher price elasticities. The statistical representation of agriculture is by necessity weak 
and incomplete, but even so shows involvement of industry, complex flows of product 
transformations of raw material into a range of intermediate and end products. The agricultural 
economy, with its production, collection, processing, transport, distribution and consumption 
of agricultural goods has characteristics which make it fit for analysis beyond the annual 
sectoral bookkeeping. Diversification may be regarded as a long term spontaneous economic 
process, an agriculturalist regards diversity as the main characteristic of the agricultural 
economy. By characterizing an economic process as spontaneous one implicitly refers to non-
intervention by the state or to the (in the long term) limited influence of state intervention. One 
would not wish to state the same for farmers and private enterprise: the term agriculture 
implies economic action. The agriculturalist observes that production obeys the agricultural 
parameters, and that these are givens in any agricultural situation. 
The biophysical conditions determine temporal variations in agricultural output and thus 
the flow of goods entering the market. In the longitudinal view on agriculture one thus has one 
structuring set of variables, some of which remain constant, whereas others, such as water-
supply and yield potential, may change. More importantly, however, spatial variation in 
biophysical conditions occurs in association with spatial division of labour in economies. Any 
area has unique combinations of biophysical conditions. The major structural characteristic of 
an agricultural economy is therefore the spatial and temporal variability in land use. Variability 
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in seasonality is the derived characteristic of agricultural production The agricultural machine 
of Java is fed by a monsoon climate with minor annual fluctuation and occasional extended dry 
penods which occur every five to seven years Agricultural production behaves in given 
locations in response to rainfall and sunlight, resulting in spatial variability in temporal flows 
of marketed production The massive investments of the government in irrigation and псе 
stocks signify Us attempts to influence a major parameter of the agricultural schedule and to 
dampen the temporal effects of seasonality Notwithstanding investment in irrigation in Java, 
70% of land, which supports 60% of the rural population, is cultivated under rainfed 
conditions Crops cultivated in these lands are many - they supply 40 to 80 percent of food and 
show distinct seasonal behaviour, induced by variation in rainfall It is obvious that agriculture 
in Java involves many crops in ungated as well as rainfed land 
In the 1980s recognition for the structuring influence of biological properties of crops 
and physical attributes of produce on the market widened Researchers emphasized the 
commercial nature of small-scale farming (Baharsyah and Hadiwigeno, 1982), the many 
linkages between agriculture and the economy (Kasryno et al, 1982), and the growing 
importance of vertical integration in agn-business (Hedley, 1987) The major characteristic of 
vertical integration concerns the application of larger scale technologies in collection, 
processing and transport, based on the supply by a number of contract growers, an arrangement 
suited to the dominance of small scale agricultural production in Indonesia In the early 1990s 
when yields of псе stabilized, attention turned to sources of growth in the organisation of 
markets, and a stream of research conducted at the CGPRT Centre confirms that the structure 
of agricultural markets is determined by seasonality and characteristics of harvested produce 
In addition, research confirms the existence of multiple markets for a wide range of 
agricultural produce, raising the question of whether the shift from direct to indirect demand in 
Java, usually associated with economic growth, is merely an increase in scale of the collection 
and processing technologies, rather than a shift from home consumption towards sales and 
outside use There are several ways growers can contribute to overall efficiency area 
specialization in a given crop and productivity increase, both resulting in reduction of 
collection costs In most socio-economic inquines over the long term, the size of farms in Java 
has been considered as a constraint connected to population density However, the organisation 
of the market has remained by and large beyond the scope of inquiry In the historical context 
one would therefore look for adaptations in the organisation of agricultural production and 
collection market as responding to local and outside demand 
In view of the recent agricultural and economic developments, the historical question is 
whether there is evidence which supports the notion that the dynamism of agnculture of the 
1970s and 1980s is unique in the history of the agricultural economy of Indonesia The rather 
obvious answer is that in some respects the course of events of the 1970s and 1980s is unique 
the increase of consumption of псе from around 80 kg per capita in the 1960s to some 140 kg 
per capita by 1990 has no known precedents, yields of five to six tons of псе had never before 
been realized on a broad basis, the widely spread use of fertilizer in food crops was also 
certainly a unique element On the other hand, the observation that agnculture in Java 
encompasses a large vanety of species produced, processed and sold for profit in local and 
outside markets was made regularly in colonial times As will be analyzed in detail later, 
diversity is indeed a structural characteristic of the agncultural economy This diversity has a 
direct relation with temporal charactenslics of flows of goods, services and types of land use 
Structural change through time in agnculture is reflected by changing temporal flows of 
agncultural produce and proportion and use of non-imgated and ungated land Regarding the 
role of the government in agnculture through centrally coordinated local control and 
investment, the answer is far from obvious In histoncal studies the control of the colomal 
regime of the allocation of resources to export crops has occupied the centre stage, but it 
remains to be seen whether the colonial control in the 19th century over some 6% of cultivated 
land (Van Baardewijk, 1993, Appendix В 4) says anything at all regarding control over 
allocation of the remaining 94 % of cultivated land A major question concerns a relationship, 
if any, between the continued domination of small scale agnculture and the organisation of the 
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markets in agriculture. 
The aim of this study is to analyze the interaction of markets in the agricultural 
economy of Java from the mid 19th century up to the present day. A broad study on the 
formation of markets in the agricultural economy of Indonesia, and Java in particular, is 
necessary because a vast amount of information on agriculture and markets in 19th century 
Java has been left unused in historical analyses; a longitudinal approach has become feasible 
because of the recent expansion in available information on agriculture and markets in Java in 
the present day. The study uses a set of concepts covering market formation and markets as a 
tool in historical inquiry. These concepts include an explicit focus on land use and resource 
allocation by rational actors. The use of the concept of a rational actor is inherent to an inquiry 
of agriculture and market formation. 
The following two parts of this chapter provide an analysis of the largely implicit 
importance of agriculture in current historical inquiries. The first section adresses this task in 
several steps. It starts with a review of findings and research in the 1980s, and draws a number 
of analytical conclusions, which serve as guidelines and hypotheses for the historical part of the 
study. Subsequently a sub-section concentrates on the history of thought in historical inquiries 
on Indonesia, and identifies an important blind spot in current thought. A brief review of 
paradigms of relevant general historical studies demarcates various positions and conceptual 
choices, a brief summary of agricultural studies reveals the existence of a vast source of largely 
unused information. The third sub-section discusses some approaches and summarizes 
quantitative information of relevance for market formation generated in recent work. 
The second part of this Chapter sets forth an elaborate conceptual perspective of market 
formation and combines agricultural knowledge with market formation in a useable form in a 
longitudinal inquiry. It starts with an overview of the careers and characteristics of the major 
crops and produce in Indonesia. A subsequent section on market formation brings together the 
structural relationships between agriculture and markets and operationalises market formation 
for use in the historical context. The chapter ends with a paragraph on the plan of the study. 
New directions in the study of markets in Indonesia, 1970-1990. 
In recent years a growing body of literature , generated by teams of agriculturalists and 
social scientists from national and international institutes, highlights the role of entrepreneurs 
and markets in products from rural areas. A wealth of empirical and analytical insights was 
generated by inter-disciplinary teams relying on innovatively structured data collection and use 
of analytical tools. The findings demarcate the commercial nature of agriculture, the growth of 
the agricultural industry, issues of scale, locality, access to information and rural services. The 
studies of the late 1980s departed from the rice - rural welfare focus which prevailed in the 
1970s . The widening scope of the recent findings is of relevance for a general long-term 
agricultural economic perspective. Commodities, production, marketing and processing and 
added value became the centre of attention. The methodologically rich variation of micro 
studies support the notion of connecting and interacting markets in the rural economy. The 
predominantly sectoral view of the 1970s expanded to on-the-ground insights and primary 
data, and to routine use of sub-sectoral secondary data in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 
For Indonesia see Baharsyah and Hadiwigeno (1982), Collier (1981), Collier et al. (1982, 1987, 1993) Laumans and 
Winarto (1989); the recent publications of CASER Kasryno et al. (1982, 1984, 1990); Simatupang et al. (1990); 
Pakpahan el al. (1990), Suryana et al. (1990); Pasandaran et al (1982, 1989a,b); and the CGPRT series: Hayami et al. 
(1987, 1989, 1990), Altemeier et al (1989); Morooka et al (1992); Kawagoe (1991); Bottema and Altemeier (1990), 
Botlema et al (1989), Altemeier and Bottema (1991) and the Stanford Food Institute series: Means (1961, 1980), 
Falcon et al. (1984), Timmer et al (1987b), also Roche (1988). For Asia see APO (1981, 1987, 1991) and various 
CGPRT proceedings (CGPRT 1992,1993, 1994) 
See rural dynamics reports of РАЕ (laier CASER) De Vries (1968), Collier (1976), Collier el al. (1982,1987,1993), 
РАЕ (1979), Wiradi (1978), Kasryno (1981) and Streut (1985) provide overviews. 
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Shifts in development priorities within the general basic needs policy frame took place 
in the 1970s and 1980s, accompanied by broad expansion of government services, and since 
the 1990s a more austere monetary policy. With the gradual improvement of the country's tax 
base, a sustained effort took place to expand exports of value added goods and to establish 
industry. From the mid-1980s, progress in Indonesia has broadened in agricultural R&D. The 
government created powerful instruments to generate knowledge. Many people worked 
together. Agronomists, soil scientists, food processing scientists, genetics specialists, and plant 
breeders teamed up with general economists, agricultural economists, sociologists, 
anthropologists, government policy planners, investment decision-makers, statisticians, 
programme managers, extensionisls, farm-management specialists, and district officers from a 
variety of departments, to mention only a few of the exotic specializations and professions in 
agriculture and the development world. 
Multi-disciplinary teams were created, often on a routine basis, and sometimes on 
project basis. The trail blazing commodity system studies on cassava by Falcon et al., (1984) 
and maize by Timmer et al., (1987b) constitute early results of research on the multitude of 
markets connected with commodities. Momentum increased with a series of well focused 
studies from CASER (Kasryno and Simatupang, 1990; Pasandaran et al., 1982, 1989a,b; 
Pakpahan et al., 1990) on rural based industry, diversification and trade, and multi-disciplinary 
work at the CGPRT Centre. 
One of the major achievements of the government was the broad improvement of the 
public information domain. Statistical information on all sectors, including agriculture, has 
vastly improved. Sub-sectoral information, by province and even by district was improved in 
quality, depth and coverage. The availability of specific secondary data contributed to more 
focused and penetrating field work. Field information expanded in analytical depth and 
coverage. Farm management information with a commodity-specific focus was combined with 
community (village) focused studies and resulted in socio-economic and resource use "farming 
system" studies, a very broad stream of research in Asia . 
Policy planners met with farm management staff and program managers, and 
communicated with research managers. In discussions crops and produce provided the 
empirical connection between the primary observations and perspectives across disciplines, 
research organizations and teams. The various research modalities resulted in a commodity-
specific sub-sectoral approach with increasing attention to issues such as bargaining power of 
primary producers, quality problems, market information and transaction structure. 
Commodity-specific, local, economic and agricultural investigations generated important 
findings in the 1980s. These are: 
(i) Small-scale farmers are commercial; 
(ii) Structure of trade and product transformation (processing) depends largely on the 
biological properties and physical attributes of a given crop; 
(iii) Quality rewards are crop and product specific; they usually exist at various market 
levels, and offer opportunities to expand income; 
(iv) Perishability and seasonality of supply determine scale of agrcultural processing 
industries and determine locality; 
(v) Commodity-specific transaction structures are in use and involve a wide array of market 
participants; 
(vi) Biophysical variables, temperature, distribution of rainfall and soiltypes structure the 
spatial expansion of producer centres of crops; 
(vii) Variability is a structural characteristic of rainfed agriculture. 
Since the 1980s fanning system research has broadened immensely in Asia. For overviews see AVRDC (1986); 
CIAT/CGPRT (1986), Wallis and Byth (1987); ICRISAT (1980), AFSA conferences of 1991 and 1992; CIAT 
(1988, 1992), Scott, Wiersema and Ferguson, CIP (1992); Harmsworth, Woodford and Marvel CIP (1982), ISTRC 
(1990); Bottema, De Silva and Stolz (1994); CGPRT (1984, 1992); IRRI (1982), Howeler, and Kawano, CIAT 
(1988) and Howeler, CIAT (1990, 1992); Wiersema, APA (1991). 
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The above findings reveal a complex agricultural economy where seasonality, 
temperature, soil type and perishability of harvested produce structure the spatial distribution 
of production, and where perishability of consumer produce and the spatial distribution of 
consumer centres determine the various scales and localities of product-transformation which 
is typical for agriculture in general Detailed analysis reveals crop and location specific trends 
in expansion and retraction of production, the emergence of new markets, a multitude of input-
output relationships of specific crops On the production side, crop duration and shifting costs 
are important determinants of timelagged relationships between production and consumption 
The existence of multiple markets for harvested produce, the association of crop diversity and 
the number of markets, lead to questions regarding the determination of the structure of market 
interaction by local resource conditions Here the biophysical determinants of production are of 
importance The variability of soils, precipitation and water control in Java and the other 
islands (especially in the uplands) is very large (Bottema et al, 1987) and facilitates a locally 
diverse production for multiple markets The expansion of primary data with regard to Java 
reveals that it is hardly possible to divide Java into homogeneous zones of agricultural land 
use Moving from higher altitudes to lowland, the proportion of irrigated land increases, 
initially through terracing, at lower altitudes level land tracts expand in surface area A recent 
study by Roche et al (1992) shows that yield and cost variability by crop is higher within 
agricultural zones than among agricultural zones (See also Cuijpers, 1990ab) The decrease in 
yield variation of псе among districts in the years 1970-1990 masks significant intra-distnct 
variability These findings are very important and because they show that farm level 
production is directly connected with local variation in land type and use, they can be 
generalized as a hypothesis which is applicable to earlier years 
The expanded coverage of agriculture by field studies shows that sector planning of 
agriculture is subject to data boundaries and incomplete coverage The following paragraphs 
provide some findings and details on the most important markets and groups of commodities 
in the 1970s and 1980s 
In the 1980s the cassava, poultry and animal feed industries moved into rural areas, 
shortening supply lines Food industries moved closer to growing consumption markets Rapid 
advances of high-value horticultural produce took place together with area-specialization in 
commodities, in the case of perishables such as cassava, accompanied by rural based 
processing industries The popularity and perishability of fermented soybean produce led to a 
huge expansion of rural-based soybean retail product manufacturing, made possible by rural 
electrification and the distribution of ordinary kitchen blenders, the right tool for small-scale 
processing of soybean (Hermanto et al 1992, SYGAP Reports 1990, 1991, 1992) Quality 
rewards for agricultural products reach deep into the rural collection trade (Altemeier et al 
1989, BINUS, Vol III, 1989) Shifts in relative pnces were found to have influenced area 
allocation in the years 1970-1990 Quantitative and empirical support was submitted regarding 
the impact of wholesale pnces on factor allocation as well as consumer behavior in the annual 
food and industnal crop subsector in the years 1969-1988 (BINUS, Vol 1, II 1989, Altemeier 
and Bottema, 1991) 
Studies conducted by Hayami's et al (1987, 1989, see also Hayanu and Kawagoe, 1993) 
in upland West Java and a Lampung settlement represent the pedestnan current in economic 
investigation, which combines farm management data and the anthropologist's attention to 
local exchange with an overall economic framework of analysis The studies expanded 
knowledge on labour, bargaining power, local market interaction and connections with 
regional trade The study of upland Java by Morooka and Mayrowam (1990) represents a 
rather rare vanety of economic investigation the sedentary approach to data collection In this 
respect the approach resembles the anthropological tradition In Morooka's study the collection 
of data on daily lime and money allocations, combined with broader surveys, facilitated the 
representation of the rural economy through the application of a social accounting matnx, 
which is usually applied to national economies Quantities of capital and labour flows in the 
local economy over a full crop year were captured in this way Findings confirm that intra- and 
inter-hamlet and village distnbution of labour exist and that seasonality of crop production 
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influences the circulation of money and labour in the local economy Moreover, Morooka's and 
Mayrowam's study established the actual quantitative proportion of agricultural production in 
local markets and the proportion of exchange conducted in money, the monetization ratio, 
estimated at 80% 
Anthropological studies on markets have merged in the broad range of economic and 
agricultural literature on markets from the 1980 and early 1990s Dewey (1962) set a landmark 
in the study of peasant marketing in Java She found well developed local markets in the 
1960s Anderson (1980) observed that in Garut since the post war years the number of rural 
market places had gone down He identified among the causes, the role of larger wholesale 
traders, and pointed out that the "peasant marketing network" experienced competition from 
larger traders, who use road transport to by-pass markets and purchase directly from growers, 
thus saving on transaction costs Alexander (1986) found that Javanese entrepreneurs had been 
able to develop larger businesses proving that mobility in the private sector in small townships 
existed Braadbaart (1989) studied the market organization in West Javanese agricultural 
commerce He observed complex transaction structures among farmers, traders and 
marketeers He concluded that elements of many perspectives can be observed empirically, but 
that both the "perfect" market thesis and the "exploitation" thesis offer little scope in 
explaining market organization In follow-up work Braadbaart (1993) developed a perspective 
explaining long-term shifts in rural markets and the structure of market channels introducing 
vertical integration as inherent to market formation 
Roche (1988) launched the view that high growth in demand for fruits, tree products 
and vegetables induced expanded cultivation with high sustainabihty He identified 
agricultural produce with high income elasticities through statistical analysis of expenditure 
data Roche used long-term area allocations and data on local farming in Central and East 
Java He could thus in an empirical manner address the issue of sustainabihty of agricultural 
production and the market for its produce 
Specific commodity studies, by Timmer et al (1987b) on maize, Falcon et al (1984) 
and Unnevehr (1984), Unnevehr and Zain (1986) on cassava, Moll (1982) and Bottema et al 
(1989) on potato and Ferrari (1994) on horticultural products reveal good market integration in 
the collection trade Other, more agronomical, studies, summarized in Bottema and Altemeier 
(1989), Bottema and Ferrari (1993) and Ferrari (1994) reveal a pattern in market structure and 
integration Depending on agronomical suitability, commercial cultivation of high value 
horticultural produce in both lowland and upland agriculture expanded, providing local 
sources of growth Temperate crops advanced in the fertile mountain areas and came to 
compete with tea for land Fruits, leafy vegetables, chili and other tropical produce advanced 
income opportunities in the hotter lowlands (See also Kawagoe et al, 1989 and Hayami et al, 
1990) "Hot" and "cold" horticultural high value commodities meet in the medium altitude 
areas where a large range of crops can be cultivated The major agents of change and channels 
of market information are collection traders and entrepreneurs (Bottema, 1989, Chilvers and 
Suherman 1992) These findings, concerning the influence of temperature on ranges of crops 
with variable pnce elasticity and the major information channels on technology and market 
information, serve as a hypothesis in a long term perspective on agriculture and market 
formation 
Recent research focuses on crop shins as a farm strategy as typical for wider areas 
From data on production mixes in areas over the longer term (1970-1990) Bottema and Ferrari 
(1993) and Collier et al (1993) identified crop shifts as a major characteristic of production in 
Java Farming system research (SYGAP, 1992, 1993) confirms that local crop sequences show 
large cross sectional variation in crop choice This issue is still largely unresearched, probably 
because the disaggregated statistics at district and sub-dislnct level on crop production show 
continuity through time, which may have led to the notion of unchanging agriculture 
However, as indicated earlier, local resource variation is such that aggregation of production 
along administrative boundaries and even rough resource zones does not reveal the year to year 
farm level variation This study explicitly recognizes crop shifts as an important option for the 
farmer, and uses this notion as an hypothesis in analysis of agriculture m earlier years 
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Palte (1989) and Nibbenng (1989, 1991) conducted longitudinal studies on upland 
agriculture in more marginal areas They perceive agriculture as an activity structured by 
resources and directed by decisions, and fall back on population pressure as the explaining 
variable in adjustment of upland agriculture Market relationships with local consumer centres 
do not feature explicitly in these location specific longitudinal studies The focus in the studies 
of Paite and Nibbenng concentrates on resources and constraints to upland farming Paite 
(1989 218) is somewhat pessimistic and relates erosion to upland farming practices, Nibbenng 
(1991 264) sees also sustainable farm practices using modern farm inputs such as fertiliser 
The issue of erosion was subject of an incisive analysis in a long-term framework by Diemont 
et al (1991), who pointed out that controlled erosion has long been part of farm practice and 
that built up areas are a major source of soil loss Diemont and his colleagues say that 
measurement and assessment of impacts of intervention in erosion on Java need to take into 
account that Java is a young volcanic area in a wet climate, where erosion is a common, 
morphological, phenomenon These observations have implications for long term analysis, one 
can not assume that early reports which attnbute causality of erosion and down stream 
accumulation of silt to expanded upland settlement, took account of this simple fact 
The most important actor being increasingly recognized is the consumer, rural and 
urban, with varying income and expenditure Since Breimyer (1973 116) referred to the 
general lack of research on market interaction in the 1970s, some questions regarding 
interaction between production and demand have been adressed in Indonesia and, in general, 
the developing world The studies of Lauman et al (1985), Kuntjoro et al (1988), Djauhan et 
al (1989) and Gross and Schulung (1994) show that there are still strong relationships 
between local production and demand for staple food and also underline the existence of 
multiple markets at local and regional level 
The overall picture suggests a dynamic and responsive agriculture, established local 
economies, rural services and trade The commodity-specific developments show that 
economies of scale and the existence of consumer centres played a role of continuous 
importance in collection, processing and transport in the 1970s and 1980s The highly diverse 
resource conditions did not impede internalization of supply risks by agricultural businesses 
using larger scale technologies In the 1970s and more broadly in the late 1980s, the market 
was rediscovered in the archipelago, with a wide array of analytical tools and data collection 
methods Government agencies and affiliated institutes brought about improvements in 
availability and quality of secondary data and thus in quality of work The general view on the 
agricultural economy expanded with the use of different data collection methods, while at the 
same time, the time frame of both development and more academic studies reached farther 
back in time 
The expanded research coverage does not necessarily result in more clarity The many 
research instruments inherent to multidisciplinar,· research in development frames have 
resulted in an often confusing plethora of concepts, capturing parts and aspects of the society 
and its economy In agriculture, systems theory is widely used to cover and connect systems, 
sub-systems, food systems (macro and micro), marketing systems, farming systems , and 
peasant marketing systems In engineenng, the use of system theory is justified because 
quantifiable relationships between parameters constitute the focus of intervention or 
improvement, whereas in socio-economic studies the abundant use of the system concept 
renders it virtually meaningless Farmers, peasants, neh, poor and landless('), "itinerant" 
traders, pedlars, hawkers, middlemen, moneylenders, small and large traders, contract traders 
and contract growers, farm women, small and larger processors, and public trade agencies 
populate the rural economies and "informal" sectors The terminology in literature is 
confusing Terminology belonging to engineenng, mono-economic and multi-economic 
paradigms is often used in uneasy and naive combinations and in an implicit manner Research 
Recently Hardaker and others called for more explicit formulations to augment clanty in research on farm management, 
land use and sustamability in agricultural Asia (JAFSA conference, 1992 Colombo) 
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on the real world is by definition inter-disciplinary, and techniques of inquiry and concepts 
have crossed over among researchers. In some cases specific applications of general 
methodological principles from the social sciences have become known as actual 
methodologies among agriculturalists. An example is the rapid rural appraisal (Khon Kaen 
University, 1985) which has become part of standard cost efficient data collection practice. The 
applications, however, often reveal the use of overly simplistic cook books. A conceptual 
example can be found in the variable use of the word peasant. For some, it means an 
agriculturalist selling part of produce, whereas others use the word emphasizing self 
sufficiency. One also encounters emotive implications such as market dependency and low 
degree of empowerment, or naive appeal, where peasants are poor people who need help. 
There are still vast unresearched areas and many questions remain. The available 
information on rural factor markets is scanty. Any view on the course of events in the 1970s 
and 1980s leads to questions which are very difficult to answer. The land market in 
agricultural areas is largely a black box. A recent explorative investigation (Bottema and Van 
Loon, 1992a,b), drawing on village registration of land transactions in a number of different 
bio-physical zones, reveals a regular and uniform ten year cycle in the proportion of land sold 
of total registered area and the number of transactions. If a true reflection, the existence of such 
a cycle would counter the widespread notion of a continuous and linear expansion of the land 
market in the years 1970-1990. The causes for this phenomenon remain unclear. The first 
thought upon observing such a cycle regards the actual commencement of it. In view of its 
regularity it would seem likely that the cycle dates from earlier years. 
Rural wages in the the new order years have been adressed by many researchers, yet 
there are still important gaps between the information of the 1970s, based on local surveys and 
the increasingly systematic statistical data, based on census surveys. The most important 
contribution of the wider availability of wage statistics was the confirmation of a large number 
of differentials among wages in activities with different temporal patterns. In the initial years, 
the early 1980s, the multisectoral estimations of wages by province (Sakernas) show hardly any 
movement, but by the mid 1980s they reveal variable patterns of expansion. Swenson (1989), 
analyzing wages in rice, observed short-term cyclical movements. There is no evidence that 
wages in agriculture show a continuous increase in the period 1970-1990. 
The role of local and regional trade and its relation with infrastructure and monetization 
still awaits systematic treatment. Aside from localized case studies and commodity studies this 
field remains largely unresearched. The anthropologist Dannhaeuser (1987) pointed to the 
importance of distribution markets of consumer goods in developing countries and the 
growing importance of direct trade. According to Dannhaeuser, a major incentive for 
increasing income is provided by the availability of consumer goods in rural areas. Usually, 
expanding ranges of consumer goods are used as an indicator of local progress, rarely as a 
factor which plays a role in the making of it. A large proportion of consumer goods in rural 
areas comes from agriculture, and one would, in analysing the availability of consumer goods, 
have to go beyond the urban-rural dichotomy and take into account locally produced and sold 
items. The issue and measurement of monetization has, aside from some incidental inclusions 
in case studies, remained outside the scope of agricultural and economic research. 
The general economic view on the agricultural economy in the years 1970-1990 in 
Indonesia associates the proportional reduction of the share of the agriculture sector with 
growth of other sectors and the adjustment of agriculture. Development literature on Indonesia 
pinpoints the start of dynamic agriculture with expanded economic growth, where the mid-
1970s to the late 1980s signify a transformation or development stage. Recent estimations of 
proportional sector shifts (World Bank, 1992) suggest that sectoral shifts took place rather 
slowly in the 1980s. The time frame of economic, anthropological and development research 
has steadily moved back, primarily carried by use of time series on commodity markets. The 
shifts and movements of the commodity markets provide explicit insight in the way markets 
work and interact. A close up view with a medium term time frame of the agricultural economy 
reveals yield and area increases and decreases involving a large number of crops, emerging 
markets and complex, spatial and timelagged patterns of specific market responses. 
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In the early 1990s the perception of private investment and spontaneous development 
has strengthened The authoritative World Bank (1992) report on agriculture m Indonesia in 
the new order years recognizes that government intervention was a major factor, but drives 
home the notion that the need for measurement increases with reduction of direct intervention 
in agriculture Yet the notion that the government of Indonesia "manages" agriculture has 
become more common in other fields, especially historiography, as will be discussed in the 
next section A question concerns the distinction between economic stages and trends in 
commodity markets For Booth (1988), the 1970s and the 1980s are a stage of yield growth, 
and the World Bank refers to a completed transformation of agriculture Bottema and Ferrari 
(1993) regard market integration as the key process in the 1970s and 1980s If anything, the 
actual duration of the period of yield growth proves that improvements in agriculture do not 
result in shocks or bursts, but that agricultural growth occurs gradually in response to a large 
number of variables, more or less along lines as set forth by De Wit (1990) The general view 
of the agricultural economy of Java has moved far beyond the simplified notion that the 
introduction of improved varieties, fertilizers and irrigation were the saviours of a nation in a 
Malthusian race or the most important determinants of economic growth A more detached 
view regards the trends in yield and area increase of псе as a completed medium term trend 
Whether this event is unique is subject to historical and comparative investigation 
There are therefore many reasons to consider the agricultural economy of Indonesia in a 
longer time frame The economists Hayami and Kawagoe (1993) set forth that the agrarian 
origins of commerce and industry in Indonesia can be found in recent years, the historian 
Svensson (1988) formulated a similar hypothesis regarding the emerging class of agrarian 
entrepreneurs Recent in-depth research confirms that entrepreneurs are important in 
agriculture, yet one needs to be careful in connecting the period of observation with the 
commencement of entrepreneurship in agriculture Agriculture has no new beginnings, but 
only continuity 
Views and findings on markets and agriculture in historical and earlier 
studies on Java 
This section starts with a review of paradigms in broad inquines on South East Asia 
and Indonesia, and argues that agricultural knowledge is indispensable in economic historical 
inquiry The use of paradigms in historical research is reviewed with the purpose of identifying 
coverage and blind spots The review of paradigms and approaches is a shortcut, necessary 
because a full review would occupy too much space, and divert the focus A disadvantage of 
this shortcut is overstylizing and the loss of detail The review of paradigms is not a full and 
true reflection of the studies concerned The importance of agricultural knowledge is illustrated 
in a brief summary of major findings and approaches generated by the agriculturalists from the 
various schools in the Netherlands and draws connections with the recent findings on the 
agricultural economy as discussed in the previous section of this chapter This section argues 
that earlier studies on agriculture and markets are highly relevant for general historical 
inquines In addition, the section draws out a selection from recent histoncal and economic 
research of relevance to a long-term view of market formation and the agricultural economy 
Paradigms m socio-economic and sociological histoncal research on Indonesia 
Histonography on Java, the archipelago and South East Asia covers an array of topics 
and angles The broad discussions of Wigboldus (1975) and Lindblad (1989) provide general 
reviews of histonography on Java and the archipelago Svensson (1988) gives a thematic 
review of agrarian issues and emphasizes regional vanabihty in land rights in Java m the 19th 
century He attempts to connect these with developments in the 1970s and 1980s The review 
of Lindblad reveals the general coverage, regional vanation and the many aspects of general 
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historiography on Java and the archipelago, but the relationship between paradigm and actual 
selection and use of data remains outside his view Wigboldus compares in some detail the 
approaches of six general socio-economic histories of the archipelago and Java (Funuvall, 
Gonggrijp, Day, Stokvis, Rutgers and Huber, Rutgers) and underlines that the state features 
dorrunantly in a variety of approaches Wigboldus (1975 xhv-xlix) pays extensive attention to 
Burger's (1975) central concept of "ontsluiting" (opening, lit disclose) and emphasizes the 
many sociological and economic dimensions as so many forms of integration One gets the 
general impression from the recent overviews of earlier and recent studies that the economy of 
Java and the archipelago was fairly complex and that the many scholars have addressed the 
complexities drawing on available data, primarily generated by the United East Indian 
Company (VOC), state bureaucracies and larger scale agricultural businesses The proven entry 
points for analysis are taxation, money circulation and infrastructure, together with state 
control and colonial trade and production regimes Wigboldus' detailed discussion shows that 
in earlier work, just as today, political opinions and public issues were of importance and 
coloured the direction and implications of the views on colonial Java 
Sociological and methodological literature on the use of paradigms in broad and 
historical inquines on Indonesia and South East Asia is plentiful Although economic 
approaches receive wide attention in earlier and current reviews, there are no specialized 
reviews of economic approaches on the history of Indonesia This does not only reflect a 
shortage of economic historical inquines, but also the difficulty in adressing vanous penods of 
Indonesian history with similar analytical tools because of databoundanes The reviews reveal 
how scholars have tned to penetrate beyond Euro- and state-centnsm and also reflect vanous 
current debates in sociology and histoncal applications of methodological pnnciples The 
central thought among sociologists and socio-economists seems to be that there is a direct 
relationship between paradigm and finding in histoncal inquiry on South East Asia and 
Indonesia Data availability receives some attention from Little (1991), O'Malley (1990) and 
Van Den Muyzenberg and Wolters (1988), and the influence of data availability on choice of 
paradigm and approach remains largely undiscussed 
There are two streams in the reviews, O'Malley (1990), Thee Kian Wie and Booth 
(1990), Baker (1981) and Bray (1986, introductory remarks) set forth that economic history on 
Indonesia and more in general South East Asia is underdeveloped, Van Den Muyzenberg and 
Wolters (1988), Little (1991) and Rigg (1994) make no such observations and concentrate on 
the vanation of paradigms and related use of data Bray (1986 xiu) says that the social and 
economic history of Asia remains primitive because of lack of appropnate methods of analysis, 
not because of lack of data Bray uses "on-the-ground" insights in nee agnculture and 
írngation to illustrate her thesis that economy of scale does not apply in nee production Bray 
(1986 63-67) summanzes views on thé role of institutions in ungated nee in Asia She points 
out that in Japan the main issue in organisation concerned the relationship between individual 
and community, and suggests that the institutional issues are derived from the actual technical 
properties including investment and management requirements of water sourcing, transport, 
distnbution and drainage Thee Kian Wie and Booth (1990) seem to reason more or less along 
similar lines, albeit with a different direction, and argue that economic methods of analysis 
could be used to advantage Thee Kian-Wie and Booth (1990) discuss directions for further 
research and conclude 
"In comparison with the amount of work on South Asia, it is clear that the systematic study of 
South Asian economic history has hardly begun , within Southeast Asia Indonesia has been 
relatively neglected " 
Thee Kian Wie and Booth seem to share the general opinion of Bray on the state of the art of 
economic history However, they do not present any facts to support their view, which appears 
not to take into account the massive socio-economic literature on Indonesia O'Malley (1990), 
Little (1991), Rigg (1994) and Van Den Muyzenberg and Wolters (1988) are less pessimistic 
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and opinionated, and give overviews of paradigmatic choices made, and research tools used, by 
researchers, and emphasize central issues and the use of new tools and ideas in sociological 
historical research Van Den Muijzenberg and Wolters follow a sociology of knowledge 
approach, whereas the other authors cover less literature and concentrate on the social and 
economic fields 
O'Malley (1990 1) regards the relationship between social and economic science as a 
central theme in historical inquiry on Indonesia, and considers the sociological village 
approach as the leading line in historical investigation of Java Rigg (1994) also considers the 
village approach as an innovative tool in historical research O'Malley (1990 6,8,10) 
challenges the dominant position of Netherlands' historical research by setting forth his view 
that before the second world war advances in Indonesia's economic history had been initiated 
by one English language writer, Day, and that by the 1970s, economic historical inquiry of 
Indonesia came out of the doldrums, when the contributions generated in Australian and 
Indonesian universities came on stream In discussing recent contributions O'Malley states 
"The lead has been taken by those [scholars] interested in the past and present status of villages, 
who came to appreciate the value of economic data - and sometimes the value of economic 
methods of analysis - m their work" 
O'Malley connects the sociological focus on the village to economic methods, and although he 
makes a case for "pure" economic history, seems to confirm the importance of the sociological-
historical approaches in historiography Of interest is his omission of discussion or even 
mention of recent work by Husken (1988) and Boomgaard (1989a) in connection with the 
village approach This work shows there is conceptually not much difference between recent 
work in the Netherlands and Australia O'Malley thinks that "pure" economic historians are, to 
some extent, the prisoners of their material, because they have to rely on official sources, 
limiting the possibilities for empirical work The same is, of course, true for historians taking a 
more sociological angle O'Malley seems to regard "pure" economic history as a purely 
quantitative excercise, led by economic theory He does not make explicit whether such theory 
would be mono-economic or multi-economic, and one cannot escape the impression that 
O'Malley has perhaps a somewhat simplistic conception of economic history, possibly fed by an 
over-optimistic expectation from economics The difference between the socio-economic and 
the economic disciplines in historical work is perhaps less large than O'Malley thinks it is In 
fact, regarding the history of Indonesia from only a social and economic point of view may 
actually draw the attention away from other worthwhile approaches 
Also Thee Kian-Wie and Booth underline the importance of economic theory in guiding 
disciplined quantitative work, which would open opportunities to study the impacts of colonial 
regimes in South East Asia in a comparative manner The recommendation to apply economic 
theory on the role of the state in the study of longer time periods would limit the coverage of 
anyone study to penods of data availability In the context of the study of the history of Java, 
one could interpret the pointer from Thee Kian Wie and Booth as a reaction against the many 
socio-economic and historical views on the history of Java Thee Kian-Wie and Booth regard 
the conversion of the colonial state into a national one, and inter-country comparison, as an 
important avenue of economic historical inquiry There is no doubt that the formation of the 
state and its role in the making of the Asian economy is highly important However, the focus 
on the state, as suggested by Thee Kian-Wie and Booth, would run the risk of continuing the 
long existing bias towards administration and control, which in turn could lead to development 
histoncism 
On the issue of research and theory, Muijzenberg and Wolters (1988 29), following a 
sociology of thought approach, with attention for detail, and analysis of current thought in its 
historical context, made a case for connective research They remark that the theoretical 
apparatus for connective research strategy is relatively underdeveloped They are not alone in 
seeking the cause for a lack of connective research in the field of research strategy On the 
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other side of the largely academic fence separating the socio-econonusts and development 
economists, Leibenstein and Streeten, among others , say that the cupboard [of economic 
research tools] is bare where institutions are concerned 
In conclusion, for Bray, Thee Kian Wie and Booth economic history of South East Asia 
in general, and Indonesia in particular, is primitive and very much in an early stage, and all 
reviewers seem to think that the field needs to be tackled with economic or connective theories 
and research strategies One can never deny the importance of good ideas and well thought out 
approaches in any research, yet it is strange that the reviewers put so much faith in ideas and 
neglect to relate the mundane and basic issue of data shortage to choice of paradigm and 
approach One notes that, with the exception of O'Malley, none of the reviewers pays even 
passing attention to the recent expansion of the Changing Economy in Indonesia (CEI) senes, 
a text book example of a broad and quantitatively oriented connective research programme 
running over many years It therefore appears that the social and economic scientists are 
circling one another in a discussion, without taking into account the many contributions from 
historians in the field of data generation An important question concerns the origins of the 
perceived opposition between social and economic disciplines in historical inquiry on 
Indonesia On the one hand one can set forth that the opposition simply reflects the debates in 
social science of the 1970s and 1980s, and thus explain the current opinions on the role of 
social and economic science as a reflection of disciplinary fashion, while on the other hand it 
may well be that there are deeper historical reasons for the dominance of social and socio-
economic histoncal inquiry in the history of Indonesia 
This issue was the subject of a study by the sociologists Van Den Muijzenberg and 
Wolters (1988) who reviewed the historical/sociological tradition in development thought in 
the Netherlands Their study draws out dominant paradigms and relate those to the formation 
of the state They perceive paradigmatic shins in sociological-historical studies and the use of a 
wider variety of qualitative research tools Mainstream thought moved from dichotomous 
analysis and liberal views before the 1820s, to stage theories in the late 19th century, and to 
ideal typical approaches by World War II Van Den Muizenberg and Wolters point out that the 
pressing political problems in the nineteenth century were administrative, legal and 
jurisprudential in nature, and led to concentration of state action on land rights They detect a 
strong influence of the German "Historische Rechtsschule" (Historical Legal School) Progress 
was viewed as the change from a "Genossenschaft" (communal organization) to a Corporation 
(corporative organization) One of the influential streams centered around the dualist 
paradigm" (Boeke, 1910, 1954, 1951, Boeke and Fruin, 1931) which brought the two ideal 
types of traditional communities and large-scale commerce together in a single development 
perspective Boeke drew on Bucher and Tonnies and held the view that the village is an 
"organic" entity 
Mainstream thought about colonial society, however, culminated in the concept of 
modernization as set forth by De Vries (Van Den Muijzenberg and Wolters, 1988 16) De 
Vnes (1944 23-27) distinguished three aspects of modernization the formation of 
organizations (orgaan vorming), integration and dynamization Banks, enterprises, 
associations and syndicates came into being whereas mechanisms of coordination and 
consultation became important in negotiation between interest groups The increased and 
different pace of economic development by sector, as measured with economic variables, 
represented for De Vnes the dynamic growth element of society De Vnes explicitly recognizes 
the unification of the economy and the integration of local economies through infrastructure 
development and investment The importance of the view of De Vnes is that it bnngs together 
a view on pnvate business and assocations, and state bureaucracy in a general economic 
See World Development ( 1989) 
It should be noled that Boeke who is considered by many as an early development economist was severely criticized in 
the Netherlands as well as Indonesia before and aAer WW II He continued to develop his ideas, but found only a 
limited audience in the academic community of the Netherlands See for a reflection the opinion of De Vnes Van Der 
Eng, (1991), Wolters (1978) interview with Egbert de Vnes, and Van Der Kroef (1951) 
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perspective. Van Den Muijzenberg and Wolters' important rediscovery of the work of De Vries 
is not referred to by the other reviewers. This shows that the recent discussions on paradigm 
and research on South East Asia and Indonesia do not draw on the wide literature available. 
Van Den Muijzenberg and Wolters (1988: 23) identified several new approaches and 
use of a wider array of conceptual tools in the 1960s and 1970s and show that in the 1960s and 
1970s exploitation theories and multi-economic paradigms came en vogue. The continued 
mixture of history, economics and sociology reflects a strong influence of German thought and 
stage theories stemming from the late 19th century in its progression to the socio-economic 
views of Weber in the early 20th century. In general, social and economic categories are 
unified, economic power and control of the actors included in social categories provide the 
explanatory variables in the course of events in the archipelago. 
Regarding the relation between data availability and research approach, Van Den 
Muijzenberg and Wolters (1988:21) recall that in the 1960s Wertheim stressed the continued 
relevance of the sociological "ideal typic" approach to reconstruct conditions in periods on 
which source materials are scarce. It would seem, however, that the pointer to the empirical 
value of the ideal-typic approach in conditions of scarcity of data, sidesteps the explicit 
treatment of data boundaries, and the relation between concepts and data needs. Ideal types 
contain assumptions regarding categories of actors and transactions. The explicit formulation 
of these is perhaps the central characteristic of the approach of Max Weber. 
The work of Wigboldus op cit. and Van Den Muijzenberg and Wolters op cit shows that 
the historical-sociological and socio-economic studies have certain roots in common with 
economics from the German Historical School, the classic stage theories, and the absence of 
systematic applications of general economic principles, such as marginality or cyclical 
movement. Insights in the formation of prices, in relationship with utility, generated by Jevons 
and Von Thiinen, and the leading economists of the Austrian School, Gossen, Wieser, Menger 
and Böhm-Bawerk and Marshall do not feature explicitly in socio-economic historical inquiry 
on Indonesia. The data required for marginal analysis came in Europe in earlier years often 
from expanded book-keeping and business analysis by land-owners. One would expect, in view 
of the long term importance of landowners and entrepreneurs and agriculture in Java, some 
literature on business. At this point in this discussion one can only note that none of the 
overviews identifies a historical analysis of Java which draws on land use data and uses general 
economic principles 
One question is now whether the history of thought, and the various arguments as 
reflected in the overviews of sociological and socio-economic inquiries on Java are unique, or 
new. A brief diversion towards a more explicit and contextual understanding of economic 
history as a discipline is therefore necessary. Scanning the contributions to this discipline in 
the 1930s, one encounters basically one common element, ie the rejection of economic box 
theories, stages, and two explicit but not mutually exclusive positions, viz. the view that 
economic theory gives direction to economic historical inquiries, and the pragmatic 
consideration that data availability is a constraint (Clapham, 1953; Heckscher, 1953). 
Heckscher (1953: 424) says that data restrictions should not deter the researcher from posing 
and adressing fundamental economic questions. By the 1930s economic history was taking its 
leave from the German Historical School which had dominated the field of economic history in 
the late 19th and early 20th century (Gay, 1953; Clapham, 1953). Gay (1953:412), in his 
maiden speech of 1941 as the first president of the Economic History Association , said: 
"Today, we can go a step farther The economic historian disclaims with Ashley all ambition to 
compete with the economists, but he does not not desire to stand alone He wishes to cooperate 
with all the social sciences and especially with economics In method he is linked to history, in 
general purposes to all social sciences, but in origin and specific objective, the understanding of 
man in economic life, he is closest to economics" 
Clapham (1953: 418-420) staled that the use of Weberian ideal types in education may have 
done more harm than good, and that stage schemes were mere attempts to substitute historical 
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generalization for economic theory He also held the view that the relation between social, 
human geography and economic history are close It is obvious from this brief reflection of 
earlier insights that a "pure" economic history is the same as economics, and that the social 
sciences and economics should all be considered as contributors to economic history, which 
was held to be a branch of general institutional history The general view of the economic 
historians of the 1930s on the influence of the German Historical School seems to apply to 
socio-economic thought on Indonesia in the Netherlands Of importance is that De Vnes and 
his colleagues had advanced in the late 1930s towards a general economic perspective on 
Indonesia, and one would conclude that the general course of thought on Indonesia until this 
time did not differ substantially from the general line as set forth by Gay, Clapham and 
Hecksler An important question concerns the sources and preceding studies and insights 
leading to the state of the art in mainstream economic thought on Indonesia in the 1930s One 
would assume that the rejection of multi-economics, the basic paradigm of the German 
Historical School, is reflected in studies or even schools of thought, either in the Netherlands 
or in colonial Indonesia itself 
An important question is therefore whether the focused reviews, and even the more 
detailed discussion by Van Den Muijzenberg and Wolters, adequately cover the field of 
available socio-economic studies on Indonesia It now appears that the reviews have not 
included four of the most important early studies with historical and connective perspectives by 
Sollewijn Gelpke (1901), Ham (1913/1914), Scheltema (1931) and De Vnes (1931) and a large 
number of dissertations on agriculture at Wageningen, many of which deal with inter-
disciplinary questions and had advanced towards quantified and qualified connective 
approaches in colonial times On the Wageningen poly-technical university and its scientists 
Van Den Muijzenberg and Wolters (1988 24) say 
"the agricultural economists from the Wageningen School had been closest to the peasants of 
Java, but normally in a very practical way and without much theorizing, while their publications 
were barely accessible to [social scientists] " 
The qualifying parts of this observation reveal a dissociation of practicality and socio-economic 
theory and problems in accessability of information It is beyond doubt that the Wageningen 
school never took to grand historical theorizing in the socio-economic and historical field, yet 
the horticulturalist De Vnes produced the most authoritative statement on modernization of the 
economy of Indonesia, whereas quite a few studies address issues of importance for long term 
views The bulk of the output of the agriculturalists concentrated on management and applied 
agricultural research The research activities have resulted in a massive volume of connected 
agricultural and business theory, covering rainfall, sunlight, altitude, crop specific agronomic 
practice, product transformation and many other fields of application One would commit an 
error by not qualifying the knowledge generated in the engineering of agriculture resulting in 
replicable and therefore truly practical findings as theory This knowledge is not only useful 
but, as this study sets forth, indispensable in socio-economic historical inquiry, which after all 
concerns the real world The motive of Bray's (1986) investigation of nee in Asia concerns 
exactly the insight that agricultural knowledge provides a powerful tool in both the practice of 
historical inquiry and the operationalisation of concepts Rather than a shortage of research 
tools, there is a wealth of applicable information on agriculture, research approaches, 
techniques, and strategies, drawing on accumulated knowledge on agriculture as a business in 
its many aspects The implications of the findings and data generation methodologies of earlier 
years are of essential importance in the actual pinpointing of data shortage and establishing the 
data boundaries inherent in historical study The vast volume of available information and the 
large number of theories associated with empirical inquiry may have the effect of 
lnaccessability where their use in a wider temporal context is concerned and it is probably 
useful to summarize major lines of analysis and findings generated by agriculturalists 
Before moving on to agriculture, two issues, namely the relation between social and 
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economie science and the choice of concept of rationality, are resolved by introducing 
agriculture in a paradigm Economics without specification of goods and services in exchange 
remains largely abstract, and actors without an occupation are bound to become a category 
rather than goal oriented people Agriculture is by its nature and definition an activity 
conducted with rationality Agricultural knowledge and economic principles provide the tools 
of assessing rationality 
Agriculture 
The systematic collection of knowledge on agriculture in the archipelago dates back to 
Rumphius (1628-17021) Driven by commerce and trade and the need for efficiency, botanical 
classification and agronomic experience expanded in the course of the 19th century Preceded 
by botanists, entrepreneurs such as De Wilde, and self-made agriculturalists such as De Sturler 
and Holle, the graduates from the poly-technical agricultural university of Wageningen and the 
Deventer and Amhem schools, established a tradition in the study and management of 
agriculture in the early 20th century Identification of cropping sequences and farm practices 
covering all Java started in the 19th century, and expanded in the late colonial period 
Graduates were, in colonial years and beyond, employed in a wide range of professions These 
included technical and managerial positions in services, industry and manufacturing, research 
related positions and administrative positions In earlier years in Indonesia, district agricultural 
officers usually came from Wagemngen or Deventer 
Although no in-depth study has been devoted to the topic, the influence of the 
Netherlands' agricultural schools is easily discernable in post war multi-disciplinary education 
in agriculture and in international organisations such as the Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the United Nations The literature on agricultural research in earlier years 
shows that the actual goal was to identify opportunities for improvement, in a highly technical 
and detailed fashion The area planted to crops ("gewasopnamen"), statistics on resource 
allocation and production monitoring through monthly measurement of sample areas provided 
a major tool for researchers and are an important source in historical inquiry In addition, the 
farm analyses ('ЪеагуГ50пиеаіп§еп") provide information on resource allocation and crop 
sequences and combinations These two types of data have been used in many studies 
A preliminary look at major agricultural literature on Java and the other islands reveals 
that a large array of analyses on seasonality, multi-cropping, land use, crop-income and 
consumption were performed by leading agriculturalists, using time senes data, meticulous 
spatial analysis, detailed transaction analysis, forecasts, crop interactions and credit needs The 
agriculturalists not only created but solidified the socio-economic foundations of agricultural, 
technical and social sciences A large number of research tools was created in the years 1870-
1940, forming a comprehensive body of knowledge on agriculture and the agricultural 
economy in tropical areas This study makes use of these agricultural insights 
Van Klaveren (1953 ïv) earlier expressed the view that the agricultural conditions and 
the nature of agncultural production were the decisive determinants of development of Java in 
the long term A number of researchers contributed to an agriculturally focused stream of 
economical/historical thought Sollewijn Gelpke (1876, 1901), Ham (1913/1914), De Vries 
(1931), Scheltema (1931) and Terra (1953) These authors conceived farming as a senes of 
connected economic activities through time Sollewijn Gelpke sets forth that the annual 
temporal structure of agnculture determines the local circulation of money Ham (1913/1914) 
focuses more on inter-regional division of labour, in conjunction with vanable resource 
conditions and specific market responses by entrepreneur/growers Terra (1953) used local 
resource conditions to classify geographically determined forms of agncultural intensification, 
in essence crop choice, in Java Later, in the 1960s, Terra (1963) set forth that rational 
individual farming does not necessanly result in efficient overall resource use De Vnes (1931) 
conducted an agncultural/economic and histoncal investigation on a part of eastern Java with a 
timeframe running from 1800 to the 1920s He focused on local division of labour as connected 
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with local resource conditions, the diversity of agriculture and the economic activities of the 
farming individual, colonial administration and agricultural industry Scheltema (1931) 
analyzed regional variations in share cropping as indicative of the continuity of individual 
transactions in the rural labour and land use markets in the long term in Java His study is 
perhaps the best example of an economic historical inquiry on Indonesia The relevant parts of 
the work of these authors receive detailed attention in Chapters 2 and 3 of this study In 
general economic terms one can summarize the views of the agricultural schools as the explicit 
recognition of the local resource situation and the rural economy framed in a basic actor and 
business perpective The agricultural schools regard agriculture as inherently diverse, as a 
heterogeneous category of business options which are determined by resource conditions in a 
given locality The variables which influence business options and spatial spread are one and 
the same local soil composition, and temporal variation in daylength, rainfall and temperature 
and thus provide a spatial grid of variables The manipulation of the basic variables is subject 
to analysis and provide quantifiable research targets in the engineering of agriculture The 
engineering perspective looks across local, administrative and country borders, and has had a 
strong influence on the creation of mediation mechanisms coordinating the use of resources 
An important theory which is included here, although it does not come from the early 
Wageningen school, concerns the theory of De Wit (1990, 1992) on productivity and sources of 
productivity in agriculture De Wit sets forth that one can conceive agricultural producers as 
responsive through time Growers improve returns through application of improvements in 
cultivation m incremental fashion, resulting in a temporal staggered curve of factor 
productivity De Wit allows improvements to come from all conceivable sources He does not 
reserve improvement in agriculture as a domain, or role of the state, but focuses on farming 
Operationalizing the investigative and managenal farmers' action and mind, and identifying 
knowledge as an input, De Wit shows that technical optimum will always stay slightly above 
farm optimum in a sequential pattern of both derived and non-denved improvements The real 
world of agriculture includes simultaneous improvement in both production and processing of 
a number of crops, which, depending on the bio-physical conditions and demand, can be 
substituted in production and consumption The perspective of De Wit holds promise in 
typification of changes in agriculture through time, because it is based on the notion of 
simultaneous use of technology in the various phases of production and, this study adds, 
processing and distribution In connection with the previouly discussed amalgam between the 
social and economic branches in inter-disciplinary research and choice of paradigm, it is 
important to recognize that multi-causality in a temporal frame and profit maximizing growers 
are the elements of De Wit's model 
The basic economic paradigm is micro or business economic, with a strong empirical 
orientation towards costing The central element in the broad perspective of the Wageningen 
school as a whole remains engineering 
The remarkably high frequency of use of data on agriculture in historical investigations 
stands in contrast to the paucity of quotations and explicit recognition of the paradigmatic 
choice inherent to agriculture as an object of economic inquiry In recent literature on the 
history of Java one does not encounter mention of the basic ideas guiding rigorous research 
performed by the leading authorities in colonial times This study seeks to fill part of the gap in 
the general view on Java and the role of agriculture A statement of Sollewijn Gelpke says that 
the diversity of the Javanese homeyard is almost incomprehensible to the uninitiated The 
inclusion of agriculture in a paradigm discloses the relation between diversity of agriculture 
and business in the archipelago 
Issues, long term views and recent contributions on agriculture and markets in Indonesia 
A discussion of core issues and recent quantitative contributions to historiography on 
population and agriculture on Java and the archipelago is necessary, because much quantitative 
work has been done in recent years which allows long-term views on Java This section also 
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contains a brief discussion of a general historical hypothesis regarding land investment and use 
by Hayami and Ruttan (1985) because it provides a useful starting point for the consideration 
of issues of importance in establishing a long term view on land and its use 
An interesting characteristic of Java is that available data show that all Java urban 
growth started relatively late, in the late 19th and early 20th century Urban growth is usually 
associated with division of labour and the formation of markets Its absence in Java in the 19th 
century seems, on the surface, to support the notion of static rural expansion, in combination 
with estate agriculture and largely self sufficient rural communities It is therefore logical that 
an important stream of research was directed to population growth, seeking to quantify its 
growth in various periods 
The general social and economic conditions of Java in the years 1800-1850, and the 
relation with estimated population growth, has occupied an important place in research and 
debate from the 1960s to the 1980s Breman (1962), Peper (1967), Wander (1965) and 
Boomgaard (1989a) looked at population growth and its main determinants, order and disorder 
and early health programmes Cases have been made for a low-growth scenano of population 
growth at 0 5-1% of Java in the years 1800-1850 (Peper 1967) and a higher growth scenano at 
around 1-1 6% (Breman, 1962) Boomgaard, using data of CEI 10 and 11, estimates growth of 
population at 1% in the first half of the century and 1 6% in the years 1850-1900 These 
studies combine the use of demographic theory with supportive time specific socio-economic 
information, drawn from archives and earlier studies The findings of these inquines go beyond 
mere reconstruction of population growth Population growth is both the result of, and the 
condition for, economic growth Recently the economic conditions have attracted more 
attention Van Der Eng (1993) argues that the use of a Malthusian and Boserupian approach is 
not useful in the case of Java, because Java was an open economy in the 19th century, while 
there is little or no support from scarce data, which can be interpreted as empirically supportive 
of population-defined opportunities and resource constraints Van Der Eng places the influence 
of population in a multi-century perspective, and refers to a temporal coverage of one century 
as possibly too short for venfication of the role of population in agncultural and economic 
development Although, for lack of hard data, knowledge on population growth and its role 
remains somewhat inconclusive, it now seems that acceleration of population growth m all 
Java preceded accelerated urban growth It is clear that an explanation needs to be sought in 
the definition of the spatial entity, subject to observation, Java From early on, inquines into 
the recent history of Java (Boeke, 1951 6-7, Meyer Ranneft, 1916, Ham, 1913/1914) have 
pinpointed regional vanation in population density and localized urban growth and decline 
The more recent expanding literature on regions in Java by and large confirms the existence of 
regions of economic intensity and population movements in the 19th century in Java It follows 
that the all-Java focus is not sufficient to pinpoint the areas of economic intensity in earlier 
years, so one needs to introduce more specifically defined economies Anticipating further 
discussion in the section on market formation in chapter 2, one can distinguish local and 
regional economies, whereby the only practical indicator of a regional economy is the existence 
of inter-local trade and the existence of several urban centres A local economy consists of a 
town and surrounding settlements 
Land and its expansion have, except in Van Der Eng's (1993) recent study covenng the 
penod 1880 - 1990, not received explicit attention in long term inquiry on Java in the 19th and 
20th century The CEI 10 (1990) data on ungated and non-irngated land, commencing from 
the early 19th century, show growth of land of > 1% per year throughout Java in the 19th 
century This observation warrants a perspective where land is not inherently a constrained 
resource and where investment in land and its connections with land use are central elements 
However, this does not mean that land can not be scarce in specific situations A brief review 
of the general histoncal hypothesis on land set forth by Hayami and Ruttan (1985 310-311) 
Data refer to Java excluding sultanates and principalities, see Boomgaard and Van Zanden (1990) and Van Der Eng 
(1993) for corrections and estimations of all Java land growth 
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will throw light on some simple and basic issues subject to measurement. In connection with 
the point made in foregoing sections on the sensibility of application of agricultural 
knowledge, it is important to start with the observation that Hayami and Ruttan (1985) and 
Hayami and Kikuchi (1981) use farm management concepts to argue the historical validity of 
the notion that land is scarce under the influence of expanding population. Hayami and Ruttan 
say: 
"We now draw on the experiences of Japan, Korea, Taiwan and the Philippines to develop an 
operational hypothesis to interpret the mechanism underlying the process of land productivity 
increases in response to growing population pressure against land resources Increase in land 
productivity from improving land infrastructure and developing seed fertilizer technology has the 
same effect on agricultural output as expansion in cultivated area. The former may be called 
"internal land augmentation" as opposed to "external land augmentation" for the latter. The shifts 
in the momentum of agricultural output growth from external to internal land augmentation, as 
observed in the histories of Japan, Taiwan, Korea and the Philippines, can be conceptualized 
along the following lines. As population pressure pushes the cultivation frontier into marginal 
areas, we expect the marginal cost of agricultural production via expansion of cultivated area to 
rise relative to the marginal cost of production via intensification. Eventually the economy will 
reach a stage at which internal land augmentation becomes a less cosily means of increasing 
agricultural output than external land augmentation " 
Hayami and Ruttan set forth that population pressure induces stages of economic 
dynamism, and seek its impact on the cost side of conversion of land use. They distinguish 
external land augmentation versus internal land augmentation, rather than use economic 
growth as the binding economic concept. They thus isolate agriculture from the wider 
economy. They hypothesize that a differential trend in the cost of opening new land and the 
cost of improving land productivity pinpoints the historical period of transition from land 
expansion towards land productivity. The hypothesis thus assumes the functioning of a land 
market and interaction between factor and product markets. Its operationalisation by 
commodity and source of productivity improvement is left open. This necessitates 
interpretation of marginal costs and marginal land. The marginality of land depends on its use, 
costs of cultivation of specific crops, and the returns from selling of produce under 
consideration. As the cost side of investment, the meaning of marginal cost of any investment 
in land is dependent on the expected returns, simply because opening and improvement of land 
is biophysically connected with its use. This, in turn, depends on the crop, or crops, selected for 
cultivation by the land operator-opener-improver. If one allows the investor in one's paradigm 
to have the option of crop choice, empirical proof for diverging marginal costs is necessary, 
and would involve quite a range of crops, with different seasonalities, costings and marketing 
options. Despite the reference to supporting evidence from a number Asian countries, it is not 
clear whether one should interpret the two investment choices as set down by Hayami and 
Ruttan as pertaining to one actor and one crop, or as an empirical historical observation, based 
on actual time series of land growth, improvement by land type and spatial patterns and trends 
through time of planted area of specific commodities by land type. From an agricultural and 
rational actor point of view, one would be inclined to argue that, if one assumes that population 
pressure induces the use of hitherto unused land, with known soil and climatic conditions, 
more diversity in crops cultivated for use would occur with the expansion of distinguishable 
agricultural zones. The hypothesis from Hayami and Ruttan does not explicitly mention that 
the land user has options in crop choice, and it is thus, in the context of Asia, implicitly 
suggestive of a generalized perspective of a view which is, in actual fact, based on rice. 
There is substantial evidence for the importance of non-rice food and industrial crops in 
the countries mentioned by Hayami and Ruttan. The well known long-term importance of 
sweet potato in China and Viet Nam for example, is suggestive of the need to include, next to 
cost of land improvement, crop shins in a long-term perspectives. It is well known that crop 
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shifts towards higher caloric yields occur with expanding division of labour and urbanisation. 
Another issue conceras transport and processing costs and time, as these have an obvious 
relationship with the use of, and the investment in, land. 
The hypothesis of Hayami and Ruttan refers to a stage where investment in 
improvement in irrigated land becomes more attractive than investment in opening new land. 
The discriminating power of the hypothesis in pinpointing distinctive phases through time in 
Java is limited. Recorded state investment in large scale irrigation in Java is spread out over 
almost one century, local investment in irrigation goes back centuries if not millenia. The 
expansion of non-irrigated (registered) land in Java took place at the same pace as irrigated 
land in the 19th century. While one would not wish to discard totally the notion that 
differential costs of land improvement and opening, influence decisions of agriculturalists, it 
is clear from the available data on Java that there are no reasons to apply the stylized 
hypothesis of Hayami and Ruttan. 
This study will therefore use a more general perspective and start with a simple land 
resource and use classification, drawing on the insight that in a multi-seasonal agriculture the 
cropping ratio can serve as an indicator of cost of opening land. The idea that changes in 
relative prices of money, labour and land induce farmers to shift the allocation of their 
resources is naturally valuable, and will receive attention where data permit. 
In recent years, historiography on Indonesia is accompanied by expanded use of 
quantitative tools with the gradual completion of the Changing Economy in Indonesia (CEI) 
series. A new style of historical inquiry has emerged, drawing on economic theory, and 
extensive collection of quantitative information. In the 1980s the CEI expanded significantly 
with the appearance of numerous new compilations, CEI (4-15) . The CEI authors indicate in 
their overviews breaks in time trends and have constructed indexes on a large number of 
indicators. Quantitative information on trade, population, agriculture, production and money 
flow is available, often on a district basis. Attempts to use CEI data across the various data sets 
are rare. 
Booth (1988) and Van Der Eng (1990, 1993) use insights from development economics 
and a growth perspective in their quantified work. Booth (1974a,b) drew attention to public 
investment in irrigation and research in foodcrop agriculture in the years 1900-1940 which 
made recovery after the war possible. In 1988 Booth singled out public investment in irrigation 
as an agent of change in Javanese agriculture from the late 19th century onwards. The core of 
Booth's argument is that in a given economy one can recognize phases, which are 
characterized by different sources of growth: expansion of cultivated area, growth in cropping 
intensity and yield growth. Booth (1988: 37) says: 
"These three components can be referred to as the extensification, intensification and the yield 
phases respectively. It is implicit in many theories of agricultural development such as Boserup's 
that these stages follow sequentially This means that, when changes m output over time are 
decomposed into these three factors, we should find that the importance of extensification gives 
way to intensification which in turn is followed by yield growth, as the main factor contributing 
to the observed change, or stability in output In the Indonesian context, it is particularly useful to 
carry out this decomposition for Javanese agriculture, for we have data over more than one 
century " 
In doing so, Booth used development thought to enrich the hitherto primarily 
demographic toolkit of quantitative historical penetration into the history of Java. For Booth, 
agricultural indicators represent development phases. Booth concluded that extensive growth 
For a discussion of the general application of Hick's theory ш conjunction with technological change see Rosenberg 
(1976· 108,109) (1969). See also Ruttan (1975) and Bmswanger et al. (1978). For an empirical reconsideration of the 
induced innovation thesis in the American context, see Olmstead and Rhode (1993). 
Boomgaard and Van Zanden (1990), Van Laanen (1980b), Van Baardewijk (1994), Boomgaard and Gooszen (1991), 
Korthals Altes (1990, 1994), Segers (1987), and Clemens, Lindblad and Touwen (1992); Knaap and Boomgaard 
(1989), Dros (1992) 
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of agriculture dates back to the 1880s, while intensive growth is visible in the 1920s Booth 
classifies land in Java as ungated land or dry land, and links the growth of dry land with a 
time lag to population pressure Booth places the expansion of dry land in the late 19th and 
early - mid 20th century under pressure of population in ungated areas (Booth, 1988 81-109) 
Booth concentrates on the post war penod and relies primarily on a combination of farm-
management data and sectoral statistics in a study identifying signs and evidence of 
productivity increase in agriculture in Indonesia from the 1830s to the 1980s Incisive as 
Booth's study is, the approach raises a number of questions One wonders whether there are 
other sources of growth in agriculture, as discussed in the paragraph on the hypothesis on 
Hayami and Ruttan (1985), and what the role was of non-псе agriculture In addition, one has 
to question the notion of sequential phases concerning псе as representative for agriculture, 
which includes the cultivation of many species for a large variety of uses 
Van Der Eng (1990, 1993) focused on the role of the stale in agricultural development 
and reconstructed agricultural sector growth in Indonesia from 1880 to the 1990s Van Der 
Eng (1990) estimated gross value added (GVA) of agriculture per capita in Indonesia from 
1880 onwards He found that agriculture intensified well before independence, and that 
productivity increases in nee had already commenced as early as the 1950s Van Der Eng's 
estimation of GVA in agriculture from 1880 to 1990 shows a gradual general increase from 
1900 onwards, and sharp decreases during the depression of 1929, the second World War, and 
a more gradual reduction in the 1950s and 1960s, the first decades of independence He relies 
on his own collected data for in-depth subsectoral information to estimate agricultural growth 
Van Der Eng has drawn the analysis of agriculture into a more general economic approach by 
calculating gross value added per hectare, taking into account a range of crops (Van Der Eng, 
1990, 1993) He shows that four major crops viz nee, sugar, cassava and rubber, were subject 
to different market forces and conditions (Van Der Eng, 1993) Van Der Eng looks beyond 
псе, and zooms in on the histoncally diverse agncultural economy of Java and the other 
islands, where state intervention and spontaneous responses vary by crop Van Der Eng (1993, 
Stellingen (propositions) concludes 
"integration of the domestic market as facilitated by infrastructure and the connected economy of 
scale in production of goods and reduction m transaction costs is an underestimated factor in the 
analysis of economic growth and stagnation m the 19th century " 
Van Der Eng (1993 254-255) argues 
"agncultural change m Indonesia results from change in farm agriculture rather than plantation 
agriculture, and in Java in particular from farm production for the domestic market, rather than 
from export production, [this] suggests that sluggish but incessant change m rural areas and 
the interaction between farm agriculture and the wider domestic economy are more pertinent 
ingredients of the analysis of long term changes m the Indonesian economy at large " 
With Van Der Eng's conclusions, the role of the domestic market in relation to 
development of agnculture has entered the remaking of the general view on Java in the 19th 
century The qualification of the temporal pattern of change, sluggish but incessant, according 
to Van Der Eng, suggests the need for more specific treatment and a sharper focus on temporal 
patterns Cycle theones thus come to mind in looking at available quantitative evidence on 
Java The strong quantitative onentation of Booth and Van Der Eng point to the data 
boundanes applying to quantitative economic inquines on Java The timespans covered by Van 
Der Eng and Booth are similar, and start at around 1880, which is a clear indication of the 
penod for which more or less systematic data are available In this connection it is of interest 
that Cassel stated in his study of business cycles in western Europe that an inquiry could not go 
back farther than the 1870s, because only then the older types of economic structures had been 
replaced by new ones (Hansen, 1951 211) The data boundanes connected with the application 
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of a growth/development perspective on Java synchronize apparently with a perceived temporal 
validity boundary of general cycle theory on Europe. The availability of data on Java can be 
associated with the making of the state apparatus, including its data collection organizations. 
There are, however, no reasons to submit this investigation on market formation and 
agriculture to boundaries imposed by availability of data, coinciding with changes in the role of 
information in business and government bureaucracy. 
An early explorative study on Java and the role of indigenous agriculture needs specific 
mention here. Meyer Ranneft (1916) earlier undertook a tentative economic investigation on 
migration in Java in the 19th century. He departed from the theory of Bücher, which holds that 
waves of migration gradually reduce in the course of time. This theory continues to play a role 
in development economics (see Hayami and Ruttan, 1985: 15-31). Meyer Ranneft (1916: 25) 
concluded, after observing that European estates absorbed significant labour in the 19"1 
century, that: 
"Calculated over the period 1855 till present [1915/16] the expansion of native agriculture may 
have had the strongest influence on migration .... Possibly the [economic] return to the newly 
opened fields since 1855 is larger than the volume of money brought in circulation by the 
enterprises established since 1855." 
The importance of Meyer Ranneft's hypothesis concerns the connection between 
migration and settlement, agricultural expansion and general economic cycles. Paite (1989) 
says that settlement in upland areas came in three waves, the 1830s, the 1870s and the 1930s. 
Appendix В 7 summarizes ten year averages of registered land and people in the various 
residencies of Java in the 19th century, and high growth figures in some residencies in the 
1830s and 1870s confirm, to some extent, Pake's view. However, there are rather large 
variations among the residencies and one therefore can not truly capture the course of events in 
Java with a wave theory which separates migration and settlement from economic conditions. 
Long term trends in agriculture receive attention in a study by Boomgaard (1989a) with 
a timeframe covering the late 18th to the late 19th century. Boomgaard presents a view on the 
economy and the village in Java, and suggests, more or less along the same lines as Van Der 
Kroef (1951), that the economy of Java around 1800 was characterized by division of labour. 
His view on the village contrasts with the view of largely closed communities and bucolic 
harmony in rural Java exuding from some earlier studies. Of interest is that Boomgaard uses 
approximated cross-sectional data on agriculture and population to reveal proportional shifts in 
value and production of agricultural produce per capita through time. Boomgaard, 
reconstructing agricultural production in the years 1815-1840-1880, found an on-going 
expansion of production in quantity per capita and a reduction of the value of agricultural 
production in the years 1815-1840, using a rice-defined all-Java deflator. One can not infer 
from Boomgaard's approximations and proportional shifts that a long term cycle reigned in 
Java, because rice prices may have been subject to shorter cycles. In Boomgaard's (1980) 
perspective, secondary or annual food and industrial crops offer possibilities for 
commercialization, and, in his view, the changes in the 19th century in the ratio of irrigated 
and non-irrigated land for all-Java would confirm long-term trends of reduced and expanded 
cash production. 
Van Baardewijk (1993) addresses regional variability more explicitly. He provides a 
breakdown of area allocation, tax payment and product payment by district in a number of 
fiscal and administrative regimes in Java in the years 1830-1880. Van Baardewijk is the first 
historian who constructs and uses district specific deflators. A major finding concerns the 
rather variable pattern in the value of rice, revealing substantial differences in the value of the 
guilder among districts and through time (Van.Baardewijk, 1993: 18-19). The period 1838-
1843 was characterized by price increases, the years 1845 and onwards were stable, in the 
years 1861-1865 prices increased again, while in the years 1865-1870 prices went down, 
raising the question of whether the price movements were cyclical at the district level in Java 
in the 19th century. Van Baardewijk's use of time series suggests a rather variable pattern, 
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filling in the space between the years 1815-1880 as analyzed by Boomgaard. In addition to 
variable temporal patteras in the various residencies, Van Baardewijk (1993: 19,20) also points 
to the role of secondary crops in the economy. He proposes to distinguish two situations: Java 
under land rent with highly developed annual food and industrial crops (palawija) and 
homeyard/garden (pekarangan) cultivation, and possibly stagnant rice cultivation; and 
secondly, Java under the cultivation system with compulsory crops, rice cultivation, and 
minimal palawija and pekarangan cultivation. Van Baardewijk hypothesizes that, with the 
increase of land rent on Java and the demise of the cultivation system, products of homeyards 
and annual food and industrial crops increased in importance throughout Java. 
Of specific interest is the view of Van Der Kroef (1951: 5,6 ) who hypothesized that, at 
the beginning of the 19th century the local economies of Java were integrated, and that in the 
course of the 19th century, under the influence of supervised production, incentives for 
spontaneous evolution of markets dissipated. Burger (1975) regards the course of events in 
Java as a more linear process, where the expansion of inter-regional trade was made possible 
through infrastructure expansion, accompanied by slowly dissolving segmented monetization. 
The structure of markets in earlier years received explicit attention from Anderson 
(1988) and Alexander and Alexander (1991). Having conducted research on the structure and 
mechanisms of markets in rural areas in the 1980s, these researchers extended their inquiries 
to markets in earlier years. Anderson, following a central place approach, drawing on Carey 
(1989) and interpreting the scarce data, presents indications that several areas in Java in the 
early 19th century already had a well-integrated network of markets. Anderson's conclusion 
does match Van Der Kroef s earlier postion on the existence of integrated markets in early 19th 
century Java. Anderson does not contradict Boomgaard's (1980) general observation that 
(regional) markets were not well integrated in the 19th century. Alexander concentrated on 
local industries in Kebumen in the early 1900s and found indications of active involvement of 
entrepreneurs in rural business, and internal division of labour in rural areas (Alexander and 
Alexander 1991:88). Observations from the 1930s by De Vries and Cohen (1938) match 
Alexander's findings. De Vries and Cohen found that in the 1930s, village shopkeeping and 
local trade accounted for a large proportion (~ 50%) of income. 
With regard to cyclical movement and long term trends, there seem to be two views. 
The view set forth by Boomgaard of reducing agricultural income in the years 1815-1840 
seems to be in line with the view of Van Der Kroef and is, where the existence of interacting 
markets in the early and the late 19th century is concerned, confirmed by Anderson and 
Alexander, respectively. The rather more variable local cyclical movements of rice prices as 
found by Van Baardewijk clearly contradicts such an all-Java long-term swing in the 19th 
century. This observation is of relevance to the various assessments of the impact of the Java 
War and the Cultivation System (1830-1870) in Java in the first half of the 19th century. The 
Java War affected central inland Java in the years 1825-1830, while the Cultivation System is 
subject of many pamphlets and a very voluminous literature which dates from the early 19th 
century and still continues. Boomgaard's trend seems, on the surface, to support the 
impoverishment view of the Java War/Cultivation System in its first years. However the more 
meaningful trend of actual food availability was positive in the years 1815-1840. O'Malley 
(1990: 22) summarizes his view on the state of the art on the Cultivation System by 1990 as 
follows: 
"We are now dealing with a situation where we are confident in saying "The System was good for 
certain Indonesians in certain places with certain crops and bad for others". 
According to O'Malley, historians have by 1990 recognized the importance of crops and 
locality in looking at the impact of the Cultivation System. His summarizing statement comes 
close to the recognition of the influence of the weather. This means that O'Malley's historians 
have arrived at the starting point of the agriculturalists who conducted long term studies in 
colonial times. 
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Of importance is the rather ambiguous use of the growth concept in modem economic 
inquiries on Indonesia. Booth links economic growth to sources of growth in rice, or more 
simply, productivity increases. Van Der Eng actually approximates growth of agriculture by 
using prices and quantities to calculate Gross Value Added. Boomgaard, however, uses it more 
or less in the sense of a secular trend, as more common among historians. His research 
questions regard population growth and economic growth. Boomgaard (1989a:5-6) regards the 
low degree of urbanization as a root cause for late economic growth, not as a cause for its 
absence. For Boomgaard, changes in agriculture and market mechanisms constitute 
explanatory variables in his attempt to clarify the behaviour of the aggregates population and 
economic growth in the years 1780-1880. Boomgaard (1993: 50-51) places the course of events 
in Java in a wider Asian context referring to the relation between urbanization and economic 
growth in Europe: 
"It seems that the juxtaposition of urbanization and economic growth is much less self-evident in 
an Asian context: both India and China experienced longer or shorter periods of economic growth 
without concomitant urbanization." 
This observation is important, and, although this study does not focus on economic 
growth, the conclusions of this inquiry (Chapter 5) will adress this issue. Of interest is that the 
one concept which is virtually impossible to operationalize and quantify in historical studies, 
economic growth, has come to play a role as a secular trend in comparison of large areas. Due 
to the lack of statistics, the question is which indicators serve to justify the assumption of 
economic growth. If series are available on specific goods and services, one can go, if one uses 
the growth concept in an economic manner, no farther then conclude growth in the market of 
those specific goods and services for which data are available. The perspective on market 
formation explicitly limits conclusions to the market configuration of given goods and services. 
Additionally, it explicitly adresses the existence of market mechanisms and market interaction. 
The recent views on Java in the 19th century point to different sequences of events in 
regions in Java, as well as at the important, but largely unspecified role of annual food and 
industrial crops in the agricultural economy. As argued in the preceding sections of this 
chapter and illustrated in the summary of findings and analytical tools generated by the early 
agriculturalists, knowledge of agriculture is a necessity in specifying the structure of markets 
for agricultural goods and inputs. 
Conclusions 
The review of current literature on paradigms and streams of sociological and socio-
economic research on Indonesia reveals an important gap. In recent studies, systematic 
treatment of land use and agriculture as a business is absent. Recent discussion oscillates 
between the emphasis on social and economic angles and implications for the type of 
rationality to be assumed in historical studies. By and large, this discussion seems not to take 
into account earlier and comprehensive discussions on economic history. The introduction of 
agriculture as an activity in this study implies a connective perspective and the assumption of 
rational actors. A summary of earlier agricultural historical studies shows that in colonial years 
agriculturalists considered Indonesian farmers to be rational in their practices. 
Research on population, productivity in rice, and Gross Value Added, have pinpointed 
periods in Java's recent history. As indicated earlier, and as discussed in this section, source 
research (CEI) has pushed data boundaries back to the early 19th century, whereas economic 
inquiries with a growth perspective, drawing on sub-sectoral data, reach back to the 1880s. 
This study sets forth that market formation provides an adequate approach for an inquiry over 
the long term. 
There is a variety of views, backed up by approximated data on long term trends in 
agricultural income, food availability, and regional variation in medium term cyclical price 
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movements m Java in the 19th century In most views on the advance of commerce in 
agriculture, the secondary crops feature as an explanatory category There are many reasons to 
further investigate the role of food crops and cyclical movements in the economy of Java in 
earlier years, with a perspective where land is not necessarily a limiting factor 
The second part of this chapter provides first a brief analysis of the biological properties 
of crops and the physical attnbutes as determinants of markets, and subsequently provides a 
general perspective on market formation and the agricultural economy 
Biological properties of crops and physical attributes of produce: 
determinants of the market 
The relationship between humans and food is simple Humans need food every day, but 
harvesting occurs at peaks The control over temperature, water, light and soil determines the 
flow of production through time If not under green house conditions, agricultural production 
is seasonal Consumers can adapt by eating the products of the season Conversely, storage 
smoothes supply variations over time In addition to a large range of different harvest times, 
the large number of species in agriculture differ also in gestation time Trees take years to 
reach productive age, whereas quick vegetables require only a few months to grow The 
biophysical conditions in any area of the world create a complex process of production which 
interacts with demand 
The major characteristic of agricultural production is its seasonality which results in 
inherent economic dynamism Trade is driven by pnce differences of goods through time and 
pnce expectations among various production areas and consumption centres Supply 
differences among areas and through time, inherent to agriculture, offer vast entrepreneurial 
opportunities Thus seasonality not only partly determines local consumption but it also offers 
scope for the application of technology In this context the global variations in primary 
agricultural conditions are important In Java along the north/south axis, daylight and 
temperature vary, while rainfall variations occur along the east/west axis of Java These factors 
are the determinants of agricultural adaptation and research 
Another characteristic of agricultural produce is its perishability Most agricultural 
products need to undergo treatment to extend shelf life Over the centunes, if not millenia, 
progress has been made in the development of crop-specific life-extending technology in 
virtually all crops Of major importance here is the large vanation of product technologies and 
the importance of industry, employment and scale Similarly, product technologies have 
provided an increasing range of adaptation to consumer preference (Table 1 1) Agricultural 
consumer goods vary highly in popularity and price Raw processing technologies directed 
pnmanly at raw produce, and even intermediate produce, are usually crop-specific 
Improvement of storage, pre-processing and the manufacturing industry in the food economy 
can be assumed to be of equal importance to the advances on the production side 
Research has contributed to mapping the genetic centres of major and minor 
agricultural species In the 1920s Vavilov (1951) defined the secondary centres of diversity as 
the genetic process of species migration, with the view that species adapt to, and actually 
ennch, their biophysically determined niches through genetic evolution Of importance to 
histonans interested in the basic determinants of the economies in Asia is Vavilov's 
observation of high biodiversity, especially in South East Asia Histoncally it is of importance 
that South East Asia has very smoothly incorporated many crops from Latin Amenca and 
Africa Of the major food crops only rice and soybean originate from Asia 
Rice found itself a place in swampy river deltas and fertile alluvial valleys, on its way 
out from the gangetic zone m North India Secondary centres of псе added new land races 
For a review of a research tool dealing with seasonality and money see De Vnes (1951 279-283) De Vnes draws on 
Sollewijn Gelpke (1901) Van Baardewijk (1993) used the same findings of Sollewijn Gelpke for a construction of 
district-specific deflators 
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Genetic characteristics of cereals, their ability to produce a broad range of land races in 
secondary centres of diversity, and their taste and tradeability made cereals popular staples. 
Soybean originated from the Mongolian plains, thriving under drier and hotter conditions, and 
also spread to tropical and wet South East Asia. 
Cassava originates from Latin America. Migration was hampered by perishability of 
parent material. It is generally assumed that cassava reached the archipelago towards the end 
of the 18th century. However, once established, cassava became a security food, as well as an 
important industrial raw material throughout Asia (Bottema and Henry, 1990). De Sturler 
(1845) and Ham (1913/1914) forecast the peculiar role of cassava in Asia as an industrial 
good and local food. 
Table 1.1 Major characteristic» of food crop production and u»e in Indonesia, 1800-1990. 
Crop Period of Cropping duration (months) Perishability Major growing Dominant use 
introduction area/requirement 
-1800 - 1 9 9 0 
Irrigated 
Rice 
Upland 
Rice· 
Maize* 
Soybean* 
Groundnut 
Mungbean* 
Cassava 
Sweet 
Potato 
before 1600 
1600-1700 
before 
1600 
? 
1750-1800 
'before 1600 
5-7 
6-8 
3 5-5 
3 5 
3 5 
3 
9-12 
3 5-5 
3-3 5 
3-4 
2 8-3 5 
(5 months 
for hybrids) 
3 
3 
2 5-3 
7-10 
3-5 
moderale 
farm drying 
required 
idem 
moderate 
moderate 
high 
moderate 
low in the 
ground, high 
after 
harvest 
high ul the 
ground, 
relatively 
low after 
harvest 
ungated 
land 
upland 
soil with good 
water holding 
capacity 
soil with good 
water holding 
capacity, a dry 
ripening spell 
permeable 
light soil 
light soil 
fertile soil 
with reasonable 
drainage 
fertile soil 
with reasonable 
drainage 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
snacks, 
oil 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
food 
snacks 
beverage 
idem 
food 
food 
food 
food 
food 
oil 
food 
food 
food 
snacks 
snacks 
food 
vege-
table 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
local 
urban 
food 
snacks 
beverage 
idem 
food 
food 
animal 
feed 
starch 
beverage 
food 
food 
animal 
feed, 
snack 
oil 
food 
snack 
snack 
oil 
food 
food 
snack 
beverage 
food 
snacks 
animal 
feed 
starches, 
alcohol 
etc 
food 
food 
snacks 
indus-
trial 
base 
malen al 
• There are traditional land races of upland nee, maize and mungbean with short maturity periods of 3,2 and 2 5 months, respectively 
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Sweet potato also spread from Latin America It combines the calorific yield of cassava 
with a much shorter growing time, greater adaptability to temperature (sweet potato is grown 
up to 3000 m) and ease of preparation for consumption A recent finding on sweet potato 
confirms the thesis of Vavilov which holds that secondary centres of diversification exist Mok 
and Schneider found in 1993 that the Kuyawage Tnbe, Jaya Wyaya, Baliem valley, Inan Jaya, 
who live in highlands, cultivate roughly the same number (20-25) of cultivare of sweet potato 
as growers in medium altitude areas 
Maize and sweet potato can be planted after nee, whereas cassava, which has a longer 
cropping duration, can be planted on non-irngated soil Similarly, the introduction of sugar, 
coffee, rubber, tobacco, tea and various less important crops expanded options in the 
archipelago 
The introduction of species occurred in areas at different altitudes and in a variety of 
situations of drainage, water availability and transport options In this regard, north-south 
transects reveal significant local differences in production zones in most coastal places The 
low to medium altitude variation in local economies is typical for Java and provides an 
important given in the analysis of the local agricultural economies Another source of 
dynamism is the climatic difference between eastern and western Java There are temporal 
differences in onset of rains and rainfall distribution, within the seasons, and subsequently 
light intensity differences between the eastern and western parts of Java 
The spreading of major foodcrops and mdustnal crops from their respective genetic 
centres and land race areas to other areas in the world has been in progress for millennia, and 
the speed of this process has increased tremendously in the past five centunes The channels 
through which seeds and seedlings found their way to new soils were trade routes, initially over 
land and coastal sea routes In the course of time, sea trade routes lengthened, finally to 
connect hitherto isolated continents In the penod of trade expansion between Europe and Asia, 
major crops found their way from Latin Amenca to Asia 
Major non-псе foodcrops such as maize and sweet potato reached Asia and Indonesia 
before the 17th century Soybean and groundnut probably reached the Indonesian archipelago 
somewhat earlier, through coastal trade and trade with China and the Indian subcontinent A 
large number of horticultural species, such as cabbage, leeks, potato, cauliflower, and flowers 
reached the archipelago initially from mainland Asia and, later on, Europe, in the course of the 
17th, 18th and 19th centunes Industnal and estate crops were introduced in increasing 
number from the 17th century onwards The date of the beginning of псе cultivation in 
Indonesia is unknown Wigboldus (1979) indicates that on the Borobudur temple, millet is 
pictured, not nee He ventures that the introduction of псе may be relatively recent, pointing to 
the onginal meaning of the word "Java" which is "millet" For the purpose of this study this 
question remains moot The main observation is that, in the course of time, the expanding 
number of new crops contributed to a basic and still continuing process of agncultural 
intensification 
The introduction of upland crops ennched agnculture in the archipelago It expanded 
the options on both the production and demand side The introduction of sweet popato and 
cassava expanded options for farmers in increasing calonfic output per land and labour umt 
On the demand side, consumers were presented with the option of consuming either псе, 
maize, sweet potato or cassava in a vanety of combinations and sequences, in addition to a 
large vanety of other agncultural goods On the production side, growers had several options 
in the allocation of land to annual food and industnal crops The commodity focus indicates 
that crop shifts and expansion have played a major role in shifting land use and in increasing 
productivity Productivity refers to a ratio of a physical measurement of production and another 
physical measurement of, for example, land, labour or money A resource allocation and land 
use perspective includes year-to-year costs of shifts in crops It follows that, with the 
availability of a larger number of annual food and industnal crops, in Java associated with 
Personal communication from Dr Schneider, 1993 
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short time lags and low shining costs, responsive options of the grower are wide A time based 
application of the commodity perspective yields the simple insight that crop shifts and changes 
in land use constitute options in adaptation of production and are sources of productivity 
growth The spatial careers of crops are determined by biophysical processes and economic 
action The biophysical conditions of Java come close to the classic ideal of substitutability of 
crops and allocation of production factors Under these conditions of wide margins, short 
timelags and low shifting costs of crop substitution on the production side, one expects the 
degree of integration of the product markets, local distribution and collection for outside 
markets to exert a strong influence in market formation Trade and exchange have drawn the 
agricultural economy into a global economy Genetic and biophysical factors tie the economy to 
agriculture and resources 
Market formation and the agricultural economy 
In setting up a perspective for analysis of market formation and agriculture, one tackles 
the task of designing a perspective which includes biophysical variables and to connect these to 
land use, crop options and commodity specific markets Agricultural theory, in conjunction 
with economics provide a powerful tool in historical analysis As discussed in the previous 
section, it is very important to recognize that agricultural theory provides many options in 
generalization, and possibilities for short cuts the in case of data shortage Market formation is 
in the historical context, as state formation, a floating concept which needs operationalisation, 
and the connection with biophysical vanables provides the possibility to apply the concept in 
the various parts of the world 
Another issue concerns the definition of actors and major players in the economy The 
major players in the economy are the state and its apparatus and the many private actors, 
entrepreneurs, trading houses, farmers, tradesmen and consumers The use of a rational actor 
assumption is both necessary and well justified in the agricultural sciences and economics The 
modern definitions of economics imply, on actor level, options for allocation of resources, 
which reflect in different form the economic possibilities of substitution of and competition 
among goods Agricultural knowledge helps to identify the existence of options available to 
growers and is necessary to interpret long-term trends in land use and farming 
Regarding the concept of the state, one cannot simply apply the 20th century concept of 
state to situations in earlier years There was little distinction between state, or local authority, 
and private enterprise in earlier years The establishment of a state takes time, and its power, 
role, and controlling and measuring instruments change through time, subject to the same 
forces which shape an economy State formation and market formation are thus two 
interdependent processes with broad socio-political, economic and technological aspects An 
important part of economic theory deals in actual fact with the use of instruments by the state 
in directing the course of events in the economy In this study the use of the instruments, 
especially those concerning measurement and economic control, is a subject to which attention 
is given, but the broad process of state formation stays outside of its scope 
Inherent to the concept of market formation is the view that markets can both contract 
and expand, and do not necessarily follow a unidirectional path towards expansion Various 
authors including Smith (1776), Dopsch (1930), Van Leur (1955), and Shcher van Bath (1960) 
have emphasized that markets occurred at all times and places Throughout history markets 
have evolved, dissolved and emerged again, always in response to economic opportunity and 
Hayek (1978 183) turns back to the original meaning of economy "as an organization or arrangement in which someone 
deliberately allocates resources to a unitary order of ends" It is useful to recall Robbins' (1949) operational definition 
"economics is the science which studies human behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce means, which have 
alternative uses " Robbins' and Hayek's definitions are clear statements of the inherent multiple goal structure of action 
and resource allocation Heckscher (1933 423) says that the unity of problem in economic history is fundamentally the 
same in all ages, and concerns scarcity 
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sometimes in response to stimuli provided by administration, national states and empires This 
study regards the market as the meeting place of entrepreneurs who, seeking benefit, employ 
their knowledge in their transactions A pnce is therefore a reflection of a unique agreement 
between individuals Kirzner (1973) has pointed out that the essence of the market order is 
reflected by changes in pnces, not by the continuity of equilibnum Kirzner's view on pnces as 
transactions is particularly useful in analyzing agnculture in view of the major inherent 
properties of agnculture, namely the seasonality of production and the penshability of produce 
and the many transformation steps of agncultural produce, accompanied by transaction 
structures, where market information plays an important role The market share of the state in 
selected markets and government control of given markets, is viewed in this study as an 
additional charactenstic of a given market order In agnculture, the state sets, on the basis of 
integration of commodity and factor markets, some of the rules of the game through taxes and 
tariffs and it also participates in specific markets 
Figure 1.1 Market Order. 
Sute 
< 
Private sector 
Basic government tasks 
"law and order" 
rules of the game 
Market participation 
Market formation 
Services, Trade, Industries, Agnculture 
Figure 1 1 shows market formation as dependent on participation by both the private 
sector and the state Participation in market formation by the state occurs in two ways the state 
participates in production and trade, and the state seeks to develop the capacity to determine 
the rules of the game In order to be able to do so, the state needs, as any other market 
participant, information and lends to improve its controlling instruments The historical 
development in Java from a small central apparatus and local rule around 1800 towards ever 
increasing size, intervention and participation of the state in the economy towards 2000, raises 
questions regarding long term shins in state participation in market formation In the course of 
its existence in Indonesia, from the early 19th century onwards, the colonial state gradually 
assumed more tasks and occupied itself increasingly intensively and directly with the economy 
and agnculture in the archipelago Measurement of resources, however, dates back much 
farther in time The study does not give a full account of the process of state formation 
Expansion and differentiation of the state, its evolving capacity to administer, provide services, 
allocate resources, intervene and direct programmes is only discussed where it relates to market 
formation in the agricultural economy 
Market formation was chosen as a guiding concept because of its historical character 
Although it is rarely explicitly used in histoncal and economic analysis, it provides the implicit 
basis of a vast quantity of work The operational definition of market formation itself requires 
more elaboration Markets are signified by transacting parties, who exchange goods and 
services These can be classified by the nature of goods and services Market formation as a 
concept captures long and short term shins in growth and proportion of goods and services 
The existence of markets and specific market relations is, in this study, subject to empirical 
For example, Slicher van Bath (1960) analyzed the course of events in agnculture in Western Europe in the years 500-
1830 using the concept of direct and indirect use of agncultural produce He found long-term shifts in land use for crops 
and as pasture, induced by long term pnce shifts 
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verification Agriculture and related services and industry offer an opportunity to introduce a 
concept which specifies lines of analysis on the basis of known, biophysical, parameters 
This study uses the concept of market configuration of specific crops The use of a crop 
specific concept eases analysis of market formation through time because the basic production 
process and technological changes are usually known Similarly, use of crops is generally 
known The concept of market configuration thus focuses on the connections between 
production, factor and product markets, which are specific to given crops On the production 
side, market configurations are directly connected with land use Specific ranges of agricultural 
products from biophysically different areas are known, which makes it possible to identify 
groups of crops and their produce which compete or do not compete for resource allocation 
with one another Agricultural knowledge of crops and their uses enables the researcher to 
distinguish crops and products which do not compete in the domestic and local economy, and 
also helps to demarcate groups of crops and produce which necessarily compete for allocation 
by either farmers or consumers The heterogeneity of agriculture poses substantial difficulties 
to overall statistical representation, but offers penetrating scope for analysis of interacting 
markets through time Crops which compete directly for resource allocation by growers, and 
produce which competes for allocation by users, can be considered as a market configuration 
The concept is not necessarily limited to one crop In broad terms, market configurations 
demarcate interacting product and factor markets A well-known example of a shortcut in 
verifying existence of interaction is business cycle theory Cycle theories, and, more in general, 
explanations of pnce movements , are widely used in historical inquines, and also provide, in 
adapted form, a useful tool in this study In the view used in this study, biologically inherent 
competition for resources on the production side interacts with transaction and locational 
options Indicators for development of a market configuration on the production side are 
medium and long-term growth figures of resource allocation, especially that of land 
Differentiation in production is indicated by the growth, emergence and disappearance of 
product specific markets Medium and long term differential trends in allocation of resources 
to specific crops, with vanable use, would be indicative of non-interacting markets concerning 
those crops, and thus indicate a separate or a new configuration Depending on the availability 
of statistics on specific areas differential trends in resource allocation and pnces could indicate 
local diversity and spatial specialization, concerning the crop or crops under scrutiny 
Market formation as a concept in agriculture thus identifies, with the help of the 
support concept of market configuration, interaction between local consumer, producer and 
factor markets These are indicated by trends in allocation of resources to production of specific 
crops, diversifying uses of industrial and agricultural half-products, differentiation in half-
products, byproducts and end-products, increasing unity in measurement, pnce integration and 
expanding market information 
On this topic, Adam Smith illustrated area specific crop production m connection with drainage (Penguin Edition, 
(1776) 264) "A good псе field is a bog at all seasons, and at one season a bog covered with water It is unfit either for 
com, or pasture, or vineyard or indeed for any other vegetable produce that is very useful to men, and the lands which 
are fit for those purposes are not fit for псе Even in the псе countnes, therefore, the rent of псе lands cannot regulate 
the rent of the other cultivated land, which can never be turned to that produce " In other words, Smith was seeking 
empincal proof, via agnculture, whether there was competition for land among commodities in order to establish 
market interaction. The fact that Smith's observation about the nature of irrigated land, was not completely valid in Java 
in the 19th century, does not change the value of his penetrating insight regarding crop competition for land. Irrigated 
land, depending on drainage, can be planted to a wide variety of crops 
See Hansen (1951), Haberler (Readings, 1941), for actual use in the historical context, see Slicher van Bath (1960), 
for socio-economic long wave theory, see Goldstone (1984,1991a and 1991b) 
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Food production, product manufacturing and trade show participation of many 
occupations: farmers, labourers, collection traders, transporters, processors, retail traders, etc. 
Markets provide employment and utilize technology and the participants innovate and adapt 
organization, transactions and technology. Thus, recalling De Wit's theory on fanning on the 
production side, productivity improvement is the result of many activities performed by the 
market participants. Technological innovation, improved measurement and communication are 
major driving forces in the growth and formation of markets. 
In both industry and agriculture, technological progress in processing and transport, 
improvement of market information services and the transaction structure are as important as 
improvement in productivity of primary production. In agriculture, the explicit goal of 
improving farmers' income lies at the core of the direction of genetic improvement of seed in 
most public breeding efforts. However, there is less recognition for the fact that simple 
technological improvements in the market achieve the same goal. 
Indicators of formation of markets in the agricultural economy are: 
Product market: 
- Introduction of new crops, differential trends in allocation of resources, and crop and 
product development, 
- Growth, shins and differentiation in consumer markets, 
- Differentiation of half products and consumer goods. 
Factor market: 
- Trends, shins, growth and differentiation of the money and capital markets, 
- Trends, shifts, growth and differentiation in the land market, 
- Trends, shifts, growth and differentiation in the labour market, 
At all market levels: 
- Monetization, transaction costs, 
- Information, technology and measurement, 
- Growth and differentiation in infrastructural and service markets, investments in roads, 
railways, shipping and communication and energy, 
- Law and order, taxation and economic policy. 
These indicators cover a wide range of markets. Together, these markets facilitate 
exchange, product and factor substitution. In the perspective of market formation and 
agriculture there are, aside from financial determinants, also agricultural determinants of the 
expanding options in the allocation of resources by actors, considering market information and 
technology as givens. As discussed in the section on recent research in Indonesia, participants 
in the agricultural markets have many options to organize markets in response to these 
determinants. Specific market organization and transaction structures are thus indicative of 
market formation. On the production side, adaptation involves productivity shifts in a given 
crop, expansion of production of given crops and shifts to other crops. The costs of investment 
in choosing among these options depend on the actual crops involved, and here basic 
agricultural knowledge is a useful analytical structuring tool. Slicher van Bath's use of seed 
ratios as an analytical tool in his study of agriculture in Western Europe is well known. There 
are, however, many more possibilities to structure the range of crops and their produce: 
(i) seed requirement as a proportion of production, 
(ii) time required for production, 
(iii) perishability of product, 
(iv) costs of processing, 
(v) possibility for substitution on the consumption and processing side; and, 
(vi) possibility for substitution on the production side. 
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Biophysical conditions are the specific determinants of the range of agricultural products in a 
given area. The structuring power cuts across the more specific variables determining choice of 
market response by growers. Land use will therefore receive detailed attention in this study. To 
highlight the diversity of agriculture and the multitude of markets in tradeable goods and 
services, a presentation of agriculture as a collection of interactive factor and product markets 
is given in Figures 1.2 through 1.4. Figure 2 shows a sub-division of agriculture in commodity 
groups ranked by market responsiveness, which is a function of biological gestation time. The 
sub-sector is represented by selected crops; in real life the number of crops is far higher. In 
reality substantial variation occurs within sub-sectors. Figure 1.3 and Table 1 show that the 
major annual food and industrial crops in Indonesia share the characteristics of relatively short 
cropping duration, favourable seed ratios, and a large range of options on the processing side. 
Perishability and seasonality are rather variable among the food crops. One needs to verify 
whether the package of food crops in reality offered opportunities for stable supply of food. Of 
importance is the observation that all the food crops, with the exception of rice, need well 
drained land. The specificity of the individual crops necessitates the explicit recognition of a 
number of crops. In-depth analysis has to take into account the crop specific requirements and 
characteristics. Figure 1.4 presents the markets on a crop basis and includes factor allocation, 
product flows and end use*. The market and its participants can be depicted by a simple 
product flow diagram which is intersected where transactions take place when a product is 
harvested, processed, collected, packed, transported, reprocessed, packed again, and 
transported again and so on. Because agricultural production and processing are essentially 
biological processes, broad historical generalizations are possible. The advantages of a 
commodity approach are the following: 
(i) The biological properties and physical attributes of the selected crops and produce 
are known; 
(ii) Markets serving the production of crops can be identified in different stages of product 
transformation; 
(iii) Market structure of specific commodities can be compared; 
(iv) Possibilities for substitution in production and consumption can be identified. 
Over the longer term, the commodity focus also reveals the changing biological rules of 
the game (such as genetic improvement) and expanded options for substitution of consumer 
goods. Agriculture is always heterogeneous. The large number of species and uses of 
agricultural products in fact prohibit the generalization of agriculture as a singular entity or a 
more or less homogenous sector. The diversity of agriculture has provided base material in 
economic and historical analysis, and the commodity perspective is probably among the oldest 
of scientific traditions. The physiocrat stream in France before the revolution yielded many 
insights which were brought into monumental perspective by Adam Smith (1776). Adam 
Smith systematically applied relative prices, crop competition and product substitution in his 
analysis. He also observed (Smith, 1776, Penguin Edition, Books I-III: 265) the importance of 
perishability of agricultural goods in relation to the market. Marshall (1959: 123-143 (1890)) 
used the commodity perspective and relative commodity prices in his many examples . The 
connection between the approach set forth here and the distinction by Von Thiinen of various 
zones of agricultural production concerns the use of categories of agricultural products. 
It follows that the interlocked factor market thesis (Bardhan, 1980, 1989) as explanation for stagnation, is a special, 
institutionally (of perhaps sociologically) defined case of a market configuration. Similarly strong links on the 
product side as set forth in extremis by the collusionists, if empirically verified on a range of products, would 
represent an extreme configuration of product markets. Hirschmann's inside-outside, forward and backward linkages 
scheme would need to be applied to a range of mutually competing and non-competing crops, to represent a market 
configuration in agriculture 
Marshall (1939: 136-137) pointed out that Ricardo, who wrote with trade policy in mind could equally well have 
emphasized the possibility of crop shins, and structural shifts in land use. 
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However, whereas Von Thiinen structured the agricultural zones surrounding a consumer 
centre in a local economy on the basis of transport costs per unit of product, the approach here 
assumes local consumer centres of varying size, towns, villages and settlements and collection 
and distribution markets with a variety of different collection and distribution structures (Fig. 
1.4). The perspective of this study does not imply the existence of relatively homogeneous 
production zones As market formation is the focus of this study, the response time of 
production, determined by gestation time, is the main structuring variable among various 
resource conditions which determine ranges of crop production, and locality of processing and 
perishability of harvested, pre-processed/intermediate and end- products. 
Figur« 1.2 The agricultural sub-sectors. 
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Figure 1 3 Food с гор sub-sector. 
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This does not imply an equal influence of gestation time in decision making on the 
allocation of the various production factors. It is quite possible that land allocations to crops of 
a roughly similar production cycle do not compete, simply because specific biophysical 
conditions may prohibit the cultivation of certain crops in the same area. For example, 
groundnut cannot be grown in irrigated area with heavy clay. Moreover, experience and 
literature show that sources of credit and transaction form are rather likely crop and product 
specific . Thus there may be constraints on the factor side as well. Interaction between the 
local rice market and groundnut market in different areas would entirely depend on the 
existence of product markets for rice and groundnut in the two areas. Any market configuration 
is likely to contain crops with different production cycles and different positions in the market. 
The approach resembles the filière approach as developed by Couty (1978) and the early 
costing approaches (Van Der Schroeff, 1947). The filière approach in the French tradition is 
basically a combination of technological and transactional analysis seeking to improve 
efficiency from an investment perspective. Hirschmann (1981, 1986) set forth a more 
generalized approach with forward (producer market) linkages and backward (factor market) 
linkages. Hirschmann's linkages are, in essence, simple business-economic concepts drawn 
into aggregate form with the purpose of estimating the effect of investments. 
There are variations in terms of scale, capital and labour intensity among the processing 
technologies designed for a single commodity.. Variation is much larger and usually of an 
essential nature if one compares the cultivation, harvesting and processing technologies among 
various crops. Early in the 20th century, technologies came into use to process a variety of fats 
and oils of different sources into homogeneous mass consumer and industrial goods. This led to 
a long-term process of economies of scale and consumer good substitution. More recently, 
multi-commodity technologies are used by the animal feed industry, which is a major user of 
agricultural half-produce. Extrusion technology which is used to process a variety of raw 
materials is gaining popularity. The starch industry provides another example of multi user 
markets. The starch industry has been producing for three major users, the food, wood and 
textile industries since the mid 19th century. 
Farm products usually serve in half-product and byproduct form as base materials for 
food, feed and other industrial use. Substantial cross-commodity and market linkage is typical 
of agriculture. The use of animal manure in agriculture is well known; in earlier times in Java, 
the byproduct from oil pressing was often used as fertilizer. Technological progress, 
infrastructure and location of factor and product markets have determined scale and location of 
the processing business. 
In earlier years, as in the present day, technology and business spread in conjunction 
with one another, often leading to imitative patterns of entrepreneurship. Technology 
improvements lead to shifts in the number of businesses and their scale. Usually raw 
agricultural produce is transformed into a less perishable good. In the case of some foodcrops 
this often goes no further than drying, shelling and hulling, but in case of oil crops and roots 
and tubers, further transformations are necessary because of the perishability of the raw 
material and first stage processed material. Agriculture also shows the inverse. Soybean and 
other legume seed in Java is usually processed into curds, which are highly perishable, and 
thus induce locality close to distribution channels. 
An important issue in the development of markets is market information regarding 
measurement, prices, product qualities, cultivation methods, post-harvest practices, transport 
and packing. With the increasing recognition of the many aspects of commercialization of food 
crop agriculture in Indonesia, the private sector, collection traders and processors are more and 
more recognized as the dominant sources for information, including information on those 
crops for which the government has developed programs. In the early 19th century and earlier 
See Siamwalla (1978), who earlier found crop and product-specific transaction structure and credit flows in Thai 
agriculture in the 1970s. Siamwalla indicated that over-competition could lead to inefficient markets (Imitative 
entrepreneurship). Adams (1992) proposes to research the structure of contracts, based on the perception that both 
factor and product flows are commodity specific. See also Moll (1989). 
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years, local market information traveled slowly, seldom faster than the goods themselves Ал 
important indicator of the relationship between market information, economic substitution and 
commodity markets conceras taxation of land, based on its measurement 
The wealth of newly compiled data in the Changing Economy of Indonesia (CEI) senes 
permits the analysis of differential developments of ungated and non-irngated areas On this 
basis one could tentatively identify market configurations for crops in two different land types 
the major ungated crops viz псе and sugar, and upland agriculture with a huge number of 
crops competing for land, and with a subsequently highly diverse product market 
An important indicator of market formation is the advance of money and the division of 
labour in the economy Monetization is defined as the proportion of total transactions 
conducted in coin In this study, the proportion of production for cash sales is an indicator of 
monetization Conversely the proportion of production not sold (retention rate) is indicative of 
non-monetization Sources on monetization, ideally household budgets, are scarce for the 19th 
century Money facilitates factor and product substitution, and contributes to the mobility of 
goods and services Marshall (1959 652-654) succinctly stated that the introduction of money 
in a barter economy leads to constant marginal utility 
"The real distinction then between the theory of buying and selling and that of barter is that in 
the former it generally is, and in the latter it generally is not, right to assume that the stock of one 
of the things which is in the market and ready to be exchanged for the other is very large and m 
many hands, and that therefore its marginal utility is practically constant " 
Marshall's analysis is a clear statement of the mutual benefit argument of the introduction of 
money itself and its inherent role in market formation The avenue of analysis and 
approximation of monetization is not only made up by the production of export produce, 
produce sold and bought in the local market also associates with monetization The role of 
traders and the state in monetization is very important The possibility for policy intervention 
in the monetary sphere increases with expanding monetization A core issue in market 
formation may very well be the actual speed and the determinants of monetization itself 
Heckscher (1953 428) earlier ventured that one of the most important tasks of economic history 
is to adress the actual shiñ towards monetization , and in more general terms, to show how 
scarce means have been used throughout the ages It is evident that exchange in a given 
economy is always larger than the volume of transactions done in coin Barter is naturally part 
of exchange One can set forth that the transaction costs determine therefore the expansion or 
retraction of monetization in a given economy The transaction costs depend then on the cost of 
keeping money in stock for a given time, and the actual cost of exchange, and in case of barter, 
on the actual cost of keeping a volume of goods in slock for barter and again the cost of 
transfer of goods It has been argued that the cost of keeping goods in stock relate directly to 
the type of produce, its perishability, its volume and costs of processing One can therefore set 
forth that agricultural conditions determine, through the range of agricultural products, the 
composition of the stock of goods, exchange of part of which through barter is cheaper than 
monetized exchange Agricultural diversity thus sets a boundary to the level of monetization 
It is important to recognize that there are several synchronous ways a stock of agricultural 
goods can expand One way is the connection of local markets or market integration, another 
way concerns the expansion in the number of agricultural goods There thus are micro-
economic arguments to consider monetization as exogenous to agricultural market formation 
In real life, one can not neglect the total stock of goods which covers a wider range than 
agricultural goods Neither can one ignore the working of the money market itself in earlier 
years In the historical context, one would look for possibilities for, and costs of, exchange of 
various types, especially variation in value units, of money, various sources of money supply 
and possibilities to place money against interest and such options With regard to the role of 
money in the various markets which serve in this study as indicators of market formation, one 
See also Van Laanen (CEI 6, 1980) 
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would verify whether the role of money differs by good and market structure. These issues are 
analyzed in Chapter 2. 
In general terms, one can say that the degree of monetization is influenced by the 
possibility of substitution of factors, which in agriculture are subject to biophysical conditions, 
timelags of production response and shifting costs. The agricultural economy is characterized 
by variation in timelags between investment and returns in a range of commodities. The 
foregoing means that the position taken in this study differs from the position taken by general 
economists such as Clark and Pigou in regarding the relationship between for example, 
business cycles and agriculture. Usually, general economists regard agriculture as one of the 
random forces to which the economy responds (Hansen, 1951: 373), yet Heckscher (1953:428) 
and Hansen venture that interaction between supply and demand or cyclical movement is not 
specific for any historical period, but for exchange itself. The core issue, as argued in the 
preceding paragraph, is that the responding producers and consumers do not remain constant 
through time, but have options, involving expansion and retraction of market connections. 
There are several possibilities and also some difficulties in selecting indicators of the 
spatial dimension of interacting markets through time. Maps give an general impression of 
transport channels and concentrations of towns and larger villages. However, prices in 
collection and distribution trade are difficult to obtain. The CEI series, however, offer 
opportunities for matching of datasets on land, resource use, rice wholesale distribution prices, 
volumes of imported and locally distributed goods and money flows. 
Since the 1950s, a vast volume of literature has shown that the course of events in 
agriculture is anything but random. With the explicit focus on market formation, market 
interaction, the resource conditions and a range of crops, one seeks to identify synchronical 
cyclical movements in a number of markets. Agriculture does not, in this view, feature as a 
source of random influences, but rather as a structuring entity in the economy. 
Plan of the study 
The perspective of this study of market formation and the agricultural economy and its 
focus on annual food and industrial crops determines the type of data required. The internal 
dynamics of agriculture are reflected by information on land type and use, rainfall, seasonality, 
area allocation of the various crops, farm type, cultural practices, the use of internal and 
external inputs, crop shifts, conversion of land use and, if available, an estimation of 
productivity. Market related information would typically cover time of introduction and 
dissemination of new crops, production volumes, technology of processing, marketing, and 
prices at various market levels. As the state and forms of control are important, aspects of state 
formation - taxation, administrative expansion, government policy, activities and involvement 
in production, processing and marketing - need to be reflected. 
As indicated, most of the agricultural information required on rainfall, seasonality, land 
type and specific annual food and industrial crops is available. The most recent resource 
compilation, covering land type and rainfall, is contained in Land Resources Department 
(1990) and various appendices. Veth (1869), the Encyclopedia, Van Gorkom (1913), Van Hall 
and Van de Koppel (1948), Heyne (1956) and Burkill (1966) contain time-specific information 
on various annual crops. The map of Kortzius (1800s), the residency maps, based on 
measurement of land from the 1860s onwards, the agricultural atlas of the 1920s, the land tax 
maps of the 1930s and various land use maps of the 1990s (ГРМ/ministry of Agriculture 1989-
1993; Las et al., 1991) provide rough assessments of land use in the various biophysical zones 
in Java. Overlays through time indicate shifts in regional and local economies over the years. 
The statistical side of the desired data is demanding, and difficult to meet, especially for earlier 
years, but also for recent years. Data boundaries are characteristic of historical inquiries and 
also restrict inquiries on recent years on agriculture in Indonesia. However, the recently 
expanding availability of data on the Indonesian economy in earlier years and the recent 
improvements of the data from the bureau of statistics have pushed the data boundaries farther 
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back. In recent years an impressive volume of historical data on Java and Indonesia has been 
published in the series Changing Economy of Indonesia (CEI). Many of the datasets (those on 
land, people, trade, transport, money) reach back to the 1830s, the time of strengthened 
intervention and participation by the Colonial State. At the same time, reliable data over the 
period 1970-1990 have become available. Together, these data offer scope for analysis over the 
long term of regional and local economies in the archipelago and cross-region/economy 
comparison. In addition a selection of agricultural historical studies and economic inquiries are 
used. 
An essential element of the perspective of this study is its emphasis on both the course 
of events through time, as well as cross-sectional views on market interaction, trade flows and 
regions. As any study covering a long time span, this study has to solve the basic presentation 
problem of maintaining the topic and place, and analyzing through time, or analyzing cross-
sectional cuts. Basic time series data regarding land type and agriculture are available. 
However, regarding the basic indicators of market formation viz interaction among producer 
and consumer markets, producer options and substitution of resources allocated to crops and 
produce, the analysis requires more detailed data on specific agricultural goods in a given area. 
This means that this study uses cross-sectional overviews and analyses of long-term trends as 
well as more concentrated treatment of local economies and agricultural/micro-economic 
analysis, establishing the existence of options in allocation of resources, among others. Such a 
supportive approach is justified because it provides an option of judicious interpretation and, 
possibly, generalization, of analytical findings regarding market formation. This option, which 
is very important, can only be realized if more or less similar information is available for the 
detailed inquiries and the cross sectional, regional view. 
Chapter 2 operationalizes the perspective with an in-depth analysis of the farming 
practices and its relations with the agricultural economy, establishing a view on regional and 
local economies on Java. The data requirements for such an excercise concern more or less 
comparable indicators for the in-depth analysis and the wider view as well as temporal validity. 
Regarding temporal validity, the cross-sectional starting point of the study is fixed, partly based 
on explicit assumptions, around the 1870-1880s. In an analysis of agriculture, based on a 
detailed classification of land use and connected to a detailed analysis of farming options and 
micro economic indicators of market formation at household level, Chapter 2 sets forth a 
historical generalization of characteristics of agriculture in relation to market formation. A 
regionalized analysis covering these years constitutes a historical cross-section of the basic 
indicators of market formation and the agricultural economy. As discussed, this study will not 
divide the 19th century into specific phases, since the CEI data on trade in goods and money 
provide a relatively smooth view of major economic events in the 19th century. The time 
boundary of 1900 is somewhat arbitrary, and partly dictated by the possibility to analyze the 
last colonial decades in more detail in Chapter 3. Chapter 2 also gives an overview through 
time of transport, trade and market development of various goods, including money and 
colonial policy, and sets up a regional economic timetable of the 19th century. 
With the expansion of data availability for the years 1920-1940, Chapter 3 addresses in 
a more concentrated time span, development of agricultural/economic thought, a regional 
overview of market formation and performs quantitative analysis on sources of growth in 
annual food and industrial crops and price integration of the rice market. The history of 
economic and agricultural thought, major starting points and the related professional 
developments in empirical work in the years 1900-1940, are analyzed in some detail. The 
review focuses on knowledge of agriculture and its application in the economic situation as one 
of the major sources of market intervention and market integration in the colonial years. In 
subsequent sections, Chapter 3 focuses on inter-local and inter-regional trade in, and 
manufacturing of, agricultural goods. In addition, Chapter 3 presents analysis of seasonality of 
production for various regions of Java, price integration of the rice market and a source of 
growth analysis of time series material (Scheltema, 1939) which has not been used in historical 
studies and reviews. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the years 1970-1990. Chapter 4 identifies lines of continuity in 
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policy instruments for the years 1950-1970 and discusses details of agricultural policy for the 
years 1970-1990. The geographical focus of analysis of seasonality of individual crops expands 
to include the other islands. A comparison of seasonality by region of the 1930s and the 1980s 
leads to some hypotheses on the expansion of land cultivated in the years of the Republic. 
Finally, producer and consumer markets are analyzed by crop, with specific attention to 
medium term shifts and market interaction. 
Chapter 5 presents conclusions of the study, and sets forth the general lines of the 
approach as relevant for socio-economic/historical inquiry. 
The appendix contains, in addition to statistical material and maps, a detailed analysis 
of the rice collection market in Demak on the north coast of Java around 1800. This case is 
included because it offers a possibility to apply the concept of bureaucracy in conjunction with 
the concept of a collection market in a historical setting. The analysis shows that the 
perspective on market formation can, without effort, be applied to situations in earlier years, 
while at the same time the perspective allows the inquiry to go beyond the sociological ideal 
type of the patrimonial bureaucracy as a historical generalization. 
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2. Aspects of Market Formation and Agriculture 
in Late 19th Century Java 
Land use and seasonality in Java 
The biophysical determinants of agriculture, viz sunlight, precipitation and soiltype 
remain essentially stable in the historical context. It is evident that improved control by man 
over these determinants constitute elements of importance in the formation of markets in 
agriculture and economic growth. The control of water, its abundance as well as shortage is, in 
volcanic Java's wet tropical climate, the one determinant which can be managed at a large 
variety of scales. The core issue concerns the influence of rainfall distribution on the 
distribution of water availability throughout the year. The realized distribution and availability 
of water is subject to a complex set of factors which influence natural and man made storage of 
water. The first among these concerns spatial and temporal variability in precipitation. 
Variability in rainfall is quite substantial in monsoon climates which seem, on the 
average, text book examples of regularity. On the ground the géomorphologie variability and 
vegetation determine evo-transpiration, run off, scale of catchment areas and waterholding, 
either in the ground or in lakes and swamps. Irrigation as such refers only to distribution of 
water in agricultural areas. With regard to its source, one can distinguish a broad continuum of 
scales of water storage upstream in catchment areas and at the actual distribution intake points. 
On the one end of the continuum one can place pure rainfed agriculture, on the other end 
irrigation with year round large scale supply. By putting pure rainfed agriculture on one side of 
the continuum this study does not imply that other types of irrigation are not rainfed - at the 
end of the line all irrigation is rainfed. This study recognizes a large number of situations with 
varying temporal availability of water at varying scales and does not segment rainfed 
agriculture from various scales of irrigation. Figure 2.1 illustrates the possible combinations of 
temporal water availability, scales and altitude as connected to west/east and north/south 
rainfall variability in Java. 
Figure 2.1 Temporal availability of water, scale of source and altitude. 
Large L A Rainfed 
Scale of source / \ / \ / \ Water availability 
Small Д А Λ Λ Year-round 
Low Altitude Higher 
The location of Java along the length of the west/east axis in the monsoon climate with 
a west and an east monsoon results in bimodal rainfall, towards the east more compressed and 
in the west of Java more distinguishable. The range of volcanos along the west/east axis of Java 
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and hilly lands create a large number of natural catchments of varying scale, most of which 
drain towards the north, to the Java sea Descending a volcano, one encounters encreasingly 
larger lots of irrigable land The coincidence of Java's geology and climate result in the 
dominance of a volcanic range in a monsoon climate, and leads to a high density of brooks, 
streams and nvers, both inland as well as on the coast The difference m vegetation is 
determined by temperature which goes up going downhill Soil, rainfall and radiation vary 
The rainfall distribution along the west/east and the north south/axis in figure suggests 
variability If measured on daily or weekly basis variability is substantial It is clear that in 
theory all combinations exist The empirical question is how the distribution of water 
availability has behaved over the years in Java The question is whether there are data which 
indicate something about changes through time in the availability of water in the farmers' field 
The most revealing information on the structure of an agricultural economy, concerns 
the allocation of land and other resources to the various commodity groups, as discussed in the 
introductory chapter These commodity groups can be structured along gestation time, and one 
can thus distinguish forestry, perennial cropping, fish husbandry, annual cropping and animal 
husbandry The proportions of resource allocation to the commodity groups constitute the 
major structural characteristic of an agricultural economy The best indicator, taking account 
of available data, is allocation of land Table 2 1 shows the major categories of land use based 
on resource inventories from the 1930s and 1980s 
Table 2.1 Land use in Java, 1930-1987. 
Land cover/status 1930 
Protected forest forest 
Teak forest 
Various* 
long lease 
private domain 
ungated 
non-irr 
Grasslands 
Land tax area 
ungated 
ПОП-UT * * 
Land under public 
domain 
Total 
Ha 
1,097,413 
815,348 
1,504,281 
558,000 
488,945 
153,000 
100,000 
34,694 
7,766,662 
3,274,439 
4,371,817 
1,136,143 
13,164,540 
% 
83 
6 2 
113 
58 8 
86 
Land Cover Type, 1987 
Forest 
Intensive use 
Upland 
Wetland 
Tree crops 
Agroforestry 
Reforestation 
Settlement 
Sub Total 
Extensive use 
Shining Cult 
Grassland 
Bush/scrub 
Sub Total 
Other use 
Water··· 
Unvegetated 
No data 
Sub Total 
Total 
Ha 
1,345,900 
2,403,900 
3,269,500 
2,519,800 
0 
90,800 
1,797,400 
10,081,400 
294,300 
67,600 
1,630,000 
1,991,900 
223,500 
40,500 
137,200 
401,200 
13,820,400 
% 
9 7 
174 
23 6 
18 3 
0 
0 6 
13 0 
72 9 
2 1 
0 5 
118 
144 
17 
0 3 
10 
3 0 
100 0 
Including private domains, leased land in Yogyakarta and Surakarta. 
· · Including homeyards 
·** Including 173,300 ha offish ponds 
Sources Scheltema (1939, table 16), Department of Land Resources/ Bina Program (1990 152), 
RePPProT maps 
In the 1930s the area under the land tax was the largest category This area was 
occupied by annual and tree crops and covers, ungated and non-imgated land, as well as 
homeyards and orchards Land in the 1930s included under the category "various" includes 
land in Yogyakarta and Surakarta as well as private domains and long lease land Part of these 
lands was also planted to annual and tree crops However, actual coverage is known only from 
the inclusion of these areas in the annual statistics in the 1920s-1930s These two categories 
compare over time with the more complete category of "intensive use" generated for the late 
1980s Major growth took place in the sub-category built-up area, which occupied an estimated 
13 % of all Java in 1987 CBS (1990) reports even a higher proportion at 17 % of all Java (see 
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appendix В 1-3). The category of area under forest shows a reduction from a range of 14.5-20 
% in the 1930s to around 10 % in the 1980s. 
The area under intensive use did not change much. In the 1930s this area was between 
59 % and 63 % of total area, in the 1980s intensively used land occupied 60 % of all land. 
Including settlement, which contains smaller homeyards, intensively used land would occupy 
some 73 % of total land of Java. In the 1930s this land fed a population of 40 million people. 
In the late 1980s, intensively used land fed a population of 100 million people. It is obvious 
that intensity in agriculture in the 1930s differed from intensity in the 1980s. It is widely 
known that yield increases played a major part in the increasing intensity. However, as 
discussed in the introduction, the historical coincidence of increasing rice yields in the 1960s, 
1970s and 1980s should not draw attention away from the notion that there are many sources 
of productivity increase in agriculture. Of illustrative value is the increase in the area allocated 
to fishponds. In the 1930s this area occupied some 50,000 ha. which increased to 173,000 ha. 
in the 1980s. This study will concentrate on the area under intensive use. 
Allocation of land to annual crops is likely to pick up both short and longer term 
change. As mentioned, land allocated to annual crops falls in the categories "land tax area" 
and "various" in the 1930s and in the category "land under intensive use" in the 1980s. With 
regard to annual crops, many of which require only three to five months of growing time, area 
allocation on a monthly basis is the most revealing information available. This way, one 
obtains insight into the seasonal flow of production as well as insight into the composition of 
production of, and demand for, agricultural goods. A time series reveals structural change. For 
Java, information is available from the 1920s to the present day. Graphs 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 
present monthly area harvested in west, central and east Java for available years in the period 
1920 - 1990, and show that harvesting takes place year-round in Java. Year-round production 
of annual food and industrial crops is the most basic characteristic of agriculture in Java. It is 
no surprise that, if measured over larger areas with a great deal of variability in 
geomorphology and water availability, cultivation of annual crops takes place year-round. The 
immediate question concerns the same temporal pattern of cultivation in smaller areas, specific 
land types and, finally, farmers' fields. One would not assume that year-round cultivation of 
annual crops is possible in farmers' fields, or in smaller areas and rainfed land. The aggregated 
monthly figures on east, central and west Java hide temporal and spatial division of labour in 
the cultivation of annual food and industrial crops. A division of labour in production among 
areas can be associated with trade in commodities among areas. To verify the notion of trade, 
one needs information on volumes of traded goods. Unfortunately information regarding 
domestic trade in Java in earlier years is rather scarce and scattered. Pinpointing division of 
labour in cultivation of annual crops would therefore provide an avenue of analysis regarding a 
necessary condition of trade. The question is, at what level of statistical (dis)aggregation 
temporal and spatial division of labour becomes visible. Statistical sources which would 
facilitate comparison through time have not not been compiled, if information is available at 
all. However, there are other sources available which allow at least judicious inferences on land 
use over the long term. The residency maps, based on measurements dating from the 1860s in 
Cirebon, Yogyakarta and Surakarta, and the 1890s in the Priangan, the inner lands of west 
Java, provide rich detail on land use, settlement, infrastructure and topography in these years. 
Comparison with available material on the same area from recent years will yield observations 
regarding shifts in land use, settlement and infrastructure. Before proceeding with analysis of 
some sample material, more consideration of the monthly figures on harvested area of annual 
food and industrial crops is necessary. An important question regards assumptions on the 
distribution and allocation of harvested area in earlier years. 
Seasonality in earlier years 
The monthly area harvested by crop for the years 1975-1990 shows only towards the end 
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Graph 2.1 Monthly area harvested of annual, Monthly area harvested of annual crops in west Java 
crops in west Java, 1921-1930 1975-78,87-90 (three years moving average) 
Ш Sweet potato 
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£§ Dryland lice 
• Wetland nee 
D Annual food and industrial crops 
Graph 2.2 Monthly area harvested of annual, Monthly area harvested of annual crops In central Java 
crops in central Java, 1921-1930 1975-78,87-90 (three years moving average) 
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Graph 2 J Monthly area harvested of annual, Monthly area harvested of annual crops in east Java 
crops in east Java, 1921-1930 1975-78,87-90 (three years moving average) 
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Source: Wellenstein, (1931)and CBS, unpublished data. 
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of the 1980s some shin towards the dry season, indicating irrigation of land during the third 
cropping period, around August - December. However, there is not much difference between 
the overall pattern in the mid 1970s and 1930s in central and east Java, whereas the total area 
harvested expanded considerably in these years in west Java. In east and central Java the 
seasonal peak induced by rice harvesting in April and May was slightly higher in the 1920s 
than the 1970s and beyond, when the peak season broadened towards the dry months. 
It is well known that irrigation in Java came in three waves. In the colonial years, from 
the mid/late 19th century to the 1940s, investment in irrigation focused on the first rice crop 
during the west monsoon (Eijsvogel, 1950), in the 1970s investment concentrated on extension 
of water supply in the second cropping season (Collier et al., 1987), while in the 1980s some 
investment was directed to the creation of large scale water storage in the uplands, whereas 
most investment actually concentrated on rehabilitation and maintenance. As is to be expected, 
in addition to the continued dominance of rain-fed agriculture and irrigation, technical and 
larger scale irrigation in Java thus remains primarily run of the river irrigation. 
The monthly distribution of harvested area through the years before the 1920s is not 
likely to have differed much from the 1920 distribution, because irrigation concentrated on 
securing the west monsoon harvest, through the construction of river dams, regulating water 
flow and stabilizing an increased level of intake. It seems likely that the investments resulted 
over the years in an expansion of peaks in area harvested in the first cropping season, running 
from January to May. In addition, one could venture that the peak season was brought 
somewhat forward in time, however, because there is hardly any temporal difference between 
the years 1920 and 1930, years of substantial investment in irrigation. This was most likely not 
much. A closer inspection of available evcidence supports this notion. For rice and maize, 
Creutzberg, (CEI 4,1978: annex, table 1) provides all Java monthly cumulative area harvested 
for the years 1920-1940. Creutzberg's data show that seasonality in rice and maize was quite 
distinct, and did not really change over the period 1920-1990. Maize maintained its place as 
the main first crop in rainfed conditions, whereas rice harvesting shows a continued longer 
timelag with the onset of the rains. Regarding shins into the dry season, only by the 1980s was 
a minor proportion of the rice harvest extended into the dry season. 
De Vries (1931a) and Scheltema (1939: 14) give a clear picture of seasonality variation 
among rice, cassava and soybean production centres around 1930. In these years, inter-
seasonality characterized the position of various rice production centres. There were substantial 
differences in monthly distribution of rice harvesting among the rice centres in the coastal 
plains and the inland production centres. Unfortunately, no time series are available on 
seasonality in rice production centres in earlier years, but it seems unlikely that major local 
changes took place. One can therefore assume that seasonality in the late 19th century was 
approximately similar to seasonality in the 1920s. In most locations in Java, conditions are 
conducive to high vegetative growth. Constraints to production of crops in need of a dry 
ripening and harvest spell exist in the west, and at medium and high altitudes because of rains 
during the dry flowering season. One would, on the basis of a fairly predictable uninterrupted 
dry season towards the eastern part of Java, and the occurrence of rain in the dry period in 
western Java, expect that the production of crops in need of a dry flowering and ripening spell 
would move to the east. 
Allocation of land to crops 
A more difficult issue concerns short and long term change in the actual allocation of 
land to the various food and industrial crops. The allocation of land to the main crops viz: rice, 
maize and cassava, over the years 1920 to 1990, seems quite stable. However, substantial all 
Java shifts took place in the area allocations to smaller crops in the years 1930-1940 and the 
years 1975-1990, reflected in graphs 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and table 2.2. In view of the changed yield 
potential of annual food and industrial crops, and the economic specificity of these periods, ie 
for the 1930s a depression and recovery, and the 1970 and 1980s high urban growth and 
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initially slow, and later quicker economic growth, one would expect in addition to medium 
term changes, also short term changes in area allocation to crops. These can not be observed 
on the basis of time intervals of ten years or more, and will be analyzed in some detail in 
various chapters of this study. 
Tabic 2.2 Allocation of »rea to crops, Java, 1920 - 1990 ('000 ha.). 
1929 1939 1975/78 1987-1990 
Rice 3,618 4,091 4,496 5,034 
Upland rice 403 389 337 390 
Maize 1,726 2,006 1,985 2,032 
Cassava 715 948 1,036 850 
Sweet potato 132 184 149 95 
Groundnut 204 261 394 437 
Soybean 187 379 593 734 
Other roots 93 117 na na 
Food legumes 197 196 na na 
Tobacco 146 147 -180 (-30) 205 
Vegetables 105 Π4 350 450 
Sugar 145 69 na - 350 (- 70) 
na: not available. ( ) industries 
Sources: Schehema (1939: Table 13), Boomgaard and van Zanden (1990, CEI 10, table 5), 
CBS (1992), Femri (1994) 
The question of how crops behaved in the years before the 1920s and 1930s on a 
regional and local level is difficult to answer. Other available data from Boomgaard and Van 
Zanden (CEI 10, 1990: table 4B, 5) which go back to 1916, show on an all-Java basis 
proportional stability in allocation of area to crops. The same goes for Van Der Eng's (1990, 
1993) approximations of area allocated to major food and industrial crops in 1880. The general 
notion that, measured over all-Java, area allocations remained more or less constant over the 
late 19th century to the 1920s needs to take into account several spontaneous product 
substitutions and emergence of new products: the expanded consumption of, and trade in, 
soybean and cassava (Ham, 1913/14; Scheltema, 1939; Van Der Eng, 1990, 1993), the sub­
stitution of vegetable oils used as lamp oil by petroleum (Ham, 1913) and the expanded 
consumption of cane sugar, partially substituting sugar from other sources (Mansvelt/ 
Creutzberg, CEI 1, 1975: 64). One can infer from the area allocations in table 2.2 that in 
soybean and cassava dynamic developments took place in earlier years as well as in recent 
decades. On an all-Java basis, the area under tobacco, horticultural crops and upland rice also 
shows substantial shifts in the years 1910-1940 (Boomgaard and van Zanden, CEI 10, 1990: 
table 5; Scheltema, 1939: table 13). In addition to known trends indicating market formation 
in major annual food and industrial crops, there are many other commodities such as wood, 
kapok, cotton, dye and fiber crops, palm sugar, other roots (taro and canna), fish and livestock 
which were certainly subject to market forces, but about which not much is known. For other 
commodities such as sugar, coffee, rubber, indigo and tea the picture on production and trade 
regimes is clearer. It is well known that tea and rubber expanded substantially since around 
1850 in Java, whereas coffee and sugar responded to global business cycles throughout the 
19th century. Several authors (Ham, 1913; De Vries, 1931; Van Klaveren, 1953) have 
described connections between the production of these commodities and use of food and by­
products of processing of food and industrial crops, for example, use of cake as fertilizer in the 
sugar industry, bran as chicken feed, maize stalks as feed for livestock. In addition, processing 
of a very wide variety of commodities is characterized by linkage among commodity groups, 
for example the use of energy, usually fuelwood and livestock, for animal traction. On the basis 
of known production cycles by commodity, one can infer that seasonality influenced the 
temporal flow of goods in Java. Seasoned colonial administrators observed that livestock trade 
usually moved towards the monsoon. This evidently underlines the importance of livestock in 
trade connections among areas where money was circulating on the basis of harvested annual 
food and industrial crops. 
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The notion that direct and indirect connections existed, adds to the general hypothesis 
that local division of labour was a basic characteristic of the agricultural economy of Java, in 
earlier as well in recent years. The continuity at all-Java level in the proportion of land 
allocated to forest, treecrops and annual food and industrial crops might seem supportive of 
continuity in segmentation of the land market, caused by limited options in conversion of land 
use and institutional issues on land rights, as connected with the nationalisation of estates in 
the 1950s. The insights in connections among commodity groups adds to the notion that the 
seemingly gradual process of change in area allocation to commodity groups and the food and 
industrial crops induces questions regarding product flows at a disaggregated level. 
Data aggregated on district basis, or preferably sub-district basis, are needed for the 
observation of area specific shins in allocation of area to annual crops. Although data density 
and coverage is substantial for the late 19th century (Sollewijn Gelpke, 1885, 1901; OMW, 
1915; Boomgaard and Van Zanden, 1990, CEI 10), data boundaries on area by crop and 
district are too restrictive to serve as reliable indicators of agricultural change and 
responsiveness in the agricultural economy of Java. 
Land use 1860s- 1980s 
It is useful to first inspect the shifts in land use of the major classifications, forested land 
and cultivated land. As already mentioned, the quickest way to obtain insight into the 
agricultural conditions in the 19th century is to compare the earliest systematic cartographic 
information, the residency maps of the years 1850-1900, with updated maps from the 1930s, 
coinciding with the reforms in land rights and cadastrial improvement, and with the recent 
updates in land use maps (IPM, 1988-1994, see also Adams, 1993). With these, one has a 
powerful tool, helping the interpretation of land use in earlier years. A detailed inspection of 
the various residency maps and the land use maps of the 1980s and 1990s reveals the following 
general observations: 
(i) The early residency maps show a substantial occupation of drained land, in contrast to 
low occupation of coastal and inland swampy areas; 
(ii) The early residency maps show a settlement pattern along rivers in plains, whereas in 
inland areas settlement was more scattered; 
(iii) The land use maps of the 1980s and 1990s show large built-up rural areas around urban 
centres; 
(iv) The residency maps show strings of settlements and land use along inland rivers. In the 
1980s the earlier patterns have largely continued. In addition one notes settlement 
strings along roads; 
(v) The residency maps show dense concentrations of settlement around all major urban 
centres; 
(vi) The agricultural atlas shows that in the 1920s the service areas of drainage and 
irrigation were larger than village areas, but still relatively small. 
The land use maps reveal the enormous variability in topography and land use in Java. 
The higher localities can be assumed to have been naturally drained, whereas the irrigated 
areas at locally lower levels can be assumed to have been swampy areas in earlier years. The 
residency maps confirm that in the 19th century land use was largely confined to drained 
lands, slightly sloping land. The infrastructural pattern unfolding with the inspection of land 
For a thorough overview of Java's climate, soils, topography and land use the reader is referred to the publication: "The 
land resources of Indonesia" of the Land Resource Department/ Bina Program (1990), the land use maps of the 
integrated Pest Management project (Maps 04-43, 1988-1994) and the agri-climatic zone map of CRIFC/BORIF 
(1990) earlier agri-climatic maps by Huke (1982) and FAO (1982) and the soil maps of the Soil Research Institute in 
Bogor. For irrigation and other infrastructure the RePPProT district maps provide an overview. Ormeling (1993), 
Pannekoek (1993), Rais and Polderman (1993), Suharto, Bureau and Drummond (1993) provide background 
information on cartography in earlier yean; and in the 1980s and early 1990s 
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use maps is regional and shows for the area around Batavia and Surabaya relatively dense 
clusters of infrastructure, in inland Java one can also discern a regional road and river based 
infrastructural system. The residency maps confirm Boomgaard's (1989a: 114) observation that 
in the 1830s, in the countryside around Semarang, the distance between markets was around 
one kilometer, whereas inland distances between market places were greater. On the north 
coast of Java, river side settlement dominated in the mid and late 19th century, partly 
depending on river transport. Of further interest is the interpretation of the 1988-1994 land use 
maps with the frame of land use intensity developed by Terra (1953). Terra perceived change 
in intensity of agriculture brought about by population pressure and concomitant phenomena, 
as reflected most clearly in the expansion of homeyard agriculture. Terra used air photography 
and identified levels of intensity in Javanese agriculture as related to altitude. The 1988-1994 
land use maps prove beyond any doubt that in area terms, a spatial process of growing together 
of rural built-up areas, including homeyards, has continued in both lowland and upland Java. 
This observation induced Collier et al. (1993) to state that all Java is moving towards an urban 
state. 
With regard to the observation that land use in earlier years was largely confined to 
drained land, one should consider the hydrological situation in Java to gauge the potential and 
the technological requirements for expansion of irrigated land. On the alluvial plains on Java 
urban centers were located on the riverside on the fringe of plain and upland. On the coast, 
urban centres and towns were also located on the riverside somewhat inland, where sufficient 
dry land was available, which did not run the risk of flooding. Viewing outward from urban 
centres, one can distinguish two essentially different situations and related options of irrigation 
expansion: upstream/lateral and downstream/lateral. 
Upstream sawah expansion would tend to result in relatively small areas located close to 
the source of flowing water or located in small catchment areas for seasonal water supply. The 
opening of sawah land in small areas upstream can be undertaken by individual households 
assisted by local labour. The primary motive is reduction of the distance between water intake 
and its use. In upland conditions, the opening of new sawah land will have primarily local 
consequences for the supply of water downstream, especially in those cases where small fields 
were opened next to brooks and rivulets. Sollewijn Gelpke observed this pattern in the 1870s, 
especially in rainfed areas. The combination of many scale options in local and rainfed 
irrigation in upland areas confine the need for ordering of use of water to small areas, and 
therefore is flexible (Table 2.3). 
The expansion of irrigated land downstream has essentially different characteristics. 
The expansion of irrigated land in the case of lowland, which is often swampy, requires the 
construction of relatively larger scale feeding canals, and, just as important, requires 
investment in drainage . Whereas the expansion of irrigated land upstream could fall within 
the capacity of individual households and groups within villages, the expansion of downstream 
irrigation requires far more labour and time, as it usually covers larger areas and involves more 
hydrological investment. Downstream irrigation expansion is likely to have been the domain of 
local dignitaries and village chiefs with sufficient authority to muster the labour and resources 
needed 
The term irrigated land captures thus a large variety in access to water and drainage. 
Technical irrigation refers to larger scale investments, and does not necessarily imply or 
facilitate higher area productivity. In fact, seasonal fixing of simple water inlets provided a 
cheap and facile means of water supply. Local and rainfed irrigation were, and may still be, the 
most efficient use of water and land, because these forms imply good drainage. 
Crawford (1829' 335) noted the simplicity of irrigation works in Java He may have had in mind, with Adam Smith 
(1776, Book III Penguin ed.. 264), "tank" irrigation which was and is widespread in India. Tank irrigation, however, is 
not possible in Java because of geological reasons. 
** See De Haan (1912, Vol 4 ρ 443^60) also Ijsseldijk (1799). 
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One would not wish to assume that forested lands were not used In Java, forested lands 
were in the early and mid 19th century, an important category in all altitude zones On the 
coast in swampy areas mangrove dominated Inland differences in forest vegetation existed 
between waterlogged and drained areas Polak (1941 1040-1046) identified vegetation zones 
within swampy areas In the higher altitude zones, forest composition was influenced by lower 
temperature and local precipitation and sunlight It is well-known that the forests in the 
western part of Java were inhabited in early years by the so-called bird people The Hoema 
people continued shining cultivation well into the 20th century In eastern Java the people in 
the Tengger mountains had been involved in trade from before the 19th century (De Vnes, 
1931 133) The travels of Teysman (1855 274-288) and the writings of De Wilde (1829 22-
26, 42-43) confirm the existence of both unoccupied areas and local production of, and trade 
in, perishable horticultural produce in suitable locations in southern central and western Java 
In earlier years forests were important in the coastal areas as well as in the higher elevations 
The export of forest products and wood, from the first organized collection of data (OMW) 
speak a clear language, and one can safely assume that the major proportion of forest collected 
product and wood were used locally Ham (1914) concluded that collection of high value forest 
products was associated with commerce in Java as well as Sumatra and Borneo One can safely 
assume that local use took place in settlements, small rural and larger towns Useable products 
from forests were honey, resins, wood, medical plants, meat Produce from water logged areas 
were nipah, used for palmwine and fiber, vegetables, and fish 
The use of forested land vanes, depending on distance from settlement and township 
markets The population could grow crops unattended, collect rottan, honey, resins and other 
natural forest products In addition to forested land used by the population in varying intensity, 
lands were also used for housing and annual, shining and on-going cultivation The choice of 
settlement locality depends also on the available drainage and the vicinity of water, both as a 
source of household needs and as a source for irrigation and transport 
The variation in water supply and drainage of land in forested land determined its 
convertability into cultivated land The shifts in land use through time can be visualized by 
conversion of use from forest, coastal swamps and marshes, and upland swamps and bogs to 
sawah, fish ponds, garden land, annually cropped land and homeyards as a reflection of of 
changing participation of land in the economy This process had social aspects family ties 
were spun following the boundary of used and annually cultivated land The conversion of 
land to orchards, sawah and tegal required costs, time and labour One can distinguish a 
number of main career paths for land Land use conversion is possible from annual crops to 
tree crops, and from tree crops to homeyards with household settlement Because lateral land 
expansion was constrained in earlier times and in the 19th century, land expansion took place 
up-nver and up-hill, away from the concentrations of water logged areas along the coasts and 
in plains (Table 2 3) 
Far from the single prize, sawah was only an option in a basic conversion of land use 
The trodden rounds of honey collectors, hunters, and forest product collectors preceded actual 
conversion of forest land to coffee, pepper, cinnamon or other trees, often interplanted with 
palawija, root crops and maize, and regular cultivation of annual crops Conversion to sawah 
in such a process is only possible in areas with either seasonal or year-round supply of water 
The lots in favourable position in upland areas are usually small, but not necessarily scarce, as 
one proceeds upstream Major sources of income were crops grown in non-irrigated land, 
which were not as heavily taxed as ungated land One would therefore expect that family 
settlement would go to the easiest places, away from taxation and with low costs of land 
conversion 
Husken (1988) shows that the land owning families have judiciously safeguarded family interests over decades in Java 
Paite (1989 77) regards a semi-permanent ley farming system as the transitory agriculture from which tree cropping, 
mixed tree cropping, cultivation of annual crops and horticulture evolved. This classification seems too wide 
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Table 2 J Categories of land use conversion. 
drained forest land —> forest fallow cultivation < -> rainfed (tegalan) annual crops 
drained forest land —> annual crops —> rainfed sawah -> "bamboo" irrigation 
drained forest land —> tree crops (often coffee) —> homeyards 
coastal marsh —> fish ponds 
coastal marsh —> sawah . < improved water transport 
upland bogs —> sawah cyclical conversion, scale technologies 
upland bogs —> fish ponds 
drained coastal land —> tree crops < — > homeyards 
drained land —> settlements 
built-up/village area —> urban area 
Source Residency maps, land use maps IPM (Appendix E maps E 1-6) 
Ал important category of land use, in Java associated with consumer centres (Meyer 
Ranneft, 1916, bijlage), is its use for fish ponds Suruer (1922 161, 162) mentions that in 1863 
fish ponds occupied a total area of 46,139 bahu (32,000 ha) in Surabaya, Jepara, Semarang, 
Pasuruan, Probohnggo, Rembang and Besuki By 1903/4 the surface area had been measured 
at 47,380 ha, while in Madura 6.980 ha of land was allocated to fish ponds In the 1980s 
around 173,000 ha of land was allocated to fish ponds in Java 
The only available indicator of growth in cultivated land is the area registered under the 
land tax However, the moment of entry of land in the tax registration does not necessarily 
pinpoint the actual conversion of land, as the duration of opening of land may take a decade or 
even more In regarding statistical information on land, one has to consider that the growth of 
cultivated land constitutes transformation of land use, a costly and time consuming activity, 
involving migration and settlement and a locally changing production mix Under stable 
technology of forest clearing and cultivation of perennial and annual crops and low urban 
growth, land growth thus reflects the expansion of the agricultural economy The conversion of 
water-logged and drained forested area into culuvatable land requires time Ant hills and tree 
stumps form obstacles for years in agricultural land, during conversion to annual cropping 
The main significance of irrigation through water control in drained and water-logged areas 
lies in weed prevention, a factor which determined the size of area cultivated at two technology 
levels, using manual labour and animal traction 
Land maintenance carnes quite a cost in the tropical conditions of Java In capital terms 
one could say that investment in land through cultivation and maintenance is earned over on 
an annual basis The total area planted to the vanous commodities is usually higher than the 
total cultivatable land, since in the wet tropics under good conditions two or even three crops 
can be harvested from a plot in a calendar year In this connection it is important to define the 
meaning of the concepts of extensification and intensification in agnculture Extensification 
usually refers to expansion of production based on the expansion of planted area per time umt, 
while land and labour productivity remain more or less stable Intensification refers to 
increasing land and labour productivity per lime unit This can be brought about by a stuft to 
another crop, by expanding yield of a given crop and by expanding cropping intensification, ie 
the harvesting of two crops instead of one crop per time unit The time unit is defined as a 
weather cycle - two rainy and two dry seasons in Java Thus area expansion through expanded 
(double) cropping is viewed as a form of intensification because investments, usually in 
lrngation and/or drainage are necessary In other words, expansion of ungated land in the 
humid tropics simply implies intensification Investment in lrngation and tree crops on Java 
has been on-going since before VOC times 
The implications of the agncultural perspective set forth in this section for the histoncal 
analysis of agnculture in Java are many The wet and tropical conditions put constraints on the 
See for a somewhat different discussion of intensification and extensification, and internal augmentation and external 
augmention. Booth (1988 11-13, 80) and Hayami and Ruttan (1985 310) See for a discussion Chapter 1 
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surface area farmed. The high vegetative growth conditions imply high cost of weeding and 
field maintenance. Scale in fanning in Java (and in other similar biophysical areas) is thus 
limited. The altitude differences in the field, which still are dominant, and must have had a 
significant impact on time of opening and crop choice, prevent the easy use of tools and 
mechanisation in soil tillage. The use of livestock as an instrument of scale increase in area 
farmed is not easily possible. Tropical grasses tend to grow in clumps, while livestock puddle 
the soil, causing local water-logging, reducing the surface of grass land. A more efficient way 
in wet tropical conditions to expand farm size is the cultivation of trees, where a range of 
options is available in intensity of exploitation. However, intensive exploitation of trees 
requires more time input per season than less intensive exploitation, which is then 
accompanied by lower productivity and income. These observations are simple facts about 
tropical agriculture and constitute the core of the scale of agricultural operations, both in the 
past as well as in the present. One would thus not be inclined to search for socio-economic 
explanations only, to explain scale of farming, since the biophysical conditions, the lay of the 
land and climate go very far in explaining why agriculture in Java is as it is. In this study, the 
core of explanatory power is sought in the unique biophysical conditions characterized by 
intra-seasonal temporal and spatial variation and subsequent division of labour. 
Irrigated land and its classification and use in Java in earlier years 
It is of interest to consider the various types of irrigated land as used on Java in the 19th 
century. No less than eight (8) categories were distinguished (Table 2.4). 
Table 2.4 Classification of sawah In the 19th century 
1. Sawah loh, heavy soils with supply of flowing water, 
2. Sawah cengkar (gares), less fertile soils without a supply of flowing water, 
3. Sawah rawa, land in swampy areas, 
4. Sawah banarawa, land in swampy areas which dry out in the dry season, 
5 Sawah ilir (banju urip), land supplied by flowing water at all times, 
6 Sawah tadah hujan, rainfed sawah, 
7. Sawah buntar, land located farthest from water supply, the last to receive' 
water, 
8 Sawah tumpang (banju urip), lands located at the source of water 
Source ENOI, 1st edition, Vol. 3 484 
The above classification covers three essentially different situations: irrigated land with 
water supply from a river, irrigated land with water supply from a local catchment area where 
water is only available during the rainy season, and swampy land which in fact would need 
drainage rather than water supply. 
Classes 7 and 8 refer to the local water market, and are sub-categories of 1, 2, 5 and 6. 
Swamp agriculture follows receding floods and slow drainage and has no risk with regard to 
water. For other categories, relative risks are generally known. Risks are determined by the 
distribution of rainfall within a seasonal cycle and the intensity of rain. The length of the rainy 
period determines the possibility for realizing two crops in one season. High intensity of rains 
causes floods. Risks in Java, expressed in onset and intensity of rain, vary from to west to east, 
and along the north-south axis, upstream-downstream. The rainy period gets shorter and starts 
later towards the east, whereas in the west rains in the dry period constrain drying. 
Downstream risks of flood are higher than upstream. It is well known that in Java extended dry 
seasons occur every seven or eight years. The difference in biophysical conditions along the 
west-east axis and the north-south axis facilitate a large variety of agricultural species. The 
actual choice of crop in a given location reflects invariably an anticipation of local risk, and 
dominant cropping sequences by zone reflect agricultural adaptation in a wider sense. Different 
biophysical conditions thus imply division of labour, and in the medium term, crop shifts 
indicate dynamic adaption. 
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Risk in agriculture in Java is connected with the onset of the rainy season However 
there were other risks, some of which were also connected with water In nee, root rot caused 
by extended water-logging under warm conditions was considered to be the main cause of 
harvest failures in the 1930s It can safely be assumed that in earlier years root rot was likewise 
a main cause of harvest failures It is clear from the data compiled on harvest failures by 
Boomgaard and Van Zanden (1990 47) that water connected problems, including floods, 
droughts and root rot together made up the major share of harvest failures The data on harvest 
failures compiled by Boomgaard and Van Zanden (1990 table 3B1, 7) do not provide a 
breakdown by residency The aggregate (all Java) data on harvest failures in псе from 1880 to 
1940 show a decline in nsk in the 1930s and recurrent failures of over 10% of planted area in a 
somewhat cyclical pattern with lows at 2 to 3% 
Table 2 5 shows that the category of irrigated land encompasses a number of physical 
and farm management situations, with variable nsk and limited crop choices Technical 
irrigation as such is not included as a specific type of sawah, simply because the ENOI 
classification uses two vanables viz water supply and soil type, as connected with topography, 
as determinants The nature of water transport itself had not entered into classification of land 
in the 19th century 
Classes 5 and 6 are clearly superior in terms of nsk and options for growers Of 
importance is the observation that in a choice of two crops, the cultivation of nee with a 
minimum penod of 5 months would increase the drought nsk of the second crop In such a 
situation, maize and food legumes such as soybean, castorbean, mungbean and groundnut were 
attractive choices 
Table 2.5 Irrigated land by water availability and rista, Java, 19th century. 
Zone Peripheral Primary 
location (7) nsk location (8) nsk 
1 Coast/river flats 
2 Local limestone basins 
latente soils 
3 Water-logged alluvial 
and coast nver della 
4 As 3, somewhat more 
inland 
3 River side flats, in­
land 
6 Local terraced, inland 
area gradient, 3-13% 
High nsk +++ 
Medium nsk ++ 
Low nsk + 
one crop 
one crop 
one crop, gogò 
strip planting 
one crop 
two crops 
one or two 
crops 
+++ floods 
+++ 
rancali, 
nskO 
as3, nskO 
++ 
++ 
one or two crops 
one or two crops 
two crops 
two crops 
+++ 
+++ 
+ 
+ 
The classification of ENOI is highly revealing It points to competition for water, and it 
enables us to roughly identify types of ungated land The ENOI classification also shows the 
peripheral nature of the category of rainfed sawah and pnmary locations These types of 
ungated land are located further inland The definition implies that substantial tracts of non-
lrngated land surrounded the pnmary locations The large number of classifications of 
ungated land reflects the large vanety in actual situations of water availability and drainage 
The vanety of classification can be interpreted as supportive of the more general view of a 
continuum in scale of ïrngation as set forth earlier in this chapter This classification is 
substantially better than the general classification of land use in histoncal literature Cultivated 
lands are, somewhat misleading as implied by the continuum used in this study, usually 
classified as ìmgated and поп-ungated land Imgated land is, in recent histoncal literature 
Based on the classifications in the Colonial Reports, the CEI data cover the major categories and some sub-calegones for 
different tune-penods 
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(Booth, 1988; Boomgaard 1989a: 40), classified into technically and non-technically irrigated 
lands. Boomgaard correctly remarks that the division of irrigated lands in "wild" ("wilde", 
small scale using bamboo intakes and stone dams) and technical irrigation does not reflect the 
variability of the situation. The economic question is whether one can accept a priori, that the 
various categories land use constitute segmented parts of the land market, and if so, whether 
non-irrigated and the large variety of irrigated land actually reflect, economically and/or 
agriculturally, homogenous categories of land use. Sollewijn Gelpke (1901: 19-20), analyzing 
the situation on Java under land tax in the 1860s and onwards made a number of observations 
on irrigation: 
"The sawah loh are not sharply discrimated from the sawah tjengkar, but the two categories 
gradually meTge, land located in the conversion range is referred to as sedeng." 
Sollewijn Gelpke's observation thus confirms the variability in irrigation one expects in 
an environment with a high biophysical diversity. Sollewijn Gelpke also confirms that specific 
values were attached to specific land, again as to be expected: 
"It is customary that everyone registers the lowest possible area of [sawah] loh, (abundant water) 
and the largest possible area of [sawah[ tjengkar (shortage of water). Very often there is a 
difference in value [of land] which the local population in swampy, fertile or mountainous areas, 
expresses- in different words." 
Sollewijn Gelpke also confirms a basic characteristic to be expected of any actor -
intentional cost saving - for farmers in 19th century Java. Obviously the rural population 
recognized types of land. However, the distinction in two classes of water availability was not 
sharp. In practice, the difference between non-irrigated (up)land and sawah cengkar, land with 
a shortage of water supply was likely small. 
Conclusions 
So far the argument is that because production took place year-round, measured over 
larger areas in earlier years in Java, and because this is not necessarily the case in given 
localities, one can infer that, in addition to inter-regional trade, conditions were conducive for 
local exchange. The analysis of the residency maps confirms at least the validity of the 
expectation that in Java in earlier years, short distance trade in a wide range of agricultural 
goods was important. In the absence of direct data on flows of goods among production and 
consumer centres, secondary indicators such as market places and transport provide an avenue 
of analysis. The relationship between infrastructure, watersupply, agronomic requirement and 
the location of settlements and areas cultivated to, in terms of area, minor crops such as sugar, 
indigo and coffee is quite clear: coffee was cultivated in the drained upland areas, whereas 
sugar and indigo were cultivated on the river side. Local road and path networks are suggestive 
of connections between local, inter-local and inter-regional trade. 
In conjunction with shifts in area of general categories of land use over the long term, 
the scanning of the residency and the recent land use maps yield further confirmation of the 
general long term validity of the categories of land use. However, the land use category 
covering productive agricultural land is not homogenous. An important remaining question 
concerns land use at farm level. The major question concerns the actual local variability of 
land use in earlier years in Java. The major categories of land and its use: forest, run of the 
river and rainfed irrigated land, fishponds, rainfed land and tree cropping are straightforward. 
The rather more detailed classification of irrigated land specifies relation between water 
control and types of land use further. However, in view of the large local variability of land, 
shown by the recent land use maps, the question is historically how the spatial pattern of land 
use evolved. There are no signs that the rural population opened irrigated land first to use non-
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ungated land later Opening and use of irrigable and rainfed land was most likely a 
synchronous activity The residency maps tell that in the mid 19th century, population and 
settlement concentration was highest in naturally drained areas It is obvious from the wide 
range of land included under the category irrigated land that locally, land classification was 
substantially more refined than the crude distinction ungated - non-imgated land The real 
situation can be regarded as a transition from small patches of irrigable land at higher sloping 
areas towards larger areas in the valley bottoms, inland and coastal plains However, because 
the variability at local level, as shown by the recent land use maps, confirm that the same was 
the case in earlier years, there is a need for farm level information to verify whether the land 
use categories actually reflect homogenous farm types and thus local farm specialization or 
more complex farm structures Farm specialization would strongly support the notion of local 
and inter-local trade More complex farm structures require more information and analysis to 
verify its relation with local trade and, in general, division of labour The next section is 
devoted to this issue and connects the land categories as distinguished in this section to simple 
business analysis, or, more specifically, analysis of cropping sequences, farm types, household 
transactions and seasonality 
The agricultural economy of Java around 1870-1890 
Introduction 
As mentioned before, data density on agnculture increased from the mid-19th century 
onwards The colonial administration and the ministry of colonies implemented a number of 
investigations, resulting in the Umbgrove report, the more specialized study by Sollewijn 
Gelpke (1885) on the coverage of the landtax m the 1870s and 1880s, the systematic 
investigation on rights to land by Bergsma (1880,1896,1898) and the inquiry on local corvée of 
the 1870s through to the 1880s Public discussion of various issues in the colony was lively (see 
Veth, 1869, vol 3 42-154) In the early 1870s a debate on intervention in ungated псе took 
place The discussion by Van Der Kaa, Van Gorkum and Holle (Rapporten, TVNL, 1872 191-
231) reveals two points of view in defending intervention those with an interest in irrigated 
land, either as a source of food for labour, or as land to be used for sugar, indigo and tobacco 
cultivation, and those who felt that intervention should be gradual and based on local testing of 
improvement in cultivation of a range of crops, including псе The young Sollewijn Gelpke 
participated in this debate In 1874 he published a study of ungated псе in Java by distnct, 
over the years 1862-1872 In this study Sollewijn Gelpke showed himself to be a passionate 
supporter of scientific improvement of псе cultivation He even went as far as providing an 
actually impressive account of the many rituals connected with псе and its use, ndiculing the 
inefficiency of it all In this and subsequent investigations Sollewijn Gelpke drew heavily on 
data provided by the local colonial administrators, some of whom severely questioned his 
quantitative estimations and his, sometimes seemingly naive, interpretations (Sollewijn 
Gelpke, 1880) The author which emerges in the report of the many local researches, finally 
made public in 1901, has, however, a different frame of mind than the younger man of the 
early 1870s The Sollewijn Gelpke of the monograph "Naar aanleiding van Staatsblad 1878", 
drawing on the wealth of data collected in the 1880s, is a very cautious and most methodical 
author, who had devised ways and means to analytically descnbe a complex agncultural 
economy, subject to a large range of influences Sollewijn Gelpke struggled with figures in 
the 1870s and went on to provide a synthesis, finally published by the turn of the century 
Whereas he gallantly charged in the 1870s псе cultivation with sweeping assumptions, such as 
equalizing costs of production by residency in Java, with the purpose of showing the deplorable 
profitability of псе in the majonty of residencies, in his synthesis we encounter a 
> ( The approach ofSollewijn Gelpke resembles me approach ofthe somewhat earlier study by Veth (1869, vol 3 42- 154) 
See Hugenholtz ( 1994) and Van Baardewijk ( 1994) for further views on the work of Sollewijn Gelpke in the 1880s 
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comprehensive framework of classification of resources, farm types and land use, sparing use 
of examples, based on obviously own supervised data collection and experiments The 
synthesis contains no bold and sweeping generalisations, but a methodical treatment of 
exchange of money, goods and services and land Sollewijn Gelpke illustrates his 
independence of thought by avoiding to couch his analysis of land and labour transactions in 
the classifications presented in the final reports on land rights (Bergsma, 1880, 1896, 1898), 
although he participated in that investigation The three volumes on land rights provide in 
depth, historical local coverage with a distinctly legal frame Although the reports contain 
many scattered references to the use of land, it is actually a socio-legal analysis of the various 
parts of Java 
As sources, the reports of the investigation on land rights and the analysis of Sollewijn 
Gelpke (1901), nevertheless belong together as reflections of the agrarian conditions in the 
second half of the 19th century Of particular importance is the study of Scheltema (1931) on 
share cropping Scheltema draws in the major, historical, part of his study on the three 
volumes by Bergsma, and goes in approach and operationalization far beyond considering the 
agricultural economy only through a filter of agrarian rights Scheltema thus avoided the 
common legal-histoncal bias (Van Den Muizenberg and Wolters, 1988), and in considering 
the findings and historical implications of these sources, this study seeks to avoid the same 
Cropping sequences and farm types 
Able tax inspector Sollewijn Gelpke provided in the late 1870s and 1880s convincing 
evidence to the colonial administration on a number of its taxable items 
(i) area planted to nee and palawija crops (non-псе food crops) was severely under­
estimated, 
(n) production of palawija crops was substantial, and in most upland locations more 
important than nee, and, 
(in) productivity of homeyards ranked as the highest, followed by irrigated nee, and 
palawija crops in non-imgated uplands 
Other findings of Sollewijn Gelpke indicate that potential for area expansion was 
exhausted in several coastal and псе growing districts in the 1870s, and that the expansion of 
irrigated areas encountered difficulties resulting in inefficient water use The colonial 
administration indubitably was already aware of the importance of fish ponds, taxed under the 
"verponding", as the most remunerative use of land The impact of the inquiry by Sollewijn 
Gelpke was quite straighforward The colonial administration improved registration of its 
taxation base In the 1870s and 1880s some boundary redefinition took place and minor 
increases were made m taxation In the 1880s more detailed crop registration commenced in 
the area under land tax (Boomgaard and Van Zanden, CEI 10, 1990) The authorities were 
already aware of incessantly expanding commerce ("vertier"), as conveyed by the local colonial 
administrators in the annual residency reports One could assume that with additional findings 
there the significance of the report ended This, as will be discussed, was not the case In his 
final synthesis Sollewijn Gelpke tells the reader more about the agricultural economy of Java 
His work connects easily with the preceding section on land use because Sollewijn Gelpke also 
followed a land use approach Sollewijn Gelpke (1878 968 ) conveyed his message and 
approach in the first lines of his first and abbreviated early report 
"It was a remark, I believe first made by Bismarck, that in tropical countries the first trade crops, 
next to those one cultivates for food, are cotton and tobacco, and that these in the course of time 
are replaced by others such as indigo and cocoa, to be replaced again by sugar, each in tum 
The article is provided with a confused editorial comment and conclusion 
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moving the cultivation of the predecessing crops farther inland The reason is two-fold cotton 
and tobacco allow extensive cultivation, and, cultivation of tobacco and cotton exhaust the soil, 
both reasons to contemplate a change of crop, while the returns from sugar, though it requires m 
relation to the other crops more intensive cultivation and processing, are sufficient to offset the 
costs Farthest away from the mam towns, next to псе and maize, tobacco is cultivated " 
Sollewijn Gelpke informs his reader that he encountered a long existing commercial 
agriculture He regards next to the food crops the extent of commercial crops in Java and 
simply concludes that tobacco was grown just about everywhere, and considers that the 
cultivation of both tobacco and foodcrops provides options in converting forested land to 
annual crops Sollewijn Gelpke allows his actors to shiñ crops, open land and considers 
commerce as a given He recognised the influence of nearby consumer centres, towns and 
sugar faetones, and noted associated levels of intensity of cultivation He therefore structured 
his presentation of farm and cropping practices along distance from towns and markets as well 
as by soil type and, laying the foundation for work by Terra, altitude (Sollewijn Gelpke, 1901 
115,237) The residency maps confirm the relevance of these variables Table 2 6 depicts area, 
range and an impression of density and variation of vegetation in homeyards along altitude, a 
stylized transact, and along density of population, which is associated with towns, commerce 
and local division of labour 
Of interest is the large proportion of rootcrops encountered by Sollewijn Gelpke in 
densely populated areas (table 2 6) Calorific intensification is to be expected in intensively 
used land and in conditions where transport costs play a role 
Table 2 6 Size, location and occupation of homeyards Java by location. 
locality 
mountains 
coastal 
density pop 
medium pop 
thinly pop 
Aream2 
2,650-3,930 
1,420-2,800 
600-1,575 
2,000-2,725 
3,3254600 
* primarily rootcrops 
Source Sollewijn Gelpke ( 1901 
trees 
- 7 5 
- 7 5 
- 7 5 
-125 
-100 
237,238) 
roofs, 
various 
-125 
-125 
- 4 0 0 · 
-60-280 
-200-300 
locality 
Environs towns. 
large pasars and 
faetones 
inner lands 
farthest away 
from town 
area(m2) 
< 1,800 
1,800-
3,600 
>3,600 
return 
224 - 390 
145-255 
94-104 
Sollewijn Gelpke researched in detail cropping sequences in upland and irrigated 
conditions Tables 2 7, 2 8 and 2 9 identify several multi-year sequences in variable soil 
conditions by farm size and distance from towns 
Table 2 7 Multi-year cropping sequences In variable soils In upland 
Java, 1870». 
Year 
First crop 
second crop 
First crop 
second crop 
First crop 
second crop 
1 
upland nee 
cucumber 
upland псе 
eggplant 
upland nee 
mungbean 
2 
maize 
tobacco 
groundnut 
melon 
maize 
chilli 
3 
sugarcane 
cassava 
groundnut 
cucumber 
4 
upland псе 
eggplant 
maize 
cucumber 
cassava 
Source Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 164-165) 
Note Variable soils include sandy and loamy soils 
One would not interpret the various cropping sequences with the assumption that food 
crops were grown for own use, while crops such as tobacco and sugar cane were sold The 
question here regards both local exchange, in cash or barter, as well as inter-local and regional 
trade If farmers grew perishables such as cucumbers and eggplant, one must assume exchange 
because of the multi year sequences of both storable and perishable crop produce Sollewijn 
Gelpke emphasized that calculation of farm profit in upland areas should be based on several 
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years of cropping. He found no evidence that farmers changed crops because of soil fertility. 
Farmers changed crops when yields and profits were below expectation. Some cultural 
justifications were also present, such as the farmers' notion that "... het levende gewas niets 
mag ruiken van zijne soort die gestorven is" (Sollewijn Gelpke,1901: 100). (The planted crop 
should not be in contact with dead parts of its own kind). 
Smaller farms of 1 to 3 bahu, (0.7 to 2.1 ha) were cultivated more intensively than the 
larger farms, which were located closer to the forest, and farther away from the cities. Tables 
2.8 and 2.9 present some cropping sequences in smaller and larger farms. In terms of crop 
choice one perceives no significant difference between farms closer to town, and farms farther 
away. Comparing tables 2.8 and 2.9, one could read into the tables that farm specialization of 
the smaller farms was somewhat stronger, whereas the larger farms farther away maintained 
some diversification among food and cash crops. 
Table 2.8 Multi-year cropping séquences on smaller upland farms In 
Java, 1870s. 
Year 1 2 3 4 
First crop 
second crop 
First crop 
second crop 
First crop 
second crop 
First crop 
second crop 
maize 
tobacco 
upland rice 
castor-bean 
maize 
tobacco 
upland rice 
castor-bean 
Source: Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 163 
1 Imperala cylmdnca 
sugarcane 
sugarcane 
tobacco' 
maize 
castor-bean 
cassava 
maize 
•166) 
sugarcane 
fallow 
castor-bean 
fallow 
tobacco 
tobacco 
fallow 
tobacco 
sesame 
alang-alang1 
upland rice 
castor-bean 
Sollewijn Gelpke observed a large number of cropping sequences of food and industrial 
crops. He characterized agriculture by referring to resources (land), commodities (food and 
industrial crops) and, significantly, a production cycle extending beyond a single year. Growers 
thus created and used options to diversify through time. At this point one recalls that sugar, 
indigo and tobacco had been in Java since at least the 17th century. Sollewijn Gelpke 
researched a long existing agriculture. Farmers decided to plant and cultivate crops on the 
basis of expectations. 
Table 2.9 
Year 
First crop 
second crop 
First crop 
second crop 
Multi-year cropping sequences on larger 
forests, upland Java, 1870s. 
1 
maize 
tobacco 
maize 
tobacco 
2 
upland rice 
tobacco 
upland rice 
castor-bean 
1
 farms, close to 
3 
maize 
castor-bean 
maize 
tobacco 
4 
upland rice 
castor-bean 
upland rice 
castor-bean 
Source: Sollewijn Gelpke (1901:166-167) 
Some of the reasons for the crops shifts were reducing yields caused by the depletion of 
soil nutrients in cultivation of tobacco and cotton as a result of the extensive cultivation 
methods. Yet price and yield expectation played, according to Sollewijn Gelpke, a bigger role. 
These factors induce farmers to shins crops, leading in the course of time towards more 
recurrent forms of crop rotation. In this way, mixed production of annual crops appears in 
cropping patterns observed in the past and today. The variability in cropping sequences adds to 
the variability characterizing home yard use. 
Starting from a multi-year time frame, Sollewijn Gelpke calculated farm returns over 
four year periods and then divided these by four to arrive at yearly returns per bahu (7,096.5 
irr). The ratios presented in table 2.10 should not only be interpreted as reflections of mutually 
competing cropping sequences; they represent a rather broad process of penetration of non-
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edible and edible cash crops in upland agriculture, and the development of upland agriculture 
itself. The crop sequences described are cash based. 
Table 2.10 Gross and net farm returns per bahu of cropping sequence, 1870s, 
upland Java (In 1879 Dutch Guilders, four year average). 
Multi-year cropping 
sequences in/of 
Variable soil conditions 
Smaller farms 
Larger farms near forests 
Gross 
return 
135 
83 
78 
178 
119 
75 
88 
97 
97 
Cost 
79 
48 
46 
100 
75 
45 
43 
52 
52 
Net 
return 
56 
35 
32 
78 
44 
30 
45 
45 
45 
Gross return/costs 
% 
0.71 
0.73 
0.70 
0.78 
0.59 
0 67 
1.05 
0.87 
0.87 
Source: adapted from Sollewijn Gelpke (1901: 167). 
Note: land tax is not included in costs of production. Labour arrangements 
(crop sharing) have been taken into account 
In opening new lands farmers sustained themselves on root crops. Upland rice and 
maize were mostly used for home consumption. All other legume and horticultural crops were 
primarily cash crops. This means that in most cropping sequences described over four year 
periods, over 50% of the produce was marketed. This would lead one to conclude that 
monetization in agriculture in the late 19th century would support De Vries (1961), who stated 
in more general form that the Javanese village community in the 19th century was involved in 
the money economy in increasing intensity . The question here is to what degree one can apply 
the findings of Sollewijn Gelpke to earlier years. Sollewijn Gelpke's (1901: 96-98) 
classification of agriculture, involving non-irrigated land for tree crops, homeyard and food 
and industrial crops, and irrigated land used for rice and other food and industrial crops, fits 
perfectly in the simple land use classification and thus confirms that the classification is valid. 
However, by itself this observation merely underlines the likelihood that diverse conditions 
have prevailed in earlier years. The next section will look at evidence on land use in earlier 
years, among others as reflected in taxation. The issue here concerns division of labour, 
exchange and monetization. There are various other avenues to follow in assessing the 
importance of crop marketing The most direct indicator is farm prices for various goods. 
However, these are not available specified by commodity, time and place and therefore a more 
in depth analysis of the variety of available farming options and the major transactions in the 
agricultural economy is the remaining option here. 
Sollewijn Gelpke, having made the point that the very nature of upland agriculture 
necessitates calculation of farm returns over multi-year cropping sequences, indicates that in 
contrast in irrigated areas, cropping sequences are more regular, and that second crops 
compete with one another. A commodity based approach is therefore quite justified in 
calculating farm profits in irrigated areas. He arrives at a ranking of non-rice crops by net 
return (Table 2.11). Sugarcane comes first in Sollewijn Gelpke's calculations of single crop 
profitabilities. Demand was primarily local. One observes that the highest net return/costs ratio 
is achieved by cassava, while sugarcane yields a substantial profit as well. It is of interest to 
see groundnut, converted to a comparable definition of 1,430 kg of dry shelled groundnut. It 
seems that tobacco had a very low profit ratio which is caused by the high labour requirement. 
The yield of upland rice seems rather high at 2,185 kg/ha of dry stalk paddy, (equivalent to 
1450 kg of dry unhulled rice), but not impossible in small fertile plots. The yield of cassava at 
15 tonnes could be quite realistic. For a lengthy discussion and description of sampling 
More precise approximation of monetization in terms of the proportion of all transactions negotiated in money is 
possible using Heyting's data. 
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15 tonnes could be quite realistic For a lengthy discussion and description of sampling 
techniques, the reader is referred to Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 110-154) The attraction of 
palawija crops vis-a-vis псе was in earlier times the same as today the low cost of production 
and a choice between longer and shorter crop duration Upland псе, for which net return is 
calculated on the basis of a high yield of 2,185 kg of dry stalk paddy, is still ranked fairly low 
among the crops Vegetables and chili did not seem to be very attractive commercially 
Penshabihty and long transport times probably tied these commodities to local markets 
Tabk 2.11 Crop» ranked by net retimi upland J»va, 1870s (In 1879 Dutch Guilder»). 
Crop 
Gross 
return cost 
Net 
return 
Net return/ 
cost 
Yield 
kg/bahu (7,096 m 2 ) 
Yield 
kg/ha 
Sugarcane 
Cassava 
Groundnut 
Maize 
Tobacco 
Upland псе 
Cucumber 
Mungbean/beans 
Chili 
260 
80 
63 
40 
7} 
50 
32 
24 
24 
137 
28 
42 
20 
57 
34 
17 
16 
24 
123 
52 
21 
20 
18 
16 
15 
8 
0 
090 
186 
0 50 
0 50 
0 32 
0 47 
0 88 
0 50 
0 
4,588 brown sugar 
10,850 wet tubers 
1,674 unshelled, 20% dried 
12,000 cobs 
217 tobacco 
1,550 drystalk 
5,270 fresh 
372 dry 
992 fresh 
15,290 
1,495 
2,185 
Source Adapted from Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 164) 
Gross and net returns for ungated areas are given in table 2 12 Costs in lmgated areas 
are generally even lower than in upland areas, because less soil tillage is needed The high net 
return/cost ratio of soybean is noteworthy The ease with which soybean was cultivated brought 
Sollewijn Gelpke to the statement that it was a lazy man's crop Vegetables were quite 
important in ungated areas as second crops, and generally performed well commercially in the 
vicinity of larger consumption centres Sollewijn Gelpke observed that in the 1870s castor bean 
and soybean were by far the most important second crops in sawahs He remarked that there 
was always demand In general minor, and sometimes fairly large, pnce movements occurred 
in upland commodity markets, caused by seasonal fluctuations in supply, further confirming 
the relatively high degree of monetization of the upland economy in Java 
Table 2.12 Ranking of second crops In Irrigated areas by net return per bahu 
Crop 
Tobacco 
Soybean 
Eggplant 
Sweet potato 
Castor bean 
Cucumber 
Maize 
Mungbean/beans 
Gross 
return 
75 
27 
32 
40 
28 
23 
20 
15 
cost 
51 
10 
16 
25 
14 
11 
11 
6 
Net 
return 
24 
17 
16 
15 
14 
12 
9 
9 
Net return/ 
cost 
0 47 
170 
100 
0 60 
100 
109 
0 45 
150 
Yield 
kg/bahu (7,096 m 2 ) 
340 tobacco 
496 dry seed 
6,200 wet 
4,650 wet tuber 
310 dry seed 
5,270 fresh 
(12,000) cobs 
372 dry 
Yield 
kg/ha 
694 
6,550 
* Castor bean is always intercropped 
Source Adapted from Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 162) 
Maize, mungbeans, beans, some vegetables and tobacco were cultivated both in the 
tegalan areas and as a second crop m ïmgated lands Here one recalls the many forms of 
rainfed and running irrigation Agronomically the great vanabihty in uses of land make the 
cultivation of a number of crops possible Economically this shows that there were crop 
linkages between ungated and upland agnculture in the late nineteenth century 
In Pasuruan, Banyuwangi and Besuki soybean has maintained ils importance as a second crop in irrigated areas 
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Rice 
The importance of the analytical description of agriculture, and the finding that upland 
agriculture was quite profitable should be placed against the earlier researches by Van Der Poel 
(1865), Veth (1869, Vol 3 42 - 154) and Sollewijn Gelpke (1874) and their earlier findings 
that farm profits from псе cultivation in ungated areas were less attractive In a spatial 
analysis of псе production in all districts of Java over the years 1862 to 1871, using farm 
budget analysis, Sollewijn Gelpke found that only in three districts (Pasuruan, Besuki, and 
Banyuwangi), псе production was marginally profitable (Sollewijn Gelpke, 1874 169-180) In 
all other distncts, fanners did not make entrepreneurial profits from псе Costs, especially of 
labour, were quite high, estimated at 334 man/days per bahu (including watching and 
guarding) 
A sensitivity analysis (Sollewijn Gelpke, 1874 165-169) revealed that the fanner could 
afford to pay his own and hired labour at opportunity levels at a yield level of 2950 kg/ha of 
dry stalk paddy In other words, according to Sollewijn Gelpke, nee production on Java took 
place with negative marginal returns to farm labour in most distncts As already discussed, 
Sollewijn Gelpke charged the issue, and simply made some sweeping assumptions regarding 
costs of production for which one needs empincal information classified by farm type and land 
use He was simply pleading for investment in research in nee 
Rice can be cultivated in a large variety of conditions, in swamp, on ungated land and 
on rainfed land The contributor to the Encyclopedia observed that in earlier years upland псе 
cultivated in non-imgated land was more important than in the years 1880 and onwards 
(ENOI volume 3, 1919 653) In 1874, a government ordinance ruled that permission was 
necessary for the opening of new land and that certain conditions should be met It is not 
certain that these rules in fact reduced the opening of new land allocated to foodcrops as 
hypothesized by the contributor on псе in the Encyclopedia The figures on land growth m the 
years 1880-1940 give a rather different impression, and support the view that the reduction of 
upland nee was a matter of competition with annual food and industrial crops 
Van Der Poel (1865) identified several reasons for the unsatisfactory production of псе 
He pointed out that one could not asenbe crop failures or reduction to the cultivation system, 
because bad years are inherent to agnculture, and pointed at simple cultivation practice as the 
key for improvement Seed selection did not receive sufficient attention Farmers planted 
vanous псе vaneties together, which resulted in differential flowering and seed ripening, and 
subsequent loss at harvest time At planting, seedlings were spaced rather closely in clumps at 
3-3 5 "thumbs" distance According to Van Den Poel, this practice was an inefficient use of 
seed, while the closely packed clumps provided an agreeable environment for insects 
Irngation and maintenance of field supply of water also left much to be desired It is important 
to note that nee growers, if Van Der Poel's observation is conect, did actually expand their 
input level, obviously with the purpose of increasing return Van Der Poel emphasized 
agronomical practice, rather than water availability Van Der Poel instructed псе planting to 
start very early in November, which facilitates harvesting in the case of padi genjah in April 
and thus a second crop Croockewit added that the problem in псе cultivation in the Pnangan 
was in the main caused by the heavy labour burdens of the corvee services (Croockewit, 1966 
319) 
There are signs that the population in the sugar areas was not keen to plant second 
crops Van Der Poel hypothesizes that in the 1860s, the services required for sugar led to an 
overburdening of the working calendar Van Der Poel explained the preference of the 
population for padi dalam, with a seven month crop duration, by the fact that a second crop, as 
stimulated by the colonial administration, would not be possible Variety choice thus could 
feature as a type of resistance against intervention However, in agnculture it is widely 
12 3 cent/day for paddy harvest (female), 40 cent/day for ploughing (animal traction), 20 cent/day for soil tillage, one 
picol/padi Dfl 3 50,-
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recognized that choices of long duration crops are usually associated with off-farm 
opportunities, such as wage labour One would thus be hesitant to explain farmers' choices and 
behaviour only in terms of labour burdens - one would need to include opportunities as well 
Holle (1890) compiled results of of multi-locality research from the 1860s to the 1880s 
on seed use in Java His research confirms Van Der Poel's earlier observations, research on 
seed use contrentrated on the reduction of seed Research took place in a large number of 
districts from the 1860s onwards, and results were reported in various administrative reports 
and in the periodical for industry and agriculture (Tijdschrift voor nijverheid en landbouw) 
Research included controls, fields planted to псе with non-improved practices Table 2 13 
summarizes the results of the multi location trials of improved (reduced) seed use over the 
years 1866-1890 
Table 2.13 Seta trials 1866-1890, Java, various district». 
Number of tnals 
Area (bahu) 
Average yield (picol/bahu) 
Average yield control 
Seed use tnals (katti/bahu) 
Seed use control 
843 
1,065 
33 
26 
30-50 
60-100 
range 21-90 
range 13-45 
Source Holle (1890) 
It is clear from Hollc's compilation of research that yield variability was substantial in 
псе cultivation and that a reduction of seed use, which is assumed to have been associated with 
a wider plant spacing, resulted in a yield increase of around 25% An additional problem 
descnbed by Holle (1872) concerns the depth of ploughing The rural population repeated 
shallow ploughing rather than deep ploughing This problem is likely to have concerned newly 
opened land, rather than land brought for some time under annual cultivation 
As related before, Sollewijn Gelpke conducted an in-depth investigation on псе 
cultivation in the 1870s, and concluded that labour allocation to cultivation was high at 334 
days per bahu (470 days/ha) (Sollewijn Gelpke, 1874 166) Sollewijn Gelpke invoked a 
calculation of the loss in gold incurred from unprofitable псе cultivation in an attempt to 
convince the government that it should invest in regional research stations with the aim of 
improving псе production (Sollewijn Gelpke 1874 192) He also pointed out that the methods 
to control the frequent pests were more spintually satisfactory than agronomically effective, 
and vigorously argued in favour of an extension service He also concluded that water use was 
highly inefficient, and that there was no coordination in water use between farmers 
Although the depth and detail of Sollewijn Gelpke's researches are impressive, his 
research shows a disposition towards overeslimation of labour allocation Sollewijn Gelpke 
(1874 168) remarked that costs of production vary in Java but that for ease of calculation it 
would be permissable to assume similar costs of production The issue is, of course, that in the 
agncultural zones of Java in the 19th century (as in Java of the 20th century), there was 
substantial vanabihty in the labour required to open and to maintain land The yield variability 
which is the logical outcome in Java is influenced by the same factors With regard to the 
allocation of labour to псе itself, one must be cautious in the use of the detailed information 
(Sollewijn Gelpke, 1901 49-54) on ploughing, soil tillage, guarding and water supply Field 
observations regarding labour inputs in ungated land with animal traction, essentially similar 
technology as in Java one century ago, yield labour inputs at a far lower level around 270-300 
days per hectare In statistics of farm labour, allocations to crops are often overestimated With 
the observation that labour inputs were possibly overestimated one would not wish to disqualify 
the information generated by Sollewijn Gelpke He was making a case for more rational farm 
management and, aside from pointing out unproductive, social uses of псе he attempted to 
quantify field labour In doing so, Sollewijn Gelpke drew attention to farm returns of growers 
rather than the need for intervention in ïrngation with the aim of extending local supply for 
estates One must therefore be careful about putting trust in the data set forth by the experts of 
the late 19th century, as they were more often than not arguing for or against investment 
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Whereas some authors, such as Sollewijn Gelpke, Holle and Van Der Poel, argued in 
favour of localized research and agronomical intervention, others argued for explicit local 
investment in irrigation to support estate agriculture The "sawah lobby " was quite active in 
western Java where tree crop estates were established at a rapid pace from the 1850s The 
estates needed псе for labour, therefore it was logical that entrepreneurs and welfare promotors 
both lobbied for government support in irrigation Intervention in irrigation by the central 
colonial administration, however, required a learning process of many years and a number of 
costly mistakes 
It is clear that the general picture of agriculture in Java encompassed more than just 
псе In addition, one has to be careful m accepting without clear evidence that псе was in 
trouble One can accept that its cultivation was beset by insects, rats, root rot and diseases, and 
that improvement in cultivation techniques and seed selection would have had a pay-off The 
next section will analyze household level data, keeping in mind the vanous categones of land 
and its use and the inherent seasonality of agricultural production 
Seasonality and transactions 
The many inquines into псе were in due course extended to a more encompassing study 
of the rural economy of Java Sollewijn Gelpke descnbes in great detail the multitude of off-
farm jobs "De nevenbednjven" (1879 244 - 278) varying from the collection of forest products, 
making of lime, weaving, etc to the important activity of food preparation and peddling 
Clearly, local differentiation as well as multiplicity of occupations was substantial in Java in 
the second half of the nineteenth century Rural upland agnculture had a strong local market 
base In other words economic differentiation was ongoing, in areas with proportions of both 
ungated and rainfed land in a diversified manner Sollewijn Gelpke proves that in earlier years 
in Java, cultivation under rain-fed and rain fed ungated conditions implies great versatility in 
land use and a very wide range of crop options The analysis of Sollewijn Gelpke is highly 
suggestive of a dynamic agnculture, options being used by agnculturalists, but lacks a 
quantitative and comprehensive view of individual resource allocation The first reliable 
information on household income and budgets dates from the 1880s when Heyting researched 
a number of rural households. The value of Heyling's research extends far beyond its onginal 
purpose, which was the measurement of labour burdens He applied sound bookkeeping 
pnnciples in collecting income and expenditure data, in terms of money, псе and labour, on a 
daily basis throughout a crop year (February to February) of households in selected villages in 
Bagelen in a typical upland area, with vanable proportions of ungated and non-irngated land 
Heyting's data on daily transactions cover both the monetized markets in goods and services, as 
well as specific transactions viz barter, processing and trade in markets of similar and other 
(nee, labour) goods and services Heyting constructed three accounts 
(ι) monetized transactions, 
(и) nee transactions, 
(in) land labour (farm factor) transactions 
This temi was coined by Willem Hendriks 
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Heyting's report contains the monthly and yearly aggregated transactions tabulated over 
carefully constructed categories for sources of income and items of expenditure His data and 
observations are a most reliable and unique detailed source of information on the rural 
economy in Java by the 1880s Heyting provides quantified transactions through time, seasonal 
shifts in income and expenditure, proportions of sources of income and items of expenditure 
and resource allocation The classification of farm level land resources fits both the general 
land use classification as well as the more specified farm types by type of land use of Sollewijn 
Gelpke The land resources available to households consisted of four different categories of 
land and land use, sawah (ungated land), tegal (non-imgated land), orchards (kebun) and 
home yards (pekarangan) These four categories adequately cover major agricultural land use 
Land assets of three households are shown in Table 2 14 The land tax and the head tax 
applied in all cases Cultivation of coffee under the colonial scheme had not reached 
households 1 and 2, the orchard of household 3 was partly planted to coffee The orchard of the 
second household contained mixed trees In the case of household 3 head tax was deducted 
from the coffee sales 
Table 2.14 Land aaset» of households (m ). 
Household Sawah Tegal Orchard Homeyard Total 
1 2,840 284 2,087 5,211 
2 1,420 710 1,704 1,420 5,254 
3 426 710 284 852 2,272 
Source Heyting (Amunius), 1889 
The data on land assets from Heyting confirm Sollewijn Gelpke's finding that farmers 
not only diversified their operations through time, but that they also used land with mutually 
excluding uses, irrigated land, orchards and homeyards Among the three households 
represented in Heyting's sample, the areas of homeyard and sawah are roughly similar, tegal 
areas are small, and the size of orchards vanes This conforms to the view in this study which 
expects changing proportions of ungated - non-irngated land in upland areas and shows that 
farms m Java can not be classified by single land use type Heyting's data thus indicate an even 
more diversified pattern of agricultural land use and production than suggested by Sollewijn 
Gelpke 
Before re-analyzing the data it is useful to describe briefly the methodological backdrop 
of Heyting's excercise Heyting's investigation was inspired by his wish to determine 
empirically income and expenditure of the desaman 
"The heads were not able to give anything but generalities, they were not able to give figures, 
because they never tried to collect them We went to work, talked for hours with desa people, and 
from many a dozen of budgets, covering people in various desas and districts, m the mountains 
and the plains, we thought it was possible to select a few which could give a good view of income 
and way of life of the population However, this was not satisfactory, and we tned to devise a 
way to construct a journal which would be kept for a full year, and which would contain 
everything concerning the man and woman, from the early morning to the late evening " 
Heyting wrote under the name Arminius, participating in public discussion of the corvee burdens 
Heyting applied analysis derived from bookkeeping as a way to reflect an economy, and could be credited to be among 
the first to apply advanced analytical techniques (cross-tabulation of transactions by item through time) on rural 
households The origin of his approach stems from the physiocrats, who were part of a broad improvement in financial 
and administrative techniques The UN national accounts system follows basically the same pattern The approach has 
been used in studies of rural economies by Hayami (1978) in the Philippines, and Morooka and Mayrowani (1990) in 
upland Java 
The area of the homeyards/gardens was taxable under the land rent if the area was larger than 1/4 bahu or 1,756 m 
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After a trial, Heyting proceeded with a number of budget investigations, and obtained 
year long accounts of daily transactions However, the question remains whether the heads 
were in truth not capable of informing Heyting Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 77) expressed his 
disbelief in the statements of local heads and villagers that they were not able to recall 
payments for land tax and head tax This study adheres to the view that farmers, local heads, or 
all rational actors always remember what they pay One can easily invoke hypotheses to 
explain why rural people did not wish to inform outsiders of their personal book-keeping 
Local heads could have warned the villagers not to release information, villagers are often 
afraid of being taxed reading through the questions from outsiders Semantic confusion plays 
also a role in cross-language interviewing - in short, there is a host of explanations for the 
paucity of information raised verbally 
Tables 2 16 and 2 16a provide a restructured and abbreviated itemization of Heyting's 
investigation The itemization of Heyting's yearbook of the three households is fortunately very 
explicit The data from Heyting cover a very wide range of household transactions, covering 
expenditures, income, farming, cottage industry, sales, allocation of labour to corvee and own 
farming The data from Heyting provide not only an opportunity to check the validity of the 
land use categories at farm level, but allow quantification, in physical and value terms, of a 
variety of transactions, on two sides, ie on the income side and the expenditure side Having 
observed that a farm as a business can not be classified as a single form of land use, the explicit 
qualification and quantification of allocated resources by transaction therefore facilitate checks 
on the existence of elements of market formation in the agricultural economy of Java Heyting's 
findings regarding the structure of household income by and large confirm Sollewijn Gelpke's 
findings Home industry yielded a significant part of income Substantial time was allocated to 
hawking of woven material, beverages, and fence material and also to collecting of wood and 
grain for animals (Table 2 16) In household 1, the value of псе dominated farm income, in 
households 2 and 3 more income came from other agricultural sources The monthly tabulation 
of various income (Heyting, 1889 1712/1713, 1910/1911, 2175/2176) shows that sales of псе 
usually occurred in May (household 1) and March and Apnl in households 2 and 3 
Household 3 also sold upland псе in August and September Cash income was denved from 
sale of chickens and occasionally a calf In households 1 and 2 cash income from livestock 
throughout the year was 8% and 47% respectively Income from cash and in-kind wages by 
women also fell in March-Apnl Labour for cash wages occurred in January, February and 
March in households 1 and 2 Income denved from tegal and gardens was fairly stable 
throughout the year and yielded the largest share of farm cash income Only household 1 had 
two months without income from tegal and gardens, February and Apnl, at harvest time of 
псе Table 2 IS summanzes income by land source 
Table 2.15 Land sources of farm income (In %) 
Household 1 2 3 
Rice 43 45 25 
Tegal/gardens 22 55 75 
Rent 25 
Calculated from Heyting (1889) 
Heyting's data prove that there was significant intra household division of labour in 
rural Java In household 1, the man sold dawet, a refreshing beverage, while the woman 
weaved In household 2, major income was denved from sales of bamboo for fences and 
vegetables In household 3 the man collected and sold house and farm inputs and roofing 
material alang-alang for thatched roofs, wood for cooking and grass for animals In addition 
the woman wove cloth from European yarn 
Koorders (1869 393) reported that in the inner lands of Cirebon fodder for horses was scarce due lo labour shortage 
Fodder for two horses would cost Dfl 20,0,-in silver per month A goat cost Dfl 10,-in silver 
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ТаЫе 2.16 Transections of three households in annual aggregates of dally recorded transaction. 
Household 
Expenditures 
I 
dint 
2 
dull 
1 2 3 
weight value weight value weight value 
ConsumDtion Cash-exnenditure 
Riee 
Foods/siucks/tobacco/salt 
Meat/rjsh/tempe 
Petroleum/coconut oil 
Medical/dukun 
Clothes 
Sdametan ( ) cash amount 
Debt repayment 
ConsumDtion own DToduce 
Rice (beroek) 
Other 
Meat 
Cash Cost of business input 
Home industry cash 
m-kmd 
Farming cash 
Tax (duitXland tax/head tax) 
Restitution 
Labour allocated (his) 
farming (sawah/tegalan) 
Jab garden 
Home + Homeyard 
Wage/labour 
Home industry 
Sales of own produce 
Corvee (herendienst) 
Water 
Roads 
Corvee (desadienst) 
Roads 
Water 
Guard" 
Parrai" 
Various 
234 
499 
246 5 
171 
150 
320 
(70)441 
541 
2602 5 
(435 5) 
2,Л2 
287 
3.009 
2,549 
178 
235 
914 
4,416 
hrs 
506 
28 
81 
429 
1,044 
209 
185 
104 
165 
(466) 
86 
355 
1,524 
170 
(54)325 
2,019 
(438 5) 
2,741 
2,741 
175 
221 
764 
1,160 
hrs 
530 5 
372 5 
329 
475 5 
76 
1,783 5 
41 
84 
64 
605 
(125) 
225 5 
11 
361 
1,647 
592 
226 
23 
75 
411 
(68)342 
3.316 
(321) 
2,006 
902 5 
60 
2,968 50 
515 
64 
225 
•81 
723 
hrs 
6835 
217 
20 
137 
111 
177 
1345 5 
(cofTee) 397 
8045 
Income In kind 
Rice harvest path (porjong) 
borrowed padi (porjong) 
borrowed nee (beroek χ 10) 
received nee (beroek) 
wages (porjong) 
income m cash/barter 
sales cash home industry 
home produce bartered for псе 
home produce bartered(cash value) 
wages (cash) 
sales tegalan, garden, homeyard 
produce and livestock 
borrowed money 
received money 
sales ofpadi 
Various conversions 
1 potjong * 3 2 beroek 
1 beroek (nee) = 22 kam 
1 kath (псе) - 0 61 kg 
lday-DO.020 (hh 1 D8025) 
1 Amet = 5onggo 
1 onggo = 5 gedeng 
1 onggo - 10 porjong 
1 onggo - 20 agem 
58 
52 
24 
4 
35 
26 5 
100 kah-
1,450 67 
1,300 
240 
40 
875 3 
3,905 
3,408 
662 5 
23 
78 
1,258 
1,274 
14 
288 
7,005 5 
61 kg = 1 picol 
1 potjong padi=4 3 kg -1 72 
1 RR - 3 77 m 
1 RR0= I4 2m2 
RR - Rijnlandsche Roede 
1.340 
60 
1,400 
70 
2,153 
2,223 
kg псе 
1 agem = quantify ofstem nee (padi) held between thumb and middle finger 
1 onggo - 250 duif=-100karj = 61 kg 
1 beroek-10 duit 
= 1 picol 
Takle 2.1ta Fraport*» afajuaalttjr of value ef « d a n g t 
InvatvtiiK avouer. Incoóse and expetidture (%) 
Household 
Income 
expenditure 
1 
64 
46 
2 
61 
42 
33 660 
16 320 
980 
1,015 
2,748 
3,763 
3 
79 
53 
1
 night witches, ts only loss of sleep is incurred, not included m labour tllocabon 
* including sleeping out Source Heytmg(ISS9) 
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Petroleum was the major cash expenditure in household 2, while salt was the main item 
of expenditure of household 3 Wage labour was quite common, and local collection and 
distribution trade existed, even in the remote hamlets of southern central Java of 1880s In 
these conditions of diversified farm and household activities, especially with substantial time 
allocations to non-farm activities, one expects a wide range of cultivated crops 
These crops include those which do not demand too much labour It is evident that fruits 
and secondary crops provided easy and attractive options 
Cash transactions were important in upland Java of the 1880s (Table 2 16a) Heyting shows 
that distribution trade in textiles and petroleum had penetrated to households with a small 
agricultural resource base but which could make a living, even under harsh labour constraints 
The accounts presented by Heyting do not prove the notion that taxes induce the sales of farm 
produce Taxes were 14%, 26% and 8% of yearly cash expenditures Expenditures on 
consumer goods, textiles, petroleum, various goods and raw material for processing and sales 
were 48%, 20% and 47% in households 1, 2 and 3 respectively These are substantially higher 
than taxes Heyting shows that the households actually saved cash money to pay taxes In 
addition, the debt account in household 1 suggests that borrowing and repayment of money 
concerned far more items than the paying of taxes Heyting found a local cash/barter labour 
market, the local going pnce for redemption of a one day service was 20 duit The accounts 
reveal that households rarely paid these fees in cash It is possible that nee paid transactions 
were in part connected with replacement of service participation Croockewit (1866 308, 317) 
observed that in West Java in the 1860s, labour was easy to get if payment was right, which he 
reported to be around Dil 50,- per year, however, in silver On the surface it seems that his 
estimation tallies quite well with Heytings findings However, one does not know the exchange 
rate of the silver guilder to copper money in rural areas 
The question whether doits were the only, or the major, type of currency used in rural 
areas is important but difficult to adress The doits had been a popular currency for around a 
century by the 1880s The colonial administration introduced cents in the early 19th century 
Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 79) mentions the existence of devices available to village heads, such 
as the calling in of land tax upon harvest, or even better just after harvest, with the result of 
large local supply of псе, and down going pnces, and sub-sequent shortages and repurchase 
However, on exchange of doit, cents and guilders, he provides no information Nederburgh 
(1876) mentions change of doit and cents into silver and vice versa, but remains unclear 
whether the parties calling in the land and head tax could specify the currency However, in 
view of the amount of cents introduced by the colonial administration, and the early and later 
doit purges (Van Laanen, CEI 6, 1987, Potting, 1987 112-118, Vissenng, 1920 101-330) one 
can not assume that the money flows in doit, cents and silver were segmented The use of doits 
in the 1880s in Java was still widespread, and one can assume that both cents and doit played a 
role throughout Java 
The itemization of transactions in the households reveal the use of a large vanety of 
transaction structures by the participants Table 2 17 presents transaction by duration of 
transaction and means of payment, and specifies the resources involved in exchange The 
advantages of classifying transactions through time and by means of payment, concern the 
identification of goods, services and assets in the various transactions 
Presenting transactions this way, facilitates conclusions on the relation between the 
transaction structure and the type of good and service involved in transactions Money was 
obviously most important, its use dominates the transactions in the households researched 
Table 2 17 shows that factor flows constitute transactions with varying time boundanes, 
connecting factor and product markets 
Koorders observed that in the 1860s old copper coins, doits, were still current in the inner lands of Cirebon (Koorders, 
1869 394) See also Van Laanen (1986, CEI 6), the doit ("duiten") map 
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Table 2.17 Transaction» at household level 
Direct Through time 
purchase and sales of lending and borrowing 
Cash livestock/consumer goods money - land use 
processed goods land use - money 
labour money - money 
payment of 
head-tax 
land-tax 
redemption of 
corvee services 
Barter processed goods land use - labour 
(corvee - services) labour · land use 
processed goods - land use 
An important question, recalling the theme of monetization and Burger's hypothesis of a 
segmented monetary economy in Java, concerns the connections or segmentation of the part of 
economic life conducted in barter, and the part of economic life conducted in cash. The 
splitting of transactions along the categories direct, and through time, facilitates identification 
of assets used by the transacting parties. One expects a wide range of asset exchange and 
frequent movement in a diverse and multi-seasonal economy. The Heyting household analysis 
permits observations on the role of money at household level. The information compiled in the 
summary table 2.16a shows that the household with least assets had the highest monetization 
ratio of both income, at 79%, and expenditure, at 54%. The other two households have a 
slightly lower monetization ratio. One would expect a high degree of monetization to co-incide 
with a low level of assets. Inversely, considering the monetization of households richer in 
assets one observes a great deal of in kind factor and exchange through time. A closer look at 
these of household 1, relatively well-to-do, shows a lively movement, especially of land use in 
transactions through time, whereas cash sales of farm and processed produce cover the major 
part of the value of expenditures. 
On the management of its assets Heyting says: 
"Balancing the cash transactions and the псе transactions, the household owed at the end of the 
research period 580 duits in cash, 19 potjong (one potjong=4,2 kg) in padi, and in nee 24 beroek 
(one beroek ~2 kati~l 2 kg) One can observe that the agriculturalist repays [his running debt] by 
borrowing both padi and money, our friend has to forego his use of 100 D RR (one Rijnlandse 
Roede= 14,2m2) of irrigated land and 20 D RR of tegalan during the west monsoon, still his debt 
would be Dfl 12,-" 
Heyting's account shows that use of plots of sawah and tegalan land played a role in 
repayment of debts, but his data (on incoming repayments) are not strong enough to conclude 
anything on debt carry-over. The balance of expenditures and income, at the time of 
termination of the investigation, January, is negative This conforms to expectation. One would 
be surprised to encounter a positive balance when the crops are in the field. The account of 
running debts standing and entitlement is sufficiently transparent to conclude that debts in 
cash, land use, and possibly labour, were carried over. Heyting followed the household balance 
in the year via the various instalments of the payment of the land tax, which constituted a 
proportion of 14.5% of cash expenditure. These, in tum, being only a proportion of all 
expenditures. Heyting (1889 110) observed how the man and the woman managed their assets 
and products through time 
"Of his taxes à 14,5% of cash expenditures he paid m March 120 duits headtax, obtained from 
sales of woven items by the woman, which yielded 300 duit, Subsequently he paid m May 120 
duit of the landrent, when sales of chicken and dawet yielded 70 duit In June he paid 528 duit 
land rent, obtained from sales of padi à 288 duit, sales of dawet à 200 duit and one chicken à 40 
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duit. Finally he borrowed the remainder à 146 duits from his brother-in-law to pay the land rent 
m full (662 duit for 200 Π RR sawah, 20 D RR tegalan and 147 Π RR homeyard) " 
The returns from home industry, gardening, tegalan and livestock show a fairly constant 
level, dampening the seasonality of income from rice. The rice and farm accounts show lively 
movement of rice being carried forward, traded, borrowed and purchased. Likewise, labour was 
traded for rice in share cropping arrangements, credit was taken, and money was borrowed and 
lent. At this point, one observes that exchange through time was associated with land use, rice 
and labour. This pattern induces the question whether there were more profits to be gained 
from moving into assets, rather than staying liquid over seasons. This question concerns the 
costs of money and frequency of exchange, money velocity. The costs of money will be 
adressed in the section on money in this chapter. Here it may suffice to mention the estimation 
(based on seasonal rice prices) of the range of 1.5 to 7 % per month. The Heyting analysis, 
however, reveals some inferences on the frequency of transactions. Transactions involving cash 
took place year-round with some concentration after harvest One would thus conclude that 
money velocity was not constant, due to seasonality in transactions. This observation shows 
that simple measures of money velocity, or propensity to save, would yield a highly variable 
outcome, if estimated on a running monthly basis. Before adressing this issue more in general 
in the next sections of this chapter, several remarks need to be made on the generalization of 
the asymmetrical structure of temporal transactions. 
There is a possible avenue of juxtapositioning the information on transactions. 
Scheltema (1931) undertook an analysis of the agricultural economy following the analytical 
avenue of share cropping. Scheltema (1931:155) says that Sollewijn Gelpke's (1901) work can 
not be generalized through time, and devised an avenue of historical generalization. Scheltema 
(1931) advanced the view that the general category of transactions generally understood as 
"sharecropping" appears globally, both at times of progress as well as at times of distress. 
Drawing on the sources compiled by Bergsma on land rights, the early jurisdictions and case 
descriptions from throughout the archipelago, ("Pandecten van het Adatrecht") and the data 
from the investigation in lesser welfare (Onderzoek naar Mindere Welvaart), Scheltema 
identified a variety of mixed labour arrangements and cash transactions. The most commonly 
encountered transactions were: maro (1/2 sharecropping), menilo (1/3 sharecropping), tebasan 
(purchase of a standing crop), ijon (pre-purchase through credit provision), bawon (harvesting 
against in kind harvest share payment), kedokan (assistance in soil preparation and harvesting 
against a share of harvest). Scheltema extended his study through time (1931:41-185) and also 
covered the local variability in transaction by commodity (Scheltema, 1931:207-252). The 
conclusions of Scheltema are authoritative and simple: cost, land and labour sharing 
arrangements in annual and perennial cropping, tree exploitation and livestock, and opening of 
land were widely spread in Java in the late 19thy century, and have likely existed throughout 
the 19th century. Scheltema shows, in fact, the crop specificity of the many transactions 
involving labour, land use and capital. Scheltema, in his time, was somewhat preoccupied with 
an analytical distinction in legal and economic terms of the various transactions. He concluded 
that transactions were largely individual, and that there was no reason to subject the 
transactions to legal policy. Although Scheltema connected the many transactions to the 
product and factor markets, he (1931:193, 253-257) focuses in his discussion of the various 
transactions on the origin of sharecropping and the transactions as labour agreements. The 
previous discussion of the data from Sollewijn Gelpke and Heyting shows that especially 
transactions through time involved labour, land, cash, livestock and products. The labour -
product, or labour - land use exchange, as analyzed by Scheltema, are part of a wider and 
complex pattern of direct and time-bound transactions. Although Scheltema felt that Sollewijn 
Gelpke's analysis of cropping sequences and farm types could not be generalized historically, 
the more in-depth analysis of data generated by Heyting on transactions provide grounds for 
generalization of both Sollewijn Gelpke's view on farming and Scheltema's own view on share 
cropping as a general category of transactions, which differ by crop, but are an inherent part of 
agriculture. Household 1 shows an association between a lower degree of monetization and the 
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extensive use of land, псе and labour in temporal arrangements The Heyting data are not 
strong enough to generalize this association, but certainly induce the question whether there 
was in general an inverted association between monetization and barter in time bound 
transactions, and if so, whether there were differences in the proportion of direct and lime-
bound transactions and the proportion of cash and barter transactions among different farm 
types 
The general view as set forth in the introductory chapter holds that the level of 
monetization reveals the costs of keeping stock in kind, as compared to the costs of keeping 
money It is evident that in an agricultural economy with highly diverse farms with year round 
cash transactions and multi-seasonal production, one expects that the costs of keeping stock in 
the ground are low and therefore a low level of monetization Subsequent sections look farther 
into the costs of keeping money, and factors of influence on local supply of money The next 
section identifies signs of temporal interaction of factor and product markets in earlier years 
and the major determinants 
Rural trade and temporal movements 
Introduction 
The early professional analysts attributed constraints to trade to high costs of land 
transport and the lack of lateral east/west connections in inland and coastal Java De Vnes 
(1937a) remarks that markets were fragmented in earlier times Huge disparities in псе pnces 
occurred in areas, even at relatively short distances A famous example was the retail pnce of 
псе in Semarang in 1861 which was Dfl 18,- per picul (62 kg) and the retail pnce in the 
Pnangan of Dfl 1 50,- per picul These disparities were largely ascnbed to transport 
difficulties, which strengthened the effects of bad local harvests (De Vnes, 1937a 151) The 
term market fragmentation ("markt versnippenng") was coined by Van Gelderen in the 1920s 
The concept is useful, but somehow implies that previously there was a "whole" or integrated 
market It seems therefore more correct to speak of localized markets As discussed in the 
previous sections, this study holds the view that locally markets were integrated as attested by 
exchange among households through direct and time bound transactions Historically, the 
question is thus the impetus for integration of markets This study hypothesizes that in Java 
there were incentives for movements of factors, services and goods because of inter-seasonality 
in production among areas, while costs of storage were low because of the highly diversified 
agncultural production The high density of roads and nvers as denved from the residency 
maps, contradicts the notion of local sufficiency and the natural economy, the predominant 
paradigm of socio-economists in the late 19th century and early 20th century The actual 
demarcation of localized markets is not easy without time senes on trade flows on specific 
commodities Market interaction took place which, depending on the season, differed in 
direction, commodity and service This section looks first at seasonality in the nee trade, and at 
longer term trends in nee pnces with a view to pnce integration In addition the section 
analyzes scarce data on inter-local and regional trade 
Seasonality and trade 
So far the focus of the inquiry has been directed to the identification of types and the 
vanabihty in farming, associated with bio-physical conditions and its consequences for the 
seasonal flow of income and associations with specific transactions However, the question of 
the overall impact of seasonality on the local economy needs to be adressed Was there in 
annual crop based agnculture, as in the case of the sugar industry (Helffench, 1914 202) a 
plethora of money, accompanying the sales of nee, if any"? Did local traders expenence 
difficulties re-investing money? Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 60-61) says 
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"After harvest one does not sell without necessity, one tries to obtain income Money is scarce 
upon harvest in the village, those who need it pay dearly for it Therefore no one sells crops or 
livestock, those who have to sell receive low returns, the harvesters coming from far can sell their 
[псе] wages only for f 6,- Slowly the flow rums Debts need to be repaid, to the Chinese for 
cloth, to family and acquaintances for borrowed padi or the services of buffaloes, but the coffee, 
the government factory, the private sugar industry, the tobacco and the sugar produced by the 
population, and sometime later soybean, induce an inflow of hundreds of thousands of guilders 
mto the villages Commerce [vertier] commences " 
The stylized description of seasonality centres on the scarcity of money and its 
relationship with the sequence of production in rural areas Sollewijn Gelpke puts псе first, 
followed by other products which actually create an inflow of money to facilitate local 
exchange through direct cash based transactions On the one hand, Sollewijn Gelpke's 
observation confirms once more that the Javanese landman was a careful and aware asset 
manager and that local exchange was conducted in money On the other hand, one must allow, 
regarding the actual sequence of harvesting of the various crops, for a great deal of variation in 
the various areas of Java In the medium altitude and uplands, псе cultivation is far less 
seasonal than in the plains at lower altitude in the coastal zones, while in eastern Java the two 
rainy seasons merge into one 
Regarding scarcity of money, Sollewijn Gelpke observed that the seasonal lull continued 
until after harvesting of псе, and that, in fact, with the yearly inflow of money through sales of 
cashcrops, tobacco, coffee, soybean and produce such as sugar, rural exchange commenced 
This would thus mean that the псе harvest was used in two stages in the local economy It was 
used to settle debts, and only when money was in circulation was псе sold for money 
According to Sollewijn Gelpke, the scarcity of money kept nee immobile There was thus a 
plethora of псе and a shortage of money Attractive and powerful as the analysis of Sollewijn 
Gelpke may be, one has to reconsider a number of issues before accepting the view of an 
economic hibernation penod 
In addition to the vanabihty in the rainy season, which, one would expect, induces inter­
regional trade in псе and location specific consumption patteras, it has become clear from 
Heyting's household accounts that money income extended throughout the year, and, that 
locally, sales and purchase in cash look place throughout the year Debts and assets were 
earned over in many forms, viz land, land-use, labour, nee, livestock and cash Secondary 
crops were not necessanly harvested after псе Tax inspector Nederburgh (1876 406-407) 
observed that the flow of money in rural Java never stopped, also not in the penod before the 
first harvest One can conclude that the seasonality of nee and the shortage of money were not 
quite as extreme as set forth by Sollewijn Gelpke One can be certain that scarcity of money 
and its relationship with local exchange vaned considerably throughout the year in and among 
the vanous zones of Java 
However, the descnption of Sollewijn Gelpke yields two important insights, the first 
being the relationship between local money supply and the seasonality of production The 
second insight sets forth that псе growers did not, unless dnven by need, sell their nee upon 
harvest, but that in fact the penod of nee sales occurred some months after harvest 
The actual start of the псе trading season, according to Sollewijn Gelpke, took place 
some time after the harvest While one would have to take into account local seasonal vanation 
and spread, one can also consider that the minimum and maximum pnces of псе only give a 
somewhat distorted picture of the actual consumption One would need to take into account the 
pnces and supply of other staple foods, such as roots and maize, in part harvested before the 
main nee harvest Nevertheless, pnce increases of over 100% for a single staple food have 
occurred many times in agncultural economies, and one would accept the general picture of 
regular intra-year pnce fluctuation of a large magnitude The key question regarding nee is 
who stored it Again, Sollewijn Gelpke (1901 60-68) provides a clear descnption 
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" The pnce reaches [some months after harvest] 7 to 8 guilders per amet in isolated areas, and 8 
to 9 guilders in more centrally located areas Pnces of 8 to 9 guilders find willing takers Till 10 
guilders one can obtain padi at the onset of the rams, immediately thereafter pnces increase Padi 
is never traded on the pasars, псе is never traded m the desa He who buys padi comes to collect 
it, he who sells nee has to deliver it, those are set rules The Chinese hold the trade m псе, they 
do not venture to trade m padi This trade is not conducted at a large scale, only the heads of the 
desa and those with money and brains engage m it the tune of the usury pnces comes, and the 
money earned by the agnculturahst has gone In contrast, all desa heads have too much, one 
encounters those who store a hundred amets Their sawah, always the best of the village, fail only 
m exceptional circumstances " 
One concludes from the account of Sollewijn Gelpke that unhusked stem псе, padi, was 
stored at farm level and by village heads, and that trade in the processed product, nee, was in 
the hands of the Chinese If Sollewijn Gelpke's analysis of the relationship between the 
mobility of псе and money supply is correct, the level of the minimum pnces as reported in the 
annual colonial residency reports are most likely rather low Of interest is that the ncesellers 
apparently outwaited one another in selling, a shrewd and calculated course of action of those 
not in need and not too heavily obliged to pay back debts earned over The role of the village 
head and his wife stand out as very important in the provision of padi or псе on credit 
arrangement The borrowing of nee at times of scarcity of money involved return in kind as 
well as in money, usually double the quantity or value at harvest time Sollewijn Gelpke 
mentions that a device to generate income was to borrow padi, and to return the pounded 
product, and to keep the starch and bran generated by pounding It is not quite clear what 
Sollewijn Gelpke means by the usury pnces, low producer pnces, high consumer pnces or 
unduly high levels of repayments The issue of usury came to play an important role in the 
discussions and debates concerning the role of the colonial government (Schnut, 1991 43-49) 
The continuation of the role of the village head, both as a trader and warehouse keeper of padi 
found, according to Schmit (1991 37-42) a new expression in the form of pnyayi banks and 
involvement of the colonial officials in the lumbung desa scheme towards the turn of the 19th 
century De Vnes (1978) mentioned that, earlier in the 19th century, harvest societies were 
known to operate The division of labour between village heads and the Chinese and other nee 
traders was, in Sollewijn Gelpke's perception, the stonng and lending of padi and the stonng 
and trade in nee Of importance for this issue, and the broader issue under attention, market 
integration, is the actual verification of inter-local and inter-regional trade in the vanous forms 
of the staple milled nee, husked nee, unhusked nee (gabah) or stem nee (padi) The section 
on inter-local and inter-regional trade adresses this in some depth One can hypothesize that 
with the railways, bulk transport made the transport of unprocessed or halfprocessed products 
over longer distances feasible, and at the same time, that transport of unprocessed products 
opened possibilities for processing and sales of by-products in other localities 
Aside from demand for псе in towns and larger urban centres, there was demand for 
псе overseas At least a large proportion of external trade was in the hands of entrepreneurs 
with access to land and services Even in years of substantial imports, nee exports from the 
pnvate domains of Kandanghauer and Indramayu continued (Appendix В 10-12) Appendices 
В 8-9 show the parallel quarterly pnce movements in the three major nee ports, Jakarta, 
Surabaya and Semarang, and shows significant pnce differentials among export qualities 
Kandanghaur Source B, Indramayu Source В and Indramayu Source В no 2 Rice exports from 
Java generally consisted of better quality (homogenity ex mill) nee produced in nee estates, 
since entrepreneurs in the pnvate domains improved vanety through seed selection (Frank, 
1979 8-9) One would expect, following the line of reasoning of Feenstra Kuiper (1921) that, 
with improved money supply and stabilized interest rates, temporal pnce differences would 
See an for in-depth discussion of exports, specific quality rewards and entrepreneurial action Frank (1979 and 1980), 
CASP internal reports 
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reduce with lower storage costs. It is unfortunate that quarterly prices at wholesale distribution 
level have not been compiled, and that this supposition from the time of onset of a systematic 
monetary policy of the 1850s can not be tested. 
The key issue in longer distance trade is who excercised control on the collection and 
onward trade of rice. Next to village heads and entrepreneur/landlords also bupati, Javanese 
dignitaries administering an area, played a role. The observation that bupati sought to 
influence planting and harvesting time (Boomgaard, 1989a: 103) is an indication of the far-
reaching power of local dignitaries and, in the course of the 19th century, the local colonial 
administration in agriculture. Setting planting and harvest dates would be to the advantage of 
participants in the rice trade who would plan and finance the operation on a seasonal basis. Yet 
there is no reason at all to assume that this practice would benefit only one party, ie the 
collection trader. There are, in fact, strong reasons to regard the attempts to influence the 
timing of rice planting and harvesting in a perspective which features consumers as well as 
growers and traders. From a point of view of seasonality of supply and subsequent price 
formation, it is beneficial to move the planting and the harvesting date forward in time. The 
observation of Sollewijn Gelpke (1901: 28) that in the principalities, the dignitaries wished to 
maintain their rights of land with a view to control over planting time to stabilize local rice 
prices, makes eminent sense. There are no monthly planting, harvesting and price data 
available, so for lack of material one cannot verify whether the planting data of rice moved 
forward in the course of time in the 19th century. 
Medium term cyclical movements 
In addition to seasonal movement of goods, money and prices, there are many signs of 
medium term movements, indicative of interaction between production and consumption. 
Mansvelt and Creutzberg (1978: 26-27) refer to cyclical economic factors influencing rice 
prices and note that three not clearly explicable waves of relatively high prices occurred with 
peaks in the years 1862-1866, 1872-1874 and 1877-1882. The periodicity of these cycles 
captured in the Sauerbeck index matches the peak observed in the residency prices in 1862-
1866 perfectly. The price data from Van Baardewijk (CEI 4, 1993) do not match the Sauerbeck 
index very well in terms of level and periodicity in the 1840s and 1850s. From around 1900, 
the Sauerbeck index, the CEI 4 Java index and the London Rangoon prices track perfectly, 
with a timelag of the Java index. Periodicity in district level wholesale rice prices in Java came 
to be associated in the late 19th century with price movements in the world market. 
It is clear that a cyclical movement took place in the maximum price, whereas the 
movement in minimum price is less pronouncedly cyclical, showing an increase from 1.2 
guilders in the early 1840s to around 2.5 guilders by 1865, then a decrease to 2.2 guilders by 
the early 1870s. The long term increase in the minimum rice price in the years 1840-1870 is 
approximately 2% per annum. The available data allow a rather more detailed look into 
possible patterns of interaction between producer and consumer markets in the various 
residencies of Java. Graphs 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 show the maximum and minimum rice 
prices of the various residencies and yield several observations: 
(i) Throughout Java minimum wholesale retail prices increased, for all Java, from 1.2 
guilders to 2.2 guilders at 2.1% per year, from 1840 to 1870. Maximum prices 
increased less in these years at 0.5% per year, 
(ii) In the inland residencies, the cyclical pattern in minimum prices is more clearly 
discernable than in the coastal residencies, 
(iii) Trended minimum prices expand their proportion of the trended maximum prices in the 
years 1840-1870. 
(iv) Price variance trends and price levels show different temporal patterns in the four zones, 
(v) The ranking of residencies by price level shows medium term variation and reveals 
consistently high rice prices in northern and southern central Java. 
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(vi) Ranking of residencies by production shows little variation in the years 1840-1870, with 
the exception of southern central Java, which is characterized in these years by lively 
short term movements in ranking of production. 
The overall trends of minimum and maximum prices show that seasonal price difference 
reduced in the 1850s-1870s, co-inciding with tracking of the residency prices with the 
Sauerbeck index. One notes that the reduction of seasonal price difference preceded the 
construction of railways on Java. There may be a relationship with the abolishment of import 
duties in 1863. The decrease in seasonal price differences starts before the tracking with the 
Sauerback index. One could thus hypothesize that the difference between seasonal prices, an 
indicator of market integration, preceded price integration of the Java rice market with the 
world market. 
The maximum and minimum rice prices show substantial nominal differences, and call 
for explanation. These differences, which yield the upper boundary of the implicit cost of 
money (see table 2.22), are quite substantial compared to the present day. Transport costs were 
influenced by rainfall and flooding, and it is most likely that difficult transport conditions in 
the first months of the rainy season, the time of maximum prices, exacerbated seasonal price 
differences. It is probable, in view of the relatively constant rice availability per capita at all-
Java level, that the variations among residencies are to be attributed to local shortages, 
differences in local money supply, duit-guilder rates and transport costs. Local intervention by 
local colonial administrators in trade of rice among districts may also have exacerbated 
seasonal price differences. The actual difference between minimum and maximum prices may 
create the impression that the rice economy in Java was in a recurrent annual crisis. Yet, the 
implicit costs of money, as derived from the smoothed seasonal price differences, varied in the 
19th century between 1.5% to 7% per month. This does not differ all that much from the local 
interest rates today in Java (40-200% p.a.). 
Graph 2.4. Five yean moving average of minimum and maximum rice price 
by region In Java 
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It seems logical to attribute the rather substantial differences in tracking of minimum 
and maximum prices in eastern Java and western Java to less integrated local economies, 
whereas in northern central, and more so in southern central Java better tracking of minimum 
and maximum prices would reflect more integrated inland and coastal economies. Also in view 
of the short term movement in production ranking of the residencies in central Java, one would 
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Graph 2.5 Five years moving average of minimum and maximum rice price 
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Graph 2.6 Five years moving average of minimum and maximum rice price 
in northern central Java 
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Graph 2.7 Five years moving average of minimum and maximum rice price 
in southern central Java 
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Graph 2.8 Five years moving average of minimum and maximum rice price 
in eastern Java 
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thus be inclined to hypothesize that long existing local control on planting time and collection 
trade in northern and southern central Java, the remnants of the old Mataram empire, resulted 
in a rather continuous proportion of minimum and maximum prices. One would expect that 
the indigo, tobacco and sugar industry in southern and northern central Java induced demand 
for rice and that both local and regional trade intensified with the growing division of labour. 
As discussed earlier, one can not discern much influence from central policy in the rice 
trade. Rice imports and exports balance roughly during the years 1830-1850. Imports 
systematically out-grew exports since the 1870s, interestingly, at the time of expanding rural 
infrastructure. The local shortages of rice in the 1850s and onwards led to imports of quantities 
from areas with inter-seasonality in rice production in South East Asia, usually from Thailand 
(Siam rice) and Vietnam (Saigon rice). In the period 1880-1883, annual quantities of imported 
rice averaged around 130,000 tonnes (see appendix В 11-12). Imports gradually reduced to nil 
in 1887, to increase slowly again to around 100,000 tonnes in 1893, after which imports 
fluctuated between 50,000 tonnes and 118,000 tonnes in the years to 1900. De Vries (1937a) 
earlier said that in this period the Asian network of rice trade strengthened. Demand for rice 
was manifesting itself in expanding shipping and regional trade in Asia. In liberal times, no 
import levies were applied in time of local shortage and relatively high imports, while public 
purchase of Java rice for the army and the mining industry shored domestic demand and 
prices. The colonial administration attempted until 1900 to maintain stable rice prices with a 
very limited array of measures. 
Inter-local and regional trade. 
As settlement of population was, in terms of land availability, rather unconstrained, 
urban concentration remained rather low in Java in the 19th century. A compilation of 
information on the distribution of the population by Boomgaard and Gooszen (CEI 11, 1991: 
table 15) in the years 1850-1867 reveal the existence of some 57,000 villages in Java, 58 rural 
towns with populations between 5,000 and 20,000 inhabitants, and 19 towns with populations 
of over 20,000 inhabitants. The number of villages, 57,000, and the residency maps confirm 
that these entities were hamlets (kampung, dukuh), not to be confused with desa, which 
include a number of kampungs. Boomga?r1 (1989a: 111), having made estimations of 
population in Java for the years 1795-1880, concludes that the proportion of urban population 
in Java remained constant in the years 1815-1850, at ~ 7%. By 1890 the urban population 
proportion had decreased to 3%. According to Boomgaard, population growth was larger in 
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rural areas than in urban areas, involving a process of rural settlement and conversion of land 
use as indicated earlier. Yet, intra-rural division of labour expanded. According to Boomgaard 
(1989a: 60) in 1815 some 15% of the village population was engaged in non-agricultural 
activities, and by 1875 this proportion had increased to 25%. The introduction already 
indicated the harmony between Boomgaard's estimations and timeframes and the notion that 
the Java War and the early years of the Cultivation system constituted a series of shocks 
resulting in a long term trend of reduced income. However, not all signs point at same trend. 
For example, De Vries mentioned (interview, 1978) that in the first half of the 19th century 
around 35 % of the rural population had an occupation. So far the residency maps confirm 
with clarity that the population was highly scattered, and this study sets forth that locally, 
agriculture was diverse in terms of land use, irrigation options and number of commodities. 
The evidence on farming and household transactions point at the internal division of labour 
within households. The estimation of indicators of division of labour on the basis of locality, 
although a useful quick tool, is in rural Java, bound to result in an underestimation of the 
actual proportion of goods and services exchanged. This study argues that the resource 
conditions induced diverse land use in relatively small areas, and that conditions for inter-local 
and inter-regional trade were inherent to temporal variation in harvest-time. The residency 
maps, containing measurements from the 1860s in these areas, indicate well developed 
regional road networks with many inter-regional road connections. 
As referred to in the introductory chapter, a major general economic historical argument 
(Hansen, 1951) for market integration concerns the introduction of railways which changes the 
costs of production and distribution of goods. As far as one can discern, the view that changes 
in infrastructure have an immediate impact prevails among economists. The view of Burger 
(1975) includes a somewhat more gradual variety of this general argument with regard to the 
role of the railways in Java in the late 19th century. The findings of this study concern the 
existence of inter-regional and inter local road networks and, lacking information on actual 
flows of goods transported, a review of indications of the actual market share of the railways in 
Java need to focus on the growth of capacity. Available sources provide on the surface, 
conflicting signals. The compiled year reports of the state railways (Reitsma, 1925) report very 
fast growth, whereas the abbreviated colonial reports of the 1870s hardly mention railways. 
However, a less abbreviated report for 1890 contains quantitative information which can be 
interpreted in detail. Before proceeding with an analysis of the role of railways, the major 
signals from the colonial reports concerning rural commerce need mention. The colonial 
reports, from their commencement in the 1850s onwards, mention incessantly expanding rural 
commerce and industry ("Vertier"). The colonial reports confirm that in the years 1850 - 1870, 
demand for textiles, including cotton cloth ("katoentjes") from Twente in the Netherlands, 
increased. The reports contain regular reference to changes in number of local industries, 
primarily rice milling, processing of oil crops, fermentation of palmsap, weaving, brick and 
rooftile production and burning of lime. The general tenet of the reports, as compiled in OMW, 
draws out a notion of interactive rural trade. In the early 1890s, when railways had been 
established for some time, the residents of Bagelen and Semarang observed that road transport 
was, on short distances, cheaper than railway transport (KV, 1892: 5.5 bijlage). The residents 
of the districts with railways observed that the railways did not have a dampening effect on 
indigenous and local transport, a hypothesis the origin of which is unclear, but that the 
reduction in longer distance road transport was more than offset by more intense short distance 
road transport supplying loads to the railway and the local markets. Long distance road trade 
continued connecting regions not directly connected by railways. In Bagelen seasonal price 
fluctuation induced trade trips where 5 to 6 people rented a cart, purchased consumer goods 
targeting sales in the various markets on the way to Semarang. Other goods were purchased for 
sales on the return trip (K.V. 1892, bijlagen). In Semarang, sugar and other goods were 
transferred on credit (consignment) to wholesale distribution traders (bakul), who sold through 
The Encyclopedia estimates that in the 1890s around 270,000 craftsmen were active in Java (ENOI, 1st edition Vol 2 
143-144), in addition 280,000 Javanese were active in trade 
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a network of retailers. In the northern central Java districts, the railways transported groundnut 
cake and oils for export to Singapore. The residents of Semarang and Tegal reported that 
groundnut was cultivated on contract basis. The differentiation among cake and oil shows that 
locally processing was performed before shipment. In general, in the 1900s direct barter trade 
was rare . Cash trade was important everywhere, growers and artisans sold produce and wares 
in local markets, and consumer goods were purchased the same day (OMW, 1909, Via: 22). 
There was variation in the conduct of trade and in the type of commodities traded 
among areas. In Krawang, located in the vicinity of Batavia, hawking and peddling were 
prevalent in rural sales of earthenware and textiles, and the rural markets functioned there 
primarily as collection markets for rice, vegetable oils, wickerwork and groundnut. In more 
remote markets such as in the Priangan and also those in Banten, the rural market functioned 
also as a distribution market for consumer goods. The Encyclopedia speaks of local hawking 
and peddling ("derdehands handel") in one day consignation (Njalop njaoer). Hawkers, 
including women, bought cloth and other wares from wholesale distributors ("tweedehands 
handelaren"), who were often Chinese, Orientals and Europeans. However, Bawean and Kudus 
traders successfully competed with non Javanese orientals, and extended their trade throughout 
Java. 
The data on infrastructure generally confirm the notion of growth in rural trade in the 
late 19th century. Local registration of road length and conditions was centrally compiled by 
the 1870's. Knaap and Boomgaard (1989, table 8) derived from a variety of sources that 7,652 
km of road was included in colonial classification by 1872. In 1892 a total of 17,565 km of 
metalled roads and 2,890 km of dirt roads were classified as 1st class, 2nd class and 3rd class 
roads, by 1903 the reported length of the road network was 23,793 km. One can not interpret 
these figures as representative of actual growth of the over land connections, because the 
registration involved most likely improvement of existing trajectories. In this connection the 
data on carriages and actual transportation are of more significance. In the years 1873-1905, 
the number of carriages included in taxation increased from 11,635 to 42,856. In the early 
1880s, steady increases took place (Knaap and Boomgaard 1989, table 9). In the same period 
carts and drays increased from 70,760 to 112,761, thus starting from a higher quantity than 
passenger vehicles and increasing at a lower rate. If anything, the number of registered freight 
vehicles shows that transport was a significant sector in the economy of Java before the 
establishment of railways, and that road transport continued to growt with the railways. The 
number of freight vehicles, estimated on the basis of taxed entities, shows sharp year-to-year 
fluctuations. These were in the 1870s, around 4,000 to 5,000 vehicles, in the early 1870s, from 
8,000 to 10,000. These fluctuations reduced in the mid 1880s. It is quite possible that annual 
variation in agricultural production had an impact on tax registered vehicles. There is no 
visible dip in the timeseries in the 1880s at the time of the sugar and wheat crisis and trade 
negotiations in Europe. 
The railways, serving inter-local and regional trade, emerged in the late 1860s with 
inland connections between Batavia and Bogor, and in 1867 with a connection between 
Semarang and Surakarta and Yogyakarta ("vorstenlanden"). The number of passengers rose 
rapidly in the initial years to 1,085,000 in 1873, doubled to 2,515,000 in 1880, and grew 
rapidly to reach 14,071,000 in 1890. In 1900 the number of transported passengers reached 38 
million. Growth in freight was equally impressive. In 1873 some 104,000 tonnes were 
registered, growth was steady, with a brief stagnation in the years 1885-1887, to reach 
3,014,000 tonnes in 1900 (Knaap and Boomgaard 1989, Tables 9,12). It is evident from these 
figures that domestic trade in Java expanded rapidly with the establishment of railways, with 
the effect, so one would infer, of expanded inter-regional arbitrage in labour and commodity 
markets. Maps 2.1 and 2.2 show the rapid geographical and lateral expansion of the railway 
system in Java. 
In the mountainous areas of the Cianjur district barter trade was still important (K V , 1892). 
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Inland railway services in the 1880s covered mixed irrigated and upland areas in the 
Pnangan and in the regency of Bagelen, located in southern Java Table 2 18 shows the major 
goods transported In this connection the large variety of agricultural produce transported by 
rail is of specific interest because it confirms trade in a variety of locally produced goods 
Table 2.18 Rail transported commodities, Priangan and southern Java, 1890. 
(Bandone - Clrebon) (Yojya - Cilacap) 
(Picol) (kt) 
Produce Out In Produce Out In 
Rice, white 228,361 
Padi, gabah 30,474 
Potato 13,490 
Cassava 
flour 42,063 
Food 
legumes 4,640 
Vegetables 2,378 
Source К V (1892 5 5 Bijlage С) 
one picul ~ 61 kg 
306 
28,375 
4,021 
103 
815 
13,283 
Potato 
Indigo 
Kapok 
Soya 
Kina 
Coconut/copra 
Processed coffee 
Coffee bernes 
Padi and gabah 
Rice 
Sugar (crystal) 
Sugar local (mangkok) 
Cane and tops 
Tobacco local 
Tea export 
Tobacco local 
Cubebe 
Seeds, vegetables 
13,200 
53,950 
28,450 
780,200 
17,450 
2,750 
50 
32,500 
19,850 
195,800 
50 
2,086,200 
7,750 
3,150 
7,750 
27,450 
8,650 
7,250 
17,650 
391,950 
113,750 
941,550 
109,100 
50 
15,400 
4,163.300 
268,900 
14,450 
1,280,000 
6,750 
272,250 
6,750 
50 
107,450 
Source К V (1892L 5 5 Bijlage) 
One observes that nee was a major export article in the Pnangan, while Bagelen 
imported nee in 1890 The difference between in and out going псе m the Pnangan and 
Bagelen may not reflect a shortage of nee, as substantial nee was traded m road transport 
Two way trade in unhusked псе reveals market interaction in псе One can deduce 
from the description and the range of goods transported in the Bandung-Cirebon trade that 
inland processing capacity was substantial One can hypothesize that water dnven nee milling 
technology, possible in the mountainous and hilly Pnangan, was cheaper than animal powered 
псе milling in Cirebon Cassava processing took place close to production centres, neh in 
running water, necessary for crushing and starch-washing The two way trade in vegetables 
shows a large volume going into Bandung, possibly vegetables cultivated in the warmer 
conditions on the coast It is possible that incoming potato into Bandung was potato seed, or 
potato from other production centres in Java, supplying the potato producers and consumers in 
Bandung The partem of transported goods on the Yogyakarta - Cilacap route shows a high 
diversity as well as two-way trade in virtually all commodities Even though sugar was 
important in the southern part of central Java, nee in padi, gabah and nulled form was the 
main traded commodity with the main part going into Cilacap, possibly in part for onward 
shipping Although the temporal distribution of flows of transported commodities is not 
available, the existence of two way trade by commodity is supportive of inter-regional 
arbitrage, and, by inference, of seasonal shift in direction of trade The quantities of traded 
goods, however, seem quite small, in companson to the population of the regions concerned In 
the view set forth in this study the bulk of exchange in Java concerned local and inter-local 
trade, as explained before Local flows of goods have not been captured in data compilations 
However, there is some supporting evidence, which fits in with the inspection of the residency 
maps, discussed earlier in this chapter 
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An indicator of rural trade is the actual number of market places. Data, scattered in the 
colonial reports and compiled in OMW are somewhat weak. It is not clear whether the markets 
as referred to in the colonial reports are leased area market rights serving a number of villages 
or actual market places. One cannot exclude the possibility that the number of markets refers to 
actual licenses, which could in turn be split into local licences. In interpretation, caution is 
therefore necessary. 
As most settlements were small, local markets rotated by day and location. In 
settlements, one market day per five days was common. This pattern persists up till today in 
rural Java. In larger rural towns, two market days took place in a cycle, while in larger towns 
daily markets existed. The changes in actual number of all markets through time is thus not a 
very clear indicator, as both market districts and continuous markets are included. An 
estimation of the number of market places would follow the number of settlements, villages 
and larger and smaller rural and coastal towns. Towns were fairly evenly distributed over the 
regencies of Java. One can assume that all towns had distribution markets and some shops. 
Only by the 1900s the colonial reports contained actual counts of local markets. The 
registration of markets in the colonial reports improved rather late, as indicated by the 
summation. In the years 1884-1896, a total of 165 additional markets were registered in 
the KV (table 2.19). 
Table 2.19 New registered market», 1880-1900 Java-
Year Number of new markets. 
1884 17 
1885 22 
1886 19 
1887 15 
1888 13 
1889 11 
1890 19 
1891 19 
1893 13 
1896 17 5 discontinued 
Source: OMW, (1909, VTb, vol 2, bijlage: 142-184). 
Table 2.19 shows that the pace of market establishment in terms of numbers was stable 
on Java in the years 1880s-1900. The scattered data on markets (appendices B7, CI) are 
indicative of large gaps in data on the number of market places in Java in the years 1800-1850. 
Subtracting the additional markets which are reported in KV from the 1903 total estimation, 
one arrives at a total of well over 2,000 market places which served distribution trade and 
exchange in Java in the first part of the nineteenth century. Huender (1921: 177) estimated the 
total number of markets in Java at 1,759 in 1870, and rather high increases to 2,817 by 1897 
and 3,315 by 1919. His figures are substantially higher than those which can be derived from 
the colonial reports and OMW, and suggest major growth in the late 19th and early 20th 
century in the number of markets. In view of the number of villages, which numbered 53,000 
towards the 1890s, one can not be sure of the minimum total in earlier years in the 19th 
century as inferred from the Colonial Reports, nor of Huender's estimations. It seems most 
likely that the number of actual market places was far higher in rural Java. 
Conclusions 
The brief review of available material on the trade in rice, yields parallel cyclical 
movements in minimum and maximum rice prices in the residencies. The synchronous 
movements suggest a relationship with an economic cycle. Yet, on the other hand there are 
temporal differences between three regions: western, central and eastern Java. These 
differences are suggestive of relationships with land use, production and money supply. The 
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seasonality in rural trade suggest a relationship with temporal shortage of money. The rather 
high fluctuations reflect, at least in part, the costs of money itself. While there are clear signs 
of seasonality in local money supply, one would search for a possible relationship between all-
Java money supply and the medium term cycle. There are indications of differences in cyclical 
movement and price integration among the regions of Java. These observations warrant a 
closer look at the courses of events in the western, central and eastern regions of Java in the 
early 19th century. Some issues will be addressed in the subsequent section and appendix A. 
The section on inter-local and inter-regional trade confirms that transport by railway 
grew very fast from the introduction of the railways onwards, passenger transport at a slightly 
higher rate at 14% p.a. than transport of goods, with an annual growth of 13.3%. Factor and 
product flows by railway show thus equally high growth over the years 1870-1900. The brief 
review of trade practices shows that trade involved distribution, as well as collection, markets 
and a variety of transaction structures, including part-time and seasonal activities. This notion 
fits well with the evidence generated by the analysis of the material from Sollwijn Gelpke, 
Heyting and Scheltema. The data on inter-local and inter-regional railway transport/trade show 
that, in contrast to the notion of Sollewijn Gelpke, there was no segmentation in the rice trade 
by product form and location. The large variety of agricultural goods, including both processed 
and fresh produce, underline that from the earliest measurement inter-local and inter-regional 
trade reflects the inherent diversity of agriculture. Towards the turn of the 19th century, rural 
trade involved a large number of participants and professions. Various transaction structures, 
involving short and longer duration, were in use in collection and distribution trade. Collection 
and distribution trade used different market channels and had differentiated to some degree. 
Although there is no conclusive evidence with regard to the actual number of market places, 
one would assume that inter-local and inter-regional trade have been part of the agricultural 
economy of Java throughout the 19th century. 
Towards a regional view: medium term trends in rice prices, land use and 
money supply 
This section will investigate whether there are additional reasons to support the view 
that the cycles in the wholesale distribution prices of rice in Java were part of a more general 
economic cycle. The analysis will cover two steps, matching scarce data by residency on land 
use, with data on the cost of money, and a brief review of monetary policy of the colonial 
administration, with attention for the same residencies. 
Land use and medium term cyclical movements 
The available data on minimum and maximum rice wholesale distribution prices 
indicate cyclical movement in the 1830s - 1880s. It seems likely that these cycles are part of a 
general economic cycle. To verify this notion one would need distribution prices of other 
consumer goods, looking for synchronous cycles. Unfortunately these are not available. 
However, data on intensity of land use are available. Matching these with the cycles in rice 
would indicate whether the rice cycle was part of general cyclical movement in the annual 
crops. A simple measure of agricultural intensity is the cropping ratio, ie the total area 
cultivated divided by the total arable land. As explained in the introduction, this study 
associates longer term trends in cropping ratios with shifts in the cost and returns of opening 
land, under the condition of stable technology and population growth. Medium term shifts in 
the cropping ratio are associated with shifts in returns to farming, and demand for agricultural 
produce. In addition, agriculture in Java is characterized by year to year shocks in the form of 
early or late rains, these take place with irregular intervals of around six to seven years. It is 
self evident that early rains facilitate high production in a given year, and that late rains induce 
low agricultural production. Annual variation in agricultural conditions may thus strengthen or 
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dampen the direction of an economic cycle, and influence the actual length of observable 
cycles. Creutzberg (1974: 26-27) earlier noted that coincidence of annual shocks and low 
economic conditions occurred in the late 19th and early 20th century. However, in the specific 
conditions of Java, multi-seasonality and a wide range of available crops, one would not really 
expect large fluctuations. 
Graphs 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 show the three year moving average of annual cropping 
ratios of the residencies of Java for western, northern central, southern central and eastern 
Java. Cropping ratios show cyclical movements in the years 1866-1880, and, with the 
exception of some residencies in southern central Java, no discernable upward trend. One 
would therefore conclude that in the years 1866 - 1880 no medium term shifts occurred in the 
returns to farming and the costs of opening land. However, there is variability among the 
districts of Java in cropping intensity. The average was around 120%, varying from 92% in 
Krawang to 146% in Pasuruan in the years 1866-1880. (Boomgaard and Van Zanden, 1990). 
The available time series on rice prices (1834-1872) and the series on cropping intensity by 
residency overlap seven years: 1866-1872, and thus facilitate a simple comparison of signs in 
cyclical, short to medium term, trends. Table 2.20 summarizes the signs of the medium term 
trends in rice prices and the cropping ratios by district in the years 1866-1872. Before taking a 
closer look at the association between the cropping intensities and the cycle in the rice prices, 
graphs 2.9-2.12 need further observation. 
In western Java, with abundant rain and a large hilly inland area, cropping ratios were 
rather low - near 100. One should take into account that private domains were quite important 
around Batavia and Bogor, and also in Banten, Krawang and Cirebon. One could assume a 
large proportion of forest-fallow cultivation (gaga) which could explain the low cropping 
intensity. However the proportion of gaga lands is very small in the data reported by CEI 10, 
while the larger areas under grass, (probably Imperata cylindrical which could also explain 
low cropping ratios, have been deducted from the 1866-1880 series on arable land. One would 
thus be inclined to hypothesize that underreporting of cultivated area took place. However, the 
area around Batavia and Bogor, most likely to be cultivated intensively, is not included in the 
available statistics, so one can assume that the land reported under the land tax was 
economically somewhat peripheral. The relative stability of cropping ratios in western Java is 
interpreted in this study as a reflection of the situation at some distance from the urban centres, 
and would thus indicate low annual responsiveness and relatively low and stable cost of 
opening land. 
Graph 2.9 Three years moving average of cropping ratio In western Java, 
1866-1880. 
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Graph 2.10 Three years moving averafe of cropping ratio in northern central Java, 
1866-1880. 
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Graph 2.11 Three years moving average of cropping ratio In southern central Java, 
1866-1880. 
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Graph 2.12 Three years moving average of cropping ratio In eastern Java, 
1866-1880. 
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The cropping ratios in northern and southern central Java show more variation, both 
among the residencies and through time. In southern central Java the general trend is positive, 
whereas, the cropping ratios of most residencies in north central Java show a compact down 
going trend in the years 1866/67 to 1871. In north central Java a subsequent increase took 
place in Rembang and Semarang in the years 1872-1878, while in Tegal the trend over the 
years 1866-1880 goes down. 
In southern central Java, one observes very clear cyclical movement, in general in an 
upward trend. Cropping intensities were fairly high around 140-150. The situation in eastern 
Java shows also high cropping ratios and rather more variation among the residencies in the 
years 1866-1880 than the cropping intensities among the residencies in north and south central 
Java. The high cropping ratios in Pasuruan, Besuki, Surabaya and Probolinggo are striking. 
The data on cropping ratios reveal that in western Java, with high rainfall and in the wet 
irregular rainfall in the dry season the cropping ratios of the Priangan, Banten, Krawang and 
Cirebon were the lowest of Java. Towards the east with a more distinct dry spell, one observes 
that variation among residencies increases, while roughly similar cyclical patterns become 
more distinct. 
The variations among the residencies suggest variable influence and time lags of market 
forces in the local economies of Java. The question why the cropping ratios generally become 
higher towards the east, even assuming underestimation of cropping ratios in western Java, 
needs consideration. First, it is possible that the area cultivated used in the CEI 10 series on the 
years 1866-1880 includes homeyards. These were of substantial size in the centre of Java as a 
response by the population to the cultivation system. Homeyards were exempted from use for 
cultivation of crops included in the scheme. In western Java, homeyards were, and still are, 
usually planted to product bearing trees. Inclusion of planted area from homeyards would 
result in incompatible comparison of the cropping ratios among residencies, with variation in 
inclusion of homeyard planted area. Second, in eastern Java and along the northern coast, 
private lands were not included. This may not have had a profound impact on the locality of 
the land covered by the CEI 10 series and its cropping ratio, as private domains were rather 
scattered throughout Java, as Reinsma (1955) and Houben (1991) have shown. The most likely 
explanation is that investment in irrigation in eastern Java was more efficient, as managed by 
the regents and entrepreneurs engaged in the cultivation of crops in need of a dry ripening 
spell. Local initiative and availability of slightly sloping and drainable land, possibly starting 
later than in central Java, are likely to have resulted in both better registration and intensive 
agriculture based on the local market and division of labour. At the same time the extent of the 
cultivation system, especially in upland Pasuruan, was quite extensive (Van Baardewijk, 1993, 
see also appendix В 4, 5). Moreover, Sollewijn Gelpke, in his study of rice production of 1874, 
noted the consistently high performance of the residencies in eastern Java. It is thus possible 
that the involvement of dignitaries, entrepreneurs and the colonial administration in 
cultivation and collection had an impact on agriculture in eastern Java, resulting in 
consistently higher yields. In the historical introduction in his monograph on Pasuruan, De 
Vries (1931: 57-69) cites numerous reports from the early 19th century which confirm the 
existence of multi-seasonality, the importance of secondary crops and the agricultural 
responses to biophysical diversity in early 19th century Pasuruan. Elson, in his more recent 
study on sugar in Pasuruan (1984: 86), mentions that tens of thousands of bahu were planted to 
soybean in the early 19th century. If true, one would infer that a substantial soybean processing 
industry was in existence. Interestingly, Elson's fact juxtaposes very well with an observation 
of De Vries (Wolters, 1978). De Vries remarked that, in earlier years, the linkages between the 
sugar industry and the rural economy were substantial. The locality of sugar being determined 
by ease of voluminous transport and seasonal campaign harvesting induced, next to opening of 
swampy land, a demand for services in planting, harvesting and transport, using, as 
waterdriven power is not possible on the coast, animal traction. 
Aside from sudden movements, cyclical patterns are discernible in cropping ratios in the 
various residencies. Other factors being equal, the cropping ratio reflects activity of growers, 
based upon perceptions from both the previous year, as well as price movements within a year, 
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in the agricultural conditions in Java. Table 2.20 summarizes synchronous trend signs in rice 
prices and cropping ratios and shows nine residencies where the negative trend in rice price, 
(five year average), coincides with a reduction of the cropping ratios. Positive signs are 
associated in three residencies. Only Semarang, Besuki and Probolinggo show atypical 
behaviour of the price cycle and the cropping ratio in the years 1866-1880. 
Table 2.20 Cyclical cohesion by residency/local economy, 1866-1872. 
Sign pnce Sign cropping Cropping Ratio population Area growth 1866-72 (% p.a) 
cycle ratio ratio arable land Irrigated Upland 
1866-72 1866-72 1872 excluding 
homey ards 
1871 
Wertem Java 
Banten 
Batavia 
Krawang 
Cirebon 
Priangan 
Northern central 
Tegal 
Pekalongan 
Semarang 
Jepara 
Rembang 
Southern central 
Banyumas 
Hagelen 
Kedu 
Vorstenlanden 
Yogyakarta 
Surakarta 
Madiun + Pachán 
Kediri 
Eastern Java 
Surabaya 
Pasuruan 
Besuki 
Probolinggo 
Banyuwangi 
Madura 
-
-
0+ 
-
-
-
+ 
+ 
-
-
-0 
-
no data 
no data 
0 
-
-
+ 
0+ 
0+ 
-
0-
-
0+ 
-0 
-
+-
-
+. 
-
-
0 
+0 
. 
+-
-
+ 
+-
+-
+ 
100 
87 
106 
106 
105 
126 
125 
117 
no 
105 
125 
130 
105 
98 
120 
140 
136 
126 
100 
10.3 
7.6 
7.4 
7.5 
8.0 
6.7 
7.3 
6.0 
9.5 
9.5 
7.2 
6.4 
6.5 
7.8 
7.9 
6.5 
0.4 
1.7 
0.6 
4.0 
4.0 
5.8 
2.1 
0.6 
1.2 
0.8 
2.1 
0.9 
0.1 
3.7 
1.1 
2.0 
2.3 
0.7 
0.5 
0.0 
-2.0 
-5.5 
5.2 
20.4 
17.3 
8.6 
-8.4 
0.8 
1.4 
-0.6 
1.6 
1.4 
2.5 
0.3 
-0.3 
6.8 
0.7 
1.0 
Source: Van Baardewijk (1993, CEI 16) Boomgaard and Van Zanden (1990, CEI 10) see appendix for graphs and 
notes. 
The association of signs has no firm statistical ground, as the number of overlapping 
observations is unfortunately rather low. However, the coincidence of negative signs in the 
medium term trends of rice prices and cropping ratio provides support for the view set forth in 
this study that economic conditions, price expectations and agricultural activity were connected 
from early on in Java. The evidence of synchronous medium term trends in rice prices is fairly 
strong, and even though not much is known of the validity of the data on cropping intensities, 
the similarity in signs is according to expectation, and accepted. 
A few remarks regarding the implications of accepting the CEI 10 compilation of 
cropping intensities are necessary. In pre-war literature on agriculture and socio-economic 
conditions, reference was made to the increasing cropping ratios in the 1920s and 1930s. The 
most authoritative investigations have been conducted by Scheltema (1929/30 and 1939). At 
the time most authors were of the opinion that the increasing cropping intensity of the 1920s 
and 1930s was a singular trend, depicting, in the paradigm of the German Historical School, a 
transition from (closed) subsistence agriculture to more commercial agriculture under 
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population pressure. With the explicit recognition of the importance of pnce signals and 
responsiveness both in the 19th century and the 1920s and 1930s, the behaviour of the 
cropping intensity in the 1920s and 1930s needs further review. The CEI data show cyclically 
expanding cropping ratios, which one would, taking into account the cropping sequences as 
discussed earlier, associate with expanded cultivation of secondary crops. The CEI data provide 
specific crop information from 1880 to 1915. On an all-Java basis, these crop specific data 
show a more linear pattern of growth. The difference in annual growth between the area 
planted to rice and the area planted to palawija in the years 1880-1900 is substantial. The area 
planted to palawija in the first and second cropping almost doubled in the years 1880-1890, 
compared to annual growth of around 1% for rice. By the end of the 1890s, registered palawija 
crops overtook rice in terms of planted area. Trends by commodity group from CEI 10 are 
displayed in appendix В 10. Significant growth took place in maize and the other food crops, 
primarily cassava and sweet potato. The popularity of maize, cassava, sweet potato and potato 
was in part determined by their seed ratio. The proportion of crop production needed for 
reproduction and area expansion is usually referred to as the retention (non-marketed) rate. 
The retention rate depends also on home consumption. Crops with an unfavourable seed ratio 
need a high retention rate, which affects the marketable production. Maize has a very 
favourable seed ratio, while propagation of cassava and sweet potato does not affect their 
marketable production at all. 
Sugar and tobacco occupied a fraction of + 8.5% of the total area planted to secondary 
crops (Appendices В 4, В 10). The question regarding the period of expansion of non-rice 
annual food and industrial crops is difficult to address. On the one hand one would be inclined 
to hypothesize that food and industrial crops pick up cyclical trends. However, while cropping 
intensity shows a cyclical partem without medium term increase over the years 1866-1880, the 
secondary crops show a linear increase in subsequent years. It is possible that improved 
registration may explain in part the high registered growth of non-rice annual crops in the late 
19th century. Non-irrigated land expanded in the 19th century in Java from the earliest 
available measurements onwards, at an equal or higher rate than irrigated land. Although the 
available data are inconclusive, it is likely that the expansion was part of recurrent cyclical 
movement, reinforced by expanding trade facilitatied by the improved infrastructure in the 
1870s and onwards. 
The process of land expansion was not without cost. As sensitive forested areas were 
subject to use by the rural population, often with negative consequences for water holding 
capacity, regulations were increasingly enforced to constrict laud expansion (Van Der Haas, 
1897: 354) and regulations (Staatsblad 1897 no 61) were applied to wood cutting. 
So far the structure of the factor markets have not been discussed extensively. In the 
labour market, signs of segmentation are clear at household level. Regarding money some 
seasonality is observable, whereas land and its use, as well as labour and money have been 
found to play an important role in temporal transfers. The following paragraphs address issues 
in the circulation of money, taking into account seasonality of agriculture. 
Money 
The analysis of Sollewijn Gelpke of the seasonal flow of trade is based on versatility in 
flows of money and is, on the whole, suggestive of intra year shifts in quantity and velocity of 
circulating money, goods and services. The density of markets in Java suggests inter-local and 
regional trade, and thus strengthens the notion of lively money movement in rural Java. 
Regarding the scarcity of money at the time of rice harvests, one has to pose the question 
whether it was locally managed scarcity or caused, among others, by harvest peaks. As related 
earlier, Burger (1975), in his somewhat dualist retrospect on the 19th century, discerns 
monetary and socio-economic segmentation, more or less on the same line as Sollewijn Gelpke 
perceived segmentation in the rice trade by product form, location and participant. The 
observation, presented in the preceding section on rural trade, that inter-local and inter-
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regional aibritiage occurred in the rice trade in a variety of product stages as well as in the 
trade in fresh and perishable produce, weakens the notion of segmentation. 
In an absolute form, the segmentation argument supposes seperate circulation of means 
of payment - in the case of Java, gold, silver and copper coins (duits, the old VOC coins and 
cents, the copper coins of the colonial administration) and paper money. In absolute form, the 
segmentation argument is untenable in the 19th century, and, as appendix A shows, is most 
likely incorrect for the late 18th century. There were many market mechanisms linking the 
circulation of different types of money in rural Java in the 19th century. Some of these, such as 
the payment of the land and head tax, involved the colonial administration. Others, such as 
exchange facilities, payment of market rights involved leasing parties as well as the colonial 
administration. The general perspective on market formation in this study distinguishes 
between collection and distribution trade, and the dominance of lease of government 
monopolies as the main transaction throws further light on the actual scope of centralized 
participation in the money market. Of special interest are the actual policy instruments and the 
actual intervention points used in monetary policy. Nederburgh (1876) specifies the 
instruments of the colonial administration in monetary intervention and participation in the 
money markets. The monetary instruments consisted of shares of the colonial administration in 
distribution and collection markets. Flows of money reached the colonial administration 
through its monopolies in opium, salt and market rights. These were leased out to 
entrepreneurs. Another channel consisted of the local (land) tax offices under administration 
by the local resident. On the supply side, the payment for goods and services by the colonial 
administration under the cultivation system constituted a channel, while a monopoly applied to 
pawn shops. These were leased out. Thus the colonial administration participated in a variety 
of markets in which it held only a share of trade volume. Table 2.21 shows the analytical 
relationship between monetary intervention and type of trade, and depicts the market 
configuration of monetary intervention. The diagram clarifies that the monetary grip of the 
colonial administration varied with the instruments, ie its participation in various markets. The 
continued value life of doits in the vorstenlanden, for example, is hypothesized to be associated 
with its specific taxation regime and the role of entrepreneurs. The participation of private 
enterprise in the supply and withdrawal of money was not limited to lease functions as shown 
in table 2.21, and can also be placed in a similar framework involving collection and 
distribution trade. On the supply side, private enterprise paid for produce, labour, land use, 
transport etc, whereas it collected money through distribution of consumer goods, enabling it to 
direct money from and to areas. Moreover, private enterprise engaged in exchange of means of 
payment, money loans and in export of coin, as will be discussed. At this point it is important 
to recall that inter-temporal transactions of farmers involved asymmetrical structures: use of 
land, services and produce. This means that transacting parties could preempt monetary risks 
in their exchange through time. 
Tabic 2.21 Market participation of the colonial administration in the 
monetized market 
money money 
withdrawal supply 
distribution opium, salt minting rights 
monopolies and pawnshops 
market rights 
collection: 
tax land tax (seasonal) purchase 
goods head tax of goods (cultivation system, rice) 
(seasonal) 
Note' Income (1867-1914) of the colonial administration 
is tabulated in Overzicht (1916). 
Although there is mounting literature (Willinck, 1889; Helfferich, 1914; Reinsma, 
1955; Potting, 1987; Houben, 1991) on the importance of tradehouses and their role in local 
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supply of money, there is no analysis of primary data on the various market mechanisms in 
rural trade. The total picture of the money market is difficult to capture, but it is obvious that 
both the colonial administration and private enterprise played important roles in local supply 
and withdrawal of money. 
As far as one can discern, the adaptive argument for a segmented money market in rural 
areas assumes collusion among various market participants in wholesale collection of 
agricultural goods and wholesale distribution of money and consumer goods. The actual 
mechanism of control would also involve exchange of money. In the mid 19th century various 
types of copper money, doit (old VOC coins, produced and used by private houses) and cents 
(introduced by the colonial administration), and silver coins, 10 cent pieces (dubbeltje) and 
guilders, and bank notes circulated in Java. Managed scarcity would thus involve the ability to 
control the local inflow of money, consumer goods and the collection of agricultural produce. 
A succesful operation requires in addition, advance information on harvest times and 
quantities of produce. One would not wish to extend one's assumptions this far in the locally 
diverse agricultural economy of Java. 
In contrast to the notion of scarcity of money, a number of economic and social 
historians, including Elson (1984: 89), Boomgaard (1989a: 96-101), Van Laanen (1980a,b) 
and Potting (1987) refer to the copper inflation which harrassed the local economies of Java . 
Earlier accounts by bankers, Van Den Berg (1887, 1904) and Vissering (1920) and the 
historians De Haan (1912, Vol. 3: 739-748) and Baardewijk (1993) refer also to paper agio 
affecting wholesale trade and shortage of silver for larger transactions. A major question arises 
regarding the role of money in the economy. Was there indeed inflation in the simple form of 
too much money chasing too few goods ? Was this an annually returning inflation, a medium 
term trend, or, both? To verify the various possibilities, relative quarterly prices of consumer 
goods and exchange rates among the various types of money are necessary. However, these are 
not available. The relationship between money supply and prices of goods was well-understood 
by 19th century scholars, such as De Waal. De Waal (1865: 98) considered that the major 
factors which explain the variation in price levels among areas, were probably the local 
availability and rather non-availability of local consumer goods as well as money. Non-
availability of consumer goods in the relatively isolated areas along Java's north coast may 
have caused local relative price shifts. 
In contrast to the other sections of this chapter, this section will follow as an avenue of 
analysis, the actual interventions by the colonial administration. Vissering (1920) remarks that 
the monetary policy of the Netherlands Indies in the second half of the 19th century was 
advanced for its time, with Java entering wider, more global monetarily unified markets. 
Vissering (1920: 29-30) identifies three major factors of importance in the analysis of the coin 
and mint conditions (munt-toestanden) in the mid 19th century: 
(i) The new standard silver coin (1854) circulated at the same value in the Netherlands as 
well as in Indies, the exclusive rights of the colonial administration on the exchange 
market were broken with free exchange; 
(ii) The colonial administration was the largest market participant and its decisions and 
trade thus made it believe it could control exchange rates; and 
(iii) The standard coin had intrinsic value at varying prices expressed in goods and gold in 
the global silver market, which in Asia was dominated by the silver trade from the 
Indian subcontinent and China. 
Boomgaard (1989a:96-101) estimated agricultural income by imputing values to agricultural production per capita in the 
years 1813-1840-1880. The major determinant of a reduction in income in the years 1820-1840 was the reduction of 
value of copper money measured in rice, while agricultural production per capita, following Boomgaard, actually 
increased significantly. Elson (1984:89) speaks of inflation, brought about by rapidly increased local supply of money, as 
reflected in high prices for rice, maize and beans in the years 1820-1830. It seems equally plausible that local shortage 
caused high prices, which in itself would provide opportunities for expanded cash cropping. 
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Vissering (1920: 45) analyses in detail the costs of money transport and money 
exchange and concluded that the limited control on money supply of bank notes and the 
demand for silver resulted in interest rates of around 10% p.a. in the 1860s. He argues that 
distorted proportions of paper and silver caused distortions in velocity of money by type of 
means of circulation , and mentions that the general notion of scarcity of capital in the Indies 
confused the actual issues. Vissering identified the colonial administration and trade societies 
both as participants in the monetized and interacting economies. The interventions by the 
colonial administration show indeed interventions structured by means of payment. 
A closer look at copper money, doits and cents, throws further light on monetization and 
market linkage in Java. In market formation, small denominations constitute a leading edge of 
monetization, because with small denominations an increasing range of transactions and 
(monetary) exchange can be covered. The introduction of smaller coin expands the range of 
exchange subject to monetization. The marginal utility of money is a function of exchange 
expansion and monetization itself. With an expansion of small coin the number of transactions 
and the ranges of values included in the transactions can expand. The Heyting data show a 
high money velocity at household level, yet, in the absence of estimations of comparable 
measures of velocity of silver and paper money, one can not verify the notion of Vissering that 
the frequency of circulation differed by type of money. The actual events in the early years of 
the colonial administration show that it had a hard time controlling supply of doits, copper 
coin introduced by the VOC and tradehouses. Van Laanen (1980b) estimates the value of doits 
circulating in 1830-1832 at 14.7 mill NICRT and in the 1840s at 38.9 NICRT. Subsequently, 
the colonial government attempted to draw copper doits out of circulation through the copper 
purges of 1846-1854 and 1899. A rate of 120 copper coin (duit) for 1 guilder was set. Van 
Laanen (1980b) estimates that in Java by 1846 approximately 40% of copper certificates were 
deposited in exchange for the scrips (recepis). In 1861 this proportion had expanded to 80%. 
After the purges of copper coin in the 1860s, following on the copper certificate replacement, 
at least 900 million doits remained in circulation in Java. The actual amounts of circulating 
doits is not known. 
A review of the major events in the money economy since the late 18th century shows 
an increasing involvement of the colonial administration: 
(i) late 18th century: the VOC/colonial administration introduced "bonken", cheap copper 
and paper money. There was a shortage of silver, 
(ii) 1808-1811 shortage of silver coin continued, and introduction of copper coin and paper 
money continued, partly through land sales, partly through imports, 
(iii) 1812-1816 under English administration the circulation of copper coins was reduced in 
the economy. Partial alleviation of silver shortage through private imports, 
(iv) 1816-1830 partial re-introduction of copper coins, continuing imports of silver coins, 
(v) 1830-1845 large scale re-introduction of copper still held in storage, increasing shortage 
of silver coin. The re-introduction of copper coin under Van Den Bosch co-incided with 
the introduction of the cultivation system, 
(vi) 1845-1854 the first copper purges took place. Impact was observed in the following 
districts: Krawang, the Priangan regencies, Cirebon, Pekalongan, Pasuruan, 
Banjuwangi and Kediri. See map 2.3. The new guilder was introduced in 1854. 
It is of interest that Vissering identified differential money velocity by type of money caused by differential supplies as the 
distorting element in Java's economy. The sociologist Goldstone (1984, 1991a, 1991b) sets forth that long range 
movement in prices is caused by temporal shifts in money velocity, and rejects what he calls the monetary argument as the 
parsimonious explanation for long waves. Vissering arrived at the inference of differential money velocity, by money type, 
on the basis of a monetary argument, and his argument may merit some attention in historical inquiry in other parts of the 
world. 
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Map 2.3 Dolt circulation 1850s, Java. 
• Doit standart coin 
Π Reduced doit circulation 
¡ I Stable doit circulation 
Map 2.4 Doit circulation in the 1860s, Java. 
Д М Ш С ^ i Remi...« ) _М«ІІІІ· і \ -
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Ц Reduced doit circulation 
Ci Stable doit circulation 
Map 2.5 Doit circulation 1890s, Java. 
No doits anymore 
Small amounts in places 
Small amounts in whole area 
Large amounts in whole area 
(1) 
(2) 
Notes (1) Additional amounts of foreign doits. Large amounts in whole area 
(2) Additional amounts of foreign doits, Small amounts in whole area 
Source Van Laanen (CEI6, 1980 26) 
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(vii) 1860s. Generally low copper cent supply with regional variation. Expanded doit 
circulation in Rembang, Madura, Besuki, Yogyakarta, Surakarta and Madiun. The doits 
had the actual function of a standard coin. By 1865 in the remaining districts in Java 
doits were still in circulation. See map 2.4. 
(viii) 1874 Gold standard, intervention in silver export. 
(ix) Further copper purges in 1899 in Java. See map 2.5. 
It would take until the turn of the 19th century until decisive centralized local action 
was taken by the colonial administration. Vissering (1920: 101-330) describes in detail the 
various coin purging operations in the archipelago at the turn of the 19th century. Potting 
(1987: 118) relates the compact time frame of the copper purge of 1899. The operation started 
in east Java just before planting time: 
"Between 7 October 1899 and 4 November 1899 the opportunity was opened to exchange doits in 
East Java. From 5 November acceptance, possession and transport of doits was forbidden in 
Madura, Pasuruan, Probolmggo and Besuki. Two weeks later the copper purge commenced in 
Central Java From 19 November to 18 December doits could be exchanged. From 19 December 
onwards payment with and possession and transport of doits was forbidden in Surabaya, Kediri 
Rembang and Semarang. From 16 February to 16 March doits were exchanged in Madiun, 
Surakarta, Yogyakarta, Kudus, Bagelen, Banyumas, the Priangan, Banten, Batavia, Krawang, 
Cirebon, Tegal and Pekalongan". 
The compact time frame of the operation reveals the awareness of the colonial 
administration of the role of time in money movement as well as the importance of seasonality 
in Java. The colonial administration timed its operation, setting up temporary exchange 
offices, well after the time of harvest, and covered the rural areas first, from east to west. The 
operation ended in the larger towns and the western part of Java before the start of the harvest 
season and the subsequent flow of coin to rural areas. The colonial administration had clearly 
strengthened its local operational efficiency since the times of the first copper purge. The purge 
yielded a value of NIFI 3,393,707 of doits, 27.5 percent of the cost of the operation of NIFI 
2,840,630 was covered by the auction of the copper. Van Laanen (1980a: 192) estimates that in 
1899 500 million doits were taken out of circulation. 
The period between the first copper purge of 1846-1854, and the second copper purge in 
1899, covers fifty years. This period shows substantial variation in intervention in money 
circulation. Tax inspector Nederburgh (1876) pointed out that the doit, as well as the guilder, 
were accepted coin and that thus two base coins were in use. According to Nederburgh, the 
supply of cents was not sufficient. He argued that a low supply of cents exacerbated local 
scarcity of legal copper money. Nederburgh's observation of low copper supply in the 1870s is 
to some degree reflected in Van Laanen's estimation (1980a, tables Τ and 2) of money supply. 
In the years 1830-1845 the annual growth (silver value) in colonial administration supply of 
copper money was 6.7% (CEI 6). In subsequent years, annual growth of money supply was 
1.5%, substantially lower. Actual growth must have been higher. The interpretation of the 
supply figures in the earlier part of the 19th century is difficult, as the actual share in the 
money market of the colonial administration is not known. Data compiled by Korthals Altes 
(1990, CEI 12a) underline the role of private trading houses in money supply by money type as 
reflected by private and public imports and exports of bullion (appendix В 1-6). 
Aside from medium and short term local trends in money supply and withdrawal and 
consumer goods, the authorities discerned also intra-year seasonal patterns in local money 
flows. Nederburgh (1876: 406, 407) argued that in the 1860s the way of collection of taxation 
in conjunction with the seasonal nature of agriculture caused local shortage of copper coin: 
"the cash statements of the treasury show a very strong increase in the flow of small coin 
(pasmunt) in the months July-December, (harvest time March, April, May), of payment of the 
land tax. This flow reduces but does not stop with scarcity of small coin m circulation". 
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Nederburgh observed that large concentrations of copper money occurred locally at 
money changers, opium dens and shop keepers The population, upon payment of land tax, 
changed doit, in Besuki at around 7 6%, for payment of tax Upon payment for crops, money 
was changed from guilders into doits Under these conditions one would expect inland trade in 
money Nederburgh (1876 418) says after relating a case of money trade in the 1860s 
"If one would take the trouble to acquire local information and to investigate meticulously, one 
would find that such speculations have often occurred " 
Nederburgh considered trade in, and transport of money such a trivial matter that he did 
not need actual empirical confirmation To some extend this is a pity because there are still 
many questions regarding the trade and transport in money, its relationship with trade, 
collection and distribution of goods However, because Nederburgh's opinion is supported by 
the notions of Sollewijn Gelpke, cases of introduction of duit by tradehouses in the first and 
second half of the 19th century (Willinck, 1889 60, Potting, 1987 112, 114), as well as earlier 
observations (see appendix A), one can accept the observation of Nederburgh concerned a long 
existing phenomenon, ie money trade on the basis of variation in relative pnces of the guilder 
and doits in different locations The letters exchanged between Van Den Bosch and Baud 
(Westendorp Boerma, 1956) in the late 1820s and early 1830s contain a number of references 
to local variations in the relationship between the guilders and the number of doits In the tin 
mining operations, payment of 100 doits to the guilder resulted in nots and armed rebellion 
Van Den Bosch explained in his letter of June 24, 1829, that nothing was done about the 
introduction of the exchange rate of 120 doit to the guilder because the colonial administration 
paid, as well as purchased, with the same agio An increase would, according to Van Den 
Bosch, not have led to extra income for the colonial administration Van Den Bosch's 
argument against the introduction of the agio of 120 doits to the guilder hinges on the 
unwillingness of the Javanese to accept anything but guilders In the years 1829-32 agio 
fluctuated, caused by expanded purchase of produce, imports of doits and payment in paper, 
whereas receipts in copper were stimulated (Westendorp Boerma, 1956 Van Den Bosch 15 
June 1932 148, 162, 163) Entrepreneurs could purchase doits in Singapore at 180 doits to the 
guilder or one picol doits for 45 Spaanse Matten J С Baud, previously the correspondent of 
Van Den Bosch, and his successor as Minister of Colonies, in 1846 informed parliament on the 
occasion of a discussion of the desirability of the introduction of silver based money 
circulation, about the scarcity of copper coin in the 1820s (quoted from Van Den Bosch 
1850 9) 
"It is true, one sent in those years large volumes of copper money to the East Indian possessions, 
however, those shipments were m comparison to later copper shipments small, while m those 
years there was a substantial need for small copper com, as shown by the agio of 20/100 of 
copper m 1825 One could purchase a silver guilder for 100 doits, whereas the legal exchange 
rate was 120 Debtors could gam 20/100 on copper, if they exchanged it m advance mto silver 
paper This condition caused the Commissary General Du Bus to determine the guilder as one 
hundred doits instead of one hundred and twenty doits" 
The important element in the analysis of Baud lies in the observation that the setting of 
a rate of 120 doits for the guilder did not have any effect, but that local conditions determined 
the rate of the guilder The differential costs of money in the Netherlands Indies and the 
Netherlands itself has been extensively researched and discussed by Vissering (1920) The 
official exchange of 120 doits to the guilder was an important and recurrent issue in 
discussions and negotiations between the colonial administration and the ministry of colonies 
in the Netherlands However, it appears from the letters of Van Den Bosch that he argued from 
the observation of the local Batavia copper agio In the conditions of large distances between 
coastal and inland trade centres, one would expect local exchange rates between the doit and 
the guilder to vary substantially One has to take into account the transaction costs of 
exchanging guilders for doits and vice versa The account of Van Den Bosch, (1850 11,12) 
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owner of the private domain Pondok Gede* illustrates that obtaining the right coin necessitated 
costs 
"The boedjangs employed, numbering at least 800, receive, m addition to nee their wages a f 3,-
per month, m copper 300 doits I have, therefore, to exchange my scrips for copper doits with 
the Chinese at the Bazar of Buitenzorg, who m turn, need paper money to make payment m 
Batavia for lease rights and other matters I have attempted to exchange some scrips for copper 
doits m the vicinity of Pondok Gede Despite the fact that welfare is widely spread I would not 
get it done and had to revert to Buitenzorg, because neither indigenous people nor the Chinese 
had sufficient cash m stock The first, as is well known, do not save, while the Chinese 
immediately convert cash to goods" 
The landlord of Pondok Gede had to make costs to change money, and so did market 
participants in other areas Nederburgh relates that the population in Besuki had problems 
acquiring the designated currency to pay the land tax, and reports that the exchange service, 
came to 7% of the amount expressed in designated currency The costs of exchange were thus 
slightly higher at some 7 6% The question is whether to call this high or low, but it does not 
seem exorbitantly high compared to the costs of keeping money in stock 
The dataset compiled and presented by Van Baardewijk facilities the approximation of 
the implicit cost of capital within a season One cannot assume that variation in pnce among 
districts reflects variation in money supply alone Clearly the supply of nee and its year-to-year 
variation is a major determinant of local pnce levels One could thus argue that persistence in 
ranking of district pnces through time would reflect location specific persistent money and nee 
supply To an extent, supply shocks had influence on pnce movements These supply shocks 
occurred in Java with 6 to 7 year intervals (See Berlage, 1927-1928, Boomgaard and Van 
Zanden, 1990) Here Ave year averages depict the longer term trend in nee pnces 
The availability of seasonal pnces in the residencies, facilitates an approximation of 
implicit local monthly cost of capital The pnces were actually given in doits (Baardewijk 
1993, table) in the years 1845-1858, and in the remaining years in guilders of 100 cents In 
itself the actual expression of the local nee pnces in doits confirms the importance of this coin 
The maximum boundary for the costs and benefits of storage was around 9 2% per month in 
1841, calculated on a 10 month basis, whereas by 1860 the monthly cost was around 5 2%, and 
by 1870 around 5% per month These figures compare to the interest rate in rural areas today 
in Java, which stands at 60 to 80 percent per two seasons 
Table 2 22 presents the upper boundary of implicit cost of capital by residency, 
calculated on the basis of five year average nee pnces, and shows differences among the 
residencies, local economies, with location specific transport costs The upper boundary of 
implicit costs of capital goes down in the years 1860-1870 As related earlier, a matching of 
the cycle in nee pnces with vanous indexes, the Sauerbeck index (CEI 4, 1978) and 
Kondratieff (1944) shows that by the 1860s the two data sets track reasonably well** One can 
read from these observations that at a time of integration of the nee pnces in Java with world 
market pnces, the upper boundary of implicit cost of capital, as denved from seasonal pnce 
differences, went down 
The trend in implicit cost of capital goes down in the years following doit reduction The 
most likely explanations for this cycle are the doit expansion and withdrawals under constant 
low supply of cents in the 1830s, 1840s and 1860s The doit maps show a rather variable 
pattern and show no relationship with the approximated costs of money as denved from the 
trended nee pnces Although there is no direct evidence, it seems therefore likely that the 
pnvate supply of doits cushioned the money shocks and medium term withdrawals 
Located ± 1J km towards the south west from Batavia, today a fast growing sub-urban centre 
See Coclams ( 1993) for an hypothesis that global market integration in псе stems from earlier tunes 
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Conclusions 
The association between the signs of the price cycle and the allocation of land to annual 
food and industrial crops in all but three of Java's residencies, suggests that there was a 
relationship between the trend in the price level and the intensity of land use. 
Table 2.22 Approximated impUctt cost of capital, by residency, Java, 1836-1*72 
(%/month). 
Western Java 
Banten 
Cirebon 
Krawang 
Priangan 
Northern Central 
Java 
Pekalongan 
Tegal 
Semarang 
Jepara 
Rembang 
Southern Central 
Java 
Banyumas 
Kedu 
Bagelen 
Yogyakarta 
Surakarta 
Pacitan 
Madiun 
Kediri 
Eastern Java 
Surabaya 
Pasuman 
Probolinggo 
Besuki 
Banyuwangi 
1838 
2.5 
5.2 
2.9 
7.2 
4.4 
2.5 
6.5 
5.3 
11.2 
4.5 
5.1 
7.2 
10.0 
4.5 
3.6 
3.7 
4.7 
1846 
12.3 
4.7 
48 
17 
6.3 
3.9 
4.2 
12.3 
21.8 
5.5 
7.2 
6.9 
8.5 
5.1 
17.5 
14.0 
14.7 
5.9 
1850 
5.4 
8.8 
6.0 
8.3 
1.5 
31 
34 
47 
11.0 
4.7 
5.2 
30 
] 
1.3 
4.5 
4.6 
3.3 
1.5 
3.6 
6.0 
4.6 
1856 
6.6 
4.8 
7.4 
8.2 
? 
7.3 
2.4 
6.8 
6.6 
3.7 
5.5 
Mot available 
6.4 
5.6 
14.3 
10.1 
0.0 
2 3 
5.3 
39 
1861 
2.8 
6.0 
4.8 
4.7 
5.2 
3.9 
4.5 
5.8 
6.4 
4.9 
5.9 
7.4 
8.9 
4.0 
7.9 
30 
2.9 
24 
4.4 
3.7 
1866 
3.7 
8.7 
7.8 
5.4 
3.4 
4.5 
59 
9.6 
7.3 
4.1 
3.8 
45 
6.2 
2.5 
4.0 
40 
4.1 
6.7 
6.5 
4.2 
1872 
5.7 
3.6 
6.9 
8.0 
1.1 
4.2 
4.9 
4.0 
10.9 
7.6 
2.9 
4.2 
2.7 
1.8 
2.7 
3.4 
60 
Source: own calculations, based on Van Baardewijk (1993: table..) 
The compilation by Van Baardewijk of money supply by residency through the various 
regimes in the cultivation system, and money withdrawal through the land tax, confirms that 
there was large, and possibly sustained, local variation in money circulation. While no 
information has been compiled regarding trade and money circulation through private trade 
and production, and therefore no conclusive evidence can be submitted regarding differential 
monetary cycles in the local economies, the case for the general hypothesis is nevertheless 
sufficiently strong. 
The title of Nederburgh's study "The disturbance of money circulation in the 
Netherlands Indies by the old doits" reveals, in fact, the inverse of the conclusion one can draw 
from Nederburgh's own account. Nederburgh shows that one could equally consider that the 
introduction of new coin disturbed the monetary economy in Java, as the doit had value. 
Economically, Nederburgh (1876: 413-415) and also Van Den Bosch (1850: 6-7) show 
convincingly that the doit and small coin contributed to constant marginal value of money, as 
the doit constituted a small coin denomination. 
Recently, authors such as Wolters (1994) and Van Der Eng (1993) have emphasized the 
importance of the institutional side of the factor markets. Wolters (1994) refers to shifts in the 
seat of authority with the expanding grip of the colonial autorities in the late 19th century, and 
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notes, regarding labour, a shift from bureaucratic to individual rights, or abandoning corvee for 
the colonial and local authorities, in favour of a poll tax. A core issue regarding the land 
market in earlier years in Java concerns the absence of a cadastre (Hugenholtz, 1994) and clear 
exclusive title on land. Wolters argues, on the basis of the case of western Java, that constraints 
on private property (inadequate legal support and land registration) may have had an impeding 
influence on the development of agriculture. As land in the indigenous sphere was subject to 
private ordering, it was not possible to obtain access to the moneymarket in Java (see also Van 
Der Eng, 1993: 129,251). The issue of credit, and the structuring impact the agricultural 
determinants on transactions, will be considered further in the next section and in Chapter 3. 
The economic issue is the access cost of capital for use in indigenous agriculture. On the 
basis of the findings of Nederburgh and the presence of a cycle in wholesale retail prices, one 
can generalize with some confidence that the upper boundaries of costs of capital have been 
between 1.5 and 7 % per month throughout the major part of the 19th century. These figures 
do not give the impression of exorbitant average capital costs. 
Conclusions and considerations 
This section draws conclusions on agriculture in the mid and late 19th century. In 
addition, it presents consideration on a number of issues, viz land use and land rights, the 
implications of the analysis for the choice of paradigm in historical inquiry, and, 
databoundaries. 
Conclusions 
The impression of dynamic and monetized annual crop agriculture on Java obtained 
from Sollewijn Gelpke is totally confirmed by the in depth research by Heyting. Heyting's 
findings provide strong arguments in favour of the view that Java was more monetized than 
assumed by the scholars of the early 20th century. Heyting's findings support the notion that 
monetization was an on-going and long-term process in Java. Several important issues arise 
from the analysis of the relationship between agricultural seasonality, farmers options, asset 
management and money supply and velocity. 
Some issues concern the factor markets: the land, labour and money markets and also 
the livestock market, as livestock acts at least partly as a factor market in an agricultural 
economy. It has become clear that the farm economy was open. Farmers depended on purchase 
by locals and collection traders from outside the area, consumers purchased local goods and 
distributed goods. One observes on the basis of the Heyting investigation that local factor 
flows, concerning consumption as well as production, were carried forward through time as 
both baiter and cash exchange. As substantiated by the historical study on share cropping by 
Scheltema (1931), there is strong justification for the general historically applicable 
assumption of temporal transfers among factors and products. 
On the basis of the annual variation in wholesale rice prices, the evidence of Heyting, 
and the more general analyis of Sollewijn Gelpke, it seems reasonable to accept the dominance 
of multi-seasonal cycles in relative price of factors and products. As discussed in the 
introduction, economic theory on cycles covers basically multi-year composite cycles, often of 
related goods and services. One distinguishes short (3-5 years), medium (5-10 years), long 
term (50 years) and very long term cycles. Usually prices are based on prices of staples, energy 
and construction material. Usually price data are defined on a yearly basis. In case of very long 
term trends, one encounters also decadal prices. This study shows that the biophysical 
conditions and the crop options result in multi-seasonality and intra-year cycles in the 
circulation of goods, services and money. Although it is not possible to extend the exploration 
in this direction, it seems most likely that the simple finding for wholesale rice - a higher intra-
year variation than inter-year variation - applies to other datasets used by researchers of cycles. 
One could hypothesize that change in seasonality, or, in more general terms, intra-year shifts 
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in circulation of goods, services and money are major determinants for long run economic 
change. 
One could capture the views of Sollewijn Gelpke (1901) and De Vries (1951) on the 
influence of seasonality by making their use of a general quantity theory explicit. In such an 
interpretation there is empirical support for a generalized assumption on temporal factor flows, 
namely temporal transfers among factors and products. It follows that the very structure of 
agriculture in Java (and areas with similar biophysical conditions), ie multi-seasonality of a 
number of crops in competition for allocation of resources, provides the key for the analysis of 
change in the agricultural economy in the long term. The major economic characteristic, so 
this study argues, is high local market integration, the key hypothesis of this study is that 
market integration together with control of seasonality in production provide the dynamic 
elements in long term change in the seasonal cycle in the circulation of money, services and 
goods. 
In connection with market integration, one could, using household data on exchange 
and monetization and regional data on proportion of gross product and external trade, invoke 
an imaginary dividing line between rural economies. One could define the criterium of 
discrimination among regions, as the locations of those households, of which external trade is 
equally divided over participants from different areas. A measure of economic integration 
could be proportion of external trade in internal circulation of money, goods and services, viz 
temporal cany over and direct exchange in barter and cash of gross product of a household. 
Obviously data are not available to facilitate such comparison and structuring of the regions of 
Java. Yet, although in this study the demarcation of regions on the basis of wholesale rice 
prices in Java's economy remains somewhat weak, there is sufficient evidence from the 
residency maps to confirm that, in terms of infrastructure and density of settlement, one can 
distinguish western Java, centering around several regional towns and Batavia, inland and 
coastal central Java, with Yogyakarta and Surakarta inland and a number of coastal towns on 
the north coast, and eastern Java, with inland and coastal towns and two port cities: Surabaya 
and Gresik. Seasonal movements vary among locations and cyclical movements vary by 
residency, supporting the notion of incentives for trade. The market formation perspective, 
operationalized with a land use classification and commodity approach, reveals that land-use is 
associated with price-movement. The reduction in difference in seasonal wholesale distribution 
prices supports the notion that the integration of the local economies in Java progressed from 
before the construction of railways. 
The proportion of marketed production, as derived from Sollewijn Gelpke's study, and 
the intra household division of labour, as emerging from Heyting's study, support one another 
and confirm that division of labour and monetization in rural Java in the 1870s-1880s was 
higher than appears from earlier studies. Anticipating subsequent analysis in the following 
chapters, the range of monetization (on a yearly basis) in rural Java, 40-80 %, which of course 
hides seasonal fluctuation in liquidity, compares with ranges found in the 1930s of 70 to 90%, 
and 80% as found in rural Java in the late 1980s. These observations, though admittedly 
scanty, raise questions about monetization as a long term phenomenon. 
One can draw a number of conclusions on agriculture in Java in the 19th century: 
(i) Biophysical conditions led to multiseasonal agriculture and an intra-year cycle in the 
circulation of goods, services and money; 
(ii) Farms contained a mix of sawah, orchards, homeyards and tegalan, reflecting 
topographical conditions. These constitute important rural savings and may explain the 
continuity in settlement pattern, 
(iii) Local monetized and barter markets were connected to distribution and collection 
markets of consumer goods; 
(iv) Upland, secondary and tree crops required far less labour than irrigated rice and 
provided options in the agricultural calendar; 
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(ν) Fanning was a part time business, growers had marked out strategies to stabilize 
income and production through time, using a highly diverse resource base; 
(vi) Shifting in crops in the second season was relatively easy in irrigated lands. In pure 
rainfed conditions farmers had less wide options in the second season, but more options 
in the first season. 
(vii) Monetization was probably higher than 50% in Java by the 1880's; 
(viii) Estimated marketed surplus of annual crops is estimated at a minimum of 50%; 
Land use and land rights 
The analytical insights on seasonality and the evidence of farm and household level 
diversity carries in it the suggestion of application on Java in both later and earlier years. One 
can, in view of the synthesis of Sollewijn Gelpke and the study of Scheltema, regard the 
Javanese landman as an asset manager with a portfolio containing land use, labour, products, 
and money. The principle which structures the striking similarity of diversity at aggregate, 
farm and household level is the biophysical diversity at local level, facilitating farm and 
household diversification strategies on the basis of local and non-local demand for agricultural 
products. 
One would expect, if the above view is correct, at least some confirmation in the 
literature on land rights aside from the study by Scheltema as discussed earlier. Land rights 
became a focus of inquiry in the 1880s when Bergsma completed the task of compilation by 
area, assisted by local colononial administrators. Literature on land rights is extensive 
(Bergsma 1880, 1896, 1898; Rouffaer, 1905; Van Vollenhoven, 1931; Scheltema, 1929/30, 
1931, Svensson, 1983, 1988; Hugenholtz, 1994, Wolters, 1994). The "adatrecht bundels" of the 
1920s and 1930s give regional/historical accounts of land rights. A key issue concerns the 
actual extent of land rights. Rouffaer (1905) defended the view that land rights were anchored 
in the institution of authority, the sultan, and derived definition of market shares from the 
harvest share for the sultan. Van Vollenhoven set forth that local rules exuded from the 
community, a socio-legal point of view. By doing so, Van Vollenhoven moved the influence of 
imposed taxation and delivery on the property rights from the exogenous to the endogenous 
part of the historical explanatory model. As discussed in the introduction, there is now growing 
appreciation among historians of the variability of the influence of the cultivation system 
(O'Malley, 1991) and the variability of land rights as influenced by the cultivation system 
(Svensson, 1988). This study simply sets forth that in assessing the variability of the influence 
of the cultivation system, one would first of all need to analyze agricultural production in 
detail. If one interprets Rouffaer's view on shares as markets or as the rents of land as 
conceived by Adam Smith, a specific breakdown of rights in specific rights for specific 
markets, land, consumer goods, transport, production and registration seems an acceptable 
procedure. One can then perform the next step, and operationalize the land market into 
specific rights of use. One can not attribute causality or structuring power to these largely 
conceptual steps. These, so the argument goes in the approach of this study, are to be found in 
the biophysical conditions and the inherent options. 
Earlier, important authors such as Sollewijn Gelpke (1901), Scheltema (1931), De Vries 
(1931) and Van Klaveren (1953), operationalized land rights into actual land use, based on 
biophysical requirements of land opening, options in cultivation and the recognition of the 
structure of markets and transaction structures of influence on land use. The land tax, ("land 
rente", as it was called in early years) did not induce, as its conceptualizers intended, 
individual rights on land. Van Klaveren (1953: 5-6) set forth that crop rotation among tobacco, 
rice and sugar induced, at the level of scale determined by processing and collection 
technology, yearly rotation of land in a given settlement, weakening individual rights to 
specific lots. Another explanation in a similar vein could go back to the actual opening, or 
organisation of drainage and irrigation of land, and set forth that taking into account the 
required level of manpower investment needed to open larger tracts in partly waterlogged 
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coastal and inland plains, one would not expect exclusive individual rights to irrigated land. 
This argument finds indirect support from the general observation that tegalan, non-irrigated 
land which can easily be opened by an individual or a small group, was usually individually 
owned. Sollewijn Gelpke (1901: 39-40) relates with regard to rights to land in the areas under 
land tax and cultivation system, that the tegalan (non-irrigated) areas were always privately 
owned, while variation existed regarding irrigated land. The investigations on land rights by 
Bergsma (1880,1896) confirmed the existence of individual ownership of individual, non-
irrigated land. The actual mechanism of extraction of the land taxes, often referred to as 
"admodiation", reveals in fact, the working of a market, through repartition (Sollewijn Gelpke, 
1901: 68). Such a structure provides options for clever game players (Sollewijn Gelpke, 1901: 
70). At the end of the chain of market participants, the value of product, to be generated by 
land, skill, labour and money, raised the income used for payment of the tax. The analytical 
value of these approaches have been largely neglected in current historical analysis of Java. It 
is obvious from the structure of credit transactions that security of land title was circumvented 
by using the security of future production. This study adds to the views of the Wageningen 
agriculturalists the notion of inter temporal linkage between product and factor markets as an 
inherent characteristic of multi-seasonal agriculture. The value of the perspective lies in its 
emphasis on the major structuring variables and related markets in agriculture, and its direct 
explanatory power. The analysis of the agricultural economy with a land use perspective, in 
combination with the interpretation of transactions, drawing on a number of similar sources, 
confirms that the use of land was an asset in farming and management of resources. 
Implications for choice of paradigm 
The sections on area growth, the agricultural economy and the rice market all lead to an 
important observation and subsequent question. In historical research, data availability is the 
main constraint. Although one cannot say that there is a shortage of material on Java, the 
recent compilations in the CEI series need, for interpretation, quantitative information at farm 
level in the 19th century. Yet, from the very moment of availability of detailed quantitative 
micro-economic and farm management information, the 1860s and onwards, the general 
picture is that of a responsive and dynamic agriculture, in conjunction with cyclical price 
movements and cyclical movement in cropping intensity. One would not wish to assume that 
the characteristics of agriculture and the rural economy, so carefully compiled and analysed by 
able observers, commenced to exist from the actual time of observation. The question is 
whether there is support for the notion that agriculture was responsive to market forces before 
the 1860s, the decade of the first systematic micro-economic inquiries. The actual evidence of 
responsiveness in late 19th century does not yet warrant a broad conclusion in this respect. 
There are strong reasons to reassess the tools used by historians in their work on Java in 
earlier years. Especially the often implicit influence of the German Historical School, 
discernible in work on monetary and socio-economic issues alike, needs attention. A leading 
agriculturalist such as Ham, put aside the views of the German Historical School by 1914. The 
German Historical School ultimately led to the stylized conceptual tool of the ideal-type and 
bureaucracy, as formulated by Weber. In view of the fact that actual research on agriculture 
and the economy had advanced well beyond the use of this socio-economic tool as early as the 
1870-1880s, one would not wish to limit the historical tools in current historical investigations 
to the ideal-type. The economy of Java needs to be approached as an economy, and not as 
sequence of development stages, nor as a segmented, monetized and non-monetized economy, 
or as a collection of patrimonial bureaucracies. To prove that this can also be done on the basis 
of material from earlier years, appendix A presents an analysis of a local rice market around 
1800 on the north coast of Java. 
This chapter adds an important notion to the toolkit of historical inquiry, as set forth in 
the introductory chapter. This notion concerns the insight that seasonal movement of goods, 
services and money, even in a multi-seasonal agriculture, were likely larger than long term 
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trended pnce levels One would argue that changes in the intra-year circulation of goods, 
services and money constitute a major determinant of long term economic change In fact, the 
focus of analysis of explanation of long term change, needs to take into account intra-year 
shifts m the velocity of money, as associated with the supply of goods and services 
Data boundaries 
In the years 1850-1880, a steady progression in agricultural data collection and 
improvement look place (Boomgaard and Van Zanden, 1990) The broad investigations on the 
rural tax base, local production and consumption induced a stronger interest of the colonial 
administration in the systematic collection of information The availability of detailed area 
allocations to nee and secondary crops in the years 1880-1915 is thus a direct consequence of a 
process of expanding information collection at the local level It is significant, however, that 
not a single synthesis using the vastly expanded quantitative data on agriculture was produced 
by researchers, officials and scholars in these years This lack assumes more pronounced 
proportions if one takes into account the vastly expanded knowledge on administration, 
agriculture and the solid investigations by Sollewijn Gelpke and Heyting More in-depth 
historical research would be necessary to identify the causes for this lacuna in economic and 
agricultural research, but it seems most likely that the statistical data processing capability of 
the central colonial administration was not sufficiently strong to cope with the vast datasets 
available, while the conceptual tools and understanding of economic relationships were not 
sufficiently developed to give guidance and direction to transparent economic investigations 
Following the inquines on the land tax by Sollewijn Gelpke, and the inquiry on land 
rights by Bergsma, the concerted effort of the investigation on lesser welfare (Onderzoek naar 
de Mindere Welvaart, OMW), initiated in the first decade of the 20th century, constituted the 
first multi-disciplinary effort, synthesizing historical courses of events in conjunction with the 
state of the art paradigms from the German Historical School The very size and duration of 
the compilation of the multi-volume report reflect the not yet sufficient capability of dealing 
with large datasets on the one hand, and the dominant and persisting urge for painstaking 
descriptive reflection of area specific developments 
While Weber in Germany advanced his views on agrarian history of the empires of the 
world, the loosely structured team effort by Dutch scientists of vanous ilk resulted in a massive 
socio-economic descnption, the guideline of which could not go beyond the stage theories in 
combination with the wish to enhance welfare The final focus on welfare is reflected in the 
title of the research reports "Investigation into lesser welfare" and pulled together the gist of 
the conclusions in the terms of the going concern of the early 20th century The translation 
"investigation into declining prosperity" is not correct, and, more importantly, not supported by 
vanous tabulations presented in the report The OMW reports sel a landmark combining 
scholarship with attention for detail They go far beyond the still familiar rhetoric of the title 
given to the senes of studies 
In conclusion, one could say that the years 1880-1900 witnessed an enormous expansion 
in terms of available information, but lacked the overall transparency, because of lack of data 
processing capacity, and a vacuum in economic thought These issues, and the subsequent 
improvements in conceptual tools, in conjunction with decision oriented use of the routinely 
generated data, will be taken up in chapter 3, which covers the period 1900-1940 
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3. The Integration and Diversification of the 
Agricultural Economy of Java,1900-1940 
Introduction 
The broad issue under investigation in Chapter 3 concerns the major conclusions of 
Chapter 2, viz the characteristics of multi-seasonahry, inter-seasonality among areas, and ïntra-
year cycles in the circulation of goods, services and money in the economy of Java Moreover, 
Chapter 3 will address the hypothesis derived m the conclusions in Chapter 2 This hypothesis 
says that market integration and control of seasonal movements lead to long term changes in 
the agricultural economy The guiding thought in market integration is that infrastructure 
enables traders and growers to take advantage of inter-seasonality which characterizes Java's 
production calendar This chapter will address the role of infrastructure and market integration 
Of the important tools of control of seasonality, food policy, irrigation and credit, Chapter 3 
will analyze the major elements of food policy First, Chapter 3 will analyze the state of 
knowledge of the colonial administrators in conjunction with the tools of intervention in the 
years 1900 to 1940 
By the late 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, knowledge on 
agriculture and administration had expanded These years mark the state as the major 
organizer of knowledge and the main intervening agent in agriculture The first section of 
Chapter 3 addresses therefore aspects of state formation, viz modernization of administration 
and its relationship with knowledge on agriculture and economics The section on aspects of 
state formation reviews modernization of administration and focuses on its role in research and 
development and agricultural policy in the years before independence Java's economy towards 
the end of the 19th and the early 20th century was open, its monetary structure and policy 
facilitated participation in the global economy In these years the colonial government and its 
apparatus went through changes Benda (1972) typified colonial Indonesia as a "Beambten 
staat" going through motions of internal change Van Doorn (1983 30) argues, using Weber's 
razor 
"If one wishes to determine how institutional modernization affected the process of mediation 
(between ethnic populations), then these bureaucratic organizations should be investigated It was 
there, and nowhere else, that the modernization of the colonial system occurred " 
Van Doorn argues that to some extent society was plural in Java by the turn of the 19th 
century and that the mediating mechanisms were insufficiently strong to prevent segregation 
(Van Doorn, 1983) The observation of Van Doom reflects sociological analysis of the 
apparatus of the colonial state, ie its bureaucracies The focus on bureaucracies includes their 
functioning, in the sphere of socio-economic agncultural research, food policy and agricultural 
planning, and this is the subject of the first section The work of De Vries (1944, 1961) 
contributes substantially to a view on the bureaucracies of the colonial state in interaction with 
the industrial lobbies De Vries' view contains, aside from elements of control and mediation, 
the elements of economic integration, economic coordination and differential pace of sectoral 
growth The notions of De Vnes focus the analysis on economic thought and the tasks 
performed by bureaucracies engaged in statistical data collection, agncultural planning, 
research and food policy 
It is significant that Crowlher ( 1948) included the Dutch East Indies in his treatise on money and the world economy 
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The second section concentrates on trade and processing of agricultural produce. 
Specific attention is given to inter-seasonality and the role of the railways in the agricultural 
economy of Java. The third section focuses on resource use, sources of growth and price 
integration in the foodcrops subsector. Moreover, monetization is estimated on the basis of a 
variety of sources. For the years 1929-1939, the most accurate data on area allocation and 
agricultural growth are available from Scheltema (1939). These data have not yet been used in 
historical studies on Java. They provide a reliable source for estimation of area and yield 
growth trends by commodity. Scheltema's study provides the strongest and most consistent 
base from which to consider trends in area in Java in earlier years. In the analysis of area 
allocation the same grouping of districts as used in the preceding chapter is maintained. 
Aspects of state formation in Java, 1900-1940 
Local control and central decision making regarding taxation and public resource 
allocation are major characteristics of a modern state. An important prerequisite for a modern 
state is the availability of information as the basis for administrative policy and allocation 
decisions. A major characteristic of a modem state is therefore the centralized management of 
information regarding society and economy. It is self evident that centralized information can 
only be realized on the basis of local collection of information. The modernization of a state is 
thus reflected by the establishment, strengthening and adaptation of localized information 
collection and the involvement of central agencies in standardization of information, the 
introduction of new items and the disposal of items judged unnecessary. Chapter 2 identified, 
on the basis of the CEI series, a steady progression of increasingly reliable indicators, primarily 
relating to the taxation base of the colonial administration, with intercessions brought about by 
centrally co-ordinated and locally implemented investigations. Pressures on the colonial 
administration from the authorities in the Netherlands and industry in the archipelago to 
undertake investment activities, as discussed in the preceding chapters, were common from the 
moment of its existence. Responses included improvement of central registration of population, 
land and production, and numerous local registrations. 
The previous chapter concluded that the information flows on people, land and 
agriculture became more complete and detailed with the unification or integration of the 
economy. Such expansion was driven by expanded knowledge on agriculture and made 
possible by strengthened local presence of the colonial administration and division of labour 
within the colonial bureaucracy. The question is now put how the colonial government defined 
its tasks, and what the departments engaged in agriculture did in the period of economic 
integration. 
The reforms of De Waal resulted in the establishing of five departments in the years 
1869-1872. De Vries (1961, interviews) mentions that bad years (1890-1891, 1901-1902) had 
a shock effect on decisions to improve agricultural and rural services. The colonial 
administration had created several civil departments by the early 1900s (Table 3.1). 
Early colonial administration at the district level gradually transformed towards civil 
local rule and policy involving a number of departments. The years around 1870 mark 
important legal and administrative steps. The agrarian law and subsequent codification was 
researched and refined. The subject matter concerned taxes, cadaslrial services, corvee and 
other matters such as local custom. The archipelago was discovered by geography and 
ethnography in the years 1850-1920*. Area-specific legal codification took place, which 
became the basis for "adat" law, as recognized by the colonial state. 
The KITLV series, Teysmannia and many other journals and brochures, and later also the "Adat recht bundels", regional 
descriptions of local custom, attest to the rapid expansion of knowledge of the archipelago 
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19,385 
6,277 
7,934 
11,871 
16,002 
808** 
13,734** 
29,805 
15,391 
18,520 
26,517 
29,713 
2,191 
28,662 
Table 3.1 Government departments and eipenditiires by year of establishment 
Government departments Expenditures (millions guilders) 
1900 1914 
1869 Department of Civil Administration 
1869 Department of Education and Religion 
1870 Department of Justice 
1871 Department of Public Works 
1872 Department of Finance 
1904 Department of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce 
1907 Department of State Services 
Source ENOI 2nd ed, Vol. I 585-593, Overzicht der geldmiddelen van Nederlandsch-Indiè van 1867 af, 
1916 Staat VII-VIH 
Including mini and credit 
** Expenditures of 1900 have been approximated by expenditure by task, as reported in Overzicht 
The Idenburg law of 1903 determined local administrative activities. It stipulated which 
local sources of funds could be used locally, more or less similar to the Dutch water districts, or 
"waterschap" (De Waal, 1911.4-5). Local administrations were allowed to initiate and promote 
the establishment of companies. In the 1900s a number of ongoing activities were transferred 
to the department of state services, post, telegraph and railways. Newly established activities 
were transferred to the department of agriculture, industry and commerce 
Table 3.2 Local administration under the department of civil administration. 
1900 Ï92Ö 
regional/local tasks regional/local tasks 
Communication with indigenous Chinese affairs 
hierarchy ("Vorsten en grooten") Principalities 
Public order Police services 
District communication, police vessels Relationship between indigenous population and 
local guards not belonging to army private ("particuliere") agriculture 
control of piracy, care of saved persons Corvee services 
Eradication of tigers and crocodiles Land tax income 
Agriculture, livestock, forests, fishing Credit facilities ("Volks crediet wezen") 
Corvee services, land tax and other Statistical and cadastnal services and 
taxes, ("landelijke inkomsten") agrarian affairs 
Collection of statistics, excepting Public transport 
those obtained by measurement Local supervision/coordination of 
Cadaster and agrarian affairs, - Settlement 
Receipt, storage, sales and transport - Migrants 
of produce ("s lands productie") - Establishing faetones, industries and crafts 
Supervision and exploitation of public - Building 
warehouses 
Means of transport 
Supervision of migrants 
Implementation of simple construction, 
maintenance of triangulation base points 
(Personnel = 1 secretary, 3 referendaris, 5 hoofd commiezen, 25 other public servants) 
Source ENOI 1st ed Vol I 436-439, 2nd ed Vol I 585-593 
For the hierarchies in the many colonial mediating organisations see ENOI, 2nd ed,Vol I 585-593, and also 
Kleintjes (1932) 
Table 3.2 indicates the specialization in tasks of the department of civil administration. 
Table 3.2 shows that the local colonial administration had local sources of income, in the 
1900s possibly more than in the 1920s. In addition the list of tasks and responsibilities of the 
local administration reduced considerably in the years 1900-1920 as tasks were taken over by 
other newly established departments. The task list of the local administration was wide 
As local administration, "het binnenlands bestuur", resided under the department of 
civil administration, instructions for local implementation from the directors of the various 
departments were channeled through the resident, the government representative. The 
Encyclopedia mentions that the relationships between the local civil administration and 
directors in Batavia were often strained. Additional staff of the resident performed tasks on the 
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The department of agriculture, industry and trade performed a variety of tasks after its 
establishment in 1904/1905 (Table 3 3) 
ТаЫе 3 3 Task» of the department of agriculture. Industry and commerce, 1904/190S. 
Agricultural education. 
Research botanical, seed selection and breeding, Monitoring food crops agriculture, fisheries, 
livestock and horse breeding, 
Veterinary services and education, 
Industry and trade Services district rotation of standardized weights and measures. 
Printing services, and, 
Promotion of exchange of knowledge 
Source ENOI 2nd ed. Vol 1 585-593 
The large number of tasks of the department of agriculture, industry and commerce is 
reflected in inconsistent reference to its tasks and coverage in the Encyclopedia and the 
department's early reports The source compilation of Creutzberg (1974, xxv-xxvn) provides 
detailed information on internal bureaucratic differentiation in the department The department 
was initially created in 1905 as an agricultural task force, and took over the trade and industry 
divisions from the department of education and religion In 1916 a manufacturing industry 
committee was set up In 1920 the central bureau of statistics was established, continuing work 
of the department of agriculture, industry and commerce In 1926 the small welfare committee 
("Kleine Welvaarts Commuée") was established to collect and verify information on welfare 
In 1931 an economic committee was set up, and in 1934 the department of agriculture, 
industry and commerce was reorganized into the department of economic affairs Central 
economic co-ordination rapidly became important in the years 1930-1940, and was preceded 
by independent information collection and processing 
The note on expenditures on welfare in the Netherlands Indies by the minister of 
colonies in 1940 (nota Welter, see Creutzberg, 1974 155-164) contains estimations of 
expenditures by division, as presented in Table 3 4 This compilation covers only the welfare, 
or in the language of the present day, development, activities under the department of 
economic affairs Actual total expenditures on, for example, irrigation in those years are higher 
as one would include expenditures under public works Of interest is that expenditures 
increased rapidly in the years 1900-1930, then decreased in the mid 1930s In 1940 
expenditures increased relative to the expenditures in the 1930s The allocation to various 
activities show shifts over the years The years 1930-1940 show especially diverse allocations 
Expenditures on public health continued in the 1930s, whereas expenditures on irrigation 
decreased in the 1930s Expenditures on standardization of weights and measures increased 
rapidly in the first decades of the 20tn century and stayed stable in the 1930s (Creutzberg, 
1974,22 Staat IV) 
The early re-orgamzation of tasks under the department of agriculture, industry and 
commerce is reflected in data on agriculture In the years 1880-1904 prior to the 
reorganisation, data on agnculture became rather detailed and the newly established 
department of agriculture, industry and commerce could apparently not continue the data 
collection because it lacked local representation and personnel 
The differentiation of administrative tasks over a larger number of departments was 
accompanied by attempts to generate information through research and study Initially 
departments were small and tasks shifted over time An official report of 1904 on trade and 
crafts describes the departmental tasks as including education, religion, trade and industries 
("nijverheid") The department of education, religion, commerce and industries apparently had 
few senior staff The director of this hybrid department travelled to local chambers of 
commerce to establish connections between Batavia and the local economies (Rapport, 1904) 
Regional inspection on commerce and crafts was long established and became more frequent 
and specialized in later years (Vleming, 1926, Verslag, 1924) 
However, larger scale inspection efforts involving local staff were also one of the tools of 
administration In order to get more insight, several surveys were conducted on various issues 
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Table 3.4 Annual eipendltures by division of the department of economic аЛаіл/agrlculture, 
industry and commerce, 1900-1940. 
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
V 
3 
14 
management/travel 
promotion agriculture 
promotion fisheries 
promotion industry 
veterinary services 
co-operatives, int trade 
vocational education 
transmigration 
irrigation 
public health 
labour inspection 
employment progr 
credit services 
measures and weights 
Total 
38,000 
426,000 
1,238,000 
2,029,000 
14,000 
3,745,000 
114,000 
410,000 
74,000 
445,000 
140,000 
215,000 
3,809,000 
3,320,000 
72,000 
634,000 
18,000 
10,473,000 
306,000 
1,710,000 
462,000 
710,000 
1,216,000 
1,021,000 
75,000 
11,539,000 
13,853,000 
249,000 
589,000 
45,000 
31,775,000 
408,000 
2,350,000 
88,000 
449,000 
782,000 
2,746,000 
60,000 
10,002,000 
19,713,000 
911,000 
732,000 
332,000 
38,573,000 
745,000 
2,144,000 
246,000 
1,106,000 
811,000 
185,000 
2,204,000 
2,533,000 
1,313,000 
13,267,000 
653,000 
1,500,000 
484,000 
443,000 
27,634,000 
Source Nota Welter 1940, in Creulzberg(1974 155-164) 
the survey on corvée (Herendiensten) of 1902, the survey on indigenous industry and trade of 
1924, the investigation of reduced welfare (OMW) of the years 1900-1915, the investigation on 
the population of 1905-1920, the cooli budget investigation, and the welfare inquines of 1913 
and 1924, and the investigation on taxation by Huender and Meyer Ranneft of 1926 Later on, 
fact finding and presentation became more structured along with availability of statistics in 
Java and Madura, for example resulting in the agricultural atlases of 1926 and 1933, which 
combined land rent and resource data from various departments The first structured 
longitudinal investigations on income and expenditures date from the 1930s The horticultural 
section of the department of economic affairs conducted the Kotowinangun inquiry (Ochse and 
Terra, 1934), while the central bureau of statistics conducted budget analysis of wage workers 
and fixed income earners 
Viewed with a long term perspective it is easy to detect substantial improvement in the 
structure of data collection and data processing However, the many early exercises did not 
meet immediately with wide acceptance, and many officials voiced serious doubts regarding 
the mounting socio-economic research and its connection with day to day administration 
Gonggrijp, resident of the Rembang district, achieved archipelago-wide popularity 
through his selfmocking letters, "Brieven van opheffer", depicting the pedestrian thoughts of a 
sincere follower of the ethical principle In a clever persiflage of the many welfare 
investigations, he suggested just looking at imports and exports of gold and silver (see 
appendix С 15-16), the hypothesis being that increasing exports would indicate the need for 
cash and thus a reduction in welfare In a final sentence, Gonggrijp mentions dryly that 
watching the pnce of chickens locally would do as well 
The gist of Gonggnjp's remarks goes well beyond the anecdote The value of the 
generated information may not have been very significant for intelligent local administrators 
Expenenced administrators knew all the signs in the local economies indicating forth-coming 
shortages and trouble However, there was apparently a strong demand for socio-economic 
research in the centralized parts of the administrative apparatus Of illustrative interest are the 
comments made by the participants of a meeting by the "Indisch Genootschap", the 
authontative society for the Netherlands Indies, on experiences dunng large reorganisations 
(Kielstra, 1915) Van Vollenhoven recapitulated the many steps forward and backward and 
concluded that steady but small improvements characterized the course of events and legal 
policy in the archipelago Abendanon, the previous director of the department of education, 
religion, commerce and industnes, favoured independent implementation of policy in the 
colonies Van Vollenhovens' response shows clearly his perception of the necessity of strong 
ties with the Netherlands reflecting his predominantly jundical/legal interpretation of policy 
and administration Van Vollenhoven's tour de force of establishing the basis for the legal 
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system in local law and custom was obviously accompanied by the perception for the need of a 
supra local legal frame and statesmanship One reads in Gonggnjp's and Abendanon's opinions 
the need for operational flexibility at two different hierarchical levels, local administration and 
central line department, in the Netherlands Indies 
It will be clear that a sociological interpretation of the fact finding exercises connected 
with a "beambten" streak in the colonial state is not sufficient to typify and explain the 
continuous search for means of control and improvement of welfare in the predominantly 
agricultural economy In the years before the second world war the colomal authorities 
involved the state apparatus in an expanding range of tasks, resulting in establishment of 
seperate departments of industry and trade, and economic affairs Pragmatic considerations 
included increasingly autonomous decision-making in the colony (De Vnes, 1961, Creutzberg, 
1974 174) From an economic point of view the need for independence in decision-making 
from the Netherlands is evident the archipelago contained a wide diversity in local resource 
mixes and was subject to different market forces than the Netherlands 
The following sub-sections will focus on the genesis of agricultural planning and 
economic policy First, however, it is useful to briefly review the major economic issues and 
pressures on the colonial administration 
Economic thought and the discovery of the domestic economy 
The following paragraphs trace the emerging awareness of the colonial administrators 
and policy makers of the domestic market as the major avenue for welfare improvement, in 
agriculture, this was connected to inter-seasonality and control of seasonal fluctuation An 
issue which long dominated economic thought in the colomal administration concerned the 
influence of exports on the welfare of the rural population This notion was not totally without 
grounds in view of the importance of trade and the economic regime prevailing in the 
archipelago and the shifts to Asian countries as mass producers From the 1870s onwards 
economic policy in the archipelago is usually characterized as liberal In fact the economy of 
Java was fairly open before 1870 Open trade regimes prevailed in export and import of goods 
(OMW VIb 2e deel bijlagen) (CEI 6, 12) Towards the turn of the century banking and 
industrialization, processing of agricultural produce and integration of industnes had gained 
momentum Competition in the domestic consumer goods market increased (KV, 1870-1914 
in OWM Vol VIb 2e deel bijlagen, De Vnes, 1961, Wolsheimer, 1946 293, Kamerling, 
1980 215) Imports of consumer goods from Japan and western Europe expanded involving 
national economies with different control Population increased and socio-economic 
differentiation progressed in rural areas (Scheltema, 1927-1928, Svensson, 1988, 1983) 
The regional Asian economy, in which the archipelago had long participated, expanded 
Migrant labour from China and India followed the establishment of large agricultural 
businesses Trade houses from throughout the region established representative offices, 
regional trade in псе and consumer goods expanded (Baker, 1981) Japanese industry and 
trade was on the rise , targetting Asian consumers through systematic marketing of consumer 
goods throughout the region Mass produced goods entered the Asian region In Indonesia, 
however, the value of manufactured imports in 1900 was still small compared to the value of 
opium, an important consumer good with an estimated annual retail value of Dfl 100 million 
around 1900 
The archipelago participated in zones of multi-sectoral trade The island zone around 
Singapore and coastal areas on Sumatra and Borneo facing Malacca remained peripheral to the 
economy of Java well into the twentieth century As noted in Chapter 2, Vissering (1920 101-
207) relates the monetary integration of the other islands in the unifying economy in the years 
A most curious and informative document is the reader published by Alfred Stead (1904) In this document the leaders of 
the national economy of Japan announced its economic role and participation in trade 
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1900-1920. In the archipelago trade relations had expanded throughout the 19th century 
(Broeze, 1979; CEI 9, 1989) with growing division of labour between Java and the other 
islands and entrepreneurial investment in the other islands. In Java itself, intra-rural division 
of labour characterizes the rural economy in the 19th century. 
After the sugar and wheat crises of the 1880s, intervention by national economies in 
world trade in agricultural commodities became more frequent. The global export of goods 
from tropical areas, as measured from the years 1880 onwards, was subject to cyclical 
movements. Stover (1970:46-49) using data from the League of Nations concluded that a 
Juglar type cycle had peaks in 1883, 1890, 1899, 1907 and 1913, and that annual growth in 
exports from tropical areas was similar to growth of industrial production in Europe and the 
US . Around 1900 the major industrial powers boomed simultaneously leading to anti-cyclical 
measures, affecting among others the Netherlands Indies. In 1908 France imposed high taxes 
on the import of cassava to protect the potato flour industry. World War I interrrupted the 
global cyclical movements, and impeded direct inter-continental trade from the Netherlands 
Indies. England, with substantial rubber interests, and Cuba, a major sugar producer, initiated 
trade negotiations to limit the production of rubber (1923) and sugar (1926). Import levies 
favoring Caribbean produce were increased in England in the 1920s. The USA established in 
the 1920s high taxes on the imports of vegetable oils. In the thirties the raw product market 
collapsed and dumping practices followed. In 1934 rice from Japan was sold at Ujung Pandang 
at extremely low administered prices (De Vries, 1961). Anti-cyclical measures, usually 
protection of domestic markets, were a global phenomenon. The market forces leading to it and 
the effects came to play a major role in the archipelago, which was characterized by division of 
labour and open borders. 
In Java administrators observed that international trade affected welfare, and in the first 
decades of the 20th century, some developed the belief that exports constituted the main avenue 
towards welfare. This issue dominated many investigations in the early 20th century'*. The 
general picture in Java of the years 1900-1940 is one of steadily increasing rural welfare, with 
indeed interruptions in the years 1914-16, the bad harvest of 1920-1921, and the years 
following the 1929 depression. 
As far as one can discern, state interest in the development of cottage industries and 
large scale manufacturing emerged more or less at the time of the department reorganization. 
Discussions and investigations started in 1902 when Van Kol made a study of the progress in 
manufacturing in Japan and argued in favor of state supported large industries. Abendanon 
(Rapport, 1904) made a case for cottage industry. Also Freundlich (1918), who produced an 
admirably detailed study of manufacturing in British India, recommended government support 
and promotion of manufacturing industries. In 1915 a committee was established which looked 
into the possibility of developing manufacturing industries to provide employment to the 
expanding population on Java. Originally, the intention was to achieve independence from 
overseas manufactured products. However, it soon became clear that this autarkistic idea could 
not be realized in full. In the end, the committee suggested to strengthen the free flow of 
information through the establishment of an institute which would provide information to 
entrepreneurs and industrialists following the example of England, Japan***, South Africa, and 
Canada. It would seem that the view on industry focused from the start on the domestic 
market, such in contrast to the "export" stream of thought on agriculture. 
There was no clear consensus on agriculture in the years 1900-1920. While Ham 
highlighted the responsive nature of agriculture to both domestic and international demand, 
mainstream literature (OMW, 1914) maintained a rather dogmatic focus on export as the 
prime source of economic development. This is well illustrated by one of the conclusions of the 
final report treating welfare of the population in Java and Madura (OMW, 1914: 103). Part of 
For a state-of-the-art overview of the late 1930s, see Tinbergen ( 1940) in. Readings in business cycle theory. 
The relationship between export and the welfare of farmers in the formative years of the global economy has survived 
through the years as a major characteristic of colonial agricultural economies (Lewis, 1970 13-45) It would seem that 
a shortage of data on the domestic economy has indirectly led to the perpetuation of such a partial view. 
Before WW II Japan operated several full-time promotional exhibition vessels throughout the world. 
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the report focused on the importance of exports of indigenous manufactured goods and 
secondary crops, groundnut and cassava products The report attacks intermediate trade for 
taking disproportionate profits in exports It did not give full recognition to the far greater 
importance of internal trade Nor did it recognize the difficulties involved in quality control 
In view of the conclusions of OMW regarding profiteering by exporters of native 
agricultural products, one would expect that researchers would include farm-gate pnces of 
agriculture produce in subsequent inquines, so as to establish the share accruing to the pnmary 
producer The only references to producer-pnces in the matenal reviewed for the penod 1900-
1940, with the exception of scattered partial budget farm management studies, are contained in 
Creutzberg (1974 759, piece 69-76) and De Vnes (1933a, 1937b) 
The recognition of the characteristics of the domestic economy and the variation in 
welfare and differential local economic development became stronger in the years 1910-1920 
with the well focused investigations by Neijtzell de Wilde, the authoritative article of Ham 
(1913/14) and the statistical efforts of Van Gelderen (1923) A gradually strengthening stream 
of research weakened the generalized notion of a direct and umform relation between export 
ала local welfare, and, more importantly, pointed at ways to improve agnculture and income 
The reports on welfare and economic conditions of 1911 and 1913 by Neijtzell de Wilde were 
substantially shorter in timespan of coverage and length than the OMW reports Neijtzell de 
Wilde (1913 58-74) is rather cntical of the general conclusions of the OMW reports on trade 
and warns against conceiving the Javanese as greenhouse plants The report of 1924 
("Verslag") has, in companson to the 1913 report, a much sharper focus with regard to 
indicators and time senes The 1924 report identifies flows of goods, and concentrates on 
infrastructure in the years 1910-1924 It established that the Great War in Europe did not have 
a lasting effect on domestic production and trade in Java and emphasized the regional 
vanabihty in welfare While the investigation was inspired by the wish of the colonial 
administration to determine whether the reduced exports had had an impact on domestic 
production and trade in Java , the actual approach of the 1924 report was modern and makes 
a clear case for a fresh look at the internal dynamics of the domestic economy The insights of 
the compiler of the 1924 report reveal the importance of local and inter-regional inland trade 
in Java The section on inter-regional and inter-local trade presents part of the evidence 
submitted in the early economic investigations of 1913 and 1924 
The connection between exports and small scale production of food and industrial crops 
was put in proper perspective by Van Gelderen (1923 87), who called attention to a gap in 
knowledge on the significance of production of food and industnal crops for the domestic 
market 
"The extremely important role of small scale rubber during and after the most recent rubber cnsis 
is only one example that an established opinion is becoming obsolete This view holds that there 
is and should be division of labour, among native [small-scale] agnculture which would 
concentrate on food crops while European agnculture would focus on industnal crops a 
change m agnculture, a shift m importance of crops, concerns a shift from production for own 
and local use to production for the market the essence is not whether the crop is used for food 
only, but whether it is sold Our statistics are totally inadequate regarding production for the 
market We know nothing about the domestic market for chili, onions, potato, vegetables, 
tobacco and sugar " 
With regard to the above, Van Gelderen argued that the only statistical (but inadequate) 
reflection available was the trade statistics These show a movement in proportion of native 
agncultural produce in total value of agncultural exports from 11 3% in 1894 to 27 3% in 
1910, decreasing somewhat to 23 8% in 1923 Van Gelderen warned that production for export 
is not identical to production for the market He merely used trade statistics since no statistical 
information was available covenng the vastly larger domestic market Van Gelderen follows 
See Creutzberg ( 1974 xxx; 41 note 89) for ал in depth discussion 
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the path set out by Ham (1913/14) in his analysis of the division of labour among production 
centers and concentration of consumers, and established that in the other islands the proportion 
of native products increased from 33% in 1894 to 50% in 1922, whereas in Java the proportion 
increased 5 7% to 10 4% in the same period The growth of the domestic market is unlikely to 
have been as impressive but was likely quite high in view of expanding urban centers 
Van Gelderen made a convincing case for the need for coordinated strength in export 
agriculture since monopsony as well as "buying anarchy", the opportunistic buying practices 
prevalent in conditions of strong competition, would endanger continuity of production and 
economic stability Van Gelderen pointed out that the fluctuations in production of native 
rubber and tea were much more violent than the fluctuations in European rubber and tea in 
the years 1920-1921, and that buying schemes and credit might bring about some stability 
However, Van Gelderen (1923 87) added that the native producer was equipped with an 
important option 
"The native producer has one effective option to dodge large pnce fluctuations, which also guides 
further development of agriculture for the market He can hedge his bets, and plant food crops" 
Earlier, Ham identified crop shifts as a general response to market demand in the 
archipelago, but Van Gelderen identified farm diversification in a commercial setting as the 
prime focus for both farm management and development efforts 
The discussion of the economic conditions in the years following the 1929 crash reveal 
clearly the positions taken by economists and administration onented socio-economists 
Surmtro (1943 21) argued that the tight monetary policy exacerbated the scarcity of money in 
rural areas after 1929 He took issue with Kielstra, Neytzell de Wilde, Moll and Gooszen who 
were, according to Surmtro, of the opinion that money scarcity meant in the desa economy a 
return to the natural economy 
"One should reject these opinions, they give a distorted view of reality' Such a view is based on 
the supposition that the Indonesian economy is still largely a product economy, where money 
plays an unimportant role " 
Surmtro agrees with Gonggrijp (1928) and made the point, earlier argued by Van Den 
Bosch (1850), that the small volume of income in money per capita signifies its importance 
The empirical issue in verifying the effects of an economic retraction is whether monetization 
responded This issue, introduced in Chapter 2, will be addressed in this chapter 
Van Gelderen and Surmtro ignore one issue, namely the monetization of the псе 
market The omission of псе in the indicative lists of goods purchased with money is difficult 
to explain considenng the explicit departure by these authors from dualist concepts There is 
no doubt at all that псе has been the most important tradeable good, in terms of money and 
volume in the penod covered by this study, and yet it does not feature as such in the work of 
the early modern economists such as Van Gelderen and Sumitro It is possible that Van 
Gelderen categonzed псе as a good for local use as opposed to a marketable good, while 
Sumitro merely sought to sketch monetization along commodities, omitting псе as too obvious 
to mention Yet, their ommission of псе as an important tradeable is difficult to understand in 
view of Scheltema's (1926) observation that farmers in Java tended to oversell псе upon 
harvest 
Of interest is that the crop shifts, as identified by Van Gelderen as a farm strategy, were 
associated by some colleagues as shifts to subsistence crops, and not, as one would expect, to 
other marketable crops The issues of proportion of marketable surplus and monetization were 
subject to practical rule of thumb in the 1930s De Vnes and his colleagues were of the opimon 
Of passing interest is that demand for low quality rubber sustained in times of cost cutting by large rubber users, thus 
pointing at the differential temporal demand for produce with lower quality and pnce Thus demand for native and estate 
rubber was not strongly segmented 
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that a 100% dependency of fanners on cash income from farm produce was risky. They 
thought that the optimum would be between 1/3 and 2/3 of total income (De Vries: interview 
with Wolters, 1978). 
The foregoing paragraphs discussed thought on export and the domestic economy and 
pin-pointed various issues for further investigation in this chapter. They could give the 
impression that the dualist view as derived by Boeke from the stage theories dominated 
thinking of the servants of the colonial state apparatus. Such was not the case. By the 1920s a 
sense of pragmatism associated with professionalism had pervaded the ranks of public 
servants. Wolters (1979) explored the influence and ramifications of the various schools of 
thought in the public credit services, and he notes that in these years next to the theoretical 
view of Boeke, (of strong influence in Leiden), the Rotterdam school, with a general (mono) 
economic perspective, and the pragmatical approach of the Wageningen school became 
important. Wolters (1979: 9) concluded: 
"These directions [of thought] can not be observed in pure form as factions within the apparatus." 
Wolters' conclusion is important because it underlines that one can not assume that 
dualist thought dominated the civil administration, or that general economic perpectives 
dominated thought in economic and treasury functions, while agricultural insights remained 
confined to the agriculturalists. Wolter's conclusion is in harmony with the earlier observation 
of multi-diciplinary activities in the years 1900-1940. 
To a certain extent the agricultural insights came to play a role in the establishing of 
guidelines of the credit service. The credit services, following Boeke, distinguished two 
spheres: the consumptive and the productive sphere, and recognized that the extension of 
credit to the rural population was needed for purchase of goods in the period without income, 
while repayment could be extended over longer periods (Fruin, 1935). The provision of 
productive credit was thus not of central importance; possibily the degree of monetization of 
the factor market - perceived as low - induced the notion of a productive sphere, separate from 
the consumptive sphere. 
Wolters (1979: 11-12) draws attention to the relationship between the work of the public 
agricultural services and the approach developed by the credit services: 
"Although Fruin [Director of the "Centrale kas"] ш his guidelines for credit of the general credit 
services still uses the view of Boeke on precapitalist society, he bases his practical guidelines and 
analyses on the empirical investigations of the agricultural economists of Wageningen .... an 
important part of the new theoretical synthesis was the attempt of Fruin to design a classification 
of farm types to serve as a basis for the provision of credit." 
Fruin based his typology on repayment capacity, which is connected with marketed 
product. He tried to capture the variation of agriculture in Java in his typology. Fruin's 
typology includes areas with one or two harvests per year and points at the need of verification 
of cash sales as a measure of repayment capacity. Variations included single harvest rice areas 
(Indramayu, Krawang, Demak), double cropping (tobacco-maize, central Java) and triple 
cropping (rice-secondary crops, Pasuruan) and finally mixed cropping (Priangan, Banyumas). 
De Vries (interview, 1978) mentioned that livestock was a major indicator in gauging the need 
for credit. He mentioned that the need for credit was highest in the areas specialized in rice, 
whereas in Madura, where livestock were very important, there was hardly any need for 
intervention in existing credit provisions. One concludes from the analysis of Wolters and the 
classification of Fruin that multi-seasonality and sales of farm production were recognized as 
the main distinguishing variable of relevance for repayment capacity. Of importance is the 
observation that the credit system actually disconnected exclusive property rights on land and 
This type of credit is referred to as "bridging" credit (overbruggings krediet). 
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the supply of credit itself. This contrasts to the established notion that property rights are 
necessary for an effective credit system. 
The growth of practical insights in need for and effects of credit supply to the rural 
population, however, was not limited to the use of agricultural knowledge in colonial years. 
With the growth of the consumer market, banking and local small credit services for 
distributing trade became important in the 1920s. At a time of an expanded number of 
bankruptcy and take-overs of distribution and retail business in the 1930s, these became the 
object of intensive study. Studies by Ten Doesschate (1931), Bakker (1936), De Vries and 
Cohen (1938), Liem Tan Djie (1947) and Ballendax (1951), to mention a few, cover various 
scales and aspectof distribution trade. Ballendux (1951) investigated the role of credit supply in 
development of small retail business and arrived at the conclusion that saving behaviour as 
related to the local rate of return on capital revealed the crucial characteristic of the economy 
of Java. Studying under Boeke in Leiden, Ballendux introduced rational saving behaviour of 
the desaman, the native, one of the two actors in Boeke's theory. Ballendux quotes Cramer with 
agreement: 
"It does not pay [says Cramer] for the desaman to invest very small sums, and to travel to the 
often distant bank office For larger sums he can find more profitable use by lending against high, 
native [local] interest, or buying land, rather than deposit money at some percents in a bank " 
The similarity with the argument of Nederburgh (1876) as discussed in chapter 2, 
namely that monetary transactions cost time and money, is striking, and, as this study shows, is 
no co-incidence. Ballendux (1951: 138) continues: 
"I believe the core of the issue is the dualist-economic phenomenon of the difference in interest 
rates in the western-capitalist and the Indonesian sphere." 
A remark on dualism as a concept in the legal sphere may complete the discussion of 
economic thought. Earlier, mention was made of the ethnological-legal registration of local 
transactions. The subject of the very wide and ongoing research programme encompassed 
virtually all facets of social and economic life. The literature on the subject is voluminous and 
highly diverse in orientation. The major stream of work is contained in the adatrecht bundels, a 
series running from 1911 to 1938, containing 40 volumes. The thorough recording of trans-
actions reflects the continuation of the detailed location-specific and largely administrative 
focus which characterizes earlier broad investigations, such as the inquiry on lesser welfare of 
the 1910s, and the inquiry on land rights of the 1880s. 
In the course of the years 1920-1940 literature expanded, drawing on the extensive and 
detailed fact collection and description, and in due course became more synthetic. Legal 
inquiries and syntheses on Java were to some extent the professional domain of Javanese 
authors. The multitude of transactions covered in the legal domain were classified by Ter Haar, 
who (1941: 236) would make a plea for unified civil law connected with the painstakingly 
recorded adat. Ballendux, occupying the chair in law in Wageningen (lectures 1972-1974) set 
forth that in late colonial Indonesia, in court one used in civil cases the legal notion of the 
direct cash transaction ("contante handeling"). The variety of transaction structures, as 
painstakingly identified by the legal ethnologists were, in the end, classified by using direct 
exchange as the distinguishing variable in the legal framework. Ter Haar (1941: 111) 
categorized a variety of transactions involving money, products, labour and land (gadai, 
gangsur) as ficticious transactions, implying the need for application of a simpler and more 
realistic legal principle. From a legal point of view this is logical; no book needs to be kept on 
a cash transaction, whereas in case of mutual obligations through time, some type of evidence 
is necessary in case of dispute. The recognition of a cash transaction as a completed entity was 
attractive from a practical point of view, since in case of arbitrage of dispute it provided a 
codified entity which could be swiftly dealt with. 
Ill 
Earlier, at the meeting of the society of Netherlands Indies of 1915, Van Vollenhoven, 
the instigator of meticulous recording of local custom and exchange, could complain about the 
lack of synthesizing capability of the lawyers in the Dutch East Indies. By the 1950s, the legal 
basis of commerce constituted the commonest of all acts, the transaction, either as a singular 
exchange, or on a time basis. It seems most likely that the cash transaction has always been the 
major form of exchange. 
Pressures for intervention 
A look at the pressures on the colonial government to protect the archipelago's internal 
market and to support production of goods indicates a demarcation of its role in the economy. 
The agro-industries could generate powerful lobbies in the Netherlands Indies by the 1900s 
(De Vries, 1961; Baudet and Fennema, 1983: 190). These industries were basically price-
takers on the international market. Representatives of the Java Bank, which had the role of a 
central bank, other government departments, and the private sector engaged in debates 
concerning the relationship between state and private sector. 
Gerritzen (1926), director of the Java Bank, observed that the will to industrialize, or 
entrepreneurial spirit, as well as the availability of capital, labour, raw material and energy was 
not sufficient for industrialization. He pointed out that competition with overseas industries 
was very strong and that the outcome of the competitive process would determine the success 
of industrialization in the Indies. Gerritzen's point of view indicates the banker's reluctance to 
state support. The discussions point to negotiation between entrepreneurs and government in 
the 1920s, with the government, in general, determined to maintain a liberal line. Yet, when 
justification for intervention became obvious in the fragmentation of the world market before 
and during the depression of the 1930s, the economic mediation resulted in licensing of import 
quota rather than flat tariffs. In the years of heavy pressure for intervention, the department of 
economic affairs was called into being, and occupied itself primarily with complex matters of 
cartelization, monopolies and monopsonies which plagued the economy (De Vries, 1961). 
In fact, the economic policies induced by the depression strengthened the traditional 
distribution channels and induced take-over of foreign trade houses in the archipelago 
(Wolsheimer, 1946: 297-299). In the years before the import ordinance, Japanese companies 
invested heavily in the establishment of distribution channels, bypassing and competing with 
the existing distribution system, following, in a corporate structure, the earlier in-roads in 
domestic commerce made by the Chinese. In the late 1930s domestic manufacturing showed 
signs of expansion. 
The colonial government also centralized its interventions in the collection and 
distribution of rice in the 1930s. Whereas the government responded temporarily to rice 
shortage in the years 1918-1920, intervention in the 1930s affected rice supply throughout the 
archipelago. Also, soybean was included in a closed trade regime. The impacts of intervention 
in rice affected the collection market of rice, interestingly a rather under researched area. 
The Dutch guilder was depreciated rather late, in 1937/1938, in order to strengthen the 
position of export produce. In so far as recovery of the depression of the 1930s was dependent 
on export recovery through currency depreciation, it was thus delayed somewhat by adhering to 
the gold standard. The decision to depreciate rested still with the conservative monetary 
authorities in the Netherlands. With the abandoning of the gold standard, the colonial 
administration was virtually free of control from the Netherlands, and it had completed its 
access to economic policy tools, typical of a modern state. 
In the years 1920-1940 the state as a whole expanded considerably. From 1920 onwards 
the government increased the scope of its interventions significantly. Whereas previously 
rebellions were often regarded as local uprisings caused by local friction and factions, the 
colonial rulers became increasingly apprehensive of nationalism, which needed nationwide 
control. Indonesians were participating increasingly in the public services (Van Der Kroef, 
1951). A process of strengthening took place within the local colonial administration. The 
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Decentralization law of 1922 structured relations between local administration and the various 
departments in Batavia Benda (1972 241) refers to regional decentralization, which led to a 
certain degree of independence of local administration The restructuring concerned local 
taxation and local budgettmg, and strengthened administrative control, initially in Java and 
later in a large number of provinces on the islands of Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and the 
eastern islands 
The economic pressures led thus to centralization of economic policy and control, and, 
so this chapter argues, to accelerated integration of the economy of the archipelago 
Public research and development in agriculture 
In 1905 the colonial government established the department of agriculture, industry and 
commerce with the task, among others, of improving indigenous agriculture Credit facilities 
were established, viz the "Volks Crediet Wezen" The genesis of local credit facilities and the 
role of the Javanese elite in the process is analysed by Schmit, (1991 37-42) Extension 
services were established at the local level as indicated earlier Popular booklets on crop 
cultivation and agriculture, including the senes of Blokzeijl (1916), Van der Veer (1926) and 
earlier, the "Javaansche Landman" by Holle, were produced for extension purposes 
Locally the department was dependent on the office of the resident In the 1920s local 
agricultural staff added to local activities In Batavia the various services and bodies concerned 
with food crops, livestock, and forestry grew into organisational and operational entities The 
interface between the hybrid department and the civil administration evolved into seperate 
departments of agriculture, industry and commerce, and the department of economic affairs 
Local agriculture was the responsibility of the district officer, or Resident, who had a 
number of staff in his service, depending on the importance of the province In important 
provinces, a civil engineer usually had the responsibility for infrastructure which included 
hydraulic works and irrigation The explicit recognition of the importance of food crops 
agriculture was reflected by the establishment at village level of the Mantn Pertanian, a 
respected farmer who acted as a go-between for the Dutch administration and the rural 
population Advice to farmers was channeled through him 
In the years 1920-1940 the agricultural staff reached districts and local areas Its 
activities included the systematic collection of information, the key element in modernization 
of bureaucracies 
The following paragraphs summarize tasks performed by the agriculturalists in relation 
to research and development activities The paragraphs on statistical information, methods of 
data collection and use of data are somewhat more detailed as they set the stage for a 
discussion of agricultural planning and food policy 
Variety improvement and research on utilization 
Genetic research was conducted on a number of foodcrops, primarily псе, maize, food 
legumes, root crops and vegetable crops In 190S a nee breeding programme was established 
in Buitenzorg to conduct research on the major varieties, including Javamca/which was usually 
planted on volcanic soil and Indiea which was used on other soils Before WW II, the 
programme succeeded in crossing a Chinese Indica псе vanety with a Bengal псе variety 
known as Latisail, resulting in strong progeny of short cropping duration These were to 
become the basis of the immensely successful псе vaneties to be introduced in the 1950s and 
1960s by IRPvI (Fox, 1989) From early on, secondary food and industrial crops such as 
For an overview of agricultural extension see Perk ( 1957) 
It is of interest to note that this institution resembles the French colonial agricultural extension model which is known as 
the "Animation rurale" system. 
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soybean, maize and cassava also received attention. In 1918 a cassava selection programme 
started in Buitenzorg (Bogor), resulting in 21 varieties selected from 3,901 lines. In addition 
the collection included 138 varieties of which 80 were collected in Java. A number of improved 
varieties were released in the 1930s. 
Considerable effort went into utilization research of secondary crops. Potential for newly 
developed products of rice, sweet potato, soybean (Koolhaas, 1938) and cassava (Van Der Zijl, 
1930) was investigated. 
Irrigation 
Irrigation provides par excellence a means to shiñ seasonality of production and to 
widen crop options, given adequate drainage. As related in Chapter 2 the mission of the 
irrigation engineers was to secure the first harvest during the west monsoon from the start of 
larger scale investments around 1850 to the outbreak of the second world war. As will be 
shown in the section on growth in agriculture, they largely succeeded in this mission. 
After a number of costly learning experiences in the second half of the 19th century, 
such as the Solo valley project, irrigation became more or less a professional activity at the turn 
of the century. Since 1897 the colonial administration had a committee which advised on 
irrigation matters. Only after the establishment of the department of agriculture in 1905, were 
agriculturists represented in the "Rentabiliteits Commissie". In 1906 the permanent Irrigation 
Committee was established. In 1916 the Rentabiliteits Commissie and the permanent Irrigation 
Committee were abolished and replaced by a "Committee in the interest of irrigation on Java 
and Madura". The frequently changing structure in the irrigation committees reflects the inter 
disciplinary nature of improving agriculture through water control, and the involvement of 
different departments and local administrations. 
There is a vast fund of sources available to assess the importance of irrigation from the 
1920s onwards. The agricultural atlas of 1926 shows in detail the variety in scale and level of 
technology in irrigation throughout Java and overlay with similar information from more 
recent years would pinpoint areas and type of change in irrigation scale and technology. This 
study lacks the space for such an excercise. However, one can draw a number of conclusions 
from inspection of the information of the irrigation maps of the 1920s. First and foremost it is 
obvious that there was a great deal of variation in scale and technology in Java in irrigation 
and drainage; major improvements and area expansions were realized in the late colonial times 
especially in the swampy coastal areas. The classification of types of irrigation in technical, 
semi-technical and simple irrigation should not draw attention away from the fact that rain-fed 
irrigation continued to dominate Javanese agriculture. 
Van der Eng (1993, Table A.4) compiled data on irrigation in three categories, viz 
complete technical irrigation, semi-technical irrigation and a residual category. Table 3.5 
presents the expansion of irrigated land. It is obvious that investment in irrigation in Java 
concerned primarily the conversion and improvement of existing irrigation. Technically 
irrigated land increased from 200,000 hectares in 1910 to 1,311,000 hectares in 1940, with the 
major expansion falling in the 1930s. Semi-technical irrigated land increased from 343,000 
hectares in 1910 to 914,000 hectares in 1940. In the same period the largest, residual, category 
of irrigated land shows a rather fluctuating pattern. From 2,367,000 hectares in 1910, it 
increased to 2,617,000 hectares in 1920, to slowly decrease to 2,073,000 hectares in 1940. It is 
well known that the expansion of technically irrigated land in many cases involved a 
conversion and improvement of existing irrigation. One should be careful to ascribe an 
automatic positive influence of technically irrigated land on the actual rice yields. Technical 
irrigation does not imply year round supply of water, nor did it, in the years 1910-1920 result 
in broad yield increases in rice. It is beyond any doubt that the most important category of 
irrigated land was the largest residual category. This category contained, especially in the 
undulating areas, proportions of year round irrigated land. 
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ТаЫе 3.5 Eipamlon of Irrigated Und by category, 1910-1940, Java. 
Year 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
technical 
200,000 
529,000 
883,000 
1,311,000 
semi-technical 
343,000 
377,000 
571,000 
914,000 
other 
2,367,000 
2,617,000 
2,391,000 
2,073,000 
Source: van Der Eng (1993: Table A.4) 
Since 1916 research was implemented on the collection of water at night in the months 
June, July, August, September, and the distribution of this water at daytime ("waduk stelsel"). 
This system was primarily made to supply water during the east monsoon. Initially this system 
proved to be uneconomical and soon it was adapted to collect irrigation water for smaller 
(tertiary) water use areas. Attempts were made to add the night irrigation to the daytime 
distribution. With the intensified cultivation of secondary crops in irrigated areas, irrigation 
regulations were made to facilitate day and night water supply. These regulations were of 
special importance in areas where sugarcane as well as secondary crops were cultivated during 
the east monsoon. It was proposed to cover an area of 700,000 hectares. However, after 1920 
and 1921 the programme lost its vigor. The cure proved to be worse than the disease - night 
irrigation hampered monitoring of water use and irregular circumlocation. In the end, 
irrigation during the east monsoon reverted to periodical (3 to 4 weeks) flooding. In the 
colonial years irrigation interventions reached the tertiary levels, and at farmlevel use of 
irrigation water was subject to local abuse and competition for water. 
In spite of the initially negative experience with the provision of water during the east 
monsoon, irrigation expansion had shifted seasonality of supply of rice by the late 1930s. In 
1938, 13% of total irrigated paddy production took place in the months September-December, 
compared to 8% in 1928. This shift in production peak was facilitated by second season 
irrigation. Interestingly, productivity levels in the September-December rice were higher than 
production in the first season (Scheltema, 1939). The temporal shift of supply must have had 
an effect on temporal price formation in the rice market. The section on the rice market in this 
chapter deals with this matter. 
Socio-economic agricultural research 
Socio-economic and agricultural research in the years 1920-1940 underlines most 
clearly the progress made in agricultural data collection in these years. Time series data came 
into use in identifying trends and problems. A large number of researchers, De Vries, 
Scheltema, Van Der Eist, Timmer, Terra, Ochse, Vink and Joosten to mention but a few, 
addressed socio-economic problems and farm management issues. 
These authors continued to strengthen the foundation of agricultural economics in 
multi-disciplinary settings. A strong geographical and ecological influence is noticeable in the 
work of De Vries (1931) Scheltema (1921, 1927) and Terra (1948, 1950, 1953, 1959), whereas 
Terra (1932), Ochse and Terra (1934, 1937) and Ochse (1937) focused on nutrition and 
consumption. Vink (1941) connected farm management research with Chayanov's theory. His 
work was preceded by the work of a large number of researchers. Scheltema (1931) 
investigated transaction structures and share cropping in regional and historical settings. 
Timmer ( 1947) undertook a synthesis of a variety of insights into a body of knowledge, social 
agronomy. Hirsch (1929) developed agricultural sector accounting, using quarterly area 
harvested, production and prices, in multi seasonal Java a highly relevant approach. Scanning 
the issues of Landbouw from 1920 to 1940, it is striking that a high proportion of articles 
reporting research had more than a single author, indicating the importance of team work. 
Attention was called to problems in rice cultivation in Java by Van Der Eist (1924). He 
summarized the major issues: 
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(ι) The expansion of псе as a second crop in the period 1874-1923 depended to a large 
degree on the availability of irrigation facilities Van Der Eist concluded that the 
cultivation of palawija crops had expanded far more in this period 
(n) Indigenous cultivation of coconut, tobacco, tea and sugarcane was usually more 
profitable than irrigated псе Van Der Eist argued that yields of ungated nee had gone 
down slightly (6%) from 2,184 kg of dry stalk paddy/ha* in 1878-1887 to 2,062 kg dry 
stalk paddy/ha in 1914 -1923 
(in) The land tax on tegalan was usually 1/3 to 1/7 of the land tax on ungated псе This 
strengthening the position of secondary crops 
(IV) The average proportion of failed ungated псе increased from 4 5% in 1874-1983 to 
5 9% in 1884-1923 
In a detailed analysis, Van Der Eist (1924 180-181) found a correlation between 
expansion of ungated area and increased harvest failures in those distnets with limited 
potential for land expansion Failures were partly attnbuted to rainfall vanation and also to the 
insufficient supply of lingation water Scheltema (1929) reported that in 1928 the process of 
intensification of sawah occupation was rather unevenly distnbuted over the distnets of Java 
Palawija crops throughout Java occupied around 28% of the total area planted in sawah The 
conclusions of Van Der Eist and Scheltema identify the major characteristics of annual food 
and industnal crop agnculture, and clearly underline the shins in profitability and competition 
among nee and other crops They show that mere expansion in the area under irrigation was 
not sufficient for production expansion 
Van Der Eist recommended continued public investment in ïmgation and a reduction of 
the land tax on infenor sawahs He also pointed out that modernization of nee harvesting, such 
as using the sickle (instead of the ani-ani, a small knife) and the promotion of cottage 
industnes to absorb rural labour were necessary 
It is of significance that, from the group of Wageningen and Deventer professionals used 
to management of research, data collection and processing and team work, two leading 
authonties emerged, ie De Vnes and Scheltema They came to occupy key posts in the 
department of economic affairs and the central bureau of statistics 
Local seed selection and supply 
Both De Vnes (1931) and Vink (1941) report in their dissertations that the nee growing 
population gave careful attention to псе selection Vink even observed the practice in areas 
dominated by sugar Usually elderly women selected seed, taking into account grain size and 
shape Excellent results could be obtained with only 2 to 3% irregulars Vink reports that the 
agncultural extension service had to leam the art of seed selection from the population 
Unfortunately little is known about the impact of seed selection in the field Assuming that it 
was indeed a regular practice, which seems most likely, the impact would have been pnmanly 
stabilization of yields To test this notion one would need panel data on-farm yield over a long 
time penod, the trend in variance would be indicative of more homegeneous seed 
In Pasuruan, eastern Java, De Vnes (1931 197) found that the east monsoon псе often 
had a slightly shorter cropping duration compared to the first nee crop On average, cropping 
duration of the west monsoon nee was 140 days, whereas in approximately 50% of the areas 
in Pasuruan cropping duration was more than 10 days shorter in the east monsoon" However, 
cropping duration vaned considerably (2 to 21 days difference) among areas dunng the east 
monsoon An intricate system of seed supply for food legumes and maize was set up in the 
years 1910-1940 in eastern and central Java Germination rates of seed reduced with longer 
1 ton of dry sulk paddy equals ± 520 kg of polished nee 
De Vnes makes no mention of the larger number of sunny days in the east monsoon, which could account as well for a 
shortened crop duration 
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Storage time and division of labour took shape among districts in producing sufficient seed for 
subsequent planting. 
Farm-management and statistics 
Statistical reporting was initially done in the annual report of the district or residency, 
"het koloniaal verslag". From 1911 onwards statistical reporting received more attention, still 
under the office of inspection of native agriculture. Since 1915 statistics moved to the 
statistical bureau under the department of trade and industry. In 1924 the various statistical 
monitoring systems were united in the central bureau of statistics. In 1926 the first agricultural 
atlas was published by the central bureau of statistics. The compilers were Bagchus and 
Schei tema. Statistical data on production and productivity estimations were standardized using 
sample cuttings. Substantial practical field measurements and statistical improvements in data 
on agriculture were brought about in the 1920s and 1930s (De Vries and Joosten, 1929: 405-
417; and Scheltema, 1930: 296-314). 
There was a significant drive for quantification of smallholder farming in the 1930s. In 
his advice to the government in 1931 regarding analytical approaches to indigenous 
agriculture, De Vries (1931) presented an interesting framework. He proposed partial farm-
firm and budget analysis of dwarf, small, medium and large farms and finally "rent" firms. He 
recognized first and foremost the enormous variability in farm types, especially with regard to 
the use of family and hired labour, and therefore suggested quantitative analysis. De Vries 
(1931: 127-131) developed a comparative framework in which all types of agricultural 
businesses could be placed. Interestingly he draws on a multitude of concepts, some of which 
are directly connected with sociological theory and the German Historical School and 
subsequently Boeke's dualist framework. In addition to simple business administration 
classifications, he used typologies such as family firm vs wage based firm; consumption firm vs 
market firm; closed ("gesloten") firm vs combined ("gekoppeld") firm, and money firm vs 
consumption goods ("goederen") firm. The connecting element in De Vries' attempt at unified 
analysis of the variety of agricultural production and consumption was the degree of reliance 
on factor and the product markets and the degree of monetization. A sizeable literature on farm 
firm analysis ("bedrijfsontledingen") had emerged in the 1920s. Integrated analysis of income 
and expenditure through time, commenced earlier by Heyting (1889), was occasionally done in 
the 1930s. 
Luytjes (1930-1931) relates a comment from Scheltema from the bureau of statistics, 
that the centralized processing of quantitative farm management data would lead to 
"factology", a wealth of data and a lack of unifying theoretical framework. While recognizing 
the need for quantitative data, Scheltema felt that a uniform application of quantitative analysis 
would not recognize the difference in nature between subsistence oriented and market oriented 
farms. This discussion underlines that the data needs relating to the "formal versus 
substantivist" issue or the mono-multi-economics issue had operational implications for the 
bureaucracies engaged in development, the agronomists of the extension service and the socio-
economists turned statistician of the bureau of statistics, the data managing agency. It should 
be added that from a simple operational point of view there must have been compelling reasons 
to limit statistical data to a few indicators, such as population, land, area planted and 
harvested, and production per unit area, to mention a few. As will be discussed in a separate 
section, the lack of unifying theory of businesses induced Scheltema to develop an agricultural 
and food planning methodology, using commodity time series and a food balance approach, 
and annually collected data. 
In the viewpoints and activities of Scheltema and De Vries, a process of differentiation 
in the role of the state becomes visible. On the one hand, the emphasis on farm management, 
specifically the quest for location and crop specific solutions to production problems, was a 
precursor of the post-World War II stream of farm management and agricultural R & D. On 
the other hand, Scheltema's view signified the role of government in planning while 
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minimizing costs of data collection and processing. In this connection, it is of interest that De 
Vries at the time was moving to the department of economic affairs, the predecessor of the 
bureau of planning, whereas Scheltema occupied a position in the bureau of statistics. In the 
years after the war the planning role, as envisaged, developed and practiced by Scheltema, 
would move to the department of economic affairs, whereas farm management and related data 
selection activities would become a central focus of development activity in the department of 
agriculture. 
Standardization of measurement. 
To a large extent improved measurement technology and field operations were carried 
by the department of public works (Pannekoek, 1993), which from the 1870s onwards checked 
the quantity estimates of larger local constructions. In due course the highly time consuming 
task of measuring land for cadastrial purposes was done in a standardized manner. 
Earlier in this chapter reference was made to the local district level circulation of 
weights and measures. Not much is known about the actual penetration of standards and 
weights in the local economies. Introduction took place at wholesale reloading points, viz local 
ports, railway stations and transit markets, and major retail markets and bigger shops 
(Rapport, 1904: 52). A look at the number of weight conversions (ENOI 1st ed, Vol. 2: 470-
474) shows a majority of Chinese weights, applied to imported and exported goods such an 
opium and gold, and detailed representation of trade in bulk goods, used in inter-regional, 
inter-island and export trade. Measurements included in the Encyclopedia are, as expected, 
commodity specific. Measurement of tradeable quantities in local agricultural collection trade 
is not reflected in the Encyclopedia, but early and later observations of units are included in 
appendix A, tables A 8 and A 9. 
Early agricultural sources on rice reveal that growers measured their output in bags, 
baskets, bundles and hand held quantities; collection traders and transporters measured in 
loads and bags used in road transport and shipping of goods. To what extent field weigh-in and 
warehouse weigh-in had penetrated in the various local markets is not easy to assess. The rule 
of thumb that quantities of high value goods standardize along different market channels and 
lines of trade than bulk goods is confirmed by the available information. There are therefore no 
reasons to support the hypothesis that the standardization of money preceded the introduction 
of standardization of weighs and measurements of goods in collection trade. The information 
from Rijstcultuur (1854), Raffles (1817), Rolhenbiihler (1806 in: Rijstcultuur 1854; 1812 in 
Raffles, 1988) Ijsseldijk (1799) and Heyting (1889) suggests that measurement of rice at field 
level has remained largely economically determined, from at least as early as 1800 onwards 
(Table A 9). Measurement of quantity of rice has been directly connected with the harvesting 
and drying technology, as indicated by the continued use of measurement of hand held 
quantities (Sa agem, see also Chapter 2 pg. 64). It is likely that inter-local and inter-regional 
trade was connected with the use of transport specific measurement of loads of rice, the only 
standardization possible at the various market levels was the conversion of quantities in the 
smallest more or less standardized unit, a hand held quantity. 
Several sources, viz Rouffaer (1905: 616-617), Rothenbiihler (1806, in: Rijstcultuur, 
1854; 1812 in Raffles, 1988) and Sollewijn Gelpke (1901: 7) indicate that measurement of 
land was an established practice in the old Mataram Empire and on the north coast of Java. 
There was some variability in actual measurement, but little is known on the actual 
standardization of land measurement. Usually it is assumed that standardization occurred with 
the introduction of local cadastre in the 1930s. In these years the standard of land was 
expressed in bahu, at 0.7096 ha, and weight in picol at 67.04 kg. Measurement units gauging 
area yield involved weighing bundles of dried stalk padi at the farm level. No actual research 
is available which addresses introduction of standardized weights at the farm level, either as a 
result of annual statistical field operations or on a project basis. 
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In Chapter 2 reference was made to the use of maps in Sollewijn Gelpke's analysis of 
Java's псе economy in the 1860s. In the 1920s and especially the 1930s, the use of maps 
developed very rapidly. The agricultural and irrigation maps are "state of-the-art" in terms of 
accuracy, thematic choices and printing quality. Metric standards became common in 
agricultura] planning in the late 1930s (Scheltema, 1939). 
Food Policy 1910-1942 
The food policy can be regarded as a reflection of the importance of market integration, 
based on inter-seasonality of major food stuff production in the archipelago and in a wider 
context, monsoon rice growing Asia. In view of inter-seasonality of production of rice in the 
rice production centres north of the equator, French Indo China and Burma, and production in 
Java, one would expect trade in rice among these areas. It is well known that rice trade has 
been on-going for a long time in Asia, but since the 1870s the volume of rice trade on Java 
expanded. The analyses of Smits (1930) and De Vries (1933a) confirm that inter-seasonality of 
rice production was indeed the driving force behind the expanding rice trade in Asia, whereas 
in Java itself area specialization in production of annual food and industrial crops was on­
going in the 1920s, stemming from earlier years. The creation and implementation of what in 
the 1920s came to be known as food policy ("voedsel politiek") are closely connected with local 
initiative, the structure of the rice collection trade and administrative interventions. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, the role of village heads and Chinese in the storage and trade of padi 
and rice and connected provision of loans was very important. The actual making of a 
centralized archipelago wide food policy was, so this study argues, based on the existence of 
locally well-integrated markets, and hinged on intensified inter-local and inter-regional trade 
in staple produce. As far as one can discern from the scattered references, at the district level 
the colonial administration played a role in control of inter-local and inter-regional trade in 
staple produce. Appendix A shows that both inter-local and inter-regional trade may date from 
before the 19th century, and that the VOC staff and the early colonial administrators 
participated and intervened in the rice trade. More or less organized interventions in local 
trade of maize and cassava date from the 1910s and beyond. In the 1900s administrative 
control of the rice trade entailed local storage and local control on trade of rice, and ad hoc 
export checks. It would be of interest to verify whether local trade restrictions actually resulted 
in stable food availability and more stable prices. Usually, local trade restrictions result in 
larger price disparities between surplus and shortage locations. However, as data are not 
available this is not possible. 
The colonial authorities recognized rice surplus and rice deficit areas and introduced in 
many areas a village rice storage system: "the Lumbung Desa" programme. As briefly 
discussed in Chapter 2, rice banks may have emerged rather earlier than colonial intervention 
in the 19th century. The local collection and storage of rice had functions in local supply of 
rice as well as in the possibility of saving and withdrawal. De Vries (1961: 271-272) attributes 
the success of village credit in the 1930s in Java to its evolution from the Lumbung Desa, the 
village rice storage system, which saved and provided rice, while the village banks did the 
same using money. De Vries reports that repayments were high at 99%. A food and famine 
monitoring system was in operation, through the primary indicator of hunger oedema, while 
the colonial administrators used simple warning indicators at district level. 
Usually rainfall commencement, dominance of certain transaction structures, the price of chickens and sales of 
livestock. Low prices meant problems in food production forcing the smallholder to sell assets 
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The first central food policy, 1912-1920 
The integration of the nee market in the archipelago ran on two tracks, local and inter­
local trade, and inter-regional trade, including external trade It is obvious that nearness to 
supply and consumer concentration varied considerably among the provinces and residencies 
in the archipelago For purchase and import, governors of areas in the other islands and the 
residents in Java needed permission from the authorities in Batavia Evidently, the locality of 
псе consuming areas on Sumatra, closer to the nee from Burma and French Indo-China led to 
locality specific perceptions of solutions m times of shortage Rice pnces occasionally reached 
high levels in the period 1900-1920 In 1912-1913 the government banned export of псе, 
attracted by high pnces because of shortage in South East Asia and Indo-China Centrally 
coordinated local purchase and distnbution dates from the years 1917-1920 The major tool 
continued to be local freezing of movement of goods, trade in nee, maize and cassava was 
controlled locally in times of shortage (Verslag, 1924) Table 3 6 shows that the distnbution of 
food stuffs included nee, maize and cassava in Java and the other islands This confirms that 
the early food policy involved inter-regional movement of nee throughout the archipelago 
Creutzberg (1974 172) mentions that the experience in nee intervention in these years 
was of lasting importance and formed the body of know-how of later interventions Creutzberg 
regards the bad harvest in South East Asia and the constraints in shipping capacity in 
connection with the first world war as the mutually reinforcing factors leading to spatial 
synchronicity of low supply The early food policy had two components international purchase 
and local pnce control Creutzberg put in his analysis emphasis on the role of international 
purchase and the dependence of supply on transport Creutzberg's hypothesis that the reduced 
shipping capacity in Asian trade exacerbated timely supply in bulk may be correct (Gegevens, 
undated 283-297), however, lack of local transport in public purchase and distnbution, in 
combination with temporary local trade restrictions are likely to have had significant influence 
on local pnce levels The key in the actual implementation of the food policy was obviously 
thought to be the control of both collection and distnbution of nee 
Table 3.6 Volumes of food produce sold by the central 
distribution service 1918-1920 (In tons) 
Rice 
Java and Madura 
Other Islands 
Maize 
Java and Madura 
Other Islands 
Other food stuff 
Java and Madura 
Other Islands 
1918 
70,322 
13,150 
4,698 
6,757 
3,978 
7 
1919 
101,011 
120,717 
48,288 
11,524 
40,408 
1,151 
1920 
117,630 
179,825 
6,295 
3,648 
Source Yearbooks, department of agriculture industry and 
commerce in Creutzberg, 1974 1975) 
The source matenal collected by Creutzberg, in particular the matenal concerning the 
years 1910-1922, contains many references to local nee stonng and псе trading dignitaries and 
Chinese traders In these years administrators issued a decree against local storage at large 
scale It is not entirely clear from the matenal compiled by Creutzberg (1974, pieces 57,58), 
but it seems that the ban against storage at large scale was directed against village heads 
Apparently it became clear that such an intervention did not stimulate mobility of the nee 
trade In the years 1918-1920 the government went into the nee business In Yogyakarta and 
Surakarta and presumably in other residencies as well, the local administration went into 
distnbution at times of high retail pnces In 1920 participation of public псе trade reached 
~6% of production of Java, a sizeable quantity In addition to the purchase of псе for 
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government employees, the central distribution service sold significant volumes of rice and 
other commodities such as maize. Of importance is the large proportion of rice sold in the 
other islands, indicating the division of labour in the archipelago and the importance of inter­
regional and inter-island trade in the early years of a central food policy. 
In the early years of policy genesis, the colonial authorities attempted to coordinate 
overseas rice purchase with the Straits Settlements (Creutzberg 1974: piece 83, speech of 
Baddeley, food comptroller of the Straits Settlements). The mutual achievement concerned 
sharing of market information; however the Straits Settlement preferred to purchase rice on its 
own. The colonial authorities did therefore not succeed in their attempt to exert control on 
international prices through teaming up with the Straits Settlements. The control of 
distribution prices also posed difficulties. The ordinance of 1920 and the report of the food 
comptroller in Semarang (Creutzberg, 1974, piece 67,68,79) of 1920 show that the maximum 
price of rice was set at a level of 2 χ the (village) collection price of padi plus Dfl 1.25,-, which 
apparently was not high enough to cover costs of processing. Private trade did not show 
everywhere inclination to follow these target prices. Reports on the early food policy are 
somewhat mixed in message. According to Zimmerman (1933: 2112), the landlords of the 
private domains, the rice growers and rice smugglers made enormous profits in the years of the 
first colonial attempt to control the rice trade. Zimmerman mentions that the colonial 
government lost ten million guilders on its rice monopoly. In Yogyakarta however, the local 
administration received full co-operation from prominent traders with warehouse capacity 
(Creutzberg, 1974, piece 58), whereas other reports from the local colonial administration say 
that traders joined purchase and retail strategies with the aim of maintaining margins. 
In the 1920s the colonial administration abandoned its interventions. One important 
aspect of the food policy was the pressure from the central authorities on the local 
administration to promote and monitor food production and supplies. The costs of the excercise 
were high and the colonial authorities were not keen to repeat and perpetuate the many 
mistakes and ad hoc interventions at local and central levels. 
The second food policy, 1930-1942 
The depression of the 1930s changed the attitude of the colonial government towards 
food policy. The depression of 1929, coinciding with a good rice year in 1930, affected prices 
of rice. In the years 1930-1931 wholesale prices went down from 900 cents/picol (62 kg) to 560 
cents/picol, a drop of 40%, to reach even lower levels in the years 1933-1934. By the 1930s the 
colonial government had developed a very powerful tool, ie precise time series information on 
local production and consumption of annual food and industrial crops. The coordinated use of 
this information was the basis for the succesful interventions of the 1930s. The food policy of 
the 1930s was based on intervention at wholesale trade level in its early years, and only 
towards the late 1930s the government managed to control producer prices. The second food 
policy thus shows two phases, the first phase of control of external trade and wholesale 
distribution prices, and a second phase of control of producer prices. In addition to demand and 
supply information, other factors played an important role, ie the expansion of scale 
technologies in processing, storage and transport of rice and the expanded access to supply and 
price information. With regard to the economic impact of the first food policy, one can identify 
two possible hypotheses which would provide additional explanation for the success of the 
second sequence of interventions. One could set forth that the impact of the early intervention 
in the distribution price led to higher efficiency of rice milling technology, while the local 
trade interventions of the years 1918-1920 forced distribution traders to find new domestic 
sources for rice. The most powerful tool of the government was of course its access by 
telephone to market information, prices and above all yield expectations, based on the monthly 
agricultural statistics. 
An important element of yield and production forecasting is an assessment of risk. Risk 
became an increasingly well known entity in local food production monitoring and was 
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statistically expressed as the yield difference between planted and harvested area There were 
early attempts to forecast risk Berlage (1927) and Braak (1929), attempted to identify 
periodicity in rainfall Berlage distinguished three, seven and eleven year intervals Berlage's 
attempt at multi-year forecasting, however, was not sufficiently operational for actual use The 
fluctuations in псе and maize production were attributed to the degree of success of the 
cropping periods of the east-monsoon In turn the degree of succes of the east monsoon 
plantings (second and third planting) was attributed to rainfall The approach, as far as can be 
discerned, starts backwards - the beginning of the rains after the dry season provide a stronger 
explanation for year to year production fluctuation (Mitchell, 1990) The approach was 
connected with the place of псе in the cropping sequence in the staple market, which supplied 
consumers in August-November with cassava, in February-March with maize, and in May-
June with the main псе harvest 
In the 1930s the department of economic affairs centrally administered the food policy 
The reorganization of the department of agriculture, industry and commerce into the 
department of economic affairs was directly connected with the centralized nature of the policy 
measures, including food policy The newly established department of economic affairs, in the 
ordinance of 1933, was given the authonty to stop псе imports in parts of, or if necessary, the 
whole of the archipelago over longer periods Area sufficiency became the operational target, 
which was a logical decision if one considers the still significant remoteness of many areas 
The food policy included control of wholesale distnbution pnces, control of import and 
export of псе and soybean, and m 1938 the introduction of псе purchase pnces at factory gate 
and, of minor importance, the distnbution of subsidized superphosphate The major difference 
with the earlier effort in control was the succesful establishment of regional floor pnces for nee 
in 1938 
The introduction of wholesale distribution pnces through supply control needed effort 
and shows that the pnvate traders had their own ideas Schimmel (1937) mentions that the 
pnvate sector imported vast quantities of псе, pnor to the ordinance of 1933 The traders 
operated on the basis of expenence of 1929-1933, and may have expected a bad harvest, while 
actually there was information available to the department of economic affairs that the harvest 
was going to be good The good year of 1933 thwarted the profit expectations of the pnvate 
importers 
The secret of the adherence of псе purchasers concerned the financial links between the 
псе millers and banks and the power of the colonial government to use the mutual dependence 
of these two parties in Us pnce policy Floor pnces were made known to the nee millers They 
honored these pnces because their creditor, the Escompto Bank, transferred the request of the 
department of economic affairs The Escompto Bank, which had financed 800 of Java's 900 
псе mills (De Vnes, interview 1978), indicated it wished cooperation and adherence In 
addition to pnce control, the food stuff fund ("Voedings Middelen Fonds") purchased and 
distnbuted nee, amounting to 242,000 tons in 1930 and in 1935 around 500,000 tons, ie, 6 6% 
and 13% of the production of Java (Creutzberg 1974, bijlage 1) In 1936 to 1940, the value of 
inter-island trade in псе increased to around 8 million Dfl from around 2 million Dfl in the 
early 1930s (Korthals Altes 1990 Table 7) Domestic nee pnces were well insulated from 
further decreasing nee pnces in the international market Through careful import controls and 
finally a depreciation of the Dutch guilder in the mid-thirties, the domestic псе pnces 
remained stable and came almost at par with world market pnces in the mid 1930s These 
developments are depicted in the Graph 3 1 below (See also Appendix С 11, 13, 14) The 
closed trade regime also led in the late 1930s to increased pnces of nee in Java 
Berlage used sah production peaks as indication of dry years 
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Graph 3.1 Rice Imports and production of rice mills, 1930-1936. 
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Source: Adapted from E. De Vries, 1937b 
Note: The figures and analytical approach of De Vries (1937b) match the figures 
contained in Creutzberg, (1974, piece 117). 
Graph 3.1 shows four developments, ie the expanding quantity of processed rice in Java 
and the other islands; rice production in the other islands; the direct imports to the other 
islands; and, total rice imported into Indonesia in the years 1930-1936. The production of rice 
in the other islands increased marginally, but the total quantity of domestically produced and 
processed rice increased rapidly in the years 1933-1934. As a result, imports in Java went 
down drastically, until in 1936 only the other islands still imported rice. In 1935 and 1936 Java 
had good harvests and Java increasingly shipped rice to the other islands in those years, 
moving towards self-sufficiency of the archipelago. This course of events illustrates that a 
degree of sufficiency was achieved through improved distribution with an expanding inter­
regional rice market. In other words, improved rice availability was achieved in the food 
economy of the archipelago through the integration of local and regional markets through 
inter-regional trade. One can infer from the figure for total production of polished rice that an 
increasing proportion of domestically produced rice entered the larger rice mills for trade in 
the 1930s. The proportion increased from 12% in 1934 to 20% in 1939 (Creutzberg 1974: 518, 
piece 117) and provides a minimum boundary of monetization of rice production in Java. It is, 
however, likely that local trade in rice was of more importance, therefore actual monetization 
must have been higher. 
A congress on foodcrops, food distribution and the "food question" in 1937 reveals the 
plurality of policy measures taken by the colonial government by the end of the 1930s, and, 
perhaps more importantly, reveals the opinion of leading officials that food policy should not 
be conceived as a temporary adaptive policy. The problem was conceived in statistical form as 
a balance between production and consumption. The general term used was food policy 
("voedsel politiek") and included rice and other annual food and industrial crops. The calorific 
value of exports of secondary crops was considerably larger than the rice imports prior to 1935. 
Java was thus considered a net food exporter. It was clear that consumer preference for rice, if 
any, as a staple food was not shared by policy makers. Scheltema (1921:331-323) earlier posed 
serious questions regarding the observed preference of the population for rice. He argued that 
the wealth of secondary and vegetable crops should be used for a more healthy and balanced 
diet. In the 1930s the government feared that the prevalent downward price trend on the world 
market would continue and a number of analyses concerned the international market for rice 
exports from Java. Scheltema (1933: 2109) emphasized the heavy competition in the better 
quality classes of rice consumed in Europe and expressed doubt regarding favourable 
development in the 1930s. Smits (1930: 43) observed that China, the biggest rice importer in 
Asia, tended to drop out of the market at times of price increases. It was thus argued that short 
and medium term potential for rice exports from Java could be found in the other islands. The 
favourable view of the government on intervention was influenced by the substantial imports of 
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rice in the years 1929-1932, about 620,000 tons annually, yet, there was by no means 
consensus regarding the need to continue the food policy when the world economy had picked 
up. De Vries remarked (1937b, 1961, interview 1978) that in the 1920s the belief in 
spontaneous market forces was generally such that central intervention could not be practiced. 
He also considered that the central policy was not a temporary response to the 1929 crisis. The 
notion of De Vries was inspired by the assumption that "population growth was only two years 
behind production growth" (De Vries, 1937b). The verification of such a notion needs a 
medium term time frame of analysis, medium term agricultural planning, and this matter will 
be adressed in the third section of this chapter, which focuses on a growth analysis of the 
agricultural economy. On the other hand, one could interpret the statement of De Vries as 
indicative of the desire and the need for the colonial administration to maintain a strong grip 
on the archipelago as a whole, and that its involvement in rice distribution in the archipelago 
put it in a strong position to regionalize the archipelago and enable the colonial leaders to 
isolate independence movements and to foster regional identities. 
Schimmel (1937) summarized the benefits and consequences of the rice policy as 
follows. The rice policy of the thirties was in the interest of all market participants, from 
producers to distributors. Although profit margins for traders went down, volume of domestic 
trade increased substantially. Efficiency of the market improved. Schimmel argued that 
government intervention, especially in the exports from Java to the richer other islands, would 
have a positive impact on agricultural income in poorer Java, because the rather weak 
producers in Java were protected against price fluctuations. Schimmel further made the point 
that this protection should not lead to sudden and long term price increases which would not be 
in the interest of the consumer, while the competitive position of Java rice in the world market 
should be included among the long term goals. Schimmel's arguments are modern. 
The delegation of power of intervention in the rice markets in the regional markets in 
the archipelago in a highly centralized policy frame, the availability of data to estimate local 
shortage and surplus, and the mechanization in rice processing and connected financial 
linkage constituted the essential elements in the acceleration of the integration of the rice 
market in the archipelago. 
Food and agricultural planning. 
Food and agriculture planning matured in the 1920s and the 1930s. Food and 
agriculture planning covers a broader field than design of market interventions. It is based on 
statistics and quantifies performance and thus provides a wide range of operational options in 
forecasting, setting targets and evaluation of achievement and investment. As explained in the 
preceding paragraphs, the systematic generation of timeseries data on production and 
consumption was a major element in the food policy. The monthly data were of special 
importance in the operational part of the food policy. The yearly and aggregated data were 
used in medium range forecasting on the basis of trends. In the late 1920s, the bureau of 
statistics adressed the issue of medium range food sufficiency (Schellema, 1929). In the 1930s 
this issue also became part of the domain of the department of economic affairs. Judging from 
the official publications from of the department of economic affairs (De Vries, 1937b) and the 
bureau of statistics (Scheltema, 1939), the two agencies approached medium term forecasting 
in the years 1935-1939 with different methodologies. De Vries covers the production side as a 
broad all Java aggregate, taking into account the market side and mechanisms of intervention. 
Scheltema basically follows a land allocation (single factor) approach and works towards food 
balance projections based on differential production trends of crops. As discussed in the 
paragraphs on food policy, the officials held two positions on the need for a market 
intervention based food policy; some felt that a food policy would be needed continuously, and 
others considered the food policy as a temporary intervention. The most authoritative 
publication of the bureau of statistics (Scheltema, 1939) addressed a number of issues, 
including medium term trends in production of annual food and industrial crops factored by 
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source of growth. These facilitate comparison of agricultural production with population 
growth, while the analysis of source of growth facilitates identification of medium term rates of 
return to investment in irrigation, research and improved cultivation methods. In addition, the 
Scheltema team investigated the effect of the sugar industry on yield and production of annual 
food and industrial crops, an issue which had consistently drawn attention in colonial years. 
The conclusions of the Scheltema report go against the notion of a tight Malthusian race 
between population and food in Java before the Pacific War. The substantive findings one can 
derive from the Scheltema report will be presented in the third section of this Chapter; here it 
is of interest to briefly review medium range planning with a food policy focus, and to indicate 
the constrasts with food and agricultural planning. 
De Vries, assessing the need for the food policy, calculated food needs in the years 
1925-1936 and expressed these in rice equivalents. He concentrated analysis on instances of 
imbalance and therefore focused on yearly fluctuations. Conceding that scientific reservations 
were justified regarding the calculation of total food in rice equivalents, he concluded that in 
several years (1926 and 1930) there were overall food shortages, albeit very small, but that 
generally speaking an annual average surplus of 200,000 tons of rice equivalent was produced. 
Food availability was calculated on the basis of rice, maize, cassava and sweet potato only. 
These crops made up more than 50% of food produced as depicted in Graph 3.2. The work of 
De Vries on the food balance shows an ex-post approach and emphasis on the operational side 
of food policy. 
Graph 3.2 Food availability: rice and non-rice food crops, Java, 1925-1936. 
!*> 
Source: Adapted from E. De Vries, 1937b. 
* cassava, maize, sweet potato. 
For general food availability, De Vries' calculation is indicative only. In reality non-rice 
food crops were even more important if one takes into account soybean, groundnut, and most 
importantly, the large area of homeyards, estimated by De Vries at 1,400,000 ha towards the 
late 1930s. De Vries emphasized that aggregate shortages would be very small in proportional 
terms; this is to be expected in a multi-seasonal agriculture. 
The staff of the bureau of statistics worked towards a more systematic approach, initially 
under Van Gelderen and later Scheltema. Under Van Gelderen the bureau of statistics 
established the foundations for planning, viz data collection and processing. Throughout his 
career at the bureau of statistics, Scheltema covered a wide range of topics, indicative of the 
growing tasks of the bureau and its connection with the Wageningen School. He was among 
the first to present a qualitative and spatial analysis of local food patterns and food needs in 
Java (in Bagchus 1926: 92-93). He observed that in many areas farmers preferred to sell their 
rice and to consume lower grade imported rice in the 1920s. Indigenous rice was typically 
consumed by the wealthier strata of the urban and rural populations. He observed that 
excessive sales often resulted in temporarily inferior diet composition in the period before 
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harvesting (paceklik). In the montainous areas of Java, the preferred staple food was maize. 
The work of the Scheltema (1939) team represents the first systematic economic analysis of 
food and industrial crops of the agricultural economy in Java and the commencement of 
scientific planning. The team at the bureau of statistics designed commodity defined spread-
sheets, drawing on accurate time series (1929-1938) and containing the biophysical quantities 
of factor allocation (land) and output (production), and thus provided a frame fit for many 
planning uses. Among other desirable features, the approach facilitates quantitative spatial pin-
pointing of shifts in land use, valuation of production at various market levels, and 
quantification of productivity through time. Scheltema (1939) found that, with increasing 
production of cassava and soybean and reduced harvest failures of rice in irrigated areas, food 
availability would not pose a problem in the period 1940-1950. He (more or less correctly) 
projected that by 1950 food availability would be 80 kg rice, 40 kg maize, 100 kg cassava, 3 kg 
groundnut and 8 kg soybean. Scheltema argued that the actual protein availability would 
increase to 1 kg/capita/year towards the 1950s with increasing consumption of food legumes. 
With the work of the bureau of statistics, food and agricultural planning had become modern. 
It is evident that in the pre-war period both food policy and agricultural planning included rice 
and other annual food and industrial crops, as they made up the major proportion of 
agricultural production. The state bureaucracy had developed a tool enabling it to measure 
economic performance in the major sector of the economy of Java, viz the annual food and 
industrial crops. Public investment in data collection over decades and the creation of statistics 
formed the basis for both the food policy and food and agricultural planning. 
Conclusions 
The first section of Chapter 3 concentrates on the general economic situation of the 
archipelago, the development of thought, tools of control and actual interventions in the 
agricultural economy. The span of foresight in estimation of supply and demand of agricultural 
food produce extended from annual carry-over expectations to medium range planning. The 
discussion of economic thought, guiding allocation of public resources and interventions, 
illustrates the conceptual and synthetic influence of aspects of stage theories evolving from the 
German Historical School, and, at the same time the empirical and goal-oriented micro-
economic research on agricultural practices and business. Public investment in irrigation 
dominated development activities in the years 1910-1930; under intensified economic pressure 
in the early 1930s public rice collection and distribution was centralized under a nationally 
closed trade regime. The food policy was thus a combination of direct interventions at local 
and national level, conducted on a annual stock carry-over basis and annual supply 
expectation. The innovative element in the food-policy was its continuous year-to-year 
implementation, in contrast with the ad hoc and intermittent interventions in earlier years. 
Rice purchase and distribution strengthened inter-regional market integration in the 
archipelago. 
Of broader significance, but virtually unrecognized, is the emergence of commodity 
based factor and product planning and forecasting in the agricultural sector in the late 1930s. 
The historical novelty of scientific agricultural planning concerns a number of aspects: 
(i) the expansion of the span of foresight; 
(ii) the connection at aggregated level of factor allocation and production; 
(iii) the connection of input-output relations on the basis of a commodity specific approach; 
and, 
(iv) the institutional basis for the model, viz the continued annual collection of data by a 
specialized agency in an inter-departmental frame. 
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The planning frame, as developed by Scheltema and his team, was not in any way 
connected with intervention or business-types in agriculture Resources allocated by actors to 
commodities, and products substituting for each other in use, constituted the chosen variables 
of the model of annual food and industrial crop economy The agricultural model included the 
major food and industrial crops, and brought the commodities into a single factor, ie land 
allocation, frame In putting the agricultural sector in a planning frame, the Scheltema team 
put the finishing touch to the bureaucratic apparatus of the colonial state 
Trade in and processing of agricultural products, 1900-1940 
The division of labour in the archipelago had been subject to shifts connected with 
economic activities, ie production and trade in spices from the eastern islands, pepper from 
Aceh, tin from Bangka, collection of forest products, rubber and tobacco from Sumatra and 
Borneo Mimng of tin, coal, oil, gold and diamonds in the other islands became an industrial 
concern in the late 19th century On Sumatra, Borneo and Celebes the population was locally 
concentrated in agriculture based economies In the course of the 19th century foreign trade in 
the archipelago could land at an increasing number of destinations, and use local freeports, and 
entrepots, transport stations in the major intercontinental trade routes Throughout the 19th 
century both direct and indirect foreign trade were made possible through freeports and 
entrepots creating options in cutting transport cost Java was important as a supplier of food 
and other consumer and capital goods, and became the central source of food supply in the 
western part of the archipelago in the 1930s 
Trade in the archipelago included local, regional and inter-regional collection and 
distribution trade This section will focus on local, regional and inter-regional trade in the 
archipelago and the agricultural produce collected and transported inland in Java, using data 
from the CEI senes and selected sources on local and inter-local inland trade in Java 
Regarding foreign trade in nee, one has to take into account that the monsoon climate of 
Asia induces inter-seasonality among the various production areas in Burma and Indo-China, 
India, Ceylon, Java, the peninsula of Malacca, the southern plains of Siam, to mention a few 
De Vnes (1933a 2110) analyzed the near perfect inter-seasonality between the Java pnces and 
Rangoon pnces This is, of course, a simple consequence of planting time and subsequent 
harvest as connected with the weather in these areas The nee economy of the early 1930s was 
an open economy, and diversified Java fitted in the Asian inter-regional natural division of 
labour The players in the rice trade in Asia included the Bntish colonial governments in the 
Indian Empire, Burma, Ceylon, the Malaccan peninsula and the Straits Settlements, the 
French colonial government in French Indo-China, the Dutch colonial government in the 
archipelago, the Japanese administration of its conquests in China, the government of Japan 
itself, and independent players such as Siam and parts of China and finally the American 
administration in the Philippine archipelago It would go too far to discuss the European, 
Amencan, Afncan, and central Asian rice trade in conjunction with the nee trade in South and 
South Eastern Asia, and a reference to the analysis of Smits (1930) of world nee trade over the 
years 1909-1929 must suffice Before going inland, a bnef review of domestic and foreign 
trade in the archipelago and its relationship to Java is useful 
Shifting inter-island and foreign trade, 1910-1940 
Korthals Altes (CEI 12a, 1990 table 7) provides the value of domestic trade in major 
commodities in the archipelago in the years 1914-1940 Table 3 7 summarizes the values of the 
major commodities transported from Java to Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, the Moluccas and the 
other islands Textile and tobacco products (excluding "strootjes" ι e indigenous cigarettes, 
Korthals Altes, 1990 168) constituted the main commodities in terms of value The value of 
the residual category "other goods", containing a vanety of consumer goods, increased rapidly 
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in the years 1914-1928, to decrease as a result of the depression of the 1930s which affected 
the other islands severely. Sumatra and Borneo were the major destinations in the late 1930s, 
Sumatra expanded its share in trade from Java from 50% in 1914 to 55% in 1838. Borneo 
expanded its share in domestic imports from Java from 20% in 1914 to 25%. The shares of 
Celebes, Moluccas and other islands decreased from 30% in 1914 to 20% in 1938. Of 
importance are the substantial increases in the value of imported rice in the late 1930s, when 
the closed trade regime was applied to the archipelago. While in the early 1930s the value of 
rice remained between 1.5 and 3 million Dfl, the values increased to 7.57 million in 1936, 8.59 
in 1938, to reduce somewhat in 1939 to 5.99 million, to reach 8.49 million in 1940. 
Table 3.7 Value of domestic trade, »elected yeara, 1914-1935 (millions of NIFI). 
From Java to 
the other islands: 
textiles 
sugar 
iron/steel goods 
cigars/cigarettes 
псе 
petroleum products 
other goods 
1914 
8.98 
3.06 
1.32 
0.643 
3.85 
0.65 
11.90 
1921 
19.85 
12 29 
9.61 
2.65 
8.78* 
6 45 
52 91 
1928 
25.11 
12.67 
7 42 
21.12 
5.03 
3.74 
81.74 
1935 
12.06 
3.71 
2.57 
14.97 
2.65 
2.13 
38.87 
High value because of public rice transport interventions in the years 1918-1920. 
Source: Korthals Altes (CEI 12a,1990. table 7). 
Products transported from the other islands to Java included pepper, copra, coffee, 
petroleum products, and since 1928, tin, and a variety of other goods. The balance of trade 
between Java and the other islands shows equal values in the years 1914-1917, a negative sign 
for Java in the years 1921-1924, and a positive sign for Java from 1925 and the years beyond, 
carried by increases in supplies of various consumer goods, and tobacco and cigarettes. 
It is evident that the trade relations within the archipelago were subject to change, 
shining towards the western part of the archipelago. The shift is connected with internal 
economic change and investment in both Java and other islands. The expansion in volume and 
range of goods in the archipelago and the shift towards the western part of the archipelago did 
have impact on regional trade in Java, because with the consistent expansion of trade on 
Sumatra, the port of Tanjung Priok in western Java became more important. Surabaya served 
eastern trade with Borneo, Sulawesi and the other islands. 
The recent volume on regional patterns in foreign trade (CEI 12b) presents 
disaggregated share in value of trade by category of goods of Java. The CEI 12b volume 
focuses exclusively on foreign trade, and as such excludes inter-island and local trade value 
and volume in goods passing through the ports of Java. The explanatory power of foreign trade 
alone is limited for the detection of shifts in regional trade in Java. Yet, the shifts in foreign 
trade through time among the major ports have some meaning for inland trade, while the 
foreign trade flows may reveal segmentation between collection and distribution trade in inland 
Java. 
Lindblad (1992: 21) discerns in the years 1911-1940 a shift in participation among 
western, central and eastern Java, where western Java, a slow starter, expanded relative to the 
other two clusters of regions. The decline of eastern Java as a result of the depression was the 
major contributing factor in the shift. Table 3.8 shows shifts in participation by region and port 
in foreign trade. The regional shift in foreign trade primarily reflects the contraction of the 
sugar industry located in irrigated land along the northern coast and in southern central Java 
(see map 3.3) in response to world demand. The specialization of smaller ports in exports 
deserves attention. Aside from serving inter-regional and coastal trade, the smaller ports in 
central Java and eastern Java served mainly as export stations. The logic of the inland 
collection trade applies: the industries kept cost of transport over land at a minimum via the 
dense railway network onnecting the production centres with the shipping stations. The only 
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exception in this pattern is Cirebon (Lindblad, 1992:23). One would assume that imported 
goods, entering the distribution network in Java used the railway connections of Cirebon, 
which led to the east and inland to the south where tea and rubber estates were in rapid 
ascendance in the years 1910-1930. The statistics on foreign trade confirm specialization of 
small ports in export and the concentration of imports and subsequent distribution trade in 
major ports. The statistics on foreign trade by commodity (Meerjarig overzicht, 1921) provide 
detail on volume of commodity in the major ports of Java, and show that exports were 
primarily processed agricultural produce and covered a very wide range of products. A brief 
perusal of these ranges would reveal essential differences in resources among the regions of 
Java. 
Table 3.8 Share in value of foreign trade, various ports In Java, 1911-1940. 
1911/20 
21 
30 
83 
87 
17 
13 
31 
24 
60 
88 
20 
5 
20 
7 
48 
46 
69 
98 
10 
0 
21 
2 
1921/30 
26 
33 
88 
81 
11 
18 
30 
23 
63 
89 
21 
7 
16 
4 
44 
44 
69 
96 
12 
2 
19 
2 
1931/40 
41 
43 
92 
79 
5 
21 
23 
21 
65 
92 
20 
5 
15 
3 
36 
36 
65 
98 
13 
1 
22 
1 
1 Out going foreign trade 
2. In coming foreign trade 
Of the major ports serving western Java, Tanjung Priok shows a highly diverse range of 
produce, with volumes of 47,858 tons of copra, 47,589 tons of tea, 40,228 tons of tapioca, 
23,680 tons of pepper (including cubebe), 15,968 tons of cassava flakes and pearls, 18,412 tons 
of rubber, and some 30 other processed agricultural items. Surabaya and Semarang, serving 
eastern Java and inland Java, show in fact the same variety in exports of processed produce; 
however, in terms of volume and value sugar occupied the dominant position with export 
volumes of 655,690 and 472,971 tons respectively. Yet, the volumes of the other processed 
agricultural produce show a similar diverse pattern, with coffee occupying in eastern Java a 
more prominent place, at 71,790 tons; oilseeds, copra and vegetable oil produce were exported 
in a volume of 126,208 tons and starch products export reached 58,818 tons. The exports of 
Semarang in 1919 give a similar picture of dominance of sugar, and, as in Cirebon and 
Surabaya, a highly diverse range of exported processed agricultural produce. 
Detailed information on domestic local and inter-regional shipping by commodity from 
the various ports of Java is not available in source compilations. These, in combination with 
actual trade volume would give the information on local and inter-regional shipping trade. 
However, the brief review so far yields, discounting the concentration of sugar in eastern and 
central Java, a common, highly diversified export base in western, eastern and central Java, a 
Western Java 
Batavia 
Cirebon 
Central Java 
Semarang 
Other 
Cilacap 
Eastern Java 
Surabaya 
Probolinggo 
Other 
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shift in market share to western Java in the years 1911-1940, and strong concentration of 
imports in major ports 
The structure of Java's economy 
The 12 ports of Java serviced an inland economy, containing two cities, 20 larger towns, 
47 medium sized towns and some 53,00 villages in the years 1900-1920 Java's infrastructure 
consisted of railways, roads of various types, lanes and tracks Map 3 4 provides an impression 
of the density of railroad and road coverage In 1890, the concentration of consumer centres 
was limited to 24 small towns, 58 medium sized towns and 8 larger towns, by 1920 the number 
of small towns had reduced to 12, whereas the number of larger towns had increased to 24, 
while 4 larger towns had expanded populations to totals of over 100,000 inhabitants (Table 
3 9) 
As already discussed in Chapter 2, the pattern of concentration continued By 1930 the 
number of medium sized towns with 5,000 - 20,000 inhabitants had increased to 68 from 58 
and 53 in 1890 and 1920, respectively Larger size towns had by 1930 increased to 27, while 
the number of towns with more than 100,000 inhabitants had increased to 6 (Boomgaard and 
Gooszen, 1991 table 15 2a) As discussed in the introductory Chapter, Meyer Ranneft (1916 
26-36) concluded on the basis of the OMW data, that in the years 1850-1895-1905 progessive 
growth occurred in the biggest cities and those with 20,000-50,000 inhabitants He attributed 
shifts in population concentrations to the ascendance of estate agriculture, the decreasing 
importance of local court cities, and to local factors such as changing infrastructure and the 
major avenue of growth, opening of land for the cultivation of annual food and industrial crops 
and tree crops 
The main proportion of Java's population remained in rural settlements The villages, 
numbering 53,537 in the 1870 census, were administrative units, not necessarily single 
settlements They consisted of a number of smaller hamlets The actual composition and 
locality of the hamlets varied on Java The variation in lay-out of hamlets in Java can be 
derived from Terra's (1953) authoritative study on mixed gardening Terra used aenal 
photography as a research tool and distinguished types of mixed gardemng in a variety of 
biophysical conditions His comment (1953 163) on the land use figures of the bureau of 
statistics reveals the inherent diversity of agriculture and its consequences for settlement in 
Java 
"The [land use] figures [on wet Fields and dry fields, the latter divided in tegalan and mixed 
gardens] at first were not very reliable, especially because an exact definition of mixed garden 
could not be given Generally they compose the fenced-in gardens, surrounding every house, 
planted to a mixture of fruit trees, creepers, bamboo and useful undergrowth They are 
individually owned, the adjoining mixed gardens together form the villages (desa, kampung) or 
hamlets (dukuh, babakan, etc) " 
It is no coincidence that an agriculturalist identifying resources in gardens provides 
insight in the actual lay-out of villages Terra's analysis of resource-use in the village serves 
here to avoid a naive interpretation of a village being a singular concentration of population 
Actual spatial concentration depended on the lay of the land in larger flat areas with a water 
supply, houses tend to cluster along waterways and roads, whereas in hilly areas, the vast 
majority of Java's land resources, a more spread pattern of settlement and variability in land 
use prevails The residency and the land use maps (appendix E 1-6) show a basic pattern of 
continuity in rural settlement, as discussed in Chapter 2 
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Table 3.9 Rural and urban population concentration and registered markets 1900-1920. 
West Java 
Banten 
Batavia 
Krawang 
Priangan 
Cirebon 
Northern central 
Pekalongan 
Tega] 
Semarang 
Separa 
Rembang 
Southern central 
Banyumas 
Kudus 
Bagelen 
Yogyakarta 
Surakaita 
Madiun 
Kediri 
Eastern Java 
Surabaya 
Pasuruan 
Probolinggo 
Besuki 
Banyuwangi 
Madura 
Total 
Villages 
1,553 
2,576 
560 
1,467 
1,374 
1,171 
1,053 
2,578 
1,240 
2,019 
1,332 
2,861 
2,649 
6,039 
12,672 
1,490 
1,519 
5,184 
1,757 
559 
688 
1,196 
53,537 
1890 
Markets 
175 
133 
-
276 
90 
133 
272 
176 
181 
253 
-
129 
286 
180 
182 
225 
184 
79 
264 
ratio 
9 
19 
5 
15 
9 
9 
11 
7 
11 
-
47 
44 
8 
8 
23 
10 
1 
9 
5 
1 
5 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
3 
24 
2 
2 
6 
5 
1 
3 
4 
3 
4 
4 
2 
2 
58 
3 4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 
8 1 
Villages 
1,328 
3,385 
-
1,630 
1,206 
5,516 * 
1,829 
1,350 
1,489 
1,529 
4,948 
784 
1,197 
26,191 
1920 
Markets 
119 
185 
-
406 
80 
147 
292 
177 
225 
303 
-
169 
311 
189 
198 
215 
186 
91 
237 
ratio 
11 
18 
4 
15 
6 
8 
8 
23 
9 
5 
1 
2 
1 
8 
1 
12 
2 
1 
-
5 
2 
1 
7 
1 
5 
4 
1 
5 
4 
6 
5 
2 
3 
1 
53 
3 
1 
2 
-
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
24 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 Small towns population^ 5,000 
2 Medium towns 5,000 < population < 20,000 
3 Larger towns 20,000 < population < 100,000 
4: Cities population > 100 000 
* This total includes villages from other districts. 
Source . К V 1905 20, 1915:58, 1922-23 Boomgaard and Gooszen, CEI 11, (1991, Table 15 2a). See also 
appendix С 1. 
Keeping in mind the variability in rural settlements and considering the number of 
markets by regency in table 3.9, there seems to be little relation between the number of markets 
and the administrative entities. The village/market ratio per residency ranges between 5 in 
Madura and the Priangan, to around 8-10 in most other regencies, 19 and 23 in Batavia and 
Surabaya respectively, and to 47 and 44 in Yogyakarta and Surakaita, respectively. The 
number of markets by residency as derived from colonial reports is not quite transparent. It is 
not clear whether the figures for Pekalongan, Semarang and Rembang also included the areas 
of Tegal and Jepara, and, if so, which parts of these districts. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, one would not be inclined to consider the number of markets as a true reflection of the 
number of market places. 
The categories of the various towns also present some problems because in some cases 
inhabitants may have been overestimated, while in other case underestimation may have 
occurred. Boomgaard (1991: 214-216) mentions that in many urban municipalities census 
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activities were completed in one week, whereas in others the head counting took a longer time 
Yet, it is evident that in the years 1890-1930 the thrust of urban growth shifted from towns up 
to 20,000 inhabitants to towns with populations of 20,00-100,000 inhabitants, and in the years 
1920-1930 to further concentration of towns over 100,000 inhabitants The census data 
compiled by Boomgaard and Gooszen confirm Meyer Ranneft's early finding as well as the 
continuing trend towards an increasing number of larger cities in the years 1890-1930 
One can infer that, with the growth of small, medium, larger and large towns, the inter­
regional and inter-local market for food products expanded Table 3 10 summarizes the 
proportion of urban and rural population The ratios are low at 5% in 1890 and 8% in 1930 
As discussed in Chapter 2, these ratios are not a good measure for division of labour in 
general 
Table 3.10 Urban and rural population 1890-1930 ('000,000). 
1890 growth % 1920 growth % 1930 
rural 22 46 13 32 40 18 37 90 
urban 116 19 2 04 4 4 3 01 
urban/rural 
ratio (%) 5 2 6 3 8 0 
total 23 62 34 44 40 91 
Source various censuses in Boomgaard and Gooszen (CEI 11, 1991 Table 14 2a) 
Map 3 3 gives the spatial distribution of facilities processing sugar, tea, coffee and 
tobacco in the 1920s The map confirms concentrations of sugar in the irrigated plains in 
northern and southern Java and concentration of coffee, rubber and tea estates in inland 
undulating areas Map 3 3 does not contain localities of oilcrops, cassava, kapok and псе 
processing establishments For good measure, one would wish to visualize these in conjunction 
with the estate crop establishments However, information on the localities of such 
establishments has not been compiled The number of псе mills is more or less known De 
Vnes said it was around 900 in the 1930s, other sources put the number around 700, but the 
actual number was likely somewhat higher in the preceding decades As will be analyzed 
elsewhere in this section, псе mills were concentrated in the rice production centres, similarly 
processing facilities of oilcrops and cassava were close to the production areas The spatial 
distribution of agricultural manufacturing establishments is of importance, and warrants a brief 
diversion 
One observes that the coffee, tobacco and sugar industries/estates included in the map 
cover both the Pnangan, the vorstenlanden, southern central Java and eastern Java on the coast 
as well as inland The value of map 3 3 for a look back depends obviously on the new 
estabhsments in earlier years, drop outs and the stability in location of continuing processing 
facilities While a detailed treatment of the changes in number of processing facilities goes 
beyond the scope of the present analysis, several remarks are necessary Reinsma (1955 141, 
155 - 157, 166 - 168, bijlage b), as discussed in Chapter 2, pointed at pnvate investment in 
inland Java, and the possibility that public investment in the early years of the cultivation 
system followed the same locality Also Houben (1991), Husken (1982) and Paite (1989 139) 
identified the role of pnvate enterpnses and the sugar industries in inland southern Java There 
are thus reasons to regard the spread of processing establishments in Java as given for the 
1920s as indicative for the spread in earlier years There are additional arguments regarding 
the sedentary nature of agncultural processing in general The vanous agncullural enterpnses 
combined in varying degree proportions of externalized production and collection and 
internalized processing and dislnbution facilities To a large extent one would explain this by 
the penshabihty and the bulkiness of the harvested product These are high in case of 
sugarcane, cassava, indigo, tea, rubber and tobacco In view of the costs sunk in processing 
equipment, industries faced high shifting costs The sugar industry can be assumed to have 
been sedentary from the early 19th century, the tree crop estates, emerging from the early 19th 
century were also immobile The tobacco industry, operating at adaptable scales and serving a 
large vanety of consumers was possibly more mobile, however, with the on site production of 
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end-produce at scale in the 1920s, its mobility reduced. With these notions in mind, the 
distribution of manufacturing establishments in the 1920s-1930s does not contradict the 
acceptance in this study of the hypothesis by Reinsma of a gradual process of investment in 
agriculture throughout Java, both in irrigated as well as non-irrigated land, at various altitudes. 
If one regards the structural characteristics of the population concentration, viz a high 
proportion of rural population, increased urban concentration in the years 1920-1930, and 
variability in expansion and concentration of small and medium size towns in conjunction with 
the growing density of the railways, one perceives the expansion of scale in inter-local trade 
based on a railway system designed as a collection channel. One observes in maps 3.1 and 3.2 
the many off-shoots of the inter-regional lines constructed in the plains, where the sugar 
industries had their collection and processing operations. In many cases topographical 
conditions, determinants of the cost of construction and routing of rail tracks, caused a 
strengthening of existing towns, whereas in other cases inter-local connection weakened the 
flow of goods through local trade centres and rural market towns. The spatial distribution of 
the estates, often investors and always the main users of transport capacity, covers both upland 
areas and the plains in northern, southern and eastern Java. One would thus expect, with the 
growing density of scale infra-structure, a high diversity in inland inter-local and regional 
trade, as already encountered in the free ports of Java. The best indication of actual product 
flows in inter-regional and inter-local trade in the sources consists of railway transport. For the 
years 1902-1910 the source material (Neijtzell de Wilde, 1913: 323) contains some statistics 
from the state railways (Staats Spoorwegen) which covered primarily western and inland Java. 
Table 3.11 gives a regional picture of goods transported in the early 20th century in 
western Java, as well reflected by the loads of tea and fruits. Of specific interest is that three 
processing stages of rice were transported, stemrice (padi), unhusked rice and husked rice, 
indicating that processing of rice was not tied to its production area. Transport of groundnut, 
copra and vegetable oils suggests the same. Neijtzell de Wilde (1913: 324-325) mentioned that 
inter-regional road transport by cart likely reduced as a consequence of the growing density of 
the railways, but that local transport intensified, confirming reports by colonial administrators, 
as discussed in Chapter 2. 
Table 3.11 Goods transported by state railway», 1902-1910 (tons). 
Goods 
Earthenware 
Cassava 
Silk cotton 
Groundnut 
Soybean 
Copra 
Maize 
Vegetable oils 
Dehusked rice 
Unhusked псе 
Stem rice (padi) 
Sugar 
Tobacco 
Tea 
Fruits 
Fish 
Passengers 3rd class 
(millions) 
1902 
754 
35,194 
2,649 
10,797 
9,269 
37,819 
8,213 
14,257 
116,227 
5,230 
6,880 
9,105 
5,484 
10,832 
11,151 
42,850 
10.1 
1905 
1,121 
27,108 
1,721 
19,322 
13,116 
94,616 
28,445 
16,321 
177,914 
8,523 
23,456 
18,722 
6,097 
18,420 
11,630 
41,796 
10.8 
1910 
1,897 
33,048 
11,480 
18,565 
21,260 
92,459 
30,254 
17,290 
328,727 
7,717 
30,109 
12,902 
7,952 
27,200 
25,923 
44,759 
18.5 
Source. Neijtzell de Wilde, (1913323) 
Table 3.12 presents transport weights of a number of commodities, covering western 
Java, the north coast, southern central Java and eastern inland Java for the years 1914-1924. 
The information presented here is by no means complete, as not all routes of the dense rail 
network are covered. The information was derived from Verslag (1924) where a selection of 
transport figures were used by the author as indicators of differential welfare among areas in 
Java. A selection is included here because of the illustrative power. 
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The reasons for the undertaking of the welfare investigation of 1924 were discussed 
earlier in this chapter For more complete understanding, it is necessary to know that an 
influenza epidemic occurred in 1918-1920 in Java, causing an estimated two million casualties 
(Creutzberg, 1974 xxvi) Moreover, as discussed earlier, псе production in 1920 and 1921 was 
well below average The author of the welfare report looked therefore at the transport figures in 
two ways, viz the behaviour of transported quantity through time by commodity, and the 
appearance of poverty indicators Among these are the products of soil mining, bncks, gravel, 
sand, and stones for the building industry One can not exclude, however, that trade in building 
material is indicative of demand for material for construction, it is not necessarily a sign of 
poverty Inversely, indicators for expanded buying power were petroleum and consumer goods 
As this section focuses on flows of collected agricultural goods in the network of inter-regional, 
regional and local trade, the tables contain a selection of locally collected produce and 
consumer goods In the context of this study both the vanation among regions in welfare as 
well as the actual range of collected products are important 
The vanous sub-tables, arranged by western, northern central, southern central and 
eastern Java, reveal upon close inspection variety in trade reflecting in local resource mixes 
among regions The northern coast recovered in general quite fast from the economic pressures 
of the years 1916-1918 One can not tell from the sources whether the substantial volume of 
псе transport in 1920 was public purchased псе or pnvate lots The transport figures of the 
state railways in western Java reveal the importance of building matenal 
In the southern central distncts the table reveals reduced regional and local trade in 
agncultural products and substantial expansion of trade in building matenals Of relevance is 
the wide range of agncultural produce in local and regional trade in Java The dominance of 
crop processed products, as well as the consistent presence of perishable agncultural produce, 
is consistent with the previous analysis of cash-cropping of annual food and industnal crops 
Trade in commodities involved different processing stages, or intermediate produce from nee, 
oil crops, starch crops as well as fresh produce One can thus conclude that processing 
occurred both near the production localities as well as in stages of regional and local trade, 
most likely in places near consumer centres and combining the availability of infrastructure as 
well as resource requirements for processing, such as running water and combustibles Because 
the information reflects only a part of the transport of products involved in inter-local and 
regional trade, it remains difficult to draw quantitative conclusions on the actual proportion of 
inter-local and inter-regional trade in agncultural produce in Java In the foregoing account of 
the inter-regional trade in a highly diverse range of goods, and the more in-depth tracing of the 
псе trade in Java itself, local trade has not been covered, simply because very little data are 
available on local flows of transport and trade (Van Gelderen, 1923) For nee, however, 
estimations are available 
De Vnes (1933b 2112) estimated that in the the early 1930s some 120,000 tons of padi, 
and 366,000 tons of nee were transported by railway yearly Appendix Maps С 1 and 2, show 
the movements of псе in Java and the archipelago in the 1930s A shift took place in the early 
1930s De Vnes (1933b 2120) concluded that the imports into the major coastal cities reduced 
the flow of nee from the production centres in Java to the cities, and that a reduction of nee 
transport took place in two directions, from the port to local nee shortage areas and from the 
surplus areas in Java to the coastal shortage areas One concludes that imports changed the 
logistics of nee flows in Java Table 3 13 gives the major import and surplus areas of Java 
The dependency of the major cities on the coast on imported nee in the years before the 
concerted food and agncultural policy is well illustrated by the proportions in table 3 13 The 
nee importing areas are virtually all areas with a strong presence of large scale agncultural 
industnes The degree of concentration of the industries vaned, in the ungated plains the 
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Table 3.12 Selected goods transported by various railway lint», Java 1914 -1924 (In torn). 
1913 1920 1924 1913 1920 1924 
Weifen-astral 
Javi inland 
Waiters - o U i l Java 
North coast 
Semanuig - Cirebon 
(SCS) 
Castrai Java 
North coast 
Semarang - Java 
( S J S ) 
Eaifen Java 
Modjokerto - Ngoro 
(local tax) 
(OJS) 
Ямйксга caalral Java 
Mao> 
Wonosobo-Poerbohngo 
(Banyumas - Kudus) 
(SDS) 
Suulbu u castrai Java 
Kedm - Jombang 
Kedm Stoomtrans 
Earthenware, indigenous 
Consumer goods, texüks 
Wickerwork/ame 
Bncks/stones 
Charcoal 
Bamboo 
Sugar, indigenous 
Copri 
Pmangbemes 
Tobacco 
Cassava 
Onions 
Fnnts exd roots 
Root crops 
Copra 
Gambo 
Groundnut 
SiDc cotton/cotton 
Soybean 
Flour· 
Padi/gabah" 
Rice 
Tobacco 
Root crops 
Copra 
Maize 
Gambir 
Indigo 
Groundnut 
Silk cotton 
Cotton 
Soybean 
Flour 
Padi/gabah 
Rice 
Tobacco 
Cassava / sweet potato 
Copra 
Groundnut 
SiDc cotton /cotton 
Soybean 
Flour 
Rice/gabah 
Tobacco 
Fruit 
Vegetables/fiut 
Cassava 
Copra 
Cotton/silk cotton 
Soybean 
Flour 
Vegetable oil 
Pad, 
Petroleum 
Rue 
Sugar (local) 
Tobacco 
Cassava 
Copra 
Silk cotton 
Groundnut/soybean 
Maize 
Path/nee 
Tobacco (local) 
2,070 
22,045 
2,537 
212,203 
6,551 
12.686 
15,783 
80,519 
4,178 
9,816 
159 
5,872 
28,653 
2365 
564 
375 
7,866 
5324 
4,638 
5,145 
1,291 
22,124 
4,914 
6334 
1313 
8,451 
339 
449 
6,612 
16,873 
3,038 
8,544 
2,954 
4,030 
27,154 
3,147 
U37 
10 
653 
8 
225 
80 
1,343 
112 
417 
4,933 
11,990 
12 
4,855 
735 
139 
125 
4,590 
6,466 
3,259 
5,182 
2,455 
514 
699 
4,849 
4,906 
10,570 
311 
5,647 
18376 
3,911 
564,449 
17,043 
8,840 
45,521 
81,097 
6,143 
16,495 
113,189 
10,523 
40,209 
11,290 
898 
641 
11355 
15,605 
7.138 
6,438 
9,666 
21.995 
7,231 
9327 
388 
4.858 
436 
495 
I3.T77 
24.739 
1327 
7,924 
1,189 
23,284 
29,591 
9,537 
1.892 
63 
1,110 
29 
401 
17 
2.112 
64 
617 
16,097 
8,746 
2,227 
3,463 
1,261 
359 
1,732 
5,877 
10,472 
7,657 
6,560 
13,212 
573 
742 
4304 
3.111 
5,239 
189 
4,625 
23,268 
4,043 
254,704 
21.248 
14,669 
43392 
106,727 
7,591 
13,127 
86,196 
11,098 
55,934 
4/726 
546 
445 
5,112 
25387 
6,089 
2,771 
2,476 
00,777 
6.124 
7,005 
1,091 
13,799 
437 
134 
12,995 
30.867 
2,432 
7,984 
1,157 
18,007 
44,432 
7,742 
3,148 
42 
920 
146 
496 
15 
2,866 
24 
414 
8,607 
11314 
1,145 
5.725 
3,977 
444 
1,146 
5,583 
7,407 
3,402 
5,781 
3,485 
777 
430 
2,022 
4,639 
9,498 
887 
Nerthm- castraiceast 
- inland central Java 
Semarang- Solo-
Yogyakarta- MageJang 
(NIS) 
Nertsen - E u a n caaat 
Goedih- Surabaya 
Soa-ratta castrai Java 
Modjokerto - Porong 
Eaatars Java casal 
Pasuruan - Warungdowo 
Pasuruan Stoomtram 
Madura 
Coastamne 
Potato 
Root crops 
Maize 
Gambe 
Vegetables 
Silk cotton 
Groundnut/soybean 
Flour 
Vegetable oil 
Padi/gabah 
Rice (local) 
Rice (import) 
Sugar (local) 
Tobacco (local) 
Fruit 
Potato 
Root crops 
Maize 
Gambo* 
Vegetables 
SiDc cotton 
Groundnut/soybean 
Flour 
Vegetable oil 
Padi/gabah 
Petroleum 
Rice (local) 
Rice (import) 
Sugar (local) 
Tobacco (local) 
Tobacco (export) 
Fruit 
Potato 
Cassava 
Gravel 
Indigo 
Groundnut 
Soybean 
Silk cotton 
Maize 
Petroleum 
Rice 
Stones 
Chipped stones 
Sugar (local) 
Tobacco 
Sand 
Bncks 
Fuel wood 
Vegetables/ fruit 
Gravel 
Lone 
Padi/nce 
Petroleum 
Tobacco 
Bncks 
Fuel wood 
Maize 
Charcoal 
Wood 
Hides 
SiJk cotton 
Coffee 
223 
14,508 
2,067 
720 
3,094 
1336 
21387 
1.861 
5,174 
606 
17,862 
35,173 
3,597 
5,887 
3326 
34 
1,436 
4,114 
120 
1,175 
222 
5,467 
430 
966 
547 
53,000 
9342 
4,347 
5 
5,970 
3316 
940 
8 
1,075 
110 
76 
117 
8 
10 
200 
386 
11,948 
16 
123 
2,436 
474 
202 
622 
10 
340 
1,968 
22 
943 
229 
88 
106 
484 m 
17,994 36327 
3,073 
1,059 
4,444 
3,184 
27327 
7,276 
5,648 
518 
4,743 
988 
3,149 
3332 
28,848 
2,956 
8,707 
173 
8,103 37,023 
4,435 31,809 
11,408 
3,807 
5,835 
76 
6.157 
15.953 
201 
1,700 
708 
9,442 
334 
1.507 
2,022 
6,109 
7,859 
5,831 
124 
15,402 
6,537 
196 
2.498 
228 
8,685 
409 
1,831 
2,460 
86,693 63.767 
11386 
4,804 
1336 
14,892 
5,892 
1,896 
272 
25,983 
221 
73 
220 
156 
4,121 
1,055 
1,982 
26,358 
4,157 
44 
4,064 
604 
10,280 
81 
772 
829 
1,086 
79 
407 
1,101 
7,269 
24 
3,828 
272 
631 
1,189 
14,909 
12.301 
233 
10321 
5,018 
2.437 
247 
131 
14,496 
123 
368 
445 
152 
38 
1,216 
1,154 
3,887 
12,902 
36 
99 
1,085 
127 
2,890 
355 
1,210 
647 
55 
1,653 
52 
38 
32 
487 
236 
1,265 
401 
463 
799 
137 
Table 3.12 continued 
1924 
b i t o i J m l i M 
Songoun Mllang Darnpit 
MrJang Sluuintimi 
Probohnggo Phieton 
Kemm 
Muze 
Tobacco 
РкЬ/псс 
Bncks 
Vegetables/fiiiit 
РкЬ/noe 
5 581 
20 112 
1,370 
7,589 
515 
21 
1995 
5 741 
4806 
747 
4 997 
2890 
477 
2 874 
17% 
5 757 
401 
6187 
216 
287 
20349* "' 
* includes tapioca 
** stem псе and псе in husk 
*** inter-regional 
Source Verslag (1924 280-299) 
sugar industry was fairly concentrated, whereas the industries using non-imgated land were 
far more dispersed over the hilly and mountainous inner lands of Java The surplus areas of 
псе were spread throughout Java, with some concentration in Krawang and Indramayu, where 
title to land was held as long lease or in perpetuity 
Table 3.13 Major rice Importine cities and areas and surplus areas of Java, 1930s. 
Rice importing cities Proportion imported Rice surplus area Volume surplus 
(1930/31) nce(%) (1930/31) ('000 tons) 
Batavia/Bogor 
Cirebon 
Tegal 
Pekalongan 
Semarang 
Surabaya 
Cilacap 
Rice importing areas inland 
Sukabumi/environs 
inner Pnangan 
eastern Pnangan 
northern Banyumas/Bagelen 
Yogyakarta 
Malang/Kedin 
coastal zone eastern Java 
36-65 
55-76 
57-76 
54-76 
62-68 
53-76 
32-25 
Rice ('coo tons) 
22- 18 1 
3 2 6 - 3 2 7 
2 4 3 - 1 8 0 
72 
363-316 
44 8 - 24 3 
7 0 - 6 9 
western Bantam 
Cianjur 
Krawang, various 
Indramayu 
southern Banyumas 
east of Demak 
Madiun/Ponorogo 
Lamongan/Babat 
Lumajang/Jember 
136- 11 1 
4 9 - 8 6 
140 5-87 5 
23 7-21 8 
14 8-225 
26 6 - 27 0 
1 3 0 - 4 9 
6 4 - 0 4 
5 9 0 - 5 7 0 
Source DeVnes(1933b 2115-2120) 
On the basis of estimation of area consumption and surplus made possible by the 
improved data, De Vnes (1933a 2112) ventured a simple estimation of the marketed surplus 
of nee 
" It is difficult to determine which percentage of the total псе harvest is brought to market, passes 
through various channels Following various paths of reason, one concludes that 40-50% of padi 
enters commerce, and that the remainder is either consumed directly by the agriculturalists or is 
used as payment in kind, etc " 
In the early 1930s the proportion of total harvest entering inter-regional trade was 
between 12% and 14%, and this would thus mean that inter-local trade for cash absorbed some 
25 to 35% of the yearly псе harvest Monetization of exchange involving псе must have been 
higher than the proportion sold for cash in inter-local and inter-regional trade, in view of the 
part used for the paying back of debts The pattern of the псе trade shows with great clanty the 
division of labour in Java Areas, such as Malang, the coastal zone of eastern Java, the 
vorstenlanden, Yogyakarta and Surakarta, the area around Sukabumi, and the northern coast 
of central Java were all charactenzed by high population densities associated with the 
agncultural industries As repeatedly observed, ungated plains and upland were involved in 
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cultivation, proccessing and transport of the crops for the domestic as well as the export 
market. Of interest are the observations of inter-seasonality one expects in Java. In the 1930s 
the improved statistical system resulted in the reports of the central bureau of statistics in the 
economic weekly (Economisch Weekblad), including actual measurements of inter-seasonality 
among crops as well as between western, central and eastern Java. These will be discussed in 
the following paragraphs, at this point one notes the relationship between seasonality in 
production, processing and storability. and the changing inter-local and inter-regional trade in 
rice in the 1930s. The until 1933 liberal import regime in rice had apparently resulted in a 
spontaneous adaption of the inland rice trade in Java, in fact a logistical segmentation of the 
foreign trade in rice and the inland trade in rice, wherein quality, price and availability were 
the determining factors. 
Having identified inter-local and regional trade in a wide range of agricultural produce 
in rural Java in the years 1900-1930, the questions of technology, number of processing 
establishments, and the structure of collection trade remain. The latter matter is difficult to 
address because, although in the source material reviewed there is frequent reference to 
collection trade, no detailed analysis is available. Yet relevant observations are available from 
various sources. These include the information generated by the staff of the credit services, 
various inquiries in business and the study of Scheltema (1931). In this study, however, this 
material will not be used because the emphasis on the role of credit in the studies of the credit 
series is such that the actual information on collection of agricultural produce, which involves 
various market participants and various options is too limited for the more general argument 
here. Here the large number of transaction forms, structured by decisions of parties to 
internalize or externalize harvest and post-harvest activities is important. Several inquiries 
cover business, including processing of agricultural products. The OMW reports on indigenous 
trade (OMW 1909, Via, VIb) contain summaries of the annual reports of the residencies from 
1850 onwards and mention increases in the number of business engaged in the production of 
roof tiles, bricks, vegetable oil made from groundnut, castor bean and copra, arrack and sugar 
from the aren palm, weaving and wickerwork. 
The report of the 1904 inquiry is of interest because it identifies a very wide range of 
technologies used and recommended in small industry, and, as one would expect, confirms the 
existence of small-scale and scale of technologies used in the processing of collected 
agricultural produce. However, the clearest sources on technologies are the encyclopedic 
handbooks on agriculture, the specialized continuation of the encyclopedic efforts initiated by 
Rumphius, Teysman, and Veth among others, by the agricultural scientists working in the 
archipelago, viz the many contributors (To mention a few: Deinum (1948) Jaeggi (1949) 
Koningsberger (1948), Lookeren Campagne (1905), Paerels (1949, 1950) and Ultee (1949)) to 
the standard works by Van Gorkom (1913) and Van Hall and De Koppel (1946, 1948, 1949, 
1950). In reviewing these sources one encounters ranges of technologies which can be applied 
at a variety of scales. This observation was an important supportive argument in Chapter 2 to 
set forth that the diverse pattern of land use in Java in the 19th century involved a range of 
technologies varying in scale of labour, capital and land needs. The following paragraphs look 
in some detail at crop specific market configurations. 
Agro industrial development, rural collection trade and financial links, 1900-1940. 
The number of factories and workshops in Java expanded in the years 1900-1940, 
especially in the 1920s. Graph 3.3 shows that the total number of establishments reached over 
3,000 in the 1920s (Segers and Boomgaard, CEI 8, 1988). The development of industries 
continued at a rapid pace in the years 1927 to 1940. Graph 3.4 shows that the proportion of 
food, beverage and tobacco manufacturing industries was substantial in 1900 at 75% of the 
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Graph 3 3 Development of factories and workshops under the factor}- act, 1910-1940. 
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Graph 3.4 Development of factories and workshops under the factory act, 1908-1940. 
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Graph 3.5 Rice mills, 1910-1940. 
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total industry, and gradually reduced to approximately 55% in 1940 Such a reduction could be 
interpreted as indicative of a decreasing importance of agriculture and expansion of non-
agnculture industries In part the reduction of the dominance in number of establishments of 
agn-industry in all industry was caused by a shake out during the depression of the 1930s in 
export dependent industries The number of sugar faetones, for example, remained stable until 
1930, to go down gradually to 150 in 1940 All in all, judging by the compilation, industries 
diversified in the years 1900-1940 De Vnes (1937b) said that the depression of the 1930s was 
short and violent in the archipelago, but that industry survived Historically and economically 
the question is how industry recovered and actually diversified in these years, in general it 
seems that the domestic economy expanded and became the focus of investment Little is 
known about the actual mechanisms enabling the agn-industry, tied to producer centres, to 
adapt to changing economic conditions These paragraphs seek to provide some answers to the 
above question, using the market configuration concept as presented in the introduction This 
concept regards the interaction between the various markets which service the production, 
collection, processing and distribution of specific commodities The following paragraphs will 
focus on collection, processing and credit of nee and sugar, the various oilcrops and the starch 
industry 
Rice collection, processing and credit 
So far, the information on inter-local and inter-regional trade in псе has revealed that, 
from the earliest registration of railway transport onwards, three псе products were involved, 
viz stem псе (padi), unhusked псе (gabah) and pounded/polished псе (beras) Two way trade 
in all three forms of product transformation was reason to conclude that down stream 
processing of псе was not tied to its area of production These observations point at common 
problems in estimation of proportions of псе production being consumed by producers, traded 
locally, or entenng inter-local and inter-regional trade Yearly aggregations of псе transported 
by railways may include double counted quantities The colomal authorities, when confronted 
with the food and pnce problems, estimated the flow of псе passing through the rice mills, and 
so obtained a view of the proportion traded in inter-local and inter-regional trade One has to 
recall that the only data available included estimations of planted and harvested areas, and, 
through sample cuttings, an impression of area productivity An important indicator of псе 
trade is therefore provided by estimations of quantities of псе passing through the larger, 
powered, псе processing establishments, the remainder, after substraction of this quantity from 
the estimated production, was assumed to be locally used This procedure, simple as it is, is 
fraught with practical difficulties More importantly, the local псе trade stays entirely out of 
the picture The vast majonty of псе processing was, so one would assume, done on farm and 
by small establishments However, the estimations of the quantity passing through the псе 
mills provides a useful avenue to gain insight in the псе market 
With regard to the development of the псе industry in the years 1920-1940 there is 
some uncertainty The available sources seem to differ in the estimation of the number of псе 
nulls The time senes from CEI 8 (Segers, 1988 Table III) shows that the number of 
registered, powered, псе mills, registered under the factory act, and thus possibly including 
establishments from the other islands, increased rapidly in the years 1920 to 1940 (Graph 3 5) 
The number of псе mills increased from around 300 in 1923 to approximately 700 in 1930, 
then the number decreased to 500 in 1931, which is an indication of the impact of the 
depression on the псе industry By 1940, however, the number of nee mills had increased to 
769 CEI specifies for Java in 1941 the number of 525, the majonty of mills (249) being 
located in western Java (Segers, 1988 table X 2) Van Der Eng (1993 168) says that the 
number of nee nulls on Java was 646 in 1941 However, the author of the report on nee 
distnbution of 1940 (Creutzberg, 1974, piece 117) refers to an increase from 300 nee nulls in 
1934 to 500 nee mills in 1938, whereas CEI 8 specifies a decrease from 819 to 664 mills in 
these years 
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There are a number of explanations for this variance. First, in the years 1933-1937, the 
CEI 8 series also includes rice polishing establishments and coffee and gaplek industries. 
These would number around 280, judging by the break in the data in the years 1932-1933. A 
simple specification of the CEI data would thus support the information compiled by 
Creutzberg. However, De Vries (1933a) remarked that the statistics on rice mills were not 
complete in the early 1930s. He (interview) recalled that the number of rice mills in the late 
1930s was around 900. It is possible, even likely, that the estimation of rice mills in Creutzberg 
refers only to the larger mills, through which the rice policy was implemented. The estimation 
would leave out other, presumably smaller and non-powered establishments. 
The widespread investment in rice mills in the years 1920 is explained by de Vries by 
the fact that the financing arrangement was done by a private retail bank, the Escompto Bank. 
In the 1920s the small credit facilities were not sufficiently strong to carry that investment. In 
those years the Escompto retail services had a far wider and deeper reach than the services of 
the Volks Krediet Bank. As indicated earlier, by the 1930s the Escompto Bank funded 800 of 
the 900 rice mills, facilitating the shift to scale technology. The rice industry had close 
connections with banking, and a subsequent question is how the growers coped with credit 
needs. First, the estimations of the proportions of rice entering trade need a brief review. 
A question is thus whether the expansion from 12% in 1934 to 20% in 1939 of all-Java 
production marketed (Creutzberg, 1974: 518, piece 117) is estimated on the basis only of the 
larger or all registered rice mills. The source material does not contain clear references, but it 
seems most likely that these proportions refer to the larger rice mills. On the basis of these 
estimations, one arrives at a quantity of 80% of domestic rice production which was locally 
processed, sold, bartered and consumed. One can not attach too much value to this estimation -
the purpose here is to arrive at proportions of rice entering the market and used in exchange. 
De Vries (1933a) estimated that 40-50% of all rice entered local and regional rice trade in the 
early 1930s. The actual proportion of rice production sold and bartered is therefore a matter for 
conjecture, but one can be certain that it was higher than 20%. The estimate of 40-50% by De 
Vries may even be somewhat on the low side. In the 1930s there were substantial incentives for 
rice sales. 
The analysis of the rice market, the availability of information and the discussion on 
economic thought yield the hypothesis that in the 1930s the administrators concerned with 
food policy did not mind much about the existence of local rice markets. Possibly they assumed 
that induced price levels at local price setters, the larger mills, would transfer to the local 
collection and distribution markets. This assumption cannot be tested for lack of local 
collection prices. On the other hand, as discussed in the first section of this chapter, it seems 
possible that some officials simply assumed that 80% of domestic production would stay on-
farm. Such a view would fit well with the notion of a product economy, which enjoyed some 
popularity since the 1900s. 
De Vries (1933a) provides a generalized sequence of events in the Javanese rice year. 
De Vries uses Sollewijn Gelpke's analytical concept of scarcity of money, as having major 
influence on local trade, turn-over at the markets, sales of consumer goods and social events. 
On the financing of the investments in production, De Vries (1933a: 2111) says: 
"The agriculturalist does a lot himself or with his family. Neighbours assist each other often, 
although one may not forget that meals, coffee and snacks put a pnce on this labour Finally, the 
harvest, and also weeding and planting is often paid with a proportion of the harvest, bawon. The 
rent of land is also often paid in the form of part of the harvest, maron. This organisation of псе 
cultivation allows intensive cultivation without the periodical use of business capital. Even with 
small investments per hectare, the financial demands of the 3,500,000 ha. of rice would require 
enormous capital and services from the banking system. Even in the Javanese village cash money 
can not be missed Some richer agriculturalists provide these from their own sources, through 
intensive cultivation of secondary crops. Sales of secondary crops take place in the time of rice 
cultivation". 
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De Vnes' analysis does not differ from Sollewijn Gelpke's analysis regarding the flow of 
money and the mobilizing role of the secondary crops in Java's agricultural calendar Although 
maize was indeed the first crop to be harvested, De Vnes' perception of the role of secondary 
crops can not be quite correct as a great deal of variation characterizes Java However, it is 
possible that De Vnes did have in mind nee fanners with limited homeyards, tegalan and 
orchards De Vnes mentioned that the major sources of money in the rural economy were the 
payments of rents (one has to add the wages) by the sugar faetones, the public credit services 
(Volks Krediet Bank), the pawnshops and the lumbung desa, providing псе as withdrawal 
and/or credit in kind, and pnvate money- or nee lenders In the early 1930s, the lumbung desa, 
having lost its role in parts of Java in the 1920s, revived again because of scarcity of money 
Van der Eng (1993 121,122) mentions that the number of nee banks increased from around 
900 in 1900 to 12,630 in 1911, to decrease to 5,874 in 1929 Village banks in the archipelago 
increased, sometimes as amalgamations of nee banks, from 1,336 in 1913 to 5,666 in 1929 and 
7,267 in 1939 Java accounted for 90% of the archipelago's village banks The existence of 
such a large number of rural financial and credit institutions has by and large gone unnoticed 
in histoncal inquines(See also Schmit, 1991) In view of the locally integrated and diverse 
agricultural economy, as concluded from a review of the evidence from the 1870s in Chapter 2, 
the existence of pnvate financial institutions in large numbers in Java is no surprise, and may 
function here both as a further strengthening of the view set forth on Javanese agnculture and 
as an important pointer in the identification of sources of credit for the Javanese in rural areas 
The role of collection trade in credit supply is usually revealed by analysis of the 
transactions involved in the product collection Detailed descnptions of collection markets are 
scarce, yet for nee in the Krawang area, ie pnvate domains specialized in nee, some clear 
descnptions are available Vleming (1926 204) describes collection of nee in Krawang as 
follows 
"The district of Krawang is one of the important nee production centres in Java, with some 70 
large and small псе mills, nearly all in hands of the Chinese The farmers acquire advances from 
the landlords, the local banks or from the псе mills In the latter case the advance is repayed in 
kind Close to harvesting time, chinese collection traders move mto the kampongs and make bids 
Pnces are offered for one picol of wet stem псе or for dned stem псе, having been m storage for 
one month The difference m pnce is Dil -0 50 Usually the padi has to be brought to the mill, 
for which payment is made The Chinese collection trader receives of the псе mills Dfl 0 10-0 15 
per picol, and if he succeeds in purchasing the padi at a level below the limit set by the mill, he 
may keep the difference The collection traders operate with advances from the псе mills " 
Vleming continues 
"The major source of income of the owner of the псе mills is the nee trade, which includes 
delivery to wholesale traders m the cities also [local] sales to farmers, when these, some time 
after harvesting, have no more псе in storage " 
The descnptions by able inspector Vleming convey substantial information on nee in 
the plain of Krawang, east of Batavia Vleming observed competition in the nee collection 
trade among the Chinese traders, landlords and the local banks As discussed in Chapter 2, 
rural banks onginated by the end of the 19th century and were creations of rural elite, pnai 
(Schmit, 1991), De Vnes mentioned that cases were known of local banks created by 
dignitaries in the mid 19th century, and Sollewijn Gelpke considered the local heads as hubs m 
псе collection, storage and credit Vleming does not specify the nature of the banks, and 
judging from his attention for detail in some of his descnptions, one can not assume that the 
banks he referred to were branches of public credit services This would also not be in line with 
the emphasis on consumptive credit in public money retail in the 1920s In Krawang by the 
1920s the legal consequences of its status as pnvate domain were still observable, markets 
were leased out and dignitanes and entrepreneurs exercised local nghls Zimmerman (1933 
2112) mentions that seasonal labour from outside, bujang and endonan, and nee cutters, 
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penderep were employed by the rice growers. The landlords with free ownership of the land 
were entitled lo 2/5 of the total harvest (Zimmerman also mentions 1/5 as the landlords' share). 
A number of independent operators were active in the private domains, including collection 
traders and rice millers. The collection traders provided pre-payment through a network of 
commission paid area collectors. Vleming counted some 70 larger and smaller rice mills in 
Krawang. His statement needs interpretation in terms of turn-over and scales of technology. 
Gasoline driven rice mills had already emerged an Java, greatly facilitating choice of location. 
In Krawang mechanized rice milling competed with animal traction because water driven rice 
milling in swampy areas is not possible. Commission and credit structures in local collection 
are a common phenomenon. It is unfortunate that Vleming has not extracted information on 
price differences applied to pre-paid harvest and direct transactions. One will recall the 
existence of a number of lime-bound transaction structures available to money lenders and 
growers, such as gade and gangsar and many other variations in response to need and 
availability of resources. The time-bound transactions, as analyzed in Chapter 2, have in 
common that repayment is connected with future harvests and production, an obvious solution 
in a multi-seasonal agriculture. We conclude that a great variety of options were open to the 
growers, collection traders and commissioned traders. It would seem likely that the situation in 
other rice growing places in Java did not differ much from the structure of collection trade as 
encountered in Krawang. In some areas the presence of the lumbung desa may have added to 
the local participants in the trade, and in yet other areas local heads may have had a strong 
grip on local storage. However, more than a cautious generalization to other rice production 
centres is not possible. The rice production centres in Java were fairly accessible, and one 
would expect that the role of delivery in the upland areas, also connected with a varying range 
of seasonalities of the various crops, would be more important. 
Figure 3.1 Configuration of the rice market 
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Figure 3.1 summarizes the major elements of the above analysis. It shows the various 
estimations of proportions of rice used by producers, traded in local, inter-local and inter-
regional exchange in the late 1930s It is certain that the proportions by market channel varied 
among the production areas in Java. Especially regarding the use of the proportion retained on 
farm, assumed to have been around 50%, substantial year to year variation, as well as monthly 
variation, must have occurred, because farm rice stock, the major storage of rice, acted as a 
capital buffer in the seasons. 
The structure of collection trade in rice shows that credit was available locally from the 
rice collectors and millers, rice banks, village banks, the public credit services (volkscredict 
wezen) and private and state controlled pawnshops. In addition, credit was available for the 
millers from commercial banks, primarily the Escompto Bank. A variety of transaction 
structures was available to rice producers and rice buyers. These transaction structures tied 
credit to future production and land use, and are in essence similar to the transactions as 
described by Sollewijn Gelpke and reported by Heyling. It is obvious that local sources of credit 
were dominant in rice production The increase of scale in rice processing was associated with 
expanded inter-regional and inter-local trade and private banking for the rice industry. 
The sugar industry 
The contributor to the Encyclopedia, Veth (1869), and Creutzberg and Van Mansvelt 
(CEI 1, 1975) show that the sugar (also coffee) industry was involved in fluctuating economic 
movement in the late 18th century. In the first half of the 19th century, the sugar industry went 
through a process of efficiency increase and responded with an increase in scale. The average 
area from which a sugar processing plant collected cane expanded from 50 bahu around 1800 
to 200-300 bahu by 1860 (Veth, 1869, Vol. 3: 461-660). The early descriptions confirm that 
sugar production was the domain of private enterprise on Java. It is evident that private 
enterprise needed money. To this end the early colonial authorities established a bourse in 
1818. This bourse ceased to exist in the 1850s (ENOI 2nd ed. Vol 1: 288). An interesting 
question is whether the Nederlandse Handels Maatschappij used its powerful connections to 
cut possibilities for its competitors to obtain capital, or whether the colomal administration 
discouraged money and capital trade. The well-known role of the N.H.M. is reflected in the 
large share of participation of the colonial administration in exported coffee and sugar; 
however, one should take into account that imports and exports in the other commodities were 
in the hands of private houses (Korthals Altes, CEI 12A, 1990). Whatever the case may have 
been, in depth studies by Reinsma (1955: 141, 155-157, 166-168, bijlage b) and Houben (1991) 
show that involvement of private trade houses extended from transport and distribution in 
overseas markets to local investment throughout Java. According to Reinsma there are strong 
signs that public investment in the early years of the cultivation system took place in the form 
of establishing factories in areas where private investment already had occurred Reinsma's 
view makes intuitive sense, since the newly established factories would simply profit from 
existing infrastructure. The evidence of Reinsma and Houben is suggestive of vertical 
integration of trade, and credit supply necessary for collection of agricultural produce and 
transactions with local dignitaries, including the local colonial administrators for the early and 
mid 19th century. The information of Korthals Altes (CEI 12A, 1990) corroborates the 
findings of Reinsma and Houben of a substantial role of the private houses, which, judging by 
the bullion imports, had important financial links with the overseas financial markets. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, private houses also engaged in import of copper money, duits, likely 
used for payment of labour. The course of events in large scale business in the Netherlands 
Indies from 1840-1850s onwards is quite transparent. The N.H.M converted to a bank and 
externalized its involvement in agricultural industry. It is well known that, during the world 
crisis in sugar and wheat of the 1880s, the financial houses played an important role in 
restructuring the sugar industry. Private trade houses created banks establishing financial 
channels necessary for the seasonal flow of money and campaign collection of agricultural 
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produce Trade societies from the Netherlands, such as the Trade Society Amsterdam (H V A) 
diversified investment from mere trade towards rural based industries covering a number 
commodities All these business strategies, which are described by Van Klaveren (1953) and 
Mansvelt (1925) for the NHM and Reinsma and Houben for private enterprise, point at a rather 
self explanatory process of business development, viz internalizing and externalizing risks 
through vertical diversification and horizontal diversification among commodities 
Helffench (1914) analysed the financial superstructure of the sugar industry, the 
cultivation banks ("cultuur banken") He observed that the sugar industry used leased land, this 
created a problem as no collateral was available In addition, the seasonal nature of the sugar 
business necessitated substantial business credit, whereas after harvest and payments, as 
Helffench (1914 202) puts it 
"eine Plethora herrscht, und daß weiterhin, da die Gelder der Bank fur de kommende Ernte erst 
nach und nach wieder in Anspruch genommen werden, ein großer Teil der Kapitalien eine 
Zeitlang brach liegt " 
Helffench noted that the trade houses cum agricultural banks, because of transaction 
costs incurred in financial traffic with the Netherlands, had incentives to invest capital in Java 
as bonds and with the creditor bank, the Ν H M Helffench says that the integration between 
the banks and the sugar industry had several elements, viz the participation of the bank in what 
came to be called later harvest credit ("oogst crediel", one notes the similarity with the 
structure of credit in nee), while in tum in the distribution market was associated with 
preharvest sales of options and lots of sugar, and the use of money in Java after harvest The 
seasonality of the sugar production thus induced a chain of financial transfers, integrating the 
industry and a banking system on Java, which performed a role of a bourse A few remarks are 
necessary on the role of seasonality and the plethora of money, as Helffench puts it In itself 
the availability of money created possibilities for adaptations in business strategy The succes 
in the H V A in the 19th century and later in the early 20th century actually depended on 
business diversification, dampening the dependency of the business on broad influxes of 
money In the 1910s a bourse was set up in Batavia, Surabaya and Semarang, facilitating 
capital raising by compames The financial houses of Java had emerged in the early 20th 
century, the succesful ones having gone through a senes of ensis in the world markets and 
restructuring of the sugar industry and business diversification in the late 19th century An 
essential element of the innovative capacity of the sugar industry was related to productivity 
increases obtained in all facets of the product transformation process through research The 
determining vanable with regard to the organization of capital flows was the seasonality of 
sugar production, similar to the nee industry The simple fact that many if not most sugar 
compames leased land may have saved them unnecessary sunk costs Although Helffench, and 
many earlier pamphletlists and current authors regard the absence of property nghts on land as 
a possible constraint in the obtaining of credit, it apparently was sidestepped through the use of 
adapted transaction structures 
The cassava industry and starch products 
The cassava industry yielded intermediate produce used in the feed industry as well as 
the food processing industry Cassava became very important as food for the rural population, 
in many forms and recipes The number of registered and licensed establishments increased 
from 21 in 1910 to 88 in 1925, and 156 in 1940, producing some 161,500 tons of produce Van 
Der Eng (1993 103) mentions that a survey of 1940, counted 219 cassava processing faetones 
with more than 10 employees, in Java For an impression of exports, see appendix С 5 
It is, however, beyond any doubt that a large number of small cassava processing 
establishments are not included in these figures Vleming (1926 212) mentions that numerous 
smaller establishments delivered preprocessed cassava to the larger, registered faetones the 
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turnover of which varied between half a million to several million guilders per year. Vleming 
also mentions that cassava was cultivated both at scale under European supervision as well as 
by the rural population in the Priangan. In addition to preprocessing of cassava, a large 
number of tobacco processing, small soap, kecap, and tempe industries were operating 
throughout Java. The growth in the number of licensed factories as included in CEI 8 indicates 
a process of increase in scale, as it does not contain the large number of small establishments. 
Local water pollution caused by cassava processing was observed to be a problem as 
early as the 1900s by De Kruyff (1909: 282-283). He also observed that many small industries 
suffered because of reduced export as France raised its import duties to protect the potato flour 
industry. The characteristics of cassava induced de Sturler (1863) and Ham (1913/14) to 
forecast its role in Indonesia to be of similar importance as the role of potato during the 
industrial revolution in Western Europe in the 19th century. Cassava has three characteristics 
which are of importance: it can be stored in the ground; propagation does not reduce the 
quantity of harvested product; and food prepared from cassava does not lose its attraction in 
frequent consumption. The importance of cassava as a local food and snack was especially 
strong in central and eastern Java. It was processed into krupuk, and made into cakes, opek 
(with sugar); the Sundanese and Javanese fermented it into lightly alcoholic drinks, peuyeum 
and tape. The prime importance of cassava as a security food was made possible by processing 
it into "kwak" (faringha de manioc) which could only be stored in clean water. Kwak was 
made from grated roots and prior to use, the substance was wrung out in a cloth and pressed 
until it was relatively dry. The cake was then crumbled to a crude flour which was sifted. This 
flour was not durable and it had to be baked with a little oil, resulting in a sort of biscuit. 
There were also other technologies, serving a large variety of uses. Wet cassava roots 
could be partly precooked, sliced and dried. After drying the material would be kept an a dry 
place and would maintain its taste and quality for 12 months. More common was the 
processing of wet cassava into gaplek by slicing the roots along the length and drying the 
slices. Food was then prepared by pounding the slices to separate the fiber. The resulting flour 
was mixed with a little water and steamed with rice. An important source of income was the 
processing of wet roots into "kampung meel". Village level processing of wet roots into crude 
tapioca assumed importance with growing demand from the textile industries in England and 
America and the animal feed industry in Europe. Vleming (1926: 212) mentions that local 
factories sometimes bought dried material from village processors, at the risk of a reduction of 
quality, or expanded processing cost. 
The vegetable oil industry 
An interesting example of the influence of technical development and investment in 
industry and their role in the vegetable oil business is provided by the introduction of palm oil 
in the archipelago in 1894. Luytjes (1930: 248) analysed the impact of the rapidly growing 
palm oil industry in use and production of other oils and connected agricultural commodities. 
Productions of oil crops was usually done by smallholders. Luytjes presented an interesting 
diagram which underlines the vastly expanded mutual substitution and multiple uses of 
vegetables oils. Figure 3.2 gives an adapted representation of Luytjes' flow analysis. It should 
be noted at this point that a major use of vegetable oil as lamp oil had reduced with the large 
scale production of petroleum in the archipelago. Luytjes distinguished four main uses and one 
residual category, viz paints and varnish, soap and candles, margarine and cooking fat, 
cooking and salad oil, and use for various technical purposes and a residual category. It is clear 
from his highly simplified diagram that a large number of multiple purposes of various 
vegetable oils had emerged, and that vegetables oils competed and sought to substitute for 
animal fats and dairy product such as butter. 
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Figure 3.2 Competition and substitution in oils and fats in the 1930s. 
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Source: Luytjes, A (1930: 249). 
The use of vegetable oils was not confined to human consumption. In fact, industrial use 
expanded rapidly in the years of the emerging processing industry in Europe, America and 
Asia, focusing on soap and candles, and various technical purposes, including various types of 
machine oils used in the steel industry and medical oils. Palm oil was expected to affect the 
demand for coconut and groundnut oil, but not in a dramatic way. However the impact of the 
expanding share of Asian production on African production was considered to be substantial. 
Rural trade 
Although brief, the above overviews illustrate that agricultural processing occurred in a 
large number of small local establishments as well as in larger establishments, supplying the 
domestic and the export market with processed agricultural products. Although exports were 
substantial, one can safely assume, noting that processing is necessary, that the major part of 
production was absorbed locally. One can not estimate the proportion of production entering 
inter-local and regional trade, but, in case of food and industrial crops such as soybean, 
groundnut, castor bean and cassava, this does not matter, as one can assume that the major part 
was used in local exchange. Under these conditions one expects the collection trade to reflect 
the various processing stages of agricultural products and the accompanying market forces. 
Detailed and pedestrian accounts of local collection and distribution trade, as encountered in 
the Heyting report and some of the Colonial Reports (K.V.), are scarce in the early 1900s, 
although there is ample reference to native and Chinese trade in the OMW reports and in the 
1913 report of Neijtzell de Wilde. More detailed and well-known investigations of the 1930s, 
such as the Kutowinangun study by Ochse and Terra (1934), the Gresik study by the same 
researchers in 1937, and the appraisal by de Vries and Cohen (1938) of local trade, all confirm 
the importance of local trade and processing/cooking of foodstuff. The coincidence of 
observation between Sollewijn Gelpke, the Heyting report, and the detailed investigations of 
the 1930s, in conjunction with the more general references by OMW and the 1913 report, 
indicate continuity and progression in local rural trade in processed materials. In view of the 
division of labour in rural areas as depicted by the flows of goods among regions by railway, 
one would expect commodity specific collection trade, or a relation with accessability by road. 
Vleming (1926: 205) observed that in Bogor, a topographically diverse area with diverse 
production, market delivery was important: 
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"It is striking that the Chinese do not engage in the trade in secondary crops, in contrast to 
Tangerang. The population brings produce to the market, while native collection traders take care 
of onward trade". 
Yet, in other inland areas, among others in Cirebon, but also in central Java, Vleming 
observed that collection traders in groundnut, rice, onions, potato, tobacco and pinang nuts 
were operating in the most remote villages. Vlcming's remark on Bogor and Tangerang reveals 
in fact the diversity of resource-mixes, subsequent production and the vicinity of consumer 
centres. In specialized upland areas one would also expect collection trade, connected with 
local processing, using water power. 
Prices on the many traded commodities are scarce. Appendices С 6-10 and С 17-19 
show some prices. The series covering the years 1913-1927 show many relative price shifts. In 
contrast the series in CEI 16 show no relative movement at all. It is obvious that more work is 
needed to unearth information on prices. 
Conclusions 
Through the identification of inter-local and regional trade of rice and other food and 
industrial crops in Java, it can be established that the major part of production was absorbed in 
the local market. Local collection networks covered both rice production centres as well as 
upland areas. Regional and inter-local trade included from the first presented registration of 
railway transport in the 1880s (Chapter 2) a large variation of fresh and processed agricultural 
goods, and different processing stages of food and industrial crops, suggesting a spatial 
structuring of agricultural processing in conjunction with the availability of resource 
requirements and the vicinity of consumer centres. The time series on the number of 
establishments in conjunction with estimates of the proportion of agricultural produce entering 
inter-local and regional trade suggest that scale technologies were important, and co-existed, 
and even relied on preprocessing at stages of processing closer to harvest. The economic 
shocks of 1918-1921 and 1929-1935 did not change the diversity of the range of goods traded 
in the domestic economy. In essence and structure there is little change in the major 
characteristics of the rural economy in the analyses by Sollewijn Gelpke (1870s) and De Vries 
(1930s) and the studies on rural trade of the 1930s. Yet, while the general seasonality and 
recurrent shortage of money characterize the rural economy of Java both in the 1870s and the 
1930s, significant expansion of regional trade in agricultural produce continued, in response to 
rural division of labour on Java, and urban and export demand. One would expect that shifts in 
allocation of land to crops, in response to demand, and price integration characterize the 
agricultural economy of Java in the years of expanding inter-local and regional trade. These 
matters and an assessment of actual market integration and monetization, are the subject of the 
next section of Chapter 3. 
The agricultural economy of Java: 1900-1940 
This section presents an analysis of inter-seasonality of various areas in Java, sources of 
growth and crop shifts in the food crop economy in the years 1930-1939, price integration of 
the rice market and, briefly, development of estate crops. Whereas in the two previous sections 
the role of the state and its apparatus and division of labour and trade were subject of analysis, 
the following paragraphs approach the agricultural economy along more quantitative lines. 
This section deals first with trends in land growth and area allocation and sources of 
growth in agriculture. The years 1900-1940 mark the period in which forest land available for 
conversion of use became increasingly scarce. At the same time markets became increasingly 
integrated, making up the domestic economy of Java. Shifts in area allocation among crops 
would reflect price and demand shifts under these conditions. Unfortunately, reliable time 
series of wholesale prices of major agricultural commodities in the food crop sector are not 
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available and quantitative analysis of the impact of price shins on production cannot be 
conducted. As available prices are limited to rice, a brief analysis of price integration in the 
rice retail market over the years 1931-1938 is included. 
Food and industrial crops: Area allocation and seasonality 
The most complete long term data on allocation of land to food and industrial crops are 
compiled in CEI 10, tables 4B3-7 and table 5, covering area harvested of major annual crops. 
Graph 3.6 depicts area harvested of individual crops in the years 1919-1940. The area trends 
convey a number of important messages. Rice, the main staple, shows a steady but very slight 
increase in allocation. The allocation of land to the group of legumes, cassava, vegetables, 
tobacco and industrial crops shows a much steeper increase over the years 1930-1940 in a 
stable pattern. 
Maize area shows sharp year to year fluctuations, which in all probability reflects its 
position as the first (or third) crop in the cropping sequences in central and eastern Java 
uplands (CBS, 1933:2174). Cassava and also soybean show substantial area increases in the 
1930s. Graph 3.7 shows the yearly variation in area harvested, and maize comes out as the 
major crop in explaining annual variation in area harvested. Yet, the main striking element in 
the pattern of areas harvested is the continuity, for example, in rice. Of significant importance 
are the proportions of land allocated to the major groups of crops and rice. It now appears that 
rice occupied less than 50% of agricultural land planted to annual foodcrops. 
Graph 3.6 Area harvested of main annual food and industrial crops, Java and Madura, 
1919-1940 
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Graph 3.7 Annual variation in area harvested of annual crops, Java and Madura, 1919-1940. 
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Graph 3 7 shows a near perfect regulanty in area harvested in the 1930s It suggests a 
succesful elimination of external influences, as reflected by the small variations in area 
harvested in the years 1930-1940 The vast increase in area harvested in 1941-42 can possibly 
be ascribed to the producer pnce policy which was in effect in those years The regulanty of the 
yearly vanations merely confirm that the trends of the years 1919-1940 were a continuation of 
a long established pattern, and one would wish to verify whether any changes in monthly, 
intrayear seasonality had taken places in this penod The dataset on monthly harvested area of 
food crops (For the years 1921 and 1929 see Graphs 2 1,22 and 2 3), compiled by the bureau 
of statistics in cooperation with the department of agriculture (Weilenstein, 1931 bijlage 16), 
covers western, central and eastern Java and reveals a fairly clear multi-year cycle for the years 
1921-1930, with a low cropping intensity off-season in 1925-1926 There is a slight linear 
upward trend in monthly harvested area over the years 1921-1930 It is most likely that the 
dips m the harvested area should be attnbuted to rainfall vanation, but one can not exclude the 
influence of pnces in the expansions, following the dips Of more economic and also historical 
importance is the quantification of off-season harvesting It has repeatedly been observed that 
one expects a fairly gradual pattern of production through time under the biophysical 
conditions in Java, which are conducive to rain-fed and run-of-the-nver îrngation at a large 
vanety of investment scales Table 3 14 presents the proportions of harvested area in the 
months June-December, the "off-season", to the total area harvested in the 1920, 1925 and 
1930 It now appears that, from the first moment of quantification of monthly data on 
agnculture, the proportion of harvested area, covenng annual crops shows a fairly even 
distribution over the year In eastern Java and central Java this phenomenon is somewhat more 
visible than in western Java, where one would, because of the dominance of hills and 
mountains, expect also a smooth distribution of production over the year 
Table 314 Proportion harvested art«, July December, annual foodcropa (*/») 1921-1930. 
1921 1925 1930 
Western Java 30 25 33 
Central Java 44 38 42 
Eastern Java 45 37 46 
Source Wellensteui (1931, Maandgemiddelden 1921-1930, Bijlage 16) 
It is quite clear from the aggregated monthly area harvested that a very significant 
proportion of crop produce was generated off-season In western Java the proportion ranged 
from a surprisingly low 25 to 33%, whereas in central and eastern Java the proportion of area 
harvested was higher, ranging from 37 to 46% of the area harvested annually The food crops 
harvested off-season were many, viz maize, root crops, food legumes and also nee The 
produce generated off-season did not necessarily have the same use or market channels 
Cassava and soybean were produced as industnal raw materials as well as for local processing 
and use Yet, the most important off-season food products can be assumed to have substituted 
to a degree in rural and urban consumption To a degree local biophysical conditions may have 
determined consumption preferences for major staples such as nee and maize (Scheltema, 
1921, see also Landbouwatlas 1926) One would thus infer, from the monthly area harvested of 
food crops and the dominant proportion of псе production in the first six months of the year, 
that seasonal pnce fluctuations of major food stuffs would show different intra-year vanation, 
while pnce formation would reflect temporal shifts among food produce on the consumer side 
Of significance for the broader issue of seasonality, is the inference from the data that, 
assuming the actual proportions on and off-season are accurate, in earlier years off-season 
production must have been significant This could mean that the annual return of money 
scarcity as analyzed by Sollewijn Gelpke and De Vnes was not quite as dramatic as set forth, 
and more in line with the view guiding this study, namely that in Java the main structural 
characteristic of agnculture is the great vanation in planting and harvesting times in its 
vanous zones The seasonal flows of labour and cattle within regions, the indicators of 
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economìe life for the local administrators, are a necessary concomitant of the structure of the 
agricultural economy. It should be emphasized that, although progress had been made in 
technical irrigation by the 1920s, this can not account for the even distribution of production 
through time. Scheltema (1939) observed that only by the late 1930s, the proportion of 
irrigated rice produced off-season, in the months September-December, had increased to 13% 
from 8% in the late 1920s. Irrigation improvements as well as the reduction of area allocated 
to sugar may have played an important part in this shift of seasonality. The compilation of 
seasonality in rice and maize by Creutzberg (CEI 4, 1978: annex, table 1) actually shows no 
change at all in proportion of area harvested by month over the period 1921-1940. Creutzberg's 
compilation does not support the notion of impact of irrigation and a reduction in the 1930s of 
land leased by the sugar industry, and needs to be checked, keeping in mind that in the 1920s 
the monthly data did not cover all sub-districts of Java. Although Creutzberg's compilation of 
shift in harvest peaks may not be completely accurate, it clearly supports the notion of a fairly 
constant distribution through time in a crop year. 
More information on the seasonality of rice, and interseasonality among areas can be 
derived from De Vries (1933a) and the reports of the bureau of statistics in the economic 
weekly (Economisch Weekblad) of the 1930s. De Vries and his collegues, engaged in the 
implementation in food policy in the 1930s, drawing on the monthly area figures from the 
bureau of statistics, distinguished eight different production areas on Java and Madura (Table 
3.15). 
Table 3.15 Distrubuuon of rice harvests by month In various parts of Java and Madura, 
1920-25 average (promille). 
Area Jan. Febr. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov Dec. 
"Ä 
В 33 58 
С 
D 
E 
F 
H 
All 16 21 
21 
136 
41 
25 
22 
30 
30 
52 
108 
175 
165 
151 
163 
207 
109 
72 
150 
253 
156 
217 
451 
396 
355 
320 
225 
280 
339 
101 
164 
260 
302 
228 
320 
321 
230 
162 
74 
144 
26 
61 
29 
120 
217 
98 
41 
94 
75 
58 
47 
73 
61 
21 
30 
40 
58 
37 
27 
28 
29 
27 
28 
36 
49 
27 
31 
22 
27 
21 
Area A: Bantam, Batavia, Mr Cornells, Krawang, Indramayu, Cirebon. 
B: Bogor, Priangan, Banyumas, Kudus. 
C: Pekalongan, Kendal, Semarang, Salatiga 
D Demak, Kudus, Pati 
E: Rembang, Gresik, northern Surabaya, Madura 
F: Yogyakarta, Surakarla, Madiun 
G: Kediri, southern Surabaya, Malang, Pasuruan, Probolinggo, Krakssaan 
H: Lumajang, Besuki 
Note: promilles below 20 have been left out. 
The rice years of the various areas of Java centered in the months April, May and June, 
these are included in the main cropping season running from January to July in the table 
containing harvested areas of all registered annual crops. The areas with a high proportion of 
mountains and hills, such as the Priangan, the northern part of central Java, the vorstenlanden 
and the area Kediri-Malang-Probolinggo all show a fair volume of rice production in the off 
season. De Vries mentioned that rice was often harvested twice a year in the plains, and in the 
mountainous areas three times per two years, in a staggered crop sequence. It appears from the 
monthly data on area planted and harvested that maize and cassava were usually planted in 
November-December, resulting in the main maize harvest in central and eastern Java in 
February-March, and the main cassava harvest in August-September-October. Maize was thus 
the early planting risk taker, whereas cassava harvests were more smoothly distributed. 
Consumption patterns, reflecting local availability of maize and cassava, dominated in upland 
central and eastern Java. The harvests of groundnut and soybean were fairly evenly distributed 
running from January to August. 
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In addition to the brief discussion in Chapter 2 on seasonality in earlier years, one can 
not discern much difference in seasonality in the 1930s and seasonality in the early 19th 
century Judging by the scarce information on seasonality in the early 19th century as conveyed 
by Raffles (1817 115-135) and De Vnes (1931 57-61), one can only discern a slight change 
in the place of псе in the cropping sequence Growers awaited the first rains and planted in 
January-February in the 1930s, whereas a hundred years before planting occurred somewhat 
later To address this question in more detail, one would need to take into account the 
proportions between 7 and 5 month duration псе (see appendix A), as well as ratooning 
(Wigboldus, 1990) or double harvesting 
Land use and sources of growth 
The agricultural economy of Java included more than just annual food and industnal 
crops, ie tree crops, livestock and planted forest Agncultural and land statistics had improved 
in the years 1920-1930 and thus facilitate an overview of all Java land use Scheltema (1939 
2) remarked that officials encountered larger areas than registered in the village land 
administration in the 1930s and before He cautioned that expansions in area could therefore 
not be attributed to the year they were observed Scheltema indicated that area expansions 
came from two dînèrent sources 
(ι) Improved measurement of existing registered area, and, 
(n) Non-registered opening of land 
The figures from 1930 onwards can be considered the best approximation of real land 
growth by registered land Scheltema used the vastly improved statistical observations of the 
years 1929-1938 to analyse three selected sources of growth in agnculture, area expansion, 
cropping intensity and productivity In an inventory of potential sources of future growth, 
Scheltema used the figures of the new agncultural statistics, updated information from 
Bagchus (1926, 1929), and figures from the improved rural land registration and classification 
Most importantly, Scheltema could thus make full use of the many corrections of the 1920s 
The inventory of land available for land expansion is presented in Table 3 16 Scheltema, 
taking into account slope and land type, found that significant resources ~ 400,000 ha were 
still available in Java 
Table 3.16 Land use In Java, 1933. 
Land type/use Area ( ha) 
Various 
Teak forests 
Protected forests 
Pastures 
Land rent area 
Non-occupied 
land under public domain 
Total 
•» : — : : 
1,504,281 
815,348 
1,097,413 
34,694 
7,766,662 
1,136,143 
13,216,678 
Including private domain, leased land, Vorstenlanden 
Source Scheltema, 1939 
The significance of Scheltema's study of 1939 is of interest in the histonography of Java, 
because for the first time a broad quantitative excercise was undertaken based on reliable time 
senes data Scheltema used the data over the years 1929-1938 to project food availability His 
findings were briefly discussed in the section on food policy in this chapter 
Appendix С 12 illustrates part of the earlier difficulties in data validity as well as in the 
detection of trends These induced many debates among researchers in the 1920s and early 
1930s It shows the estimation of area under land tax, which shows very significant jumps in 
the years 1866-1930 It indicates the penods in which the administration improved its tax base 
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through improved assessment. It also shows a recent estimation of growth in various types of 
land use (Van Der Eng, 1993 annex 4). The land tax area yearly totals signify inclusion of new 
areas in the land tax and their shortfall of precision. It is, however, clear that a perfect match 
occurs between the data generated by Van Der Eng, the CEI 10 data and the Scheltema data set 
running from 1929 to 1938. Van Der Eng attributes the growth in land primarily to growth in 
the uplands. Scheltema could not separate the homeyards and compounds from the uplands. 
The figures of 1929-1940 can be considered as valid and reliable. 
The area allocation to commodities and area productivity are the preferred tools in 
identifying sources of growth. However, the improved information of Scheltema should be 
interpreted with the vastly expanded information on farm types ("farming system") in the 
1920s-1930s . The differential growth rate between upland and irrigated land does not 
necessarily reflect similar land use conversions in the various districts. The proportion of 
irrigated land and upland in districts varied with local topographical and hydrological 
conditions. 
De Vries developed a framework of large, medium, small and very small farms, while 
crop-mixes, ecologically defined systems, were identified by Terra (1932, 1948, 1950, 1953, 
1959). In undulating western Java, village compounds contain large proportions of fruit trees 
in conjunction with (small) lots of sawah and upland. In central Java farms were 
characterized by relatively large upland lots and smaller lots planted to trees. Diversified small 
farms prevailed in highly variable topographic conditions. The system is characterized by very 
small and varying proportions of lots. In addition, combinations of forest and bush crops were 
widespread, often with coffee, but also tea and horticultural crops defining the receding forest 
boundary. On the other islands in the lowlands "bush" rubber emerged as a major source of 
supply. 
As related earlier, the mutually exclusive classes of land use are the gardens and 
compounds, and the irrigated areas. Tegalan upland could, depending on water availability be 
converted to trees, rainfed technical sawah, or could remain tegalan. Differential development 
in crop mixes and area allocations among the various areas in Java also reflect biophysical 
differences. 
Scheltema found that general area growth in area cultivated at 1.8% per year was the 
main determinant in growth of production (in calories) which was estimated at 2.3% per year 
(Table 3.17). 
Table 3.17 Growth of land, cropping ratio and production f/« p.a.), Java 1929-1938. 
Irrigated land 
Non-irrigated land 
Land 
growth 
0 36 
0 35 
cropping 
ratio 
1.47 
154 
Area 
cult 
1.83 
1.89 
Production 
in calones 
-2.3 
Jouree: Adapted from Scheltema (1939 Table 13, 14/1,2). 
Based on disaggregated data. 
Land growth accounted for almost 20% of growth in area cultivated, and area cultivated 
accounted for almost 80% of production growth. Part of production growth in calories can be 
attributed to cassava which has high caloric area yields, and part of production growth resulted 
from increased area productivity. 
See: Van Hall and De Koppel (1948-1956) Vink (1941), De Vries (1930, 1931), Terra (1932, 1948, 1950, 1953, 
1959, 1963) and still, Sollewijn Gelpke (1901), Heyting (1889) and Harn (1913/14) 
In West Java today, the many contour water channels, similar to the Swiss Diesse, supply water to steep slope 
agriculture. These channels date from before or around 1900 See also Diemont et al. (1991). 
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Map 3.6 shows land growth in 1930-1940. The land tax data facilitate presentation of 
differential growth of irrigated and non-irrigated land*. Table 3.18, based on the CEI 10 data, 
summarizes land growth by the various regions. The average of growth of irrigated and non-
irrigated land at 0.33 and 0.39% p.a. matches Scheltema's analysis which is based on a range 
of crops. 
Tabk 3.18 Growth of Und In Java, 1930-1940 (%)• 
Irrigated Non-imgated All 
Western Java 
Northern Java 
Southern central Java 
Vorsten! anden 
Eastern Java 
Madura 
Java and Madura 
0.71 
-0.14 
0.21 
0.04 
0.96 
0.05 
0.33 
1.11 
0.28 
-0.07 
0.52 
-0.14 
0.15 
0.39 
0.92 
0.05 
0.03 
0 04 
0.26 
0.14 
0 36 
Source: Calculated from Boomgaard and Van Zanden (1990, CEI 10) 
One can infer from the above table and map 3.6 that in southern Java and Yogyakarta 
and Surakarta and east Java conversion from upland to irrigated land took place, because these 
areas show negative signs of growth in non-irrigated land and positive overall growth and in 
irrigated land. In both western and eastern Java irrigated land grew at higher rates than in the 
other areas. In central Java and the north coast, land growth was minimal. The negative sign of 
growth in irrigated land on the north coast is interesting. It might reflect a reduction of 
investment in irrigation by the shrinking sugar industry, or conversion of irrigated land to use 
as homesteads and urban housing or other uses. 
The authoritative conclusion of Scheltema's study is that the major source of growth was 
intensification of land use per year, which took place at equal pace in irrigated and non-
irrigated areas. As indicated in Chapter 2, an interesting question concerns the interpretation 
of the findings on the cropping ratios in the years 1929-1938. Scheltema leaned to an 
explanation based on a growing rural population under limited land availability. In his analysis 
of 1939 he does not refer to a singular trend towards higher cropping ratios or intensity for the 
years 1929-1938. This study hypothesizes that the cropping ratios of the 1880s and the 1930s 
are the result of economic conditions as well as subject to annual shocks in supply. The 
cropping ratios of the 1880s do not differ much from the cropping ratios in the 1930s. These 
were between 110 and 150 in the various residencies. Equal growth in intensification in 
irrigated and non-irrigated land did not start at the same level in 1929. Table 3.19 presents 
corrected cropping ratios. The cropping ratio was around 110 in 1930 in non-irrigated lands, 
while it was around 130 in irrigated land. This supports the notion that in earlier years both 
upland and irrigated lands were equally capable of intensification through double cropping, 
crop shifts and mixes. The major development in intensification in irrigated areas was the 
rapid advancement of secondary crops after rice. Cropping intensity in non-irrigated areas 
grew at 1.7% p.a., faster than intensity in irrigated land, which grew at 1.3% p.a. in the years 
1929-1938. The process of intensification was thus not restricted to irrigated land. In upland 
areas intensification of cropping, even up to a third cropping of short duration maize in eastern 
Java, actually expanded somewhat faster. (Scheltema, 1939). The importance of this process is 
underlined by the trends in area allocation between major upland crops and irrigated rice in the 
years 1916-1940. In general the growing cropping intensity indicates that conversion of land 
use became more expensive. 
The land tax data would, given archival information, also facilitate an analysis by separate lax class and soil type. 
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Tabic 3.19. Cropping ratios of upland and Irrigated agriculture, 
all Java 1929-1938. 
Irrigated Upland 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
134 
131 
128 
135 
141 
138 
142 
147 
144 
145 
106 
110 
108 
111 
118 
113 
121 
127 
126 
126 
Growth (%p.a) 1.3 1.7 
Corrected through subtraction of area of homey ards A lower 
growth of homey ards area would reduce the upland cropping intensity. 
Source: Adapted from Scheltema, 1939. 
Table 3.20 summarizes different trends in area allocation, productivity and total 
production. It confirms the general impression that crop shifts were the major but not the only 
way of improving productivity. Expansion of areas allocated to sweet potato, cassava and 
soybean occurred with annual growth rates of 4.2, 3.5 and 9.2% respectively, far higher than 
that for other staples and foodcrops. In addition growth in area productivity of cassava, 
groundnuts and especially soybean took place. The question of whether to attribute productivity 
growth per area to genetic improvement or improvement in cultural practices cannot be 
answered here. The expansion of soybean was based on its inclusion as a second crop in 
irrigated areas and improvement in cultivation practices. Schimmel (1937) and also Scheltema 
(1939) mention that rice/soybean multicropping replaced sugar in the 1930s. 
Table 3.20 Growth In area, production/ha and area productivity of »elected foodcrops. 
Area Production/ Production Yield flce/ha) 
ha Area harvested Planted areas 
Rice 143 0 58 2.11 2,201 2,125 
Maize 1.9 -0.1 1.8 990 
Cassava 3.5 0.8 4.3 8,200 
Sweet potato· 4.2 -11 3 1 6,575 
Groundnut 1.9 0 6 2 5 700 
Soybean 92 3J 123 700 
Data on sweet potato exclude potato, other legumes and other root crops. 
Source Calculated from Scheltema, 1939, Table 13, 14, 3 
Note Growth in area allocation to rice was higher at 1 43% than area allocation to non-
rice crops, which was 1.15% in 1929-1938. 
The variability in behaviour among agricultural products is clearly underlined by the 
substantive differences in growth trends among crops competing for resources (Table 3.20 and 
Table 3.21). Of major importance is the observation that production of rice managed to beat 
risk Scheltema (1939). Area productivity shows a clearly positive trend. The data compiled by 
Scheltema also provide an opportunity to identify shifting proportions in use of irrigated and 
non-irrigated land. Table 3.21 provides a more detailed overview of allocation shifts to 
irrigated and non-irrigated land by crop. Expansion of cassava in non-irrigated land and 
soybean in irrigated land is striking. The overall trends of allocation of irrigated and non-
irrigated land are shown in Table 3.21, and these show an estimated growth (population based) 
of 1.9% of homeyards, compared to 1.4% of non-irrigated other crops, as well as rice. These 
growth figures reflect an on-going process of differentiation in use of irrigated and non-
irrigated land. 
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Tabi«· 3.21 Allocation of land to crops, 1929-1938, J a y ('000 ha). 
1929 1939 Growth (%) 
1 2 1 2 1 2_ 
Rice 3,215 403 3,702 389 
Maize 439 1,287 513 1,493 
Cassava* 
Sweet potato 
Groundnut 
Soybean 
Potato* 
Other roots* 
Legumes 
Tobacco 
Rice 
Other crops 
Home yards 
1 ungated land 
28 
54 
95 
144 
95 
65 
3,215 
1,170 
68 
78 
119 
43 
16 5 
93 
102 
81 
403 
3,061 
1,169 
46 
67 
105 
317 
59 
54 
3,702 
1,294 
902 
117 
156 
62 
76 
117 
137 
93 
389 
3,513 
1,413 
14 
10 
-04 
(14) 
(19) 
2 non-irngaled land 
Includes well drained sawah land in multi-year cropping sequences 
** From Van Der Eng (1993, annex 4) 
Source Scheltema (1939, Table 13, 14) 
In the uplands the major use of land concerned homeyards, which is the most intensive 
agriculture, and annual crops Rice was the major user of irrigated land Upland crops were 
important in ungated areas as well Demand for produce in the staple market (псе, maize and 
cassava) was divided over produce grown in both ungated and non-irrigated land The move of 
secondary crops into ungated land would be associated with shins in seasonality 
The major upland commodities 
Graph 3 8 shows area development of maize and ungated псе With improving 
ìmgation, area fluctuations in псе decreased somewhat in the 1930s, while fluctuations in the 
area under maize increased from 1918 onwards Van Der Veen (as quoted in Heyne, 1956) 
observed that maize did not compete with псе in the first season since псе was more attractive 
in the rainy season for its higher financial return in the 1920s In central and eastern Java 
alone, an average annual area of almost 1,700,000 ha was planted to maize in 1918-1925 
Area harvested of maize in Java and Madura grew from 977,000 ha in 1900 to 2,214,000 ha in 
1942 Maize was pnmanly used as a complementary staple food The surplus was exported, 
fluctuating between 20,000 and 140,000 tons per year in the years 1910 to 1942 The 
government intervened in maize exports in the years 1918-1921 (Verslag, 1924) In southern 
Sulawesi production of maize was promoted in the 1920s, it competed with the La Plata 
harvest at a time of rising world market pnces (Van Leur, 1955 347, based on Fnedency 
aanteekemngen) The responsiveness of small holder production in Sulawesi was high exports 
increased from a few thousand tons in 1904 to 219,000 tons in 1928 The rural economy in 
southern Sulawesi suffered heavily when maize pnces collapsed in 1929 
Groundnut was planted in rainfed sawah as a second crop and in non-irngated areas as 
the first crop Groundnut is a typical cash crop It was used in a wide vanety of traditional 
dishes and for oil Lively inter-regional trade took place in both shelled and unshelled 
groundnut Exports emerged in the 1850s to reach a significant 47,000 tons equivalent in 
1888 In the penod 1900-1942 annual exports fluctuated between 10,000 and 50,000 tons In 
western Java, groundnut was gaining populanty as a second crop after nee on rainfed sawahs 
In Java, the area under soybean increased very rapidly in the thirties to 481,000 ha in 
1942 (Graph 3 9) Soybean became more and more important as a vegetable protein source to 
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Graph 3.8 Harvested area of rice and malze m Java & Madura, 1916-1942. 
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Graph 3.9 Harvested area of sweet potato, groundnut and maize in Java & Madura, 1916-1942. 
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Graph 3.10 Harvested area of cassava In Java Л Madura, 1916-1942. 
Source CEI 10 
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the lower income strata of the rural and urban populations. A large number of small and 
cottage industries processed soybean into tempe and tofu. The rapid expansion of soybean, a 
full cash crop, underlines the commercial smallholder agriculture in Java. Imports were quite 
large before the 1930s, growing from 57,000 tons in 1913 to 100,000 tons in 1930. When 
domestic production expanded in the 1930s, imports gradually decreased to reach nil in 1935. 
Exports were small at several thousand tons. 
The area harvested of cassava grew from 144,000 ha in 1900 to reach 1,013,000 ha in 
1941 (Graph 3.10). In the years preceding the 1920s, rapid area expansion took place, and 
after some stagnation, again in the mid thirties. Growth was partly export led but the major 
proportion of production was processed into food for the domestic market . Cassava was (and 
is) mainly planted in upland areas. In the 1880s exports of gaplek (dried cassava chips) 
commenced and grew from 20,000 tons in 1888 to 1,733,000 tons in 1941. Because of a 
substantial increase in import levies in France in 1908, other markets had to be found in the 
early years of the 20th century, and in the period 1920-1925 export picked up again. Export of 
cassava assumed major proportions in the years 1900-1940, and increased from 160,000 tons 
wet root equivalent in 1905 to 2,415,000 tonnes in 1928, to drop sharply in 1930 to 635,000 
tons in response to the depression. It increased again to 2,180,000 tons in 1937. 
With the increasing size of factories, the collection of gaplek by collection traders 
supplying exporters also became also very important after 1910. The government recognized 
the importance of cassava as a security food and intervened twice in the export of tapioca 
products, in 1914 (August 7-September 1) and in October 1918-1920 (Verslag, 1924). In 1918 
export of processed cassava products was forbidden in Java to facilitate the food supply of 
central Java which suffered a scarcity that year. Cassava rapidly came to be recognized as the 
second most important food crop after rice, with substantial post harvest, pre-processing and 
industrial linkages. It offered possibilities for both risk aversion and calorie maximization to 
farmers. 
In the years 1918-1925, a period of significant economic development, the area under 
sweet potato diminished in Java from 310,500 ha to 148,500 hectares. In the late 1930s area 
expanded again to around 200,000 ha. Research was undertaken to identify economic 
technologies for starch extraction in the twenties, when modest quantities of flour from South 
Africa found a market in Europe. 
Van Der Eng (1990: ii, 11) points out that before World War II significant growth was 
experienced in non-rice food crops, especially maize, and that productivity continued to 
increase in the other islands, despite the recession of 1929. Wertheim (1956: 89) earlier made 
the point that ladang upland agriculture in the other islands offered better chances for dynamic 
expansion than irrigated areas. Especially in view of the considerable use of non-rice food 
crops in local consumption and the inter-island and regional trade, there were a large number 
of positive reasons for farmers to move into business through non-rice crops. Demand 
increased in those years both in the domestic market as well as in the export market. A variety 
of upland cropping systems evolved into broad upland farming systems, usually based 
primarily on cash crops such as tobacco, soybean, and groundnut, and mixed subsistence/cash 
crops such as maize and cassava. The view that the move to upland agriculture was caused by 
population growth and that production and productivity increases could only keep up with the 
population growth, ie the stagnant growth thesis (Boeke, 1951), is not supported by the facts. 
The significant export and import of secondary crops clearly indicate the sustained 
demand for non-rice food crops in the period 1920-1942. Significant intersectoral linkage 
between food crop agriculture and the domestic food processing industries was firmly 
established and expanded in this period. 
The first report of active entrepreneurial involvement in cassava processing dates from 1828 when an attempt was made to 
make "arrow root" flour from cassava Junghuhn observed minor quantities of cassava around Bogor and Cianjur in 
1838. By 1845 cassava became an accepted food in West Java, and in 1852 improved varieties were imported from the 
Caribbean (Heyne, 1956: 953). Cassava quickly became popular in the years 1850-1900 
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Pnce integration of the псе market 
From the 1920s the bureau of statistics monitored market pnces of псе, in the 1930s the 
department of economic affairs monitored nee retail pnces at the sub-distnct level (De Vnes, 
1939) Mansvelt and Creutzberg (1978 Annex, graphs 1, 2, 3 and 4) provides an across-the-
board analysis of seasonal movements of the retail pnce of nee in the years 1921-1940 The 
conclusions from their analysis are the following 
(i) Rice pnces went down in 1921-23 and in 1930-33, and stayed fairly stable in the penods 
in between, 
(n) The years of rapid pnce movement are charactenzed by heavy seasonal fluctuations, 
(in) Seasonal fluctuations went down gradually in the penods between the rapid pnce 
movements, but prolonged somewhat longer than the trended pnce function In the 
1920s heavy fluctuations lasted until 1926, in the 1930s until 1936 
The data compilation by Mansvelt and Creutzberg does not enable the user of the data to 
perform additional analysis, and it is therefore not possible to use the data to discern whether 
area specific trends existed in the years 1921-1940 One can also not discern whether supply 
shocks were of influence 
It is unfortunate that collection pnces are not available on the same basis, because these 
would enable an assessment of pnce formation along the chain of market participants, which is 
a vital component of a quantitative inquiry into market integration Collection pnces, in 
conjunction with retail pnces, reflect interaction among the product and factor markets specific 
to a given commodity In the years 1936-1938 nee retail pnces showed heavy fluctuations In 
these years the food and agncultural policies were being applied in a centrally coordinated 
manner An in-depth analysis of pnce integration in Java in these years sheds further light on 
spatial integration of the distnbution pnce in nee In this section the analysis is limited to pnce 
integration in the retail market of nee, ex nee mill prices, in cents per 100 kg locally processed 
nee Graph 3 14 shows monthly pnce development by zone on Java in the years 1936-1938 
For the interpretation of this rather short term time senes it is important to know that a good 
nee harvest was obtained in 1936 (CEI 10, 1989) and that in 1938 a closed national trade 
regime applied in nee Yet, even allowing for higher pnce levels in 1936, it is clear that retail 
pnces increased relative to the low nee pnces of the early 1930s, in western Java at an annual 
rate of 5 6%, and in eastern Java and northern and southern central Java at a higher rate of 
13% over the two year penod 1936-1938 An economic question, generated by the observation 
of fast increasing nee retail pnces, concerns both the medium term impact of the 1929 crash, 
which reduced money circulation and pnces in the early 1930s, and the impact of managed 
local scarcity in the nationally closed trade regime The difference between maximum and 
minimum pnces vaned in the years 1936-1938 somewhat less in western Java compared to the 
other three zones This is of interest as western Java consistently had the lowest annual 
proportion of area harvested of foodcrops off-season II is possible that year round production 
of ungated nee in Cianjur and, possibly in some parts of Krawang and Indramayu had a 
relationship with the difference of only -20% of the minimum pnce between seasons, however, 
Batavia псе imports and local distnbution were probably of far more significance Seasonal 
pnce differences in the other zones in 1936-1938 are between 30 and 35% of the minimum 
pnce (See CEI 4) 
Regional average retail pnces are given in Graph 3 11 Pnces show some small 
differences among the regions Dunng the pnce decrease of 1932, the margin of processing, 
storage and distnbution supposedly stayed more or less constant, so the pnce decrease was 
transferred to the collection pnce Inversely, at the time of pnce increase, the collection pnces 
increased One cannot, however, attach too much explanatory power to the village collection 
pnces on all-Java basis 
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Graph 3.11 Average πι ι nit lily retail prices - bc ras kam poen g in Java, 1936-1938. 
• western Java 
northern central Java 
southern central Java 
' eastern Java 
Source: De Vries (1939) 
The temporal pattern of variance of retail prices (Graphs 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15 and 
3.16, and 3.17 and appendix С 2, 3) shows sharp breaks in all zones in a similar range, with 
heavy increases in northern Java in 1937-1938. It is possible that effective control of rice 
imports on the coast had effects in this year. More information is conveyed by the size and sign 
of the first differences. There is remarkable consistency through time of negative and positive 
signs in first differences, indicating consistent local surplus and shortages, stable costs of 
transport. Table 3.22 shows frequency of the monthly first differences (Appendix С 2, 3) and 
shows that significant differences occurred in frequency of persistence of negative and positive 
signs through time among the four zones included in the dataset. 
Table 3.22 Number of sub-districts by duration of negative sign of first 
significant difference, monthly rice prices 1936-1938. 
Western Java 
Northern central Java 
Southern central Java 
Eastern Java 
Total 
n< 
8 
2 
3 
10 
23 
12 12 < 
8 
4 
1 
3 
16 
n < 2 4 n > 2 4 
4 
3 
9 
18 
N 
23 
16 
25 
34 
98 
Note: In the class η < 12 months scattered negative signs are included. 
The subtotals do not add up to N because only the negative runs are included in this table. 
Source: calculated from De Vries ( 1939). 
One would associate short spells of negative signs with temporal local surplus, and 
multi-year negative signs with consistent surplus as well as substantial off-season production. 
The relative high frequency of negative signs, and lower than provincial average prices, in 
central and east Java is in harmony with the relatively larger proportions of land under off­
season cultivation. In addition shifts in sign through time can be associated with trade. One 
would therefore infer a rather stronger occurence of temporal surplus and a higher degree of 
market interaction in west and east Java relative to central Java. Graphs 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15 
and 3.16 show the frequency shifts by actual size of the first differences by zone for the months 
of January and august, times of shortage and abundance of rice. Structural change and possibly 
temporal distortions would be reflected by shifts in the occurrence of frequencies through time. 
It is doubtful whether a time span of a mere three years would reveal significant change, but 
one could expect some shifts in view of the nationally closed trade regime by 1938, and the 
notion of intensifying rural trade in rice as a consequence. The frequency distributions through 
time are indeed fairly homogenous in 1938, excepting the sub-districts on the north coast of 
central Java. 
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Graph 3.12a Distribution of first differences in 
January rice prices for Java, 
1936-1938. 
Graph 3.12b Distribution of first differences 
in August rice prices for Java, 
1936-1938. 
% Difference 
Graph 3.13a Distribution of first differences in 
January rice prices for west Java, 
1936-1938. 
Graph 3.13b Distribution of first differences 
in August rice prices for 
west Java. 1936-1938. 
% Difference 
Graph 3.14a Distribution of first differences in 
January rice prices for Vorstenianden, 
1936-1938. 
Graph 3.14b Distribution of first differences 
in August rice prices for 
Vorstenianden, 1936-1938. 
% Difference 
Graph 3.15a Distribution of first differences in 
January rice prices for central Java, 
1936-1938. 
Graph 3.15b Distribution of first differences 
in August rice prices for 
central Java, 1936-1938. 
-15 .10 .5 η 
'/.Difference 
5 10 is 20 
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Graph 3.16a Distribution of first differences in Graph 3.16b Distribution of first differences 
January rice prices for east Java, in August rice prices for 
1936-1938. east Java, 1936-1938. 
% Difference % Difference 
Up to this point the analysis concerned differences among the major zones of Java. A 
measure of correlation (Pearson) of monthly prices over 1936-1938 (Appendix С 3, С 4) 
reveals price associations among sub-districts, and thus comes close to reflecting internal price 
relationships in the local economies. Of significant interest is that the large number of positive 
signs and high correlations that occur in adjacent sub-districts. This observation is quite 
important because it supports the notion of local market integration which is a central theme of 
this study. Yet, in conjunction with the observation of persistent negative and positive signs in 
many sub-districts one can not conclude that the rice market in Java was well integrated. 
It should be emphasized that although reliable local rice distribution prices are available 
for the 1930s, facilitating a quantitative test of the existence of market integration through an 
analysis of price integration, the study is based on the notion of the existence of local markets 
for a number of commodities, not only rice. The actual period of available sub-district level 
data signifies not the commencement of interacting local markets, but rather the allocation of 
public resources to compile information for policy purposes 
The estate crops 
Wertheim (1956) remarks that the cultivation of "dessert" crops (sugar, tea, coffee, 
tobacco) increased substantially before the 1930s. Aside from maize, cassava, groundnut, and 
soybean, the "dessert" crops became increasingly important on Java. On the other islands the 
so-called "bevolkingsculturen" or smallholder export cropping, primarily of rubber and copra, 
became important, even to the extent that in the later period of 1952-1958 small scale rubber 
became the mainstay for rubber export and domestic supply . 
Coffee production recovered well from major diseases with the introduction of the 
Robusta variety and picked up substantially since 1910 (Appendix Graph С 1). Smallholders 
on Java were quick to seize the opportunities and by 1925 their production overtook production 
from estates. The forced deliveries of coffee were finally abolished in 1919. Java coffee, with a 
total production reaching around 120,000 tons from the late 1920s onwards, acquired an 
important position in the world market which was dominated by Brazil 
The sugar industry which had survived major crises in the late 19th century became 
important in the global sugar trade supplying a variety of destinations. Its centralized and 
coordinated nature facilitated efficient response to changing conditions in the international 
market and the area planted to sugar cane, reached 200,000 ha primarily on leased land by 
For an account of rubber before and after WW II and independence of the Republic oflndonesia see Barlow (1985) and 
Van Gelderen (1956) 
Indonesia, was relatively late in joining the International Coffee Board after the second world War and acquired a 
relatively small quotum. Indonesia, however, has maintained fourth place among global producers. 
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1930 to drop sharply, induced by the 1929 depression The sugar cartel, led by the NHM, 
managed to weather the storm and production picked up again by the mid 1930s Small holder 
production played a role of some significance in the delivery of cane on a contract harvest 
basis 
Tea was introduced in Java around the 1850s but development took place rather slowly 
In 1900 tea estates covered an area of 14,000 ha in Java, to experience steady growth to around 
105,000 ha in 1940 Smallholder cultivation of tea grew very rapidly from 6,000 ha in 1905 to 
73,000 ha in 1930, after which the area dropped slightly to 63,000 ha in 1937, and then picked 
up again, to reach 75,000 ha in 1940 Smallholders produced tea for the indigenous market 
and also delivered to tea faetones, especially in the area around Sukabumi in West Java As 
was the case with all other estate crops, smallholders on Java were also quite responsive in 
growing pure cash crops such as tea 
In the 1870s a rubber tree, the Castiloa elastica, was imported to Java and cultivation 
was attempted However, because the tree could not be tapped over long periods production did 
not spread widely in the 1880s A new variety, Hevea brasiliensis, became available in the 
1880s This tree performed very well in production, because it increases the sap stream while 
being tapped From 1900 onwards estates were established in Java in rapid succession, 
especially in West Java and along the south coast of Java The area of rubber estates increased 
from 1,000 ha in 1900 to 125,000 ha in 1924 after which subsequently expansion in terms of 
area on Java slowed somewhat to reach 241,000 ha in 1940 Smallholders started growing 
rubber from 1910 onwards and area expanded from 1,000 ha in 1915 to approximately 17,000 
ha by the 1940s 
Javanese farmers took up opportunities offered by rubber It is very likely that the 
relatively limited proportion of land under smallholder rubber is simply explained by the fact 
that rubber became profitable for smallholders only after the introduction of other estate cash 
crops had already taken place It should be recalled that in the years 1910-1940 the forestry 
department became increasingly able to protect forest land on mountain slopes, in hilly areas 
and water catchment areas, thereby restricting area expansion in the hilly areas which could 
have been suitable for rubber 
In the other islands smallholders planted rubber as early as 1895 After 1910 the planted 
area increased exceptionally fast from 1000 ha to reach total of 1,285,000 ha in 1940 In the 
same period the area planted by rubber estates grew from 2,000 ha in 1905 to 387,000 ha in 
1940 in the other islands, primarily in Lampung and South Sumatera 
The exceptionally high investment of smallholders in rubber coincided with the 
development of oil palm by estates In Lampung the area under oil palm grew from 10,000 ha 
m 1920 to 106,000 ha in 1940 Smallholders did not participate in oil palm cultivation 
The production of coconut was entirely dominated by smallholders both on Java as well 
as on the other islands It is estimated that on Java the area occupied by coconut of 
smallholders grew from 140,000 ha in 1880 to 346,000 in 1940 In the other islands growth 
was substantially faster, from 270,000 ha in 1880 to 1,240,000 ha in 1940 
An important non-food cash crop in terms of area allocation and income remained 
tobacco in the period 1900-1942 It can be seen from Appendix Graphs С 2, 3 that smallholder 
production on Java totally dominated the industry Smallholders supplied the cigar and the 
emerging cigarette industry, Mac Gillavry, Ко Kwat Ie and the British American Tobacco 
Company (BATC) being the major factories It also supplied tobacco for export, to be further 
processed in Europe The major quantity was used in manufacturing cigars and cigarettes and 
pouch tobacco for the indigenous market A successful post harvest programme was in 
operation, the government supplied drying sheds for a fee The international market was in the 
hands of several European and Chinese trading houses Namyand Brothers Company, the 
BATC, the Indo American Cigarette Company and the Aga Cigarette Company Wholesale 
collection trade became increasingly the domain of Chinese traders Collection trade was 
organized though wholesale collection traders, agents and local collection traders, a structure 
which survives up to today Tobacco estates continued on Java and emerged in Deli, Sumatra 
since the early 1900s Smallholder production look place in a wide variety of environments and 
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was scattered over a large number of districts with different seasonality Major tobacco 
growing districts were Kedu, Lumajang, Yogyakarta, Surakarta, Besuki, Kedm, and Rembang 
In Bali small holder production emerged in the 1920s 
If area allocation is anything to go by in assessing the structure of the estate crop 
economy of the archipelago, it is clear that smallholders both on Java as well as on the other 
islands responded with vigour to entrepreneurial opportunities On Java the smallholders' 
involvement in estate crops was far more diversified than on the other islands The Java 
smallholder sector supplied primarily the domestic economy and also, especially in tobacco and 
coffee, the export industry, whereas on the other islands the smallholders were primarily 
dependent on export for income In Sumatra and Borneo smallholders enjoyed a higher per 
capita income as long as exports lasted and the commodity collection system remained in 
place 
The cases of coffee and tobacco show that smallholders participated as producers In 
sugar the indigenous population participated as leasers of land, contract harvesters and 
labourers Linkage existed between food crop agriculture and the cultivation of estate crops 
By-produce of processing of food legumes was used for fertilizer by the sugar industry, tobacco 
estates and by small holder tobacco producers 
Monetization and cyclical movements 
A major question, earned over from Chapter 2, concerns the possible relation between 
monetization in expenditures and income, local circulation of money, and interventions 
available to the modern state such as choice of trade regime, pnce intervention, credit services, 
and cetens panbus intervention in money supply and interest rates The course followed by the 
colonial authonties with the aim of offsetting cyclical movements and the economic indicators 
in the archipelago has been clarified in the preceding sections After costly interventions in the 
food economy in the years 1918-1920, interventions of the mid and late 1930s moved to a 
combination of national, regional and local closed trade regimes and price policy, imposed on 
the market through the prosessing industry In the other islands, where trade was able to profit 
from shorter transport lines, selective trade regimes were applied Monetary interventions in 
exchange rate were late in coming by the mid 1930s, and supply was held tight The decrease 
in money circulation was substantial in the penod March 1929 - March 1931, and levelled in 
the period March 1932 - September 1935 at 6 8% (Creutzberg, 1974, bijlage 1), of which 
25% was withdrawn through the treasury and Java Bank over the whole penod The colonial 
authonties observed that the capacity of the economy in these years to respond to a higher 
money supply was limited with reducing flows of wages Creutzberg pointed at coincidence of 
agricultural shocks and the cyclical movements in the global markets The interpretations of 
monetization in rural areas of the 1930s and beyond have concentrated on the impact of the 
depression, and the accompanying reduced circulation of money in rural areas and the role of 
the state In this study the colonial policy is a given, and may, in conjunction with the general 
conclusion of Chapter 2, ie the association between local diversity in land use, multi-
seasonahty, division of labour and job multiplicity, facilitate the interpretation of the vanous 
estimations of monetization in parts of rural and urban Java 
The professionalisation of budget research by specialized agencies started in the 1930s 
led by the department of economic affairs and the central bureau of statistics which indexed the 
cost of living Earlier information on barter and cash exchange and expenditures and income is 
scattered and weak as data were collected with specific goals and poor, even unacceptable, 
methodologies Boeke, Huender and Meyer Ranneft limited their investigations to expenditures 
in the mid 1920s The methodologies of these investigations were limited, if not weak, and do 
not facilitate a quantitative estimation of income and the proportions of barter and cash paid 
transactions Boeke only emunerated cash flow and thus omitted the value of bartered goods 
and services, timebound transactions and consumption of own produce Huender and Meyer 
Ranneft did not include expenditures Huizenga (1958 6-7) summanzed more or less 
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professionally conducted investigations (Table 3.23). Van Laanen (1980b: Table W) covered 
some more, and rather dubious, sources in his summary of observations on monetization (Table 
3.24). The summaries of Huizinga and Van Laanen of inferences on the proportion of 
transactions conducted in cash may be more useful to spot variations in approach. The various 
execrases, with the exception of the Kotowinangun report, the Heyting inquiry and the formal 
expenditure surveys of the late 1930s, can not be assumed to capture actual monetization levels 
and variation in rural areas. 
Table 3.23 Average monthly cash eipendlture per household various Investigations. 
Heyting* 1887-1889 
Boeke 1924-1925(1) 
Rohrman, 1932 (2 
Volksverarming (3) 
Kutowinangun 1931-1934 (4) 
local officials lower income class, 
Batavia 1932 (5) 
coolibudget Batavia mid-class, 1937 
(6) 
mid-class, 1937 (6) 
expenditure 
( M ) 
5.52 
23.11 
10.89 
2.42 
5.53 
28.17 
14.15 
food (%) 
expenditures 
91 
81 
75 
85 
83 
53 
61 
monetization 
30-65 
η a 
η a 
η a 
50-80 
η 
3 
6 
4 
3 
15 
10,000 
9 
Huizenga's estimation. These estimations differ from those set forth in Chapter 2. 
(1) no non cash income/expenditures 
(2) three monthly research Kraksaan regency, by Rohrman, Credit Services (Krediet Wezen) 
(3) by interview and estimation in an isolated mountainous area in Java 
(4) 12 month research, by the horticultural section of department of economic affairs, 
Kebumen, south central Java 
(5) Batavia, Bandung, Semarang, Surabaya 1-3 months, survey form, central bureau of 
statistics 
(6) Batavia, daily visits, six month duration, central bureau of statistics 
Source: Huizenga (1958, 7-9). 
The estimations of Huizenga and Van Laanen of monetization of the households 
researched by Heyting and the estimation presented in Chapter 2 differ. Because Huizenga and 
Van Laanen do not provide the numerical basis of their estimations, it is not possible to 
identify the source of difference. However, it seems possible that Huizenga may have 
categorized the purchase of food items for processing and onward sales under the category food 
expenditures, while neglecting the cash expenditure of the head tax and the land tax. The 
findings of the re-analysis of the Heyting report, viz a higher monetization of lower income 
households on both the expenditure and the income side, association of barter and cash based 
carry-over of debts and credit, and in general the barter and cash linkages through time, 
provide some background knowledge with which to interpret the scanty and highly partial 
information. It can be seen that the average of the first reliable budget research, presented in 
the Kotowinangun report, is in the same range as the results yielded by the re-analysis of the 
Heyting report. 
The question is whether this is a coincidence. Looking at expenditures, one observes 
that in Kutowinangun in the 1930s monetization was around 70-90 %, while in the late 1880s, 
in rural Bagelen monetization was somewhat lower at 45 to 80 %. These two more or less 
comparable measurements serve to sharpen the questions on monetization. Is the difference in 
monetization a local variation, connected with local resource bases, and specific crops with 
varying monetization? Or, other things being equal,, is the difference an expression of a linear 
trend or a cycle? Chapter 2 analyzed the relation between a price cycle and agricultural 
intensity to some extent. Since intensity of land use for annual food and industrial crops and 
growth in registered land could well have been cyclical in an upward trend, could the same 
have been the case for monetization? At this stage one can only conjecture. The relatively 
small increase in monetization of expenditure in Bagelen and Kotowinangun over a period of 
fifty years would suggests a long term and slow trend in monetization of rural Java, at far 
higher levels than recognized in historiography. It is not unreasonable, in view of 
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measurements of monetization of expenditures in the 1980s (Hiisken, 1988, personal 
information; Morooka and Mayrowani, 1990), which yielded 80%, to consider monetization as 
a slow process, as its determinants are the costs of barter transactions versus the costs of cash 
transactions through time. The Javanese asset holders could use a large variety of transaction 
structures to facilitate exchange, both direct and through time, in accordance with the 
requirements of agriculture, the main source of livelihood. 
Table 3.24 The relative »hare of money transaction» In the domestic economy. 
Year/Period Area Sources Shares 
in% 
Notes 
188} 
188Î 
1889 
1901;1920 
and 1924 
1904 
1920-1929 
Java and 
Madura 
Kuto-Arjo 
(Bagelen) 
Bagelen 
Grobogan 
Java and 
Madura 
Inland Java 
SollewijnGelpke, (1885 
130) 
Heyling(1889. 1685-
1720, 188}-1917 and 
2149-86) 
Heyting(188} }02) 
Meyer Ranneri and 
Huender(1926 9) 
Van Deventer (1904 16: 
Gonggrijp (1938: }98) 
1921 Java and Huender ( 1921: 41 and 
Madura 141) 
1922-1936 
1924 
1927-1929 
1921-1939 
Madiun/Kediri 
Java 
Pasuruan 
Netherlands 
India 
VanderKolff(1936:43-
4) 
Meyer Ranneri and 
Huender (1926 8-9) 
De Vries (1931 280fl) 
Polak (1943. 6) 
" 
} } 
}0 
}0 
1932 and 1933 Kutowinangun Ochse and Terra 
(1934 }}ff) 
1933 
1938 
Inland Java Götzen ( 1933: 4}4) 
Netherlands CEI (43:11}, Vol.}) 
India 
1939 Java and Metcalf(19}2 8) 
Madura 
31 -40 Average for a 5-member family, arrived at 
by deducting purchases in kind from total 
income Substantial local variations. 
42;35;47 Respectively well-to-do, indigent (Sic!) and 
average tanis, in the comparatively poor 
area of Bagelen. 
54;43;63 Average of three different desas. 
48;52;56 Comparisons over time of the same region. 
49 Tax liability formed mainspring for 
obtaining cash. 
50 90% of the population lived on borderline 
(Sic') between money economy and barter. 
34 Total output from sawah and legal land 
used for own consumption 
Partial return to domestic self-
containment. 
Large local variations Figure relates to 
padi harvest only. 
Proceeds from home gardens only. 
Pasar prices are price-leader for calculating 
price of production for own 
consumption. 
For ordinary income 66% and 63% 
respectively, for extraordinary (pawnings, 
loans, subsidiary occupations selamatans) 
95% and 94% respectively 
Closed barter economy predominant; when 
prices fall the nominal pircture is 
excessively gloomy and vice versa 
Strongly dependent on elasticity of 
substitution between own production and 
purchase of goods on the market. 
Share of cash crops in total indigenous 
output only (Sic1). 
74,71 
20 
25-50 
10 
Source: Van Laanen (1980b: table W) 
note: text between brackets is added comments. 
The estimation of the proportion of marketed produce by Ochse and Terra in a rural 
economy in the years 1927-1932 shows that the local economy in effect responded to 
contracting wage labour by enlarging its marketed surplus for the local market, in other words 
the reverse of a return to a product economy, natural economy or desa economy. Small scale 
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business was as important in the 1930s as it was in the 1870s - De Vnes and Cohen (1938) 
were of the opinion that it accounted for over 50% of rural income in the poor years after the 
depression De Vnes and Cohen (1938 266) estimated that before the depression of the 1929 
one household would require 25 cents daily for transactions, which had reduced to ал average 
of 3 5 cents in Kudus by the 1930s They estimated that 3% of the total population depended 
on small trade, hawking and peddling, etc The proportion of persons engaged in preparing 
and selling food was assumed to be the largest Investigations made by Ochse and Terra (1934) 
showed that the proportion of marketed product in Kutowinangun increased from 50% in the 
years 1927 and 1928 to 75% in 1932, which is a substantial increase De Vnes and Cohen 
(1938 273) estimated the total turnover in Java of small trade at Dfl 140,- million per annum 
Local trade in secondary crops, fish, meat and salt, was estimated to make up 60% of total 
rural trade Income of rural trade was estimated at roughly Dfl 25,-per capita by the late 
1930s 
After the Pacific War most authonties agreed that the monetization ration in Java was 
around 50%, more or less similar to the inference of Gonggnjp Meyer Ranneft (1929) set forth 
that in rubber and coconut based smallholder agnculture monetization was higher than in Java 
at 65-70% De Vnes (interview, 1978) mentioned that the colonial authonties considered a 
monetization ratio between 30 and 65 % healthy, because, so the argument went, too high a 
market dependency would endanger the food situation in times of market contraction 
Although the bnef review here does not generate substantial and broad evidence that the 
authonties underestimated the monetization ratio, there are many signs they did The remarks 
by Van Laanen in Table 3 21 clearly indicate thai researchers confused crop specific marketed 
proportion with general monetization It is obvious that undisciplined data collection and 
unjustified conclusions and inferences, possibly still under the influence of stage theories and 
dualism, distorted the interpretation of available data in the 1930s 
Conclusions on the agricultural economy 
The major characteristics of the agncultural economy of Java in the years 1920-1940 
are 
(ι) A high degree of diversification on Java, with a monetization ratio of expenditures 
around ~ 70-90% in the rural econmy 
(n) Distribution of production of staple crops throughout the year, with maize as the first 
crop harvested, nee as the second crop harvested and cassava as the third, and a more 
vanable production pattern of food legumes, sweet potato, other annual crops and fruits 
and vegetables 
(in) Differential area and area productivity growth of annual food and industrial crops, 
(IV) A diverse market for the variety of upland crops, encompassing sales for local use and 
onward trade at in collection trade and a vanety of processed goods at 
processing/distnbutor level, 
(v) Rapid area specific expansion of local bulk transport and a stable number of markets in 
Java and other density populated areas around 1920, indicating market integration, 
(vi) The existence of economic zones, based on local resource mixes and consumer 
concentrations in the archipelago, and 
(vu) Continued differentiation between distribution trade and collection trade, charactenzed 
by a large vanety of transaction structures 
The analyses presented in the second section of this chapter show that in the years 1900-
1940 localized patterns of consumption as well as regional, domestic and international trade 
are recognizable Rural trade came to cover Java in a more unified way through strengthening 
of infrastructure, while commodity specific local temporary trade blocks were applied 
Expanding double cropping and the expansion and differentiation of commodity markets for 
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annual crops resulted in a diverse food and industrial subsector in the agricultural economy 
Income opportunities were provided in secondary food and industrial crops, including maize, 
cassava, sweet potato, the food legumes and horticultural crops, etc, in addition to small and 
larger livestock 
Crop specific market configurations expanded in complexity with growing competition 
between nee, maize, cassava and sweet potato on the staple food market, whereas domestic and 
global agro-industry competed for starch and oil products Economically, competition for factor 
allocation was in interaction with competition for commodities, subject to vertical pnce 
formation along the commodity markets Both the domestic and the export markets were 
important, with the domestic market being dominant 
Conclusions 
Chapter 3 approaches the agricultural economy of Java from two angles, state and 
market formation The aspects of state formation reviewed concern the modernization of the 
state apparatus, government participation in research, the degree of control through direct 
means of intervention at the local level and direct intervention in national trade, and finally the 
increasing time span of foresight in planning The foundations for government policy tools 
were laid in the late 19th century with the many structured investigations The major 
characteristics of the agricultural economy in the years 1900-1940 include a monetization ratio 
between 70 and 90%, a high degree of diversification, both in area allocation and end-use of 
agricultural produce in the domestic economy, responsiveness of foodcrop agriculture to 
economic cycles and shocks, expanding market integration, and a high degree of pnce 
integration in the nee market Regarding state and market formation in conjunction, it is 
evident that the growing central control of the administration over the agncultural economy, 
viz the participation of the state in the purchase and distribution of nee, was only possible 
because of market integration The core charactenstics of economic and demographic 
development of Java in the 19th century, viz high intra-rural division of labour, low urban 
rural division of labour locally variable expansion of population in rural towns and villages, 
local market integration, farm diversification and crop shins become more'visible in the years 
1900-1940 
The dependency of state formation and economic control on market formation in 
agnculture is well illustrated by the major intervention points in the agncultural economy 
Wholesale псе pnce control was made possible through a wide process of economy of scale in 
nee milling whereby local pounding and water dnven technology lost part of its market to fuel 
powered nee milling Factor linkage connected major parts of the nee industry to a pnvate 
bank co-opting with central guidelines At the same time expanded sea control was effective in 
establishing a national trade regime, while inter-distnct trade expanded because of improved 
infrastructure Local control and presence, negotiation with pnvate market participants, trade 
intervention and long-term investment in irrigation were the main elements in government 
action 
Drawing a parallel to the sociological focus of De Vnes (1944, 1961) and Van Doom 
(1983) on mediation as a social-economic mechanism of a modem state, this study draws out 
economic mediation, or arbitrage, ie interacting markets The focus of the study on market 
formation and integration is not new, since the issue of economic integration has repeatedly 
received attention by agncultural economists such as De Vnes and Van Gelderen and a 
number of treasury officials The findings presented here, however, throw further light on the 
actual commencement of explicit attention by colonial officials for market integration In a 
recent article, Dick (1990) hypothesized that specific attention to economic integration started 
with the studies of Paauw in the 1950s 
The agncultural economy of Java in the years 1900-1940 shows a high diversity at the 
farm level and multiple use of agncultural produce in industry The diversity at the farm level 
hinges on two conditions, biophysical vanabihty and options in land use, and the continuity in 
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local demand for a range of produce on the basis of primarily rural and in the course of time, 
urban demand The use of scale technologies in processing concerned all major crops and was 
connected with growing demand from consumer centres in the domestic economy and from 
industry overseas Taking the annual food and industrial crop subsector in conjunction with the 
cultivation of perennial and tree crops, one perceives a spontaneous and continuous process of 
diversification in Java, which had its roots in the 19th century Staple food was provided by a 
number of crops such as nee, maize, cassava and a variety of seasonally important crops Far 
from a single staple economy, the Javanese agriculture and food economy contained a multi 
staple market, with a highly significant industrialized component Vertical integration of 
agriculture, processing industry and collection trade was common in the foodcrops subsector, 
while competition for use at local level and use at higher aggregation levels, reflected by a 
large variety of processing technologies, existed in collection trade 
The diversity of food and industrial crop agriculture, multi-seasonahty, intra-rural 
division of labour, the highly scattered production of livestock, pnce integration, and a variety 
of transaction structures, make up the structural charactenstics of the agncultural economy of 
Java Of importance for histoncal generalization and quantification at aggregate level is the 
measurement of the distribution of agncultural production over the months of the year 
Production occurred scattered through time, as set forth in the agncultural perspective, and one 
can generalize this observation, as well as the continuity of the cropping ratios higher than 
100, back through time 
In the 1930 the economy of the archipelago was managed through a number of different 
commodity specific trade regimes in the agncultural as well as industrial sector In the 
foodcrops sector, nee was in a closed trade regime, whereas in maize and cassava open trade 
regimes prevailed except in times of shortage The sufficiency dnve was earlier defined and 
operated at the local level, only by the 1930s could a central trade policy be implemented The 
food policy as such started on a local level in the local economies and was strengthened with 
central control on trade 
The bnef account of agncultural research, planning and statistics in colonial Indonesia 
enables further observation on the growth of measurement in the public domain Involvement 
of the department of agnculture concerned a large number of activities A number of 
departments were engaged in collection and analysis of data and transfer of instructions and 
knowledge The vanous streams of activities regarding data collection and analysis of data 
show that institutional shins of activities took place Food momlonng by the local 
administration under the department of civil administration in the 19th century, continued in 
the local colonial administration, and evolved into production statistics The statistical 
activities, first located in the department of agnculture, industry and trade, stayed with 
industry and trade, and moved finally to the central bureau of statistics in 1924 Internal 
organisational specialization in data collection and processing thus preceded effective policy 
generation and implementation by almost a decade De Vnes (1937b) referred to the visionary 
efforts by Van Gelderen and others in continued data collection, which formed the powerful 
body of market information in public purchase and distnbution of nee 
The summation of the improved data set on agnculture by Scheltema (1939) pinpoints 
the arnval of a sectoral account of the agncultural economy in government planning and 
investment It is no histoncal coincidence that the physical data concerned land area and crops 
statistics in the modern state had evolved beyond the numeration of taxable entities In the use 
of data for policy and investment purposes, a variety of economic and agricultural approaches 
were combined 
The statistical picture of the agncultural economy in the last colonial years remained by 
standards of the present day, incomplete Data collection on labour use by crop occurred in 
initial phases on a case by case basis in dissertation-led research (Vink, 1941, De Vnes, 1931) 
and local farm management studies (the "bednjfsontledingen") For practical purposes only 
major crops were included in agncultural statistics Horticultural commodities and the smaller 
crops remained outside intervention and planning Expenditures were hardly covered Producer 
pnces were not included in statistics 
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A question, which can not be addressed in depth in this study, but which seems logical, 
could concern the continuity of the groundwork done in agricultural planning in the years prior 
to independence. Taking into account the recent work of Van Der Eng (1990, 1993) on earlier 
years, Timmer on food policy for recent decades, and Mears on rice procurement (1961, 1980, 
1981, 1984), a question concerns the continuity, if any, of the use of Scheltema's multi crop 
agricultural sub-sectoral model. Another issue is the influence of the Wageningen School on 
development thought in the post Second World War period. It is probable that its influence was 
amalgamated with insights from other pragmatic and goal oriented schools of thought, 
stemming from colonial services and bound together in the international development 
institutions. 
The various references by the leading researcher/administrators, Scheltema, De Vries, 
Sitsen and Luytjes to the thought of Boeke, and more in general to the German Historical 
School call for a comment. The most striking observation is the variety of use of dualist 
concepts in the first decades of the 20th century and the attempts to opcrationalize types of 
business and farming. De Vries used the dualist concepts to delineate factor specific 
development paths of farm firms. In contrast Sitsen (1937) used the "Verlag" concept in 
comparative historical sense, merely pointing at parallels between Europe and Java, without 
deriving a structured sequence of events. Scheltema, in his study of share cropping, referred to 
the village sphere as the local market mechanism determining shares. In arguing for non-
intervention in share cropping, the reference of Scheltema to non-codified but institutionalized 
local regulation of transaction comes closest to the recognition of local market mechanisms. 
Scheltema gently reminded the colonial state legislators that local markets existed which are 
directly connected with a variety of commodity markets. The same Scheltema rejected business 
typology in statistics, and developed the first aggregate commodity based agricultural and food 
planning model in Indonesia. 
Applied direction typifies the streams of economic thought on the agricultural economy. 
By the 1930s the leading researchers in agriculture, economics, industry, and statistics had 
paid academic and empirical tribute to stage theories, and had progressed to conceptualize and 
use development tools which had a firm quantitative and statistical foundation. There was a 
movement towards a resource based typification of areas, defined along crops, land and people, 
and farm firms, or farming systems, as they have been called since the 1960s. Another stream 
concerns farm management on a commodity-specific basis, using partial budget analysis, and 
thus creating a literature and body of thought on agricultural business at a large variety of 
scales. The farming type stream was initiated by the horticulturalists (De Vries, Ochse, Terra) 
who were by necessity generalists and trained to deal with a variety of species in different 
settings. Farm management work was by necessity focused on single commodities which were 
in aggregate terms, economically important. The fact that agricultural commodities were the 
statistical and analytical basis of the bureaucratic planning and food policy system seems a 
choice influenced by various factors, including: 
(i) availability of data on crops in earlier years; 
(ii) ease of data processing; and, 
(iii) ease of projection. 
The of ease of forecasting of production, demand and factor allocation simply based on 
homogenity of production technologies and known variety of uses was the major pragmatic 
consideration. The considerations leading to commodity based sectoral planning are of similar 
importance today. The continuation of commodity based planning does not mean that the 
present system is obsolete or that the colonial officials were exceptionally bright. The 
persistence of the commodity focus is brought about by its utility, existing data collection 
systems and strength of explanatory and forecasting power, and it has always been and will 
will always remain one of the main tools in agricultural economics 
The genesis of commodity based agricultural planning in the 1930s puts the remark of 
Kahn (1993:108) that Scheltema came close to discovering Chayanov's theory in the 1930s 
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into a sobering perspective. In tracking thought on the agricultural economy of Java there is 
nothing remarkable in the fact that professional economists, such as Vink (1941), toyed with 
insights generated in Europe. Of more historical and economic importance is that the actual 
impact of the planning approach on government decision making may have lasted more than 
60 years. 
Local exchange has widely been associated with barter, exchange of services, ad hoc 
mutual assistance, the domination of subsistence agriculture, and market dependence. The 
argument of Chapter 2, viz the association of a high monetization ratio in the 19th century and 
multi-seasonality, diversity in land use, and job multiplicity, carries also in the the years 1900-
1940. A change took place in thought about the agricultural economy of Java among leading 
researchers in the politically turbulent years after independence and merged with a the 
complex variety of development thought after the second world war. The final years of the 
colonial period in Java yielded a relatively large number of retrospective overviews from the 
hands of previous officials, such as Van Klaveren. 
The advances in analytical work in farm management and agricultural planning 
underline that by the 1930s agricultural (socio) economics had made independent progress and 
had evolved into a highly applied body of knowledge with applications for economic policy, 
farm improvement and productivity increases. The state was equipped through the availability 
of statistical data with both a short-term supply forecasting ability, and with a medium-term 
perspective. 
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4. Agriculture and the Expanding State: 1950-
1990 
Introduction 
Chapter 4 addresses state expansion and agriculture in the years 1950-1990. The first 
section briefly tracks the agricultural and economic developments in the years 1950-1965 in 
the Republic. The second section identifies aspects of state expansion in relation to agriculture 
and concentrates on the policies and interventions of the government from the late 1960s to the 
1990s. The third section analyses trends in the market structure and commodity industries, 
land use, seasonality, area and allocation of land to annual crops and crop shins in the years 
1970-1990. Labour use and wage trends in the years 1970-1990 receive specific attention. 
Literature of relevance to market formation and the agricultural economy in the period 
from the late 1950s to the early 1970s is scarce. These years were the formative years of the 
Republic. The first section enables the reader to keep track of major indicators of agriculture in 
these years. In contrast, literature on the period 1970 till the present is rather voluminous, as 
indicated in the Introduction. An in-depth look at aspects of state expansion in the years 1970-
1990, ie its participation and intervention in agriculture, is necessary. Literature shows a 
development bias, and tends to focus on government interventions and programmes in 
association with development in agriculture and industry. While there are good reasons to 
associate economic and agricultural development of the last decades in Indonesia with the role 
of the government and its bureaucratic apparatus, there is usually limited attention for the 
recent far-reaching changes in government intervention in agriculture. These include a 
withdrawal of subsidies, re-assessment of land and irrigation taxation, land certification, 
abandoning of supervised area targets of irrigated rice, and withdrawal of subsidies on credit. 
At the same time, the government provides stronger support to entrepreneurial activities in the 
agricultural sector, and maintains rural cooperatives as part of the institutional framework. It 
also maintains intervention tools in foreign trade and local purchase of rice. The recent policy 
changes signal that the government of Indonesia is leaving its subsidised - fixed income policy 
for rice growers, and seeks to induce investment in agriculture at many levels. The 
entrepreneurial element of agriculture now finds rapidly widening recognition. 
This chapter starts with a brief section on the years 1950-1967, to concentrate on policy 
and agriculture in the subsequent sections. 
Agriculture and market integration, 1950-1965 
Towards the end of the Pacific War, the Republic of Indonesia declared itself. The actual 
transfer of decisional powers by the colonial authorities to the Indonesian government took 
place rather gradually in the late 1940s and 1950s under increasing political tension, internal 
factionalism and fostered nationalism. The industrial labour relations in the archipelago had 
changed allready before the Pacific War and affected the production of larger estates. Hawkins 
(1967: 248) mentions that the labour organisations could draw on nationalist sentiments in the 
years before and after the war. The recovery of the Indonesian economy depended to a degree 
on export opportunities in the Asian region and to a significant degree on inter-island trade 
and the use of the resources available in the islands of the archipelago. Paauw (1967: 183) 
indicates that the Indonesian economy increasingly fragmented in the 1950s, and that the 
barring of Dutch shipping following nationalisation in the years 1957-1958 exacerbated the 
inter-regional trade relations. The export - gross domestic product ratio (current prices), 
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around 25% in the late 1930s, decreased further in the 1950s, from 22% in 1951 to 5% in 
1958 In this process, the other islands strengthened direct exports, whereas Java came to rely 
increasingly on imports from abroad The production of crude petroleum formed the mainstay 
of stale income in these years Inter-regional nee trade weakened in the 1950s (Paauw, 1967 
164) Mears, 1961 55-87,126-128) mentions that intervention in псе processing and storage at 
farm and other market levels led to inefficiencies, and expanded interventions in movements of 
псе in the 1950s The fragmentation of the economic relations in the archipelago did not 
exclude significant smallholder gains in the penod from 1938 to 1958, especially in sugar, tea, 
rubber and tobacco (Van Gelder, 1950, Pelzer, 1967 120), on Java the local and regional 
markets were supplied, whereas on the other islands small scale rubber production was 
exported Van Gelder (1950) narrates the large inflow of money in rubber distncls on the other 
islands and the shortage of consumer goods and resulting local pnce increases Only in palm 
oil did the estates maintain their position Smallholder growers of secondary food crops 
managed in 1952-1953 to bnng production back to the pre-war level of 1940 The share of 
smallholder export crops in total exports in 1951 was estimated at 10 5% (Paauw, 1967 184) 
In 1958, the export share had dropped to 3 6% The share of plantation crops dropped from 
4 4% in 1951 to 3 2% m 1958 after some growth in 1952 and 1953 Cassava was among the 
exported commodities dropping out of the export market 
The reformation of the Indonesian state was accompanied by disintegration of markets 
in the archipelago and in the late 1950s and the 1960s uprisings in the other islands One can 
therefore not draw a direct line between the centralized colonial economic policy of the 1930s, 
or the wartime interventions under the Japanese, to the Indonesian version of socialism, of the 
guided economy An explanation of the disintegration in terms of the dichotomy between the 
traditional, labour intensive and the modern, capital intensive sectors associated with the 
contrast between Java and the other islands is not realistic, as shown in Chapter 3 (See also 
Paauw, 1967 174 and Van Der Eng, 1990, appendices) In fact there are signs that 
monetization increased in Java in the 1950s Glassbumer (Paauw, 1967 note 73) drew 
attention to the rather more rapid increase of money supply as compared to the pnce levels in 
the 1950s, which can be interpreted as an increasing monetization ratio, pnmanly on Java 
According to Sumitro (1952) subsistence production concerned some 25% of total output in 
1952, whereas Paauw (1967 187) estimated the subsistence sector at about 20% of total output 
These estimations are rather crude, but they show, in conjunction with Van Gelderen's 
observation on high money inflow in rubber exporting districts in the other islands, that the 
weakened market integration in the archipelago did not necessarily go together with a return to 
a local subsistence and barter economy, as observed in Java under Japanese rule dunng the 
Pacific War 
A question concerns the weakened inter-regional trade in nee and the production of nee 
in Java It appears from Paauw op cit, Mears (1961) and Van Der Eng (1993) that the major 
issue was the low mobility of nee In the 1950s availability of nee remained constant at some 
80-85 kg per capita/year, as earlier correctly forecasted by Scheltema (1939) Imports of nee 
rose from an average of 240,000 tons/yr in the period 1938-1940 to 570,000 tons in 1957 
(Mears, 1961) and 600,000 tons in 1959 (Pelzer, 1967 130) Major ongins were, as before the 
war, the inter-seasonal production centres in Thailand and Burma, and in due course the US* 
The pre-war nee purchase and distribution system, VMF, was reinstalled in 1948 in order to 
maintain a stable supply in deficit areas as well as in the big cities (Van Der Eng, 1993 169) 
It was well appreciated that stability of the food supply as well as reasonable pnces were major 
conditions for political stability m the country as a whole From this penod and the years to 
come stems a very strong pre-occupation of the Indonesian government with псе 
Government purchases of nee were centrally planned and locally executed and 
fluctuated somewhat around a level of 525,000 tons/year Inter-island shipping amounted to 
143,392 tons in 1957 (Mears, 1961), which, if compared with the national nee purchase in 
1956-1957 of 514,006 tons and in 1957-1958 of 692,693 tons (Pelzer op cit ), suggests that 
For ал passionate plea for American involvement in Asia's псе trade, see the conclusions of Wickizer and Bennet ( 1941 ) 
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the major proportion was distributed within the provinces of Java. This contrasts with the 
proportions of Java and inter-island distributed rice in colonial times, as discussed in Chapter 
3. Mears (1961: 55-128) says that in the early years of the Republic, intervention in rice was 
directed at strict local control of the rice mills, and at licensed local and regional trade. (See 
also Van Der Eng, 1993: 169-170) Mears (1961: 4) says that in the 1950s around 20% of 
domestic production left the villages for urban markets. This proportion is similar to the pre-
war estimations of the proportion of rice passing through the licensed and larger rice mills. As 
argued in Chapter 3, it is most likely that this proportion is less than the actual proportion of 
rice production marketed. If Mears is correct in his estimation, a retraction of the quantity of 
rice milled occurred in the 1950s and the 1960s, relative to the pre-war years and the period 
under Japanese occupation. However, Mears (1961: 56) leaves room for interpretation 
regarding the significance of the so-called extra-legal channels, ie private, possibly non 
licensed trade in rice. Van Der Eng concludes that local processing and sales of rice must have 
assumed significant proportion because the logistic agency purchased approximately 10% of 
production, while the marketed surplus was estimated at 30% in the early 1960s. Mears 
(1961), however, concluded that rice had become the single movable agricultural food 
commodity in Indonesia. He provides little information to verify the notion that rice was the 
only movable agricultural product, but it seems hardly likely. 
In 1958 a three-year rice production plan was instituted, with the purpose of bringing 
national production to a level of 100 kg/cap/yr, and 60 kg rice equivalent in the form of maize. 
National self-sufficiency was aimed for in 1962. The government attempted to barter textiles 
for rice, but did not succeed in expanding the mobility of rice through government controlled 
market channels much. Yield targets, set at 800 kg of milled rice per hectare were not reached. 
The rice distribution and purchasing system could not cope with rapidly increasing prices for 
rice on the free market, exacerbated by a serious drought in 1962. From these years stems the 
pre-occupation of Indonesian leaders with rice sufficiency. 
The importance of rice was couched in terms such as food security and food self-
sufficiency. There cannot be the slightest doubt, however, that the association of rice and food 
sufficiency is misleading, because roots and tubers on Java consistently represented around 
60% of the total available food in the period 1952-1958, and rice 30%, while maize and food 
legumes provided the remaining 10%. It would therefore be more appropriate to say that food 
security was provided by the non-rice crops, while, if one wishes to use the term sufficiency in 
relation to aggregate food consumption, sufficiency was provided by rice. Proportions of area 
development over the period 1950-1965 support the relative importance of upland crops in this 
period. 
On Java and Madura the area under irrigated rice recovered fairly rapidly after WW II, 
but declined heavily in the period 1958-1963 (Graph 4.1). In these years, the area planted to 
secondary crops overtook the area under irrigated rice for the second time, since measurement 
began in the late 19th century. In the difficult period of 1955-1965, secondary crops were 
clearly the mainstay of the food economy. Graph 4.2 shows the yields of food crops. Despite 
the many problems yields of irrigated rice in Java and Madura continued to rise by 1% 
annually. 
In the years 1950-1965, new varieties were introduced, such as Bengawan, Cahaya, Mas 
and Cina. Their responsiveness to nitrogen was limited, as these varieties had been bred as 
short-duration, sturdy varieties in the 1930s, when fertilization was found to be uneconomical 
(Fox, 1989). Both government staff and farmers had gained in experience, which would later 
facilitate the rapid adoption of nitrogen responsive varieties in the late 1960s. In the other 
islands upland crops and upland rice consistently occupied a larger area than that of irrigated 
rice In the difficult years of 1958-1964, the area under palawija also grew somewhat faster 
that the area under irrigated rice. Comparing the yield developments of Java and the other 
islands, one can see that yields of irrigated rice on Java were consistently higher than the yields 
on the other islands. The yields on the other islands decreased slightly in the years 1950-1965. 
Yields of secondary crops in the other islands were higher than the yields on Java and Madura 
in the early 1950s, and went down steadily. The consistently downward trend of cassava yields 
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in the other islands is perhaps explained by initial production for industrial processing around 
the 1950s. A steady increase took place in cassava area in the other islands, possibly indicating 
cassava's expanding role as a security food in low input agriculture. 
Graph 4.1 Area development annual food and Industrial crops on Java & Madura 
and other islands, 1950-1965. 
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It is evident from the available sources, that the food availability in the 1950s and 
1960s, as compared to earlier decades, did not change much. In fact, on the production side, 
fairly steady progress was made in yield of rice, the most important crop. The major change 
was that the government redefined food sufficiency primarily in terms of rice, in its broad 
"guided economy" perspective. It also increasingly considered social mediation associations 
and rural institutions as tools in its development policies. Hawkins (1967: 267-269) mentions 
that labour unions were brought together in central bodies in the late 1950s and early 1960s. 
The same happened in the sphere of rural institutions. 
The 1950s and the 1960s were the years when the central state expanded its grip on the 
rural areas and agricultural production. In the 1950s rural cooperatives expanded significantly 
in number. Van Der Eng (1993: 127) mentions that in 1951, 691 cooperatives were registered, 
while there were some 4,000 unregistered cooperatives. In 1958, the number of cooperatives 
had increased to 14,150. This obviously government-pulled process of expansion in 
registration of rural entities continued in the early 1960s. In 1966 the result was the unlikely 
number of 73,406 cooperatives, with 17% of these being agricultural cooperatives. The rapid 
increase of rural organization had a strong relationship with the political developments in the 
1950s and 1960s. Political turbulence had important ramifications for rural Java in the early 
years of the republic (Schmit, 1991: 98-104). The Madiun rebellion and suppression by the 
nationalist army, and the uneasy relationship between president Sukarno and the army resulted 
in an alliance between the president and the communist party. In the 1960s Sukarno's alliance 
included the nationalist PNI, the islamic NU and the PKI. Political parties, the PNI, PKI and 
the NU extended in rural areas in Java and the other islands. In the 1960s president Sukarno 
enlarged the parliamentary representation at several instances, seeking to mobilize his rural 
power base. In 1960 legal reform of the agrarian law of 1870 took place. With the aim of 
protecting sharecroppers against landlords a sharecropping law was established, authorizing 
the district office to establish the ratio of yield division. The basic agrarian law was approved 
in 1960, and became the basis for agrarian legislation in the guided democracy period. It laid 
down individual hereditary rights for Indonesian citizens, the state acquired the right to 
regulate land use of the area under its authority, and it exercised an option on land not 
registered as privately owned land. To prevent plot fragmentization, the minimum limit for 
subdivision was set at two hectares. The law was not put into practice. During the new order 
regime, the agtarian law remained dormant by tacit consent. Although as a populist measure, 
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land tax was meant to be abolished, it continued in practice However, institutional changes 
occurred in rural areas, large groups of smallholders and labourers were brought together in a 
cooperative movement, which assumed in some cases a political nature In the 1960s, the 
general situation became increasingly explosive and the rural areas were drawn into the 
turmoils of politics and power The political, economical and monetary instability of the 1960s 
resulted in virtual total stagnation of industry and services It left the agricultural population 
probably in relatively more favourable circumstances than urban people and fixed wage 
earners, in terms of access to food Since the economy was in a bad state, while regional and 
ideological differences abounded, the army intervened in national leadership The armed forces 
restored order, and a highly centralized administration was formed in 1967 
The political turbulence thus had its impact on the system of rural institutions, ie 
cooperatives and credit agencies, in the 1960s The new order government reformed the 
banking system and rural cooperatives in the years 1969-1972, in conjunction with the first 
improvements of its supervising policy of псе cultivation (Schmit, 1991 101-104) 
Approximately 10,000 cooperatives survived in the early 1970s (Van Der Eng, 1993 125) The 
1950s and the 1960s witnessed a concentration of rural involvement by the state and political 
parties, while the economy of the archipelago as a whole disintegrated However, state and 
political involvement expanded rapidly in Java, where the government of the republic 
concentrated its efforts 
Expansion of the state, 1967-1990 
In the late 1960s, the financial situation of the country was similar to the situation of 
1944-1949 Local economies had retracted, because of lack of safety, inter-local and regional 
trade decreased, national industry and manufacturing was limited and inefficient compared to 
foreign enterprises, and there were mounting state debts and monetary troubles It is probably 
correct to speak of market fragmentation in the late 1950s and 1960s in Indonesia The main 
sources of revenue remained essentially the same, oil and export crops such as rubber 
However, there were significant and decisive differences, viz regionalism and dissident 
outbreaks had occurred and been surpressed, which resulted in security as a central issue in 
setting national policy In the armed forces the government had obtained an instrument with 
which it could maintain order 
One of the first steps of the new order regime was to repair the political and economic 
isolation of the country, and to turn to the west for assistance Indonesia joined the World 
Bank and IMF, and obtained a steadily increasing stream of loans from the World Bank, IMF 
and the Inter Governmental Group on Indonesia (IGGI), with the US and Japan underwriting 
major parts of these loans At the same time, the government rescheduled outstanding debts to 
the USSR and other creditor countries, dating from the guided democracy period and before, 
which enabled the government to concentrate on development and recovery Bank structure 
was reformed, ie nationalized banks were to operate as independent businesses and the central 
bank was given strong monetary powers Emphasis was put on infrastructure as an area for 
public investment The government increasingly accumulated foreign debts in its 
implementation of development efforts 
A law on foreign investments was passed in 1967, specifying forms of collaboration 
between foreign and domestic ventures in an attempt to improve investments in manufacturing 
Product sharing mainly took place in export based, relatively high technology and large scale 
industries, such as the nationalized oil industry, while joint ventures were more common in 
domestic market oriented industries Exports of crops picked up, with an especially rapid 
recovery in tobacco, while timber and oil exports rose substantially, benefitting from the 1973-
1974 pnce increases 
The new order regime embarked on a senes of five five-year development plans, with 
repeltta 1 starting in 1969 A glance at the pnonties of the various repelitas shows that the first 
plan aimed at economic stabilization and development and rehabilitation of infrastructure, 
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while the second plan of 1974/1979 focused on balanced growth, in terms of social equity and 
development of the other islands The third five-year plan combined the elements of growth, 
stability and equity encompassing the whole archipelago The fourth plan remained 
conceptually based on the "Tnlogi Pembangunan" of the third plan The fifth plan emphasized 
explicitly for the first time employment and income generation as a national priority 
The state financed a large number of development projects with increasing assistance 
from international agencies and developed countries These efforts have been widely discussed 
and researched Less attention has been given to the longer term developments and direction in 
the domain of the government itself and the private sector Two essential processes can be 
identified, namely massive expansion of the state and market formation and integration The 
expansion of the state and its local representation will be briefly sketched in the following 
paragraphs 
In the period of 1969-1990, the government apparatus expanded rapidly This is 
reflected in terms of expanded manpower, the state budget, and in its increasing presence in 
the remoter comers of the archipelago Central and regional planning were key elements, 
together with the placing of garrisons all over the archipelago In general, the last twenty years 
have shown a continuous establishment of government offices and services from provincial 
level through district (kabupaten) level, down to subdistnct level (kecamatan), and even 
several services at village level (desa) 
One observes an ever penetrating government service which in the case of educational, 
medical, agricultural, irrigation maintenance and security services, has reached the smallest 
units of the sedentary population Several pre-independence practices have remained, and have 
been improved and expanded in this process of service expansion The reporting of instances of 
food shortage (Kekurangan Keadaan Makan, KKM) and the raising of land taxes, Ipeda 
(Booth, 1981 47), still take place As a result of improved and new services, rural areas in 
Indonesia are safe, literacy has increased vastly, while local food shortages are efficiently dealt 
with The rural cooperatives and rural credit supply, stemming from the colonial times (Van 
Der Eng, 1993, Schmit, 1991) were expanded in the new order period, following on initial 
expansion in the 1950s and 1960s 
The district administration could raise significant local taxes in the initial decades of the 
republic (Paauw, 1967) Towards the seventies, the district and municipal tax systems became 
more integrated into the vastly expanded domestic tax system, which was set up by the 
government to expand its national revenue basis (Booth, 1981,1986) In 1979 the Village Law 
outlined a detailed administrative structure for Indonesia's 63,000 villages This followed the 
revisions in 1974 of the Presidential Edict of 1959, which earlier returned the village to a 
highly centralized system Schulte Nordholt (1981 232-352) gives a clear picture of the role of 
local administrators in tax collection and credit management He indicates that the village 
head, the lurah, finds himself in a complicated position, having to represent the government to 
the villagers and vice-versa This has the potential to result in estrangement between lurah and 
villagers The same issue was subject of research and inquiry in colonial times (Van Doorn, 
1983 26) 
The strengthened involvement of the government at local and village level can also be 
seen in the agricultural sector, especially in the relation between local credit supply, village co­
operatives and agricultural extension The rural cooperatives were restructured in the years 
1967-1971 and given precise tasks directed at adoption of improved псе cultivation 
technology Agricultural cooperatives became a key government thrust in rural development, 
which supposedly appeals to traditional values (gotong royong) Village cooperative units 
(kud) with their branches (buud), with the tasks of input supply and marketing and channelling 
of credit requests, drew on local government departments and offices in their functioning Rice 
expansion was organized in the bimas/inmas/insus programme In essence, this programme is 
a highly localized monitoring and service access programme It classifies groups of fanners in 
local areas in three stages of intensification, and by moving up, the members of a local 
cooperative can increase access to capital inputs Although membership remained limited, 
cooperatives were important in the early years of псе expansion In the third five year plan of 
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1979-1984, the much heralded training and visit agricultural extension system was introduced 
to replace the pre-war system It strengthened the number of local government employees 
Local staff concentrated on the promotion and monitoring of the adoption and diffusion of 
improved cultural techniques and, more significantly, of improved varieties 
The state expanded continuously in the period 1967-1990, with services and 
administrative mechanisms penetrating ever more to the local levels In this period the civil 
service grew considerably to reach over three million members in 1983 This process was 
accompanied by some decentralization in planning and taxation, however, the state as such, 
remained a highly centralized system 
The strengthening and the centralization of the state accompanied a process of economic 
diversification in the 1970s and 1980s Stable macro economic policies concerning money 
supply, and exchange and interest rates facilitated domestic trade and investment (Glassbumer, 
1985) In 1986 the banking system was liberalized, resulting in a vast increase in the number 
of banks to 120 by 1990 and 300 in 1994 The coverage of the banking system expanded in a 
stepwise way Licensed state banks initially maintained area monopoly, but in the 1990s, the 
pnvate banks came to cover rural areas in greater density It is well-known that economic 
growth in Indonesia increased rapidly in the late 1980s and the early 1990s Economic 
diversification signalled the growing division of labour in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
Table 4 1 depicts recent shifts in proportion of major economic sectors expenditures in GDP in 
the years 1979-1989 It is clear that diversification in terms of sectoral shifts is a slow process 
The proportion of псе in GDP decreased from 18 8% in 1968 to 8 1% in 1987 (Pearson et al, 
1991 12) Of importance is the proportional expansion of the sector other services, which 
includes trade and retail as its main components In exports, shifts by sector are somewhat 
more visible, manufacturing expanded its share to over 50% by the 1990s, with agricultural 
exports around 10% (CBS, 1991) 
Table 4.1 GDP by major Motors, 1979-1989. 
Constant ( 1983) pnces Current pnces 
1979 1989 1979 1989 
Agnculture, 
Fisheries, forestry and 
livestock 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Electncity, gas and water 
Construction 
Transport & communications 
Other services 
Expenditures 
Pnvate consumption 
Government consumption 
Gross Domestic investment 
Net exports 
Gross Domestic Product 
Source CBS/WB 
Table 4 2 shows shifts within the agricultural sector The subsector of farm food crops 
continued its dominance in the 1980s This category is somewhat large, and, for practical and 
economic reasons, is better captured under the heading annual food and industrial crops 
Horticulture is usually not included in calculations of GDP of the agricultural sector, due to 
difficulties in measurement and data boundaries A recent estimate by Ferrari (1994) shows 
that the horticultural subsector would make up around 7% of the agricultural sector, which 
would rank it equal to fisheries, slightly below livestock, and well over the estate crop sub-
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sector Employment in industries and services is rising fast, although agriculture still remains 
the main employer In 1976 agriculture employed 60% of the total labour force of 48 5 million, 
falling to 53 5% in 1986 Gross domestic product of agriculture, mining, manufacturing, 
construction and trade, and the service sectors all increased vastly in the late seventies and 
eighties, reflecting the expanded national market 
Table 4.2 Shifts In proportion by subsector In the agriculture sector, 1979-1989. 
Constant (1983) pnces Current pnces 
1979 1989 1979 1989 
Agriculture 
Farm food crops 
Farm non-food crops 
Estate crops 
Livestock products 
Forestry 
Fishery 
Source CBS/WB 
58 
12 
2 
9 
12 
7 
61 
14 
3 
11 
5 
7 
61 
17 
3 
9 
14 
7 
62 
12 
3 
10 
4 
8 
Excluding horticulture The distinction food/non-food crops is not similar 
to the distinction industnal/non-industnal crops 
Infrastructure and transport 
An important array of development activities has taken place in the sphere of 
infrastructure (Leinbach, 1989, Dick, 1985) As depicted in table 4 3 little progress was made 
in road extension between 1939 and 1959, while some increase is shown in the number of 
freight vehicles In the 1970s, the road network expanded considerably, while the increase in 
the number of vehicles and especially motorcycles reflects the vast progress made in the period 
1966-1986 
Table 4.3 Roads and vehicles In Indonesia, selected years, 1939 -1989. 
Roads (Kilometres) 
Asphalted Roads 
Non-asphalted Roads 
Total 
Motor Vehicles (Units) 
Passenger Cars 
Buses 
Trucks 
Motorcycles 
Total 
1939 
12,269 
40,521 
52,790 
53,090 
7,216 
9,655 
13,239 
83,200 
1959 
10,047 
22,910 
32,957 
74,819 
9,882 
46,552 
113,339 
244,592 
1980 
60,001 
75,316 
135,317 
639,464 
86,274 
473,831 
2,615,478 
3,815,047 
1986 
89,533 
113,437 
202,970 
1,063,959 
256,574 
882,331 
5,11891 
7,981 48 
1989a 
116,462 
133,522 
249,984 
1,182 253 
434 903 
952,461 
5,722,291 
8,291,908 
Source Adapted from Leinbach ( 1989) 
aSource Directorate General for Road Construction (1989) (Direktorat Jenderal Bina 
Marga) 
Continued government support to the transport sector, after the rehabilitation phase of 
1967-1975, has greatly contributed to expanded market formation, not only on Java, as is 
generally assumed, but throughout Indonesia Table 4 4 shows that road development was 
especially significant in the other islands in the 1980s Leinbach (1989) repeatedly makes the 
point that a good road network is perhaps the most vital condition for market integration 
Experience and case analysis in agriculture (Bottema et al, 1989, BINUS, 1990, Collier et al, 
1993, Hayami et al 1989, Hayami and Kawagoe, 1993) confirm that in Indonesia as a whole 
this is indeed the case A problem remains in inter-island shipping, but in this area substantial 
progress has been made too After the nationalization of the Koninklijke Pakketvaart 
Maatschappij (KPM) in 1957, inter-island transport capacity was severely reduced and that the 
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sector was stagnant until the late seventies Small vessels and perahu acquired a major share in 
inter-island shipping Hughes (1986) estimated their share of the inter-island transport market 
at 67% in 1981 In 1982 regular liner services served 22% of the total inter-island shipping 
Although Hughes is quite right in pointing out that government policy should not only focus 
on regular liner services, it could well be argued that the motorized small vessels do profit 
from the fuel oil subsidy and that, in fact, underinvestment in regular liner services in 
previous periods, has given chances to the smaller scale shipping enterprises In the 1980s, 
airway services also greatly intensified their networks and frequency of services throughout the 
archipelago To make cheap transport possible for consumers and traders, the government 
continued to subsidize fuel, at considerable cost (Rp660 billion in 1980, Leinbach, 1989) 
Other equipment and operations subsidies also benefit the transport sector 
Table 4.4 Road development by region (ton), 1981-1989. 
Region 
Java & Madura 
Sumatera 
Kalimantan 
Sulawesi 
Other regions 
T o t a l 
1981 
41,667 
49,052 
11,260 
28,081 
24,121 
134,181 
1982 
42,919 
52,405 
12,632 
30,044 
27,138 
165,138 
1983 
47,046 
58,450 
14,810 
31,870 
32,472 
184,648 
1984 
49,192 
61,924 
17,270 
33,740 
32,818 
194,944 
1985 
55,097 
63,628 
20.245 
34,640 
33,627 
207,237 
1986 
57,490 
65,025 
21,571 
34,845 
35,102 
214,033 
1987 
60,956 
66,471 
23,261 
34,476 
37,971 
222,924 
1988 
65,956 
77,309 
24,290 
44,093 
38,666 
250,314 
1989 
71,692 
84,622 
28,264 
42,446 
39,302 
266,326 
Source Dir Gen for Road Construction, Ministry of Public Works, 1988 
Land taxation and administration 
Because of the diversity in land and the variety of earlier administrative regimes in Java, 
it took until the 1930s before the the colonial government in Indonesia had completed land 
registration The completion of the cadastre was dependent on the land survey and 
cartographical technology (Pannekoek, 1993) and the penetration of the colonial 
administration to village level The land taxation did not function well until a very detailed 
classification was constructed and land was accurately registered The classification is largely 
still in use today in Indonesia The land tax is now called Ipeda The level of taxation has 
reduced in real terms over the years (Booth, 1981) There are two different taxes, the first is to 
be paid for a land transaction, and the second is payable every year for the use of the land 
Land is classified in a number of categories, dependent on the local resource range Table 4 5 
provides an example where locally nine categories are used 
Table 4.5 Taxation classes. East Java, Inland area. 
Class 
Code 
SI 
SII 
Sill 
SIV 
sv 
dì 
dll 
dill 
dIV 
Soil 
Black soil 
Dark red soil, or 
red with brown top-soil 
Red soil 
Sawah, sloping terrain 
Sawah, rainfed 
Flat yard, near road 
or market 
Sloping yard, with 
stones 
garden 
Garden, sloping terrain 
Crops 
palawija crops, 
dryland nee 
palawija crops 
palawija 
wetland nee 
wetland псе 
fruit bearing trees 
newly planted trees 
vegetables 
vegetables, palawija 
No of crops/ 
seasons/per year 
2 
1-2 
1-2 
2 
2 
с 
с 
2 
2 
Continuously occupied and producing all year round 
Source Land rente ordonnantie (1928), Voorschriften tot uitvoering van de landrente, 
Instructie voor Klasseer Mantn's, 1933 
Field surveys, 1991 (Bottema and Van Loon, 1992ab) 
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Understandably, the lower taxation of the less productive land classes attracts substantial 
registration. In the case study referred to here, the tendency towards under-reporting of 
landclass is well demonstrated by the high proportion (over 50%) of land classified as 
marginal. This was already the case at the moment of the classification in the 1930s. On the 
basis on the case study of the early 1990s, it would therefore seem that inaccuracies of the 
1930s still survive in the early 1990s. 
The right of land ownership is called hak milik (Basic Agrarian Law, 1960). The right 
to use land, hak pakai, for which no certificate is required, is operational at the local level. 
Transfer of land needs certification. Registration and administration is done at village level, 
certification by the sub-district or district land registration office. 
The land market is fairly complicated with high entry (registration) costs. Studies by 
Soentoro et al. (1981), Kasryno (1981), Collier et al. (1987, 1993) and Wiradi and Manning 
(1984) concentrate primarily on tenure, tenancy and labour arrangements. Yet, these studies 
indicate that sales of land to non-local residents was never absent in the 1970s and 1980s, and 
that it may be increasing in recent years. However, a local in-depth census survey in seven 
villages in East Java, covering land transactions in the years 1970-1990 shows identical cycles 
in participation of land in transaction, with increases from 4% of all land to 7% in a regular 
pattern with lows in 1971, a high in 1975, a low in 1978 and a high in 1983, and a low in 
1987. If these observations indeed reflect actual transfer of land one would conclude that the 
land market is consistently very active in Java. There is no verified explanation for the cyclical 
character of land sales yet. It is not impossible that the scattered observations by Collier, 
Kasryno and others on local increases in land sales are indeed part of a medium term cycle in 
the local land market. 
Food and agricultural policies 
Especially the changes in infrastructure are important as the background for an 
assessment of the course of events in agriculture in the 1970s and 1980s. In view of the 
changes in government policy of the late 1980s and early 1990s, it is important to specify the 
course of events in the policy domain in agriculture. It is easily understood from the events in 
the preceding years, that the primary concern of the government from the start of the new order 
regime, was to secure a stable and affordable food supply for the population, while 
strengthening rural income. The array of policy instruments used is rarely discussed in its 
entirety, although some aspects are well known and researched. The new order policy covers 
the following areas: 
(i) Area targets extending to the first crop, and in irrigated areas also to second crops. This 
policy was relaxed in the early 1990s; 
(ii) Rehabilitation and some expansion of area under irrigation; 
(iii) Improving availability of fertilizers; 
(iv) Establishing village level farm credit; 
(v) Development and introduction of fertilizer responsive varieties; 
(vi) Improving cultivation techniques and rudimentary animal health services, through 
extension; 
(vii) Price stability for selected crops, ie rice, maize and soybean, at appropriate levels 
through a floor price, consumer subsidies and purchasing scheme; 
(viii) Maintaining high domestic producer prices through import control; 
(ix) Building up strategic food reserves; 
(x) Bringing about market integration through market and price information and 
forecasting; 
(xi) No irrigation tax. This non-policy is being restructured; 
(xii) Creation of marketing boards for selected crops, viz cloves and citrus, and obligatory 
participation of growers in these and related saving schemes; 
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(xiii) Obligatory registered channelling of fresh produce through central urban markets, and 
gradual relaxation of this rule in the late 1980s; 
(xiv) Establishing an upper boundary on the size of poultry business, relaxation of a similar 
measure pertaining to animal feed production; 
(xv) Establishing production and distribution of improved seedlings, improved seed of rice 
and some other annual food and industrial crops; 
(xvi) Promotion of foreign and domestic investment in agri-industry with export markets; 
and, 
(xvii) Stimulation of establishment of associations of processors, importers and exporters. 
The above listing of policies and recent changes indicates the very broad spectrum of 
intervention by the state in the production, collection and marketing of annual food and 
industrial crops. The implementation of food and agricultural development policies rested in a 
number of ministries and independent bodies, including the ministries of public works, 
agriculture, industries and finance, the investment board (BKPM), Bulog (Food purchasing 
and distributing agency), Bank Rakyat Indonesia, PT Pusri (fertilizer industry) and PT Pertani 
(Farm input distributing agency). These agencies deal with the agricultural industries and 
traders through the large number of associations which are, in many, but not all cases, induced 
by the state bureaucracies. 
As in the 1930s, food and agricultural policies were coordinated at the central level, and 
implemented at the local level. However, in the 1930s all relevant decisions were taken at the 
central level in the department of economic affairs; in the 1970s and beyond, the number of 
government departments and agencies rapidly increased in number, as well as in local 
presence. Timmer (1987a,c) has repeatedly underlined the most important characteristic of 
food policy, namely, the coordination among various ministries and departments engaged in 
production and trade in the food crop sector. There is understandably a strong need for central 
coordination, as decisions of the various public participants in agriculture need to be 
harmonized, and Timmer conceives a primarily economic framework for such coordination. In 
addition, the multi-facetted tasks require local coordination, as most of the actual tasks affect 
production and purchase. This important area has not really received attention in literature. 
This is not surprising in view of the fact that at a central level the flow of decisions is relatively 
straightforward, whereas at local levels the local resource base and institutional strength vary 
greatly in Indonesia. The course of events in the government shows a strong move towards 
centralisation in the 1970s and the early 1980s, and after the reform of the banking system in 
1986, an increasing emphasis on local initiative and since the early 1990s, reliance on 
entrepreneurship and abandonment of central guidance in food crop agriculture. 
The policy measures and programme activities concentrated on irrigated rice, and in 
various degrees on other crops. Throughout the period 1969-1990, rice maintained the position 
of the leading recipient of government support. In 1969 the government launched a five-year 
plan (repelita I) focusing on rice self-sufficiency for the country as a whole. The first two 
development plans emphasised institutional/infrastructural development, especially focused on 
rice. The supervised cultivation policy expressed area targets, accompanied by production 
targets. Repelita III which started in 1979 formulated area targets for maize, groundnut and 
soybean, followed in Repelita IV (1984-1989) by crash programmes boosting area and yield of 
cassava, soybean and maize. 
In the period 1970-1988, massive public investment of almost 7 billion US dollars (in 
1985 US$) was directed to rehabilitate and later expand the area under irrigation. The 
infrastructural task is still the responsibility of the department of public works, as before 
independence. Of substantial importance are the district level irrigation expansion 
programmes. Under these local programmes, local irrigation schemes up to 50 hectares can be 
implemented. Under this programme, usually contour channels and water intake devices are 
constructed. The local population carries significant responsibilities for water distribution and 
maintenance. 
The local development activities pertaining to foodcrop^ were coordinated at national 
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level under the Bimas (Mass Guidance) programme Schmit (1991 107-113) mentions 
military involvement in credit supply especially in West Java He indicates that the 
unwillingness of BRI (the Indonesian Peoples Bank) to extend loans without collateral resulted 
in yon arrangements In its early years, the new order government maintained socio-political 
goals in rural cooperatives (Schmit, 1991 120) In the course of the 1970s however, the 
programme matured with field components, which consisted of classifying farmers' production 
as non-Bimas, Bimas, Inmas (Mass intensification) and Insus (Special intensification) 
Farmers can move from non-Bimas to Insus, and at the same time improve their access to 
subsidized credit and fertilizer Local coordination is in the hands of vanous officials, ie 
extension officers, bank officials, representatives of the state fertilizer distribution company FT 
Pertani, and the officials of local cooperatives The Bimas/Inmas/Insus thrust is thus a 
monitoring and access mobility device, a form of local inter-department service, not a specific 
organisational entity 
For the implementation of its rice intensification programme, the new order regime also 
depended on the institutional basis from the previous penod Village cooperatives operated in 
conjunction with credit schemes channeled through BRI Initial experience in 1969 with the 
Bimas gotong royong, and in 1970 with the improved Bimas system, revealed that "blanket" 
recommendations and group loans led to defaulting on loans In 1970 the Bimas gotong royong 
was abandoned because the blanket or standardized input and credit package did not match 
local variations in needs The experience of the earlier псе intensification plan of 1959-1962, 
made local and district officials weary, and resulted in the heavy involvement of district and 
sub-district officials in supervising loans and monitoring loan repayment In the early 1980s 
defaulting on Bimas loans became again unacceptably high, and the subsidized credit 
component was subsequently phased out in the late 1980s (see also Schmit, 1991) In the other 
annual food and industrial crops credit did not play an important role (Croke, 1989) 
Table 4 6 shows that significant quantitative expansion took place in the rural 
institutional support structure The growth of farmers co-operatives, farmers groups and 
extensionists is impressive The village co-operative, having multiple functions m input 
purchase and distribution as well as in marketing, remains very much the corner-stone in 
government thinking and planning for rural development The agricultural extension system 
was expanded and strengthened during the first planning periods In the late 1980s field 
extension staff reached the number of 33,000 
In the early new order years, input distribution was heavily regulated and subject to 
monopolies A state licensed trading company, PT Pertani, imported and distributed fertilizers, 
enjoying a monopoly until 1970 at the village level, while PT Pusn, the state fertilizer factory, 
had marketed its produce since 1965 domestically, at the time when new varieties were 
introduced which were responsive to mtrogen In 1976, when the domestic supply of urea 
became ample, the government decided to allow private traders to sell fertilizers at the same 
subsidized pnce as cooperatives In 1976 the pnce of urea was reduced from Rp 80/kg to Rp 
70/kg Purchase through private market channels rapidly increased, to reach over 90% in many 
parts of the country in the early eighties Annual subsidies on fertilizers amounted to an 
estimated 800 billion rupiahs in 1989 
The subsidization of agricultural inputs has been an issue of debate for some time 
Fertilizer was subsidized to support rice production in Indonesia initially in 1971 At first 
credit for fertilizer was only available for псе, and even in the late 1970s, the major proportion 
was used for псе production The policy has resulted in increased use of fertilizer, as reflected 
by impressive annual increases of fertilizer use of 19% for N,31% for Ρ and 33% for К Over 
80% of all fertilizers was used in the food crops sector, 60% of all fertilizers was used in псе 
cultivation by 1986 (Hedley and Tabor, 1989) 
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ТиЫе 4.6 Rural Institution» In the yean 1970-1986. 
'ear 
1970 
1973 
1976 
1979 
1983 
1986 
Field 
extension 
officers 
1,584 
3,263 
6,290 
11,228 
14,904 
31,474 
Farmers 
Coops 
Banks 
η a 
2,557 
3,911 
4,463 
6,141 
7,126 
Rural 
Credit 
545 
2,069 
2,988 
3,312 
3,617 
3,646 
Fertilizer 
Kiosks 
iLa. 
1,930 
7,774 
12,485 
18,322 
20,303 
Farmer 
groups 
39,066 
62,025 
82,576 
126,108 
206,076 
225,041 
Adapted from Hedley and Tabor (1989) 
Source BIMAS Crop Reports, Ministry of Agriculture (annual) and PUSRI, Annual 
Offtake Report, various issues BIMAS, various reports 
Note Field extension agents are defined as farm field extension workers (PPL) Rural 
credit banks refer to village branches only, cooperatives are the KUDs and the 
farmer groups are the kelompok tam involved in nee production. 
Table 4 7 shows that in the 1970s and 1980s the proportion of nitrogen used for food 
crops is consistently high, while the proportion of phospate rose quickly from the early 1970s 
to similar levels The proportion of potash increased somewhat slower to reach 57% in 1983, 
to reduce slightly to 43% in 1986 Non-псе food crops and horticultural crops also benefitted 
from the cheap fertilizer, also through the Bimas programme especially from the late 1970s, as 
reflected in Appendix D 1 The subsidy allocated to fertilizers and pesticides, however, became 
a heavy burden on the allocation to agriculture and irrigation as the proportion of the subsidy 
of the total budget increased from around 30% in the early 1980s to 60% in 1986-1987 (Graph 
4 2) 
Table 4.7 Fertilizer use food crops sector, 1972-1986 ('000 ton» and »/»). 
Year 
1972 
1976 
1979 
1983 
1986 
N 
228 
313 
551 
2310 
2652 
% of total 
89 
89 
89 
93 
84 
Ρ 
21 
99 
130 
702 
980 
% of total 
64 
89 
85 
95 
87 
К 
2 
3 
18 
92 
102 
% of total 
1 
11 
21 
57 
43 
Source Hedley and Tabor (1989), based on BIMAS crop reports, PUSRI annual reports 
In the years 1976-1978, the brown plant hopper caused heavy losses in псе In the mid 
1980s attacks by insects reccurred, and in 1987 the use of the entire spectrum of 
organophosphates was forbidden by presidential decree Overuse of organophosphates, 
stimulated by subsidies, causes resurgence of insect populations because it exterminates the 
natural predators After intensive discussions, focusing on how a reduction in subsidies would 
affect production and self-sufficiency in nee, it was decided to gradually decrease the fertilizer 
subsidy in 1990 
The broad spectrum of producer focused measures, viz the distribution of improved 
varieties, fertilizers, and credit, resulted in an annual growth rate of almost 4% of food crops in 
the first and second planning period However, demand for nee grew fast and the government 
coped with an increasing nee shortage in the 1970s, when pests reduced псе output While the 
shortfall in 1969 was estimated at 1,340,000 tons, the deficit increased markedly, partially 
caused by bad harvests in 1972 and 1973 Rice imports rose substantially and reached over two 
million tons of псе annually in the years 1977 to 1979 Demand increased heavily because of 
the growing population, higher incomes and lower real pnces 
Rice purchases of Bulog, the national marketing board, expanded in the 1970s and 
decreased rather abruptly in the mid 1980s Domestic purchase reached 5% of total domestic 
production in 1987, at which level it remained in the subsequent years (BINUS, 1989) An 
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efficient forecasting model of rice production and necessary procurement is in use at Bulog. It 
uses the beginning of rainfall as the main variable in annual production fluctuation as the 
exogenous variable in estimating procurements (Mitchell, 1990). 
Graph 4.2 Fertilizer subsidy expenditure in relation to agriculture and irrigation expenditures. 
S 1000 
r> V- ν 
Source: Various annual reports, Ministry of Agriculture. 
Bulog acquired the right to import wheat flour and wheat in the early seventies. Later, 
Bulog's task was expanded to the import and distribution of soybean, groundnut and maize, 
aside from rice acquisitions. Floor prices were set for maize and soybean, at a level well below 
the relatively high domestic price level, so that they were hardly ever used (BINUS, 1988; 
Altemeier et al., 1989). In non-rice food crops Bulog acted as the state importer with 
monopolistic privileges. Through the careful control of imports Bulog has contributed to 
maintaining price incentives for secondary crop growers in the 1980s, a situation reminiscent 
of the pre-war rice import controls. Despite these steps, imports of soybean increased 
drastically to reach one million tons annually in the late eighties, to partially satisfy the 
demand of the lower income groups and to supply the rapidly growing animal feed sector. In 
1984 rice sufficiency was achieved, and since then Indonesia has enjoyed trend self sufficiency. 
One of the most important elements in government policy was to consistently stimulate 
producer prices of rice, thereby augmenting income of the rice cultivating population. The 
issue of whether in the past the rice producer focused transfers have caused income disparities 
between rice growers and non rice growers has remained implicit in the recent rediscovery of 
income disparities between agri-economical zones in the archipelago. Recent and ongoing 
studies emphasize the need for development of the eastern islands and isolated parts of the 
other islands. 
The years 1970-1990 in Indonesia are generally considered as a period of initially 
central state controlled economic development. A gradual relaxation occurred towards the late 
1980s, followed by continuous liberalization, spearheaded by the financial sector. Yet, if one 
considers the huge manpower expansion in agricultural extension, which dates from the late 
1970s and early 1980s, one observes a timelag between the broadening of the various 
government services in rural areas. By the 1990s, when the first steps towards a more liberal 
economy were taken, the manpower presence in agricultural services was still growing, albeit 
slowly. To a degree, the timelag reflects the somewhat later completion of the institutional 
framework in rural areas in the other islands, as compared to Java. One observes that in 
agriculture, at a time of tightening state expenditure and continuing relaxation of its 
involvement in investment, a framework has been created in agriculture, which would seem to 
fit a centrally and locally guided agriculture. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, agricultural 
industry had received a place in the adapted institutional framework. There are more paradoxal 
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policy lines in the agricultural economy The government maintains its control over rural 
services by continuing to license cooperatives in trade of farm inputs and outputs The 
government has licensed a nationwide monopsony and monopoly in cloves, and a local 
monopsony in Kalimantan in citrus products, in an attempt to cut out collection trade These 
steps are clearly at variance with the wider current towards relaxation of government 
involvement 
In 1992, the government abandoned its supervised area target for the production of 
ungated псе, following the earlier reduction of subsidies on credit and chemicals The signs 
are that the area target is being lifted in the archipelago in a gradual manner, with varying 
involvement of the provincial, district and sub-district officials The behaviour of the planted 
areas and collection pnces in the coming years, will indicate whether or not the liberalization 
of псе cultivation found reflection in crop shifts 
Market information on annual food, industnal and horticultural crops, 1970-1990 
Information is an indispensable element of markets In agriculture, where collection 
trade links the producer to the distribution market, information is important for the market 
participants, especially those who may not have day to day access to pnce information Map 4 1 
gives a spatial impression of the main wholesale markets of secondary crops in Indonesia In all 
major cities wholesale markets link the collection trade to the distribution trade This overview 
is limited to collection trade only The wholesale markets indicated in map 4 1 are the meeting 
points between the collection and distribution trade and the imports and exports Traders in the 
wholesale markets do business in large lots of specified qualities Prices of goods are always 
quality specific, and this also applies to wholesale markets in food commodities in Indonesia 
Traders serving import and export markets are usually members of one or more of the many 
trade and industry associations in Indonesia Traders often operate with groups of 
acquaintances Exchange of market information in the wholesale business is a private matter 
The associations are, as in colonial times, intermediate organisations and provide a channel of 
communication with the government In comparison to wholesale traders, collection traders 
have a more complicated task, because if they buy in a given locality, the information is likely 
to be shared among local interested parties The initiative of the government to set up a market 
information mechanism uses this characteristic of open information at collection of produce 
The commencement of the government price information system dates from the late 
1970s The directorate of food crops economics and post-harvest processing of the ministry of 
agnculture started with market information and marketing related activities in 1978 The 
directorate started to cover vegetables Initially, the directorate covered production centres in 11 
provinces and later expanded to 14 provinces 
There were good reasons for starting market information on vegetables Vegetables are 
grown in a relatively large number of production centres, pnmanly located in highland areas, 
but also, as discussed in the previous chapters, at medium and low altitudes Because of the 
relative isolation of the highland vegetable production centres, there was little market 
communication between the production areas in the 1970s Pnces fluctuated substantially, 
caused in part by seasonal production patterns, but also by pnce expectations, which influenced 
planting behaviour Because market signals did not reach the vanous production centres in the 
same manner, and because there were substantial price dispanties between the vanous 
consumer centres, the resulting production pattern did not always meet the quantitative and 
qualitative market requirements 
The directorate therefore designed a market information programme to contnbute to 
pnce and market integration This programme was implemented in a penod when substantial 
investment was made in infrastructure In the late 1970s and early 1980s the government 
improved roads and in many consumer centres -pnmanly the big cities- central wholesale 
market facilities were established ("Pasar índuk") The market information mechanism was part 
of a broad development programme 
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The market information system is run by the directorate staff at the provincial level. 
Price collectors relay price and quality information to Jakarta where the information is matched 
with information from the other provincial wholesale markets. After price checks, the resulting 
daily producer and wholesale prices are broadcast on the government radio station (RRI). 
There is no doubt that the vegetable trade and production has benefitted substantially 
from the information services and the infrastructural improvements. Market integration has 
improved noticeably in the last decade, while inter-regional trade in perishable vegetables has 
expanded substantially. This has dampened local production fluctuations and ensured more 
quality conscious production . 
In 1981, the directorate embarked on a similar programme for additional crops viz 
soybean, maize, groundnut and mungbean. Initially, the programme covered only the main 
producing provinces regarding producer prices, Central Java, East Java, Lampung, South 
Sulawesi, and DI Yogyakarta. In 1989, West Sumatra and the NTT provinces were included in 
the programme. Because of the more seasonal production structure of the above annual crops, 
as compared to vegetables, there is no need for daily prices. At this point, producer prices are 
being collected once a week. In 1990, West Java and North Sumatra were included in the food 
crop price forecasting system. There is inter-seasonality of production among the participating 
areas. 
A sharp and clear definition of commodity prices is important because of the 
differentiation in use. Secondary crops are used for animal feed, oils, snack foods produced by 
factories and cottage industries, and for direct human consumption. Each specific utilization 
requires its own quality and also range of acceptable quantities. For farmers and traders it is 
important to connect commodity prices to market specific qualities. Producer prices are also 
important for monitoring rural and farm incomes. The availability of wholesale market 
information stimulates the inter-provincial trade with the overall effect of improved price 
stability. 
With regard to prices, a little elaboration may be useful, because there is often confusion 
about the actual meaning of producer prices and wholesale prices. Producer prices are defined 
as the price the area collection trader pays to either the farmer, contract harvester or the local 
commissioned buyers. Producer prices are therefore more meaningful as an indication of the 
first step in price formation, because reports on farmgate prices often reflect transaction 
variations. The wholesale price is defined as the price for a quality specific commodity in the 
major wholesale markets, the big cities and major consumption centres. Prices are collected in 
direct and open collaboration with companies in the wholesale market, and with traders and 
commissioned buyers in the producer area. This feature of the data collection system is most 
exceptional, and underlines the willingness of companies to participate in the government 
programme for mutual and public benefit. The data collection system consists of data intakes 
from the provinces, evaluation activities covering larger areas, transmission of the data to the 
centre's processing unit in Jakarta, and finally, distribution of the forecasts from Jakarta. Price 
forecasts are made in the area evaluation unit as well as in Jakarta, ensuring double checks as 
well as the proper use of area specific factors. 
Map 4.1 shows that throughout the archipelago wholesale markets exist for food crops, 
and that a vast range of often area specific commodity specifications exist. The map reflects the 
spatial aspect of market formation concerning food crops, and covers substantially more 
locations, and thus inter-seasonal production centres, than the major production centres in the 
period before WW II. 
See also: Bottema et al. ( 1989) and Ferrari ( 1994) 
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The support of the government in research 
In the wake of the drive for rice sufficiency, research support expanded in the mid-
1970s. In 1974 a presidential decree established the Agency for Agricultural Research and 
Development (AARD). This resulted in coordinated continuation and expansion of research 
activities in 1976. AARD covers all agricultural research, food crops, industrial crops, animal, 
fisheries, and forestry and research, and coordinates research activities which hitherto were 
carried out independently by a number of research institutes, the majority originating from 
before W.W. II. It started with 211 degree scientists in the early 1970s, and quickly expanded 
to 7000 in 1980, of whom 1500 held university degrees. Manpower development continued in 
the 1990s and resulted in a research staff of 2000 university degree scientists. The national 
research system shifted in international orientation to the English language. The range of 
activities expanded to include policy analysis and rural employment issues. 
The foundation and mechanisms facilitating the fast adoption of new rice varieties was 
laid in the preceding decennia, when numerous varieties were released (Van Der Eng, 1993: 
152-177, 221-224). Table 4.8 shows that towards 1980 the five major rice varieties covered 
more than 50% of total area planted. The trend towards the occupation of major irrigated areas 
planted by relatively few varieties continued into the late 1980s, as shown in table 4.9. The 
consistent performance of IR36 is worth noting. By 1989, the proportion of improved varieties 
was estimated at 90% (BINUS, 1988). Several upland rice varieties were released, among 
others for use in transmigration in the other islands. 
Table 4.8 Area planted to Improved varieties 1976-1980. 
1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 
Pelila 1/1 
IR26 
IR30 
C4-63 
IR-5 
14 5% 
12 8% 
5 2% 
5 2% 
5.0% 
IR30 
IR36 
PI/1 
IR32 
IR26 
8.6% 
8 1% 
7.9% 
7.5% 
7.1% 
IR36 
PI/1 
IR38 
IR32 
IR30 
19 6% 
7 1% 
5.6% 
5.1% 
4 5% 
IR36 
IR38 
IR32 
PI/1 
Citarum 
36 0% 
10 4% 
4 6% 
3 6% 
2 2% 
total 42.7% 39.2% 41.9% 56.8% 
Source: AARD, 1980. 
Table 4.9 Area planted to Improved varieties, 1981-1986. 
Variety 
year of release 1981 
Area planted ('000 ha) 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
IR36 (77) 
Cisadane (80) 
KmengAceh(81) 
IR42 (80) 
IR46 (83) 
Semeru (80) 
% of irrigated area 
(estimated) 
3,099 2,895 2,702 2,576 2,549 2,261 
275 
-
284 
-
194 
»9% 
1,971 
2 
393 
-
171 
54% 
1,453 
179 
351 
-
172 
62% 
1,808 
246 
323 
134 
140 
61% 
2,264 
609 
465 
259 
171 
72% 
2,214 
486 
402 
230 
222 
68% 
Source: AARD, 1987. 
In addition to the considerably expanded work on rice, ten new maize varieties and eight 
soybean, five groundnut and five mungbean varieties were released by 1990, drawing on 
breeding work from the 1950s. 
In the 1970s and 1980s, substantial research was directed to cropping systems, thereby 
improving cropping intensity. Recent research findings indicate differences in employment 
structure among lowland and upland agriculture. Researchers found that in East Java upland 
agriculture absorbed 32.6% of rural labour, while lowland agriculture absorbed a lower 
proportion of 21.5%. Farm analysis also established that mixed foodcrop/vegetable cropping 
system, rice-vegetable-palawija, yielded highest returns compared to other cropping patterns, 
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rice-rice-rice, or, ri ce-pala wïja-palawija (AARD, 1987: 97-98). 
In 1987, the production programme department started an ambitious high technology 
programme with the aim of further intensifying rice production, the supra-insus programme. 
The aim of the programme at the time, was to raise yields from 5 tons per hectare to 9.5 tonnes 
by the year 2000. This programme succeeded the off-spring of the bimas programme of the 
early 1970s, the mass intensification (inmas), which was adapted to the special intensification 
(insus) programme in 1979. The supra-insus programme was carried out in homogeneous rice 
growing areas and featured special credit facilities and rather large and specialized technology 
packages. It was first implemented in mid-1987 in the districts of Tangerang, Bekasi, 
Karawang, Subang and Indramayu. Substantial quantities of fertilizer were applied: 250 kg 
urea, 125 kg TSP, 75 kg KCl and 100 kg of ZA per ha. Average yields reached 6.5 tons per 
hectare in a relatively uniform pattern. This yield is considerably higher than the average of 
4.7 tons achieved by fanners in the insus group, and shows considerable potential for further 
improvement of yields (Internal paper, MOA, BINUS, 1988). 
At the same time in the late 1980s, the government initiated a nation-wide programme 
to promote integrated pest management, seeking to reduce the use of pesticides and to stabilize 
yields. This thrust was inspired by the severe damage done by the brown plant hopper in the 
years 1976-1978 and the early 1980s. Losses in the years 1976-1978 were significant, and are 
estimated at total failure of approximately one million hectares of rice annually. When 
resurgence of the insect population took place, a range of pesticides were banned, as mentioned 
before. At the same time improvement of pest control was felt to be necessary. Implementation 
in the rural areas draws heavily on a large variety of local organisations and participation of 
individuals (Van De Fliert, 1993). To place the impact of insect pests in a wider perspective, 
one should take into account that rats are the major major cause of yield failures. The number 
of rats is very difficult to control. 
The research thrusts, selected for discussion here, reflect a plural approach, as well as 
slowly shining priorities in the government. The rediscovery of the importance and favourable 
returns of secondary and horticultural crops added to the awareness that non-rice crops were 
important as sources of employment and income. The supra-insus and integrated pest 
management thrusts testify to the plurality of the government's continued concern for expanded 
rice yields, and at the same time, the widespread notion of the danger of ecological imbalances 
and their long and short term effect on food crop productivity. 
An important aspect of food crop research in the years 1970-1990 is the spatial 
expansion of applied research domains, as exemplified by the creation of a number of research 
stations throughout the archipelago. This enabled researchers to test varieties and cropping 
sequences in specified agro-ecological conditions. The conceptual focus of those efforts has 
shown, as in other Asian countries, a tendency towards (as some put it) an increasingly holistic 
approach. Focus of activity shifted from singular variety improvement to cropping systems, to 
be followed by a farming systems approach, which focuses on whole farm and household 
analysis. In the years 1970-1990, the research focus became increasingly applied and area 
specific. At the same time this process was accompanied by more centralisation and 
restructuring of the research tasks of the various food and industrial crop research institutes. 
Only rice and maize registered substantial yield increases in the past two decades. 
Although there still remains potential for further increase, yield growth has decreased 
somewhat in the years 1988-1992. In view of the limits on further area expansion in Java and 
the fertile areas in the other islands, major improvements of farm income would come from 
conversion of land-use and shifts into higher value crops and more efficient raising and use of 
livestock. 
The improved spatial coverage of the archipelago in research has been accompanied by 
more attention for field practices, cropping and farming system and post harvest practices. 
More attention for genetic improvement of the secondary crops is likely to have considerable 
returns in view of their role in industrial processing and exports. 
Credit was abandoned as from November 1990 
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Agricultural planning, statistics and resource measurement 
Agricultural planning at the ministry of agriculture is performed by its planning 
division, where various aspects of provincial and programme planmng are brought together 
Agricultural planning at the national level is executed by the directorate of agricultural 
planning and Bappenas, the national planning body in Jakarta Bappenas has the task of 
bringing together all the development and programme activities in the various sectors into five 
year and annual plans It plays a major role in the focusing of foreign funded development 
activities on priority domains and areas Especially towards the later 1980s, Bappenas has 
often spear-headed policy shifts by directing projects to new areas It even has taken partial co­
ordinating responsibilities for a number of projects, dealing with departmental and ministerial 
inter-face areas, such as adaptive plant protection, resource planmng and market 
information/business development Significant institutional innovation radiates from Bappenas 
involvement, however, one would doubt the capacity of any planning agency to cope adequately 
with the technological and professional requirements and implications and the required level of 
information technology in such widely varying involvements 
Important changes in the planning approach of agriculture and implementation took 
place in the late 1980s, when an agricultural sector model was adopted in which explicit 
attention was given to secondary food crops, as well as псе on the production as well as the 
demand side (BINUS, 1988a,b,c, Altemeier and Bottema, 1991) More importantly, lateral 
communication among departments improved with the activation of mechanisms of 
coordination This facilitated communication among agencies participating in planning In the 
1980s and early 1990s local crop "boost" programmes still took place, often locally managed 
Timmer (1987a,c) repeatedly cautioned against the use of "booster" programmes, because in 
conditions of limited land resources, such as on Java, and many other areas in the other 
islands, short-term gains made in one crop take place at the cost of other commodities, whereas 
the sustainabihty of improvement is strongly dependent on local market integration 
However, the parameters used in agricultural planning in the years 1980-1990 remained 
essentially limited to time trends in area allocation, yield estimations based on cuttings, and 
estimations of labour use per hectare The statistical measurements of food availability follow 
the food balance approach The estimations of parameters on labour use and consumption are 
based on repeated census surveys on expenditures (susenas), wages (sakemas) and the 
agricultural census (Roche et al, 1992), by the central bureau of statistics 
In the future, long run structural shifts can be identified with the availability of more 
detailed data, based on census material at three year intervals One could say that farm level 
information, which had not reached statistical treatment before independence, became 
incorporated in approaches in agricultural statistics in the 1980s Nevertheless, the basic 
indicators, gauging shifts in agriculture though time, remain allocation of land to crops, land 
conversion, and estimation of productivity increases The estimation of parameters depicting 
behaviour of agricultural produce as economic goods has expanded from псе to other 
commodities In this area substantial gaps still occur in available information, horticulture is 
not yet properly incorporated in the statistical and planning picture, while information on 
livestock and tree crops remains scanty 
Some maps essential in planning and development have been published in the years 
1970 to the early 1990s The ministry of public works issued the first all-Indonesia base maps 
(reppprot, see Land Resources department, 1990) in 1991 With a stronger national and local 
resource management focus, planning needs are dependent on broad and precise resource 
surveys (Rais and Polderman, 1993, Suharta, Bureau and Drummond, 1993) The national 
agency for cartography, Bakosurtanal, plays a key role in terms of information technology and 
coverage With the simplifying technology of digitization and personal computers, there are 
now opportunities to integrate data measured on the ground compiled by the various line 
ministries and the central bureau of statistics, and data from the air, ie the resource inventones 
covered in air surveys and satellite images These opportunities need to be taken by many 
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involved departments, as relaxing direct government control needs strong measurement and 
monitoring capacity 
The present broad resource inventories are in many ways similar to the resource 
inventories of the 1920s-1930s, which covered the cadastre and well as land resources 
However, in the present day there are important additional technological options in data use 
and agricultural planning 
Conclusions 
In the early years of the republic, institutional density expanded substantially in rural 
areas The inefficient junction of socio-political goals and rural cooperatives and credit led to 
repeated adaptations of rural institutions in the 1970s, in an attempt to onset the earlier rural 
involvement in various political parties in the 1960s Generally, a broad process of state 
expansion look place, at a rapid pace in the 1970s and early 1980s The years 1967-1994 show 
a number of changes in policy for agriculture While the early years of the new order period 
witnessed a rebuilding of rural institutional infrastructure, accompanied by supervised псе 
cultivation and over-organised local intervention, a gradual withdrawal of intervention in the 
factor market is on-going since the mid-1980s, while centrally imposed area targetted псе 
cultivation was abandoned in 1992 Government development efforts cover many facets of the 
agricultural economy, and it has increased its participation to areas of market information, 
putting more emphasis on entrepreneurship in agriculture The mainstay of the government 
apparatus, viz the production oriented crop programmes, the extension services, and the local 
coordinating mechanisms, have been created in times of supervised policy Complex local 
multi-institutional programme frameworks cater to farmers applying varying levels of inputs 
and farm management At this point in time, one observes that the government wishes to 
maintain its tools for intervention, while farming is regarded as an entrepreneurial activity 
The major policy changes in the new order period were spearheaded by a liberalization 
of the banking system, which in turn was preceded by economic diversification The policy 
adaptions towards relaxation of intervention in agriculture were made in a period of economic 
growth, earned by manufacturing, services and trade 
In literature, the government of Indonesia and its agricultural policies in the years 1970-
1990 are regarded as the major agents of change and economic growth The vast investments 
speak a clear language indeed, yet without belittling the importance of the central government 
and local administration, one notes the reconstructive elements of the government 
programmes, as well as the virtual disappearance of the farmer and the trader in literature 
reviewing the course of events The agricultural economy in the archipelago is highly 
dependent on market integration, the medium term production expansion of the years 1970-
1990 depended on it as well The next section reviews changes over the long term in the 
agncultural economy As will be clear from foregoing chapters, the agricultural economy of 
Indonesia is essentially highly diverse The next section of Chapter 4 will address broad 
developments in agnculture, with emphasis on annual food and industrial crops 
Agriculture, 1970-1990 
This section gives an analysis of agriculture in six sub-sections These address 
agricultural industry, land use trends in the years 1980-1990, trends in seasonality by area, 
trends on annual crops, crop shins, and labour use and wages, respectively Analysis in the 
following sub-sections will cover annual food and industrial crops in Java and the other 
islands Although demographic contrasts are striking, there are, as will be shown, also 
substantial similarities in agnculture among Java and the other islands The islands of the 
archipelago are widely known for their mineral and forest resources, and small holder and 
estate tree crop agnculture However, food and industnal annual crops are also of importance, 
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and occupy major land areas in the other islands The smaller eastern islands are not included 
in this analysis, because of constraints to availability of data The sub-sections on land use, 
seasonality and annual food and industrial crops draw on statistical as well as physical data, 
the sub-sections on crop shifts and wages draw on primary data where possible Where 
feasible, comparison will be made with data from the period 1930-1940 
The food and feed sub-sector, 1970-1990 
Chapters 2 and 3 show that the major market for food commodities has always been the 
domestic market The domestic food industry has been the cradle of Indonesian business These 
industries are the buyers of raw and processed food produce from the rural producers This 
section will take a look at the largely spontaneous development of small, medium and large 
industries engaged in processing of food commodities and the development of cottage industries 
inthepenod 1970-1991 
A basic source of data available to gauge business development in the agricultural 
industries are the industrial censuses conducted by CBS In general, censuses and year books in 
the early 1970s are not considered to be very reliable* One can not assume that the figures of 
the censuses of the 1970s are reliable, but these are the only available sources In the case of 
cottage and small industries, the census data of 1974/75, 1986 and 1991 are available For large 
and medium scale industries, for which the later yearbooks are considered sufficiently reliable, 
the 1974/75 census and the year book of 1988 will be used 
The analysis is limited to industries processing псе and palawija crops Most of these 
crops, viz псе, maize, cassava, soybean and groundnut, have positive income elasticities, and 
are also in expanding demand by industries (Altemeier and Bottema, 1991) The animal feed 
industry, and to lesser extend the krupuk industry, use quantities of псе besides secondary 
crops The yearbooks and the census reports do not cover uses of псе in the beverage industry 
or on the local level, the use of bran as chicken feed, or similar uses of secondary crops These 
uses are quite important, but difficult to estimate 
The number of workers engaged in registered large and medium scale food industnes in 
Indonesia in 1975 was not very large In 1988 the number of workers had increased to 69,723 
from 23,568 in 1974/75 In 1988 псе, the major rural employer, only employed a minor 
proportion of 13% of total workers in the large and medium industnes Growth in terms of 
people employed in the noodle, tapioca and krupuk industnes has been quite respectable in the 
years 1974-1988 at 4 3% per year The number of businesses expanded in every line, except in 
wheat milling, which is subject to government license The government licensed only three 
wheat mills in the penod 1974-1988 In the line of "other grain" milling, the number of 
businesses contracted from in the years 1977-1984 (Appendix D2) Proportionally, the largest 
growth took place in the krupuk and the animal feed industnes The ammal feed industry 
supplies the poultry industry CBS reports a steady increase in total output from 300,000 tons of 
chicken feed in 1981 to 1,400,000 tons in 1988 (CBS, unpublished data) 
The employment cost of all industnes grew spectacularly in the 1970s and 1980s One 
can not be certain whether early under-reporting plays a role The largest increases took place 
in the subsector of ammal feed and tapioca If one accepts the CBS industrial census data, one 
concludes that industry expanded fast in the years 1974-1988 
In a study on Java, Pakpahan el al (1990) stress the importance of forward linkage of the 
tapioca industry which supplies eleven industry groups in West Java The main users are the 
krupuk and the noodle industry accounting for 70% of effective demand (Pakpahan et al 1990 
48-54) Simarupang et al (1990) present a wealth of cases addressing development, marketing 
and economies of scale for several regions of Indonesia, highlighting industrial development in 
the other islands 
For other presentations and discussions see Humaidi and Hasibuan (1988), Simarupang, et al (1990), Hal Hill (1989), 
and Kuyvenhove and Pool (1992) 
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Regarding small industries, the dataset provided by CBS in the 1974 census is somewhat 
thin and not consistent with the format of data presentation of the census in 1986. The number 
of small businesses engaged in rice polishing and milling expanded very rapidly between 1969-
1975. All other subsectors expanded rapidly, but not as fast as the rice polishing and milling 
businesses. It is clear that in 1975 rice, aside from being the main employer in agricultural 
production, was also the main employer in processing with an estimated employment of 60,000 
workers*. By 1986 this situation had changed. Although rice polishing and milling remained 
the largest subsector, it employed 39% of total workers engaged in processing of annual food 
and industrial crops. Between 1974 and 1986 employment in the soybean based industries and 
the krupuk industries expanded with annual growth rates of 7.1% and 9%. Even allowing for 
under-reporting in earlier years, one concludes that in the palawija based small industries 
employment has grown fast in the period 1975-1986 (appendix D2). Employment in rice based 
industries actually went down slightly in these years. 
ТаЫе 4.10 Employment in annual food and Industrial crop baaed industries (in V» of 
total employment by scale of industry) 1974/75 -1986/88. 
1974/75 1988 1986 
Large/Medium Small Large/Medium Small 
1 2 1 1 2 1 2 
Rice based 22 24 59 13 10 39 44 
Palawija based 78 76 41 87 90 61 56 
1 Number of employees 
2 Employment cost. 
Source: various censuses, see appendix D 2 and D 3. 
The total number of workers engaged in small industries in the food sector in 1986 was 
estimated at 320,000, approximatly 45% of total employment generated by small industries. By 
1991 employment in small food industries stayed the same level, however, due to an increase of 
employment in the other sectors, the share of small food industries went doen to 31% (CBS, 
1991a). Of the total number of businesses in 1986, estimated at 39,000, 14,000 businesses 
operated in purchasing and marketing only at the sub-district (kecamatan) level, while 14,000 
businesses operated in several sub-districts. Ninethousand small businesses operated throughout 
the district (kabupaten), while 1,850 businesses were reported to operate within provinces. CBS 
reports that 533 medium scale businesses engaged in exports in 1986. It is of considerable 
interest to find confirmation of the localized nature of small scale business and the connected 
market coverage. The importance of peddling produce in Indonesia is reflected in the large 
percentage of small businesses using agents in marketing produce, estimated at 80%. The 
remaining 20% of business markets produce directly. Only 2% of small businesses worked with 
cooperatives in their activities (CBS, Industrial Census, 1988). 
Employment generated in food processing cottage industries is substantially higher than 
employment generated in small, medium and large scale industries. For soybean alone Rondot 
(Personal information) estimates that employment of local cottage processing would be around 
200,000 persons in the early 1990s in Java. It is not possible to construct growth figures by sub-
sector on cottage industries. The bureau of statistics estimated the total number of agricultural 
cottage industries at around 1,240,000 units in 1974-1975, with 430,000 units engaged in food 
processing. The majority of units were located in rural areas. In 1986, the number of units had 
increased to 1,422,593 units; 88% of the units were located in rural areas. CBS measured a 
substantial increase in the years 1987-1990. The number of cottage industries reached 
2,350,000 in 1991, 88% of which were rural enterprises. One would be inclined to assume that 
this increase includes a substantial expansion in measurement. The cottage industries in the 
1970s employed on the average around four people, in the later measurements this total reached 
two people. One may assume that the growth in the actual number of cottage industries was less 
drastic than reflected by the census results. A total of 833,228 cottage industries engaged in 
See Timmer (1972) Гот a discussion of aspects of investing in псе processing 
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food processing, 90% of this total operated in rural locations These enterprises employed on 
Java around two persons per unit The temporal variation shows a distinct influence of the 
seasonality of agriculture, in January occupational intensity drops sharply after a high level in 
December (CBS, 1991b) In interpreting the type of activities in agricultural cottage industries 
engaged in food processing, one can assume that processing of secondary crops play a major 
role Even though there are no quantified observations on employment in and number of 
cottage industries in the years preceding the censuses of the early 1990s, one can safely assume 
that a more or less similar number of establishments were in operation 
In conclusion, while one can assume that employment in food processing in rural areas 
has continuously been of importance throughout the years, there are signs that in the period 
1974-1988, employment in both large and medium scale, and well as small scale industries 
based on secondary crops, expanded more than the employment generated by псе In псе, 
major gains in employment were made earlier, in the penod 1969-1975 Major industrial 
development of large industries took place relating to cassava, maize, and soybean, those being 
the major ingredients for animal feed, soybean processing and krupuk industnes Table 4 11 
shows the different growth in employment of large/medium and small industries by commodity 
base, and shows much higher growth in employment for palawija based industnes As indicated 
before, these growth figures are not likely to be representative for subsectoral and sectoral 
growth, but serve here largely to illustrate the difference in growth between the псе based and 
secondary crop based processing 
Table 4 11 Annual employment growth (*/· p.a.) In 
food Industries 1974-1988. 
Large/medium Small 
Rice based 3 3 -0 8 
Palawija based 8 5 5 6 
Large and medium scale industnes have consistently been based on secondary food crop 
commodities The dominant position of nee in the small scale industnes as the main 
commodity used in 1974/75, reversed position with the non-псе food and industnal 
commodities in 1986 In the early 1980s, the number of small scale as well as large scale 
industnes in the other islands increased fast, lending support to the notion of the establishment 
of an economic zone in Indonesia beyond Java 
Trends in land use, 1970-1990 
Chapter 3 discussed the well-known fact that agriculture in Java had reached the 
boundary of land expansion in the 1940s and 1950s Conversion of land use, however, 
continued In Java of the 1980s, substantial public investment resulted in rehabilitation and 
continued expansion of the area of irrigated land The outcome of this process on Java is 
underlined by the proportion of ïrngated and upland area, which was 47% ungated (nce/non-
nce crops) and 53% of non-irngated land in 1940* (Van der Eng 1990 54) This proportion 
had changed only slightly m 1969, ie 50% of the total food crop area was planted to ungated 
псе, and 50% of area was planted to non-псе crops In the early 1970s the area under 
irrigation expanded again after the penod of stagnation of the late 1950s and early 1960s The 
area expanded from approximately 3 9 million ha in 1968 to 5 1 million in 1989, an annual 
growth of 1 23% By 1989, ungated lands occupied 55% of total area planted on Java and 
Madura Cropping intensity, estimated at 180% in 1985 by Van Der Eng (1990), had increased 
to approximately 190% The area under ïrngation commenced a downward trend in Java in the 
This Figure excludes homeyards which, if included, would after the proportion to 40-60 
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late 1980s because of urbanization. 
Regarding irrigated land, the data from CBS confirm that a reduction of irrigated land, 
which is dominant in Java as expected, also takes place in a number of other provinces and 
islands, including Bali, south Sumatra, Bengkulu, Lampung and Jambi on Sumatra and east 
Kalimantan. It is not surprising that negative growth in irrigated area was recorded throughout 
Java and Bali. However, the fact that in a number of provinces, especially on Sumatra, 
irrigated land decreases in area, contrasts with the common assumption that irrigated land 
follows a different trend in the other islands as compared to Java. The category irrigated land 
consists of three major sub-categories technically irrigated land, semi-technical irrigation and 
rainfed irrigation. A more detailed analysis of timeseries on land growth by type of irrigation is 
given in Appendix Graph D 1. 
Non-irrigated land shows a minor increase on Java of 0.34%, while on Sumatra a 
positive and higher growth rate of 2.46% is found. On Kalimantan a growth rate of 6.67% was 
recorded. One can not interpret such a high growth rate as a reflection of expanding use of 
land for annual food and industrial crops, other factors, such as expansion of land under tree 
crops, may play a role. It is likely that inaccuracies are reflected in some of the rather high 
growth rates in irrigated and non-irrigated area in Kalimantan and Sulawesi, despite removal 
of improbable extremes from the dataset. Only in Sulawesi did irrigated land grow faster at 
2.17% than non-irrigated land which expanded at 0.24% per year. The figures confirm that in 
the years 1980-1990 area expansion throughout Indonesia, with the exception of Sulawesi, is 
led by non-irrigated land. This conclusion adds to the notion that investment in both irrigation 
as well as in non-irrigated land carried agricultural growth in the 1980s. The relative 
stagnation in growth of irrigated area in the other islands may point at the approaching 
boundary of technical, semi technical and rainfed irrigation, with present technology and 
investment levels. Irrigation in the swampy areas of Sumatra and Kalimantan is severely 
constrained by soil properties. Peat soils tend to show a acidic reaction when exposed to air and 
to compact if drainage is practiced, which affects productivity negatively. In this connection 
the remarks of SP. Ham of the early 1900s come to mind. Ham warned against investment in 
drainage of peat soils. 
Map 4.2 shows annual growth of agricultural land in Java in 1980-1990. In these years, 
growth in non-irrigated land was confined to west Java, the Priangan, and some districts in the 
eastern part of central Java and the southern and eastern districts of east Java. Non-imgatcd 
land decreases in area in the environs of Jakarta ("the Jabotabek" area) and in the eastern part 
of central Java Along the north coast, as well as in some southern districts, irrigated area 
expanded somewhat. Irrigated land decreases around Jakarta, the Pnangan and, also, in the 
southern part of east Java. 
Maps 4.3 and 4.4 show growth in agricultural land in Bali and Sulawesi by district 
Irrigated land shows a reduction throughout Bali. In Sulawesi, non-irrigated land expanded in 
the northern part and on the relatively isolated east coast In the same areas significant 
expansion was recorded in irrigated land. In the densily populated districts of southern 
Sulawesi, both non-irrigated as well as irrigated land decreased in area. 
Map 4.5 shows development of agricultural land in Sumatra by district. The upland area 
in the relatively thinly populated swampy districts on the eastern coast of central Sumatra 
expanded significantly. Government sponsored and spontaneous transmigration have had 
significant impact on this process. In central and south Sumatra growth took place in irrigated 
land, primarily in the hilly areas demarcating the transition from the coastal swamps to the 
Bukit Barisan, the central mountain range. In north Sumatra, substantial expansion of 
irrigation took place in the coastal districts as well as the mountain districts in the 1980s 
Irrigated land decreased in area in many districts in Lampung, south Sumatra and Bengkulu 
Decreases in non-irrigated land took place in north Sumatra, around Tanjung Karang and 
Lampung province and in the coastal districts of Aceh. 
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Map 4.4 Spatial distribution of land growth in Sulawesi, 1980-1990. 
Non Irrigated Land 
Average Growth Rate 
Ш 2 to 22 (10) 
Π -2 to 1 (12) 
Щ -15 to -3 (15) 
Irrigated Land 
Average Growth Rate 
• 4 to 30 (12) 
• 1 to 3 (8) 
• -2 to 0 (14) 
Map 4.5 Spatial distribution of land growth in Sumatra, 1980-1990. 
Irrigated Land 
Average Growth Rate 
• 1.91 to 29.9 (20) 
A -0.42 to 1.96(20) 
• -5.04 to -0.5 (19) 
Non Irrigated Land 
Average Growth Rate 
Ш 5.8 to 75.67 (14) 
Π 0.01 to 5.79 (22) 
Ш -14.28 to 0 (36) 
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The government invests substantially in assessing the potential for land development in 
the other islands The trends in land contraction and expansion of the 1980s have important 
implications for agriculture Increasing urbanization and industrialisation make growing 
demands on land surrounding the major urban centres, both on Java and the other islands In 
addition to conversion of agricultural land to real estate, the vast expansion in water supply, 
needed for the urban consumers and industries, will restrict land use Land use and the agro-
ecological conditions prevailing in the other islands point at further differentiation of foodcrop 
and industrial agriculture with more emphasis on rainfed agriculture 
Seasonality 
One of the findings of Chapter 2 concerns the remarkably even distribution of 
production through the seasons in Java Graphs 4 3, 4 4, 4 5 and 4 6 present various three-year 
averages of seasonality of harvested areas of west, central, the area around Yogyakarta, and 
east Java, in the years 1975-1990 The change in area harvested by month is most clearly 
visible in west Java Two issues may play a role, ie expanded registration in the late 1960s and 
1970s and earlier under-reporting In the late 1960s and early 1970s, west Java came under 
strengthened local administration in the wake of rural unrest and the Dami Islam movement It 
became an excercise area of cooperatives, credit and supervised nee cultivation (Schmit, 1991), 
which may have led to some improvement of registration of area In the 1980s investment in 
water collection and irrigation also resulted in increase in area of cultivated псе The data on 
central Java show a similar broad expansion over the long term, interestingly accompanied by 
a slight reduction in the production peak m May-June since the 1920s The data on the 1970s-
1980s show that maize has maintained its place in the cropping sequence as an important first 
crop This was also the case in earlier years Of interest is that in the mid-1970s production 
seems to be somewhat more seasonal than in the subsequent years The gains in the off-season 
in central Java are based on cassava, sweet potato occupies only a limited area 
In east Java, one expects somewhat more pronounced seasonality, in accordance with its 
closeness to the turning point of the monsoon In the 1920s major gains were made in the first 
six months of the year, with an increase in production peak In the years 1975-1990 the 
production peak in May-June decreased, and area harvested from псе expanded As in central 
Java, maize remains the major early staple crop in east Java, while soybean is of relatively 
more importance in the off-season 
In general, the most striking charactenstic is the continuity in year-round production in 
Java In literature the other islands feature as areas where tree crops such as rubber, and oil 
palm are grown by small holders and estates (Barlow, 1985, Booth, 1989, Van Der Eng, 1993) 
In addition to rubber and oil palm, clove trees, citrus, cinnamon, coffee and many other tree 
crops and livestock are important in the other islands in small holder and larger farms This 
study, however, looks in more detail at annual food and industnal crops in the other islands 
Chapter 3 earlier referred to the importance of maize in south Sulawesi and cassava in 
Sumatra, and to the development of local markets for food and industrial crops As remarked 
in the introduction of this section, the division of labour in agriculture in the archipelago is 
somewhat more complicated than the simple contrast, food crops vs treecrops, as applying to 
Java and the other islands Graphs 4 7, 4 8, 4 9, 4 10 and 4 11 present seasonality of harvested 
area by crop in west Sumatra, Aceh, Lampung, south Sulawesi and Bali over the years 1974-
1990 As one would expect, there are substantial differences in seasonality of the various crops 
among the areas, as well as different crop mixes in the various areas West Sumatra has 
expanded its nee area in the years 1975-1990, and shows variation in the peak season of псе, 
usually around August, with fairly continuous production in its mountain valleys Aside from 
minor expansion in soybean in the years 1981-1990, non-псе food crops play no big role in 
west Sumatra In south Sulawesi, however, farmers take a big early maize harvest as in east 
Java, but псе harvest is distinctly biseasonal, with peaks in the months of August and 
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Graph 4 J Monthly area harvested of food crops in west Java, 1975-78,81 -84,87-90. 
(three crop years average) 
Source: Unpublished data, CBS 
Source: Unpublished data, CBS. 
Graph 4.5 Monthly area harvested of food crops in east Java, 1975-78,81 -84,87-90. 
(three crop years average) 
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Graph 4.6 Monthly «rea harvested of food crops in Yogyakarta, 1975-78,81-84, 87-90. 
(three crop years average) 
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Graph 4.7 Monthly area harvested of food crops in west Sumatra, 1975-78,81-84,87-90. 
(three crop years average) 
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Graph 4.8 Monthly area harvested of food crops in Aceh, 1975-78,81-84, 87-90. 
(three crop years average) 
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Graph 4.9 Monthly area harvested of food crops in Lampung, 1975-78,81-84, 87-90. 
(three crop years average) 
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Graph 4.10 Monthly area harvested of food crops in south Sulawesi, 1975-78,81-84, 87-90. 
(three crop years average) 
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Graph 4.11 Monthly area harvested of food crops in Bali, 1975-78,81-84, 87-90. 
(three crop years average) 
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December/January Lampung has coinciding peaks in upland and ungated псе in August-
September, and produces cassava with a peak in October-November In recent years soybean 
has become important in Lampung in the pre- as well as the off-season Lampung's agriculture 
is highly diversified Aceh's agriculture was nee based in the 1970s, but has made a big shift 
towards soybean In Aceh, soybean is harvested just before the nee peak in July, after псе 
harvesting in September, a third crop is taken in December 
One observes in the selected areas of the other islands substantial growth from the mid 
1970s onwards, and a typical pattern of year-round production as in Java Seasonal peaks are 
more pronounced towards the east (east Java, south Sulawesi) and the west (Aceh) One can 
conclude from the monthly data on area harvested of annual crops, that the essential 
charactenstic of annual food and industrial crop agnculture in the archipelago is an amazing 
continuity of supply The areas covered by the monthly data include different biophysical zones 
and various altitudes, each receiving rainfall at different intensities and different times The 
monsoon climate, in conjunction with the geographical vanations, therefore bnng about a 
remarkably constant supply of annual food and industrial crops in the larger part of the 
Indonesian archipelago Inter-seasonahty in production peaks and mtra-seasonal shins in 
cropping among the major agricultural areas in the archipelago underline that farmers, traders 
and consumers derive benefits from market integration 
The growth of the monthly occupation of agricultural land since the mid 1970s contains 
two identifiable sources, ie growth in land converted to cultivation of annual crops and 
expanding occupation by month This second source is usually reflected by the cropping 
intensity, here, the data only permit a measure of cropping ratio, a slightly different indication 
of intensity, expressed as the total area harvested divided by the total area of land allocated to 
annual cropping The cropping ratio is a measure of occupation, and thus intensity of use 
Cropping intensity is reserved for on-the-ground measurements regarding area occupation 
through the seasons, and is a primary measure of intensity Table 4 12 summarizes the trends 
in land allocated to annual food and industrial crops and irrigated and non-irngated land 
There are a large number of changes in the data on land use by province, and one can not be 
certain that the statistics are accurate However, in the absence of availability of air survey data 
for the other islands, the CBS data are the only source to estimate trends in land growth and 
cropping intensity Table 4 12 shows that the cropping ratio for the other islands, even in areas 
with intensive agncuture, such as west Sumatra, is < 1 In view of the substantial proportions 
of ungated land, one can not imagine that such an outcome would reflect reality One could 
question the data on non-irngated land These are qualified in the annual land use census as 
"garden/dry field" (translations of kebun/lahan kenng) However, in Java, land in this 
classification, is used for foodcrops, and inclusion does not distort the cropping ratio much In 
Java, annual growth in land allocated to food and industnal crops expanded at annual growth 
rates of 0 10 in east Java, 0 64 in central Java and 0 85 in west Java The cropping ratio of 
these areas shows a different behaviour, it was stagnant in east Java at a level of 151, whereas 
in central Java the ratio expanded from 156 to 172 In west Java the cropping ratio expanded 
from a lower level at 118 in 1978 to 130 in 1990 These outcomes are suspicious and contrast 
with field observations and location specific agricultural research Countless reports and 
publications confirm that the vast majority of farmers in Java and the other islands take a 
minimum of two crops per year, not necessarily of all land operated The cropping ratio, as 
denved from the CBS data is clearly a rather crude measure, and does not adequately reflect 
the intensity of food and industrial crop agriculture in the archipelago One needs a land-use 
and zone specific dataset on areas harvested for the reflection of cropping intensity Such an 
excercise, taking into account available data in Indonesia of the 1990s, could draw on two 
essentially different sources, namely, the statistical reports of the local agricultural offices, and 
the various aggregations by the bureau of statistics and the resource inventories by land type, 
available in the various agricultural agencies and the national agency for cartography, 
Bakosurtanal Land-use interpretations and estimations made on the basis of air surveys are 
available for Java of 1986 (Land Resources, 1990) The availability of both on-the-ground and 
air measurements of land-use on Java thus facilitates comparison and cross-checking The 
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appendix , containing the air-photography interpretations from 1986 on land-use in Java, 
shows that on provincial and national aggregate levels, agricultural and land statistics from 
1986-1987 match almost perfectly with air photography interpretation. Estimations of intensity 
of rice cultivation are available; however, this information contained in the yearly land use 
census of the bureau of statistics does not include information on crops other than rice, and can 
thus not serve as a basis for measurement of cropping intensity. 
Table 4.12 Trend» In area allocation, tand and cropping Intensity, selected areas, 1975 1990. 
Area allocated to Growth Irrigated and Cropping ratio 
annual crops non-irrigated land 
1975-78 1987-90 1978 1990 1978 1990 
W. Java 
С Java 
Yogya. 
E. Java 
Bali 
Aceh 
W. Sumatra 
Lampung 
S. Sulawesi 
2,315,629 
2,839,521 
318,026 
3,517,478 
258,399 
263,610 
281,200 
387,926 
877,559 
2,583,525 
3,083,862 
352,901 
3,554,268 
281,456 
460,504 
392,322 
814,167 
1,128,904 
0.85 
0.64 
0.80 
0.10 
0.66 
44 
26 
5 9 
20 
1,184,576 
779,347 
1,038,248 
787,604 
66,948 
101,192 
1,205,685 
1,123,241 
98,269 
150,688 
278,865 
320,000 
208,925 
189,532 
•La. 
543,056 
499,024 
1,177,541 
805,966 
1,007,418 
783,979 
61,962 
115,342 
1,170,987 
1,158,823 
92,203 
127,654 
326,500 
376,479 
225,565 
285,349 
593,588 
530,393 
118 
156 
189 
151 
104 
130 
172 
199 
151 
128 
Source: CBS, annual agricultural, unpublished data, 
note: n.a.: not available. 
For the other islands, datasets facilitating matching of statistical data and air 
photography, are not available. One can assume that the growth figures of area allocated and 
the cropping ratios in central and east Java are more or less comparable. The high cropping 
ratio in the area around Yogyakarta, characterized by a high proportion of non-irrigated land, 
is a good measure of how intensive annual cropping can become, even in situations with in a 
high proportion of non-irrigated land. The non-availability of data to approximate the cropping 
ratios of irrigated and non-irrigated land make detailed comparison with the cropping ratios 
derived from Scheltema (1939) impossible, except in general and aggregate terms. In the years 
1929-1938 the cropping ratios of irrigated and non-irrigated land expanded from 130 to 150, 
and 105 to 125 respectively. The actual cropping intensities in the years 1929-1938 and 1975-
1990 thus do not differ very much. The question is clearly whether the agricultural statistics 
are a good measure of agricultural intensity. There are many reasons to assume that, although 
valuable, the statistics do not not provide exact measurements of actual on-the-ground intensity 
and area occupation, in earlier years as well as at present. 
The place of the non-rice annual crops and irrigated rice is partly determined by the 
variety in cropping duration and agronomic fit. It is well known that short duration rice 
varieties, together with transplanting, shortened the field time. In addition, longer duration 
crops, such as hybrid maize also enjoy popularity, as reflected by an estimated area planted to 
hybrid maize in east Java of 200,000 hectare. Thus, both short and longer duration crops play a 
role in crop shifts. By looking at sources of growth in terms of land growth or in terms of 
cropping intensification, one in fact looks at shifts in crops. The next sections address crop 
specific trends, crop shifts and labour use and wages. 
I am grateful to Steven Walker for making the checking of statistics and resource data possible. 
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Annual food and industrial crops, 1970-1990 
Data gauging the course of events by crop are available from the statistical sources in 
the bureau of statistics and the various departments of agriculture Data cover area allocated 
and yield estimations by administrative area Primary data on intensification, pnces and input 
use are available in a large literature covering specific areas This section reviews the statistical 
data As indicated in the previous paragraphs, there are difficulties in specifying crop 
performances in the various types and uses of land, even in Java, which is relatively well-
covered by statistics The administrative data boundaries include a usually wide range of 
biophysical conditions, and aggregate figures on area allocated and yield do not reflect the 
inherent variability The behaviour of yields at the district (kabupaten) level shows a reduction 
of yield differences among the districts in the course of the 1980s This, one can not interpret 
as a trend towards homogenous production technology in those years, as the data do not 
provide information on the possible shins in area allocation of crops among the various 
biophysical zones The dominance of large yield variation among and within specific 
biophysical zones is borne out by the analysis of Roche et al (1992) Using data from the 1989 
farm survey (Roche, 1992 132), and an initial and tentative classification of land use (Las et 
al, 1991), in an overlay cum cross tabulation of input output data with biophysical zones 
Roche el al (1992 152-161,177), arrive at large yield and cost variation by biophysical zone 
Roche el al say 
"Disaggregation by agrochmate, season and irrigation status reveals considerable variability in 
the efficiency of secondary crop production in Indonesia" 
Caution is necessary regarding the validity of the agoclimatic zones as drawn up by Las 
and his colleagues On the spot research reveals that local variation in proportion of land type 
and use is very large, even within sub-districts, village and kampung areas, and even within 
farm assets Land use approximations distinguishing larger areas are but crude tools The high 
variability in input use and yield within the land-use and agnclimatic categories as found by 
Roche et al op cit, underlines this basic characteristic of Java's agriculture 
Having noted the inherent variability of Java's and the other islands' annual food and 
industrial crop agriculture, it remains useful to briefly review the course of events in the years 
1970-1990 with regard to area allocation to specific crops in Java and the other islands Graph 
4 12 presents the area harvested of cereals and food legumes in Java and the other islands In 
Java irrigated nee overtook area allocated to other annual food and industrial crops in the mid 
1970s In the 1980s on the other islands, robust growth figures of the areas of ungated nee and 
other annual crops at 2 7% and 3 5% ρ a , respectively, reflect the still substantial availability 
of non-imgated land and rice intensification Upland nee is still of importance in the other 
islands, although area is subject to a downward trend of 2 2% ρ a in the 1980s On Java, the 
area of upland rice went down slowly in the years 1970-1982, to increase slightly again in 
subsequent years, probably reflecting higher pnces for traditional varieties Agronomically and 
economically, upland nee can be considered as a palawija crop However, even when areas 
planted are taken together, in the other islands wetland rice overtook total area of other annual 
crops and upland nee in the years 1973-1974, surpnsingly earlier than in Java1 Broad 
proportions of areas allocated to irrigated nee and other annual crops (excluding upland nee) 
did not change much in the other islands in the years 1969-1989, the proportion of palawija 
crops being 38% in 1969 and and 39% in 1989 
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Graph 4.12 Area harvested of annual food and industrial crops in Java & Madura and other islands, 
1968-1989. 
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Graph 4.13 Yield development of annual food and industrial crops in Java & Madura, 1968-1990. 
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Graph 4.14 Yield development of annual food and Industrial crops in other islands, 1968-1990. 
Source: CBS 
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Graph 4.15 Yield development for cassava and sweet potato In Java & Madura and other islands, 
1968-1990. 
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It is evident that cultivated area grew much faster in the other islands than in Java. Yet, 
the proportion of area allocated to other annual crops is slightly lower in the other islands at 
39% in 1989 than in Java, where they occupy 45% of total area cropped. 
In the years 1970-1990, irrigation and the dissemination of short duration and fertilizer 
responsive rice varieties increased the area of Java where three crops per year could be planted. 
Short duration rice usually takes no more than 100 to 125 days. Transplanting and mechanised 
processing in the field reduced break times. These developments also took place in the 
traditional rice growing areas of the other islands, viz the coastal areas and the Solok valley of 
west Sumatra, the volcanic slopes and coastal land in Bali and Lombok, and the low and 
higher plains of north and south Sulawesi. Until the late 1980s, farmers in irrigated areas were 
required to grow rice usually as both first and second crop. Since 1987 farmers are more free to 
determine their second crop in many areas, and since 1992 the government leaves farmers free 
to determine their own crops. As indicated in the previous section of this chapter, the phasing 
out of supervised cultivation is a rather gradual process. In many parts of Java and the other 
islands, such as Aceh, soybean became an important second or third crop in irrigated areas. 
The soybean crash programme of 1982-1984 resulted in quick area expansion from 130,000 ha 
to 240,000 ha within two years in the other islands. 
In the late 1980s vegetables competed more prominently for land in both irrigated and 
upland areas. In upland areas, the multi-year cropping sequences, as observed earlier by 
Sollewijn Gelpke, have evolved in two year and four year rotation patterns in which the 
importance of vegetables has increased markedly. 
Strong fluctuation of area under non-rice crops is caused mainly by fluctuations in the 
area planted to maize. The calendar basis of the agricultural statistics is only partly responsible 
for this matter. In east Java, maize is usually the first crop, and planting time depends on rain. 
In some years, maize plantings are registered twice, if rains start late, causing planting in late 
December/early January. Additionally, multi year sequences occur in east Java where in the 
first year a maize/tobacco sequence is planted, followed by an upland rice/maize sequence in 
the second year. However, corrected crop year data of area development of maize does not 
differ much from the calendar year based data (Altemeier and Bottema, 1991). Maize is the 
"risk taker", although in most other areas of Java maize is also a second and third crop. A 
comparison of area fluctuation of maize in the period 1920-1930 with the period 1980-1990 
confirms that there are no essential changes in this regard. 
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Table 4.13 Area allocation to major annual crops by »elected area, 1975-1990. 
West Java 
С Java 
E. Java 
Yogya. 
Bali 
Aceh 
W Sumatra 
Lampung 
S. Sulawesi 
Source: CBS 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Irr. псе 
1,749,878 
1,943,861 
1,332,245 
1,523,401 
1,318,249 
1,469,427 
95,755 
98,615 
147,308 
165,723 
229,649 
280,005 
254,026 
326,424 
125,487 
254,431 
523,315 
714,828 
1· 1975/78 
Upl. Rice 
115,284 
156,976 
88,215 
105,021 
90,587 
86,401 
42,851 
41,898 
9,838 
2,410 
16,994 
6,991 
8,361 
13,431 
116,339 
109,657 
24,637 
13,825 
Maize 
87,929 
123,431 
682,442 
704,451 
1,169,237 
1,148,461 
46,459 
55,817 
41,623 
49,615 
3,836 
18,279 
5,241 
11,856 
37,581 
201,139 
237,186 
271,302 
Soybean 
29,966 
62,928 
189,749 
226,281 
341,279 
389,607 
32,335 
55,040 
11,034 
23,013 
6,156 
126,955 
2,551 
17,125 
34,137 
93,794 
11,635 
32,726 
Groundnut 
85,555 
99,821 
138,568 
162,089 
138,036 
132,988 
30,517 
41,911 
9,661 
12,386 
4,81 
19,119 
4,228 
10,328 
6,172 
10,931 
34,578 
44,410 
Cassava 
195,321 
152,226 
367,261 
336,818 
406,374 
303,295 
67,638 
58,384 
21,688 
19,494 
3,215 
6,652 
4,420 
9,143 
65,702 
141,395 
34,842 
43,532 
Sweet 
potato 
51,696 
44,282 
41,041 
25,801 
53,716 
24,089 
2,471 
1,236 
17,247 
8,815 
1,796 
2,508 
2,373 
3,965 
2,508 
2,820 
11,366 
8,281 
2 1987/90. 
Table 4.13 presents a breakdown of area allocated to the major food and industrial crops 
by province in the years 1975/78-1987/90 in the archipelago. One can observe a number of 
crop shifts and differential pace of expansion of crops among the various areas. Irrigated rice 
expanded in Java in the period 1975-1990, in both west Java and central Java with around 
200,000 hectares. Upland rice enjoyed expansions in west Java and central Java, suggestive of 
availability of land, as well as supportive market conditions. Soybean expanded its area 
throughout the archipelago, especially in Aceh. Cassava expanded strongly in Lampung, and 
declined in area in Java. Maize expanded its area in Lampung and south Sulawesi. Sweet 
potato, the major staple food in Irian and some of the eastern islands, declined in Java and the 
other islands in area. The shifts in the annual food and industrial crops reflect opportunities 
taken on the basis of inter-seasonality and the dynamics in the division of labour in the 
archipelago. 
Whereas area allocation is a good indicator for shifts in the division of labour, 
productivity gains are measured by changes in price, yield and input use. Input use varies 
considerably. The following paragraphs concentrate on general yield development. Yield 
developments over the period 1969-1990 in Java and Madura show that in the Pelita I period, 
1969-1974, yields of irrigated rice and upland rice followed parallel increases (Graph 4.13). In 
the years prior to 1978 the brown plant hopper, among other insects, caused serious damage to 
rice. After introduction of resistant varieties, the situation improved rapidly, resulting in higher 
yields. In the late 1970s the rapid diffusion of the IR-36 further alleviated problems. 
However, in the mid-eighties problems reccurred, leading to the banning of organo-
phosphates and the abandoning of the pesticide subsidy. After yields went down in 1976, yields 
of irrigated rice picked up somewhat faster than the yields of upland crops, to reach over 5.2 
tons of gabah kering in 1990. Growth rates of yields of irrigated rice and upland rice in Java 
were 1.9% and 2.8% respectively, over the years 1968-1990, impressive figures over a twenty 
year period. Yield growth of the secondary crops shows a different pattern. Maize yields grew 
on Java with an annual rate of 4.57% from 1974 to 1989, a figure which serves well to show 
the yield potential of maize. Yields of soybean and groundnut both reached around one ton in 
1985-1986. 
Graph 4.14 shows yield development in the other islands. In 1968 yield of irrigated rice 
was 2.6 tons and yield of upland rice was 1.4 tons. After suffering severe insect attacks in the 
years 1976-1979, as in Java, yields recovered rather slowly. In 1990 yield of irrigated rice 
reached 3.8 tons, reflecting an annual growth of 1.7% over 1968-1989, while upland rice yield 
had reached 1.8 tons in 1990, with a lower annual growth of 1.1%. Although the yield growth 
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of ungated псе seems respectable, it should be appreciated that actual yields by no means 
reflect true potential of irrigated псе Maize performed rather well in the other islands, yield 
increased from 0 9 tons in 1968 to 1 9 tons in 1989, a growth rate of 3 3% annually Maize is 
the only crop which performs equally well on the other islands as on Java Groundnut and 
soybean, having different yields in 1968 at 0 75 tons and 0 45 tons respectively, still ended up 
with low yields of 0 75 tons in 1989, not reflecting their potential 
The root crop yields recovered rather well from the low yields in the 1960s, both in Java 
and the other islands, as Graph 4 15 shows The growth patterns are again remarkably similar 
After suffenng bad years in 1973 on Java and in 1972 on the other islands, yields of cassava 
climbed quickly to reach 12 5 tons in 1990 on Java and 11 5 tons in the other islands Annual 
yield growth in the penod 1968-1990 are 2 29% on Java and 2 0% in the other islands Yield 
growth on the other islands probably reflects the rapid export based production expansion in 
south Sumatra and the growing tapioca industnes in central Sumatra Yields of sweet potato 
grew rapidly in Java, increasing from 5 3 tons in 1968 to 10 tons in 1989 On the other islands 
yield of sweet potato increased only slightly from 6 3 tons in 1968 to 8 3 tons in a rather 
fluctuating pattern For good understanding of yield developments of the root crops, it should 
be kept in mind that their yield potential is probably the highest of all crops 
Agriculture, crop shifts and intensity 
These paragraphs place the course of events in agriculture in Java in the period 1970-
1990 in the general framework of conversion of land use, crop shifts and improvement of land 
and yields This sub-section uses only pnmary data, ie for ungated areas the intermittent panel 
type studies conducted by members of the early SAE teams from Bogor Work on upland areas 
do not provide such a convenient longitudinal source, however, the studies of agncultural 
researchers and the CGPRT Centre provide sufficient information 
In the 1930s Terra and his colleagues stylized the general trend in smallholder 
agnculture in Java as a homeyard (pekarangan) agriculture, charactenzed by diversity, high 
intensity and mixed commercial and home use of produce It is well known that in the years 
1920-1980 a very slow trend towards reduced land operated occurred in Java Surface area of 
farms reduced from around one hectare to half a hectare in these years (Van Der Eng, 1993 
134) In the past decades it has become clear that the small farm size has not had impeding 
effects on intensification and the use of capital inputs As earlier remarked in Chapter 3, the 
small farm size is associated with a large proportion of owner operators in agnculture in Java 
and the other islands In reviewing developments on the ground, ie cropping patterns in the 
penod 1970-1990, a number of issues are of importance The difficulties in establishing precise 
cropping intensities, and the rather low cropping ratios derived from the statistical data in the 
previous section, need to be juxtaposed with field findings on cropping intensity in order to 
establish a clearer view The vast number of on the ground studies on agnculture offer 
examples and cases of a large variety of farmers' responses and medium term courses of events 
in the years 1970-1990 The vanability of individual entrepreneunal actions in small scale 
farming do not prohibit some generalization of influences The improvement of irrigation and 
the massive introduction and adoption of short duration, nitrogen-responsive псе vaneties led 
to a more intensive agncultural calendar Whereas from the nud-nineleenth century onwards, 
intensification of cropping patterns in ungated areas basically meant the cultivation of a 
palawija crop after the first crop of nee, in the 1970s, a major change occurred because of the 
possibility to grow second and third nee and other crops However, as discussed in chapter 2 
and 3, wage labour, local trade and processing also offered possibilities for employment People 
who wished to take non-farm opportunities, would not necessanly benefit from a tightening of 
the agncultural calendar One can distinguish pan-time and full-time farmers and ungated 
and rain-fed agnculture in Java One has to lake into account that the basically rural pattern of 
urban expansion did not stop at the time of faster growth of major urban centres in Java 
Collier et al (1982, 1987, 1993 appendix D 4) summanze information on crop mixes 
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and shifts, mechanisation, the land and labour market, crop technology and sources of income 
in 35 villages in Java. The latest longitudinal report (1993) covers 25 villages, 16 of which 
represent major lowland rice growing and irrigated areas. The 1993 survey also includes 5 
upland and 3 coastal villages (Collier et al., 1993: 1-3). Collier and his colleagues Sanioso, 
Soentoro and Wibowo (1993: ii) say: 
" Most of the landless rural families on Java have at least one person who is working outside the 
village, in a factory or service job Twenty-five years ago poverty was a widespread problem in 
both urban and rural Java. Currently poverty in rural Java is primarily found among the older 
people without children and single women supported families Poverty may be more of a problem 
in the cities than in the rural areas of lowland Java. Large infrastructure projects have made 
major contributions to rural development on Java during the last twenty-five years." 
The authors (1993: iii-iv) place in terms of labour use, the progress in rural Java in the 
long term, referring to early work (Sollewijn Gelpke) in the 19th century, and use an 
essentially different image of the farmer as compared to the poor and small farmer which was 
central to most rural development analyses in the recent past. In particular, factor mobility 
receives attention: 
"Agriculture has become a very commercial operation and is no longer a subsistence activity In 
lowland Java, and especially within 60 kilometers of large cities, there is a labour shortage of 
agricultural workers and an aging of the farm labour force Mechanisation of псе production has 
spread throughout lowland Java with farmers in very density populated areas using padi tractors, 
threshers and small rice mills in response to labour shortages. Larger farmers in lowland areas 
are shifting to sugar cane and away from rice cultivation because of the higher returns, credit and 
managerial assistance for sugar cane In most of these villages there are various types of 
agribusiness operations that are being carried out by the fanners In addition there are non-
agricultural , small scale industries. Some of these operations are quite small but they do suggest 
there is an entrepreneurial spirit that could be nurtured in the future. Massive numbers of 
villagers are migrating on a daily, monthly and yearly basis to the cities for factory and service 
jobs, to Sumatra for work on tree crop and sugar cane estates, to Saudi Arabia as servants, and to 
Malaysia as construction labourers and servants. Land markets are active in rural Java, pnces of 
land are high and sales of land to outsiders accelerate" 
Collier, Sanioso, Soentoro and Wibowo present what they conceive as a new approach 
to rural development, based on recognition of entrepreneurial spirit and mobility of factor 
markets. They depart from the rice based development approach which has dominated public 
efforts for some twenty-five years. The notion that market formation is a spontaneous process 
has finally penetrated development thinking in the 1990s. Of interest is that the "village" 
approach, the cornerstone of the dualist approach, has survived as an empirical necessity in the 
panel studies. There are three questions in relation to the observations of Collier et al. on rural 
Java. The first and rather simple matter concerns the question whether the entrepreneurial 
spirit could only thrive on the basis of the rice based gains in rural income in the 1970s and 
1980s. Sequential development thought has dominated public allocation of resources and 
development strategy. As discussed in Chapter 1, there are streams in literature which follow 
this line. Hayami and Kawagoe (1993) also using village studies, say that that the agrarian 
origins of commerce can be recognized in the 1980s, and leave the question open of whether 
one could possibly go further back in time researching the issue. The recognition of 
entrepreneurial action does not necessarily pinpoint its start. This study asserts that 
entrepreneurial elements are inherent to allocation of resources and agriculture. 
The second question is whether the general notion of widespread rural poverty in rice 
based areas and subsistence farming in the late 1960s and early 1970s is correct. There are 
many indications of market fragmentation in the mid 1960s and incidence of food shortages. 
Yet, overviews from the late 1960s (De Vries, 1968) and other in depth studies (Scheepens, 
1975) on rice areas and upland areas in west Java and various project reports on central and 
east Java, do not indicate widespread poverty in rural Java in these years. The vulnerability of 
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local псе sufficiency lo annual yield fluctuations was in those years rather high, and although 
local food shortage could and did occur, there seems little justification, in the absence of 
income and expenditure data from the late 1960s and early 1970s, to qualify those years as 
years of widespread rural poverty, or to postulate that agriculture was primarily subsistence 
oriented The notion of progress in rural welfare in the years 1970-1990 is not affected by 
questioning the rather simplified and wide-spread notion that the course of events in Java show 
a progression from poverty to welfare in these years 
The third matter concerns the question whether the observations of Collier et al could 
apply to upland agriculture in general The authors are quite careful in avoiding general 
statements on upland Java, which, for good measure, covers some 70% of Java's land area 
Morooka and Mayrowani (1990), Mayrowani (1993), Hayami et al (1987) and Kawagoe et al 
(1989) pointed at the significance of processing, sales, or in general, services in rural 
employment in more remote upland areas, even where intercropping is practiced In addition to 
soybean, many other products are processed in upland areas, such as cassava and tobacco 
Kawagoe concluded that the income generated from local marketing and processing almost 
equals the income from farm production Local tempe production generates 15 man-days per 
hectare and marketing (retail and peddling) generates 37 man-days per hectare, whereas the 
production of soybean itself generates 33 days per hectare Opak processing from cassava 
generates approximately 30 days in processing and marketing, in contrast to only 7 days of 
employment generated by actual cassava production The example of local production and 
processing of tobacco is even more striking Production of one hectare of tobacco 
(intercropped) generates 100 days, approximately 270 days are generated in drying and another 
80 days in peddling If a crop such as псе, is directly sold to external traders hardly any 
additional employment is generated Kikuchi (in Hayami and Kikuchi, 1981) earlier estimated 
that 16% of the total employment in псе is generated in harvest and post-harvest employment 
This proportion has likely gone down with expanding mechanisation on the processing side m 
recent years The difference between псе and soybean, tobacco and cassava is substantial The 
implications of these studies are important, since they show that actual employment generated 
on a hectare basis by the production of a non-псе commodities may be significantly higher 
than post-harvest employment generated by псе because of strong local forward (inside) 
linkage connected with local demand and trade There is no reason at all to assume that this 
has not been the case for many years in Java There is evidence that both in rainfed ungated 
upland as well as in rainfed uplands charactenzed by intercropping, local industry and services 
have a strong connection with agnculture As earlier discussed, commercial agnculture in the 
higher and medium altitudes goes a long way back, and has also responded to opportunities in 
the fresh produce sector The shins in cultivation of annual food and industnal crops suggest 
that the general acceleration of factor mobility has affected upland agnculture in a similar way 
as lowland agriculture Studies by Hermanto et al (1992), Botlema et al (1989) and Ferran 
(1994) confirm vanous aspects of market formation and integration of upland, medium and 
higher altitude agriculture throughout Java and the other islands 
There is additional evidence which supports the notion of a similar economic process in 
irrigated and non-imgated areas The anthropologist Husken (1988) conducted in depth 
research on a village in central Java with a pnmanly lrngated land resource base, and the 
agncultural economist Morooka studied an non-irrigated area in the mountainous lands of west 
Java These studies yield precise estimations of the proportion of exchange conducted in money 
in the mid 1980s, these are the same for both areas at 80% The companson of monetization 
among two areas with different resource mixes shows equal ratios, and one would conclude 
that market forces have had a similar effect in areas with different resource bases This 
observation contradicts the notion that the quantity of псе produced and consumed by a 
household, the retention rate, and the labour exchanged in kind, also high for псе, have had a 
strong effect on the monetization ratio It is not possible to compare the two studies in more 
depth to identify the goods and services in the monetized sphere Nevertheless, the similanty in 
monetization in the two areas suggests a fairly homogenous economic process in rural Java 
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Tabi* 4.14 Crop shffls, »ekcted location», 1970 -1991/92. 
Location 1991/1992 
Yean 
1987 1981/1982 1970 
West Java 
1 Warga 
Binangun 
Lowland 
2 Lanjan 
Lowland 
3 GunungWangi 
/Mekaraan 
Upland 
4 Maulausma 
Banjarsan 
Upland 
5a Suka Ambit 
Upland 
Sb Sukatah 
Upland 
Central Java: 
6 Kebanggan 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(10%) 
2 Rice-Rice (90%) 
lRicc-Rice(100%) 
! Rice-Ricc-Ricc(100%) 
1 Ricc-Ricc (35%) 
2 Rice-Fallow (65%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Ricc (20%) 
2 Rice-Rice- Secondary 
(25%) 
3 Secondary-Rice -
Secondary (50%) 
4 Secondary-Secondary -
Secondary (5%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (40%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(40%) 
3 Rice-Secondary-
Secondary (20%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (75%) 
Lowland 2 Rice-Rice-Rice ( 15%) 
3Rice-Cane(10%) 
1 Rice-Rice (90%) 
2 Banana/Guava (10%) 
lRice-Rice(100%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice(100%) 
1 Rice-Rice (35%) 
2 Rice-Fallow (65%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (20%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Rice (10%) 
3 Secondary-Rice- Secondary 
(60%) 
4 Sccondary-Secondary-
Secondaiy(10%) 
1 Rice-Secondary- Secondary 
(60%) 
2 Secondary-Rice- secondary 
(15%) 
3 Secondary-Secondary-
Secondary (25%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary (55%) 
2 Rice-Rice (37%) 
lRice-Rice(100%) 
1 Rice-Rice (95%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary (5%) 
1 Rice-Rice(100%) 
1 Rice-Rice (30%) 
2 Rice-Secondary (10%) 
3 Rice-Fallow (60%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(35%) 
2 Rice-Rice (50%) 
1 Rice-
Secondary 
2 Rice-Rice 
7 Wanaraca 
Upland 
8 Serang 
Coastal 
9 Rowosan 
Coastal 
lOBanyuwoto 
Coastal 
11 Bulus 
Pesantren 
Lowland 
12 Patemon 
Lowland 
East Java 
13 Gemarang 
Lowland 
14 Geneng 
Lowland 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (70%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(20%) 
3 Rice-Rice-Fallow (10%) 
1 Rjce-Rjce-Secondary 
(67%) 
2 Rice-Cane (35%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Fallow(100%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Fallow(100%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Fallow (99%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary ( 1 %) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(100%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(70%) 
2 Rice-Secondary( 12%) 
3Rice-Cane(18%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (80%) 
2 Rice-Cane (20%) 
1 Rice-Rice-secondary (40%) 
2 Rice-Rice (50%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary (65%) 
2 Rice-Cane(35%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Tobacco(16%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary (31 %) 
3 Rice-Rice-Rice(44%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (50%) 
2 Rice-Rice (27%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Fallow (100%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(100%) 
1 Cane (44%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary (36%) 
3Rice-Rice-Rice(15%) 
4 Rice-Rice(4%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice(15%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Rice (16%) 
3 Rice-Cane (29%) 
4 Cane (38%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(10%) 
2 Rice-Rice (80%) 
1 Rjce-Rice-secondary 
2 Rice-Rice-Tobacco 
1 Rice-Rice 
2 Rice-Rice-Rice 
3 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
1 Rice-Rice-Fallow 
(80%) 
2 Rice-Secondary (20%) 
1 Rice-Rjce-Secondary 
(62%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Rice(9%) 
3 Rice-Secondary-
Secondary (5%) 
4 Cane (23%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
2 Rice-Rice 
3 Rice-Cane 
1 Rice-
Secondary 
2 Rice 
1 Rice-Rice 
2 Rice-
Secondary 
1 Rice-Rice 
2 Rice-
Secondary 
3Rice 
1 Rice-
Secondary 
2 Rice-Rice 
3 Rice-Cane 
lRice 
Secondary 
2 Rice-Rice 
3 Rice-Cane 
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Tabic continued 4.14 
Location 
15 Sawo Lowland 
16 Karang 
Malang 
Lowland 
17 Sidomulyo 
Lowland 
18 Janti 
Lowland 
19 Junwangi 
Lowland 
1991/1992 
1 Rice-Rice-Tobacco(95%) 
2 Rice-Cane(5%) 
1 Ricc-Rice-Sccondary 
(80%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Ricc (10%) 
3 Rice-Secondary (30%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Ricc (60%) 
2 Cane (30%) 
3 Rice-Secondary-Rice 
(10%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Cane (29 33%) 
2 Cane (61 33%) 
3 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(9 33%) 
1 Rice-Rice-fallow (50%) 
2 Rice-Cane (50%) 
Yean 
1987 
1 Rice-Ricc-Secondary 
2 Rice-Cane 
3 Rice-Tabacco-secondaiy 
4 Cane 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary(10%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Rice (10%) 
3 Rice-Secondary (30%) 
1 Cane (15%) 
2 Cane-Secondary ( 13%) 
3Rice-Cane(16%) 
4 Rice-Ricc-Secondary (34%) 
1 Cane (17%) 
2 Cane-Secondary (34%) 
3 Rice-Rice-Cane (32%) 
4 Rice-Rice-Rice (13%) 
5 Rice-Rice-Secondary (4%) 
1 Cane (13%) 
2 Cane-Secondary (19%) 
1981/1982 
1 Rice-Secondary-
Secondary 
2 Rice-Ricc-Secondary 
3 Rice-Rice-Tobacco 
4 Cane 
1 Cane-Secondary 
(32%) 
2 Rice-Cane (34%) 
3 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(34%) 
1 Cane-Secondary 
(33%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(34%) 
3 Rice-Cane (33%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice 
2 Cane 
1970 
lRice-
Secondary-
Secondary 
2 Cane 
1 Cane-
Secondary 
2Rice-Cane 
(33%) 
3 Rice-
Secondary 
(34%) 
1 Cane-
Secondary 
2Rice-Cane 
(33%) 
3 Rice-
Secondary 
(34%) 
1 Rice-Rice-
Secondary 
2 Cane 
20 Sumokem-
bangsan 
Lowland 
21 Jetis 
Lowland 
1 Cane (40%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(20%) 
3 Rice-Chilli (20%) 
4 Rice-Rice-Rice (10%) 
5 Cabe-Secondary (10%) 
1 Rice-Secondary (69%) 
2 Cane (36%) 
3Rice-Cane(19%) 
4 Rice-Rice-Secondary (39%) 
5 Rice-Rice-Rice(10%) 
1 Cane-Secondary (35%) 
2 Rice-Cane (30%) 
3 Rice-Rice-Sccondary (25%) 
4Rice-Rice-Rice(10%) 
1 Cane (9%) 
2 Cane-Secondary ( 13%) 
3 Rice-Cane (26%) 
4Rice-Cane(18%) 
5 Secondary (13%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (7%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(30%) 
3 Cane (33%) 
4 Rice-Secondary -
Secondary (30%) 
1 Rice-Secondary 
2 Cane 
1 Rice-
Secondary 
2 Cane 
22 Tanggu-
wetan 
Lowland 
23 Sukosan 
Hilly lowland 
24 Petung 
Upland 
25 Tamansan 
Higland 
slopes 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (65%) 
2 Cane (35%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (60%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(10%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (40%) 
Rice-Rice-Fallow (60%) 
ITea 
2 Sugar 
3 Secondary Crops 
4 Vegetables 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice(15%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary (45%) 
3 Cane (40%) 
lRice-Rice-Rice(10%) 
2 Rice-Rice-Secondary (35%) 
3 Rice-Rice-Tobacco (35%) 
4 Rice-Rice (20%) 
1 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
2Rice-Cane 
3 Rice-Cane 
1 Rice-Rice-Rice (54%) 
2 Rice-Rice-
Tobacco(28%) 
3 Rice-Rice-Secondary 
(18%) 
1 Secondary Crops 
2 Sugar Cane 
3 Cloves 
4 Coffee 
1 Rice-Rice 
2 Rice-
Secondary 
3 Rice-Tobacco 
1 Rice-Rice 
2 Rice-
Secondary 
3 Rice-Tobacco 
Source Collicretal (1993 3-14,3-15,3-16) 
For location of villages see Map D 1 
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In a review of crop shifts in псе based areas and areas with a higher proportion of 
rainfed (irrigated) land, one has to take into account that the shifting costs in rainfed and 
upland agriculture are substantially lower than the shifting costs in ungated agriculture In 
addition, the supervised псе cultivation had a measurably strong influence on the area 
allocated to псе (Altemeier and Bottema, 1991) In earlier years, there was relatively little 
attention for crop shifts in research conducted by SAE, and the importance of homeyards also 
did not receive a great deal of attention However, with the abandoning of the supervised псе 
area target, the псе focused panel village studies show in the 1993 report an increasing 
attention for crop shifts and the agncultural diversity in the псе areas Table 4 14 summarizes 
shifts in crops of the selected villages One observes that in the majonty of the locations 
selected, fanners cultivated by 1970 two crops per year (see also appendix D 4), and that by the 
early 1990s farmers cultivated two to three crops per year This suggests a cropping intensity in 
lowland as well as upland areas of over 200 in the 1990s and around 200 in the 1970s In the 
lowlands towards the 1990s there seems to be a trend towards specialization towards псе and 
minor areas planted to other crops in 15 of the 22 lowland villages The pattern of crop shifts 
in lowlands suggests that proportions of dominant cropping sequences depend on the actual 
proportion of ungated land The same is also the case in the uplands, as indicated earlier The 
sample of lowland villages shows that in the course of time shifts in cropping sequence occur, 
with expanded cultivation of vegetables and fruits in villages close to urban centres 
Where palawija were grown as second crops in the 1970s in псе specialized areas, it 
was replaced by nee, a similar addition of a псе happened in cropping systems with two псе 
crops In ungated areas, one also encounters cropping sequences extending over one calendar 
year In the course of the 1970s and 1980s, transplanting of 20 day old nee seedlings became 
more and more popular, further reducing the duration of the псе crop in the field by 10 days 
In the late 1980s in east Java, an increasing number of псе growers planted a maize or 
groundnut crop first in case of early rams, before moving on to псе (Altemeier et al, 1989) 
While the relative uniformity of major псе-growing and ungated areas facilitates broad 
generalizations, the dependence of rainfed ìmgation on rainfall and the subsequent local 
vanabihty in the upland areas is more difficult to capture In contrast to the widespread notion 
that the upland crops did not benefit from the developments affecting ungated псе, it is 
asserted that substantial intensification occurred in upland crops, virtually without government 
intervention First of all, non-псе crops can expand without straining credit needs (Croke 
1989), and it may be so that therefore the perception on the dynamics of upland crops has 
remained somewhat dulled It should also be noted that the homeyards are a vital part of the 
upland farming systems, and that they are most intensively cultivated, resulting in high land 
productivity (see also Paite, 1989) This study shows that this is not a new phenomenon, as 
Sollewijn Gelpke had already made this observation in the 1870s Intercropping (tumpang san) 
is an important practice in intensifying rainfed, non-irngated agriculture As a result it is 
difficult to distinguish separate cropping penods in the large upland areas Table 4 15 presents 
rather general (înter)cropping sequences denved from inquines on food crops in east Java 
Table 4.15 Upland cropping systems East Java. 
maize + cassava 
Madura 
maize/maize + food legume/fallow 
maize + food legume/maize + food legume/fallow 
Source Brotonegoro el al (1986) 
Note + indicates intercropping, / indicates a sequence 
Towards the end of the 1980s, researchers identified more complex systems Researchers 
from the Malang Agncultural Research Institute for Foodcrops (MARIF) distinguished thirteen 
cropping sequences involving maize, food legumes and upland псе, five sequences of cassava-
maize-food legumes and two sugarcane-maize sequences MARIF estimated that 60% of 
rainfed fanners in east Java used cassava based cropping sequences and that 35% of upland 
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farmers used maize based systems (MARIF, 1988: 5). In east Java and Madura, characterized 
by a long dry spell, the rainy period is generally barely sufficient to sustain two cropping 
periods in around 30% of rainfed land and therefore induces intercropping. Short duration 
maize varieties have been bred from landraces in Madura. These do not have high yields, but 
the cropping time gained fits an intercropping with mungbean very well. However, one cannot 
simply assume that adoption of short duration varieties is automatic. An improved short 
duration variety "abu manju" of 75 days with a 3 ton yield found no acceptance among farmers 
because harvesting time interfered with harvesting of mungbean. The smallholders' choice to 
intercrop a large variety of crops is not only to maximize output in a limited time, but is also 
driven by the need for a stable working calendar, where labour peaks of different crops do not 
coincide. In depth research by the CGPRT Centre revealed that in mixed rainfed and irrigated 
areas in Pasuruan farmers selected secondary crops from a range of dozens of crops for local 
sales, and that in general the variability in crops cultivated is much larger than can be derived 
from the representation of agriculture in main cropping sequences (appendix D 6). Similarly, 
cassava is grown in 9 main cropping sequences (appendix D 5) throughout Indonesia (CRIFC, 
1991). In the medium and higher altitudes in east Java a larger variety of food and industrial 
crops as well as vegetables are cultivated, supplying urban consumer centres. 
In central Java, with a slightly longer rainy period, one encounters a large variation in 
cropping sequences in medium altitude areas (+ 300-700 m) with rainfed sawah and upland. 
Many of these cropping patterns run over two year cycles. The first crop remains rice, grown 
under rainfed conditions; the subsequent crops are many, as can be seen below (Table 4.16). In 
large parts of central Java, tobacco continued to be the mainstay of cashcropping throughout the 
1960s till the mid 1980s, when prices decreased. However, farmers could shift to other 
remunerative crops, such as vegetables and fruits. As in the other parts of Java, the proximity of 
local and urban markets, from early on, induced market based small scale agriculture from early 
on (Bottema et al., 1989). The limestone area south of Yogyakarta, Gunung Kidul, is somewhat 
poor in agricultural resources, and has in recent years specialized in the cultivation of cassava. 
The highland area on the Djieng plateau has gone through rapid changes in the 1970s, and 
turned into a specialized potato and cabbage growing area. 
Table 4.16 Medium altitude rice/vegetable cropping 
sequences, Central Java, 1980s. 
rice/lomalo + chilli/poUto + soybean 
псе/псе/polalo/waler melon 
nce/chilli 
nce/tomato/lomalo 
псе/sweet potato + tobacco + maize 
Source. Bottema et al (1989). 
In upland areas in wet west Java (Table 4.17), intercropping is similar to the practices in 
East Java, as described by Morooka (1991) and Hayami et al. (1987). 
Table 4.17 Upland Intercropping and cropping sequences West Java. 
Soybean + maize + cassava/cassava + soybean + tobacco 
Upland nce/cassava + soybean + maize 
Source. Morooka and Mayrowani(1990), Hayami et al. (1987). 
Medium altitude areas in west Java in general have substantial proportions of rainfed 
land and areas fed by contour channel irrigation, often year round. A common and old practice 
is the construction of valley or hill slope retreat irrigation (Diemont et al., 1991). Many crops 
can be and are grown under those conditions, viz vegetables, rice, fruit trees, roots, maize and 
food legumes. The influence of nearby markets is a major element in intensive cultivation of 
high value crops. It is well known that the highlands around the Bandung valley have for many 
years supplied the major urban markets with vegetables and horticultural produce. However, in 
the hot lowlands similar market led intensification exists. Bottema and Siregar (1988) found in 
the district of Tangerang cropping sequences containing a wide range of vegetables: yard long 
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beans, chilli, cucumber, egg plant, Chinese cabbage, water spinach, leeks, onions, etc The 
cultivation of these high value crops was by and large facilitated by a very long turn-around 
time of local irrigation The importance of direct purchasing from the field by supermarkets 
and larger retailers has repeatedly been observed in studies covering potato, snap beans and 
horticultural produce in general (Bottema and Altemeier, 1989, Bottema, et al, 1989, Bottema 
and Siregar, 1988, Ferrari, 1994) That the importance of fruits and vegetables is not limited to 
upland cropping sequences or vicinity to major urban consumer centres in West Java is 
illustrated by Hayami et al (1990) who encountered in the Majalengka area an emerging shin 
from a lowland cropping sequence of псе-псе-fallow to, nce-nce-cucumber+stnngbean 
Similarly, in rainfed sawah in the lowlands a shiñ was encountered from псе-soybean to, псе-
cucumber + stnngbean + egg plant 
The foregoing inquiry on crop shifts of annual food and industrial and horticultural 
crops shows that these crops not only compete with one another, but that they also compete 
with vegetables and even "quick" fruit trees, such as papaya and banana, but also guava and 
citrus Moreover, the intensification of agriculture on the basis of a wide range of crops is not 
limited to medium and higher altitude areas, the same process also lakes place in lowland 
areas Vegetable production has become highly renumerative, driven by urban demand and 
facilitated by an effective trade network throughout Java The market response seems to have 
been strongest in the medium altitude areas with mixed rainfed irrigation and suitable 
transport accessabihty 
One obtains the impression from literature that agriculture in Java has gone through a 
transition or a transformation in the last decades Indubitably, the changes on the production 
side have taken place at a rapid pace in recent years Yet, if one takes the longer term view, it 
becomes clear that the proximity to consumer centres, which accounts for the local market 
relations and responses, dates from the earliest in depth observations (Chapter 2 and 3) Collier 
and his colleagues Santoso, Soentoro and Wibowo (1993 ìv) foresee that in twenty-five years 
time from now, all Java, except the eastern and western parts, will be totally urban Whether 
this will be so, time will tell Of more importance for agriculture is that the forecast of Terra 
and his colleagues that agriculture on Java was moving towards an intensive "perkarangan" 
cultivation has been found to be close to the present situation There can be no doubt that this 
trend will continue 
Trends in labour use and wages, 1970-1990 
The previous section pointed out that factor mobility played an important role in the 
1970s and 1980s In these years the labour market expanded its integration on Java, as shown 
by migration and part-time farming In Chapters 2 and 3 detailed reference was made to the 
localized nature of markets, in conjunction with regional markets These paragraphs will 
explore the various trends in wages in Java in the years 1970-1990, using data on wages in nee 
from the SAE teams in various repetitions of village studies Much has been written regarding 
the development of agricultural wages and most of the discussion centres on the use of 
deflators (Naylor, 1988, Swenson, 1989) The issue of market integration has remained 
somewhat implicit in most discussions, yet, if there is one established fact regarding wages in 
agriculture on Java, it is its temporal and spatial variability, influenced by the local resource 
base and employment calendar Only Swenson (1989) addressed cyclical movements in wages 
He found short cycles in agricultural wages in various parts of Java The national income 
census (Sakernas) data do not help to cover wages in the early 1970s The Sakernas data are 
useful for analyzing wages by sector, however, the initial years of coverage show non-
The tum-around time of irrigation is the time required to service all users in tum in a given service area, using from the 
same source 
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differentiating flat trends throughout Indonesia (CBS/Bappenas/ILO 1992). The Sakernas data 
show that by the late 1980s and early 1990s wage levels in agriculture are somewhat below the 
levels in the other sectors. In agriculture, it is well known that aggregated timeseries do not say 
much about on-the-ground wages. Better and more reliable data are available from the panel 
studies done by SAE. 
Recalling Sollewijn Gelpke's comments on labour use from the 1870s, and Van Der 
Elst's comments of the 1920s, one would expect that the pressure on rice cultivators to reduce 
labour costs led to a long term trend of reducing labour use in rice cultivation. Collier et al. 
(1980, 1982) made a detailed comparison of labour use in rice in the late 1970s with earlier 
observations from the late 1960s*, the 1920s and the 1870s. Table 4.18 summarizes the results. 
It indicates that rice growers have attempted to minimize their costs from the late nineteenth 
century onwards. However, in view of the variability in wages, one can only accept the message 
of reducing use of labour as a general indication. Collier found that the proportion of hired 
labour has remained roughly similar from the 1920s onwards at 60%, accompanied by a clear 
shift towards growing importance of male labour. A major change took place in harvesting 
practice between 1970 and 1980, towards contract harvesting, which was partly induced by the 
introduction of the sickle". In combination with Wiradi's observation (1978) of the declining 
significance of most local institutions concerning division of labour and local participation of 
women in harvesting, the conclusion is justified that in the 1970s the cost of labour, payable in 
shares in case of shareharvesters, was a major consideration for rice growers. Table 4.18 shows 
that at least since the 1920s, reduction in labour was obtained in field preparation and water 
control. Labour use in harvesting also shows a downward trend, and reflects the rapid adoption 
of the sickle, and later, mechanized threshing. Profit maximization generally characterizes the 
behaviour of rice growers and has resulted in decreased labour use per hectare per crop. The 
increased cropping intensity has largely offset, or even expanded, yearly labour requirements 
per hectare in irrigated areas (Collier, et al. 1982: 25). The availability of irrigation water is a 
major determinant for labour absorption in agriculture. 
Graph 4.16 Total labour use in hours per ha in rice production. 
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Source: Collier 1987. 
For an analysis of trends in wages in rice over the years 1966-1881, see World Bank (1983: 47-52). This analysis 
shows variable wage development, and confirms that in West Java cash wages were more common that in Central and 
East Java. 
Women used to participate in harvesting, using the ani-uni a small knife. The sickle however is rather heavy and male 
labour is preferred. 
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Graph 4.17 Real hourly wages in rice equivalents (kg/ha) for hoeing rice, Java 1970-1987. 
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Graph 4.18 Real hourly wages in rice equivalents (kg/ha) for planting rice, Java 1970-1987. 
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Graph 4.19 Real hourly wages in rice equivalents (kg/ha) for plowing rice, Java 1970-1987. 
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Trends regarding labour use in псе in the 1970s and 1980s have been researched by 
Collier et al (1987) who revisited a large number of villages in Java The first research dated 
from 1967, the second visit took place in 1980, while the third visit took place in 1987 
Villages in which mechanization had advanced, as well as villages in which mechanization 
had not advanced, were included The trends in labour use in псе in the years 1967 to 1987 are 
not uniform (Graphs 4 16-4 19) In general in the late 1960s, labour use per hectare псе varied 
from 1,000 to 1,350 hours/ha In 50% of the cases, labour use went up m the 1980s This was 
pnmanly caused by expanded labour use in harvesting because of increased production per 
hectare The years 1980-1987 show a uniform pattern, disregarding the starting situation in 
terms of labour use in 1980 and the use of tractors, labour use decreased sharply In the 
majonty of cases, this decrease went down to a level below the labour use in the years 1967-
1971 Among farmers using tractors, labour use went down more steeply than among fanners 
who did not use tractors It is recalled here that mechanization in Indonesia entered псе 
initially in post-harvest processing, ie threshing and hulling Towards the mid 1980s 
mechanization in field preparation became more important, further reducing labour use per ha 
Table 4.18 Labour 
Period 
1924-30 
1968-69 
1977-80 
use In rice cultivation (hr/ha/crop) 1 
Seedbed 
51 
66 
58 
Planting Weeding 
preparation & Water 
267 386 
279 224 
184 212 
1920-1980, Java. 
Spraying Harvest­
ing 
220 
41 346 
22 334 
Guarding 
Drying 
531 
260 
294 
Storing 
68 
59 
48 
Total 
1,523 
1,273 
1,152 
Source Collier et al (1982, basedon Van Der Ploeg, various surveys SAE) 
Note The reliability and representatives of surveys in earlier years may not justify the conclusion 
that a Java-wide trend in labour reduction can be discerned The data from Sollewijn Gelpke have 
been omitted from the original table 
Collier uses псе as a deflator of wages This procedure provides the relative pnces of 
nee and labour through time The trend m wages actually show increasing diversity in the 
range of wages Graph 4 19 shows that hourly wages for plowing ranged from 2 to 3 5 kg in 
1970, which increased to 2 5-5 75 kg in 1980 By 1987, the range had reduced at a slightly 
higher level to 3-5 75 kg/hour In most researched villages, wages for plowing increased 
sharply in the penod 1970-1980 Graph 4 19 depicts the development of real hourly wages for 
hoeing These increased from around 0 5 kg to a level between 1 to 2 kg by 1986-1987 Wages 
increased in a fairly linear fashion in hoeing 
The pattern of increase of wages for planting псе differs from the pattern of increase of 
wages for ploughing and hoeing Wages for planting were around 0 3-0 6 kg/hour in 1970, and 
then increased marginally to 0 5-0 7 kg/hour in 1980, after which wages for planting increased 
more steeply in most researched villages to reach a level between 0 6 to 1 2 kg/hour (Graphs 
4 17 and 4 18) Recalling the earlier analysis of Sollewijn Gelpke, one could venture a number 
of hypotheses to explain the different expansion patterns through time Agriculture on Java is 
an intensive business, and there are many local variations in labour peaks and labour 
opportunities outside agnculture One can not conclude that rural labour markets were not 
integrated in the 1970s, even though there were substantial differences among areas These 
differences actually expanded in the 1980s, they would thus possibly reflect labour shortage as 
well as provide incentives for migrant labour It may be sufficient to conclude that significant 
gain in rural wages were recorded in terms of псе and that substantial local variation occurred 
in the 1970s and 1980s 
Regarding trends in the labour requirements in upland areas, not much can be said with 
certainty Vegetables are very labour intensive, whereas rootcrops, maize and food legumes are 
not labour intensive at all Although there are indications that labour use of major upland crops 
per hectare have increased in the long term, no firm statistical evidence can be submitted to 
substantiate this statement It seems, however, quite acceptable that labour requirements for 
cropping sequences in upland areas are still increasing with the growing importance of fruits 
and vegetables in the still continuing process of intensification The statistical yearbooks on 
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rural labour indicate that vegetable crops are as a group the second most important rural 
employers (Ferrari, 1994). The crops not covered in the national statistics are put together with 
the rural labour which one can not account for in statistics. Ferrari (1994: 3-4) earlier indicated 
that there is a substantial boundary problem in the national statistics. One can not imagine that 
vegetables and fruits would account for an amount of labour only slightly below the labour 
absorbed by rice. 
Nevertheless, one can foresee that the continuing intensification, based to a large extend 
on crop shins will result in expanded labour use and in intra-year cycles of labour use with less 
pronounced seasonal fluctuations. 
Market configurations of annual food and industrial crops, 1970-1990. 
The following paragraphs present brief analyses of the major annual food and industrial 
crops, viz rice, maize, soybean, groundnut and cassava. The discussion will draw out the 
relationship between the major determinants of the collection and distribution markets, ie 
perishability, quality rewards at various market levels, and (inter-)seasonality in the years 1970-
1990. This section draws, as much as possible, on primary data collected in various surveys. 
With regard to the non-rice crops there is no shortage of studies; the research conducted by the 
CGPRT Centre and various affiliated teams in the 1980s provide a vast fund of information. 
Surprisingly, there is a shortage of reliable surveys on the rice market, the very focus of public 
investment for over 20 years. Only be the late 1980s this lacuna was recognized as such, and 
two major studies were devoted to the rice market. There seems to be no clear explanation for 
the late discovery of the rice market, unless one wishes to accept that knowledge on the rice 
market was so widespread that inquiries were not judged to be necessary. Another, also 
hypothetical explanation, could be that, since rice production responded well in the 1980s to 
government targets, there was no need for investigations, also because efforts were largely 
directed to adoption of improved varieties, investment in irrigation, distribution of fertilizer and 
credit and running the rice collection and distribution programme. 
Rice 
Rice occupies a special position in the Indonesian food crop sector, which is reflected in 
the aim of the government to maintain rice self sufficiency. Public intervention in the rice 
market has included the production side and the setting of floor prices, ceiling prices and 
import restrictions. Substantial research has been devoted to government policy concerning 
rice, which is discussed in-depth in Timmer (1987a, b; 1989a, b) and BINUS (1988a, b). Mears 
(1961, 1981) relates aspects of the rice market for the 1950s, the 1960s and the 1970s. Since 
the mid-1980s, Indonesia achieved trend sufficiency in rice, after applying a closed trade 
regime. In the years 1985-1990 the annual proportion of national production purchased by the 
marketing board (BULOG), has averaged around 5%-6%. While the gains of public 
intervention in rice production and the rice market have been well covered, surprisingly little 
research has been done on the role of the private sector in the rice market, which handles 95% 
of the marketed proportion of national rice production. In 1989-1991 a study was carried out 
with the purpose of clarifying the structure of the market and estimating participation of 
farmers, traders and the government agency in storage by season (table 4.19). Storage by the 
private sector and fanners is substantial, estimated at 3.2 and 2.1 million tons, respectively, in 
1990 and 1991 (BULOG, NRI, 1991: 65). The substantial storage and subsequent sales by 
farmers and traders comes as no surprise. It is worthwhile to analyze in more depth the actual 
proportions of marketed rice. One will recall that estimations of the marketed proportion of 
production in the 1930s, the 1950s and the 1960s are thin and probably on the low side. 
The recent estimations of the marketed proportion of rice production are of importance, 
in view of the view set forth in this study. In the late 1980s researchers estimated that on the 
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average 55% of farm production entered the regional market, while around 20% would enter 
the local market at a later stage (BINUS, 1988a, b). This proportion is only slightly larger than 
the proportion of 50% marketed, estimated by De Vries (1933) to have entered the market in 
the 1930s. In the 1930s approximately 20% of total production, the quantity passing through 
the licensed rice mills, entered the inter-regional market. Mears (1961) also estimated that by 
the late 1950s, around 20% entered regional trade. Later, Mears (1981: 97) observed variable 
proportions of marketed rice production. These estimations, stemming from surveys done in the 
late 1970s, are similar to the proportions found in the BULOG/NRI survey of 1989/1991. In the 
late 1970s improved varieties were sold in larger proportions than the preferred local varieties. 
Proportions of improved varieties sold, varied from 25% (Aceh) to 70-75% (central and east 
Java) in the late 1970s. The retention rate of traditional varieties was usually high at around 80 
to 90% in the 1970s. A recent survey by BULOG (1991) yielded an estimation of, on the 
average, 68% of production sold. One would thus conclude that the proportion of rice 
production marketed has not increased since the late 1970s. Yet, it is commonly accepted that 
the expansion in rice productivity in the years 1970-1990 carried agricultural growth, one 
would expect the proportion of rice marketed to have expanded in these years. 
An in-depth study by Foley (1985) on rice in Bali throws further light on the issue of 
expansion of improved varieties. Foley found that the pulling power of prices was not sufficient 
for farmers to decide on improved varieties. Prices for traditional varieties were much better in 
Bali in the 1970s and early 1980s. Foley confirms the general notion of gentle and sometimes 
not so gentle coercion, and actually shows that regular price support at adequate level followed 
rather than accompanied the transition to improved varieties. The same may well have been the 
case in Java and other islands. There are signs that the introduction of improved rice was an 
uneven process in Java where large production pockets of traditional varieties (Javanica) 
remain. In some cases, such as in the area south of Bandung, this may have been related to a 
certain tolerance of the authorities, weighing the benefits of introduction against persistent 
local unrest. 
Table 4.19 Seasonal production, retention and slock transfers of rice 
1990 ('OOO'OOO tons). 
Season 
Production, retention and consumption 1 2 
Production 
Net output 
Farmer sold 
Farmer unsold 
Farm consumption 
Non-farm consumption 
Carryovers 
Farmers 
Traders 
BULOG 
carried forward 
Farmers 
Traders 
BULOG 
from previous 
net surplus/deficit 
Source: BULOG/NRJ (1991· 62-65) 
( ) denominates negative sign 
16.9 
150 
10 2 
48 
27 
6.2 
2 1 
32 
1 3 
66 
0.0 
00 
(0.5) 
0.5 
6 1 
86 
77 
52 
2.5 
2.6 
6.2 
1.2 
25 
02 
39 
(13) 
(3.2) 
(0.5) 
(5.0) 
(11) 
4.3 
3.8 
3.2 
06 
26 
6.2 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
(2.0) 
(2.5) 
(0.5) 
(5.0) 
(5.0) 
The BULOG/NRI study reflects, to some extent, the seasonal and locational variability, 
as earlier analyzed by Mears (1981). Rice farmers in relatively isolated areas on Java sold 60%, 
where as rice growers in Krawang, near the Jabotek area, sold 72% of their production. The 
remaining proportion is kept by the household for sales and repayment at a later stage, 
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estimated at around 2/3s (BULOG/NRI, 1991: vii), and consumption. Of the total marketed 
proportion, -72%, the BULOG/NRI study estimates that 14% is channeled through the local 
market, while some 68% is channelled through village collectors and processed in the larger 
rice mills. These average approximations differ from the estimations in the earlier studies by 
BINUS (1988a,b). The BINUS study estimated that some 55% of rice enters wholesale trade, 
while 20% is harvested by contract harvesters working in conjunction with collection traders, 
who channel their produce, partly to local small and medium scale rice mills and partly to the 
larger rice mills. The BINUS study estimated that some 5% is directly marketed by the farmers. 
Figure 4.1 shows market channels and the approximate proportion of product flows and 
marketable surplus. Figure 4.1 shows market channels and the approximate proportion of 
product flows. 
Figure 4.1 The rice market in Java and other islands. 
Source: Adapted from BINUS 1988, MOA. 
A proportion of 5% is absorbed by the local logistic rice marketing agency (DOLOG), 
which channels the product to public sector consumers, government workers and the armed 
forces. 
The BULOG/NRI study confirms that there is substantial competition between rice 
collection traders, 60% of the farmers do not repeat transactions with the same trader; debt 
repayment with rice is extremely rare and contract harvesting was not associated with 
indebtedness. In addition, the margin of retail prices accruing to producers has increased in 
general in the 1980s (BULOG/NRI 1991: xxii). The broad study conducted by a team of BINUS 
in 1988 and a separate presentation and analysis by Tabor (1989) indicate that there is 
substantial differentiation with regard to qualities and brands in the rice market in Indonesia. 
Earlier research by Mitchell, (personal information), indicates good synchronical price 
integration of the various rice markets. Supply seasonality is depicted in Graph 4.11. 
Price movements are rather regular with still substantial seasonal differences. Wholesale 
prices and rural farmgate prices are closely related to each other, although their correlation 
varies somewhat throughout the year. Farmgate prices may fall at a higher rate during the main 
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harvesting season and do not always follow wholesale prices to their highest level. Inter-
regional correlation between farmgate prices is close but asymétrie. Time lags occur between 
harvest turning points in west Java and other parts of Indonesia. (Mears, 1961, 1981; Bottema 
and Altemeier, 1989). In west Java farmgate prices move with a shorter time lag. This may 
reflect different harvesting and marketing practices. Farmers in west Java tend to harvest 
themselves and then sell the crop to field traders, while in central and east Java, there may be a 
preference to sell the standing crop, contract harvesting. In harvest seasons, farm selling ends 
earlier in central and east Java and causes farmgate prices to rise earlier in the eastern parts of 
Java. Rice farmers in west Java are in a good position to take advantage of the seasonal price 
fluctuations, because they enjoy a second main harvest during August-September. Additionally, 
with Jakarta as the main deficit location in Java, west Java's rice farmers receive higher prices 
in a highly competitive market. 
Whereas inter-seasonality among the various production centres of Java have been well 
documented since the 1930s, only recently information on seasonality in the various parts of the 
archipelago is available. Graphs 4.12 and 4.13 illustrate inter-seasonality of major rice growing 
provinces. 
The detailed results of the BINUS study indicate that price behaviour of various rice 
brands is not necessarily similar. The rice market shows dynamic short and medium term 
movements in this regard. For example, the Cisadane variety initially received a premium over 
the RI variety because of consumer preference. In the course of its wide and quick adoption, 
temporary oversupply took place, which resulted in lower prices in 1986. More importantly, 
substantial price differences prevail between various rice brands. Tabor (1989) confirmed a 
strong consumer preference for traditional rice brands. The BINUS study also found that the 
government quality requirements of rice were not quite the same as the quality requirements 
used by the private sector. This in conjunction with the low floor price leads to public purchase 
of low quality rice. 
Graph 4.20 Monthly area harvested of wetland rice in selected provinces, 
1975-78,81-84,87-90 (three crop years average). 
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The substantial quality differentiation in the rice market at retail level has resulted in 
transmission of financial incentives to the farmers through the collection trade. Preferred 
varieties, mainly traditional varieties, fetch more than double the price of hybrid rice. In this 
connection, one recalls that in recent years yield growth of upland rice, mainly improved 
traditional varieties, is higher than yield growth of irrigated, high yielding, rice varieties. 
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Graph 4.21 Monthly area harvested of dryland rice in selected provinces, 
1975 - 78 ,81 - 84 ,87 - 90 (three crop years average). 
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Source: Unpublished data, CBS. 
Mechanisation entered rice through the product market and shows in the years 1970-
1990 a shift from the immobile processing facilities of the 1960s and early 1970s towards 
moveable treshing machines in the 1970s, and somewhat later mobile hulling machines. 
Among the important changes in the 1960s is the expansion in the number of rice hulling and 
milling machines from around 5,000 in 1968 to around 35,000 in 1973. In west Java around 
7,000 small mills were in operation by 1973 (Mears, 1981: 7). The large number of processing 
establishments facilitated cost reduction in transport and waiting time. Incentives for sun 
drying at farm level remain rather marginal at approximately 1 Rp/kg. Incentives are not 
sufficient for capital investment in mechanical dryers at farm level because of scale (BINUS 
1988). The use of tractors in soil tillage are a recent phenomenon in rice, and their use is 
confined to the lowland plains. Mechanisation has reduced manpower requirement for rice in 
mechanised conditions to around 800 hours. Mechanisation of field tillage in the terraced, 
rainfed irrigated areas is usually not possible. 
In view of the large market share of traditional brands, which approximates 25% in 
the urban retail markets, and because the production of traditional varieties may not even reach 
5%, one would infer that sheeting and blending takes place by the private sector in order to 
maximize profit (BINUS, 1988a, Tabor, 1989). Earlier, Mears (1961, 1981) indicated the 
rewards for rice preferred by consumers. Van Der Eng (1993), however, found that the 
proportion of area under traditional varieties is much larger than 5%. Although sheeting and 
blending has been in existence in Indonesia for a long time*, one can not assume that the 
extent goes as far as the BINUS report suggests. Tabor (1989) concluded on the basis of the 
BINUS data that market information was imperfect, leading to disproportionate distribution of 
gains from quality improvement. However, the relatively advanced stage of market 
differentiation in rice clearly indicates that the rice market in Indonesia is well integrated. 
Imperfect market information at consumer level, the issue of trade marks, brand names and, 
possibly in the future, quality guarantees, remain important improvements. 
Regarding the course of events in rice over the long term one observes that dependency 
on outside labour has reduced significantly in the recent years in rice specialized areas. The 
emergence of mechanization on the factor side in rice production remains determined by 
biophysical conditions. In contrast, on the product market side, mechanisation of rice milling 
has been practiced in conjunction with manual pounding, throughout the period covered in this 
study. In this connection one observes in both rainfed and technically irrigated rice areas that 
In 1947, Liem Tan Djie (1947:7) already indicated that brand names, "Tjap", played a very important role in the 
consumer market in Java, which dates backs to the expanded role of importers in the distribution trade at the tum of the 
century. 
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moveable mechanisation of rice processing emerged in the 1970s. The behaviour of the 
proportion of marketed rice through the years 1950-1990 seems, on the surface, to confirm a 
steady upward trend. However, the studies by Mears (1981), BINUS (1988a,b) and 
BULOG/NRI (1991) show that there are significant local variations and suggest, that the 
proportion of rice marketed has remained stable since the late 1970s. This issue needs further 
confirmation. The BINUS and BULOG/NRI studies also confirm that local rice sales in the 
course of the seasons play an important role. There is no evidence that the proportion of rice 
entering inter-regional trade and local trade has remained stable, for lack of data of locally 
marketed rice. In the context of this study one may, with caution, assume that local rice sales 
have been systematically under-estimated over the years 1950-1990, and likely, as discussed in 
Chapter 3, in the earlier years. 
Maize 
Of the coarse grains, maize is by far the most important commodity in Indonesia. It is 
important as a staple food, and as an intermediate product in industry. Sweet corn and baby 
corn have become important and are basically part of horticulture as high value crops and fresh 
produce. This section focuses on maize as a food and industrial crop. 
Maize trade is conducted in a mixed export-import regime with quantities being 
exported at domestic supply peaks and occasionally imported between production peaks when 
prices are low. The area seasonality of maize production is shown in Graph 4.22. It should be 
kept in mind that the trade regime of maize, an import-export regime, is induced by the strong 
yearly production fluctuations, which in turn is determined by the place of maize in cropping 
sequences. Feed industries play a major role in the import of maize. 
The marketed proportion of maize is estimated at 60% in east Java, where maize is 
consumed as a staple food by an estimated 18 million consumers. Figure 4.2 presents a 
simplified overview of the market channels of maize in east Java, the main production area. 
Figure 4.2 Market channels of maize in East Java. 
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In other areas the marketed proportion is somewhat larger. In Lampung, Sumatra, 
maize is a cash crop. There, 25% of the marketed surplus is harvested through contract 
harvesters (penebas), 75% is harvested by farmers and sold to collection traders. By the late 
1980s, 70% of total maize production, or approximately 2 million tons, is absorbed by the feed 
mills, 20% is sold for processing and 10% is absorbed by the interregional wholesale market. 
The margin of the wholesale price accruing to the farmers is quite large: 13% of the wholesale 
selling price accrues to area wholesale traders and 4% to interregional traders, leaving large 
margins for the farmers. In the early 1980s Brotonegoro (1986) found that farmers in east Java 
received approximately 75% of the wholesale price, which was slightly lower than the present 
margins. In south Sulawesi equally high margins of the wholesale price were found. Low 
prices at harvest peaks in east Java put pressure on maize price in South Sulawesi. 
The BINUS team (1988c) and Altemeier et al (1989) found indications of commission 
structured trade, reflecting the tendency of the bigger feed mills to stabilize their supply as 
much as possible. Commissioners usually enter into contract harvesting and prepayment 
transactions with growers. A small proportion of traders, less than 10%, purchase directly 
without a contract arrangement. Of the area wholesale traders, 50% work on a short term 
contract basis, and 30% of the interregional traders work on a short term contract basis with 
the collection traders operating in the district. 
Graphs 4.23 and 4.24 give wholesale prices of yellow maize for several wholesale 
markets in Indonesia, Mataram on the island of Lombok, Menado (Sulawesi), Tanjung Karang 
(Lampung province), and finally Surabaya and Jakarta. After 1985 Surabaya and Jakarta 
wholesale prices behave similarly. The slightly lower wholesale price in Surabaya reflects its 
proximity to the major production area, east Java. As expected, there is somewhat more 
variation in price behaviour between wholesale markets in Mataram, Menado and Tanjung 
Karang, reflecting the importance of local supply factors and transport. 
Graph 4.25 gives the field producer prices of maize in Kediri, and Malang in East Java 
are given. Tracking of prices through time is near perfect. The high margin accruing to farmer 
and uniformity in price development at wholesale and field producer level for yellow maize, 
suggest good market integration. Officially a floor price is in operation, but it has not been 
tested since the mid 1980s because the domestic price level never sank below the floor price. 
The only mechanised part of maize production is the stripping of the cobs, using cheap 
machines or manual utensils. In maize, there are hardly additional market rewards for 
improved quality of maize at producer, trader and factory level. Under present technology, 
there is no incentive to warrant investment in dryers or sorting. However, there are indications 
that improved technology may find economic use in maize production centres SFCDP/DGFC 
(1990). At all market levels buyers check moisture content quite carefully, while approximately 
50% of the animal feed factory check on aflatoxin infestation. Traders and animal feed 
industries commonly use equipment to check on quality. The BINUS team found only marginal 
rewards for drying beyond 18% moisture at farm level. There were fairly substantial seasonal 
price differences of around Rp 30/kg in 1987-1988 between January-April and October-
December or approximately 25-30% of high off-season prices. This would reward storage and 
drying. Altemeier et al (1989) suggest that traders store substantial quantities of maize over 
seasons to supply the feed industry during the off-season. 
Placing the developments in maize in the longer lime frame, one discerns similarity and 
some differences in the trade regime in the years 1920-1930, and the trade regime of the period 
1970-1990. In colonial times, in the centrally coordinated and locally implemented food supply 
policy, direct local intervention was important. However, in those years Sulawesi was in an 
open trade regime. Towards the 1930s international trade in maize collapsed, so one cannot 
trule compare the trade regimes as responses. One observes continuity in the importance of 
maize as the first staple crop of the season in central and east Java, whereas in the 1970s-1990s 
the feed industry added to demand. 
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Graph 4.22 Monthly area harvested of maize in selected provinces, 
1975-78,81-84,97-90 (three crop years average). 
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Graph 4.23 Wholesale price of maize (yellow) in major provincial cities 
Indonesia, 1981-1990. 
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Graph 4.25 Field producer price of maize (yellow) in major districts Indonesia, 1981-1990. 
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Soybean 
Soybean has been an important crop in Java, and later in Indonesia, throughout the 
period covered in this study. Soybean has been protected from the international market from 
the 1970s onwards, as in the 1930s. It enjoys domestic prices twice as high as world market 
level. The floor price of soybean in Indonesia has never been tested because the domestic price 
level is kept consistently well above the floor price. As for rice and maize, the national 
marketing board, BULOG, is the sole licensed importer. BULOG manages prices of soybean 
through imports, and supports licensed cooperatives in trade. These in turn supply processing 
establishments, structured in associations. Imports have increased drastically in the past decade 
from 194,000 tons in 1980 to 466,000 tons in 1988. Figure 4.3 outlines the import distribution 
structure. Approximately 60% of imports reach through the regional logistical agency, 
DOLOG, the tahu and tempe cooperatives and their members. Approximately 40% is 
distributed through the soybean association and is channeled, either directly or through 
wholesale traders, to the soybean processing industries. 
Graph 4.26 shows inter-seasonality of soybean production for several provinces. 
Substantial shifts in seasonality of supply took place in the years 1970-1990 in the other 
islands, facilitated by market integration and consistently high domestic prices of soybean. 
Aside from the highly regulated and license structured import distribution, inter-regional trade, 
supplied by local collection trade is now increasing importance. 
The marketing channels of the collection trade are shown in Figure 4.4. Invariably 
farmers sell total harvest of soybean. The village collectors absorb around 60%, and channel 
this to the area wholesale traders. Wholesale collection traders purchase around 40% directly 
from the farmers. In soybean deficit areas, however, these proportions vary considerably. In 
east Java, for example, 20% of soybean enters the inter-island trade and the interregional trade. 
Figure 4.4 shows the market channels of collection and inter-regional trade in soybean 
in east Java. Urban processing absorbs 40% of production in east Java, around 75% of the 
remainder is channeled to intra-provincial trade through provincial wholesale traders who 
supply inter-island trade. Major users of soybean are the tahu and tempe factories. The tahu 
factories rely primarily on domestic production and the tempe factories in urban areas rely 
primarily on imported soybean. Margins accruing to area and interregional traders are 
estimated at 25 Rp/kg in 1988 (BINUS, 1988c). In east Java, farmers received in the late 1980s 
almost 90% of the factory gate price, which can be considered as a very high margin. In south 
Sulawesi in the Wajo district, margins were equally high at 87%. In other district margins 
were somewhat lower at 67%, while in Lampung margins were 90%. Brotonegoro et al. (1986) 
reported that in east Java in 1980 a margin of 80% of the wholesale price accrued to the 
fanners which, as in case of maize, was somewhat lower than the 1988 level, but still quite 
» 0 
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high. 
Figure 4 J Marketing channels of imported soybean. 
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Figure 4.4 Market of soy bean, East Java. 
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Graph 4.26 Monthly area harvested of soybean in major provinces, 
1975-78,81-84,87-90 (three crop years average). 
Source: Unpublished data, CBS 
Graph 4.27 Wholesale price of soybean (yellow) in major provincial cities 
Indonesia, 1981-1990. 
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Graph 4.28 Wholesale price of soybean (yellow) in major provincial cities 
Indonesia, 1982-1990. 
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Graphs 4 27 and 4 28 give wholesale pnce behaviour of yellow soybean in the main 
wholesale markets of Surabaya, Semarang and Jakarta on Java, and Mataram, Manado, Ujung 
Pandang and Tanjung Karang on the other islands Pnce development through time tracks well 
and pnce dispanties among regions as well as in time are minor As in the case of maize one 
can conclude that market integration of soybean is quite good throughout the archipelago 
With regard to specific gram qualities the soybean market is somewhat more complex 
than the market of other commodities, mainly because of the vanety in end-use and the 
relatively large quantities of imported soybean which compete with domestic qualities Tempe 
producers have different requirements from the tahu faetones Tahu faetones prefer relatively 
soft soybean, which explains their preference for domestic soybean, while tempe faetones 
prefer large, clean, dry and round grains, which explains their preference for imported 
soybean Because soybean dnes in the pod, there are no rewards for drying soybean after 
harvesting (BINUS 1988, Altemeier et al, 1989) However, tempe faetones pay fairly large 
rewards at 20 Rp/kg for 1% reduction of foreign matter Similarly, tahu faetones reward the 
absence of hard grain with 20 Rp/kg (See also SFCDP/DGFC, 1990) 
A bnef look at high productivity and low productivity regions in east Java underlines the 
importance of local proccessing In Jember, Java's most productive soybean dislnct, and Blitar, 
with low productivity, the availability of sturdy kitchen food mixers tnggered a widespread 
investment in electricity and equipment and the preparation of tahu from soybean Substantial 
quality differentiation prevails, quality depends on the degree of mixing with maize or other 
materials Surplus production of fresh tahu, which is highly penshable, is usually fried and 
sold on consignment by food hawkers In the poorer district of Blitar, local businesses were as 
numerous, however smaller than soybean proccessing establishments in the Jember distnet 
The penshabihty of the consumer product ties processing to consumers The existence of local 
investment at soybean processing at various scales underlines the many scale and capital 
intensity options in small scale and cottage industry 
In wetter west Java, local production is usually not sufficient throughout the year and 
local imports occur Hayami et al (1987) researched in depth local collection and distribution 
channels in an upland village in the Garut area, south of Bandung Product transport and 
exchange shows a rather intricate structure, and underlines the involvement of a large number 
of market participants Table 4 20 presents the market margins accruing to the various 
participants Profits of market participants vary in general from Rp 5-10/kg in case of soybean 
Transacted volumes are rather small in local trade 
Table 4.20 Marketing margins for various local market channels of soybean in Garut district 
(May-June, 1986). 
Marketing 
agent 
Hamlet 
collector 
Village 
collector 
Inter-village 
collector 
Market place 
trader 
Marketing 
channel8 
F to 1С 
FtoVP 
F lo 1С 
FtoBTTTP 
HC/VC to BT 
HC/VC to ОТ 
F/ СЛС to TP 
F/ СЛС lo ОТ 
Marketing 
margin (Rp) 
10 
10 
10 
15 
5 
20 
5 
15 
Transportation 
cost (Rp/kg) 
5 (man) 
5 (man) 
5 (man) 
8 to 10 
(man & mini truck) 
5 to 7 
(pony & mini truck) 
10 to 17 
(pony & mini truck) 
0 
10(1 5 t/nuni truck) 
5 (41/mini truck) 
Middlemen 
profit (Rp) 
5 
5 
5 
5 to 7 
-2 to l 
3 t o l 0 
5 
5 
10 
a F farmer, HC hamlet collector, VC village collector, 1С inter-village collector, 
VP village processor, TP town processor, BT market place trader, ОТ trader in other regencies 
Source Hayami, et al 1987 
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In-depth research invariably confirms the density of rural trade and its relation with 
local production and consumption. The market configurations applying to soybean show that 
the perishability of the consumer product ties local production to local consumers, both in 
urban areas as well as in rural areas. This aspect of soybean has not changed over the years. 
The expanding market integration of soybean in the archipelago is of relatively recent date. In 
the course of the recent decades the animal feed industry emerged as an important user of 
soybean. 
Groundnut 
Demand for groundnut is largely based on its consumption as a snack food, as its 
demand for oil, which was already decreasing in the beginning of this century, has 
disappeared. In east Java, the major producer of groundnut, farmers usually harvest groundnut 
in May-June, the dry period. Seasonality is given in Graph 4.29. All groundnut is marketed. A 
high proportion, 60% of the total production, is harvested under a tebasan arrangement by 
contract harvesters, while farmers harvest approximately 40% of production. Farmers sell to 
area collection traders. Contract harvesters and collection traders sell to area wholesale traders, 
who in east Java sell 50% to the Surabaya wholesale traders and the remaining 50% to inter-
regional wholesale traders supplying other areas and islands. The government does not 
maintain groundnut floor prices and allows regular imports. The domestic price of groundnut 
in Indonesia is nevertheless well above international prices. Competition therefore occurs 
directly at the wholesale market in Surabaya between imported and domestic groundnut. 
Margins accruing to the area wholesale traders are small at an estimated 40 Rp/kg (4%) 
and even smaller at inter-regional wholesale level at 25 Rp/kg (2%) (BINUS, 1988c; Altemeier 
et al, 1989). In 1980, Landes and Wahsulfallah found farmgate prices of Rp 500 in a contract 
harvesting arrangement, with margins of Rp 34 for the area wholesale trader and the village 
assembly trader. In some cases, the village assembly trader is bypassed through direct trade. 
Direct purchase by area wholesale traders were noticed in Tuban, a major groundnut 
production area, in the 1980s. Margins accruing to the farmer in 1980 were estimated at 80%, 
which has changed somewhat in the last ten years. According to BINUS (1988c) farmgate 
prices of unshelled groundnut were Rp 350 in 1986, equalling 60% of the wholesale price. 
Towards the late 1980s, product and price differentiation at producer level had progressed 
substantially. Traders rely on their own grading system, primarily based on the size of 
groundnut and condition of groundnut. Substantial price differences prevail with regard to 
size. Imported groundnut usually falls into the higher quality classes and is popular in inter-
island and long distance trade. At farm level an important quality indicator was identified by 
the BINUS team as the content of foreign matter, reduction of which enjoys a reward 35 Rp/kg 
for a 1% reduction. In this case the reward concerns unshelled groundnut, which is not easy to 
clean. Size of groundnut is the major characteristic at wholesale and consumer level. 
Graphs 4.30 and 4.31 present the wholesale price of (8 mm) groundnut for the major 
wholesale markets on Java, viz Surabaya, Semarang and Jakarta, and of (7 mm) groundnut for 
the major wholesale markets on the other islands, viz Mataram, Menado and Ujung Pandang. 
There is reasonable similarity among the wholesale prices of Mataram, Menado and Ujung 
Pandang. In Menado transport costs are likely to induce a slightly higher level as compared to 
Ujung Pandang. For the quality class of 8 mm groundnut somewhat stronger similarity in price 
behaviour can be observed in the wholesale markets of Semarang, Surabaya and Jakarta. Graph 
4.32 shows that in Tuban at field level 7 and 8 mm size groundnut enjoy similar prices, while 
the prices for unshelled groundnut follow the same fluctuation at a lower price level. Tracking 
between the farmgate price in Tuban and the wholesale price is very clear, especially since 
1985. 
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Graph 4.29 Monthly area harvested of groundnut in selected provinces, 
1975-1978,81-84,87-90 (three crop year average). 
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Graph 4.30 Wholesale price of groundnut (7mm) in major provincial cities 
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Graph 4 3 2 Field producer price of groundnut in Tuban. Indonesia 1981-1990. 
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Market and price integration of groundnut is well advanced in Indonesia. However, one 
does not discern archipelago wide producer response, such as in soybean. It seems likely that 
the concentration of demand on Java, where groundnut is more important as a snack and side 
dish than in other areas, lies at the root of this observation. 
Cassava 
Cassava has a rather unique position in Indonesia, because it enjoys a preferential export 
regime. Falcon et al. (1984) already pointed at the undesirable consequences of the high 
administered prices applied by the EC to cassava export quotas in Indonesia. These induce 
high domestic consumer prices. The major proportion of cassava production is absorbed by the 
domestic market, which remains usually unattractive for cassava exporters. The problem is that 
shortages in the domestic supply are aggrevated by the usually more attractive export market, 
leading to further domestic price increases. This leads to overplanting which in turn leads to 
oversupply and lower prices. As crop duration in the late 1980s was rather longer, at 7 to 9 
months in West Java and Lampung, and 10-11 months in South East Java, as compared to the 
grains and food legumes, the result is a recurrent multi year supply and price cycle. The 
preferential treatment of Indonesia by the EC and the understandable response of the private 
sector and small-holder producers has thus contributed to a hog cycle of cassava. 
The inter-seasonality of production of cassava in major producer areas is shown in 
Graph 4.33. There are slight differences in production peaks between east Java and Lampung 
which are connected with the monsoon movements. It appears that harvest peaks in west Java 
and Lampung are moving towards the end of the calendar years, possibly induced by the 
private sector which would seek to reduce storage cost of EC exports, which are traded on the 
calendar year based licensing system. 
Graph 4.34 presents price development of fresh cassava in the major wholesale markets 
of Tanjung Karang, Surabaya and Jakarta. There are major multi-year cycles in the wholesale 
price of fresh cassava in Indonesia. The price disparity between Surabaya and Tanjung Karang 
is quite large. Prices in Tanjung Karang are consistently tracking at 50% of the Surabaya 
wholesale prices. Price developments in Jakarta do not track well with price developments in 
the major collection wholesale prices of Surabaya and Tanjung Karang. 
The fact that cassava is highly perishable necessitates immediate drying and/or 
processing upon harvesting. The number of uses of cassava is very large. Industries use it as a 
raw material for the plywood, textile and feed industries. In addition the snack and food 
industries use it in great quantity. This had led to the establishment and expansion of the 
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Figure 4.6 Cassava market structure in East Java. 
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number of intermediate product processing facilities, primarily starch and tapioca factories. 
Cassava also remains important as a security food in Indonesia and has re-established itself in 
the 1980s as a major export crop. Additionally, in 1990 a number of small establishments 
attempted the production of cassava flour, which can partially replace wheat flour in wheat 
produce. Tests indicate that two of the three available qualities of wheat flour, subject to 
licensed imports, are mixed with a starchy product, which is likely derived from cassava. 
The complex array of intermediate and end-uses has led to a relatively complicated 
market structure of cassava. Figures 4.6 and 4.7, show the market channels of cassava in east 
Java and Lampung province, the main producing areas. In east Java, the more traditional uses 
of cassava for krupuk and export factories, have been well established, whereas in Lampung 
the development of cassava for export is of a more recent date. 
In east Java, along the north coast and in the fertile valleys, farmers market almost all 
produce. Along the south coast of east and central Java a large proportion of cassava is 
consumed. Only 3% is sold to local consumers. Contract harvesters absorb 50% of cassava and 
collected by village collection traders who supply tapioca factories. Farmers harvest the 
remaining 50% and dry it. Village traders purchase the gaplek and sell it to the district 
wholesale traders. These, in turn, channel the produce to the starch industry, the feed 
processors and exporters. In Lampung, Sumatra, a relatively large number of contract 
harvesters, commission traders and independent collection traders purchase cassava from 
farmers either in fresh or in dried and sliced form. Slices are channeled primarily through 
provincial wholesale traders to the chip and pellet factories for exports. Part of the gaplek is 
sold straight to starch factories, which in tum supply snack, krupuk textile and plywood 
industries with a half product. 
In case of cassava, the margins of the wholesale price accruing to farmers are 
considerable smaller as compared to the food grains and food legumes; also, there are 
fluctuations and significant disparities between east Java and Lampung. Brotonegoro et al. 
(1986) reports farmgate prices of Rp 8-15 per kg fresh tuber in 1984, which would equal 36 to 
50% of the wholesale price. In 1986 BINUS (1988c) reported similar farmgate prices in east 
Java of Rp 40-45 and inner Lampung, equalling approximately 65% of the wholesale price for 
fresh cassava. In contrast, a study performed by CASER (1990: 27) found farmgate prices of 
Rp 35 in Malang and Kediri, east Java, and Rp 13.5 in Lampung, equalling 57% and 44% 
respectively of the wholesale (factory gate) price for fresh cassava. Fluctuations in farmgate 
price of this magnitude clearly affects welfare of the many smallholders relying on cassava as a 
cash crop. For dried cassava the producer margins are somewhat better, but prices are still 
subject to substantial fluctuation, also at wholesale level. 
Graph 4.35 shows price development of dried cassava for Surabaya and Tanjung 
Karang. Interestingly, in the case of dried cassava price integration at wholesale level seems to 
be much better from 1987 onwards. Since cassava is a bulky crop with a proportionally high 
transportation cost relative to its value, one could attribute spatial price disparities to 
transportation cost. It should also be noted that the higher price paid for dried cassava offers as 
an incentive for farmers or contract harvesters to dry cassava. 
The market configurations of cassava show the strain between small scale production, 
the perishability of the harvested product and the economies of scale applying on the 
processing side. The local demand for cassava varied in Indonesia in the years 1970-1990. As 
in the earlier years, local demand for cassava in east and central Java is still considerable, 
while its role as security food should not be underestimated. The situations in east Java and 
Lampung draw out the production responses to a non-diversified demand in Lampung and 
diverse demand in east Java. The requirement for efficient processing, year round supply, can 
in case of cassava not profit from inter-seasonality because of the perishability of the harvested 
product. For the industry, which seeks to apply scale technology, different varieties in suitable 
areas would seem the needed response. 
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Graph 4.33 Monthly area harvested of cassava in selected provinces, 
1975-78,81-84, 87-90 (three crop years average). 
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Graph 434 Wholesale price of cassava (fresh) in major provincial cities 
in Indonesia, 1981-1990. 
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Remarks 
The importance of inter-seasonality for all annual food and industrial crops between 
producer ares in the other islands and Java was already underlined in the previous chapter. The 
potential for agricultural industry in the other islands was repeatedly subject of investigation in 
conjunction with trade regimes of the government in recent years (Simatupang, 1990; Kasryno, 
1990). In Kasryno (1990), Simatupang, Djatiharti and Rusastra analyze comparative advantage 
of soybean, cassava and maize. They conclude that in cassava Indonesia as a whole enjoys a 
significant comparative advantage under an export regime. With regard to the more protected 
crops, especially soybean, the situation was found to be rather more complex. Significant 
regional variation characterizes the performance of soybean (Gijsbers and Altemeier, 1989). 
Simatupang (1990: 75) found that Sulawesi, Bali, Nusa Tenggara, Sumatera, Kalimantan and 
Central Java are efficient producers of soybean under all trade regimes. Impact of government 
protection was found to vary significantly over all regions, its impact being strongest in west 
Java, the least efficiently producing area. Wiebe (1990), however, concluded that policy 
transfers to soybean producers represented non-optimal use of public resources. Djatihari and 
Rusastra (1990) researched maize and they conclude that maize production is more efficient on 
the other islands than on Java under an export regime. Although there is no agreement in 
literature, these findings point at the recognized and identifiable comparative advantage of 
crop production in the other islands, which were long considered to be of minor importance in 
food production. Clearly, market integration between Java and the other islands has now 
progressed to a point were meaningful comparison is possible. It is well known that wage rates 
in farming, in especially East and Central Java are significantly lower than in the other islands 
which induces migration. The higher wages in the other islands may induce mechanization 
(Pakpahan, 1990). However, the influence of the local diverse market in the production of 
annual food and industrial crops in Java, and the opportunities and technologies for local 
processing and sales, in conjunction with the high urban density and market access on Java are 
likely to lead to continued growth in the fresh produce market and importance of annual food 
and industrial crops in Java. 
Conclusions 
In the early years of the republic, inter-regional trade relations in the archipelago 
weakened, leading to economic disintegration of markets, a situation which was exacerbated by 
government intervention towards nationalisation of services. There is, however, no specific 
evidence showing that in the 1950s annual food and industrial crop markets disconnected on 
Java, although archipelago-wide public purchase and distribution weakened compared to the 
situation in the 1930s. Efforts of the state concentrated on rural Java. 
Following the strengthening of central policy of the 1960s, a substantial adjustment of 
the economy occurred in the early and mid 1980s. Significant growth in manufacturing 
industries led to a leading role of the industry in exports, overtaking the export of crude oil. 
This shift coincided with stable demand for rice in the mid 1980s, and was preceded by 
monetary adjustment and stability in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The achievement of 
monetary stability, which was conducive to the rapid industrial development, was in turn 
preceded and accompanied by broad expansion of the Indonesian government apparatus, the 
impact of which was felt in the smallest hamlet of the archipelago; the installation of the 
"tríade pembangunan" at subdistrict level and the expansion in earnest of local development 
efforts and government services at village level. Throughout the last two decades an initially 
slow and later faster growth of the infrastructure, primarily roads and more recently airway 
and shipping services, has taken place. 
It is against this background that the successes of the 1970s and the 1980s in annual 
food and industrial crop development have to be placed. Trend sufficiency in rice was achieved 
in a period of rapid market formation and integration, which was made possible by an 
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expanding infrastructure and an improved climate for investment. Growing demand for fresh 
and food produce in smaller, medium and larger urban centres induced producer response 
throughout Java and the archipelago. In Java, the urban population was distributed fairly 
evenly from early on, and thus urban growth was accompanied by widely spread growing 
division of labour in the agricultural economy of Java. The intensification of agriculture on 
Java in the years 1970-1990 involved, aside from the well-known productivity expansion of 
irrigated rice and area specialization in some of the lowland plains in rice, crop shifts and fresh 
produce in areas surrounding consumer centres. This process occurred in medium altitude 
areas with rainfed irrigation and highlands with both diversified and specialized production. 
There is evidence that the expansion in irrigation and the productivity gains in rice took place 
simultaneously with gains in intensification through crop shifts in Java. 
In the years 1970-1990, producer response and medium term crop shifts are noticable 
throughout the archipelago. Inter-seasonality among the east/west axis in the archipelago 
implied that with growing market integration opportunities for trade and production emerged. 
The trends of the various food and industrial commodities show that traders and fanners look 
many opportunities in this regard. Current trends in conversion of land use through irrigation 
in the other islands show declines in several areas with intensive agriculture, as on Java. 
Trends in non-irrigated land, however, are positive and point to the importance of rainfed 
agriculture and the need for local irrigation. The- monthly production calendar of annual food 
and industrial crops in the other islands shows, as on Java, essentially year-round production in 
a fluctuating pattern. 
Government policy shows in the late 1980s and early 1990s clear signs towards 
relaxation; however, the government wishes to maintain the instruments for direct intervention 
in foreign trade as well as local distribution and collection trade. Non-government 
organisations are to have government appointed members on their boards, and cooperatives 
have been licensed several times as sole distributors of farm inputs. It is, however, not likely 
that public control can be effective in the fast growing rural economy of Indonesia today, and 
the need for indirect policy intervention and economic steering, rather than direct guiding is 
increasing. Of essential importance in this regard is that public control on land resources is 
supported by adequate information. This study shows that there are still important gaps in 
available information in the public domain, resulting in data boundaries and subsequent 
monitoring problems. On the basis of primary data one would infer that cropping intensities on 
Java and parts of the other islands reach close to 200, however, on the basis of the land use 
data one arrives at intensities which are around 25 to 50% lower. 
The markets of annual food and industrial crops and horticultural produce in the years 
1970-1990 show in general, from the time of measurement onwards, good price integration. 
The market configurations of the various annual food and industrial crops show variation in 
scale of production and processing, and generally simultaneous local use and onward sales. 
Perishability has a strong structuring influence on the formation of markets. Perishability 
structures both the locality and scale of the processing of the end-product as well as the 
structure of collection trade of the harvested product, as attested by the market configurations 
of cassava, soybean and horticultural produce in general. Diverse local demand characterizes 
the markets for annual food and industrial crops in Java, often associated with different market 
channels and (pre) processing technologies. Although in literature and research reports 
attention for the local agricultural resource base and local demand and processing in 
conjunction with the regional and inter-regional market is relatively recent, it seems likely that 
this has been a continuing characteristic of rural Java stemming from the 19th century. The 
rediscovery of cottage industry in the late 1980s, and the expanded attention for agricultural 
industry, in conjunction with the findings of Chapter 3, merely show that producers and 
entrepreneurs in rural Java have likely always responded to the market opportunities and 
infrastructural improvements. 
The years 1970-1990 are widely known as the years of the green revolution and rice 
based economic growth in Indonesia. Generally one encounters the view that agricultural 
diversification followed in time the productivity increases in rice. There are reasons to 
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reconsider this view. The growth of food and feed industries was quite spectacular from the 
mid 1970s through the 1980s, yet there is no certainty that industrial censuses were exhaustive 
in the 1970s and 1980s. On the basis of available data, large/medium and small industries 
using non-rice industrial crops show a higher growth rate than rice based industries in the 
years 1974-1988. The cassava and maize based feed and starch industries are intermediate 
product manufacturers and supply the poultry industry, the beverage and snack industries, and 
the plywood and textile industries. Although the government has tried to intervene in the 
poultry industry, the development of the agricultural industries was primarily private sector 
led, and induced by expanded urban buying power. 
Viewed from a long term perspective, the variation in trade regimes among the major 
food and industrial crops shows a similarity with the trade regimes in the 1930s. Closed trade 
regimes applied to rice and soybean, in both periods with visible impacts of high domestic 
prices. To a large extend the reemergence of the use of the same tools reflects the continuity in 
demand, however, at a vastly increased scale in the 1970s and 1990s. 
The food markets in Indonesia show differentiation. Rice consumers show high 
preference for traditional brand names, while industrial users of maize and food legumes 
reward quality improvement. Transmission of rewards for quality differences down to the 
producers extend to specific varieties, sorting and cleaning, and drying of produce. The 
expansion of inter-regional trade has created more opportunities at farm level, both on Java 
and the other islands. 
Regarding the structure of collection trade there seems to be a tendency towards direct 
field purchase by major users: feed industries, cassava exporters, rice blenders and traders in 
horticultural produce. The need for continuity of supply of fresh produce in urban consumer 
centres and the processing facilities induce also internalization of risks through actual field 
production, adding yet another option of field lease to growers. Contract harvesting is widely 
spread in both bulk and high value crops and reduces the dependency of growers on local 
labour. The adaptability of smallholder farming to a complex product market in Java has a 
number of ingredients: the low shifting costs in annual cropping and the use of scale 
technology in processing and transport through internalization and externalization of risk and 
inputs, vertical integration of production, collection and processing. The capacity of 
smallholders to expand productivity is directly related to the multitude of local uses and local 
market integration, and provides a clear example of the importance of services and 
entrepreneurial initiative as identified by Coase (1937) as inherent to the nature of the firm. 
Castillo (1992) pointed out that the high commercialization of annual food and industrial 
crops have not found general recognition in Asia. Also Timmer (1987c) reminded policy 
analysts that one can not view the fanner in Indonesia, or more in general, the developing 
world, as a subsistence farmer. In this connection it is most significant that rice and maize, the 
basic staples, have, on the average, the lowest measured marketed proportion, in the range of 
60-70%. If one accepts the BULOG measurements of the 1970s and the recent measurements 
of the years 189-1991, one must conclude that the marketed proportion in rice has remained 
constant in the years of the high productivity gains. There are thus reasons to reconsider the 
recent measurements. The marketed proportions of the other annual food and industrial crops 
vary around 95%. This study sets forth that the marketed proportion of maize and rice may 
have been much higher than assumed, because local sales have been excluded from most early 
and even recent studies. The necessity for processing and the wide range of intermediate and 
end-uses of the annual food and industrial crops has led to a strong commercialization of 
small-holder production. This study sets forth and provides evidence that the differences in 
marketed surplus among annual food and industrial crops in Java are a historical 
characteristic. 
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5. Conclusions 
General 
This study presents a general perspective on the relationships between resources, market 
formation and the agricultural economy The application of this perspective on Java yields a 
long term view on biophysical factors as determinants of market formation and the agricultural 
economy The structuring influence of the biophysical conditions, which determine land use 
options, local production cycles and circulation of goods, services and money, is connected 
with economic interaction among areas, which, in tum, is subject to variations in biophysical 
conditions, resulting in inter-seasonality Biophysical conditions in Java determine variability 
in (bimodal) rainfall along the east-west and the north-south axes Temporal and quantitative 
variation in rainfall result in a combination of multi-seasonahty and inter-seasonality in rural 
Java The same biophysical factors structure the actual area of land operated by households 
Costs of land maintenance and carrying capacity of land in wet tropical conditions and young 
volcanic soils are high - there are many constraints on scale technologies in land use under 
fertile and wet tropical conditions - and are reflected by the small size of land operated, in 
comparison to single season, temperate agricultural economies 
The local topographical conditions, viz slope and the proportions of drained and non-
drained land, in conjunction with multi- and inter-seasonality, lead to a wide range of farmers' 
options Farming options concern relocation, conversion of land use in the medium term and 
investment in livestock, shifts in crops and the improvement of cultivation, harvesting, 
processing and transport in the short run Investment options concern, in 19th century Java, a 
range of activities at farm level as well as activities requiring more expansive efforts, involving 
entrepreneurial action, groups and communities In the 19lh century, quality improving, labour 
saving and scale technologies primarily played a role on the processing and transport side, in 
addition to drainage and irrigation in swampy areas Private and public investment at vanous 
scales in agriculture concentrated in the 19th and 20th century on irrigation, collection, 
processing and transport, a mixture of crop specific and market improvements On the factor 
side, seasonal as well as quantitative variation characterizes labour requirements and sourcing 
of labour Seasonality of local production, and, possibly supply of consumer goods, determined 
temporal local supply of money, options in use of labour and subsequent exchange Vanous 
transaction structures, combining land-use, labour and money, facilitate credit and carry-over 
of debts for individual as well as corporate enterprises 
This study presents evidence that a variety of mechanisms, direct and time bound 
transactions, involving cash and in kind exchange, facilitated interaction between product and 
factor markets The wide variety of services and goods exchanged reveals market 
configurations with the use of money as a means of exchange and investment The transactions 
involving agncultural goods and produce are structured by local economic and farm diversity, 
the duration of production of crops, processing and distribution of agricultural produce The 
monthly calender of the rural population shows a portfolio with changing proportions of 
investment, debt, savings, income and expenditures The temporal structure of these 
transactions follows the weather and duration of production, and remains thus, by and large, 
constant The rural economy shows a range of transaction options for individuals, involving 
choice of crop, labour, land use and sales of produce The available evidence shows that 
property rights related to goods, services and land use were the foundation of these 
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transactions. The options in both the range of crops and transaction structures facilitate 
response to relative prices and, in general, inter-temporal substitution. The circulation of 
goods, services and money show shins with the season; rural savings and investment show a 
seasonal pattern. An important question in market formation concerns farmers' options, the 
role of money, and the market forces of influence on these. 
Farm diversity in the 19th century on Java 
Primary data, supported by inferences on the basis of taxation structure, show that the 
major distinction in land use, viz. degree of water control, applies not only at aggregate level 
but also at farm level in Java in the 19th century. The emergence of advanced analytical tools 
in conjunction with reliable observation of local variation in land use, seasonality, 
monetization and transaction structures as connected with the seasonally structured circulation 
of money, services and goods, has been exhaustively discussed in Chapter 2. The analytical 
techniques from the late 19th century, cross tabulation through time, are in essence the same as 
the economic techniques of today. 
The direct relationship between biophysical conditions and the economic characteristics 
of farming leads to the general conclusion that farm and agricultural diversity characterizes 
Java from before the period under observation in this study to the present day. The biophysical 
conditions in Java, ie the young volcanic soils and east-west and north-south variability in 
rainfall, sunlight and temperature, make an environment fit to many levels of investment (and 
savings) in land use. The primary data show individual options in water control, irrigation, 
sizes offish ponds, orchards and tree estates, homeyards cultivated at varying intensities. 
Although the material included in this study does not provide primary data on farms in 
the early 19th century, there are signs that variation in water supply and agricultural diversity 
led already around 1800 to inter-seasonality of agricultural production in various parts of Java 
and created rewards for trade. Taxation structure also reflects that in the early 19th century 
local and farm diversity in land use (Appendix A). In regarding the agricultural economy and 
market formation of Java, one observes a highly adaptable set of biophysical conditions, 
offering local possibilities for investment at various levels. The flexibility of the organisation of 
the villages on Java, as perceived by Muntinghe (1817, see Van Deventer, 1865), is in part a 
reflection of the many options of resource use in rural Java. The options in scale of land use 
conversion include individually managed improvements. In particular, the upland and 
undulating areas, with proportions of year round irrigated and rainfed land offer biophysical 
conditions suited to private ordering. 
The information on crops cultivated and used for food and industry totally supports the 
above view. The variety in available options of annual food and industrial crops was large. 
Historically it is of interest that of the main annual crops, maize, cassava and sweet potato 
came from Latin America. By the 19th century these crops had spread widely in Java and the 
archipelago. One can not, however, set forth that these most important crops filled hitherto 
unoccupied niches in the agricultural calendar and practice. Many crops competed for 
allocation; the population on Java produced and consumed a large variety of root crops, coarse 
grains and food legumes. In addition to the range of options in annual crops, growers in Java 
could choose from many perennial crops, product bearing trees and shrubs, livestock, viz 
waterbuffalo, cattle, goats, chickens, ducks and fish, important objects of rural savings. Of 
importance is that most annual food and industrial crops required low shining costs and that, 
with the exception of irrigated rice, inputs for the cultivation of annual food and industrial 
crops were low. The primary data show that the Javanese were careful asset managers. They 
diversified sources of income and achieved temporal distribution of income in the multi-
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seasonal agriculture. The Javanese also achieved temporal distribution of debts incurred in the 
cultivation of crops and other expenditures, through a large variety of transaction structures. 
The transactions involved direct and temporal exchange, involving services, goods, land use 
and money. The duration of transactions reflect the multi-seasonal nature of Javanese 
agriculture. Durations varied between several months to two years. 
Under conditions of high farm diversity, one encounters locally high variation in 
temporal availability of produce and subsequent local exchange. In addition to high local 
diversity in terms of number of crops and produce, and in terms of temporal availability of 
produce, biophysical variation characterizes Java. One can assume that the consequence for 
production in the areas of Java includes different temporal availability of produce, ie inter-
seasonality. The actual exploitation of inter-seasonality requires market information on 
production, processing, transport and distribution of goods involving producers, traders and 
consumers. The integration of markets is indicated by the use these market participants make 
of inter-seasonality, ie different availability of agricultural goods among areas. 
The land beyond the coastal swamps supported relatively well-integrated economies, 
with both local and central control and administration in the 19th century. One can picture 
within the archipelago the influence of geological age by regarding Sumatra and Kalimantan. 
Relative to Java, these islands are equipped with far more extensive transitory zones containing 
alluvial and swampy land, characterized by peat and laterite soils. The rivers in Kalimantan 
and Sumatra are substantially larger than the rivers on Java and permit farther upstream 
navigation. In Java, the dependency on large rivers as the primary channel of inter-regional 
commerce was less pronounced, because the navigable distances inland were shorter. The 
relatively short negotiable stretches of rivers in Java support the assumption that the many 
smaller rivers primarily supported inter-local and local transport and trade. The land used in 
Java includes plains located between active voléanos, at varying altitudes, and coastal slopes 
and plains that transform into swamps in the littoral zone. The flexibility in boundary 
definitions by the central sources of military and political power in the 18th and early 19th 
century is, from an agricultural and economic point of view, facilitated by the high agricultural 
diversity of local economies, with local division of labour. In the vicinity of consumer centres, 
such as larger cities and towns, control and investment at various levels induced both local and 
regional division of labour and collection and transport of goods engaged in inter-local and 
inter-regional trade (Appendix A). 
Market integration 
In a multi-seasonal, farm-diversified agricultural economy one expects the bulk of trade 
and exchange to take place over relatively short distance. In addition, one expects inter-local 
and regional trade serving consumer centres and areas with specialized use of land. This study 
concludes that local markets in Java were well integrated in the 19th century, and that the 
transport and distribution of goods in inter-local and inter-regional trade provided arbitrage in 
inter-temporal and inter-spatial distribution of goods, with subsequent influence on the 
magnitude of seasonal fluctuation in the circulation of goods, services and money. In the early 
19th century, rivers, both inland and on the coast, provided important means of transport, in 
addition to carts, drays, horses and carriers. The residency maps show that road coverage was 
dense in Java in the 19th century, and that there were many inter-regional overland 
connections. The introduction of railways led thus to an expansion of inter-local and inter-
regional trade. The data on railway transported agricultural goods show, from the first 
available registration onwards, a very high diversity of agricultural goods, which supports the 
general perspective of high local agricultural diversity in Java. Two way railway transport in 
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both harvested and processed agricultural goods took place and underlines that inter-local and 
inter-regional trade were indeed an element of the agricultural economy of Java. 
The analysis of rice prices and behaviour of copper money by residency shows that the 
economy of Java can not be considered as one homogenous market in the years 1840-1870. 
The majority of Java's residencies show similar signs of cyclical trends; however, several 
residencies behave atypically, and there are many temporal variations in cyclical movements 
among the residencies. This study suggests that, to some extent, these variations may be 
explained by variations in money supply and withdrawal, which shows involvement of the 
colonial state and private enterprise. In the course of the 19th century, private enterprise and 
the colonial administration took a number of steps with the aim of easing traffic and 
commerce, both in the archipelago and in Java. Inter-local and inter-regional traffic was made 
easier through investment in railways. On Java monetary unification took place in a number of 
steps in a limespan of some 60 years. By 1900 the colonial authorities controlled money supply 
in Java's economy. Monetary control was thus preceded by market formation and expanding 
inter-regional market integration. 
Regarding export commodities, Java's economy was well integrated with the world 
market from the the mid 19th century onwards. Price development of rice in Java is in line 
with various indexes since 1880. From the 1880s this was accompanied by synchronous 
movement in rice prices in Java and the major global markets in the same years (Chapter 2). It 
is evident that inter-regional market integration was based on local market integration. This 
stems in Java from earlier years. 
The temporal association between the cyclical movements in rice prices and movement 
of the cropping intensities in the residencies in Java suggests an economically responsive 
agriculture. Growth in registered land under cultivation does not contradict the existence of 
cyclical movement in opening of land, which likely has a relationship with economic 
conditions (Chapter 2). In the 19th century the population of Java expanded in rural areas. 
While growth of larger cities was highly variable, in general, growth look place in smaller 
towns. From the 1920s onwards, differential growth of urban and rural population is 
noticeable, with continuous higher growth of the larger urban population concentrations 
(Chapter 3). 
Inter-regional and inter-island market integration in the archipelago was accelerated 
through participation and intervention of the colonial authorities in the rice trade and foreign 
trade in the years 1918-1920, and also in the 1930s. Market control through price setting was 
accomplished using the processing facilities for rice, which had gone through scale increases. 
Substitution possibilities and options for crop shifts by farmers expanded with processing of 
annual food and industrial crops serving regional trade in (and exports of) vegetable oil and 
starch products. Cropping intensity, crop shins and yield growth through public research and 
investment in agricultural production led, in the 1930s, to an annual production increase of 
rice of over 2%. Local crop shins, especially in sugar and soybean, under a closed trade 
regime, become noticeable at aggregate level in the 1930s. Detailed analysis of distribution 
prices of rice shows that on Java the rice retail market was well integrated in the 1930s 
(Chapter 3). 
In the 1950s and 1960s the economy of the archipelago fragmented. There may be a 
relationship with the course of events in regional and global rice trade. It remains to be 
researched whether Asian regional trade in rice in these years and the 1970s fragmented as 
well. However, the government concentrated its efforts on Java. Through expanded public 
investment, rice productivity increased in the 1970s, and because of the introduction of short 
duration varieties and irrigation, seasonality changed somewhat in Java, with a further 
extension of production through the year. The annual food and industrial crops in the 
archipelago show inter-seasonality, or supply peaks of the same commodity at different times 
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of the agricultural calendar. In the years 1970-1990 both inter-regional and inter-island trade 
include fresh produce; in contrast in the 1920s and 1930s inter-regional trade in fresh products 
only occurred on Java. Farmers' options for adaptation to market demand in the years 1970-
1990 on Java include changing input-output relations of specific crops, cropping intensity, crop 
shins and conversion of land use, and thus remain similar to the options in earlier years. 
The similarity in agricultural trade regimes applying to rice, maize, soybean and cassava 
in the 1970s-1990s with the trade regime under colonial authority in the 1930s, reflects the 
continuity of the biophysical conditions as determinants of commodity markets in the 
agricultural economy in Java and the archipelago. The trade regimes pertaining to annual food 
and industrial crops in Indonesia in the years 1970-1990 are strikingly similar to those of the 
1930s; rice and soybean are included in a closed trade regime, while maize and cassava are 
essentially in an open trade regime. In both periods rice and soybean show supply responses 
through crop shifts, based on inter-seasonality (Chapters 3, 4). It seems likely that expanded 
market integration in the archipelago in the 1970s-1990s facilitated wider response to domestic 
prices when compared to the 1920s and 1930s. One observes also some differences. In the 
years 1970-1990, the shifts in foreign rice trade in Asia included wide spread autarkist rice 
policy and bloc structured trade. Compared to the years before the Pacific War, this resulted in 
changed participation in foreign trade. Asian rice trade in earlier years was based on the inter-
seasonality between the rice producing areas north and south of the equator. In the years 1970-
1990, Indonesian rice trade shows more global participation. In addition, whereas in colonial 
times sugar was in an open export regime, in the times of the republic sugar supplies the 
domestic market and has been protected. 
In the years 1970-1990 the cassava markets in the archipelago show signs of 
segmentation. To a large extent this is the consequence of the attributes of the harvested 
product, which is bulky and highly perishable. On Java, multiple use, stemming from the 19th 
century, provides sufficient outlets for cassava production. In cassava production centres in 
Sumatra, which serve exports and large scale processing, such outlets are not available in 
quantity. As a consequence, cassava prices show a cyclical pattern, which means that cassava 
growers cope with periodically decreasing returns, unless they shift to other crops. 
The structure of agricultural processing industries on Java and the other islands reflect 
the high degree of local diversity of production and, especially on Java, high rural and urban 
demand for processed food. The bulk of processing is done by cottage or home industries and a 
large number of small industries. From the time of first statistical measurement, the 1970s, 
employment in this sector would be around five million person-years, approximately 55% of 
employment in the production of rice. Perishability and risk structure business strategy and 
choice of technology on the collection as well as the distribution side. Small industries 
processing secondary crops show signs of higher growth than rice based processing in the 
1970s-1980s. In the 1960s, differentiation in rice processing took place. This involved a 
penetration of mechanization to rice collection in the field. However, there are no signs that 
rice cooperatives have gone into distribution. In the 1980s industries using non-rice food and 
industrial crops at various scales became the major sub-sector in agribusiness. Mechanisation 
and scale technologies of the annual food and industrial crops have consistently moved into 
commodity markets through processing. Mechanisation of soil cultivation did not assume 
important proportions (Chapter 4) in the areas specialized in rice, and suitable for 
mechanisation, until the 1980s. 
In literature, as discussed in the introductory Chapter, Java has been classified, with 
other Asian countries, among the late growers and urbanizers. It would be better to qualify 
Java as a multi-seasonal and diversified agricultural economy, with high local market 
integration, accompanying high rural population density. One would expect with an increasing 
proportion of population residing in large cities in Java stemming from 1910-1920, an 
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increasing proportion of agricultural produce involved in inter-regional trade. The rice market 
indeed shows, on the basis of the available material, increases in inter-regional trade of rice, 
from 10 to 20% and 20 to around 50-60%, respectively, in the years 1915-1940 and the years 
1960-1977/78. Estimations of local trade are less clear, and subject to limitations. Local trade 
in rice would have involved around 30% in the 1930s, while it was estimated around 10-15% 
in the 1970s and 1990. On the actual retention of rice on farm, data are virtually absent. One 
can not assume that retained rice would serve home consumption only. One can probably 
attribute the constant proportion of rice in inter-regional trade since the late 1970s to the 
increase in productivity in the 1980s, and managed imports. There is no certainty on the total 
volume of rice sold over the long run. The continuing rural concentration of population 
supports the conclusion that the actual proportion of rice traded was larger than the estimations 
available, and may show, over the long run, a more constant behaviour than the proportion of 
inter-regionally traded rice. 
Seasonality and circulation of goods, services and money: a hypothesis for the 
explanation of long term change. 
The main characteristic of any rural economy is seasonality. In Java one encounters 
multi-seasonality, and, as a consequence, inter-seasonality in annual crops within and among 
areas. In a given area, the circulation of goods, services and money thus fluctuates through the 
year. In 19th century Java, money supply was determined by crop sequences, resulting in 
abundance and scarcity of money, in turn leading to intra-year fluctuations in prices of goods, 
services and credit. Primary and secondary data on 19th century rural Java show a distinct 
influence of seasonality of production, and, significantly, continued income and expenditures, 
in the months preceding harvests of annual food and industrial crops. One can not speak of an 
economic hibernation period in the agricultural economy; one would naturally not expect such 
a phenomenon in a multi-seasonal agriculture. There is thus convincing evidence that Java's 
multi-seasonal agriculture was characterized by substantial shifts in the velocity of circulation 
of goods, services and money in the course of the seasons. The magnitude of the seasonal shifts 
in circulation is, by definition, larger than the longer term trends which are constructed by 
smoothing and indexing procedures. This study sets forth the general hypothesis that long term 
economic change can be explained by changes in the magnitude of seasonal shifts in the 
circulation of goods, services and money (Chapter 2). 
Changes in the magnitude of seasonal shifts in the circulation of goods, services and 
money are brought about by market integration and farm level options in investment, viz risk 
control through land improvement, crop shifts, livestock, temporary migration, and choice of 
liquid and asset savings. The level of monetization, defined as the proportion of transactions 
conducted in cash to total transactions, is a function of the availability of goods and services for 
barter. Monetization is thus determined by the costs of storage, the costs of keeping money, 
and differential transaction costs. This study shows that locally there was a wide range of 
agricultural goods, with a variable storage potential. Conditions were therefore conducive to 
barter, yet household level data from the late 19th century show that direct barter was rare. 
However, in timebound transactions, barter, involving land use, products and labour, was very 
important. One would not assume that its importance steins from the time of measurement. 
Measures of monetization should cover a number of years as multi-year crop cycles were 
important. Only measures covering one crop year are available; these show a level of 
monetization, measured over expenditures of around 50% in the late 19th century. If measured 
over income, monetization is much higher, between 60 to 80%. Carry over, land 
maintenance/improvement, debt, claim, asset savings, such as land improvement, in-the-
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ground-storage and livestock account for the différence. The income and expenditure picture of 
a multi-seasonal agricultural operation can not be condensed in a timeframe of one calendar 
year. Measures of savings, cash and in-kind, vary with the seasons. 
The continuity in rural settlement and the density of the rural population support the 
notion that the actual indicator for long term change can be found in change of the intra-year 
cycles in given localities in rural Java. The most reliable observations and measurements of the 
proportion of exchange in cash and in kind, viz between 40-80% in the 1880s, between 70-
90% in the 1930s and around 80% in the 1980s, show only that the range of monetization 
reduces through time. The actual upper level of monetization does not seem to indicate any 
influence of expanded urban population. This goes against the basic notion of the relationship 
between the proportion of transactions conducted in coin and the urban/rural division of labour 
in the economy, and one would therefore consider the seasonal change in the range of 
monetization as a reflection of long term economic change. 
The generalization through time of the encountered level of monetization in the 1870s 
and 1880s in Java requires inferences on the costs of money, and assumptions of money supply 
and movement, in rural Java in the 19th century. It is obvious that money could move within 
Java in a shorter time span than crop production cycles. The role of private trade houses in the 
supply of copper coin was substantial in the 19th century (Appendix A, Chapter 2). The 
colonial administration actually withdrew copper systematically from the 1850s onwards. The 
long term policy of copper money withdrawal supports the notion of scarcity of money, with 
the consquence of decreasing prices. However, private money supply responses support the 
opposite. There is no conclusive evidence regarding the trend of all Java supply of copper 
money in the second part of the 19th century. There are additional inferential arguments, viz 
the existence of cash conducted trade and cash paid taxation around 1800 (Appendix A). The 
information on the costs of money shows a regular cyclical movement in the years 1840-1870. 
The approximation of the upper boundary of the costs of money varied between 1.5 and 7 % 
per month in the residencies of Java in these years (Chapter 2). The level of repayment of debt 
in kind in the 1870s was around 100%, measured over one year. This falls between the 
approximated upper and lower levels of the costs of the money, and it would follow that 
payment in kind was thus a sound practice at times of high costs of money. It is therefore 
reasonable to assume that the range and annual level of monetization was subject to a fairly 
constant cyclical movement in the 19th century. 
For the early 20th century and the 1970s-1990s, there are more data on the integration 
of the money market and, in general, the agricultural economy. Reliable investigations from 
these years confirm a monetization level of around 70 to 90% around 1930, while towards the 
late 1980s, measurements in upland and rice producing villages show a monetization level of 
around 80%. In these years the costs of money in the rural economy shows a level of 60 to 80 
% per cropping sequence, not much different from the average costs of money in the 19th 
century. These observations, admittedly thin in terms of spatial and temporal coverage, would 
lead to the tentative conclusion that not much has changed in the level of monetization over 
the years 1880-1990. These findings suggest a number of questions concerning the temporal 
structure of the increase in monetization and the level of monetization in the early 19th 
century. These questions concern the inadequacy of measuring monetization on an annual 
basis (Chapter 2), the level of monetization in the early 19th century, and the puzzling 
observation that monetization in rural Java in 1930 was at the same level as in the late 1980s, 
while the urban population had expanded substantially in this period. The fundamental 
question concerns the long term behaviour of the proportion of transactions in cash and in 
kind. 
It is by no means certain that the level of monetization in the early 19th century was 
lower than the level in the 1880s. However, one can be certain that the intra year cycles in 
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relative prices of products, services and money were more pronounced in the 1880s than in the 
1980s. The notion of annual changes in circulation as the determinant of long term change 
contradicts the common assumption that monetization increases with growing division of 
labour for which the proportion rural and urban population is the major indicator. An 
explanation for the continuity in the level of monetization through time may be that the rural 
monetization reflects a economic consequence of the resource conditions in Java. As scale 
technologies in land use in Java are expensive and carrying capacity is high, size of operated 
holdings is rather small, whereas the wide range of crops and livestock provides options in 
adapting the agricultural calendar to other activities. On the one hand, part-time farming and 
other commercial activities go together with high monetization, on the other hand, one would 
expect, under conditions of diversified farming, that the proportion of own produce consumed 
by rural households is relatively large. In Java the first argument may explain the relatively 
high level of monetization, while the ease of barter would explain the continuity through time. 
Remarks 
Land use is a good example of a field where the rapid development of the technology of 
data collection has resulted in a significant timelag between socio-economic theory and the 
abundance of information. The recent extension of the metaphor of the "map", to the 
"colouring of the map" to the "landscape" in socio-economic vernacular actually reflects the 
vastly increased information. Whether the use of such words as a metaphor clarifies anything 
is a matter of taste. It is, however, beyond any doubt that information on land use has expanded 
tremendously in the course of the years. The progression in the technology of data collection on 
land use in the course of time, from simple semi-standardized stick measures, travel and trade 
reports, to triangulation in increasing density, and recently, towards aerial photography and 
satellite imaging, accompanied by increased density of on-the-ground measurement, should not 
draw attention away from the simple fact thai one looks with a variety of techniques at one and 
the same thing. The expansion of data collection technology is taking place at such a pace that 
what is a metaphor in the socio-economic sciences is virtual reality in the applied sciences 
concerned with land. The wealth of detail in recent information connects well with the early 
inquiries on local resource allocation and land use. As discussed in the introduction, land 
features in many different ways and fashions in general economic theories and current thought 
about Java's economic history. In the work of the classic economists, land features primarily in 
a cross sectional fashion. Its use indicates for Smith, the statesman's economist, division of 
labour and trade; Ricardo, the trader, sets forth that investment in agricultural production, 
processing and sales yields for all land types similar returns. Malthus, the parson, was of the 
opinion that people multiply faster than potential growth of food production. Von Thiinen, the 
gentleman/farmer, went somewhat farther and identified, on the basis of stable transport 
technology, a variety of uses, in interaction with a local consumer centre. One could, with good 
will, attempt to recognize or defy the above elements of economic thought in Java's history. 
This study does not make that attempt. The massive socio-economic literature on Java testifies 
adequately that conclusions of such excercises depend entirely upon one's point of view. As 
discussed in the introductory Chapter, the classic economists all held opinions on land as a 
fixed entity. This study compiles detailed 19th and 20th century observations on land use and 
shows that in the multi-seasonal agricultural economy of Java, crop shifts coincide with a wide 
variety of annual crops and low shining costs, continuous local and farm level diversity, a 
fluctuating monthly portfolio of income, expenditures and investments, and a stable long term 
pattern of rural settlement at various intensities. 
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People, land and money play an ambivalent role in theories on Java and its agriculture. 
Population growth dominates most development approaches, and agriculture on Java seems to 
be regarded as facilitating spatial expansion of the population from the rice growing plains to 
cleared jungle and hillside terraces. For many authors, development in Java is a Malthusian 
and economic race. This study shows that the long term course of events in Java involved a 
responsive and diverse agricultural economy, with a number of sources of expanded farm 
output: conversion of land use and crop shifts, next to yield increase, scale in transport and 
processing technology and somewhat more recently, mechanisation in land cultivation in areas 
specialized in rice. In literature there is a strong association between the technical properties of 
irrigation at scale and community involvement. It would seem that the broad community bias 
stems from recent times, with roots in the bucolic stage theories from the late 19th century. 
This study highlights earlier studies, which identified the importance of individual farming 
and land use as assets in Java in the 19th century. In doing so, this study shows that the neglect 
of highly competent early work is probably based on the lack of recognition of the essential 
characteristics of the economy of Java, ie land and climate, in socio-economic/historical work. 
The recognition of the fanner as an actor and the subsequent findings of this study seem 
to have implications for economic and sociological development thought and historiography. 
Mainstream economic literature on development and agriculture shows in the course of the 
1950s a widening notion that farmers in the third world, as the many countries gaining 
independence in Asia and Africa were called in those years, should not be considered as 
economic actors with a zero opportunity labour income and costs, and that only in specific 
cases the marginal returns to labour were low. This study shows that before the Second World 
War, even in the 19th century, the empirical observation that farming implies costs and options 
in returns to land and labour use was not even in question. Agricultural planning had advanced 
to the point of both short and medium range forecasts of production of annual food and 
industrial crops; the majority of rural investments were met from rural savings. In the general 
historical context, there is every reason to assume that the farmer has remained an economic 
actor through the years. In fact, as this study argues, there are, aside from the trivial decision to 
ascribe intelligence to actors, many good agricultural reasons why one would wish to consider 
individual farming and resource allocation in Java, and, so one would think, throughout Asia. 
This study does not provide distinct phases in the relation between market formation 
and the agricultural economy, nor does this study start from a growth concept. Economic 
growth is a largely statistical concept, dependent on the tools of private enterprise and the state 
- privately and publicly compiled statistical information. With the ever-widening availability of 
statistical information, economic theory has outgrown possibilities for historical verification in 
its many branches, but not, of course, its use in historical inquiries. The question is now 
whether one would wish to use the concept of economic growth in a historical investigation 
subject to data constraints. As discussed in the introductory Chapter, the historiography of Java 
shows signs of data shortage. The wealth of data on external trade have clouded the simple 
recognition for the lack of data on the domestic economy. A similar blind spot can be discerned 
in recent years; even though the increased statistical coverage shows a massive rural industry 
based on processing of agricultural produce, economists attribute subsectoral growth to 
improved conditions due to state intervention, rather than look farther back in time. As 
explained in the introduction, this study uses two concepts to increase the validity of recording 
of economic change through time, ie market formation and market configuration, specific to a 
product, crop or other means of exchange. Moreover, rather than presenting economic analysis 
of agriculture in generalized form, with land use being fixed, it is the application of 
agricultural knowledge on land use in identifying options in resource allocation in agriculture 
which provides the generalizations. By concentrating on market formation and temporal and 
locational division of labour and money circulation as inherent to agriculture, the perspective 
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used in this study externalizes and specifies the basic process of market formation, which is 
usually implicit in growth based studies. This approach may be of use in comparative socio-
economic historical inquiries. 
The researcher interested in any historical inquiry of agriculture and its economic 
significance faces a necessary but agreeable choice. In any given locality, climate and range of 
crops are generally known. One can thus structure one's choice of location along biophysical 
and thus temporal variables, and set forth that seasonality structures the circulation of goods, 
services, money, investments and savings. One has the opportunity to vary the biophysical 
conditions and the commodities in research by choosing location. Historical work on 
agriculture could thus cover various biophysical zones on a crop specific basis, following De 
Vries and Smits who conducted such analyses on rice in the Asian and the global market in 
colonial times. One could also compare, if data permit, the course of events involving a range 
of crops in either varying or similar biophysical conditions. In this connection, several remarks 
may place the general perspective and findings of this study in a wider frame. 
One can not generalize average seasonality for countries, let alone Asia or western 
Europe. The recognition of location specific seasonality, including variability and connected 
risk, leads to intentional structuring of comparisons. One can, however, on the basis of a given 
area, generalize climatic variability and risk. Such a procedure is common in agriculture and, 
in general, in analyzing business options in agriculture. It is, so one would think, also useful 
for historical and comparative studies. There are many reasons why comparison across 
specified areas is useful. There are no reasons to assume that the economic processes in 
western Europe were essentially different from those in Asia. The main thrust of the 
authoritative study by Slicher van Bath on western Europe concerns a long term economic 
process of division of labour, involving a long term change in money supply, shins in local use 
and regional markets for agricultural produce, differential trends in factor and product prices 
over the long term (400 years), and the options in the use of land. In western Europe shins 
from grain to livestock and back again in times of changing relative prices of grain and labour 
were important. Seasonal variability, use of water, conversion of land use and crop/livestock 
shins show locational variation throughout the history of western Europe. One recalls the 
northern plains in Italy, where an intensive use was made of water at a large scale (Sollewijn 
Gelpke, 1874), the crop shifts to potato and turnip, preceded by the introduction and spreading 
of maize, the investment in drainage in the Netherlands and other swampy areas and the 
simultaneous existence of large and small scale farming. Inter-regional shipping and inland 
trade in western Europe have been based on variation in land resources, options in crop shins 
and division of labour. As in Europe, climatic, seasonal and soil variation is large in Asia. Van 
Leur says that the monsoon winds directed transport and trade in Asia, the same monsoon 
creates in areas of varying altitude inter-seasonality of agricultural supply and influences 
transport over land. As in Europe, crops from Latin America fitted biophysical conditions and 
economic opportunity in Asia and enriched entrepreneurial options in the use of resources. In 
comparative work, an important question concerns rural savings and its relation with multi-
seasonal and single seasonal agriculture. This study recalls observations and data on 
concentration of rural savings and suggests that the economic focus needs to be extended to 
individual savings in their many forms. There are many differences between temperate 
climates and wet tropical monsoon climates. One difference is that grassland is far easier to 
maintain in dryer, temperate climates than in tropical climates. Livestock and grass provide a 
cheap source for large scale technology in land use under temperate conditions, but in multi-
seasonal wet agriculture, the multitude of annual food and industrial crops provides cheap 
shining options. It may well be that the findings of this study, when compared to farm level 
data from single season tropical and temperate zones with less topographical variability, will 
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reveal that individual savings have tied households to land, and thus structured the long term 
process of rural settlement, with its high economic diversity and carrying capacity. 
By the early 20th century, botanists such as Vavilov had identified zones of biodiversity 
on the globe. These are located in tropical areas, often with a multi-seasonal climatic calendar. 
The work of botanists, the progress made in the national and international research institutes 
and the recent concern with natural resources, have inspired broad resource assessments 
throughout Asia. The high biodiversity in tropical Asia, in combination with seasonality and 
available options for landuse and improvement, may provide the key to historical inquiry of 
division of labour, trade, rural and urban growth in Asia. Considering the agricultural side of 
the question, it has become clear that Asia, or countries as a whole, are far too clumsy entities 
to behold in a meaningful way, and that division of labour among areas is connected to 
seasonal differences and ranges in options of land use. Of importance is the generally high 
biodiversity and the lasting adoption of imported species from Latin America, such as sweet 
potato, cassava, maize and rubber throughout Asia. If the view on the agricultural economy 
and rural division of labour, as argued in this study, is historically correct, an inquiry into the 
variation in landuse, biophysical conditions and market formation could enrich the scope of 
historical research in Asia. 
There is a vast fund of agricultural and socio-economic knowledge. Interaction between 
factor allocation and the product market, viz crop substitution and product competition, 
constitute a highly complex pattern. This study traces part of the complexity of the agricultural 
economy in Java, using agricultural knowledge and argues that biophysical information can, 
and should be used in establishing the long term, as well as the broad view on Java and other 
areas of study. Adam Smith, Vavilov and many illustrious scientists say together that the 
wealth of a nation is the wealth of its species. Marshall's "natura non facit saltum" teaches the 
perception of continuity in the relation between nature and an economy. This study sets forth 
that Java's agriculture and economy provide a case in kind. 
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Appendix A 
Characteristics of market formation and the economy of Java, a historical 
introduction 
Market and bureaucracy 
Appendix A identifies indicators of market formation existence of markets, product 
flows and market mechanisms in the agricultural economy of Java around 1800 The appendix 
contains three sections, ie this introduction, a brief regional overview and ал in depth analysis 
of the nee market of Demak around 1800 The conclusions draw out the major characteristics, 
and, using the perspective on market formation and agriculture as discussed in Chapter 1, 
generalize some of these characteristics 
The material for this chapter is drawn from inquines by the colonial administration and 
more recent analytical studies The analysis of market formation in this chapter juxtaposes 
analytical insights generated by sociological/histoncal studies with the concepts set forth in 
Chapter 1 The introductory chapter has made clear that the operalionalisation of histoncal or 
timebound generalization differs among sociological/histoncal and economic/histoncal 
approaches As discussed in Chapter 1, a major difference among the sociological/histoncal 
and the economic/histoncal approach concerns questions of representativeness and 
generalization, especially with regard to quantified parameters In this regard, the 
determinants of market structure, the properties of crops and the attnbutes of produce, provide, 
in combination with the cross sectional approach, a major tool This insight can be used in 
conjunction with sociological/histoncal concepts of Javanese society, generated on the basis of 
sociological analytical starting points The following paragraphs address a societal 
characteristic, a sociological/histoncal concept, ie patnmomal bureaucracy, and identify 
elements of relevance to actual indicators of market formation 
The typification of Java in the 19th century and earlier times was the issue of theoretical 
excercises, and, since the early 1900s, has been influenced by Webenan ideal-type 
reconstructions (Rouffaer, 1905, ENOI 1st ed Vol 4 587-652, Ham, 1913, Van Leur, 1955, 
Wertheim, 1964, Burger, 1975, Boomgaard, 1989b) To some extend ideal types are used in 
the distinction of stages (Burger) However they are also used as a means for generalization 
through time (Wertheim, Ham), in more cross sectional approaches (Boomgaard), and in 
actual histoncal reconstruction (Van Leur, Rouffaer) The insights generated by these studies 
are important to define the starting point and possibilities for juxtapositiomng of findings in 
this inquiry, and require a brief discussion of elements which could not be covered in sufficient 
detail in the introductory chapter 
An important sociological/histoncal conceptualization of Javanese society was 
generated by Wertheim (1960), drawing on Van Leur Wertheim integrated the Webenan 
concepts of an instrument of control (bureaucracy) and a specific histoncal/administrative 
phase (patrimony realm, local chief/sultan and personal staff) and set forth that a hybndized 
version, patnmomal bureaucracy* captures the main charactenstics of instruments of control as 
related to power in the numerous sultanates and realms in Java The observation of goal 
onented administration and demarcated nghts of digmtanes to domains, villages, land and 
people led to his charactenzation of Java in earlier years as a patnmomal bureaucracy 
Wertheim drew the pnvate and the public domain and instruments of control (organizing 
For a classic discussion of bureaucracy, patrimonium and sullanism see Weber (1947 58,39,62, 346) 
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chiefs/sultans with personal staff and rational legal authority and segregation of office) 
together as a patrimonial bureaucracy. It is useful to typify the large number of sultanates and 
realms on the basis of organized administration and locally accepted authority in earlier years, 
yet there were substantial differences in size among the sultanates of Surakarta and 
Yogyakarta, the split up remnants of the Mataram empire, and the large number of smaller 
sultanates and realms. The size of area under control has important consequences for 
organisation with a given level of logistic and information technology. In this study, the 
economic mechanism of importance is exchange, transaction structure and the choice of goods 
transferred. Historiography draws naturally on available sources and these often concern flows 
of goods and payments between local courts and outside authorities, in the case of Java around 
1800, either one of the larger sultanates in central Java, Surakarta and Yogyakarta and the 
VOC/Colonial administration. The existence of external flows of goods and money imply 
internal flows; these, specified by type of goods, role of money and transaction structure reflect 
the actual economic characteristics of Java. The leaders of the sultanates and realms 
maintained, through their organizations, external as well as internal relations connecting 
villages, settlements and towns and regional centres. The organizations covered many aspects 
of control and included trade and taxation. As implied by Wertheim's qualification, and as 
inherent to the perspective used in this study, there are no reasons to make a prion distinctions 
with regard to outside and inside flows of goods, .such as: trade versus taxation, taxation versus 
taxation, or, taxation versus trade, to cover the three possibilities in qualification. The vital 
question generated by the patrimonial bureaucracy concept concerns the actual control of such 
a patrimonial bureaucracy of a recognizable economy in terms of resource allocation, viz 
production, processing, trade, distribution and consumption of specified goods. The very 
definition of patrimonium actually segregates parts of geographically the same economy, or 
even proportions of flows of specified goods. The use of the bureaucracy concept hinges on 
control. The question is therefore where one seeks or places the patrimonial hub of authority, 
in courts, local towns or villages. However, one cannot hope to disentangle with reasonable 
success the complex political/economic relationships in an economy in a historical inquiry, 
while maintaining power of generalization. One simply observes that hierarchies in 
bureaucracy* existed. The focus in this appendix on commodities includes both the internal 
and external markets of the sultanates and realms, and facilitates observations on this issue. 
The question in these paragraphs concerns therefore the actual organisation of flows of goods, 
specification of goods concerned and, of course, the structuring influence of the production and 
the characteristics of the goods on the market. 
In control, the role of information and scale is vital. In this regard the bureaucracies of 
the VOC/colonial administration and the larger sultanates of Yogyakarta and Surakarta tackled 
in terms of scale and logistic requirements more complicated tasks than the staff of rulers of 
smaller realms. In Java, local dignitaries interacted with the hierarchy of officials and 
merchants of the VOC administration (ENOI 1st ed Vol. 2: 71-78). Bergsma (1896: 189-209, 
bijlage ρ) provides in-depth information on Javanese hierarchies in specific areas of Java in the 
early 19th century and indicates the existence of local hierarchy in rural towns and villages. In 
its years, the VOC regarded the relationships among the Javanese dignitaries as a simple chain 
of command structure, and it appears that the colonial administration in its early years, around 
1800, followed the same line. Van Deventer (1865, vol 1:18, notes: 180-184) describes the use 
of ranking and nomination of dignitaries by the colonial administration in earlier years, 
reflecting relationships and possibly colonial intervention in the local bureaucracy. With 
regard to verification of quantities of goods and money flows, the dignitaries and officials 
needed information. A question is therefore how the dignitaries and officials solved the 
There is a large body of evidence for the hierarchical structure of bureaucracy Especially the information on taxation 
supports this notion. See ENOI, 1st ed. Vol.1. 157-160, 163-167), Lawick van Pabst (1830) in: de Klerck (1909, Vol 6, 
Bijlage XXVII: 378-383, also XXXIa), Rouffaer in ENOI, 1st ed. Vol 4 620,629-630, Carey (1989: 45^»7, appendix 
3); Rolhenbuhler (1806, in: Rijstcultuur, 1854) (1812); Raffles (1817. 300-302); Ijsseldijk (1799, in. De Jonge XII. 
464-556) and on coffee, De Klein (193Γ 50, 87) For comparative discussion of early taxation in the Philippines and 
Indonesia see Wolters (1983). 
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practical problems involved. Van Gelderen (1923) regards the strength of the VOC as a 
function of its control of forward market channels. With regard to collection of goods and 
information, the question is how the collection of goods was organized and how information 
was obtained to control market participants. It is well known that privileges were leased out, a 
question is then did the bureaucrats devise ways to bypass leasing parties to obtain 
information? Did they count people and measure land and flows of produce? The answer is 
likely confirmative; Boomgaard and Gooszen ( 1991:12, CEI 11 ) say that emuneration of cacah 
took place in the empires of Java in the 17th century and onwards, the VOC/Colonial officials* 
undertook many exploring and measurement activities at the time of transfer of VOC assets to 
the Netherlands. 
The most direct procedure to tackle these questions is to identify where the economy 
and a bureaucracy show common elements, ie markets and rules. Markets are indicated by 
resource allocation, production and consumption of specific goods, and by the actual definition 
of markets by local and other authorities in Java. In addition to estimations of resource 
allocation, available first hand observations and descriptions of market mechanisms, 
transactions, and taxation regulations are reasonable indicators of the specific goods and 
services under taxation, the rent regime. It is self evident that taxation regulations do not 
necessarily cover all goods and services in exchange in any economy, nor are regulations very 
meaningful as precise descriptions of actual practices. Where possible, actual transaction 
structures will be reconstructed. As discussed in the introductory chapter, monetized and non-
monetized exchange both make up economic life, and the specification of goods in exchange 
and the role of money in trade and its connection with taxation will constitute the focus of 
investigation. 
Aside from the inspiring role of Van Leur in devising the concept of patrimonial 
bureaucracy, his work and that of other scholars contain important insights of direct 
significance for market formation in general. The major thrust of Van Leur's work concerns 
Asian trade in high value goods, and reveals existence of demand for various goods in the 
different ports of Asia. Van Leur (1955) presents evidence that sultanates, local kingdoms and 
larger empires in Asia interacted economically through trade. Van Leur's source investigations 
on trade by commodity, port of origin and by importing/exporting network show that trade in 
goods included a number of parties in different locations, subject to different market forces". 
Van Leur's well-known analysis of the influence of the monsoon on market connections and 
multi-local nature of trade is ultimately based on division of labour and geographical factors 
and ties in well with earlier analytical, but largely unused, work of Ham***. Ham (1913/14: 
217-222) provides insight into the role of trade in local agricultural economies. In Ham's view, 
local and external traders transact both through the local rulers and directly with local 
distributors and suppliers. Ham stylized a sequence of events and connected these with 
agriculture. He distinguished the following steps: 
1. Traders deal through local rulers; against loans in coin, or by simple bidding 
procedures, local privileges are obtained. Traders select goods in local demand and 
import these; 
2. Traders establish representative agents, dealing through the indigenous hierarchy, 
and/or with primary producers; and 
3. Local agriculture is responsive to both local and external demand subject to uncertainty 
of production (droughts, floods, pests and plagues). 
Van Deventer (1865, vol I 2,3) mentions that the colonial administration under Van Overstraten as governor of the 
northern coast and eastern Java (1791-1796) collected information on land and resources, and performed land 
measurements. In Semarang at the cartographic school detailed maps were drawn up, leading to the map of Kortzius 
(Zandvliet, 1991), reproduced here as map 1. 
For an overview of the use the VOC and its partners made of multi-locality of markets and control on supply, see also 
Feenstra Kuiper (1921) and Terpstra (1918). 
In his major work of 1913 Ham abandoned his earlier use of stage theories of the German Historical School See also 
Van Der Eng (1993) 
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The vital element concerns the responsiveness and uncertainty of agriculture. Ham 
based his view on the entrepreneurial element in agricultural production and trade, and the 
large variety of agriculture and forest produce of the islands of the archipelago and the notion 
of local as well as external demand for goods. Ham also set forth that forest dwellers are often 
engaged in barter and trade, usually of high value goods. Van Leur's view on trade and Ham's 
views on agriculture and entrepreneurial action in Indonesia are somewhat too general to have 
much meaning, except as an overall economic typification. In combination with the major lines 
of analysis of Burger (1975), viz money circulation, reach of administration and transport, the 
recognition of location specific market forces, range of produce, costs of transport over specific 
distances and local concentrations of demand, the use of multi-locality by traders and the 
responsiveness of agriculture, do not seem farfetched at all. Boomgaard's (1989a) message in 
his study of Java in the years 1750 - 1880 is in essence contained in the organization of his 
study, in part by sector. Division of labour, wage labour, enterprise and market oriented 
production were already in existence in Java in the years 1780-1815. It is evident that 
sociological/historical inquiries and studies provide necessary and valuable insights, which 
help to define the starting point and to focus this inquiry. 
The application of comparative historical concepts, such as patrimonial bureaucracy, 
and general economic insights regarding multi-locality, a responsive agriculture and division 
of labour needs a sociological placing. Next to an elite with an internal hierarchy, the rural 
population in early 19th century Java is, in literature, classified in bumi or sikep, land-owning 
taxpayers and service providers, and numpang or bujang, non land-owning, tax paying people 
and service providers. It remains a question whether these categories reflect something like a 
segmented/feudal society, characterized by different classes, with differential options and 
feudal control. It is now generally accepted that occupational and mobility options existed; 
numpang and bujang could settle in unopened land or existing cultivated areas, or engage in 
wage-labour. On the other hand there are also reports that VOC/colonial administration, 
sultans and lords regulated the movement of people. The synchronous existence of mobility 
and control suggests interaction between rent regime - closely tied to trade - and behaviour of 
individuals. 
With regard to the options of the individual and the role of the village, early sources 
give a fairly balanced impression. De Vries (1931: 63) draws out evidence that at least some 
officials of the early local colonial administration regarded the common man as the pivot of 
economic life. There are indications that the village organisation remained very flexible amidst 
changes in the political and loyalty sphere, accompanying the ascent of colonial local control. 
The observation of Baud that the village on Java was a palladium of tranquillity was, although 
it may have served later the European tendencies to glorify bucolic ways of life and the village 
community, perhaps an empirical observation in his time. Muntinghe (1817: 331, note 65, Van 
Deventer, 1865) described the village administration in Java as a lump of wax, able to assume 
any form in interaction with a benevolent government. One has to be careful in accepting the 
observations of Baud and Muntinghe, because the VOC and the early colonial administration 
may have had an interest in weakening the ties between the Javanese elite and the rural 
population. In this inquiry the options available to individuals and the resource base of villages 
are of interest. 
Caution is necessary in using modern terminology such as "policy", "government" and 
"state" when refering to 19th century Java. In most of the inspection reports dating from the 
turn of the 18th century and early 19th century the abbreviation "Comp." is used by the 
authors, referring to the VOC. The VOC, however, dissolved in 1797 and the Netherlands' 
state absorbed its assets. The instructions of the officials, appointed by the King, are referred to 
in older reports as coming from "High Authority". Where possible, specific parties are 
indicated. 
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Market formation and the agricultural economy in early 19th century Java 
In characterizing the division of labour in the economy of Java this section will focus on 
indicators of market formation, market mechanisms and the biophysical determinants of 
market formation as discussed in Chapter 1. The task in this section is to obtain a reasonable 
impression of infrastructure, exchange of goods and money, geographical span of markets and 
control and their relation with local resources. 
A more or less systematic source of information on population and production in Java 
of the early 19th century is the study of Raffles. His study contains estimations of population 
and part of agricultural production by district and realm. However, these aggregates contain 
substantial inaccuracies and will not be used in this study. Raffles estimated the population of 
Java in 1815 at 4,615,270, Baudt put the figure higher at 8,000,000 (Boomgaard and Gooszen, 
1991: 10, CEI 11). On the basis of a compilation of source material, and interpolation 
Boomgaard and Gooszen (1991: 82, CEI 11) estimate the population of Java at 7,500,000 in 
1800. Accepting the high estimations, the question arises whether the people not included in 
registration under Raffles were included at all in registration and where they were located. It 
seems plausible (De Klein, 1931: 2,3,42,43) that under the VOC, the Javanese dignitaries 
systematically underestimated the number of bumi, thereby reducing tribute and deliveries. The 
VOC responded with expanded regulation of taxation, the noempang were included in taxation 
regulations by the late 18th century, yet in Raffles' time the shortfall in registration was still 
around 40%. One can not make the assumption that the 40% were all registered by Javanese 
dignitaries, nor can one assume that the 40% lived in the areas under rent regimes tied to the 
colonial authorities. The urban population was proportionally small. Boomgaard (1989a: 1 ΙΟ­
Ι 12) estimates the urban population of the five bigger cities Surakarta, Yogyakarta, Batavia, 
Semarang and Surabaya at 6.7% of total population. The population was concentrated in 
towns, older and larger villages and settlements, the actual proportion of concentrated 
population was likely somewhat higher. However, it is well known that people lived also in the 
forests and the hills; for example in western Java, the "bird" people and shifting cultivators 
made a living in the forests and the hills. The Tengger mountains sustained a sedentary 
population making a living from the cultivation of onions. The Badui led already in the early 
19th century an isolated life in the hills of Bantam (Van Deventer, vol 1, note: 204). Van 
Deventer (1865, vol 2:769) presents reports of hoarding of money in mountain areas, and 
reports by planters and travellers (De Wilde, 1829; Teysman, 1853) mention populations 
engaged in commerce in isolated areas. There are thus indications that the population of Java 
extended beyond large sedentary concentrations of growers. Economic activities and related 
use of land included sedentary agricultural production as well as collection of forest products. 
Inland trade existed among topographically different areas. 
The Priangan inner lands and eastern Java are generally assumed to have been more 
thinly populated than the Solo valley and areas on the north coast of Java. In view of the 
topography this seems likely indeed, but there are still many unanswered questions with regard 
to the distribution of population over Java around 1800. The map of Kortzius (map 1) reveals 
the state of the art of geographic knowledge around 1800. Kortzius included substantial detail 
on towns and larger villages on the north coast and the area of Yogyakarta and Surakarta, and 
rather less detail in south western Java and the south coast in general. The area of south 
Banten, Banyumas/Bagelen and parts of eastern Java remain blank, indicating the boundary of 
knowledge, not necessarily unused lands. Of special interest is the large number of rivers 
included by Kortzius in the area around Batavia and in general along the north coast. This 
density reflects the natural flow of water from Java, as limestone ridges prevent drainage on 
large parts of the south coast, and also the importance of the many small rivers in transport. 
There are a number of local maps from the early colonial years covering smaller areas. These 
provide more detail on local roads and connections, and prove that local infrastructure can be 
associated with numerous rural towns and villages. Literature (Rouffaer, 1905; Van Klaveren, 
1950; Reinsma, 1955; Hiisken, 1982; Carey, 1989) shows recurrent reference to fairly intensive 
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economie activity in Yogyakarta, Surakarta and southern central Java in the years 1810-1850. 
There are also numerous references to organized and spontaneous population movements, 
transfer of realms and land and adjustment of boundaries in the early 19th century. Although 
the detailed picture on inland Java is far from complete, one can assume that inland Java was 
rather more populated and had more commerce than reflected by Raffles' data. There are 
additional supportive arguments for this view. A comparison of infrastructural density of parts 
of inland Java, western Java and coastal areas over the years 1860-1880 does not show much 
difference. One can not infer that the starting situation was the same because the 
infrastructural density in the years 1860 - 1880 is more or less similar among various areas, 
however, it is clear that one can not assume that large parts of inner Java were without 
population. 
With regard to division of labour, there are arguments to include rainfed areas, uplands, 
hills and mountains in the general economic/geographical picture of Java. Irrigation engineers 
and agriculturalists (Eijsvogel, 1950; De Vries, 1931) generally consider the inland areas of 
Java as the cradle of irrigation, simply because drainage is no complicated problem in small 
scale run-off irrigation. The conditions in the Solo valley and the location of two major inland 
towns, Solo and Yogyakarta attest to this view. The cultivation requirements of the major crops 
in Java around 1800, viz rice, maize, rootcrops, legumes, coffee, indigo, tobacco, cotton, 
pepper, sugar, tree crops and horticultural crops, vary substantially along temperature, water 
needs, drying and processing requirements, and require generally well drained land, relatively 
abundant in inland Java. 
The infrastructure, serving local and regional trade in inner Java (Van Milaan, 1942: 
218): southern Java and the area of Banyumas stems from earlier times. Van Milaan (1942: 
228) says that shifts in road connections inland are to be associated with shifts in power among 
centres of power, or areas of economic intensity. Van Milaan (1942), drawing on reports from 
travellers, VOC representatives and campaigns of VOC troops, investigated the role of inter-
regional roads in commerce in central Java and the peripheral areas east and west of central 
Java. Van Milaan observes that the inter-regional overland connections had served trade and 
control for centuries. Analyzing the various campaigns Van Milaan concludes that the 
Javanese parties profited from their knowledge of the lay of the land and road connections and 
could thwart attempts by the VOC and its Javanese associates through avoidance of battle. Yet, 
the same conditions, which were favourable to survival and avoidance strategy of local armies 
and bands, constituted an inner weakness of Mataram, or, as Van Milaan (1942:208) put it, 
"any larger Javanese centre of power". Van Milaan characterized the inherent inner tension of 
empires on Java with basically geographical/infrastructural determinants: 
"In fact, [the inner weakness of empires] originates from the nature of the land ("aard van de 
woonruimte"), containing a number of separate population centres: the large plains located at the 
feet of vulcanoes, where vulcanic ash renewed [mineral] resources and where running irrigation 
was possible with simple means These conditions, required by wet rice implied that cultivated 
inner plains remained separated by thinly populated or uninhabited, difficult-to-negotiate areas 
the higher volcanic slopes, the east west limestone ndges, rain-divides on the lower secondary 
ridges, moors and swamps etc .... " 
Van Milaan says that economic relationships between the north coast trade cities and the inner 
lands included rice, grown inland. This means that, even with the available level of transport 
technology, horses and carts, paths and dirt roads, both lateral inland connections and South -
North connections existed in the Mataram period. With regard to treatises and political 
economic relationships one can say that powershifts may have induced road connections, but 
that geography and existing road connections determined the options for rulers of realms. The 
question whether the realms were part of a regional economy seems to require an affirmative 
answer. However, for lack of quantitative information on flows of goods one cannot go further 
than a general supposition. The key observation of geographical and infrastructural 
demarcations continues to be highly valid. 
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At the tum of the 18th century Java contained thus a number of local economies with 
regional trade connections The demarcations between these local economies were of 
lnfrastructural nature Inland moors and inaccessible parts of hilly and mountainous areas 
formed transport boundaries among local economies Large (limestone) stretches of the south 
coast of Java are inaccessable and dangerous, whereas the north coast is characterized by 
outlets of a large number of small and large nvers, such as the Solo, the kali Madiun and the 
kali Brantas, which functioned as inter-regional waterways The Solo plain, the upstream 
Sultanates of Yogyakarta and Surakarta and the Semarang economy and the areas east and 
west of the Sultanates constituted something approaching a regional economy, as inland access 
and lateral roads had long been in use in this area The area around Surabaya and Gresik 
constituted another region Inland trade was a distinct feature of the local economies of Java 
Its existence is borne out by toll gates and coastal shipping along the north coast, the major 
trade route in the east-west direction In inland trade the dominant direction was north-south 
However inter-regional east-west connections also existed in central Java 
The local coastal economies included a coastal centre and villages in the lowlands as 
well as at medium altitude and possibly at higher altitude Rivers provided a way of bulk 
transport in the north-south direction Rafts were used for transport of produce The material of 
rafts, bamboo, constituted a tradeable good Lateral inland road connections existed, however, 
these roads were not always negotiable in the rainy season The coastal land on Java's north 
coast was subject to tidal forces as well as seasonal floods, prohibiting intensive use without 
substantial investment in drainage The resource base of the local economies of Java was 
characterized by a diversity of land resources and the range of crops which could be cultivated 
and constraints to inland transport Van Milaan (1942 230) argues that the nvers in Java in 
earlier years were easy to negotiate because deforestation had not progressed This argument 
would need further confirmation, because one needs to take into account volcanic eruptions He 
observes that inland water way traffic was easier in the rainy season than in the dry months 
Inversely, it is likely that over-land transport was easier in the dry season It follows that 
seasonality in rainfall, aside from inducing seasonality in production and trade, also caused 
seasonality in the cost of transport One would need to take into account that road and nver 
transport can substitute for one another 
The importance of seasonality and biophysical variability is borne out by Raffles' 
observations on agriculture in Java In his time, three land types were distinguished for 
taxation purposes (table A 1) 
Table A.1 Land type» around 1800, Java. 
description use proposed taxation 
(ungated) (non-ungated) 
sawah tegal 
lañan ladu nverbank flats multi-cropping nee 1/2 2/5 
lanah lintjal clay soils, larger single crop 2/3 1/3 
plains 
lanahpasir light soils, variable 1/3 1/4 
in maritime districts 
Source Raffles (1817 115-117, appendix L) 
Note for in-depth information see also De Vnes( 1931 57-61) 
It is evident that the classification for proposed taxation under Raffles covers only a 
limited range of the land used, homeyards, orchards and land at higher altutudes are absent 
Yet, even on the basis of the limited land types and uses included in taxation regulation, it is 
clear that seasonality of production varied with the crops grown on these land types Raffles 
observed a variety of crops in addition to padi dalam and padi gendah, kacang gude (pigeon 
pea), kacang penden (string bean), kacang cina (groundnut), kacang íju (mungbean), kacang 
kedele (soybean), jagung (maize), wijen (sesame), jarak (castor bean) and various other These 
crops covered a wide range of end uses, varying from food, vegetable oils and lamp oil to use of 
cake for fertilization At higher altitude, nee was locally planted as early as September, 
resulting in harvest in January, such in contrast to planting in the coastal area which usually 
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occurred later. Maize was in a process of expansion in the low hills (Raffles 1817:121), while 
maize was procured by traders from Madura for use in eastern Java. Although Raffles does not 
mention it, it seems possible that the out-migration of labour from Madura contributed to the 
dissemination of maize in east Java. Raffles (1817:135) also observed that vegetables, 
presumably temperate vegetables, such as potatos, degenerated in the hot conditions on the 
coast. De Vries (1931:57-61) drawing on the early statistical reports of eastern Java indicates a 
large variation in seasonality as well as a distinct division of labour among areas with different 
altitudes. 
The geographical-biophysical dimensions of Java are relatively easy to sketch, the 
indicators of market formation are not so easily available. However, historiography is rich in 
coverage of spheres of influence, taxation and organisation of various areas of Java at the turn 
of the 18th century, and, as discussed in the preceding section, these provide an angle of 
analysis on market formation and the agricultural economy. The splitting up of the Mataram 
empire took place around 1750, and was accompanied by expanded colonial control. The 
studies of Rouffaer (1905) and Carey (1989) cover the vorstenlanden and central Java, the 
studies of De Haan (1912) and De Klein (1931) cover the western north coast and inner parts 
of western Java, and several reports by Rothenbuhler and various authors from around 1800 
(Rijstcultuur, 1854) and Ijsseldijk (1799) cover parts of the north coast and eastern Java. These 
provide information on mechanisms of control and market formation and identify privilege of 
rule and position as sources of income: land rights and other market-rights. Lease was 
practiced throughout Java from well before the turn of the 18th century. Bergsma (1880 Vol. 2: 
297) mentions that in 1796 the VOC controlled 8,585 negorijen, (settlements), of which 1,154 
were leased out to Chinese. He does not indicate whether the number of settlements not leased 
out were actually managed by VOC personnel. It seems likely that these lands were actually 
run by local dignitaries who maintained political and economic relationships with VOC staff. 
Around 1800-1810, rent regimes can be distinguished in a variety of situations with different 
access to regional connections (table A.2). 
Tabic AJ Rent regimes of Java around 1810. 
Rent reeimes 
Vorstenlanden 
Mancanegara 
North Coast 
Private domains 
Priangan 
infrastructure 
Inland 
Inland/coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal/inland 
Inland 
The availability of information on the north coast, western and eastern Java and inland 
central Java facilitates in depth analysis of mechanisms of control in conjunction with markets, 
market mechanisms and transaction structure, taking into account crop specific determinants 
of the market. The north coast category covers the accessible coastal land of Java and includes 
areas under VOC control, principalities and private domains. The Priangan covers the inner 
part of west Java, which was rather thinly populated, and contained autonomous regencies. The 
vorstenlanden, which consisted of the remnants of the Mataram empire, was divided into two 
sultanates, Yogyakarta and Surakarta. Since the 1750s, residents from the VOC had been 
located in Yogyakarta and Surakarta. The mancanegara covered those parts of central Java, 
north, west and east of the Mataram sultanates with ties to court. The principalities, another 
classification often encountered in the literature, is a rather variable category which includes 
the semi-autonomous regencies and smaller enclaves. The changes in this peripheral category 
were many in the years 1808-1810. Rouffaer says that the sultan of Yogyakarta transferred to 
the colonial administration enclaves located in the residencies of Semarang, Demak and 
Jepara, the district of Grobogan, Wirosari, Sesela-warong, the land between these and the 
district of Salatiga, the lands of Jipan and Japan. The sultan ("keizer") of Surakarta transferred 
part of Kudus and Blora and various enclaves in the area of Semarang and Salatiga. The 
colonial administration in turn transferred parts of the land Galoe and the district Tjauwar-
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vvettan to the sultan Yogyakarta, and the land of Malang and the district of Ngantang to the 
sultan of Surakarta. These transfers do not necessarily mean that there was change in local 
rule, but may reflect choices in market channels by local rulers and most likely a shiñ in 
direction of payment of taxation, if any. 
Private domains as such emerged in the years of the VOC around Batavia and on the 
coast. It is difficult to make a historical/economic distinction between principality and private 
domain. The cause of their existence, need for money and negotiation, seems to be similar. In 
the years 1808-1812 private domains expanded, when Daendels sold rather than leased tracts 
of land and the accompanying rights to rents and markets, under conditions of urgent money 
shortage and blockade of European trade and inter island trade in the archipelago (Van den 
Berg, ENOI 1st ed., Vol. 3: 610-612). The purpose of selling land was to raise funds for 
purchasing goods from its trade partners along the north coast, payment of staff, collection, 
transport and storage of goods and payments to indigenous functionaries. The colonial 
authorities did not have the capacity to manage land. Muntinghe (1817) narrates the 
difficulties of the early colonial administration in competing with private tradehouses in the 
archipelago (Van Deventer, 1865, vol.1: 316-317). Private domains extended throughout Java. 
Van Deventer (1865, vol.1: 35,50,51) mentions that private rice lands were in operation in 
Daendels' times, and that bits and pieces of lands in the regencies of Tanggerang and 
Krawang, the lands of Besuki, Panarukan and Probolinggo, a part of the lands of Bantam, as 
well as lands in the environments of Semarang and Surabaya, were sold. Private domains 
dominated the area around Batavia and expanded to the south of Bogor after Daendels and 
Raffles sold large tracts of land in the years 1808-1816. Private domains were also located 
along the coast, at Kadanghauer and Indramayu near Cirebon. Smaller tracts were scattered 
along the north coast with some concentration in the area of Surabaya and Pasuruan. 
The movements of lands and adjustment of boundaries between the various centres of 
power in Java in the late 18th and early 19lh century are important because there are no 
reasons to assume that these movements were independent of expansion of private estates and 
factories in Java. One can hypothesize that the strenghtening of entrepreneurial investment in 
Muntinghe's years was associated with market access and shifts in use, and possibly rights to 
numerous larger and smaller tracts of land. The distinction of rent regimes in areas with 
different topography and infrastructural characteristics facilitates an analysis of these rent 
regimes in conjunction with resource allocation in production. This inquiry starts with the 
notion that variability in biophysical conditions, locality and connections are the major 
determinants of trade in agricultural goods, because of climatic variation in Java along its east 
west and north-south axis the study will follow consistently the following regions: western 
Java, northern central Java, southern central Java and eastern Java. The following paragraphs 
focus on the rice market in a local economy, Demak on the north coast of Java. 
The rice market in Demak in 1804 
Around 1800, the "Hooge Regering" (High Authority, H.A.) in Batavia decided to 
conduct a detailed inquiry in the rice markets of Java because of the reduced annual collection 
of rice and complaints of high rice prices. The inquiry was implemented in the regencies of 
Tegal, Pekalongan, Semarang, Jepara, Djawana, Rembang, Gresik, Surabaya and Pasuruan. Of 
the reports, only the Demak report and the Rothenbuhler report on east Java have been 
preserved. In particular the local purchase price of rice was of interest to the authorities in 
Batavia. The Governor of Java's north coast in central and eastern Java was head of the local 
committee. He appointed Mr. J.A. van Middelkoop, AH. Smissaert and Kiai Adipati Soero 
Adimengolo, the "chief regent of Semarang, as members. 
The Demak report (Rijstcultuur, 1854) contains summaries of statements of 23 
respondents in an inquiry on the rice market in 1804 (table A 7). The respondents include the 
regents, dignitaries, officials, village heads and personnel in warehouses and transport. The 
responses indicate quite clearly that the participants in the rice trade also had other concerns, 
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the majority of the respondents reported income in nee, usually referred to as a share of local 
rice production. It is not clear from the responses whether such income was hereditary, 
although such seems possible in case of the higher officials. One can not assume that the 
position of bupati was hereditary The Demak report and the Rothenbuhler report refer also to 
appointed bupati's. Whether such appointments in fact constituted mere recognition of an 
internal outcome of local politics and power interplay is not possible to gauge. Interviews with 
staff of warehouses of participants in Semarang were not included in the report The report 
concentrates on local collection of rice Responses show that the committee gave attention to 
the conversion of various units of weight and content as well as pnces 
The inquiry itself and the report need some observations The first impression upon 
scrutiny of the responses by the market participants is simply that they did not wish the 
committee to know what was going on The committee, obviously aware of this, made attempts 
to establish conversion ratios of the many measures and weights reported The responses form 
a puzzle The very reason for the inquiry by the committee concerns the suspicion of псе trade, 
not authorized by high authority from Batavia Yet, from a local point of view, the Batavia 
ordered inquiry constituted a sign of intervention and expanded control, which may not have 
been judged by the local colonial staff and dignitaries as beneficial for the population and 
economy of Demak. Semarang, the regional and coastal centre of the area, had for some years 
been the location of a school for cartography and engineering, and was an important place in 
its own right (Zandvliet, 1991 71-106). A number of motives likely played a role, and one can 
not exclude the possibility that well understood local priorities and benefit together were the 
reason for the somewhat confusing array of responses The report contains a wealth of 
information which can be cross checked, and actually provides a reasonably clear view on the 
agricultural economy 
The town of Demak was located approximately 30 kms south-east of Semarang, at a 
distance of ± 10 kms from the sea (Map E 7). Densely populated Kedu was located east of 
Demak. Grobogan was an inland transit market, placed on cross roads to Kedu to the east and 
Surakarta to the south The 1st regent (bupati) of Demak estimated the population of his 
regency at 80,542 people of which some 10,000 were nee growers The 2nd regent estimated 
the population of his regency at 102,300 (table A3) The report does not explicitly confirm that 
the two regencies were in fact different areas Land was concentrated in the hands of + 10% of 
the population, however, this does not mean that land use was not widely distnbuted among the 
rural population 
Table AJ Features of the rice market In Demak 
Population 
Ricegrowers 
Consumption of псе 
1 Regent estimation (High) 
1 katti/cap/day, 219 kg/cap/day 
(non-псе period 
not specified) 
2 Modified estimations 
Low 60 kg/cap/yr 
Medium 100 kg/cap/yr 
Reeencv 1 
80,500 
10,000 
17,630 tons 
4,830 tons 
8,050 tons 
Reeencv 2 
102,300 
Note Taking the regent estimation literal would lead to an over estimation of псе consumption 
The regents exercised some rule and control On the income side, the regents' nghts 
included a share of nee, granting nee collection nghts and local pnvileges nghts to land, 
labour, local toll and licensing Local heads exercised similar nghts Location specific nghts to 
purchase rice and pnvileges were leased out to digmtanes, nobility, family members and 
Chinese. The rice and other interests of the colonial administration were in the hands of one 
caretaker (opzichter) in Demak Table A 3 presents estimates of population and nee 
consumption in Demak of 1804 
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The number of villages leased out by the regents was rather small at 11 and 14 villages, 
respectively. The actual number of desa in Demak in 1804 is unknown. It was, however, 
considerably larger (possibly 300-350 larger and smaller villages) than the number of villages 
leased out by the regent. One cannot infer that the regent actually exercised rights in all 
remaining villages. Local heads, nobility and small officials exercised local rights (table A 7). 
Villages were classified in larger and smaller desa, "hoofd" negorijen and "negorijen" (negeri, 
lands). Forest villages were distinguished as a separate class of economic and taxable activity. 
Table A 4 presents the classification of villages and the income reported by the regents. The 
respondents (nos. 8-23, table A 7) confirm that, aside from whole villages, larger and smaller 
areas were leased out, primarily for money and rice. Regent and local heads conducted rice 
collection through the local establishing of "field" markets, "mangganan", in areas being 
harvested. As indicated, there are no explicit indications that privileges were in all cases 
hereditary. An interesting question, with regard to the bureaucratic element, concerns the 
relation between the bupati, the local heads and the Chinese. The inquiring committee gives 
the impression of following the practice to consider the dignitaries, heads, nobility and small 
officials as a hierarchical organisation, but there is little evidence in the Demak report of 
straightforward echelons, nor is it clear whether bupati had the exclusive option to lease out 
assets to Chinese. One can imagine that leasing out assets to Chinese relieved the bupati of 
request or demands for assets not under control, thereby the bupati could expand or at least 
stabilize his assets in the local economy. On the other hand, one could argue that Chinese 
entrepreneurs would only be interested in localities from which transport of rice to wholesale 
collection points was profitable. However, the report does not provide evidence concerning 
these matters. Both hypothetical explanations may apply. 
Local consumption and trade included a number of locally produced goods, viz rice, 
wood, tobacco, coffee, cattle, maize, kacang (food legumes), roots and tubers (likely sweet 
potato and taro), cotton, castor-bean and other produce, such as coffee from upland areas. 
Inland trade was transacted in silver coin ("dubbeltje") and VOC doit ("duit"). Opium and salt 
were among the imported goods. 
Table Λ.4 Income of regents in Demak. 
Income of regents of Regent 1 Regent 2 
Demak villages Income villages Income 
In rice (to Chinese) 3 83 koyan 2 
In coin, spaanse matten 
silver and copper 6 1,280 s.m. 4 1,330 s.m. 
2 260 s.m. 8 2,350 s.m. 
Lease of rice markets 88 koyan 
1 (Chinese) koyan - 34 picol ~ 2,100 kg. 
1 katti = + 0.61 kg 
s.m. = spaanse matten (264-312 doit). See table A.. for conversion to doit. 
The observations of the respondents regarding demand for various goods yield a 
dynamic picture. Demand for rice was on the increase because of population settlement and 
consumption increase (respondents 1, 3, 4, 5, 12, 20). In earlier years rice was often mixed with 
maize and roots, but by 1804 the population consumed unmixed rice. Consumption of maize 
and roots was said to decrease (respondents 5, 6, 7, 17). However, prices of maize had 
increased (respondents 3, 9, 15, 17). These statements are not necessarily contradictory, 
because the respondents did not specify the location and the actual time of observation. It is 
very well possible that price movements were localized, and since the respondents came from a 
number of different areas, their responses may indicate local purchase and sales. Consumption 
of rice was estimated at 1 katti/cap. which would indicate total rice consumption in the range of 
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8,050 to 17,630 tons, equivalent to 3,950 to 6,640 koyan of 34 picol*. Virtually all respondents 
confirmed that there was substantial local demand for coffee. There was also local demand for 
tea which was declared to be larger than the demand for coffee (respondent 4). In 1804, the 
quality of opium had deteriorated, prices had increased, but demand persisted. To some extent, 
the large proportion of high-income earners among the respondents supports the impression 
that opium was a luxury good; however, the frequent reference in the report to poor consumers 
suggest its use was widespread**. 
Cropping patterns on irrigated and non-irrigated lands varied (See figure A 1). The 
many references of the respondents to a shift from padi dalam, a longer duration land race, to 
padi gendah, an earlier maturing land race, are in line with the reports of double cropping. 
Irrigated lands were expanded in the smaller inland swampy areas. Yields of newly opened 
fields were reported to be initially high but dropped after a number of years. This observation 
by the respondents is in line with the same observation made today in converting water logged 
areas to sawah, and adds to the general validity of the report. Production of annual food and 
industrial crops reveal multi-seasonality and variable production of rice through time. 
Figure A 1 Cropping patterns of food crops In Demak. 
Irrigated Rice 
land P. Gendah Castor 
ombok minoer | > > 
P. Dalam | > 
P. Cotton 
P. dalam Maize 
ombok minoer 
Quarter: 4 1 2 3 4 
Non Irrigated Groundnut 
land: | > 
Root Maize 
Yields of padi ombok minoer were estimated at around 30-50 amats per joeng. Using 
Ijsseldijk's (1799: # 84 # 107) conversion (table A 9), yield would be around 700-800 kg/ha of 
pounded rice. The yield of padi dalam, a long duration variety, was somewhat higher. These 
estimations are in line with expectations of cultivation of traditional varieties under low input 
conditions. 
In years before 1804 Demak had imported rice. However, respondents reported that in 
recent years Demak commenced exports to Semarang for local distribution and onward 
shipping, while trade continued through Grobogan for onward trade to the sultanates in the 
south and the lands of Kedu in the east. These observations of the respondents on the rice 
market, would, if true, confirm that shifts in rice trade among local economies took place. 
However, there is no proof to support the statement that local exports were a recent 
phenomenon. 
The Chinese numbered around 1000 in Demak in 1804. They were engaged in import, 
distribution and sales of goods such as tobacco, salt and gambir, rice, opium, textiles and other 
goods. They were also active in exchange of coins and local trade in silver and copper. The 
popularity of the Chinese in trade and as economic participants in Demak is underlined by 
statements of most respondents. The Chinese provided financial services to local heads, 
The Col. Adm. weigh-in koyan at Semarang. The koyan, the bulk unit of rice transport was variable. ENOI ( 1 st ed. 
Vol. 3:473) indicates different weights. The Batavia koyan measured 32 picol, the Semarang koyan 28 picol and the 
Surabaya koyan, 27 picol. 
Baud estimated the population of Java close to the most recent estimations on the basis of opium sold (Boomgaard and 
Van Zanden, 1990). 
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growers ала officials in case of debt or harvest failure, establishing repayment through 
purchase of rice, possibly al a fixed price. 
The statements and observations of the respondents in the Demak report permit a 
partial reconstruction of the rice market by market channel and transaction structure. Figure A 
2 represents the rice market, the market channels, the relation of exchange rates in coin, and 
the use of different standards of measuring at the various rice collection and measuring points. 
Table A 9 gives various measures in the flow of harvesting, processing and transport of rice. 
The regent measured rice on warehouse delivery in gantang. His staff realized 42-44 
pikol per koyan on delivery. The overweight ("overgewicht"), the difference with the measure 
of 34 picol in onward delivery to the colonial administration in Semarang, was the accepted 
regent's share. The regent also purchased rice locally. His collectors measured rice in tumpu or 
gantang in field collection in villages on which rights were not leased out. His rice collectors 
and dignitaries traveled to the rice fields and purchased the rice on harvest for 8-10 dubbeltjes 
per picol, with smaller lots payable in copper duit. The staff of the regent and leasing parties 
could only cope with limited areas because of tedious logistics of setting up local collection 
units. 
The method of collection consisted of setting up a local field market, or mangganan. 
Such a practice implies the exercise of local monopsonisl control through crop inspection and 
subsequent collection. Rice lends itself fairly well to such "campaign" collection, if planted in 
sizable quantity per area unit and if ripening occurs over a relatively short time. The possibility 
for local post harvest processing adds further to the attraction of local collection because of 
reduced weight of padi which was converted in pounded rice. The report does not clarify 
whether traded rice was unhusked rice or pounded rice. Because of reports of sales of dedak, 
rice bran, one can assume rice was usually pounded. 
Field collection becomes expensive if the collection party has to spend a long period in 
the field if ripening is not synchronous. Growers could, by choosing a late or early maturing 
variety, determine harvest-time. Strong control of collection thus implies strong control over 
planting time, as well as a homogenous seed supply. Although some dignitaries made efforts to 
control planting time, strong control of planting material is unlikely to have been possible. The 
high off-season prices, 16-18 dubbeltjes/picol, offered opportunities for late season rice. 
The local heads, nobility and small officials also engaged in local rice collection. They 
delivered rice to the warehouses and the Semarang agent of the regent at a fee of 2-3 dubbeltjes 
per gantang. The heads received payment from the regent to pass on to the population. The 
transfer of money from the Semarang bookkeeper to regents and subsequent transfer from 
regent to heads was witnessed by local officials, village heads and dignitaries. Such a 
mechanism of open transfer facilitates control through equal access to information. However, it 
is not clear from the report whether such a procedure was standard practice. 
In many cases, especially if the distance from rice contributing areas to the Demak 
warehouse was far, the population returned the money to local village heads, requesting them 
to purchase rice. Village heads used several market channels. They set up field markets and 
purchased from local sellers and Chinese traders. Some heads charged transport fees even to 
the non-selling growers. In addition, local heads and dignitaries supplied the warehouse from 
their own rice lands (Figure A 2). 
The Chinese rice buyers holding local purchase rights were reported to conduct weigh-
in rice purchase in the field. The report contains no information on the weight standard used 
by the Chinese. They possibly used the gantang (3 gantang contained a weight of slightly over 
one picul). The regents reported that the population preferred to sell to Chinese traders, 
because they also paid for dedak, rice bran. 
Estimations of quantities exported from Semarang were made by the bookkeeper of the 
colonial administration in Semarang. He estimated outgoing trade through the Chinese kapitan 
at 500 koyan, delivered to the governor of Semarang, and 500 koyan for onward and local sales 
through Semarang. One of the respondents (no 17), the head of the warehouse of the 2nd 
regent of Demak, mentioned in his report that shipping of rice was done in bags of 120 katti. 
Assuming this is true, one wonders why the other respondents did not simply report the 
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number of bags, or, more importantly, why the assessors did not pursue this matter. In addition 
to the Semarang channelled trade, "pas prauwen", licensed prahu, shipped 500-600 koyan in 
1804. Inland trade to Yogyakarta and Surakarta was estimated as a quantity carried by several 
caravans of 200-500 horses at 10-25 koyan per caravan. Quantities of rice supplied to Kedu 
and other local inland destinations were reported to be substantial. The proportion of the 
volumes by source at Semarang for onward shipping and local use, show that private traders 
channeled -1,500 koyan and that the colonial administration handled -1,000 koyan. (See 
Figure A 2). Unregistered outgoing shipping is not estimated in the report. 
Figur» A 2 
Rice collection and wholesale trade, market channels and transaction structure Dernak 1804. 
O n w a r d shipping 
and local use 
Onward shipping 
1000 koyan 
Collection 
field market 
Measure: 
tumpu 
(bamboo) 
Chinese Traders (Kapi tän) 
and others Semarang 
+ 1 5 0 0 koyan 
Local distributions 
Governor Semarang 
500 koyan 
Other 
sources 
Local 
Distr ibut ion 
koyan 
Weigh- in at 1 koyan 
34 picul field payment: 
duit , silver 
flow of gabah/pounded rice 
possible flows 
A comparison of quantities of rice consumed and exported shows that at Semarang, the 
city port, and environs, registered trade was -2,500 koyan, of which some 925 koyan was 
delivered by the Demak regents at Semarang. The actual volume in the warehouses owned by 
traders and the colonial administration may well have been larger, and differed from the 
proportions in the report. Nevertheless, an estimation of the lower boundary of the proportion 
of rice sold locally in Demak is possible, assuming no imports occurred. Table A 5 shows that 
11% to 21% of rice produced in Demak was sold. The actual proportion was higher. 
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Tabic A.5 Rice, consumption and proportion sold In Demak 1804. 
Consumption 3,930 - 8,640 koyan 
Exported through: 
Regent warehouse Demak 925 koyan 
Inland trade 150 koyan 
Exported through: 
local traders Demak-Semarang not known 
Minimum proportion sold 11-21% 
Maximum proportion sold 25 - 40% 
The large proportion of rice sold through Semarang reflects relatively cheap transport 
over water. Transport over land was expensive. Local heads charged 3 dubbeltjes per gantang, 
equivalent to 9 dubbeltjes/picol. Locality and distances are important in collection trade. 
Although no information is available on locality of the regents' villages, it seems likely that 
these were located close to warehouses. This way the regent could increase his return on 
collection through reduction of transport costs. From Demak transport took place by prahu, 
under license, and as a service in return for an income from local privileges by mantris. 
Deliveries to the Petjoe warehouse were made by small prahus. 
Rice collection in Demak shows a highly complex sequence of use of different standards 
for quantity and weight at the various bulking stages. The regent used content measures, at the 
field market the tumpu, and on delivery the gantang. The Chinese traders used the picul as a 
weight. In addition the payment specie varied from gold coins, (spaanse matten), silver 
dubbeltjes, copper doit (VOC duit) and copper pieces ("bonken"). In the estimations of market 
margins and and market costs, these exchanges have been taken into account to the extent 
possible. Table A 6 summarizes various collection prices and costs of measuring, delivery and 
transport. The proportion of transport costs in the Semarang rice price was by no means an 
exception. Mossel observed that costs of transport in inland trade were high and induced a 
subsequent differential in costs of land use (De Haan, 1912, Vol. IV: 469). Also Ijsseldijk 
(1799) refers to high over land transport costs. For an interesting overview of transport costs in 
the environs of Batavia, see table A 10. 
Estimates of transport, weighing and storing costs, are provided in table A 7 by 
respondents 3, 7, 12-23. The fee for services of the warehouse staff consisted of 1-2 gantang of 
rice and 1-2 chickens per village, and 4-5 katti/gantang of the spillage share. The weighers 
declared that the share accruing to warehouse personnel was taken per gantang, in addition to 
the village gift. The warehouse rice share was the head of rice after leveling of the gantang. In 
case of paid delivery, a spillage was created through pouring rice into the gantang, until the 
head did not build up further. In case of rice on delivery, the warehouse personnel was entitled 
to one half ("achter de mand"), and the other half was the transport fee of the delivering party 
("voor de mand"). Payment in money was possible. 
At the field markets, local heads and the collectors from the regent used the tumpu, a 
bamboo cylinder. The contents of the tumpu may have approximated the small gantang (8 
gantang ~1 picul), the accepted measure of rice, however it is not provided in the estimates of 
the report. Several respondents stated that the regents introduced a slightly enlarged gantang, 
the "regent" gantang, used in delivery of rice at the regent warehouse with the aim to expand 
their share. According to the estimation of respondents 17 and 19, the new gantang of the 
regent would contain + 37 katti instead of 33 katti. However, the same respondents added that 
actual weighing practices were adapted. The rice (gabah) was beaten less thoroughly and not 
allowed to settle. Thus, the actual weight of rice passing through the warehouse did not 
change. One respondent reported that some mantris paid 3/4 of the money received from the 
regent to the delivering parties. 
The Chinese defined the koyan at 34 pikul, the same standard as used by the colonial 
administration in Semarang at weigh-in. Growers preferred to sell their rice to the Chinese 
because of field weigh-in and warehouse weigh-in at fixed levels. It is not known whether the 
picol used by the Chinese traders and the colonial administration contained actually 100 katti. 
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ТаЫе А.6 Price formation of rice In Demak 
Primary producer 
pnce 
Demak 
Collection 
pnce 
(gabah) 
Deliverer 
share 
Warehouse 
share 
Semarane 
Collection 
pnce 
Transport 
costs 
Warehouse delivery 
5 dubb/picol 
+ 10-20% 
+ 10-20% 
3-5/12-18 dubb/picol 
9 dubb/picol 
Field collection 
Regent collectors 
5 dubb/picol 
10-12 dubb/picol 
Chinese collectors 
> 5 dubb/picol 
10-15 dubb/picol (VOC duit) 
12-18 dubb/picol 
+ 12-18 dubb/picol 
The confusing multitude of estimations of quantities of псе and money payments at 
various market levels is evidence of paid transport and purchase, where profits could be made 
through enlargement of measure standards as well as reduction of transport cost 
Payment structure and trade in silver and copper 
Rice trade at local level and m onward trade required payment in different coin The 
Demak report does not indicate the type of money the colonial administration, a large псе 
buyer, used to pay the regents It is most likely, and thus assumed, that a proportion was paid 
in paper, containing "achterstal" carry-over of debts and interest over debts and advances The 
actual release of 2820 SM in coin by the 1st regent indicates a payment of 3180 SM in paper, 
as the 1st regent did not withhold any funds received in channeling псе payment to the 
population The previous regent of Demak reports that the VOC had earlier introduced the 
bonken, small bars of copper, at a quantity booked by the Col Adm as 600 spaanse matten 
Payment thus likely included paper, spaanse matten, silver dubbeltjes, possibly ropijen and 
bonken, (possibly VOC duiten) in 1804* In inland trade silver was much in demand, 
stemming from earlier years De Haan (1912, Vol 3 730) emphasized the importance of 
inland trade as reflected by the wish for "payementen", silver dubbeltjes, by the regents in the 
mid 18th century The preference of Chinese traders for silver is indicated by the required 
payment m silver for псе delivenes to the warehouse of the regent Silver exports to China and 
other destinations were quite important in trade from Java to Asia 
Goods were for local sale in small quantities and could be purchased with duit, bonken 
and dubbeltjes The actual positioning of the vanous market participants in the report may be 
spunous, the vanous exchange rates likely largely reflect quantities of money involved in 
exchange 
Regent —> Chinese 
1 sm = 24-25 dubbeltjes 
population —> Chinese 
small trader 
1 sm = 22 5-23 dubbeltjes 
population —> Chinese 
2 st bonken = 4 Comp duit 
(see table A 8 for vanous conversions ) 
See Vissering (1920) and Van den Berg (ENOI 1st ed Vol 3 588-619), for an in-depth description of the vanous coins 
m the Java economy 
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The bonken, imported by various parties from Japan (Kuiper, 1921), came cut into two-
stuiver pieces and in four-stuiver pieces These were in demand in Semarang and onward trade 
because of their intrinsic value The rural population only accepted cut pieces at an exchange 
rate of 4 duit for a piece of two-stuiver Several respondents observed that it was very hard for 
the rural population to obtain change for a small purchase if they paid with a "bonk'' or 
"knuppel" The regent observed that it was difficult to purchase small items with the "bonken" 
The majority of the respondents in the Demak report considered the further cutting of the 
bonken into stuiver pieces as the major reason why the pnce of псе, measured in "bonken" 
stuiver, was high 
The Demak report points at a very interesting phenomenon One would expect, in case 
of circulation of crude pieces of copper as сигтепсу, that the bad money, the cut pieces, would 
drive out the good money (Gresham's law) Yet, the intnnsic value of copper pieces was 
apparently such that part of the bad money flowed out of the local economy to Semarang and 
onward destinations One could, paraphrasing Van Leur's "pepper ring" in Bantam, 
hypothesize a copper ring, the members of which would have interests in trade of bullion, 
opium and other goods, possibly sugar and псе Such a nng would have had several options 
Sugar could be exported to Japan in exchange for gold and copper Copper could be exported 
to Bengal and Ceylon and exchanged for silver In between these activities, local use of copper 
was possible The Demak report contains many indications of local recirculation of money 
Recirculation of cut or forged pieces could have taken place in small quantities in local 
distnbution trade where it could provide a means of local exchange Additionally, copper 
pieces could provide means of payment in nee collection Rice could be traded in many 
destinations, possibly including inter-seasonal Bengal Managed local scarcity of copper would 
result in low purchasing pnces of псе, such would be to the advantage of local heads and 
traders This hypothesis does not survive assumptions of such far reaching collusion However, 
the respondents in the Demak report emphasize that the local and upland population did not 
accept bad money, and could not be forced to do so The conversion of "bonken" to duit shows 
that the rural population of Demak only accepted "bonken" at 50% of "book" value 
One discerns a fairly complex pattern in the vanous relationships between transactions 
and species of payments Both the local distnbution markets and the collection markets were 
affected by scarcity of good money Demand for copper and silver and bargaining power of 
market participants influenced exchange The financial relationships, debts and advances in 
the nee market prove the existence of locally circulating money, needed for annual cash 
cropping The annual transfer of funds of the colomal administration in vanous forms through 
the regent and other channels constituted only a part of local money supply Its proportion is 
not known A crude approximation of monetization of the nee economy, through the ratio of 
the proportion sold in inter-local and inter-regional trade and total production, is estimated at a 
minimum of 11%-21% and a maximum of around 25%-40% As the Demak report contains no 
further indications on proportions of other produce sold, no approximation of monetization is 
possible for the economy of Demak In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this study it has become clear 
that the actual monetization ratio in Java was higher than the proportion of nee marketed in 
inter-regional and inter-local trade The range of the estimation of nee in inter-regional and 
inter-local trade, 10%-40%, does not differ much from the estimations of 20% for the 1920s-
1930s, or 40% for the 1960s and 50%-70% for the 1980s Also because local trade in nee is 
not included in the estimation, one can for Demak safely assume that monetization was higher 
than the upper boundary of the marketed proportion of nee production The major issue, 
venfication of money flow and existence of financial exchange is totally confirmed by the 
Demak report 
The major findings of the Demak report can be summanzed as follows 
ι Rice collection trade was controlled through local pnvileges Local dignitaries, heads 
and small officials engaged in nee trade Growers, local heads and nee buyers and 
sellers used storage Seasonal pnce fluctuations were substantial 
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ii. Shipping through the major port of Semarang is estimated at 70% of reported trade in 
псе. Local onward inland trade was smaller. The actual participation of the colonial 
administration comprised less than 30% of reported trade. The colonial administration 
in Batavia had previously classified Semarang as a rice-importing area. The question 
whether and why the VOC in Semarang had earlier not reported local outgoing rice 
trade remains open. 
iii. In Demak demand for rice was increasing, rice fields had expanded. 
iv. Market mechanisms included local coin exchange and measurement of goods. 
Competition implied variation of measurement and inclusion of by-products of 
processing. Growers preferred to sell to Chinese because the Chinese traders weighed 
produce, provided cash advance and purchased the by-product of the conversion from 
gabah (unhulled rice) to pounded rice. 
v. Monetization of the rice economy is estimated in the range of 10-40%. Money was 
recirculated locally. 
vi. Local shins in relative prices among rice and maize took place. 
vii. The production of oil seeds and cotton took place for cash. 
viii. Inland trade was important. Silver dominated coin used in onward inland trade. 
Conclusions 
A study of the rice market in Demak shows that there was competition at various levels 
of the market. Chinese were bidding for purchase rights in villages. Less is known about 
competition among indigenous dignitaries. The number of Chinese leasers was reported to be 
small in comparison to indigenous leasers and dignitaries. This suggests of some protection of 
the rice market. The instrument "manganan" of the privileged to exercise a local area 
monopsony, was specific to collection trade in rice, but cost time and money. Rice buyers could 
increase profits through reduction of collection and transport costs and reduction of the grower 
prices at harvest. The growers however, had options in choice of variety and delivery. Direct 
delivery by growers by-passed campaign collection, and was accompanied by bargaining 
options on the share payable to local dignitaries. The organisation of the market shows also 
characteristics which could be interpreted to reflect the bureaucratic element of society. The 
rice market shows a large variety in quantitative participation by relatives of dignitaries and, 
possibly, appointed officials. Yet, the observations on the structure of rice collection show that 
in actual organization collection adapted to the characteristics of rice. The fact that the rice 
harvest took place in a relatively concentrated period also necessitated local collection and 
underlines that actual control was only possible at local level, where logistic capacity matched 
production. The signs of split-up rice markets at local level illustrate therefore that if indeed a 
bureaucratic element existed in the economy of Demak, it managed to adapt to the 
organisational requirements of rice collection. An interesting question, relating to the use of 
the ideal-type and/or economic and agricultural arguments, arises with regard to the 
generalization of the findings from the Demak case on the structure of the collection market of 
rice. The Demak case shows that the economic and agricultural arguments for generalization 
are very strong. Seasonality of production and logistical capacity structure the rice markets in 
necessarily small entitities of actual control, transport and the various stages of product 
transformation involve various market participants. One can capture, if one desires to do so, 
the ordering of transactions and distribution of participation by person under the concept of 
bureaucracy, but such a classification would seem a very weak basis for generalization, unless 
one accepts that rice production and rice collection trade are a priori associated with a 
bureaucracy. 
The findings derived from in-depth analysis of one single report cover a very wide 
array of characteristics of the local economy. The most important concern the availability of 
consumer goods, the circulation and conversion of different types of money and the 
manipulation of measurement and money by market participants. A number of the findings can 
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be generalized to rice growing areas in similar agronomical and economic conditions. The 
seasonality related findings multi-cropping, growers' options and seasonality of production of 
псе and logistically determined control areas, can without much hesitation be applied to 
similar areas of Java, actually the areas of the Java wide inquiry in the rice trade. 
Additional Tables appendii A. 
Table A 7 The rice trade In Demak, respondents In the Demak report. 
Respondent 
Position Activities 
Pnces, exchange rates, shares, deliveries, weights 
1 Previous regent Demak 
2 Regent of Batang 
3 Col Adm. 
Bookkeeper Semarang 
Payment to regent 
псе trade 
Rice tax, padjek, 4 katti/amat 
Paid to regent in presence of Pati and heads pnce of 
1 koyan nee up to 22 spaanse mat (s m ) 
Kapitän Chinese exports 500 koyan and buys 500 koyan for 
governor of Semarang. Cash advance by chinese 
I sm. , - interest one amat псе 
4 Caretaker (Opziener 
Opzichter) 
Demak 
5 1st regent of 
Demak 
Prawiro Dimngrat 
6 2nd regent of 
Demak 
Mangkoe Prodjo 
7 Previous Pati of 
2nd regent of 
Demak 
8 Pati 2nd regent 
of Demak, previously 
mantn of warehouse 
in Demak 
Coffee collection 
Village lease 
market lease 
псе delivery to Comp 
transport 
Village lease 
market lease 
псе delivery to Lamp 
псе trade 
Chief псе warehouse 
псе collection and 
administration 
payment to growers 
As above 
9 Manin 1st regent 
of Demak 
10 Mantn 1st regent 
of Demak 
11 Mantn 2nd regent 
of Demak 
12 Mantn 2nd regent 
of Demak (Petjoe) 
Overseeing 
warehouses 
nce-purchase 
nce-colleclion 
measuring 
weighing 
Overseeing 
transport by prahu 
Overseeing 
transport by prahu 
Warehouse overseer 
Weigh-master 
Twelve licensed prahu exported 500-600 koyan. Exchange bonken 
- duiten stuiver m (st) b = 5 duit (d.) VOC, st b = 2 d 
VOC Copper is sold m Semarang. Has purchase nghts on one 
market and along п ег Padjeg 2-7 katti/amat 
See Table A 4 
See Table A 4 
Estimated annual turn-over previous years 270 koyan/armum 
Warehouse share 1-2 gantang +1-2 chickens/village 
Harvest procurement, nee pnce 10=12 dubbettjes/picol later 
18 dubbeltjes or one s m /picol Bonken (600 s m ) were 
introduced as payment, 2st b= 5d VOC, 1st b = 3 d. Spillage 
divided in VOC warehouse part and delivering party part 
Most pasars leased out for coin, only one to a Chinese for a 
псе delivery (IS koyan) 
Annual lum-over 1804 236 koyan 
Contingent regent 500 koyan (34 picol), remainder purchased 
on Held market Pnce on harvest 8 , later 18 dubbeltjes/ 
picol 
Increased own share through conversion koyan from 46 
picul/90 katti to 51 picol/60 katti 
Annual rum-over 282 koyan à 128 gantang à 40 katti 
Additionally from Chinese leasers 131 koyan à 34 picol 
Purchased remainder of contingent and 100 koyan for lord-
share Heads receive 3 dubb/gantang for delivery in Semarang 
Exchange rale regent-Chinese I s m = 24,5-25 dubb 
Population-Chinese 22 1/2-23 dubb Population prefers to 
sell "mangarían" (field market) to Chinese 
Delivered to Col Adm 488 koyan and 3,060 katti, 
1 koyan = 34 picol), weighed in at (Semarang) 469 koyan and 97 
pond Income owns nee fields 
Delivered to Col Adm 598 koyan of 34 picul, 
82 koyan local purchase, 5 koyan "lord" share, 52 koyan. 
"achterstal", 459 contingent, weighed in at Semarang at 
525 koyan Chinese lend money against interest 
Annual turn-over 26 koyan of 135 gantang à 40 katti each 
Population delivery 
Warehouse share 2 gantang, 2 chickens/village 
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Smuggle to Serang and Grobogan, 300 horses from Yogkarta and 
Surakarta collect from Serang. Trade in псе on Jepara, 
Kudus and Pali 
13 Mantn 2nd regent 
ofDemak(Petjoe) 
14 Staff warehouse 
1 regent of Demak 
Warehouse overseer 
Weigher 
1 silver ropy 10-11 dubbeltjes, in copper Chinese sell 
goods salt, tobacco, gambir and lend money 
Warehouse share 1 gantang 1 chicken/village 
Income leases out псе fields for 30 s mVyear 
nee pnce 10-15 dubb in Comp duit/picol 
1} Staff warehouse Weigher 
1st regent of Demak 
I gantang = 37 katti 
16 Son 2nd regent of 
Demak 
17 Manin 2nd regent 
of Demak 
Head nee warehouse 
(rentier) 
Overseeing two псе 
warehouse 
Rice from population, 1 koyan =134 gantang = 51 picul/60 
katti 
Purchase from Chinese and field sales 9-17 dubb/picol 
Population is paid with duit I s m =24 dubb Cost of 
of collection, 5 a dubh/gantang. 
Population prefers to deliver псе, receive money, 
pnce of 1 koyan of nee 26-33 1/2 s m. 
exchanges for regent s m to silver 
Turn-over 236 koyan i 134 gantang, 3 gantang =11} katti 
Share warehouse personnel 4-5 katti, 1 gantang 1 dubb + 
1/chicken/village Regent pays m duit, generated by lease 
Transport псе in bags of 120 katti 
18 Mantn of 1st 
regent of Demak 
Head warehouse Turn-over 282 koyan i 43 5 picul, 1 koyan = 128 gantang, 
new gantang 3 katti bigger than old one * Regent receives 131 
koyan à 34 picol from local warehouse, Caravans from Surakarta 
and Yogyakarla purchase from Serang, using 400-500 horses at a 
time 
19 Mantn lit regent 
of Demak 
20 Mantn 1st regent 
of Demak 
Overseeing nee 
warehouse 
Transport nee to 
Col Adm. 
Warehouse Semarang, 
weighing 
New "regent" gantang 4 katti larger Exchange regent s m 
to copper 25 dubb, 6 duit 
Share warehouse personnel 2 dubb or one gantang/chicken 
On delivery Heads, 3 dubb/gantang + 10 s m /koyan 
Income, two deaas one leased, one self-managed 
Purchase pnce in silver 12-18 dubb/picul in copper 
24 dubb/picul in silver Local money change 
21 Mantn 1st regent 2nd overseer 
warehouses in Demak 
Old share warehouse personnel "over flow" nee, 2 katti 
of 37 katti New size gantang 41 katti, overflow back to 
delivery Koyan in 134 gantang 42 picul, Koyan out 34 picol 
1st bonk = 3 duit VOC, 2 st bonk = 6 duit VOC 
22 Mantn 2nd regent 
of Demak 
23 Mantn inner 2nd 
regent of Demak 
Head warehouse 
overseeing nee 
collection 
Purchase nee 
1 koyan =134 gantang, 2 gantang to warehouse personnel 
Regent made "regent" gantang bigger to expand share of 
128 gantang. Some mantn paid only 3/4 of received money 
to local delivering parties 
Receives nee money from two villages for 2 1/4 koyan at 
15 1/4 spaanse matten/koyan each and 10 s m per koyan 
from regent Purchase from Chinese for 25 s m /koyan 
Remainder profit Is not allowed to purchase at the same 
market as the regent 
1 koyan Comp = 1 koyan Chinese = 34 picol (Semarang weigh-in) 
1 koyan Semarang = 28 picul ENOI Vol 3 (Not clear Batavia weigh-in, Semarang weigh-out, or. Batavia weigh-out) 
1 picul = 3 gantang. 
1 picul = + 100 katti 
1 katti - 061kg. 
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Tabic A.8 Conversion of coin -1810. 
4 doit = 1 stiver 
10 doit = 1 dubbeltje 
30 doit = 1 schelling 
60 doit = 1/2 Çatavian, Suratte, Arcot rupee 
63 doit = 1/2 Sicca rupee 
120 doit = 1 Batavian (etc) rupee 
126 doit = 1 Sicca rupee 
132 doit = 1/2 Spanish dollar 
160 doit = 1/2 ducation 
192 doit = 1 rix dollar 
240 doit = 1 American or Austrian dollar 
264 doit = 1 Spanish dollar 
312 doit = 1 old ducaton 
320 doit = 1 new ducaton 
328 doit = 1 gold ducaton 
920 doit = 1/2 gold rupee 
10 Spanish dollars = 1 American Gold Eagle 
16 Spanish dollars = I doubloon 
1 Java gold rupee = 16 silver rupees 
1 gold ducat - 6 silver rupees 
Source: Raffles (1817: Appendix M) 
Table A.9 Aggregation units In rice, transport and trade, eastern Java, 1810. 
Raffles estimation Ijsseldijk estimation Product-form 
and conversion 
Rice harvest (stemcutting) 
1 1 sa agem = smallest unit, quantity held 
between thumb and middle finger 
2. 1 potjong = 3 sa agem, quantity held between 
two closed hands 
3a 1 gedeng = 2 potjong, 4.5 or 6 kati, 2.3-3.3 kg 
of gabah 
3b 
4a 1 bawon = 4 gedeng 10-13.2 kg 
4b 1 sangga = 5 gedeng 12.5-16.3 kg 
5. 1 wuwa = 3 bawon 30-40 kg 
6. 1 amai = 2 wuwa 60-80 kg 
7. 
8. 
yield per joeng. 35-40 amai padi (stem rice 
100) 
ikat (stem rice, field dried bundle, 
-6-7 kg) 
amai, possibly a cartload 
(300-350 kg) 
Koyan, shipload ~2 Ions, estimated pounded rice 
at 12-14 amals (3600-4200 kg of - 3 6 
stem rice) 
Source. Raffles (1817: appendix m); Ijsseldijk (1799. 482, 492) in: De Jonge XII 
Note: Raffles mentions that the colonial administration amat was equivalent to 2000 Amsterdam pounds, ~ 1000 kg. 
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Tabic АЛО Costs of transport by buffalo cart and carriers. Batavia and environs, local ordinance, 1778 (bi 
rijksdaalders, stuivers). 
From Buitenzorg 
South Road 1 2 
east Tjilioen 
To Batavia 2 24 
empty return 1 12 
carrier load 10 
From Buitenzorg 
South Road 1 2 
west Tjilioen 
To Batavia 2 24 
empty return 1 12 
carrier load 10 
From Buitenzorg 
Main road along 
Passangrahan river 
To Batavia 
empty return 
carrier load 
1 2 
2 24 
1 12 
10 
From Buitenzorg 
Main road along 
Tangerang river 
To Tangerang 
empty return 
carrier load 
1 2 
2 24 
1 12 
10 
Main road along 
river Sonthaar 
To Batavia 
empty rerum 
carrier load 
From Clappalongal, 
Tjitrap 
1 2 
2 
1 
7 1/2 
Main road 
Tjielingtjing South 
East inland 
To Batavia 
empty return 
carrier load 
From Tjiepaminkis 
1 2 
3 
1 24 
12 
From Tanjongpoera 
Main road to 
Tanjongpoera 
To Tjielingtjing 
empty return 
earner load 
1 2 
2 6 
1 3 
9 
Tjibinong 
1 2 
1 4 
26 
6 
PondokTerong 
1 2 
1 4 
26 
6 
Soedimampan 
1 2 
1 36 
42 
7 1/2 
Tjiampea 
1 2 
2 
1 
8 
Tjilingsie 
1 2 
1 36 
42 
7 
Tjilingsie 
1 2 
2 14 
1 7 
8 
Poeracamabang 
1 2 
1 40 
44 
7 1/2 
Tjimangis 
1 2 
1 
24 
5 
Depok 
1 2 
1 
24 
5 
Depok,Parang 
bingong 
1 2 
1 4 
26 
6 
Panjebrangan 
1 2 
1 36 
42 
7 1/2 
Krangan, 
Bacassie 
1 2 
1 6 
27 
6 
Passangrahan 
1 2 
1 36 
42 
6 
Tjikarang 
1 2 
1 24 
36 
6 
Tanjong 
1 2 
36 
18 
4 
Tanjong 
1 2 
36 
18 
4 
Passer 
Goebroek 
1 2 
36 
18 
4 
Westergou 
1 2 
1 18 
33 
6 
Pondok 
Gede 
1 2 
40 
20 
5 
Meester Comeli 
1 2 
24 
12 
3 
Menting 
1 2 
24 
12 
3 
Soekaboemie 
Grogol 
1 2 
24 
12 
3 
ι Lengkong 
1 2 
32 
16 
4 
Poloegadong 
1 2 
30 
15 
4 
Doa Rattus Tjielingtjing 
1 2 1 2 
1 
22 
5 
Tjinoes 
hoek 
1 2 
1 8 
28 
5 
36 
18 
4 
Bacassie 
1 2 
36 
18 
4 
Note: Original spelling is maintained 
1 rijksdaalders 
2 stuivers 
Source De Klerk, 1778 ordinance quoted in Bergsma (1896: Bijlage E) 
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Appendix В 
Further data relating to Chapter 2 
ТаЫе В 1 Land utilization 1990. 
House Compounds 
and Surroundings 
Wasteland/Garden 
/Shifting 
Cultivation 
Meadows 
Dyke/fishpond 
Water Pond 
Temporarily 
Fallow Land 
Wooded Land 
Estates 
ungated land 
Total 
D K I 
Jakarta 
33,028 
5,615 
-
84 
255 
1,079 
3 
-
5,559 
45,623 
Jawa Barai 
412,858 
1,029,057 
44,066 
35,549 
27,133 
74,962 
216,695 
415,448 
1,174,230 
3,429,998 
Jawa Tengali 
560,980 
790,686 
3,860 
30,930 
1,969 
4,042 
51,040 
82,277 
1,007,518 
2,533,302 
DI 
Yogyakarta 
84,586 
115,363 
-
6 
1,134 
2,734 
11,831 
-
62,233 
277,887 
Jawa Timur 
567,835 
1,195,055 
1,567 
56,051 
1,031 
19,200 
49,396 
167,638 
1,170,987 
3,228,760 
Total 
1,659,287 
3,135,776 
49,493 
122,620 
31,522 
102,017 
328,965 
665,363 
3,420,527 
9,515,570 
% 
174 
33 0 
0 5 
13 
0 3 
1 1 
3 5 
7 0 
35 9 
100 0 
Source Statistical Year Book of Indonesia, 1991 
Table В 2 Land cover of Java, 1987. 
Land Cover Type 
FOREST 
Ha 
1,345,900 
% 
9 7 
Intensive Use 
- Upland 
-Wetland 
-Tree crops 
- Agroforestry 
- Reforestation 
- Settlement 
2,403,900 
3,269,500 
2,519,800 
0 
90,800 
1,797,400 
174 
23 6 
183 
0 
0 6 
130 
Sub Total 10,081,400 72 9 
Extensive Use 
• Shining Cult 
- Grassland 
- Bush/scrub 
294,300 
67,600 
1,630,000 
2 1 
0 5 
118 
Sub Total 1,991,900 144 
Other 
-Water 
- Unvegetated 
-No data 
223,500 
40,500 
137,200 
17 
0 3 
10 
Sub Total 401,200 3 0 
Forest 
Sub Total a) 
Sub Total b) 
Sub Total c) 
1,345,900 
10,081,400 
1,991,900 
401,200 
9 7 
72 9 
144 
30 
Total 13,820,400 100 0 
Source Land Resources Department/Bina Program (1990 152),RePProt 
present land use maps, 1 250,000 scale 
* Include 173,300 ha offish ponds 
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ТаЫе В 3 Land use Java by province 1930. 
Province Long lease Jati Protected Meadows Land tax 
land* forest forest grassland area 
West Java 
Central Java 
Yogyakarta and Surakarta 
East Java 
Java 
851,018 
68,186 
310,288 
274,789 
1,504,281 
79,272 
285,040 
44,116 
406,920 
815,348 
724,689 
292,798 
23,645 
866,280 
1,907,413 
34,694 
-
-
-
34,694 
2,134,479 
2,076,582 
530,136 
3,025,462 
7,766,661 
* Including private domains lease land in Yogyakarta and Surakarta 
Table В 4 Area allocation In % of total registered land by Irrigated and non-irrigated 
land, Java, 1830-1870. 
Banlen 
Cirebon 
Krawang 
Pnangan 
Pekalongan 
Tegal 
Semarang 
Jepara 
Rembang 
Bunyu 
Kudus 
Bagelen 
Yogyakarta 
Surakarta 
Pacitan 
Madiun 
Kedin 
Surabaya 
Pasuruan 
Probohnggo 
Besuki 
Banyuwangi 
Madura 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1834 
Cs 
17 
4 9 
10 2 
7 4 
48 
2 3 
42 7 
10 8 
20 2 
3 7 
11 I 
0 3 
59 
0 1 
72 
79 
217 
44 3 
2 3 
9 4 
non-cs 
1+2 
94 4 
86 6 
95 2 
55 0 
69 0 
85 2 
93 8 
92 7 
99 9 
70 4 
55 7 
88 3 
not available 
not available 
42 
7 4 
116 
148 
28 
14 1 
57 2 
4 0 
150 
88 4 
73 6 
97 2 
28 7 
810 
not available 
Cs 
88 
56 
83 
9 2 
0 8 
469 
53 
13 8 
55 
150 
1 
9 
4 8 
2 0 
55 
83 
10 
32 0 
59 
152 
20 
183 
2 8 
29 0 
36 
2 0 
10 5 
89 3 
54 
34 9 
1851 
non-cs 
1+2 
912 
86 2 
918 
52 3 
819 
79 5 
900 
93 2 
98 3 
86 5 
67 0 
78 9 
79 7 
68 2 
94 4 
02 
72 2 
59 7 
37 4 
62 6 
1871 
Cs 
4 0 
2 2 
4 7 
14 
20 1 
2 5 
7 5 
18 
12 3 
0 1 
85 
3 5 
15 
0 4 
3 7 
19 2 
84 
35 
11 8 
1 5 
122 
30 
1 1 
6 
94 
6 5 
20 0 
2 0 
15 8 
0 0 
22 5 
non-cs 
1+2 
96 0 
93 1 
98 6 
79 9 
900 
85 9 
914 
95 0 
99 9 
95 9 
80 8 
916 
84 7 
86 3 
95 9 
0 
73 5 
82 2 
77 5 
Note 1 = ungated land 2 = non-imgated land 
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ТаЫе В 5 Land allocation under es by district and land ом. 
Bagelen 
Banten 
Banyumas 
Banyuwangi 
Besuki 
Cirebon 
Jepara 
Kediri 
Kudus 
Krawang 
Madiun 
Pacitan 
Pasufuan 
Pekalongan 
Priangan 
Probolinggo 
Rembang 
Semarang 
Surabaya 
Tegal 
Note: l=irrigaled 
2=non-irri< 
1834 
1 2 
739 
1,047 
1,624 
-
2,061 
5,582 
45 
1,407 
-
-
1,509 
-
4,891 
3,637 
1,861 
2,863 
2.244 
5,899 
1,675 
7,592 
3,975 
2,774 
1,828 
25,780 
11 
2,644 
2,942 
23,892 
6,128 
36,221 
641 
234 5,796 
1,971 
1,304 3.818 
land. 
1841 
1 2 
7,965 
1,268 
4,518 
-
4,391 
9,149 
3,068 
1,509 
-
-
2,025 
-
4,646 
4,314 
1,839 
677 
1,135 
4,120 
2,088 
12,277 
3.962 
15,902 
3,272 
19,589 
11,666 
2,753 
14,268 
33,958 
636 
13,988 
8,518 
31,503 
9.219 
47,713 
982 
15,454 
2,184 
8,168 
1851 
1 2 
5,477 
-
3,860 
-
4,969 
5,427 
3,869 
1,389 
497 
-
1,754 
-
5,138 
2,051 
1,558 
249 
1,490 
5,406 
2,626 
11,889 
5,303 
4,958 
2,757 
31.419 
9.858 
1,396 
13,737 
23,640 
794 
15,754 
7,534 
43.554 
5,066 
41,715 
1.456 
13,503 
2,876 
8,262 
1861 
1 2 
3,916 
-
2,825 
-
1,419 
4,033 
2,629 
1,348 
326 
. 
1,760 
-
4,259 
1,064 
3,549 
213 
1,277 
5,698 
2,301 
11,436 
3,411 
5,663 
1,795 
18,060 
7,023 
2,109 
10,339 
22,786 
987 
11,393 
5,209 
50,299 
5,281 
32.580 
5,721 
831 
18,109 
3,051 
9,028 
1871 
1 2 
-
-
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-
1,419 
2,982 
3,065 
1,342 
-
-
5,68 
4,307 
1,135 
3,529 
209 
1,490 
5,577 
2,093 
9,720 
2,241 
3,445 
2,016 
10,846 
6,673 
1,724 
10,878 
18,008 
226 
18,022 
65,014 
4,555 
29,431 
10,161 
-
15,265 
1,995 
13,990 
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Table В 6 Population and total arable land by geoçraphkal location and administrative retime In Java, 1832-1900. 
Diartict by policy 1832 1851 1871 1890 
regime Population Land Population Land Population Land Population Land 
(000ha) (000ha) (000ha) (000ha) 
WEST. 
Binten с s 11 
Prívate domains* 
Batavia 
Krawang 
Cirebon**c§ It 
Priangan system 
Pnangan 
NORTH CENTRAL 
Cultivation system 
land tax 
NORTH· 
Tegal 
Pekalongan 
Semarang 
Jepaia 
Rembang 
SOUTH CENTRAL. 
Banyumas 
Bagelen ' 
Kedu1 
vontenlanden 
Yogyakarta 
Surakarta 
Cultivation system 
non land tai 
Madiun (& P) ' 
Kedin ' 
EAST 
Surabaya ** 
Pasuruan ** 
Besuki 
(me, Pr + В)**» 
Madura 
Java 
380,491 
451,698 
85,733 
433,814 
506,522 
180,968 
232,361 
425,724 
378,679 
440,614 
387,000 
464,000 
319,463 
250,061 
435,000 
273,368 
168,988 
648,600 
262,512 
323,649 
256,514 
7,305,759 
48 97 
4 26 
53 93 
83 74 
36 19 
32 54 
97 99 
62 66 
84 11 
46 10 
63 93 
49 68 
55 35 
18 45 
119 28 
36 19 
6160 
945 96 
491,000 
600,138 
129,599 
580,959 
767,898 
257,355 
224,888 
637,662 
322,635 
520,333 
350,247 
529,294 
402,204 
304,979 
636,000 
403,668 
217,752 
979,000 
364,081 
535,259 
301,500 
9,610,542 
59 20 
8 6 0 
11100 
90 70 
53 00 
37 40 
149 90 
76 90 
100 40 
65 30 
82 40 
73 10 
93 50 
47 60 
149 20 
48 80 
94 50 
1,341 5 
689,905 
890,822 
232,373 
1,059,237 
1,055,994 
806,299 
471,390 
1,303,403 
702,171 
855,531 
870,092 
1,102,930 
674,758 
401,769 
725,687 
729,122 
578,436 
1,453,552 
569,345 
819,999 
664,746 
16,657,570 
67 10 
16 60 
139 20 
142 60 
107 20 
58 80 
194 10 
95 70 
142 50 
92 00 
116 40 
93 60 
113 40 
87 70 
186 90 
71 50 
126 90 
1,852 20 
809,235 
1,831,974 
1,634,316 
2,424,722 
1,276,283 
598,218 
1,658,273 
983,407 
1,451,905 
1,361,260 
1,542,141 
801,699 
1,076,993 
1,499,538 
1,227,761 
1,498,489 
2,320,869 
1,885.835 
830,177 
1,751,498 
28,385,821 
93 70 
56 20 
176 80 
430 20 
133 60 
57 70 
210 80 
11790 
196 40 
145 50 
137 10 
98 30 
153 00 
152 60 
255 30 
110 60 
128 90 
252 10 
2,967 80 
* The actual area of the private domains was at around one million ha Reports on cultivated land in residences with 
private domains may not be accurate 
** Partly private domain, in Surabaya and Pasuruan the colonial and administration purchased back substantial tracts in 
the 19 t h century 
· · · Banyuwangi belongs actually to the class "Cultivation system/no land tax" but cannot be differentiated from the distri« 
Besuki, which mcluded Probohnggo and Banyuwangi 
1 Former mancanegara districts with ties to Yogyakarta and Surakarta 
Source CEI 10, CEI 11 
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ТаЫе В 7 Population and land growth 1832-1900, by residency, geographical location and administration 
regime, (annual % by decade) 
District by poney 
regime 
Western: 
Baritene s IL 
Private domains* 
Bala via 
Krawang 
Cirebon** 
Priangan system 
Pnangan 
northern central: 
Cultivation system 
landtai 
Tegal 
Pekalongan 
Semarang 
Jepara 
Rembang 
Southern central: 
Banyumas 
Bagelen1 
Kedu1 
Vorstenlanden 
Yogyakarta 
Surakarta 
Cultivation system 
non land tax 
Madiun (& P)1 
Kedin1 
Eastern: 
Surabaya 
Pasuruan 
Besuki 
(mc, pr + B ) " * 
Madura 
Java 
Average 
1832-1840 
Pop Land 
-0 37 
1 10 
179 
3 12 
4 37 
3 27 
-0 48 
4 34 
0 52 
0 97 
0 26 
2 92 
-0 60 
3 80 
-0 26 
2 99 
2 00 
1 81 
191 
2 89 
0 83 
1 88 
-091 
6 69 
5 98 
0 68 
1 51 
0 29 
2 41 
152 
181 
-0 03 
1 30 
2 89 
0 95 
3 82 
2 41 
2 47 
101 
1 81 
Average 
1841-1850 
Pop Land 
300 
165 
138 
-051 
0 36 
009 
-0 25 
-021 
-191 
124 
-198 
-1 19 
2 93 
0 93 
3 96 
1 10 
163 
2 68 
151 
171 
0 96 
0 96 
151 
4 19 
0 39 
0 56 
6 79 
120 
2 62 
0 83 
0 82 
2 38 
0 15 
051 
4 85 
5 92 
0 07 
0 96 
3 12 
164 
Average 
1851-1860 
Pop Land 
123 
2 50 
2 65 
4 86 
0 86 
6 38 
399 
4 57 
5 76 
2 98 
481 
351 
167 
1 54 
0 90 
2 75 
2 95 
200 
2 61 
2 13 
561 
2 98 
066 
3 67 
195 
127 
1 70 
061 
109 
1 13 
0 93 
2 11 
2 01 
021 
-2 25 
1 80 
163 
0 79 
128 
139 
Average 
1861-1870 
Pop Land 
2 36 
141 
3 10 
141 
2 38 
5 84 
4 02 
2 73 
1 95 
2 10 
3 75 
431 
3 64 
1 19 
0 28 
3 25 
4 78 
1 87 
200 
2 26 
3 86 
2 65 
0 58 
2 12 
2 10 
411 
4 13 
446 
165 
126 
3 26 
167 
172 
2 53 
0 20 
4 43 
0 71 
3 08 
2 07 
12 
Average 
1871-1890 
Pop Land 
-169 
-0 39 
291 
2 10 
4 68 
1 71 
0 85 
-0 45 
148 
2 14 
1 69 
142 
046 
1 51 
3 14 
3 48 
3 13 
171 
2 71 
2 14 
2 14 
179 
4 76 
5 42 
173 
300 
0 71 
-0 17 
0 52 
2 22 
-2 20 
2 04 
0 92 
0 14 
3 35 
0 11 
1 53 
0 22 
201 
1 39 
Average 
1881-1890 
Pop Land 
0 96 
2 15 
131 
2 29 
1 33 
0 75 
1 60 
1 42 
194 
1 73 
0 48 
0 58 
5 90 
1 73 
1 12 
3 99 
2 09 
2 59 
105 
129 
1 81 
-0 51 
4 08 
-0 20 
130 
0 48 
-0 14 
-0 06 
-0 24 
1 99 
1 91 
-0 19 
0 36 
-0 19 
4 23 
162 
3 52 
174 
2 12 
Average 
1891-1900 
Pop Land 
2 93 
3 07 
127 
2 28 
2 00 
0 89 
195 
0 70 
163 
134 
1 50 
0 77 
3 57 
2 93 
148 
3 20 
141 
261 
201 
154 
196 
000 
184 
0 38 
766 
1 19 
0 53 
-0 19 
0 20 
0 02 
1 19 
103 
0 18 
0 38 
0 94 
0 18 
1 15 
174 
0 24 
1 3 
* The actual area of the private domains was around one million ha Reports on cultivated land in residencies with private 
domains may not be accurate 
* ' Partly private domain, in Surabaya and Pasuruan the colonial and administration purchased back substantial tracts in 
the 19 t h century 
*** Banyuwangi belongs actually to the class "Cultivation system/no land tax" but cannot be differentiated from the district 
Besuki, which included Probolinggo and Banyuwangi 
1 Former mancanegara districts with ties to Yogyakarta and Surakarta. 
Source CEI 10, CEI 11 
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Graph В 1 Imports of goods Into Java and Madura, 1822-1873. 
Ш Private account from • Private account from 
outside the Netherlands other Islands 
Indies 
I Government account О Government account 
from outside the from other Islands 
Netherlands Indies 
Source: Korthals Altes (1990). 
Graph В 2 Imports into Java, Madura and other blande of goods, 1874-1900. 
ML 1000 
200,000 
180,000 
Ш Private account to Java Π Private account to the 
and Madura other Islands 
3 Government account to G Government account to 
Java and Madura the other Islands 
S o u r c e : K o r t h a l s Al tes ( 1 9 9 0 ) . 
Graph B.3 Imports of gold and silver coins into Java and Madura, 1822-1873. 
Ш Pnvate account from outside the G Pnvate account from other Islands 
Netherlands Indies 
i Government account from outside 
the Netherlands Indies 
Source: Kormals Altes (1990). 
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Graph B.4 Imports of gold and silver corns into the Netherlands Indies, 1874-1900. 
Ka Government account to Java and 
Madura 
U Pnvate account to the other Islands 
ÖH Pnvate account to Java and Madura 
Source: Korthals Altes (1990). 
Graph B.5 Exports of gold and silver coins from Java and Madura, 1822-1873. 
Ш Pnvate account to outside the G Pnvate account to other Islands О Government account to the other 
Netherlands Indies Islands 
Source: Korthals Altes (1990). 
Graph B.6 Exports of gold and silver coins from The Netherlands Indies, 1874-1900. 
Dfl 1000 
Ш Pnvate account from Java & Madura G Pnvate account from the other Islands 
Source: Korthals Altes (1990). 
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Graph В.7 Exports of manufactured food products, 1874-1910. 
Coconut oil 
Kacangoil 
Husked nee 
Tapioca flour 
Source: CEI 8. 
Graph B.8 Annual wholesale rice prices Jakarta, Semarang and Surabaya, 182S -1845 (DFI per 100 kg). 
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Graph B.9 Quarterly wholesale rice prices Jakarta, Semarang and Surabaya, 1824-1829. 
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Graph B.10 Planted area rice and palawija, 1880-1915. 
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Graph B.11 Rice imports In Java & Madura, 1870-1900. 
I I I 
Source: CEI 4 
Graph B.12 Rice exports from Java & Madura, 1870-1903. 
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Source: CEI 4 
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Further data relating to Chapter 3 
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1920-1940 
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Appendix С 
Further data relating to Chapter 3 
ТаЫе C l Number of rural marbete by district, 1903-1921. 
DISTRICT 
WESTERN JAVA 
Barten 
Batavia 
Pnangan-Regencies 
Cirebon 
Pekalongan 
Semarang 
Rembang 
Surabaya 
Pasuruan 
Besuki 
Banyumas 
Kudus 
Surakarta 
Yogyakarta 
Madiun 
Kedin 
Madura 
Total Java and Madura 
OTHER ISLANDS 
Sumatra's West Coast 
Tapanuli 
Benkulen 
Lampung districts 
Palembang 
Jambi 
East Coast of Sumatra 
Atjeh and distnets 
Riou and distnets 
Bangka 
Billion 
Western Department of Borneo 
Southern and Eastern 
Department of Borneo 
Manado 
Celebes and distnets 
Ambon 
Témate 
Timor and distnets 
Bali and Lombok 
1903 
175 
133 
276 
90 
133 
272 
176 
225 
184 
79 
181 
253 
286 
129 
180 
182 
264 
3,218 
382 
34 
8 
28 
154 
4 
5 
117 
122 
8 
6 
9 
125 
1904 
132 
133 
272 
89 
140 
278 
179 
225 
194 
82 
182 
254 
279 
143 
178 
177 
255 
3,192 
395 
40 
8 
33 
141 
5 
5 
116 
123 
8 
6 
14 
125 
1909 
119 
169 
308 
95 
141 
289 
199 
230 
202 
86 
194 
260 
306 
163 
193 
199 
293 
3,446 
319 
150 
50 
3 
38 
13 
165 
20 
5 
5 
162 
96 
10 
4 
35 
337 
1910 
120 
208 
326 
95 
144 
288 
197 
229 
203 
87 
191 
266 
303 
161 
196 
200 
278 
3,492 
148 
51 
5 
42 
16 
180 
18 
6 
7 
128 
111 
10 
4 
40 
337 
YEAR 
1911 
120 
183 
328 
100 
144 
291 
196 
231 
202 
88 
197 
266 
310 
165 
202 
199 
270 
3,492 
94 
45 
8 
43 
13 
170 
18 
6 
4 
83 
10 
4 
43 
262 
1912 
124 
178 
341 
100 
146 
296 
194 
228 
204 
94 
194 
266 
311 
165 
204 
199 
274 
3,518 
327 
137 
49 
8 
45 
21 
168 
18 
6 
4 
10 
4 
53 
251 
1913 
122 
177 
351 
108 
147 
289 
190 
239 
204 
92 
200 
269 
311 
170 
207 
196 
274 
3,546 
333 
137 
50 
8 
47 
22 
168 
18 
6 
4 
99 
341 
10 
4 
66 
287 
1914 
120 
185 
353 
113 
148 
283 
189 
231 
210 
98 
202 
330 
311 
170 
198 
191 
263 
3,595 
1920 
118 
215 
291 
195 
299 
9 
42 
173 
27 
10 
4 
69 
11 
95 
191 
1921 
119 
406 
80 
147 
292 
177 
215 
186 
91 
225 
303 
169 
189 
198 
237 
297 
167 
56 
9 
74 
32 
235 
27 
10 
6 
7 
157 
11 
192 
Source KV 1905 20, 1911 56, 1912 12, 1913 59, 1915 58, 1922 23 
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Graph C l Production of coffee on Java, 1901-1940. 
.Smallholder 
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Source: Mansvelt and Creutzberg (1975) CEI 1. 
Graph C.2 Area of tobacco, 1900-1940. 
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Source: Mansvelt and Creutzberg (1975) CEI 1. 
Graph C.3 Exports of tobacco, 1900-1940. 
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Source: Mansvelt and Creutzberg (1975) CEI 1. 
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Graph C.4 Area of sugar cane, 1901-1940. 
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Source: Mansvelt and Creutzberg (1975) CEI 1. 
Graph CS Exports of starch product, 1911-1940. 
Tapioca products 
Source: Verslag (1924), Hirsch (1929: Bijlage). 
Graph C.6 Wholesale price groundnut oil, 1913-1924. 
1913 14 15 16 17 18 
Source: Verslag (1924), Hirsch (1929: Bijlage). 
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Graph C.7 Wholesale prices cassava products, 1913-1927. 
16 
14 
12 
10 -
8 
б 
4 
Kampong meal 
ВШ Grade 
15 
Source: Verslag (1924 vol 1: 45-60), Hirsch (1929: Bijlage) 
Cassava: 
'100 root = 20 flour (kampong) 
'100 root = 26.5 flour factory pearl 
'100 root = 22.5 flour flake 
One kojang = 30 picol 
Graph C.8 Wholesale prices various commodities, 1913-1927. 
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Source: Verslag (1924 vol 1: 45-60), Hirsch (1929: Bijlage) 
Graph C.9 Other quality prices of Java rice, 1913-1940. 
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Source: Mansvelt (1978) CEI 4. 
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Graph CIO Eiport quality prices of Java rice, 1881-1914. 
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Source: De Vries (1937b) 
Graph C.l 1 Price development (Saigon rice and domestic rice No. 2), 1925-1936. 
1,200 
Saigon 
4 1 1 1 1 1 I-
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Source: De Vries (1937b) 
Graph C.12 Total cultivated land in Java & Madura, 1880-1945. 
'000 ha 
Source: Van Der Eng (1990/1993) 
registered land area. 
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Graph С 13 Rice imports in Java & Madura, 1901-1940. 
600 · 
from foreign countries 
from other islands 
Source: CEI 4. 
Graph С 14 Rice exports from Java & Madura, 1904-1940. 
70 τ 
Source: CEI 4. 
Graph С 15 Exports of gold and silver coins from the Netherlands Indies, 1901-1940. 
РП 1000 
Ш Government account from other 
Islands (Silver) 
[ZI Government account from Java A 
Madura (Silver) 
H Private account from other Islands 
(Silver) 
В Private account from other Islands 
(Gold) 
Π Private account from Java A 
Madura (Silver) 
I Private account from Java A 
Madura (Gold) 
Source: Korthals Altes (1991). 
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Graph C.16 Imports of gold and silver coins into the Netherlands Indies, 1901-1940. 
Ш Private account into 
Java & Madura 
(Gold) 
I Private account into 
Java & Madura 
(Silver) 
Ï Private account into 
other Islands (Gold) 
Ш Pnvate account into D Government account Ш Government account 
other Islands (Silver) into Java & Madura into other Islands 
(Silver) (Silver) 
Source: Korthals Altes, (1991). 
Graph C.17 Domestic cassava prices, market prices in Java and Madura, 1920-1940. 
9 τ 
Cassavano 1 
" Cassava no 2 
- Cassava roots, dned, 
no 1 
Source: Korthals Altes, ( 1991 ). 
Graph C.18 Domestic maize and groundnut prices, market prices in Java and Madura, 1920-1940. 
' Maize cobs, no I 
Maize shelled, no 1 
Maize shelled, no 2 
Groundnut, shelled 
Groundnut, unsheDed 
Source: Korthals Altes, (1994). 
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Graph C.19 Domestic soybean and sweet potato prices, market prices in Java and Madura, 1920-1940. 
Soybean, black 
Soybean, white 
Sweet potatoes, no I 
Sweet potatoes, no 2 
Source: Korthals Altes, (1994). 
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Appendix D 
Further data relating to Chapter 4 
Table D.l Fertilizer use (kg/ha) for mäht, soybean, groundnut, cassava and sweet potato (1971-1989). 
1971 1974 1977 1980 1983 1986 1989 
Maize Urea 
TSP/DAP 
Others 
Soybean Urea 
TSP/DAP 
Others 
Groundnut Urea 
TSP/DAP 
Others 
Cassava Urea 
TSP/DAP 
Others 
Sweet potato Urea 
TSP/DAP 
Others 
Irrigated псе Urea 
(Java) TSP/DAP 
Others 
Irrigated псе Urea 
(ou island) TSP/DAP 
Others 
Upland псе Urea 
(Java) TSP/DAP 
Others 
Upland псе Urea 
(ou island) TSP/DAP 
Others 
3113 25 04 48 70 
5 77 5 19 14 61 
15 16 793 1991 
6 84 4 97 13 97 
0 29 191 8 69 
104 18 12114 126 47 
30 62 38 35 44 55 
65 05 40 38 66 75 
3 15 12 20 10 55 
97 75 
7 60 
0 26 
20 83 
16 66 
100 
26 86 
23 28 
0 42 
15 55 
2 92 
0 24 
41 70 
7 20 
001 
213 52 
63 25 
0 45 
75 85 
27 36 
1 29 
84 21 
24 19 
0 39 
15 77 
12 56 
0 47 
69 95 
12 97 
0 59 
38 51 
28 81 
206 
4177 
33 17 
0 71 
34 04 
5 11 
0 10 
55 15 
26 10 
16 97 
235 01 
90 14 
165 
115 66 
50 55 
7 65 
90 55 
33 19 
0 09 
2151 
14 60 
1 16 
69 95 
24 03 
2 73 
40 67 
26 05 
2 62 
37 34 
37 05 
3 25 
27 87 
7 23 
121 
20 28 
6 18 
0 90 
276 03 
98 90 
3 22 
105 68 
49 90 
3 22 
134 42 
53 17 
1 51 
22 79 
18 13 
166 
139 25 
75 95 
13 98 
55 05 
47 80 
19 08 
41 50 
45 61 
1531 
74 36 
26 29 
6 29 
50 88 
1301 
5 80 
249 94 
76 52 
47 44 
14170 
76 52 
47 44 
125 29 
52 47 
3 97 
30 38 
26 37 
3 73 
Source Cost structure of padi and palawija, relevant years, CBS 
ТаЫе D.2 Large and medium annual food and Industrial crop based industries, 1974-1988. 
1974/75 1988 
Census 
Sub-code 
161 псе nulling 
164 wheat milling 
169 other grain 
171 noodles etc 
211 tapioca 
241 kecap 
242 soybean 
processing 
251 kerupuk 
281 animal feed 
No of 
business 
179 
3 
97 
164 
137 
29 
16 
55 
11 
total 
workers* 
4972 
1059 
4207 
5310 
3953 
1003 
398 
1566 
1100 
Production 
workers 
3885 
903 
3648 
4735 
3340 
857 
345 
1408 
933 
other 
968 
155 
477 
359 
501 
112 
31 
91 
166 
employment 
cost 
ΌΟΟ,ΟΟΟτρ 
409 
467 
327 
400 
240 
76 
42 
89 
111 
No of 
business 
257 
3 
84 
307 
220 
87 
63 
388 
72 
total 
workers 
8079 
1904 
7913 
12741 
11615 
4094 
2113 
13429 
7824 
Production other 
workers 
5939 
1547 
6844 
11366 
8934 
3372 
1793 
11848 
5063 
1792 
357 
956 
1010 
2493 
546 
239 
923 
2743 
employment 
cost 
ΌΟΟ,ΟΟΟτρ 
4781 
8450 
5284 
5461 
7544 
2842 
1439 
5770 
18447 
Including non-paid workers family 
Source 1974/1975 Industrial Census, 1988 Industnal Yearbook CBS, 1990 
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Table Ό3 Small agri Industry development, 1969-1986. 
Census 
Code 
No of business 
before 1969 
No of business 
in 1974/75 
No of No of business 
worker* in 1986 
No of Employment cost 
workers* ('000000 Rp) 
161 rice polishing 
milling 
162 other cereal 
milling 
164 other grain 
milling 
165 husking bean 
166 peeling roots 
168 wheat flour 
169 mixed flour 
171 mie, macaroni 
210 root flour 
211 tapioca 
212 other flour 
241 kecap 
242 tauco 
243 tempe 
244 oncom 
245 tahu 
249 other beans 
251 kerupukfish 
252 kerupuk fruit 
281 animal feed 
282 concentrate 
1316 
55 
164 
30 
293 ** 
152 
542 *** 
5 
621 *** 
1 
10266 
660 
240 
1106 
11 
20833 
32 
60435 
3713 
468 
565 
840 
3367 
4929 
5961 
1893 
6463 
62 
14835 
306 
8302 
215 
24 
54677 
1402 
259 
67 
9 
16 
232 
619 
463 
347 
252 
13 
860 
30 
1672 
184 
4496 
975 
31 
607 
56 
166 
2054 
5710 
4210 
4210 
2359 
124 
5084 
191 
11075 
1584 
37812 
7827 
3357 
16243 
321 
20 
126 
9 
58 
491 
1710 
1187 
1187 
X66 
52 
670 
54 
3425 
301 
8597 
1377 
161 
* including un-paid workers ** including tapioca 
Source: CBS Industrial Census 1974, 1986/88 
all soybean 11 krupuk 
Graph D.l Total cultivated land in Java & Madura, 1946-1985. 
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Source: Van Der Eng (1990/1993). 
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Table D.4 Shifts in cropping system« In Irrigated areas, selected 
areas Java and Madura 1970s. 
Java 
before 1973 
after 1977 
before 1976 
after 1978 
before 1974 
after 1976 
before 1973 
after 1978 
before 1977 
after 1979 
before 1974 
after 1978 
Madura 
before 1975 
after 1975 
before 1974 
after 1979 
Source: Collier et al, 
rice - palawija 
rice · rice - rice 
rice - palawija ι 
rice - palawija 
• rice 
(water problem) 
rice - rice - palawija 
rice - rice - rice 
rice - palawija ι 
rice - palawija 
rice - palawija -
(water problem) 
tobacco 
rice - rice - tobacco -
rice · rice · palawija 
palawija 
rice · rice - rice/palawija 
tobacco 
rice - tobacco -
rice - palawija 
rice - tobacco · 
1982. 
Table D.5 Common cassava crop patterns. 
Agroecological zone: 
Rainfed soils 
Rainfed soils 
Rainfed soils 
Rainfed soils 
Eroded, 
unterraced hill 
sides. 
Eroded, 
terraced hill 
sides. 
Level valley 
soil 
Irrigated soil 
Irrigated soil 
Farmer inter­
cropping 
pattern 
(Lampung) 
Crop 
1 ) Pure-stand cassava 
1 ) Maize + legumes: 
2) Upland rice 
3) Cassava 
1 ) Maize + legumes 
1) Maize 
2) Cassava 
1) Maize 
2) Cassava 
1 ) Maize - legumes 
2) Cassava 
1) Maize 
soybeans or groundnut 
2) Upland rice 
3) Cassava 
4) Legumes + maize 
l)Rice 
Maize 
2) Cassava 
l)Rice 
Pure stand cassava 
1) Maize 
2) Upland rice 
3) Cassava 
palawija 
palawija 
Planting time 
November - December 
November 
November 
November - December 
November 
December 
December 
October - November 
December 
October - November 
November - December 
September - October 
February - March 
September - October 
November 
November 
January 
May 
May 
January 
May 
October 
November 
January 
Source: CRIFC (1991) internal document 
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Map Dl Location of researched villages on Java. 
W e i t Java: 
1 Warga Bmangun 
2 Lanjan 
3 Gunung Wangi/Mekarsan 
4 Ballda 
5 Maulausma/Banjarsan 
6 Ciwangi 
7. Suka Ambit/Sukatali 
8 Manuk 
9 Cidahu 
10 Serital 
11. Waningjuad 
12 Jab sari 
13 Gckbrong 
SAMUDERA INDONESIA 
PROPINSI JAWABARAT 
U 
Central Java: 
14 Kebanggan 
15 Sukaraja Lor 
16 Wanarata 
17 Serang 
18 Rowosan 
19 Banyutowo 
20 Bulus Pesantren 
21 Patemon 
PROPINSI JAWA TENGAH 
U 
SAMUDERA INDONESIA 
East Java: 
22 Gemarang 
23 Geneng 
24 Sawo 
25 KarangMalang 
26 Sidomulyo 
27 Jann 
28 Junwangi 
29 Sumokembangsn 
30 Jens 
31 Tanggulwetan^** 
32 Sukosan 
33 Petung 
34 Tamansari 
35 Jausan 
., ( 
PROPINSI JAWATIMUR 
и 
Surabaya 
30 ? . 2 6 
® 5 .® 
Mojokcrlo 27 
SAMUDERA INDONESIA 
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Samenvatting 
De studie "Market Formation and Agriculture in Indonesia from the Mid 19th Century 
to 1990" past een gedetailleerde operationalisering van het concept marktformatie toe op Java 
en Indonesië. Het eerste hoofdstuk beschouwt achtereenvolgens recent landbouwkundig 
onderzoek, de expansie in beschikbare informatie enerzijds en de verwarring bij het gebruik 
van sociaal-economische concepten anderzijds. De bespreking wijst op de heersende opvatting 
dat de landbouw op Java een (door de staat geleide) ecologische en economische transformatie 
heeft ondergaan in de 70er en de 80er jaren, en stelt vast dat recente resultaten van sociaal-
economisch onderzoek in Java en Indonesië aanleiding geven tot een specifieke lange termijn 
studie van Java en de andere eilanden van de Indonesische archipel. Met name de uitgebreide 
bevestiging van de commerciële aard van de kleinschalige landbouw en de structurerende 
betekenis van gewas-specifieke karakteristieken voor de markt, transactiestruktuur en lokaliteit 
van produktie, verwerkende en distributieactiviteit, en een hoge graad van markintegratie, 
bieden aanknopingspunten voor historisch onderzoek. 
Het tweede deel van hoofstuk 1 wijdt een analyse aan de landbouwkundige implicaties 
en aannames in sociaal-economisch en historische studies en opvattingen over Indonesië en 
Java in het bijzonder en wijst op een belangrijke leemte, het ontbreken van systematische 
toepassingen van landbouwkundige kennis, in de belangrijkste naoorlogse studies. Vier zeer 
weinig gebruikte, maar zeer belangrijke vooroorlogse landbouwkundig/historische studies door 
Sollewijn Gelpke, Ham, Scheltema en De Vries geven een zeer duidelijk beeld van de 
structuurdeterminanten van de landbouw en economie op Java: de samenhang tussen klimaat, 
seizoen en de circulatie van geld, goederen en diensten, het landgebruik, transactiestructuren 
en de diversiteit van de landbouw op Java. Dit vroege beeld van de structuur van de landbouw 
op Java sluit goed aan bij - en stijgt in een aantal opzichten zelfs uit boven - de bevindingen 
van recent onderzoek. 
Het introducerende deel van de studie wordt afgesloten met een presentatie van de 
determinanten van landbouw in het algemeen, waarbij de de spatiale en temporele variatie in 
seizoensgebondenheid van productie als structurerende en dynamiserende factor in 
marktformatie is geïdentificeerd. Bij een landbouweconomische en historische analyse is een 
gewas-specifieke aanpak een vereiste. Deze aanpak neemt de voornaamste agronomische 
karakteristieken van gekozen gewassen in overweging. Onder de indicatoren van 
marktformatie, zoals marktdüferentiatie, technologie, infrastructuur en informatie, nemen 
monetarisering, proporties van gemonetariseerde en ruiltransacties, een belangrijke plaats in. 
Marktformatie wordt beschouwd als een gevolg van interactie tussen producenten en 
consumenten, waarbij klimaat, bodem en gewas, investeringsmogelijkheden en het specificieke 
spatiale en temporele aanbod bepalen. Vooruitgang in infrastruktuur, technologie en 
informatie beïnvloed de mate van substitueerbaarheid van aanbod van verschillende 
produktiegebieden, van gewassen, en van produktiefactoren. 
Het empirisch deel van de studie begint in hoofdstuk 2 met een analyse van landgebruik 
en produktie van eenjarige gewassen op maandbasis. Het blijkt, op basis van beschikbare 
cijfers voor Java in 1920 - 1930 en de jaren 1970 - 1990, dat er in het totaal gebruikte 
landareaal op Java nauwelijks verandering is gekomen. Een beschouwing van de maandcijfers 
van het areaal gebruikt voor de produktie van eenjarige en korter lopende gewassen, 
geaggregeerd naar provincie, toont weinig verandering in Centraal Java en Oost Java, in West 
Java is duidelijk sprake van groei in bebouwd areaal, in dejaren 1970 - 1990 wat prominenter 
dan in dejaren 1930 - 1970. De maandcijfers geven duidelijk aan dat de essentiële temporele 
karakteristiek van de landbouw op Java, geaggregeerd op provincie niveau, vrijwel constante 
produktie is, met in de maanden juni en juli prominente pieken in 1920 - 1930, terwijl deze 
pieken iets zijn afgezwakt in 1970 - 1990. De geringe groei in de verbreding van de pieken in 
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het oogstseizoen moet in verband gebracht worden met de aard van de irrigatie in Java. 
Irrigatie op Java is, zoals verwacht kan worden in een jong vulkanisch gebied, hoofdzakelijk 
rivier-irrigatie; de prioriteit van de vroege investeringen in irrigatie waren dan ook gericht op 
het veilig stellen van de oogst van het eerste seizoen, de west moesson. De volgorde der 
gewassen in de loop van het jaar toont ook een hoge mate van stabiliteit over de jaren 1920 -
1990, het eerste geoogste gewas is mais, het tweede rijst, en het derde cassave. De vindingen 
van continue produktie en onveranderde volgorde in produktie wekken geen verbazing in een 
studie met een landbouwkundig perspectief. Maar deze wezenlijk onveranderd gebleven 
karakteristieken zijn moeilijk te rijmen met de in de meeste contemporaire studies gehuldigde 
opvatting dat een economische en ecologische transformatie heen plaatsgevonden op Java in de 
recente decennia. Het is algemeen bekend dat produktiviteitsstijging in rijst de beschikbare 
hoeveelheid rijst per hoofd van de bevolking heeft doen toenemen in de jaren 1920 - 1990, 
speciaal in de jaren 1970 - 1990 steeg de produktie van rijst per hectare snel. Men zou de 
produktiviteitsstijging in rijst in Indonesië met recht een historische coïncidentie kunnen 
noemen. De vraag doet zich voor of de geringe stijging in totaal bebouwd areaal in Centraal en 
Oost Java in die periode wel recht doet aan de intensiviteit van landbouwproduktie. 
Op grond van de continuïteit in de seizoensvolgorde der voornaamste gewassen en de 
maandelijkse produktie in dejaren 1920 - 1990, en gesteund door observaties in de studie van 
Sollewijn Gelpke (1901) concludeert de studie dat in de 19e eeuw de volgorde der belangrijkste 
gewassen identiek was aan de volgorde in dejaren 1920 - 1990. Bij onstentenis van statistische 
informatie wordt de analyse van de landbouw in Java in de 19e eeuw voorgezet met behulp van 
vroege analyse en classificaties van landgebruik. Een vergelijking van de residentiekaarten uit 
dejaren 1860 - 1880 met de landgebruikskaarten van 1980 - 1990 steunt de observatie van 
stabiliteit in landgebruik, eerder gebaseerd op de maandstatistieken. Het werk van Sollewijn 
Gelpke bevestigt dat in Java in de 19e eeuw een grote variatie in lokale bewatering- en 
afwaieringkondilies voorkwam en dat het onderscheid: geirrigeerd - niet-geirrigeerd, niet 
scherp was. Een analyse van risico toont dat de variatie in beschikbaarheid van water tezamen 
met de afwatering de belangrijkste determinant van de productiekalender was. Hoewel er geen 
gedetailleerde statistische informatie beschikbaar is, concludeert de studie dat spatiale en 
temporele variatie in regenval gebieden op verschillende hoogte een economisch kenmerk is 
van 19e eeuwse landbouw in Java. 
Een beschouwing van landgebruik met behulp van een gedetailleerde bedrijfstypologie 
(Sollewijn Gelpke, 1901), toont dat de variatie aan gewassen zeer groot was, waarbij wordt 
opgemerkt dat een minimum van 50% van de gewassen bestemd was voor de markt rond 1870, 
terwijl regengevoede en bewaterde bedrijven beide twee gewassen per kalenderjaar 
verbouwden. Deze laatse observatie bevestigt dat de eerdere geaggregeerde waarneming over 
de landbouw produktie in Java, een grote continuïteit, met een piek in juni/juli, zichtbaar wordt 
op bedrijfsniveau als een kenmerk van meerdere produktiepieken. In deze, algemene, 
opzichten zijn er geen wezenlijke verschillen waar te nemen tussen regengevoede en bewaterde 
bedrijven. Bedrijfsstrategieën verschillen op het punt van de duur van gewasvolgorde: 
regengevoede bedrijven diversifieerden gewassen over cycli van langere duur (twee tot vier 
jaar) dan bedrijven met bewaterbaar land die meer opties hadden binnen het kalenderjaar, zij 
het binnen de groep van korter lopende gewassen. 
Hoofdstuk 2 zet de analyse van landbouwbedrijven door met behulp van informatie over 
inkomsten en uitgaven van huishoudens, verzameld door Heyting (1889). Deze informatie 
toont dat de klassen van landgebruik als gehanteerd in de statistiek (erf, sawah, tuin, ladang) 
ook waarneembaar is op bedrijfsniveau. Voorts toont de informatie, gebaseerd op dagelijkse 
registratie, dat de monetarisering van het huishoudelijk verkeer sterk fluctueerde, als gevolg 
van de produktiefascn en -pieken van het landbouwbedrijf. Hierbij staat in direct verband het 
levendige verkeer in korter en langer lopende leningen. Gezien het, tot de ingreep van 
1899/1900 in het muntstelsel, continue belang van duiten in de economie van Java sedert het 
Preanger stelsel , wordt geconcludeerd dat de monetarisatie van 1870 niet hoger was dan in 
vroeger tijden. 
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De studie beschouwt, met in achtneming van de bovenvermelde observaties en 
redenering: (i) de conclusie van Sollewijn Gelpke (1901) over de gewasvolgorde als 
determinant van het economisch verkeer, hel circuleren van geld, goederen en diensten; en (ii) 
de conclusie van Scheltema (1931) betreffende het voorkomen van vele transactievormen 
gebonden aan specifieke gewassen en produkten van gewassen. De studie stelt dat deze 
karakteristieken historisch van toepassing zijn op Java. Deze redenering vooronderstelt een 
mate van markt interaktie en -integratie, en hoofdstuk 2 beschouwt derhalve indicators van 
marktformatie en -integratie: infrastructuur en verkeer, samenhangen tussen cycli in 
rijstprijzen en gewasintensiteit, en het voorkomen van tweerichtingshandel in ruwe en 
verwerkte landbouwproducten. De studie beschouwt met name de cyclus in de rijstprijzen en de 
uitbreiding en groei van de transportsector als indicatief voor marktintegratie. Een 
vermindering van het verschil tussen minimum en maximum rijstprijzen in de jaren 1830 -
1870, en de circulatie van duiten en centen duiden op een versterking van economische 
interactie tussen landbouwproduktie en konsumptie in Java in de 19e eeuw. Een vergelijking 
van de trends in de rijstprijzen met de Sauerbeck Index, loont tegen het eind van de 19e eeuw 
meer parallele bewegingen dan in het midden van de 19e eeuw. Dit zou er op duiden dat 
marktintegratie binnen Java vooraf ging aan het samenvallen van cyclische bewegingen in de 
wereldmarkt en Java. 
Hoofstuk 2 sluit af met een uiteenzetting over economische verandering op de lange 
termijn. De hypothese zegt dat vermindering in seizoensschommeling in de circulatie van geld, 
goederen en diensten een belangrijk kenmerk is van ontwikkeling op de lange termijn. Voor de 
eenjarige gewassen in Java en Indonesia geldt op de lange termijn dat toenemende interactie 
tussen producenten en consumenten leidt tot marktintegratie. De factor- en produktmarkten 
van eenjarige industriële- en voedselgewassen zijn asymetrisch gesegmenteerd, maar de grote 
mate van substitueerbaarheid van gewassen in Java geeft een zeer divers bedrijfsbeeld voor de 
19e eeuw, en versterkt de notie van een interaktieve landbouw. 
Voor de tijdsperiode 1900 - 1940 verbreedt het focus van de studie zich tot de andere 
eilanden in de archipel en de participatie van de staat in marktformatie, met name de invloed 
van staatsinterventies op stabilisering van seizoensverschillen door marktparticipatie en 
investering in irrigatie. Hoofdstuk 3 analyseert de langdurige periode van initieel brede en 
later, na 1920, meer gespecialiseerde onderzoeken die vooraf gingen aan de systematische 
investeringen in irrigatie en marktinterventie. De interventies in de rijstmarkt, de eerste (1916 
- 1920) en de tweede (1930 - 1940) rijslinterventies kunnen als illustratief voor een 
institutioneel leerproces beschouwd worden. Deze studie wijst op het grote belang dat aan 
statistische opnamen werd gehecht om tot een vorm van planning en anticipatie te komen in de 
dominante landbouwsector voor de tweede wereldoorlog, en concludeert dat de systematische 
verzameling van informatie over de landbouw een essentiële onderstroom is geweest zonder 
welke de latere systematische investeringen op velerlei gebied in de landbouw niet mogelijk 
waren geweest. De interventies in irrigatie waren, zoals eerder opgemerkt, gericht op het 
stabiliseren van de westmoesson oogst, en in dejaren 1930 - 1940 is slechts een zeer geringe 
verschuiving van de produktie van rijst naar de oost moesson waar te nemen. 
Hoofdstuk 3 wijst op de belangrijke rol van het treinverkeer in de inter-lokale en inter-
regionale handel in landbouwprodukten, en de grote variatie in ruwe en verwerkte produkten 
in Java, die de diversiteit van landbouw in Java reflecteert. Een analyse van de rijstmarkt toont 
dat het lokale verkeer in rijst niet werd opgenomen in de bedrijfseconomische analyses, en men 
kan dus de schattingen van de proportie van de rijstproduktie voor de markt van rond de 50% 
als een minimum grens beschouwen, aangezien deze schattingen gebaseerd zijn op het inter-
lokale en inter-regionale verkeer in rijst. De studie laat ook zien dat de marktconfiguratie van 
de oliegewassen al zeer complex was rond 1920. Een groot aantal verwerkte producten, 
gewonnen uit verschillende oliegewassen, werd gebruikt voor de vervaardiging van een groot 
aantal eindprodukten. De landbouweconomie van de archipel kan zonder meer divers en 
komplex genoemd worden in die tijd. 
Een korte beschouwing over de seizoensgebondenheid van suiker en rijst toont dat in 
wezen een identiek economisch verschijnsel optrad, een behoefte aan krediet aan het begin van 
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de produktiecyclus, en bij verkoop van de oogst een vergrote beschikbaarheid aan geld. Terwijl 
het algemeen bekend is dat in de suiker de kultuurbanken hun plaats innamen op basis van de 
seizoensdynamiek van de suikerindustrie, is minder bekend over de meer kleinschalige maar 
veel wijder verspreide kredietbehoeñe in de produktie en verwerking van rijst. Refererend aan 
verspreide waarnemingen in de literatuur en opmerkingen van De Vries stelt de studie dat 
instituties die krediet verschaften op basis van rijst waarschijnlijk reeds lang bestonden in Java. 
Nog niet eerder gebruikt materiaal (Scheltema, 1939) is de basis voor een kwantitatieve 
analyse van trends in produktie en produktiviteit van de voornaamste gewassen in de jaren 
1929 - 1938. Scheltema's materiaal en bewerking toont dat moderne landbouwplanning en 
middellange termijn voorspelling een feit waren in Java voor de tweede wereldoorlog. 
Scheltema's werk toont dat de stelling dat gewasrisico zou stijgen met vermeerderde produktie 
incorrect was in de jaren 1929 - 1938; in rijst was produktiviteitsstijging zelfs hoger dan 
gewasrisico in deze jaren. Met name soya maakte een stormachtige ontwikkeling door in de 
dertiger jaren. Aan de produktiezijde kan dit verklaard worden door de retractie van de 
suikerindustrie en het vrijkomen van land voor tweede gewassen na de rijstoogst; tegelijkertijd 
illustreert de snelle expansie in de consumptie van soya de inherente slagvaardigheid van de 
landbouw op Java. Zelfs in een periode van depressie biedt de landbouw entrepreneuriële 
opties. Verschuivingen in relatieve prijzen van eenjarige gewassen zijn moeilijk te constateren, 
maar er zijn voldoende aanwijzingen over middel-lange termijn relatieve verschuivingen in 
geoogst areaal per gewas, en verspreide informatie over kortere perioden van relatieve 
prijsverschuivingen om te stellen dat relatieve prijsverschuivingen een rol moeten hebben 
gespeeld in de archipel in dejaren 1910 - 1940. Met een aantal korte beschouwingen over de 
voedsel- en industriële gewassen maakt hoofdstuk 3 duidelijk dat de landbouw op Java een zeer 
divers karakter had; deze diversiteit is het grondkenmerk voor de lange termijn ontwikkeling 
in de landbouw van Java. 
Hoofdstuk 3 besluit met een observatie over de monetarisering van Java. De meest 
betrouwbare waarnemingen kunnen worden ontleend aan landbouwhuishoudkundige studies, 
met name het rapport van de tuinbouwkundige afdeling van het ministerie van economische 
zaken door Ochse en Terra van 1934. Dit rapport wijst op een monetarisatiegraad van 70 -
90% in ruraal Java in de depressie. Deze cijfers zijn slechts weinig hoger dan dan de 
waarnemingen van Heyting (40 - 80%), gedaan in de tachtiger jaren in de 19e eeuw, en 
verschillen niet van recentere waarnemingen gedaan in de jaren 1980 - 1990 die een 
monetarisatiegraad van rond de 80% bevestigen. Als men de bovenstaande cijfers accepteert 
als representatief voor de lange termijn in monetarisering, dan zou men concluderen dat de 
expansie van het gebruik van geld een veel trager proces is dan normaal wordt aangenomen. In 
conjunctie met een conclusie van hoofdstuk 2 betreffende de continuïteit van het belang van 
marktgerichte produktie in de 19e eeuw is het aannemelijk dat monetarisering een proces is op 
de zeer lange termijn, waarbij de relatie tussen monetarisering en ontwikkelingsactiviteiten 
niet zonder meer aangenomen kan worden. 
Het 4e hoofdstuk handelt over de periode 1950 - 1990, en geeft een aantal lijnen aan, 
het belang van de overheid bij rijstopkoop en -distributie, rurale coöperaties, de nadruk op 
export, die in koloniaal Indonesie hun oorsprong vonden, en die doorgezet werden in de eerste 
decennia van de republiek. Hoewel er vele elementen van overeenkomst in beleid in het 
koloniale tijdperk en de jonge republiek zijn te vinden is een belangrijk verschil dat de 
economische integratie van de archipel in de 50er jaren onderhevig was aan disruptie. Een 
kombinatie van factoren: lokale noties van onafhankelijkheid in de andere eilanden, pogingen 
tot centralisatie vanuit Jakarta en logistieke problemen in centrale controle, en nationalisering 
van exporterende bedrijven leidden tot een verwarde republiek waarin politieke verschuivingen 
en factionalisme een overheersende rol speelden. 
De "nieuwe orde" bracht stabiliteit, maar de veranderingen kwamen geleidelijk tot 
stand, op het terrein van controle waarschijnlijk door institutionele inertia, in de landbouw 
zeker ook omdat technologische verandering lijd vergt. Hoofdstuk 4 wijst met name op de 
continue investering in rurale infrastructuur en de ontwikkeling van de transportsector als 
kernelementen voor de economie van Indonesië. Met betrekking tot de landbouw zou het 
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twintig jaar duren voordat het prescriptieve en centralistische element min of meer verlaten 
werd. De maatregelen besloegen een zeer wijd gebied van centrale en lokale investeringen en 
controle (zaadproduktie en -distributie, kunstmestproduktie en -distributie, kredietdistributie, 
prijscontrole, import- en exportcontrole, rijstopkoop en -distributie, kartelcontrole middels 
associaties, plantareaalcontrole en lokale en centrale investeringen in irrigatie, 
marktinformatie, om slechts enkele te noemen) en leidden tot twee decennia van 
produktiviteitstoename in de rijstkultuur. De vertakkingen van overheids en privé 
investeringen die deel uitmaken van de landbouweconomie en het algemene landbouwbeleid 
tonen dat kleinschalige landbouw veel vertakkingen aan zowel factor als productzijde heeft met 
grootschalige industrie. Men kan zich afvragen of het succes van het Indonesische lange 
termijn landbouwbeleid de gedachte versterkt heeft dat protectie en licenties efficiënt lange 
termijn beleidsgereedschap vormen. Gezien het feit dat de ontwikkelingsparadigmata van de 
Indonesische staat belangrijke vertakkingen in het sterk uitgebreide onderwijs heeft en vaak 
bepalend is voor leer- en vraagstellingen in de recente decennia, gaat het antwoord op deze 
vraag uit boven de economische dogmatiek over de handel. 
Van meer direct belang is echter de vraag of men de expansie in produktie en 
produktiviteit in de jaren 1970 - 1980 wel zo eenduidig aan het landbouwbeleid moet 
toeschrijven, als in de ontwikkelingsliteratuur over Indonesia in het algemeen gebeurt. Zo 
blijkt dat de grootschalige produktverwerkende bedrijven in de landbouw slechts een topje van 
een brede en diepe piramide van middelgroot- en kleinschalige verwerkende- en 
toeleveringsbedrijven, en een zeer grote groep van thuisbedrijven, uitmaakt. In de literatuur 
over rijst in Indonesia wordt pas op het eind van de 80er jaren gewezen op het feit dat de 
overheidsopkoop is gedaald van rond de 15 naar S procent van de totale rijstoogst. Er blijkt 
naast de distributie van urea ook een uitgebreid netwerk, alle belangrijke eilanden van de 
archipel bestrijkend, van opkopers en distributeurs van zaden en meststoffen te bestaan. 
Hoewel informatie over de diensten in de landbouwsector nog onvolledig is, kan men toch zien 
dat het huidige beeld de dynamiek van alle voedsel- en industriële gewassen en daarmee 
verbonden diensten weergeeft. 
Een afstandelijke analyse van primaire data, verzameld op 35 lokaties op Java over een 
periode van 20 jaar,.toont aan dat het centrale landbouweconomische kenmerk van deze 
decennia gewaswisseling is, niet slechts de korte een- en vier jarige cycli zoals reeds 
beschreven door Sollewijn Gelpke, (en, zoals de historische appendix toont), vroegere 
waarnemers, maar aanpassingen in gewaskeuze die duidelijke middellange termijn trends laten 
zien. De waarnemingen gegenereerd door onderzoek dat expliciet het bimodale karakter van de 
jaarkalender van de landbouw in Indonesia in acht neemt, geven universeel een minimum van 
twee gewassen per kalenderjaar. Dit zou, bij de simpelste methodologie van de berekening van 
de gewas- intensiteit, een intensiteit van rond de 200 te zien geven, de statistiek vertelt echter 
dat de intensiteiten aanzienlijk lager zijn. Bij het beschouwen van dit vraagstuk over de 
langere termijn dienen zich tal van zeer moeilijk te beantwoorden vragen aan. Als men de 
cijfers van Scheltema over landgebruik in de 30er jaren als basis neemt, dan blijkt dat de 
schattingen van totaal bebouwbaar areaal redelijk met elkaar overeen komen. De betrekkelijk 
geringe groei in gewasintensiteit in de jaren 1940 - 1990 steunt de gedachte dat 
produktiviteitsvermeerdering de voornaamste determinant van groei in de voedsel en 
industriële eenjarige gewassen, en in het algemeen, de landbouwsector, was. Maar, als men nu 
aanneemt dat de primaire data van 1970 - 1990 correct zijn, hoe dient men dan de gegevens 
van Scheltema over de 30er jaren in te schatten? Kan men aannemen dat de statistische 
opnamen van de 30er jaren korrekt zijn en moet men dus konkluderen dat de stijging in 
gewasintensiteit veel hoger was dan uit de statistieken blijkt? Of, wat meer realistisch lijkt, kan 
men aannemen dat de gewasintensiteit onderschat is, in 1930 misschien wat meer of minder 
dan in 1990? Als de gewasintensiteit systematisch onderschat is, is het bedrijfsinkomen van 
boeren waarschijnlijk ook onderschat. Wat ook het geval moge zijn, het is duidelijk dat de 
voltooiing van de produktiviteitsstijging in rijst tot gevolg zal hebben dat de grondkenmerken 
van de landbouw in Indonesië, de grote mate van substitueerbaarheid van eenjarige en 
korterlopende gewassen en hoge lokale diversiteit zullen leiden tot toenemende intensiteit 
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waarbij de vraag de voornaamste determinant zal zijn van de landbouwproduktie. Het spreekt 
vanzelf dat produktiviteitsstijgingen middels aanpassing van plantmateriaal hierbij een rol van 
grote betekenis blijven spelen, echter infrastructuur, marktverbetering, technologie en 
produktieconcentratie zijn betrokken in een komplex samenspel wat zich over de gehele 
archipel uitstrekt. 
In deze studie wordt marktformatie als lange termijn proces gezien, waarbij bio-fysieke 
factoren als determinanten voor de landbouw en economie worden geïdentificeerd. De studie 
omvat de temporele en spatiale distributie van landgebruik en gewas-specifieke 
marktconfiguraties. De studie laat zien dat van eiland tot eiland en van provincie tot provincie 
de temporele distributie van produktie verschilt, en dat voor de andere eilanden, zij het in 
mindere mate dan voor Java, ook geldt dat eenjarige gewassen het jaar rond geproduceerd 
worden, verbonden door de groothandel met de distributie in de gehele archipel. 
Hoofdstuk 4 toont voorts dat de handelsregimes van rijst en soya (brede interventie, 
gesloten handelsregime), en mais en cassave (weinig interventie, open handels regime) in twee 
tijdsbestekken, de laat koloniale jaren, 1910 - 1940, en de jaren van zeer uitgebreide 
staalsexpansie, 1970 - 1990, vrijwel identiek waren. Enerszijds reflecteert dit de continuïteit in 
de gewasvolgorde, anderszijds de continuïteit van het belang van deze gewassen voor de 
consument. Een korte beschouwing van onderzoek naar de economische levensvatbaarheid van 
eenjarige voedsel- en industriële gewassen op de andere eilanden laat zeer verschillend 
potentieel zien. Dit was in koloniale jaren reeds het geval in rijst en mais. 
De studie legt de kem voor de verklaring voor de grote mate van continuïteit in de 
landbouw op Java bij de substitueerbaarheid van kortlopende eenjarige gewassen, die als eerste 
gewas (mais), tweede en/of derde gewas, of, in geval van cassava, als hoofdaanplant of eerste 
gewas, geplant kunnen worden, en de grote diversiteit van het Indonesische landbouwbedrijf. 
Het bimodale regenpatroon en de topografie van Java in het bijzonder, maken twee of zelfs drie 
of vier groeiseizoenen mogelijk, hetgeen dus zeer veel opties in aanpassing van gewaskeuze 
biedt. Hoewel het produktiepatroon in de archipel specifiek is voor het moessonklimaat, 
generaliseert de studie een element als hypothese voor economische verandering op de lange 
termijn. Deze hypothese zegt dat verminderde seizoensgebonden circulatie van geld, goederen 
en diensten een grondkenmerk is van marktformatie en economische verandering over de 
lange termijn. Historisch/economisch onderzoek zou derhalve plaatsgebonden klimatologische 
condities kunnen identificeren om uitspraken over de langere termijn te vergemakkelijken. 
De studie eindigt met een verwijzing naar Marshall's "Natura non facit saltum", en zegt 
dat Java's landbouw vanaf het midden van de 19e eeuw tot heden de algemene geldigheid van 
dit motto ten volle onderschrijft. 
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Appendix E 
Land use maps of various parts of Java, 1860-1880 and 1980-1990 
Maps: 
Map E 1-2 Jakarta and Krawang 1880-1990 
Map E 3-4 Surakarta and environs 1880-1990 
Map E 5-6 Demak and environs 1860-1990 
Map E 7 Kortzius' map of Java ~ 1800 
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Errata 
item: 
Pg 94 Table 2.22 
Pg130 Map 3.4 
Pg 151 Graph 3.7 shows .... 
Pg 155 Map 3.6 shows land growth in 1930-1940 
and map 3.6 
Pg 160 Mid page Graph 3.14 
Pg219 Graph 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 
kg/ha 
Pg 256 Boomgaard 1989b 
Pg260 Kortzius (map 1) 
should read: 
Table 2.2 
should be on pg 93 
Maps 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 
Graph 3.6 
delete 
delete 
Graph 3.11 
kg/hr 
1989a 
(Map E7) 

